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II. ACT OF CORPORATION

No. 3170
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Be It Known, That whereas Alpheus Hyatt, William Sanford Stevens, William T.

Sedgwick, Edward G. Gardiner, Susan Minns, Charles Sedgwick Minot, Samuel Wells,

William G. Farlow, Anna D. Phillips, and B. H. Van Vleck have associated themselves

with the intention of forming a Corporation under the name of the Marine Biological

Laboratory, for the purpose of establishing ajid maintaining a laboratory or station for

scientific study and investigation, and a school for instruction in biology and natural his-

tory, and have complied with the provisions of the statutes of this Commonwealth in

such case made and provided, as appears from the certificate of the President, Treasurer,

and Trustees of said Corporation, duly approved by the Commissioner of Corporations,
and recorded in this office;

Now, therefore, I, HENRY B. PIERCE, Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts, do hereby certify that said A. Hyatt, W. S. Stevens, W. T. Sedgwick, E. G. Gardi-

ner, S. Minns, C. S. Minot, S. Wells, W. G. Farlow, A. D. Phillips, and B. H. Van Vleck,

their associates and successors, are legally organized and established as, and are hereby

made, an existing Corporation, under the name of the MARINE BIOLOGICAL LAB-
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ORATORY, with the powers, rights, and privileges, and subject to the limitations,

duties, and restrictions, which by law appertain thereto.

Witness my official signature hereunto subscribed, and the seal of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts hereunto affixed, this twentieth day of March in the year of our Lord
One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-Eight.

[SEAL] HENRY B. PIERCE,
Secretary of the Commonwealth

III. BYLAWS OF THE CORPORATION OF THE MARINE
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

(Revised February 11, 1972)

I. The members of the Corporation shall consist of persons elected by the Board
of Trustees.

II. The officers of the Corporation shall consist of a Chairman of the Board of

Trustees, President, Director, Treasurer and Clerk.

III. The Annual Meeting of the members shall be held on the Friday following the

second Tuesday in August in each year at the Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
at 9 :30 A.M., and at such meeting the members shall choose by ballot a Treasurer and a

Clerk to serve one year, and nine Trustees to serve four years, and shall transact such

other business as may properly come before the meeting. Special meetings of the

members may be called by the Trustees to be held at such time and place as may be

designated.
IV. Twenty-five members shall constitute a quorum at any meeting.
V. Any member in good standing may vote at any meeting, either in person or by

proxy duly executed.

VI. Inasmuch as the time and place of the Annual Meeting of members are fixed by
these bylaws, no notice of the Annual Meeting need be given. Notice of any special

meeting of members, however, shall be given by the Clerk by mailing notice of the time

and place and purpose of such meeting, at least (15) days before such meeting, to each

member at his or her address as shown on the records of the Corporation.
VII. The Annual Meeting of the Trustees shall be held promptly after the Annual

Meeting of the Corporation at the Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Special

meetings of the Trustees shall be called by the Chairman, the President, or by any seven

Trustees, to be held at such time and place as may be designated, and the Secretary
shall give notice thereof by written or printed notice, mailed to each Trustee at his

address as shown on the records of the Corporation, at least one (1) week before the

meeting. At such special meeting only matters stated in the notice shall be considered.

Seven Trustees of those eligible to vote shall constitute a quorum for the transaction

of business at any meeting.
VIII. There shall be three groups of Trustees:

(A) Thirty-six Trustees chosen by the Corporation, divided into four classes, each
to serve four years. After having served two consecutive terms of four years each,
Trustees are ineligible for re-election until a year has elapsed.

(B) Trustees ex officio, who shall be the Chairman, the President, the Director,

the Treasurer, and the Clerk.

(C) Trustees Emeriti, who shall be elected from present or former Trustees by the

Corporation. Any member of the Corporation in good standing who has attained the

age of seventy years, or has attained the age of sixty-five and has retired from his home
institution, and who has served a full elected term as a regular Trustee, shall be desig-
nated Trustee Emeritus for life at the next annual meeting provided he signifies his
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wish to serve the Laboratory in that capacity. Any regular trustee who qualifies for

emeritus status shall continue to serve as Trustee until the next Annual Meeting

whereupon his office as regular Trustee shall become vacant and be filled by election by
the Corporation. The Trustees ex officio and Emeriti shall have all the rights of the

Trustees, except that Trustees Emeriti shall not have the right to vote.

The Trustees and officers shall hold their respective offices until their successors are

chosen and have qualified in their stead.

IX. The Trustees shall have the control and management of the affairs of the Cor-

poration. They shall elect a Chairman of the Board of Trustees who shall be elected

annually and shall serve until his successor is selected and qualified and who shall also

preside at meetings of the Corporation. They shall elect a President of the Corporation
who shall also be the Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees and Vice Chairman of

meetings of the Corporation, and who shall be elected annually and shall serve until his

successor is selected and qualified. They shall appoint a Director of the Laboratory for

a term not to exceed five years, provided the term shall not exceed one year if the candi-

date has attained the age of 65 years prior to the date of the appointment. They may
choose such other officers and agents as they may think best. They may fix the com-

pensation and define the duties of all the officers and agents; and may remove them, or

any of them except those chosen by the members, at any time. They may fill vacancies

occurring in any manner in their own number or in any of the officers. The Board of

Trustees shall have the power to choose an Executive Committee from their own num-

ber, and to delegate to such Committee such of their own powers as they may deem

expedient. They shall from time to time elect members to the Corporation upon such

terms and conditions as they may think best.

X. The Associates of the Marine Biological Laboratory shall be an unincorporated

group of persons (including associations and corporations) interested in the Laboratory
and shall be organized and operated under the general supervision and authority of the

Trustees.

XI. The consent of every Trustee shall be necessary to dissolution of the Marine

Biological Laboratory. In case of dissolution, the property shall be disposed of in such

manner and upon such terms as shall be determined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds

of the Board of Trustees.

XII. The account of the Treasurer shall be audited annually by a certified public
accountant.

XIII. These bylaws may be altered at any meeting of the Trustees, provided that

the notice of such meeting shall state that an alteration of the bylaws will be acted upon.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE TRUSTEES:

I. RESOLVED:

(A) The Executive Committee is hereby designated to consist of not more than ten

members, including the ex officio members (Chairman of the Board of Trustee, Presi-

dent, Director and Treasurer) ;
and six additional Trustees, two of whom shall be elected

by the Board of Trustees each year, to serve for a three-year term. (August 11, 1967).

(B) The Chairman of the Board of Trustees shall act as Chairman of the Executive

Committee, and the President as Vice President. A majority of the members of the

Executive Committee shall constitute a quorum and a majority of those present at any
properly held meeting shall determine its action. It shall meet at such times and places
and upon such notice and appoint such sub-committees as the Committee shall deter-

mine. (August 12. 1966).

(C) The Executive Committee >hall have and may exercise all the powers of the

Board during the intervals between meetings of the Board of Trustees except those
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powers specifically withheld from time to time by the Board or by law. (August 16,

1963).

(D) The Executive Committee shall keep appropriate minutes of its meetings, and

its action shall be reported to the Board of Trustees. (August 16, 1963).

II. RESOLVED:

The elected members of the Executive Committee be constituted as a standing "Com-
mittee for the Nominations of Officers," responsible for making nominations, at each

Annual Meeting of the Corporation, and of the Board of Trustees, for candidates to fill

each office as the respective terms of office expire (Chairman of the Board, President,

Director, Treasurer, and Clerk). (August 16, 1963).

III. RESOLVED:

Any member of the Corporation in good standing who has attained the age of seventy

years, or has attained the age of sixty-five and has retired from his home institution,

shall automatically be designated a Life Member of the Corporation provided he

signifies his wish to retain his membership in the Corporation. Life Members shall not

have the right to vote and shall not be subject to the payment of any dues. (February

16, 1973).

IV. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

To: THE TRUSTEES OF THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

In the winter just past the winter of discontent among the Nation's scientists one

of my colleagues, upon hearing me express my concern that I was having to devote too

much time to the administrative affairs of the Laboratory and having too little impact
on its science, suggested that I read Steven Muller's Gilman Lecture, "The Johns

Hopkins Medical Institutions. A Case Study in Administration."

President Muller began with a favorite quote from Malcolm Muggeridge's book,

Affairs of the Heart. Muggeridge wrote: "I have always been deeply interested in the

administrative side of love, which I find more absorbing than its purely erotic aspects.

What Lady Chatterley and her game-keeper did in the woods is, to me, of only passing

interest, compared with how they got there, what arrangements were made for a shelter

in the case of inclement weather, and for refreshments, how they accounted for their

absence, whether either party could recover incidental expenses, and if so how? This

attitude," he goes on to say, "is, after all, not so unreasonable. Most great generals

have admitted that planning campaigns and winning victories in the field is relatively

easy compared with arranging transport and supplies. An army, Napoleon said, in

one of his most celebrated remarks, marches on its stomach. So do lovers. If the

administrative arrangements are faulty, the campaign which follows cannot but be

laborious, and even victory brings little satisfaction."

Now I cannot honestly say that I have always been deeply interested in the adminis-

trative side of either love or science. In fact I hasten to add that I still find little

fascination in the administrative side of love. However, increasingly I do find pleasure

in seeing the Laboratory operated effectively which means simply that it continues to

provide an environment favoring innovation and communication and minimizing delay

and distraction.

What have been the sources of satisfaction in the year just past?

I would mention first the increasing vitality of the Laboratory during the winter

months. Quietly the number of year-round principal investigators, who spend all or
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a major part of their time in Woods Hole, has risen until, with the arrival of E. F.

MacNichol, Jr. in the spring of 1973, it has reached an even dozen, with at least one

major addition scheduled for October, 1973. Interest is running high, and were it not

for the financial problems besetting all of science, we might confidently expect to reach

a critical mass by 1975.

Winter teaching is also being expanded. The Boston University Marine Program,
which continues to gain scientific (if not financial) strength, has announced a series of

twelve short (two-week) intensive undergraduate courses to be offered first in 1973-1974.

The faculty will be drawn primarily from Boston University, and will include in addition

to the established members of the BUMP faculty, Arthur Echternacht, Lynn Margulis,
Robert Jeanne, Barry Cameron and others. Enrollment in these mini-courses is not

restricted to Boston University students; it is hoped that they will attract students

from many colleges and universities.

For the first time, the Laboratory will offer an undergraduate course during the

January short-term (January 7-February 1, 1974). If this experiment is successful,

it should lead to the establishment of a substantial January program. The first course

will be Developmental Biology, with a faculty including L. E. DeLanney (Instructor-

in-Charge), Lester and Lucena Barth, John and Annette Coleman, David Walters and

this writer.

The year also brought a perceptible increase in the use of the Laboratory as a Con-
ference Center. I would take special note of two meetings. First, on November 30

and December 1, the Laboratory's Advisory Group on Environmental Programs was

convened in Woods Hole. As organized by George Woodwell, the group included

F. H. Bormann, A. D. Hasler, K. Mann, R. H. Whittaker, R. Wigley and E. O. Wilson,
in addition to a number of colleagues at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

BUMP and the Laboratory's Executive Committee.
The second conference, held on November 4, brought together representatives of the

Education Development Center (EDC), the Laboratory, and others interested in

increasing the public understanding of science. Eugene Bell convened the meeting in

which the group began to explore ways of developing television programs, books and
articles and exhibits which might elevate the level of public awareness and understanding
of science. Initially the group will concentrate on producing a series of five-minute

films for use on commercial television.

W7

e were also reassured by the news that the exceptional quality of our summer
courses and training programs will enable all but one of them to proceed in the summer
of 1973 without series financial restrictions.

Especially notable is the reorganization of our offerings in marine botany. A Summer
Research Program in Experimental Marine Botany, headed by Frank Loewus, will

bring together research staff and junior investigators from several institutions, sup-

ported by a three-year grant from the National Science Foundation. At the same time

Dr. John West will offer for the first time an undergraduate course in Marine Botany.
I shall be keenly interested in the response to this undergraduate offering, especially

among the colleges and universities of our own Corporation members, in view of the oft-

heard arguments in Corporation meetings that we have been neglecting undergraduates.

Despite the "phase-out" of training grants, our Embryology and Physiology courses

and Training Program in Fertilization and Gamete Physiology will continue in 1973

without serious cutbacks. No one can predict at this writing what the future will

bring, but we must proceed on the assumption that all federal support of these programs
will end after this summer.

Unfortunately our Frontiers in Research and Teaching Program, designed to offer

advanced training in neurobiology for blacks, was a casualty of the cutback. I say

unfortunately because it appeared that the Program was just beginning to take shape
and to contribute both to the Laboratory and the Nation. It is difficult to assess why
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the arguments that won at least temporary restoration of the three aforementioned

programs failed to convince the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke

of the importance of the Frontiers Program. Admittedly the quality of the science in

the program was not always as high as that in the older-established courses; but I

believe progress was being made in meeting the Program's objectives. Apparently the

Program failed to gain support either on scientific or social merit.

Three other courses and training programs will continue in 1973 essentially at the

1972 level: the Program in Excitable Membrane Biophysics and Physiology, with gifts

from Dr. Ernest B. Wright and IBM; Neurobiology, supported by the Grass Founda-

tion; and Experimental Marine Ecology, funded by the Research Corporation.
I am able to report that the efforts of two special committees culminated in notable

successes early in 1973. Robert Allen and the Committee on Brochures, with sub-

stantial assistance from Dennis Flanagan, produced two attractive brochures, The

Marine Biological Laboratory and A Year-Round Course and Conference Center at the

Marine Biological Laboratory. The recommendations of the Retirement Committee,

John Arnold, Chairman, resulted in the appointment of a Consulting Actuary, Mr.

Donald Grubbs, and ultimately the adoption on May 1, 1973 of a greatly-improved
retirement program for the Laboratory's employees.

In last year's Report I observed that M. R. Carriker would write a summary of the

achievements of the Systematics-Ecology Program, which was terminated at the end

of August, 1972. Dr. Carriker has now presented the ninth and tenth progress reports
and a ten-year summary under the title, A Decade of Whole Organism Biology. On
September 1, 1973, Dr. Carriker will assume his new responsibilities as professor at the

College of Marine Studies of the University of Delaware in Lewes, Delaware.

Finally it is a pleasure to report that the roster of newly elected members of the

National Academy of Sciences includes no less than five members of the Corporation of

the Laboratory, several of whom are regular summer residents. In addition, one

former MBL instructor was singled out for special recognition.

HAROLD CHARLES BOLD is Professor of Botany and Chairman, Division of Biological

Sciences, University of Texas. Bold is one of the Nation's leading students of the

algae, his comprehensive studies having been collected in a twelve-volume work. He
has been unusually influential as a teacher, having received an award as outstanding
teacher at the LIniversity of Texas, and having directed the advance degree work of

over fifty students. At MBL he played an important role in heading the Laboratory's
course in marine botany.
KURT JULIUS ISSELBACHER'S scientific contributions have primarily been concerned

with mammalian metabolism and physiological processes in the liver and the intestine.

He is also President-elect of the American Gastro-Enterological Association, a Fellow

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and recipient of Bengt Ihre Award of

the Swedish Medical Society.
AARON BUNSEX LERXER is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Derma-

tology, Yale University School of Medicine. Lerner is pre-eminent in American derma-

tology, his stature being derived from his effectiveness as both clinician and as bio-

medical scientist. Among other achievements, he has isolated two hormones having
roles in pigmentation.

In addition to his research accomplishments, Lerner has established an outstanding

teaching program, well-balanced in its emphasis on clinical and research dermatology.
A number of his students, sharing his interests in biological and clinical science, have

also gone on to establish effective dermatology units in other institutions.

PAUL A. MARKS is Professor of Medicine, Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons; Dean, Faculty of Medicine, and Vice President in charge of medical

affairs, Columbia University. Marks has been among the leaders in clarifying mech-
anisms of formation of red blood cells and their principal constituent, hemoglobin. He
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has brought new understanding of the anemias. In this work he has played an im-

portant role in the fusion of genetics, molecular biology, and medicine.

WILLIAM TRACER is Professor of Parasitology, Rockefeller University. The Scientific

career of Trager, spanning almost 40 years and still actively in progress including sum-
mer research at MBL, has included insightful studies of parasitology, symbiosis, tissue

culture, and the nutrition of insects and parasitic protozoa. In the course of his career

as a teacher and investigator, Trager has published over 100 scientific papers and
reviews on such diverse subjects as insect nutrition, insect metamorphosis, intracellular

parasitism, the fine-structure of parasitic protozoa, and, in 1970, a noteworthy volume
on symbiosis.
DONALD D. BROWN is a Staff Member, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Depart-

ment of Embryology, and Professor of Biology at Johns Hopkins. Brown was not only
elected to membership, but was also selected by the Academy to receive the U. S.

Steel Foundation Award in Molecular Biology, in recognition of "his studies of the

structure, regulation, and evolution of genes in animals, particularly the genes specifying
ribosomal RNA in Xenopus and silk fibroin in Bombyx."

In the early 1960's Brown played an important role in the MBL'S Embryology course,

bringing to it his special insight in molecular mechanisms underlying development.
In extending the Laboratory's congratulations I observed that these additions to the

Academy's rolls bring the total number of Academy members in the MBL Corporation
to over fifty. This truly remarkable record provides further evidence of the Labora-

tory's continuing role as one of the Nation's leading centers of research and communica-
tion in the life sciences. In fact the three laboratories in Woods Hole provide an

uncommonly exciting mix of established investigators and promising young scientists.

A forward look

On May 1, 1973 it appears possible that for the first time in recent years, we shall

end the year without a substantial cash deficit. However we should not be misled

into thinking that we have found the solution to financial stability. It was only

through the combination of the unusual quality and importance of our courses and the

devotion, skill, and understanding of our own staff and the program officers at the

National Institutes of Health that our training grants were continued in 1973. More-
over it is too early to assess the impact of further restrictions in federal grants to in-

dividual investigators. When the laboratory fees were doubled for 1973, I announced
that for the summer of 1973 only, no investigator would be denied space because he

could not pay the increased rates; upon application, fees would be charged at 1972 rates.

At this writing about thirty principal investigators (three representing large groups)
have applied for waivers of from ten to fifty per cent of the fees, in an amount totalling
about $35,000. It is next to impossible to determine readily the reasons underlying
the failure of this group of applicants to obtain sufficient funds. A few are younger
scientists, but four-fifths of the "deficit" is attributable to established scientists, some
of whom have contributed importantly to the Laboratory for many years.

It seems likely that this list may grow, rather than decrease; the inevitable result

will be the retraction of principal investigators into smaller laboratories. It is essential

therefore that we redouble our efforts to attract new investigators of high quality, for both

year-round and summer research.

Concomitantly we must continue our search for new leadership and innovative

programs within the existing structure of the Laboratory. Several year-round pro-

grams have been discussed; of these, two, developmental ecology and marine genetics,
and bioluminescence have begun to take shape. Yet I have observed repeatedly that

enthusiasm wanes and progress slows once the protagonists of a proposal leave Woods
Hole. Consequently instead of the usual period of up to six months required for the
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maturation (if a major proposal, about fifteen months are required, including two sum-

mers, the first for preliminary definition of a problem, the intervening academic year

for the circulation of drafts, and a final summer for preparation of a definitive proposal.

What we need most is at least one successful "experiment" drawn from the several

"models" we have been exploring.

A third large unsolved problem concerns the future of the Library. It is clear that

new facilities must be provided by the end of the decade and that they should be

developed in cooperation with the other scientific institutions in Woods Hole. However

the mechanism whereby a joint facility can be developed most effectively is still unclear.

Ideas proposed range from continuing the present arrangement with MBL retaining

"ownership" of the Library to the formation of a separate non-profit library corporation,

with MBL providing management.

"Where the action is"

In recent years it has become fashionable for directors of laboratories to stress that

their organizations are "where the action is," with increasing emphasis on the inter-

sections of technology and society underlying our social concerns. This posture is

consonant with the increasing emphasis on contract-supported, directed research and

the decline in grants for unfettered basic investigations; it has contributed to today's

cry by "management" for the dissolution of the peer review system. According to this

view, panels and study sections are composed of self-serving scientists, incapable of

assessing the long-range consequences to the Nation of their recommendations. MBL
has been proud to say that the contributions of its scientists in basic research have

provided the underpinning of many advances in biology and medicine, advances which

have had a significant impact in promoting human welfare. I have addressed this

question on other occasions. We have not neglected our societal responsibilities. Yet

when I hear the expression, "Where the action is," I think not of technology, but of basic

science. More than ever the Nation needs centers which will foster basic research of a

pioneering nature. It is to that end that we are all working.

1. The Staff

EMBRYOLOGY

I. INSTRUCTORS

ERIC H. DAVIDSON, Associate Professor of Biology, California Institute of Technology,

director of course

GARY L. FREEMAN, Assistant Professor of Biology, University of California San Diego,

associate director of course

JOSEPH ILAN, Associate Professor of Anatomy, Case Western Reserve University

FOTIS KAFATOS, Professor of Biology, Harvard University

DENNIS SMITH, Associate Professor of Biology, Purdue University

II. SPECIAL LECTURERS

NOEL DE TERRA, Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia

LIONEL I. REBHUN, Department of Biology, University of Virginia

NINA HILLMAN, Department of Biology, Temple UJniversity
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III. ASSISTANTS

DAVID MIYAMOTO, Department of Zoology, Duke University
LENARD EVANS, Michigan State University

IV. LECTURES

E. DAVIDSON Introduction to the course

G. Freeman Experimental evidence for the existence of cytoplasmic
localizations

E. DAVIDSON Gene regulation and the localization problem
D. SMITH Temporal aspects of gene regulation during development
J. ILAN Involvement of t-RNA in the regulation of a specific

messenger RNA translation during insect development
N. Verdonk Activity of the embryo genome in the development of

Lymnaea stagnates

Cytoplasmic localization in the egg of Bithynia tentaculata

A. CLEMENT Development of Ilyanassa

J. COLLIER Biochemical aspects of the development of Ilyanassa

J. Arnold Role of egg cortex in the development of squid
T. HUMPHREYS Regulation of RXA synthesis during sea urchin de-

velopment
P. GROSS Biochemical studies in sea urchin differentiation

J. ILAN Specification of the initiation factors for protein synthesis

during insect development
R. QUATRANO Steps leading to the formation of the rhizoid cells in Fucus
R. C. KING Genetic studies of oogenesis in insects

KLAUS SANDER Localization of the factors involved in the establishment

of segmental order in insects

PHYSIOLOGY

I. CONSULTANTS

ANDREW G. SZENT-GYORGYI, Professor of Biology, Brandeis University

II. INSTRUCTORS

JOHN J. CEBRA, Professor of Biology, Johns Hopkins University, in charge of course

ANTHONY C. ALLISON, Head, Cell Pathology Division, Medical Research Council Clinical

Research Centre, Harrow, England
L. WILLIAM CLEM, Professor of Immunology and Medical Microbiology, University of

Florida School of Medicine
RICHARD E. ECKER, Associate Biologist, Argonne National Laboratories
BRIAN J. MCCARTHY, Professor of Biochemistry, University of Washington
ROBERT A. PRENDERGAST, Associate Professor of Ophthalmology, Johns Hopkins

University School of Medicine
DAVID A. YPHANTIS, Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of

Connecticut

III. SPECIAL LECTURERS

LEON WEISS, Professor of Anatomy, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
SHRAGA SEGAL, Postdoctoral fellow, Department of Biology, Johns Hopkins University

and Instructor, \Veizmann Institute of Science, Israel
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EMIL UXAXUE, Associate Professor of Pathology, Harvard Medical School

SUSAN LOWEY, Asst. Professor of Biological Chemistry, Children's Cancer Research
foundation

HUGH HUXLEY, Cambridge University
THOMAS POLLARD, Asst. Professor of Anatomy, Harvard Medical School

ANDREW SZEXT-GYORGYI, Professor of Biology, Brandeis University
SHINYA INOUE, University of Pennsylvania
LEONARD HERZEXBERG, Professor of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine
RAYMOND STEPHENS, Brandeis University
RICHARD WEISEXBERG, Temple University
V. C. LEE, Associate Professor of Biology, Johns Hopkins University
BRUCE MERRIFIELD, Professor of Biochemistry, Rockefeller University
MOSELIO SCHAECHTER, Professor of Molecular Biology and Microbiology, Tufts Uni-

versity Medical School

DAVID BENJAMIN, Asst. Professor of Microbiology, University of Virginia School of

Medicine

FRANCIS CARLSON, Professor of Biophysics, Johns Hopkins University
K. E. VAN HOLDE, Professor of Biophysics, Oregon State University
MICHAEL EDIDIN, Associate Professor of Biology, Johns Hopkins University
RENATA CATHOU, Asst. Professor of Biochemistry, Tufts University School of Medicine
CHRISTOPHER CORDLE, Graduate Student, Department of Biology, Johns Hopkins

University
GERALD WEISSMANN, Professor of Medicine, New York University School of Medicine
WERNER LOEWENSTEIN, Professor of Physiology, University of Miami Medical School

ELVIN KABAT, Professor of Microbiology, Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons

IV. STAFF ASSOCIATES

DENNIS BARRETT, University of California at Davis
DENNIS POWERS, State University of New York at Stony Brook
ROBLEY WILLIAMS, Yale University

V. COURSE ASSISTANTS

MARTHA BARCALOW BARRETT, University of California at Davis
CALVINA BAUMGARTNER, Johns Hopkins University
MARVIN CUCHENS, University of Florida College of Medicine

CARLTON PAUL, University of Connecticut

DAVID YOCUM, University of Florida College of Medicine

VI. ASSISTANT CONSULTANTS/TEACHERS

SUSAN CRAIG, Johns Hopkins University
PATRICIA JOHES, Johns Hopkins University
ROBERT REESE, Johns Hopkins University
DANIEL TRACEY, Johns Hopkins University

VII. LECTURES

D. YPHANTIS Physical biochemistry I

Physical biochemistry II

Physical biochemistry III
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R. WILLIAMS

R. FCKER

D. POWERS

R. PRENDERGAST

J. CEBRA

R. PRENDERGAST
W. CLEM
L. WEISS
S. SEGAL
B. MCCARTHY

A. ALLISON

R. PRENDERGAST

W. CLEM

J. CEBRA

E. UNANUE
S. LOWEY
H. HUXLEY
A. ALLISON
T. POLLARD
A. SZENT-GYORGYI
S. INOUE
L. HERZENBERG
R. STEPHENS
A. ALLISON

R. WEISENBERG
D. BARRETT

D. POWERS AND J. CEBRA
Y. LEE

J. CEBRA

Subunit association and cooperativity in proteins, I

Subunit association and cooperativity in proteins, II

(irowth and protein synthesis in bacterial populations and

individual cells

Kinetics of protein synthesis in amphibian oocytes and

early embryos
The nature and fate of proteins synthesized in early

amphibian development
The kinetics of protein synthesis in sea urchin and mam-

malian embryos
Biochemical foundations for protein polymorphisms in

natural populations
The immune response
Antibodies and their reactions with antigens

Antigenic determinants as probes of antibody sites

Cellular immunity
Ontogeny and phylogeny of the immune response

Cells and tissues of the immune response
Cellular interactions in the immune response
Structure of interphase chromosomes
Fractionation of chromatin background and approaches

Properties of fractionated chromatin

The specificity of DNA/RNA hybridization reactions

Unique sequence DNA/RNA hybridization in eukaryotes

Tolerance, unresponsiveness, and controls of the immune

response

Immunopathology with special reference to immune-com-

plex disorders

Immunoglobulin polymorphism and the secondary biologic

activities of antibodies

Antibody structure

Genetic control of immunoglobulin biosynthesis and

generation of diversity

The role of macrophage in the immune response

Chemistry of contractile systems
Basic structure of conventional muscle

Microfilaments and microtubules in cell biology

Molecular mechanisms of cell motility

Regulatory systems in muscle

The dynamics of the mitotic spindle
Fluorescence-activated electronic cell sorting

Biochemical aspects of the microtubular systems
Cellular contractile systems in relation to endocytosis and

discharge of packaged receptors

Organization of microtubular protein polymerization
Proteins of the early sea urchin embryo interface between

physiology and development
Purification and characterization of proteins and peptides

Glycoproteins structure of oligosaccharides bound to

proteins

Modification and cleavage of proteins strategy for

sequencing
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D. POWERS Sequential degradations of polypeptides, end group analy-

sis, and prosthetic groups
B. MERRIFIELD Stepwise polypeptide synthesis
M. SCHAECHTER Organization of bacterial nucleus

D. BENJAMIN Structural basis for the termination of immunologic
tolerance

F. CARLSON Quasi-elastic photon scattering a technique for studying
molecular movement and biologic motility

K. VAN HOLDE Electric dichroism of DNA and chromatin
M. EDIDIN Surface antigens in the study of membrane structure

R. CATHOU Circular dichroism and biomolecular conformation

Fluorescence spectra of biological molecules

C. CORDLE Nanosecond fluorometry measurement and application
G. WEISSMANN Liposomes as membrane models in immunopathology
W. LOEWENSTEIN Cellular communication: growth and differentiation

E. KABAT Attempts at construction of a three dimensional model of

the polypeptide backbone of variable region of im-

munoglobulin light chain

EXPERIMENTAL MARINE BOTANY
I. CONSULTANTS

HARLYN O. HALVORSON, Brandeis University
H. W. SIEGELMAN, Brookhaven National Laboratory
W. RANDOLPH TAYLOR, University of Michigan

II. INSTRUCTORS

FRANK A. LOEWUS, Professor of Biology, State University of New York at Buffalo, in

charge of course

JOHAN A. HELLEBUST, Associate Professor of Botany, University of Toronto
RALPH S. QUATRANO, Associate Professor of Botany, Oregon State University

JEROME A. SCHIFF, Professor of Biology, Brandeis University
MICHAEL J. WYNNE, Associate Professor of Botany, University of Texas at Austin

III. SPECIAL LECTURERS

NINA ALLEN, Research Associate, State University of New York at Albany
\YINSLOW BRIGGS, Professor of Biology, Harvard University
R. BACHOFEN, Professor, University of Zurich, Switzerland

DAVID CHAPMAN, Associate Professor of Biology, University of Chicago
HANS GAFFRON, Professor, Florida State University
MARTIN GIBBS, Professor of Biology, Brandeis University
ANDRE JAGEN DORF, Professor of Botany, Cornell University
PETER KILHAM, Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Michigan
NORMAN KRINSKY, Professor, Tufts University, School of Medicine

CARL A. PRICE, Professor of Biochemistry, Rutgers University

JOE RAMUS, Assistant Professor of Botany, Yale University
ANTHONY G. SAN PIETRO, Professor of Botany, Indiana University

IV. ASSISTANTS

MONICA TSANG, Brandeis University
RICHARD WETHERBEE, University of Michigan
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MICHAEL J. WYNNE

PETER KILHAM

JOHAN A. HELLEBUST

JEROME A. SCHIFF
DAVID CHAPMAN

JEROME A. SCHIFF

CARL A. PRICE

ANTHONY G. SAN PIETRO

HANS GAFFRON

RALPH S. QUATRANO

NORMAN KRINSKY
WINSLOW BRIGGS

FRANK A. LOEWUS

MARTIN GIBBS
NINA ALLEN
JOE RAMUS
ANDRE JAGENDORF
R. BACHOFEN

V. LECTURES

Introduction to the benthic marine algae: the Chlorophyta
Introduction to the benthic marine algae: the Phaeophyta
and Rhodophyta

The benthic algae as research tools

Ecological physiology of plantonic marine diatoms

Transport systems for organic substrates in marine
diatoms

Effects of salinity on algal metabolism

Excretion of organic compounds by algae

Pathways of sulfate reduction and utilization in algae
Carotenoids: biosynthesis and function in photosynthetic

systems
Plastid development and evolution

Plastid development and inheritance

Evolution of photosynthetic pigment systems
Isolation of algal cells and sub-cellular organelles by

centrifugation

Photosynthetic electron transport and photophosphoryla-
tion I.

Photosynthetic electron transport and photophosphoryla-
tion II.

Photosynthetic electron transport and photophosphoryla-
tion III.

Photochemical cooperation of dissimilar pigments in the

chloroplast
Photochemical electron transport and hydrogen evolution

in green algae and purple bacteria in the absence of

synthetic reactions

Marine algae in developmental biology

Cytoplasmic polarity: a mechanism of cellular differentia-

tion in Fucus and Acetabularia

Function of carotinoid pigments
Biochemistry of phytochrome: a light-sensitive regulatory

protein in plants

Carbohydrate interconversions involving inositol

Carbohydrate exudates of plant origin and their functional

aspects

Photorespiration

Motility of chloroplasts in algae
Extracellular polysaccharide production by red algae
Chemiosmotic concepts in photophosphorylation
Transitions in the ATP levels in Chlorella fusca and

Micrococcus denitrificians due to environmental change

EXPERIMENTAL INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY
I. CONSULTANTS

FRANK A. BROWN, JR., Northwestern University

JAMES F. CASE, University of California, Santa Barbara

C. LADD PROSSER, University of Illinois
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CLARK P. READ, Rice University
A. C. REDFIELD, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

\Y. D. RUSSELL-HUNTER, Syracuse University

II. INSTRUCTORS

ROBERT K. JOSEPHSON, University of California, Irvine, in charge of course

A. GELPERIN, Princeton University
M. GREENBERG, Florida State University

J. B. JENNINGS, University of Leeds

R. JOHNSON, University of Chicago
C. MANGUM, College of William and Mary
J. MORIN, University of California, Los Angeles
T. SCHOPF, University of Chicago
S. VOGEL, Duke University

III. SPECIAL LECTURERS

A. FARMANFARMAIAN, Rutgers University
A. HASCHEMEYER, Hunter College
G. HOLZ, Upstate Medical Center

M. MOTE, Temple University
N. RUSHFORTH, Case Western Reserve University

D. MELLON, University of Virginia

IV. ASSISTANTS

J. CORNELL, LIniversity of California, Berkeley
K. FLESSA, State University of New York at Stony Brook

V. LECTURES

R. JOSEPHSON Introduction to the course

S. VOGEL Porifera

R. JOSEPHSON Overview of animal phyla
Cnidaria and Ctenophora

R. JOHNSON Introduction to field studies

C. MANGUM Annelida

T. SCHOPF Lophophorates
A. GELPERIN Arthropoda
M. GREENBERG Mollusca I.

Mollusca II.

J. MORIN Echinodermata
Protochordates

S. VOGEL Fluids and animals I : boundary layers and how they grow
Fluids and animals II: flow and adaptations of sessile

animals

Passive ventilation

C. MANGUM Respiration I. exchange

Respiration II. transport

M. GREENBERG Patterns of circulation in invertebrates

C. MANGUM Temperature adaptation
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T. SCHOPF Population genetics of marine organisms

Specialization, speciation and distribution

J. JENNINGS Symbiotic relations in platyhelminthes

Digestive physiology of Turbellaria

R. JOSEPHSON On the origin of nervous systems
A. GELPERIN Command and executive neurons

Neuronal oscillators and rhythmic behavior

Regulation of feeding

J. MORIN Colonial organization and coordination

Bioluminescence in coelenterates

R. JOSEPHSON The design of striated muscle

M. GREENBERG Hearts and visceral muscle

Comparative neuropharmacology

MARINE ECOLOGY

I. CONSULTANTS

J. WOODLAND HASTINGS, Harvard University
HOWARD L. SANDERS, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

LAWRENCE B. SLOBODKIN, State University of New York at Stony Brook
ROGER Y. STANIER, Institute Pasteur, Paris

II. INSTRUCTORS

HOLGER W. JANNASCH, Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, in

charge of course

EDWARD R. LEADBETTER, Professor of Microbiology, Amherst College
RALPH MITCHELL, Professor of Applied Microbiology, Harvard University
KENNETH H. NEALSON, Assistant Professor of Microbiology, University of Massa-

chusetts

RALPH S. WOLFE, Professor of Microbiology, University of Illinois at Urbana
THEODORE J. SMAYDA, Professor of Marine Biology, University of Rhode Island

EDWARD O. WILSON, Professor of Zoology, Harvard University

J. FREDERICK GRASSLE, Assistant Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

III. SPECIAL LECTURERS

JELLE ATEMA, Assistant Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

BRUNO BATTAGLIA, Professor, University of Padua, Italy

ERCOLE CANALE-PAROLA, Associate Professor, University of Massachusetts
ROBERT L. GUILLARD, Associate Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

GALEN E. JONES, Professor, University of New Hampshire
R. E. KALLIO, Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana

JOHN H. KANWISHER, Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

EUGENE P. ODUM, Professor, University of Georgia
LUIGI PROVASOLI, Professor, Yale University

JOHN H. RYTHER, Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

HOWARD L. SANDERS, Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

LARRY B. SLOBODKIN, Professor, State University of New York at Stony Brook

JOHN TODD, Assistant Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

WOLF VISHNIAC, Professor, University of Rochester

MEYER J. WOLIN, Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana
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IV. RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

ANATOL EBERHARD, Associate Professor, Ithaca College

ALEX KEYNAN, Professor, The Hebrew University at Jerusalem

V. ASSISTANTS

WILLIAM H. BRAKEL, Vale University

HOLGER W. JANNASCH

RALPH S. WOLFE

KENNETH H. NEALSON

EDWARD R. LEADBETTER
RALPH MITCHELL

THEODORE J. SMAYDA

J. FREDERICK GRASSLE

EDWARD O. WILSON

JELLE ATEMA
BRUNO BATTAGLIA
ERCOLE CANALE-PAROLA
ROBERT L. GUILLARD
GALEN E. JONES
R. E. KALLIO

JOHN H. KANWISHER

VI. LECTURES

Introduction to the course

Marine microbiology, I and II

Experimental microbial ecology, I and II

Deep sea microbiology

Introduction to microbial ecology
Life without air

Anaerobic metabolic food chains

Microbial formation of methane
Aerobic ways of making a living

Higher bacteria and their ecological distribution

Microbial sulfur cycle

Bacterial genetics, I and II

Bioluminescence, general
Bacterial bioluminescence

Microbial symbiosis
Intermicrobial predation
Bacterial chemotaxis

Microbial ecology of surfaces

Ecological approaches to water pollution

Components of phytoplankton

Sargassum community
Global pattern in phytoplankton distribution

Nutrition of phytoplankton
Diurnal rhythms in phytoplankton

Phytoplankton enrichments

Benthic communities

Control of population size

Genetic variation and community diversity

Coral reefs

Theoretical and experimental zoogeography, I and II

Sociobiology, I and II

Chemical communication I

Chemical communication II

Ecological genetics of marine animals

Ecology of Spirochaetes

Physiological clones of phytoplankton
Fractionation of stable sulfur isotopes in the environment

Hydrocarbon oxidation, environmental and geological

aspects

Biochemistry of hydrocarbon degradation

Physiology and the ecological dogma
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EUGENE P. ODUM Energy-based inventory; a foundation for land use

management
Is out-welling a major factor in coastal productivity?

LUIGI PROVASOLI Interactions between algae and bacteria

Vitamin cycling in the sea

JOHN H. RYTHER Aquaculture
HOWARD L. SANDERS Diversity in marine benthic communities

Deep sea benthic ecology
LARRY B. SLOBODKIN Evolutionary strategy

JOHN TODD Introduction into environmental ethology
WOLF VISHNIAC Productivity of the ocean

Antarctic microbiology
Environmental conditions for the origin of life

NEUROBIOLOGY

I. INSTRUCTORS

MICHAEL V. L. BENNETT, Professor of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
Yeshiva University

JOHN E. DOWLING. Professor of Biology, Harvard University
ANTHONY L. F. GORMAN, Professor of Physiology, Boston University School of Medicine
RODOLFO R. LLINAS, Professor of Physiology and Biophysics, University of Iowa
GEORGE PAPPAS, Professor of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Yeshiva

University
VICTOR P. WHITTAKER, Sir William Dunn Reader in Biochemistry, Cambridge Uni-

versity

II. SPECIAL LECTURERS

S. G. WAXMAN, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
F. S. WERBLIN, University of California, Berkeley
B. B. BOYCOTT, Kings College London
GEORGE KATZ, Columbia University
MAURIZIO MIROLLI, National Institute of Mental Health
D. O. CARPENTER, National Institutes of Health
H. GAINER, National Institutes of Health
H. RIPPS, New York University School of Medicine

J. E. BROWN, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine
M. H. GOLDSTEIN, John Hopkins University School of Medicine
A. B. STEINBACH, University of California at Berkeley
F. C. G. HOSKIN, Illinois Institute of Technology
M. J. DOWDALL, Cambridge University
F. DODGE, Rockfeller University

J. G. NICHOLLS, Harvard Medical School

III. ASSISTANTS

Miss CAROL O'CONNOR, Boston University

IV. LECTURES

M. V. L. BENNETT Central dogma I : impulse conduction

Central dogma II: synaptic transmission
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G. D. PAPPAS
S. G. WAXM \\

G. D. PAPPAS

F. S. WERBLIN
G. D. PAPPAS

B. B. BOYCOTT

A. L. F. GORMAN

GEORGE KATZ
MAURIZIO MIROLLI

A. L. F. GORMAN

D. O. CARPENTER
H. GAINER
A. L. F. GORMAN

J. E. DOWLING

H. RIPPS

J. E. BROWN

J. E. DOWLING
M. H. GOLDSTEIN

A. B. STEINBACH

R. LLINAS

M. V. L. BENNETT

J. G. NICHOLLS
V. P. WHITTAKER AND
M. J. DOWDALL

V. P. WHITTAKER

F. C. G. HOSKIN
M. J. DOWDALL
D. SOIFER

Membranes and fine structure of neurons

Neurobiology of axonal specializations
The fine structure of chemical synapses in relation to

function

Functional organization of the vertebrate retina

The fine structure of electrical synapses in relation to

function

Approaches to the neural mechanisms of behavior: an

appraisal

Membrane theory: properties of nerve membrane
Membrane potential of nerve and glial cells and diffusion

through the extracellular space
Introduction to electrophysiological measurements
Geometrical factors determining the electrotonic prop-

erties of nerve cells

Metabolism of nerve cells: Na-K exchange pump and

electrogenic effects

The state of ions in water inside nerve cells

Protein synthesis in identifiable nerve cells

Specialized regions of nerve cells: synaptic and sensory
membrane

Review: anatomy, chemistry and physiology of photo-

receptors

Energy, quanta, and vision

Receptor potentials and adaptation in the Limulus ventral

eye
The processing of visual information

The physiology of cochlear hair cells and lateral line organs

Physiology of the sensory cortex

General aspects of synaptic transmission at neuromuscular

junctions

Postsynaptic receptor functions during synaptic trans-

mission

Transmission at the squid giant synapse

Depolarization-release coupling at the squid giant synapse
Electric organs: how the diversity of nature instructs and

aids the experimenter

Electroreceptors as models of sensitive synapses, or certain

fish feel very small voltages that we probably could hear

Electrotonic synapses : physiology and function

Chemical vs. electrical transmission, or why send a letter

when you can telephone?
The leech, an animal you can get attached to

Introduction to the course

Subcellular fractionation of nerve tissue: methods and
results

Synaptosomes as miniature cells

Compartmentation of transmitters

Enzyme inhibitors as neurochemical tools

Cholinergic systems: comparative aspects
Microtubular function in relation to axonal transport
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M. V. L. BENNETT

F. DODGE
M. V. L. BENNETT

R. LLINAS

Interpretation of CNS recordings, or beauty is in the eye
of the oscilloscope

Climbing the dendritic tree

More on CNS recording
The case of the hatchet fish giant synapse: a missing

soma is found but mysteries remain

Field potential analysis of cerebellar circuits

Functional properties of the climbing fiber purkinje cell

system
Function properties of the mossy fiber granule cell

Purkinje cell system

THE LABORATORY STAFF

HOMER P. SMITH, GENERAL MANAGER

Miss JANE FESSENDEN, Librarian

JOHN J. VALOIS, Manager, Supply De-

partment
LEWIS M. LAWDAY, Assistant Manager,

Supply Department
FRANK A. WILDES, Controller

ROBERT KAHLER, Superintendent, Build-

ings and Grounds
ROBERT GUNNING, Assistant Superinten-

dent, Buildings and Grounds

JIM A. HANCOCK, Manager, Department
of Research Service

GENERAL OFFICE

EDWARD J. BENDER
Miss CHRISTINA BOWDEN
MRS. FLORENCE C. BUTZ
MRS. SHIRLEY J. DELISLE
MRS. JOYCE C. GLASS

MRS. VIVIAN I. MANSON
Miss ELAINE C. PERRY
MRS. LORRAINE A. RUDDICK
Miss MARY TAVARES

LIBRARY

MRS. VIRGINIA BRANDENBURG
DAVID J. FITZGERALD
Miss KATHERINE H. GLYNN

MRS. LENORA JOSEPH
Miss HOLLY KARALEKAS
ANTHONY J. MAHLER

MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

ELDON P. ALLEN
LEE BOURGOIN
BERNARD F. CAVANAUGH
ROBERT T. CHASE

JAMES S. CLARKE
JOHN V. DAY
MANUEL P. DUTRA
GLENN R. ENOS
CHARLES K. FUGLISTER
MRS. ELIZABETH J. GEGGATT
RICHARD E. GEGGATT, JR.

MRS. ELIZABETH KUIL

DONALD B. LEHY
RALPH H. LEWIS
RUSSELL F. LEWIS
WILSON A. LITTLE, JR.
WILLIAM M. LOCHHEAD
ALAN G. LUNN
STEPHEN MILLS
MRS. LILLIAN A. STETSON
FREDERICK E. THRASHER
FREDERICK E. WARD
RALPH D. WHITMAN
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DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH SERVICE

GAIL CAVANAUGH Miss CHRISTINE A. SIMMONS
LOWELL V. MARTIN FRANK E. SYLVIA

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

JEFFREY BALMER Miss JOYCE B. LIMA

EDWARD ENOS A. DICKSON SMITH

PHILIP C. ENGLES EUGENE A. TASSINARI

CLIFFORD A. GOUDEY BRUNO F. TRAPASSO
DAVID H. GRAHAM JOHN M. VARAO
ROBERT O. LEHY

2. INVESTIGATORS, LILLIE, GRASS, AND RAND FELLOWS; STUDENTS

Independent Investigators, 1972

ACHE, BARRY W., Assistant Professor, Florida Atlantic University

ADELMAN, WILLIAM J., Chief, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness

AGRANOFF, BERNARD W., Professor of Biological Chemistry and Research Biochemist, University

of Michigan
ALBUQUERQUE, EDSON X., Associate Professor of Pharmacology, State University of New York

at Buffalo

ALLEN, ROBERT DAY, Professor and Chairman, State University of New York at Albany

ALLISON, ANTHONY CLIFFORD, Head of Division, Medical Research Council, England
ANDERSON, EVERETT, Professor of Anatomy, Harvard Medical School

APLEY, MARTYN L., Assistant Professor of Biology, Brooklyn College of the City University of

New York

ARISPE, NELSON, Professor, Universidad Central de Venezuela

ARMSTRONG, CLAY M., Associate Professor of Physiology, University of Rochester

ARMSTRONG, PETER B., Assistant Professor, University of California at Davis

ARMSTRONG, PHILIP B., Professor Emeritus, Upstate Medical Center, State University of New
York

ARNOLD, JOHN M., Associate Professor of Cytology, University of Hawaii

BALL, ERIC G., Professor Emeritus of Biological Chemistry, Harvard Medical School

BARLOW, ROBERT B., Associate Professor of Sensory Communication, Syracuse University

BARRETT, DENNIS, Assistant Professor, University of California, Davis

BARTELL, CLELMER K., Assistant Professor, Louisiana State University in New Orleans

EARTH, LESTER, Independent Investigator, Marine Biological Laboratory

EARTH, LUCENA, Independent Investigator, Marine Biological Laboratory

BATTAGLIA, BRUNO, Professor of Zoology, University of Padua, Italy

BELAMARICH, FRANK A., Professor, Boston University

BELL, ALLEN L., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, University of Colorado Medical Center

BENNETT, M. V. L., Professor of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

BERCKEN, JOZEF VAN DEN, Postdoctoral Research Associate, Duke University

BERGER, EDWARD MICHAEL, Assistant Professor of Biology, State University of New York at

Albany
BERMAN, MAC, Research Assistant, Columbia University

BERNARD, GARY D., Assistant Professor, Yale University

BETCHAKU, TEIICHI, Director of Electron Microscope Facility and Lecturer in Biology, Yale

University

BEZANILLA, FRANCISCO, Research Associate, University of Chile

BORGESE, THOMAS A., Associate Professor of Biology, Lehman College of the City University of

New York
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BORISY, GARY G., Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin

BOURNE, DONALD W., Research Staff, Marine Research, Inc.

BOWNDS, M. DERIC, Assistant Professor of Molecular Biology and Zoology, University of Wis-

consin

BOYER, JOHN F., Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Genetics, University of Iowa

BRADY, ROSCOE, Branch Chief, National Institutes of Health

BRANDT, PHILIP W., Associate Professor, Columbia University

BRODWICK, MALCOLM S., Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke University

BROWN, FRANK A. JR., Morrison Professor of Biology, Northwestern University

BROWN, JOEL E.
( Professor of Anatomy, Vanderbilt University

BUCK, JOHN B., Chief, Laboratory of Physical Biology, National Institutes of Health

BURDICK, CAROLYN J., Associate Professor, Brooklyn College

BURGER, MAX M., Professor of Biochemical Sciences and Biology, Princeton University

CALABRESE, ROBERT, Grass Fellow, Stanford University

CARBONE, EMILIO, Visiting Fellow, National Institutes of Mental Health

CARPENTER, DAVID O., Neurophysiologist, National Institute of Mental Health

CASE, JAMES F., Professor, University of California, Santa Barbara

CASS, ALBERT, Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

CAVAGNA, GIOVANNI, Associate Professor of Physiology, Universita degli Studi di Milano, Italy

CEBRA, JOHN J., Professor of Biology, Johns Hopkins University

CHAMBERLAIN, JACK K., Assistant Professor of Medicine, University of Rochester

CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN PAUL, Postdoctoral Fellow, University of Washington
CHANDLER, W. K., Associate Professor of Physiology, Yale University Medical School

CHANG, JOSEPH J., Visiting Senior Research Biologist, Princeton University and Sogang Uni-

versity, Seoul, Korea

CHEN, VICTOR KAI-HWA, Research Associate, University of California

CLARK, ARNOLD M., Professor of Biological Sciences, University of Delaware

CLEM, L. WILLIAM, Professor of Immunology and Medical Microbiology, College of Medicine,

University of Florida

COHEN, LAWRENCE B., Associate Professor, Yale University School of Medicine

COLLIER, J. R., Professor of Biology, Brooklyn College

COLWIN, ARTHUR L., Professor, Queens College of the City University of New York

COLWIN, LAURA HUNTER, Professor, Queens College of the City University of New York

CONNER, HARRY F., Senior (Undergraduate), Princeton University

COOPERSTEIN, SHERWIN J., Professor of Anatomy, University of Connecticut

CORMIER, M. J, Research Professor, University of Georgia
CORNELL, NEAL W., Associate Professor of Biochemistry, Pomona College

COSTELLO, DONALD PAUL, Kenan Professor of Zoology, University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill

CREMER-BARTELS, GERTRUD, Research Worker, Columbia University, College of Physicians and

Surgeons
CRIPPA, MARCO, Professor, University of Geneva, Switzerland

CROWELL, SEARS, Professor, Indiana University

DAVIDSON, ERIC H., Associate Professor, California Institute of Technology
DAVILA, HECTOR, Research Fellow, Yale University
DAW, NIGEL W., Assistant Professor, Washington University Medical School

DE KRUYF, HANS A. M., Assistant Director, Caribbean Marine Biological Institute

DELEZE, JEAN-BERNARD, Associate Professor, University of Miami School of Medicine and

University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

DELORENZO, A. J. D., Professor and Director of Research, Johns Hopkins Hospital
DK.PHILLIPS, HENRY A., JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry and Chairman of the Department,

Trinity College

DETERRA, NOEL, Assistant Member, The Institute for Cancer Research, Philadelphia

DETTBARN, WoLF-D., Professor of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University
DE WEER, PAUL J., Assistant Professor of Biophysics, University of Maryland School of Medicine

DODGE, FREDERICK A., JR., Adjunct Associate Professor, The Rockefeller University

DOWDALL, MICHAEL J., Senior Assistant in Research, University of Cambridge, England
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DOWLING, JOHN K., Professor of Biology, Harvard University

DOWNING, DAVID K., Assistant Professor of Systrms Engineering, Boston Universiu

DRISCOLL, EGBERT G., Professor of Geology, Wayne State University

DuBois, ARTHUR B., Professor of Physiology, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

DUNHAM, PHILIP B., Professor of Physiology, Syracuse University

EASTWOOD, ABRAHAM, B., Ill, Postdoctoral Trainee, Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons

EBERHARD, ANATOL, Associate Professor, Fairleigh Dickinson University

ECKER, RICHARD E., Associate Biologist, Argonne National Laboratory
EGYUD, LASZLO G., Independent Investigator, Institute of Muscle Research, Woods Hole

ESTRADA, MARTA MIYARES, Assistant Professor of Ecology, University of Barcelona, Spain

FARMANFARMAIAN, A., Associate Professor of Physiology, Rutgers University

FEIN, ALAN, Graduate student, Johns Hopkins University

FELDMAN, MARTIN H., Research Associate, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

FERTZIGER, ALLEN PHILIP, Assistant Professor of Physiology, University of Maryland School

of Medicine

FINCK, HENRY, Associate Professor of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Pittsburgh, School

of Medicine

FINE, JACOB, Director of Shock Research Division, Harvard Surgical Unit, Boston City Hospital

FINGERMAN, MILTON, Professor of Biology, Tulane University

FINN, ARTHUR L., Associate Professor of Medicine, University of North Carolina

FISHMAN, HARVEY M., Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, State University of New
York at Albany

FISHMAN, Louis, Associate Professor of Biochemistry, New York University

FRAZER, DONALD T., Associate Professor, University of Kentucky
FREEMAN, Gary, Assistant Professor of Biology, University of California, San Diego

GAINER, HAROLD, Research Physiologist, National Institutes of Health

GELPERIN, ALAN, Assistant Professor of Biology, Princeton University

GERSHMAN, HOWARD, Assistant Professor, Case Western Reserve University

GIBBS, MARTIN, Professor of Biology, Brandeis University

GILBERT, DANIEL L., Research Physiologist, National Institutes of Health

GILLESPIE, ELIZABETH, Instructor in Medicine, Johns Hopkins University

GOLDMAN, DAVID E., Director of Graduate Programs and Professor of Physiology, The Medical

College of Pennsylvania
GOLDSMITH, TIMOTHY H., Professor and Chairman, Department of Biology, Yale University

GORDON, ALLEN R., Postdoctoral Fellow, Columbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons

GORMAN, ANTHONY L. F., Research Physiologist, National Institute of Mental Health

GOULD, STEPHEN JAY, Associate Professor of Geology, Harvard University

GRANT, PHILIP, Professor of Biology, University of Oregon
GRASSLE, J. FREDERICK, Assistant Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

GRASSLE, JUDITH, Independent Investigator, Marine Biological Laboratory
GREENBERG, MICHAEL J., Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, Florida State University

GROSCH, DANIEL S., Professor of Genetics, North Carolina State University

GROSSMAN, ALBERT, Associate Professor, New York University Medical Center

GRUNDFEST, HARRY, PROFESSOR, Columbia University

GUTTMAN, RITA, Professor of Biology, Brooklyn College

HAGER, LOWELL P., Professor and Head, Biochemistry Department, University of Illinois

HALLETT, MARK, Staff Associate, National Institute of Mental Health

HALVORSON, HARLYN O., Professor of Biology and Director, Rosenstiel Basic Medical Science

Research Center, Brandeis University
HARDING, CLIFFORD V., Professor, Chairman, Department of Biological Sciences, Oakland

University

HASCHEMEYER, AUDREY E. V., Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, Hunter College of the

City University of New York
HAYES, RAYMOND L., Associate Professor of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Pittsburgh
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HELLEBUST, JOHAN A., Associate Professor, University of Toronto, Canada

HENLEY, CATHERINE, Research Associate, Univerity of North Carolina

HERSON, DIANE S., Assistant Professor, University of Delaware

HINEGARDNER, RALPH, Associate Professor, University of California

HINSCH, GERTRUDE, Associate Professor, University of Miami, Institute of Molecular Evolution

HOFFMAN, ALBERT C., Assistant Professor of Biology, Millersville State College

HOLZ, GEORGE C., Professor and Chairman, Department of Microbiology, State University of

New York, Upstate Medical Center

HOSKIN, FRANCIS C. G., Professor of Biology, Illinois Institute of Technology

HUBBARD, RUTH, Research Associate and Lecturer, Harvard University

ILAN, JOSEPH, Associate Professor, Case Western Reserve University, School of Medicine

ILAN, JUDITH, Assistant Professor, Case Western Reserve University, School of Medicine

INOUE, SADAYUKI, Assistant Professor, Montreal University, Canada

INDUE, SHINYA, Professor of Biology, University of Pennsylvania

IZZARD, COLIN S., Assistant Professor, State University of New York at Albany

JANNASCH, Holger W., Senior Scientist, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

JENNINGS, JOSEPH BRIAN, Reader in Invertebrate Zoology, University of Leeds, England

JOHNSON, RALPH G., Professor, University of Chicago

JOSEPHSON, ROBERT K., Professor, University of California, Irvine

KAFATOS, FOTIS C., Professor of Biology, Harvard University

KAJI, AKIRA, Associate Professor of Microbiology, Univerity of Pennsylvania

KAMINER, BENJAMIN, Chairman and Professor, Boston University

KASHGARIAN, MICHAEL, Associate Professor of Pathology, Yale University School of Medicine

KATZ, GEORGE M., Assistant Professor, Columbia University

KAWAI, MASATAKA, Research Associate, Columbia University

KEAN, EDWARD L., Associate Professor of Biochemistry and Ophthalmology, Case Western

Reserve University

KITZ, RICHARD J., Henry Isaiah Dorr Professor of Anesthesia and Anesthetist-in-Chief, Harvard

Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital

KLAPPER, MICHAEL H., Assistant Professor, The Ohio State University

KUFFLER, DAMIEN, Graduate Student, University of California, Los Angeles

KUHNS, WILLIAM J., Associate Professor, New York University School of Medicine

KUSANO, KIYOSHI, Associate Professor, Illinois Institute of Technology

LANDAU, E. M., Senior Lecturer, Tel-Aviv University Medical School, Israel

LANDOWNE, DAVID, Research Associate, Yale University

LASER, RAYMOND J., Assistant Professor, Case Western Reserve University

LAUFER, HANS, Associate Professor of Biology, University of Connecticut

LAZAROW, ARNOLD, Professor and Head, Department of Anatomy, University of Minnesota

LEADBETTER, E. R., Professor of Biology, Amherst College

LEAK, LEE V., Professor and Chairman of Anatomy, Howard University

LEVINTHAL, CYRUS, Professor of Biology, Columbia University

LEVY, MILTON, Research Professor of Biochemistry, New York University, School of Medicine

LIPICKY, RAYMOND JOHN, Associate Professor, University of Cincinnati, College of Medicine

LISMAN, JOHN, Research Fellow, Harvard University

LIUZZI, ANTHONY, Associate Professor, Lowell Technological Institute

LLINAS, R., Professor, University of Iowa

LOEWENSTEIN, W. R., Professor and Chairman, Department of Physiology and Biophysics,

University of Miami School of Medicine

LOEWUS, FRANK A., Professor of Biology, State University of New York at Buffalo

LONGO, FRANK J., Assistant Professor, University of Tennessee Medical Units

LORAND, L., Professor of Chemistry, Northwestern University

LOWE, IRENE P., Research Associate, University of Pittsburgh Medical School

LUCAS, ROGER C., Postdoctoral Fellow, Brandeis University

MAGUN, BRUCE E., Assistant Professor, University of Tennessee

MAHLER, HENRY R., Research Professor of Chemistry, Indiana University
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MANGUM, CHARLOTTE P., Associate Professor of Biology, College of William and Mary
MARQUIS, JUDITH, Research Associate, Tufts University School of Medicine

MAUTNER, HENRY C., Professor and Chairman, Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology,
Tufts University School of Medicine

MCCARTHY, BRIAN J., Professor of Biochemistry and Genetics, University of Washington

McCLURE, W. D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, University of Illinois

McREYNOLDS, JOHN S., Staff Associate, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke

MELLON, DEFOREST, JR., Associate Professor of Biology, University of Virginia

METUZALS, J., Professor, Faculty of Medicine, University of Ottawa, Canada

METZ, CHARLES B., Professor, University of Miami

MILKMAN, RORER, Professor of Zoology, University of Iowa

MILLER, RICHARD L., Assistant Professor, Temple University

MIROLLI, MAVRIZIO A., Assistant Professor, Indiana University

MITCHELL, RALPH, Gordon McKay Professor of Applied Biology, Harvard University

MOORE, JOHN W., Professor of Physiology, Duke University

MOORE, LEE E., Assistant Professor of Physiology, Case Western Reserve University

MOORE, STEPHEN F., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology
MORIN, JAMES G., Assistant Professor of Biology, University of California, Los Angeles

MOTE, MICHAEL I., Assistant Professor, Temple University

NARAHASHI, TOSHIO, Professor and Head of Division of Pharmacology, Duke University

NEALSON, KENNETH H., Instructor, Harvard University

NELSON, LEONARD, Chairman, Department of Physiology, Medical College of Ohio

NICHOLLS, JOHN G., Associate Professor, Harvard Medical School

NICHOLSON, C., Assistant Professor, University of Iowa

NIELSEN, JENNIFER B., Research Associate, Hunter College

NYSTROM, RICHARD A., Associate Professor, University of Delaware

OHKI, SHINPEI, Assistant Professor of Biophysical Sciences, State University of New York at

Buffalo

ORENTLICHER, MORTON, Special Fellow, National Institutes of Health

PAPPAS, GEORGE D., Professor of Anatomy and Deputy Chairman of the Department, Albert

Einstein College of Medicine

PAPPAS, PETER WT

ILLIAM, National Institutes of Health, Postdoctoral Fellow in Biology, Rice

University

PARNAS, I., Associate Professor, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

PAUL, CARLTON, Senior Staff Associate, University of Connecticut

PEARLMAN, ALAN L., Assistant Professor, Washington University School of Medicine

PERSON, PHILIP, Chief, Special Dental Research Laboratory, Veterans Administration Hospital,

Brooklyn
PIERCE, SIDNEY, JR., Assistant Professor, University of Maryland
PLOUGH, HAROLD H., Professor of Biology Emeritus, Amherst College

POLITOFF, ALBERTO, Investigator, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

POUSSART, DENIS J. M., Associate Professor, University of Laval, Quebec, Canada

POWERS, DENNIS A., National Science Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow, State University of New
York

PRENDERGAST, ROBERT A., Associate Professor, The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

PRICE, C. A., Professor of Plant Biochemistry and Director, Particle Separation Facility, Rutgers

University
PROSSER, C. L., Professor, University of Illinois

PRUSCH, ROBERT D., Assistant Professor, Brown University

PRZYBYLSKI, RONALD J., Assistant Professor, Case Western Reserve University

QUATRANO, RALPH S., Assistant Professor, Oregon State University

RAMON, FIDEL, Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke University

RAMSEY, W. SCOTT, Research Associate, Yale University

RAO, K. RANGA, Research Associate, Tulane University
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READ, C. P., Professor of Biology, Rice University

REBHUN, LIONEL I., Professor, University of Virginia

REUBEN, JOHN P., Associate Professor, Columbia University

REYNOLDS, GEORGE T., Professor of Physics and Director, Center for Environmental Studies,

Princeton University
RICE, ROBERT V., Professor and Head, Department of Biological Sciences, Mellon Institute of

Science, Carnegie-Mellon University

RIPPS, HARRIS, Professor of Ophthalmology and Physiology, New York University School of

Medicine

ROBERTS, JAMES T., Research Fellow, Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts General Hospital

ROSE, BIRGIT, Research Scientist, University of Miami School of Medicine

ROSE, S. MERYL, Professor, Tulane University

RUSHFORTH, N. B., Associate Professor and Chairman, Biology Department, Case Western

Reserve University

RUSSELL-HUNTER, W. D., Professor of Zoology, Syracuse University

RUSTAD, RONALD C., Associate Professor of Radiology, Anatomy, and Biology, Case Western

Reserve University

SACHS, FREDERICK, Staff Fellow, National Institutes of Health

SACHS, JOHN R., Assistant Professor of Physiology, Yale School of Medicine

SALZBERG, BRIAN MATTHEW, Postdoctoral Fellow in Physiology, Yale University

SATO, HIDEMI, Associate Professor of Biology, University of Pennsylvania

SCHIFF, JEROME A., Professor of Biology, Brandeis University

SCHOPF, THOMAS J. M., Assistant Professor, University of Chicago
SCHUEL, HERBERT, Associate Research Professor, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, City Uni-

versity of New York

SCHUETZ, ALLEN W., Associate Professor, The Johns Hopkins University, School of Hygiene
SCHWAB, WALTER E., Research Assistant, University of Maryland
SENFT, JOSEPH PHILIP, Associate Professor, Rutgers University

SEVCIK, CARLOS, Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke University Medical Center

SEYAMA, ISSEI, Postdoctoral Research Associate, Duke University

SHANKLIN, D. R., Professor, University of Chicago, Chicago Lying-in-Hospital

SHEDLOVSKY, THEODORE, Professor, Rockefeller University

SHEPHARD, DAVID C., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Case Western Reserve University

SHEPRO, DAVID, Professor, Boston University

SHERMAN, IRWIN W., Professor of Zoology, University of California, Riverside

SHRIVASTAV, BRIJ BHUSHAN, Research Fellow, Massachusetts General Hospital

SHULMAN, MARC, Staff Fellow, National Institutes of Health

SIDIE, JAMES MICHAEL, JR., Visiting Lecturer, Princeton University
SIEGEL, IRWIN M., Associate Professor, New York University Medical Center

SINGER, IRWIN, Assistant Professor of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Sisco, KEN, Research Associate, National Institute of Mental Health

SMELSER, GEORGE K., Professor of Anatomy, Columbia University
SMITH, L. DENNIS, Associate Professor, Purdue University
SORENSON, ALBERT LEE, Assistant Professor, Brooklyn College
SORENSON, MARTHA M., Postdoctoral Trainee in the Laboratory of Neurophysiology, Columbia

University, College of Physicians and Surgeons
SPIEGEL, MELVIN, Professor of Biology, Dartmouth College
SPIRA, MICKA E., Investigator, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

SQUADRONI, JOSE, Rev. S.J., Professor and Head, Department of Biology, Colegio del Sagrado
Corazon, Montevideo, Uruguay

STARZAK, MICHAEL E., Assistant Professor of Chemistry, State University of New York at

Binghamton
STEINBACH, ALAN BURR, Assistant Professor, University of California, Berkeley
STEINBERG, SIDNEY, Research Associate, Columbia University
STELL, WILLIAM K., Senior Staff Fellow, National Institutes of Health

STEPHENS, RAYMOND EDWARD, Associate Professor of Biology, Brandeis University
STRACHER, ALFRED, Professor and Chairman of Biochemistry, State University of New York,

Downstate Medical Center
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STRICHARTZ, GARY R., Senior Fellow, University of Washington
STUNKARD, HORACE W., Research Associate, American Museum of Natural History

SZAMIER, R. BRUCE, Assistant Professor, University of Texas Medical School at Houston

SZENT-GYORGYI, ALBERT, Director and Principal Investigator, Institute for Muscle Research,

Marine Biological Laboratory
SZENT-GYORGYI, ANDREW G., Professor of Biology, Brandeis University

SZENT-GYORGYI, EVA M., Research Associate, Brandeis University

TAKASHIMA, SHIRO, Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania

TASAKI, ICHIJI, Chief, Laboratory of Neurobiology, National Institute of Mental Health

TAYLOR, \\'M. RANDOLPH, Emeritus Professor and Active Curator of Botany, University of

Michigan
TELFER, WILLIAM H., Professor of Biology, University of Pennsylvania

TICKLE, CHERYLL A., Postdoctoral Fellow, Yale University

TIFFNEY, WESLEY NEWELL, Professor, Boston University

TOOLE, BRYAN, Instructor in Medicine, Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General

Hospital
TRAGER, WILLIAM, Professor, The Rockefeller University

TRINKAUS, JOHN PHILIP, Professor of Biology and Master of Branford College, Vale University

TROLL, WALTER, Professor of Environmental Medicine, New York University Medical Center

TURNER, ROBERT S., JR., Postdoctoral Fellow, Princeton University

URBAN, PAUL, Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, Union College

VAN HOLDE, KENSAL E., Professor of Biophysics, Oregon State University

VERGARA, JULIO H., Postdoctoral Research Associate, Duke University

VINCENT, W. S., Professor and Chairman, Department of Biological Sciences, University of

Delaware

VOGEL, STEVEN, Associate Professor, Duke University

WAGNER, GEORGE J., Graduate Student, State University of New York at Buffalo

\VALD, GEORGE, Higgins Professor of Biology, Harvard University

WALL, BETTY J., Research Associate, Northwestern University

WALLACE, ROBIN A., Staff Member, Biology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

WANG, CHING MUH, Postdoctoral Research Associate, Duke University

WARREN, LEONARD, Professor, University of Pennsylvania

WATKINS, DUDLEY T., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, University of Connecticut Health Center

\VEBB, H. MARGUERITE, Professor of Biological Sciences, Goucher College

WEBER, ANNEMARIE, Professor of Biochemistry, St. Louis University School of Medicine

WEIDNER, EARL, Guest Investigator, The Rockefeller University

WEISENBERG, RICHARD, Assistant Professor of Biology, Temple University

WEISSMANN, GERALD, Professor of Medicine, New York University School of Medicine

WESTFALL, JANE A., Associate Professor of Microanatomy, Kansas State University

WHITE, ROBERT H., Graduate Student, University of Illinois

WHITTAKER, J. RICHARD, Associate Member, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology

WHITTAKER, V. P., Sir William Dunn Reader in Biochemistry, University of Cambridge, England

WILLIAMS, ROBLEY C. JR., Assistant Professor, Yale University
WILSON- DARCY B., Associate Professor of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania School of

Medicine

WILSON, EDWARD O., Professor of Zoology, Harvard University

WOLFE, R. S., Professor of Microbiology, University of Illinois

WOODRUFF, DAVID S., Alexander Agassiz Lecturer on Biogeography, Harvard University

Wu, CHAU H., Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke University

WYNNE, MICHAEL J., Assistant Professor, University of Texas at Austin

WYTTENBACH, CHARLES R., Associate Professor of Physiology and Cell Biology, The University of

Kansas

YEH, J. Z., Postdoctoral Fellow, Duke University

YOUNG, LEONA G., Instructor in Physiology, Emory LIniversity

YPHANTIS, DAVID A., Professor of Biology, University of Connecticut
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ZIGMAN, SEYMOUR, Associate Professor of Ophthalmology and Biochemistry, University of

Rochester Medical Center

ZOLLMAN, JENNY, Postdoctoral Trainee Fellow, Columbia University

Lillie Fellow, 1972

VERDONK, N. H., Lecturer, Zoological Laboratory, Utrecht, Netherlands

Rand Fellow, 1972

BATTAGLIA, BRUNO, Professor of Zoology, University of Padua and CNR Institute of Marine

Biology, Venice

Grass Fellows, 1972

FRAZER, DONALD T., Associate Professor, Senior Fellow, University of Kentucky
ACHE, BARRY W., Assistant Professor of Zoology, Florida Atlantic University

CALABRESE, RONALD L., Grass Fellow, Stanford University

FEIN, ALAN, Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University

LISMAN, JOHN, Research Fellow, Harvard University

McCREA, MARY JACOBS, Postdoctoral Trainee, Indiana University

MULLER, KENNETH J., Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Harvard Medical School

PINTO, LAWRENCE H., Assistant Professor, Purdue University

PRIOR, DAVID J., Research Associate, University of Virginia

RAMON, FIDEL, Postdoctoral Research Associate, Duke University

STRICHARTZ, GARY R., Senior Fellow, University of Washington

Research Assistants, 1972

AMENDE, LYNN, College of William and Mary
ANTONELLIS, BLENDA, Case Western Reserve University

BANKS, JUDITH R., University of Chicago
BANNER, JOHN L., Lawrence High School

BARBA, RANDOLPH C., Princeton University
BARNES, STEPHEN N., Yale University
BARRETT, MARTHA BARCALOW, University of California, Davis

BATBOUTA, JOHN CHARLES, Boston University
BAUMGARTNER, CALVINA A., Johns Hopkins University
BEACH, DAVID, Upstate Medical Center, State University of New York
BECRAFT, LYNN, Reed College
BEGENISICH, PEGGY, University of Maryland
BELANGER, ANN M., Case Western Reserve University
BELANGER, SANDRA E., The Biological Bulletin, Marine Biological Laboratory
BERING, HARRIET, Harvard University
BELLER, DAVID, Princeton University
BLACKWELL, BEVERLY A., Case Western Reserve University
BOSKER, GIDEON, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology
BOWEN, RICHARD A., Rutgers University
BOYD, STEVEN, Marine Research, Inc.

BRAKEL, WILLEM H., Yale University
BRANDRIFF, BRIGITTE, University of California, Santa Cruz
BROWNSTEIN, DENA, Yale University
BRUNER, WILLIAM E., II., Case Western Reserve University
BUTLER, PRISCILLA F., Lowell Technological Institute

CAMERON, R. ANDREW, University of California, Santa Cruz
CEBRA, JUDY, Physiology Course, Marine Biological Laboratory

CIANCI, LUIGI A., Downstate Medical Center, State University of New York
CLARK, STEVEN C., Pomona College

CLUSIN, WILLIAM T., Albert Einstein Medical College
COLLIER, MARJORIE M., Brooklyn College
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COOPKRSTKIN, LAWRENCE, Princeton University

CORNELL, JOHN C., University of California, Berkeley

COYER, PHILIP E., College of William and Mary
CSAPO, ESTHER E., Physiology Course, Marine Biological Laboratory

CSAPO, RITA MARIA, Clark University

CUCHENS, MARVIN A., University of Florida

DABROWSKI, CARLA ELLEN, Case Western Reserve University Medical School

DEGROOF, ROBERT C., Duke University

DOUGLAS, PAMELA S, Princeton University

EBERHARD, CAROLYN, New York University

EBIN, SYLVIA, University of California, Davis

EDDS, KENNETH T., State University of New York at Albany
ENOS, ROBERT J., Marine Research, Inc.

EVANS, LEONARD E., Michigan State University

FALLON, ANN MARIE, University of Connecticut

FARRELL, GREGG M., Rutgers, The State LJniversity

FELDMAN, LANCE K., University of Cincinnati

FELDMAN, SHELLEY L., Oakland University

FLANAGAN, THOMAS RAYMOND, Marine Research, Inc.

FLESSA, KARL W., Brown University

Fox, DIANNE H., University of Pennsylvania
Fox, RICHARD STUART, Temple University Medical School

FUSELER, JOHN W., University of Pennsylvania

GOLDENTHAL, SUSAN, Fertilization Gamete Physiology, Marine Biological Laboratory
GOLDFINGER, MELVYN, National Institutes of Health

GOVONI, JOHN J., Marine Research, Inc.

GREIF, PETER CLEMENT, Excitable Membrane Program, Marine Biological Laboratory

HABERFIELD, EVE, University of California, Los Angeles
HALE, PAMELA M., Oak Ridge National Laboratory
HAMILTON, DAVID P., University of Delaware

HAND, JOHN J., Yale University
HARD, ROBERT, State University of New York at Albany
HARRIS, EDWARD M., Duke University
HETTLEMAN, BRUCE, Trinity College
HILL, MARGARET C., University of Kansas

HORWITZ, ERICA, Harvard University

HORWITZ, RICHARD J., University of Chicago
HUBERMAN, MICHAEL, Trinity College

HURWITZ, JODIE, University of Connecticut

JARKD, DONALD W., Oak Ridge National Laboratory
JONES, DONATA, University of California at Santa Barbara

JOYNER, RONALD WAYNE, Duke LIniversity

KAPLAN, EHUD, Syracuse University
KAUFMANN, KARL W., University of Chicago
KONDON, MARIA, College of William and Mary
KROPP, DONNA L., Yale University

LASKIN, JEFFREY, New York University
LALIE, H. NANCY, National Institutes of Health, Marine Biological Laboratory
LEDUC, ANDRE, University of Montreal, Canada
LEE, DAVID, University of Ottawa, Canada
LKFF.BVRE, PAUL A., University of Virginia
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LEITH, ARDEAN, University of Rochester

LIPSON, ROBERT A., University of Chicago

MANNIX, JUDITH A., Harvard Medical School

MARGOLIASH, DANIEL, California Institute of Technology
MATTHIESSER, SARA CAREY, Marine Research, Inc.

MEYEROWITZ, ELLIOT, Columbia University

MIYAMOTO, DAVID M., Duke University

MOBBERLY, DEBORAH, Tulane University

MOORE, MARILYN R., University of Connecticut Health Center

MUSHYNSKI, WALTER E., University of Ottawa, Canada

NASON, JEAN, Sanford Prep.

NATALINI, JOHN J., Quincy College

NEUFELD, DANIEL ARTHUR, Tulane University

O'CONNOR, CAROL M., Boston University

OLMSTED, JOANNA B., University of Wisconsin

O'RAND, ANGELA M., Temple University

O'RAND, MICHAEL O., Temple University

OSMAN, RICHARD W., University of Chicago

PATLAK, JOSEPH B., National Institutes of Health

PENCEK, TERRENCE L., Illinois Institute of Technology
PERSELL, ROGER, Hunter College

PHILIPS, WALTER, Wantagh, New York

PINCUS, SYLVIA, Hunter College

POWERS, KURT R., Marine Research, Inc.

RICHTER, ALFRED JASON, Illinois Institute of Technology
RlGG, JANE, California Institute of Technology
RILL, RANDOLPH L., Oregon State University

RITZMANN, ROY, University of Virginia

ROBERTS, DAVID L., Marine Research, Inc.

ROBERTSON, LOLA, American Museum of Natural History

ROMACH, ROMAN, WT

ayne State University

ROSENBERG, MARK JAY, Herbert H. Lehman College

ROSENBLATT, JACK ELLIOT, Vanderbilt Medical School

ROSENFELD, ARLINE, Temple University

Ross, ELIZABETH ANN, Concord Academy
Ross, ROBERT KERMIT, Physiology Course, Marine Biological Laboratory
ROXBY, ROBERT, Oregon State University

ROXBY, SUSAN J., Oregon State University

SALMON, EDWARD D., University of Pennsylvania
SANDLIN, RONALD A., National Institute of Mental Health

SCHNUR, THOMAS, Oakland University

SCHREIBER, HOPE, University of Rochester

SCHWAB, WALTER E., University of Maryland
SHEPARD, MICHAEL, University of California, Davis

SHEPPARD, PATRICIA, Harvard University

SIDES, PAUL J., JR., Duke University

SINGLEY, CARL T., University of Hawaii

SMITH, GEORGE W., University of Virginia

SMITH, JOHN ALBERT, JR., Kansas State University

SOBERMAN, ROY S., New York University

SPERLING, LINDA, Harvard University

SPINDEL, ROBERT, Reed College

STEIN, STUART, University of Chicago
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STETTEN, GEORGE DE\VITT, I'Vrtili/ation Gamete Physiology, Marine Biological Laboratory
STILLER, RONALD A., Boston University

SUN, DONALD, Howard University

SUSSMAN, PAUL, Brandcis University

SZONYI, ESZTER I., Boston University

TAYLOR, BARBARA ANN, Brooklyn College

TIGLIO, LOUISE A., Brown University
THOMPSON, DOUGLAS S., Western State College

TSANG, MONICA LIK-SHING, Brandeis University

TUCKER, GAIL S., University of Kansas

TURNER, PAMELA FAY, Illinois Institute of Technology

VAN MOURIK, CATHARINA H. E., Oakland University

\\*ANG, JANE, University of Connecticut

WATTS, JOHN ALBERT, JR., University of Maryland
WEATHERLY, W. PAUL, Yale University

WISHNER, KAREN, University of Chicago
WOOD, GARY, State University of New York at Albany
WOOD, JAMES, University of Michigan

YOCUM, DAVID EUGENE, University of Florida

YOSHA, SANDRA, Indiana LIniversity

YOUNGDAHL, PAMELA E., University of Oregon
YPHANTIS, SANDRA, Physiology Course, Marine Biological Laboratory
YULO, THERESA, University of Rochester Medical School

ZAKEVICIUS, JANE M., New York University Medical Center

ZEITLER, RODNEY, University of Iowa

Library Readers, 1972

ALLEN, GARLAND E., Assistant Professor of Biology, Washington University

ANDERSON, RUBERT S., Independent Library Reader, Marine Biological Laboratory

BANG, F. B., Professor, Johns Hopkins University

BENJAMIN, THOMAS L., Associate, Department of Viral Oncology, Public Health Research In-

stitute of City of New York, Inc.

BERRIDGE, MICHAEL JOHN, Senior Scientific Officer, University of Cambridge, England
BRIDGMAN, ANNA JOSEPHINE, Professor of Biology, Agnes Scott College

BURBANCK, \\. D., Professor of Biology, Emory University

CARLSON, FRANCIS D., Professor, Johns Hopkins University

CASSIDY, FR. JOSEPH D., Assistant Professor of Biology, University of Notre Dame
CLEMENT, ANTHONY C., Professor of Biology, Emory University

COBB, JEWEL PLUMMER, Dean of the College and Professor of Zoology, Connecticut College

COHEN, SEYMOUR S., Professor of Microbiology, LIniversity of Colorado Medical Center

COPELAND, DONALD EUGENE, Professor of Biology, Tulane University

COUCH, ERNEST F., Assistant Professor of Biology, Texas Christian University

DAVIS, BERNARD D., Professor, Harvard Medical School

DELANNEY, Louis E., Professor of Biology and Chairman, Ithaca College

EDER, HOWARD A., Professor of Medicine, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

EISEN, HERMAN H., Professor and Head, Department of Microbiology, Washington University

FUSSELL, CATHERINE P., Assistant Professor of Biology, The Pennsylvania State University
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GABRIEL, MORDECAI L., Dean, School of Science, Brooklyn College

GERMAN, JAMES L., Ill, Investigator; Director, Laboratory of Human Genetics, The New York
Blood Center

GINSBERG, HAROLD S., Professor and Chairman, Department of Microbiology, University of

Pennsylvania
GREEN, JAMES W., Professor of Physiology, Rutgers University

HANDLER, PHILIP, President, National Academy of Sciences

HILLMAN, NINA, Research Associate, Temple University

HILLMAN, PETER, Guest Professor, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

HILLMAN, RALPH, Professor, Temple University

HOLTZMAN, ERIC, Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, Columbia University

KEMPTON, RUDOLF, Professor Emeritus of Biology, Vassar College

KEOSIAN, JOHN, Independent Library Reader, Marine Biological Laboratory
KEYNAN, ALEX, Vice President, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
KIRSCHENBAUM, DONALD M., Associate Professor, Downstate Medical Center, State University

of New York.

KRASSNER, STUART, Associate Professor, University of California, Irvine

KRAVITZ, EDWARD A., Professor of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical School

KRINSKY, NORMAN L, Professor of Biocemistry and Pharmacology, Tufts University School of

Medicine

KUFFLER, STEPHEN W., Robert Winthrop Professor of Neurobiology and Department Chairman,
Harvard Medical School

LADERMAN, AIMLEE D., Instructor, Ramapo College of New Jersey

LASH, JAMES W., Professor of Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

LEIGHTON, JOSEPH, Professor and Chairman, Department of Pathology, The Medical College of

Pennsylvania
LERNER, AARON B., Professor of Dermatology, Yale University

LURIA, S. E., Professor of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MACDONALD, EVE L., Assistant Professor, Wilson College

MARKS, PAUL A., Dean and Vice President in Charge of Medical Affairs, Columbia University

College of Physicians and Surgeons
MARSLAND, DOUGLAS, Research Professor Emeritus Biology, New York University
MIZELL, MERLE, Professor of Biology, Tulane University

MORRELL, FRANK, Professor of Neurology, New York Medical College

OSCHMAN, JAMES L., Assistant Professor, Northwestern University

PACHAS, WILLY N., Chief, Arthritis and Rheumatism Section, Veterans Administration Hospital

REINER, JOHN M., Research Professor of Pathology, Professor of Biochemistry, Albany Medical

College of Union LTniversity

ROTH, JAY S., Professor of Biochemistry, University of Connecticut

ROWLAND, LEWIS P., Professor and Chairman, Department of Neurology, University of Penn-

sylvania

ROSENBERG, EVELYN KIVY, Associate Professor, Jersey City State College
ROY, GUY, Assistant Professor, LIniversity of Montreal

RUBINOW, SOL L, Professor of Biomathematics, Cornell University Medical College
RUGH, ROBERTS, Research Biologist, Health, Education and Welfare

SCOTT, GEORGE Taylor, Professor of Biology, Oberlin College
SHEMIN, DAVID, Professor of Biochemistry, Northwestern University

SOHAL, RAJINDAR S., Associate Professor of Biology, Southern Methodist University
SONNENBLICK, B. P., Professor of Zoology, Rutgers The State University
STEINBERG, MALCOLM S., Professor of Biology, Princeton University
STRITTMATTER, PHILIPP, Professor and Head, Department of Biochemistry, University of Con-

necticut Health Center
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TANZER, MARVIN L., Associate Professor, University of Connecticut Health Center

TEREBEY, NICHOLAS, Fellow, State University of New York, Uownstate Medical Center

THOMAS, LEWIS, Dean, Vale University School of Medicine

TWEEDELL, KENYON S., Professor of Biology, University of Notre Dame

\VAINIO, WALTER, Professor and Chairman, Department of Biochemistry, Rutgers College The
State University of New Jersey

WAKSMAN, BYRON H., Professor of Microbiology, Yale University

WEISS, LEON, Professor of Anatomy, Johns Hopkins University

WICHTERMAN, RALPH, Professor of Biology, Temple University

\YILKIE, D. R., Jodrell Professor of Physiology, University College, London, England
\YILSON, THOMAS HASTINGS, Professor of Physiology, Harvard Medical School

WITTENBERG, JONATHAN B., Professor of Physiology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

WHEELER, GEORGE E., Professor of Biology, Brooklyn College

WOOLPY, JEROME H., Associate Professor of Biology, Earlham College

YNTEMA, CHESTER L., Professor of Anatomy, Upstate Medical Center, State University of New
York

YOUNG, JANICE E., Assistant Professor of Biology, Keuka College

/

Students, 1971

All students listed completed the formal course program. Asterisk indicates students com-

pleting post-course research program.

ECOLOGY

AMENT, ALISON S., University of Pennsylvania
BROSTOFF, WILLIAM N., University of California, Irvine

*COHEN, ROBERT M., Amherst College

*CRONAN, CHRISTOPHER S., University of Pennsylvania
*DIETERICH, ANN, Reed College

*GiLL, MARY L., University of Massachusetts

GOODMAN, JEFFREY H., Harvard University

HALL, JOHN G., University of Connecticut

*LA\vs, A. CHARLES, Harvard University

*MAGNER, JAMES A., University of Illinois

MOORE, CAROL A., Montclair State College

*PATT, TOM E., University of Wisconsin

RAGHAVEN, CHITRA, University of Massachusetts

*ROMESSER, JAMES A., University of Illinois

TINGLE, MARJORIE A., Brandeis LTniversity

WEISBROD, ROBERTA E., New York Blood Center

YINGST, JOSEPHINE Y., University of Southern California

EMBRYOLOGY

*AMENSON, CHRISTOPHER S., California Institute of Technology
*BOYER, BARBARA C., University of Iowa

*BRANDIS, JOHN W., Indiana University

*BURNSIDE, MARY B., Harvard Medical School

*CARROLL, ALAN G., Michigan State University
*
DANIEL, JON C., University of Pennsylvania
*DONOHOO, PATRICIA K., Cornell University

*FISCHER, ALBRECHT E., University of Cologne
*FRANKEL, FRED ROBERT, LTniversity of Pennsylvania
*HOLLINGER, THOMAS G., Purdue University

*HONIG, BARRY H., Columbia University

HONJO, TASUKU, Carnegie Institution of Washington
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*KOZAK, CHRISTINE A., Yale University

*MARGOLIS, ROBERT L., Wesleyan University

*NADEL, MARION RUTH, Harvard University

*PALATNIK, CARL M., State University of New York at Stony Brook

*ROSE, GEORGE, Oregon State University

TRISCHMANN, THOMAS M., Johns Hopkins University

*VOURNAKIS, JOHN N., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

EXPERIMENTAL BOTANY

*COTTET, GAIL L., Keuka College
*CRAYTON MICHELE A., Oregon State University

*GOLDMAN, MARK E., University of Massachusetts at Boston

*HARRIS, GARY C., University of Massachusetts

KROHN, JOYCE LEVINGSTON, State University of New York at Stony Brook

RODRIGUEZ, KYRSIS R., University of Puerto Rico

SAKAI, ANN K., Oberlin College

*STALEY, JONATHAN H., University of Massachusetts

STORY, JUDITH A., University of New Hampshire
TELZER, Bruce R., Yale University

*TRIPP, MARTHA J., Florida State University

VAISBERG, ABRAHAM J., Brandeis University

*WILSON, ERNEST, Virginia State College

YAGODA, JANET M., University of Massachusetts at Boston

PHYSIOLOGY

BRITZ, JUDITH, Goucher College

BRITZ, STEVEN, Harvard University

BROWN, RODNEY, I.B.M.

*BRUNHOUSE, ROBERT, Johns Hopkins University

*CART\YRK.HT, T. JOINER, University of Hawaii

*CHAIRES, JONATHAN, University of California, Santa Cruz

*CHAVEZ, LLOYD, University of Virginia Medical School

*CRAANE, JULIUS, De Paul University
DE FRANCESCO, LAURA, University of California, San Diego
*DEVREOTES, PETER, Johns Hopkins University

*EDWARDS, BENJAMIN, University of California, Davis

*ETTIENNE, EARL, Oakland University

FUNKHOUSER, EDWARD, Rutgers University

*GAYDOS, MARGARET, University of Virginia

GREENE, MILFORD, Wesleyan University

HASEMAN, DIANE, University of Missouri

KESSLER, DAVID, Amherst University

*KUCZMARSHI, EDWARD, Yale University
*LAMOS, CANDACE, Michigan State University
*LANGFORD, GEORGE, University of Pennsylvania
*LAUE, THOMAS, University of Virginia Medical School

*LEBOEUF, RENEE, Oregon State University
*LEVINE, ROBERT, Harvard University
*LOBUT, ALINE, Institute of Molecular Biology, Paris

*MARSHAK, ANN, Washington University, St. Louis

*MOUNTS, PHOEBE, University of Pittsburgh
NAIDORF, KENNETH, Columbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons
*ODELL, GARRETT, Rensselear Polytechnic Institute

PREBLUDA, JEFFREY, Johns Hopkins University
TANAKA, RICHARD, University of Southern California

WEAVER, TERRY, Ohio State University
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INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY

ASPEY, WAYNE P., Ohio University

*BATTLES, DONALD R., College of William and Mary
BELL, DAVID M., Princeton University

BERRY, CAROL DA\VN, Goddard College

BLOEDEL, CARLA, V'anderbilt University School of Medicine

BRECKNOCK, EDWARD L., University of Hawaii

CINTRON, NITZA M., University of Puerto Rico

COHEN, LARRY, Vale University School of Medicine

*COSTELLO, ELAINE, Drew University

DEHN, PAULA F., De Paul University

*DENiRO, MICHAEL, J., University of West Indies

ELY, CAROL, Wilson College

FACTOR, JAN ROBERT, Brooklyn College

FAIRCHILD, LINCOLN, University of Massachusetts at Boston

*FORSYTHE, DAVE, Princeton University

FRIESEN, WOLFGANG OTTO, University of California, San Diego
*GUNTER, PAMELA, Spelman College

*HILFIKER, MARY L., University of Maryland
HOUGH, GERARD R., Sienna College

*KELLER, BRIAN D., Johns Hopkins University

LAETHEM, TOM, Oakland University

LASKIN, JEFFREY, New York University

*McDERMOTT, CHRISTINE E., University of Tennessee

*MORGAN, WILLIAM C., Wake Forest University

MURPHY, DENNIS J., University of Maryland
*PACE, ROBERT, University of Massachusetts

PERRY, CLAYTON, Swarthmore College

RAGSTER, LAVERNE, University of Miami

*ROBINS, DIDI, Yale University

ROUSE, ANNE M., University of Delaware

*SCOTT, SHERRY, Yale University

SEELEY, MAGGIE, University of California, San Diego
*SENSEMAN, DAVID, Princeton LTniversity

*SKVIRSKY, RACHEL, Oberlin College

STULER, HELENA, Rice University

SWANK, SARAH, University of Southern California

*\\ INFIELD, JEFFREY, University of California, Santa Barbara

*YEN, DUEN, Johns Hopkins University

NEUROBIOLOGY

BKOWNELL, PHILIP H., LIniversity of California, Riverside

FISHMAN, PAUL S., Yale University

HALL, DR. LINDA, University of British Columbia

MONSELL, EDWIN M. Ill, Duke University Medical Center

OLSON, SUELLEN A., Wayne State University

Ross, DR. WILLIAM N., Columbia University

SANCHEZ, DR. POMPILIO H., Del Institute Politecnico Nacional Mexico

YOUNG, WISE, University of Iowa

FRONTIERS IN RESEARCH AND TEACHING PROGRAM

ALFRED, LAWRENCE, Federal City College

ANEKWE, GREGORY E., Tuskagee Institute

CLARK, VERNON, North Carolina Central University

CORNWELL, CATHERINE, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
FERGUSON, THOMAS, Delaware State
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MIKULECKY, DONALD C., Meharry Medical College

STEPHENS, LEE B., JR., California State College

TOWNSEL, JAMES G., Harvard Medical School

WALKER, CHARLES A., Tuskegee Institute

WHEATON, GLADYS, Harvard University

3. FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS, 1972

The Crocker Scholarship:

JAMES A. ROMESSER, Ecology Course

GAIL L. COTTET, Marine Botany Course

Bio Club Scholarship:

HELENA E. STULER, Invertebrate Zoology

Gary H. Calkins Scholarship:

GERARD R. HOUGH, Invertebrate Zoology

4. TRAINING PROGRAMS

FERTILIZATION AND GAMETE PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH TRAINING PROGRAM

I. INSTRUCTORS

CHARLES B. METZ, University of Miami, Program Director

JOHN CHAMBERLAIN, University of Washington
GERTRUDE W. HINSCH, University of Miami
MARCO CRIPPA, University of Geneva, Switzerland

ALLEN W. SCHUETZ, Johns Hopkins University
WILLIAM H. TELFER, University of Pennsylvania
ROBIN A. WALLACE, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

II. ASSISTANTS

MRS. ANGELA O'RAND, Program Secretary

III. TRAINEES

AL-HAJJ, HAMEED A., University of Houston

BAST, ROBERT, University of Pennsylvania
BENNETT, DIANE C., University of Minnesota

CLOUD, JOSEPH G., University of Wisconsin

Fox, LINDA, University of Tennessee

GANION, LARRY R., Ball State University

HAGEDORN, HENRY H., University of Connecticut

HOWE, CRAIG, Cambridge University

JOHNSON, CRACELYNN A., Temple University

LEVINSON, JOHN W., University of Michigan
NICKOL, JOANNE, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PARENT, JAMES BRIAN, University of Virginia

ROSENBERG, PAUL A., Albert Einstein College of Medicine

SEDENSKY, MARGARET, University of Colorado

SELMAN, KAY ELLEN, University of Virginia

SHAY, JERRY W., University of Kansas

Siu, CHI HUNG, University of Chicago
STEINBERG, MARK, University of Pennsylvania
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IV. LECTURES

M. BEDFORD Significance of disulfied cross-links in sperm structure

R. WALLACE Yolk formation in amphibians
R. E. MANCINI Immunological factors affecting animal and human spermatogenesis
D. SKINNER Characterization of crustacean macromolecules synthesized in vivo

and in vitro

W. D. RUSSELL-HUNTER Adaptive and experimental aspects of sex changes in mollusks

M. TELFER Biological and social implications of human non-disjunction

I. CALLARD Hormones and the control of reptilian reproduction
L. NELSON What motivates a sperm?
J. PIATIGORSKY Initiation of lens fiber formation in vivo and in tissue culture

V. SPECIAL LECTURES

JOHN BISHOP Reiterated and nonreiterated DNA sequences

EXCITABLE MEMBRANE TRAINING PROGRAM
I. CONSULTANTS

K. S. COLE, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes of Health

L. J. MULLINS, University of Maryland, School of Medicine

WT

. J. ADELMAN, JR., National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes

of Health

II. INSTRUCTORS AND LECTURERS

D E. GOLDMAN, Program Director, Medical College of Pennsylvania

J. W. MOORE, Program Co-director, Duke University Medical Center

D. L. GILBERT, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes of

Health

L. J. MULLINS, University of Maryland, School of Medicine

W. K. CHANDLER, Yale University School of Medicine

W. J. ADELMAN, JR., National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes

of Health

T. NARAHASHI, Duke University Medical Center

G. D. PAPPAS, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

J. K. BLASIE, University of Pennsylvania
E. J. MASORO, Medical College of Pennsylvania
L. E. MOORE, Case Western Reserve University, School of Medicine

I. TASAKI, National Institute of Mental Health

L. B. COHEN, Yale University School of Medicine

J. Y. LETTVIN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
P. MUELLER, Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute

W. R. LOEWENSTEIN, University of Miami Medical School

C. L. PROSSER, University of Illinois

M. L. WOLBARSHT, Duke University Medical Center

F. A. DODGE, IBM Corp.
R. R. LLINAS, University of Iowa
C. M. ARMSTRONG, University of Rochester

III. LABORATORY ASSISTANTS

PETER GREIF, Haverford College
GEORGE STETTEN, Harvard College

IV. TRAINEES

T. B. BEGENESICH, University of Maryland
E. M. CHOY, Case Western Reserve University
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J. M. J. CORLESS, Duke University

J. F. FOHLMEISTER, University of Minnesota

D. J. GOLDBERG, Yale University
D. L. MC!L\VAIN, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

D. C. MIKULECKY, Meharry Medical College

J. K. RANDOLPH, Haverford College
R. B. ROBINSON, University of Illinois

J. G. RUTHERFORD, Dalhousie University
L. A. STEIN, University of Pennsylvania

V. LECTURES

D. E. GOLDMAN

J. W. MOORE

D. L. GILBERT

L. J. MULLINS

W. K. CHANDLER

J. W. MOORE
D. L. GILBERT

D. E. GOLDMAN
W. J. ADELMAN
T. NARAHASHI

G. D. PAPPAS

J. K. BLASIE

W. J. MASORO
D. E. GOLDMAN
L. E. MOORE
I. TASAKI

L. B. COHEN
F. A. DODGE
L. E. MOORE

J. Y. LETTVIN

P. MUELLER
D. E. GOLDMAN

F. A. DODGE
C. M. ARMSTRONG
W. K. CHANDLER
C. L. Prosser

M. L. WOLBARSHT

F. A. DODGE

The physico-chemical background of membrane transport I.

The physico-chemical background of membrane transport II.

The physico-chemical background of membrane transport III.

Some electrical properties of membranes

Operational amplifiers
Electrometers and microelectrodes

Voltage clamp circuits

Squid biology and dissection

Passive membrane transport
Active membrane transport
Nitella

Currents in the voltage clamp
The Hodgkin-Huxley formulation

Univalent ions and selectivity

TTX as an analytical tool

Calcium ions and surface charges

The action of polyvalent cations

The role of the periaxonal space

The action of drugs and anesthetics

The action of toxins as lytic enzymes
Electron microscopy of membranes

X-ray diffraction and excitable membranes

The chemical composition of membranes

Non-electrical stimulation of nerve

Temperature pump studies in the voltage clamp
Fluorescent labelling of squid axons

Optical studies of axons

Cable theory

Myelinated nerve

Muscle

A transistor model for nerve membranes

Artificial membranes

Excitability models I.

Excitability models II.

Excitability models III.

Electrical noise in membranes

Models for the gk process

Models for the gNa process

Non-striated muscle

Receptors and transducers

The goldfish eye
Limulus eye I

eye II
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5. TABULAR VIEW OF ATTENDANCE, 1968-1972

1968
INVESTIGATORS TOTAL 528

Independent 281

Library Reader 76

Research Assistants 171

STUDENTS TOTAL : . 122

Invertebrate Zoology 39

Embryology 20

Physiology 30

Experimental Botany 15

Ecology 18

TRAINEES TOTAL . 17

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 667

Less Persons represented in two categories 7

660

INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED TOTAL 169

FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED. , 23

1969

566

310
68

188

118

35

20

30
16

17

29

713

5

708

187

24

1970

532

324

73

135

142

41

28

31

19

23

33

707

707

191

21

1971

554

322

76

156

130

29

28

33

22

18

44

728

728

219

27

1972

561

328
76

157

119

38

19

31

14

17

46

726

1

725

210

25

6. INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED, 1972

Agnes Scott College
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

American Museum of Natural History
Amherst College

Argonne National Laboratory
Ball State University
Boston City Hospital
Boston University
Boston University School of Medicine

Brandeis University

Brooklyn College, The City University of New
York

Brown University

California, University of, Berkeley
California, University of, Davis

California, University of, Irvine

California, University of, Los Angeles
California, University of, Riverside

California, University of, San Diego
California, LTniversity of, Santa Barbara

California, University of, Santa Cruz
California Institute of Technology
California State College
Carleton College

Carnegie-Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University

Chicago, LIniversity of

Cincinnati, University of

City College, The City University of New York
Clark University

College of William & Mary
Colorado, University of

Colorado, University of, Medical Center

Columbia Lhiiversity
Columbia University, College of Physicans and

Surgeons

Connecticut, University of

Connecticut, University of, Health Center

Connecticut, University of, Medical School

Connecticut College
Cornell University Medical College
Dartmouth College

Delaware, University of

Delaware State College
De Paul University

De Pauw University
Drew University
Duke University

Duke University Medical Center

Earlham College

Emory University

Fairleigh Dickinson University
Federal City College

Florida, University of

Florida Atlantic University
Florida State LIniversity
Goddard College

Goucher College

Georgia, University of

Harvard College

Harvard Medical School

Harvard University

Hawaii, University of
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Herbert Lehman College, The City University
of New York

Houston, University of

Howard University
Hunter College, The City University of New
York

IBM Research

Illinois, University of

Illinois Institute of Technology
Indiana University
Institute for Cancer Research, The
Institute for Muscle Research

Iowa, University of

Ithaca College

Jersey City State College

Johns Hopkins University, The

Johns Hopkins University, The, School of

Medicine

Kansas, University of

Kansas State University

Kentucky, University of

Keuka College
Louisiana State University
Lowell Technological Institute

Marine Research Foundation, Inc.

Maryland, University of

Maryland, University of, School of Medicine

Massachusetts, University of

Massachusetts, University of, at Boston
Massachusetts General Hospital
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Medical College of Ohio at Toledo

Medical College of Pennsylvania

Meharry Medical College

Miami, University of

Michigan, University of

Michigan State University
Millersville State College

Minnesota, University of

Missouri, University of

Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, The City Uni-

versity of New York
National Academy of Science

National Institute of Mental Health

National Institutes of Health

New Hampshire, University of

New York Blood Center, The
New York Medical College
New York State Psychiatric Institute

New York University
New York University Medical College
North Carolina, University of

North Carolina Central University
North Carolina State University, Raleigh
Northwestern University
Notre Dame, University of

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oakland University
Oberlin College

Ohio State University
Ohio University

Oregon, University of

Oregon State University

Pennsylvania, University of

Pennsylvania, University of, School of

Medicine

Pennsylvania State University

Pittsburgh, University of

Pomona College
Princeton University
Public Health Research Institute of City of

New York Inc.

Purdue University

Queens College, The City University of New
York

Quincy College

Ramapo College of New Jersey
Reed College
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Rice University

Rochester, University of

Rochester, University of, Medical School

Rockefeller University, The

Rutgers The State University
St. Louis University
Siena College
Southern Methodist University

Spelman College
Stanford University
State University of New York, Downstate

Medical Center

State University of New York, Upstate Medical

Center

State University of New York at Albany
State University of New York at Buffalo

State University of New York at Stony Brook
Swarthmore College

Syracuse University
T. J. Watson Research Center

Temple University

Tennessee, University of

Tennessee, University of, Medical Units

Texas, University of

Texas, University of, Austin

Texas, University of, Houston
Texas Christian University

Trinity College
Tufts University
Tulane University

Tuskegee Institute

Union College
Union University, Albany Medical College of

Upsala College
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine

Vassar College
Veterans Administration Hospital, Baltimore,

Maryland
Veterans Administration Hospital, Brooklyn
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Virginia, University of

Virginia State College
Wake Forest University

Washington, University of

Washington University

Washington University School of Medicine

Wayne State University

Wesleyan University
Western State College
Wilson College

Wisconsin, University of

Wistar Institute

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Yale University
Yale University School of Medicine

FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED, 1972

Barcelona, University of, Spain
British Columbia, University of, Canada

Cambridge, University of, England
Caribbean Marine Biological Institute, Nether-

lands

Chile, University of, Chile

CNR Institute of Marine Biology, Italy

Colegio del Sagrado Corazon, Uruguay
Del Institute Politecnico Nacional, Mexico

Geneva, University of, Switzerland

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

Institute of Molecular Biology, France

Lausanne, University of, Switzerland

Leeds, University of, England
Medical Research Council, England
Montreal, University of, Canada
Ottawa, University of, Canada

Padua, University of, Italy

Puerto Rico, University of, at Rio Piedras,

Puerto Rico

Tel-Aviv University, Israel

Toronto, University of, Canada

Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela

Universita degli Studi di Milano, Italy

Universite Laval, Canada

University College, England

Zoological Laboratory, Utrecht, Netherlands

7. FRIDAY EVENING LECTURES, 1972

June 28

THOMAS EISNER Better living through chemistry insect style

Cornell University

July 6

DOUGLAS R. WILKIE Muscle as a chemical engine part I

University College, London;
Alexander Forbes Lecturer at MBL

July 7

DOUGLAS R. WILKIE Muscle as a chemical engine part II

July 14

MAX BURGER Tumor cell membranes: with beans in search of

Princeton University the culprit

July 21

PHILIP B. DUNHAM Na-K pump sites: control of their numbers by

Syracuse University genes and antibodies

July 28

WILLIAM H. TELFER The intercellular bridges of animal germ cells

University of Pennsylvania

August 4

LYNN MARGULIS Symbiosis and cell evolution

Boston University
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August 1 1

TIMOTHY GOLDSMITH Compound eyes and the visual world of arthro-

Yale University pods

August 18

HARLYN HALVORSON Control of meiosis in yeast
Brandeis University

8. MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION, 1972

Including Action of 1972 Annual Meeting

Life Members

ADOLPH, DR. EDWARD F., University of Rochester School of Medicine and Den-

tistry, Rochester, New York 14627

BEHRE, DR. ELINOR M., Black Mountain, North Carolina 28711

BERTHOLF, DR. LLOYD M., 1228 Gettysburg Drive, Bloomington, Illinois 61701

BODANSKY, DR. OSCAR, Department of Biochemistry, Memorial Cancer Center,

444 East 68 Street, New York, New York 10021

BRADLEY, DR. HAROLD C., 2639 Durant Avenue, Berkeley, California 94704

BRODY, DONALD, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10018

BURDICK, DR. C. LALOR, The Lalor Foundation, 4400 Lancaster Pike, Wilming-
ton, Delaware 19805

CLAFF, DR. C. LLOYD, 506 N. Warren, Brockton, Massachusetts 02403

COLE, DR. ELBERT C., 2 Chipman Park, Middlebury, Vermont 05753

COWDRY, Dr. E. V., 4580 Scott Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63110

DAWSON, DR. A. B., 12 Scott Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

DILLER, DR. IRENE C., 2417 Fairhill Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038

DILLER, DR. WILLIAM F., 2417 Fairhill Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038

HAMBURGER, DR. VIKTOR, Department of Zoology, Washington University, St.

Louis, Missouri 63110

HESS, DR. WALTER, 787 Maple Street, Spartanburg, South Carolina 29302

HIBBARD, DR. HOPE, 366 Reamer Place, Oberlin, Ohio 44074

HISAW, DR. F. L., 5925 S. W. Plymouth Drive, Corvallis, Oregon 97330

HOLLAENDER, DR. ALEXANDER, Biology Division, Oak Ridge National Labora-

tory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

IRVING, DR. LAURENCE, University of Alaska, College, Alaska 99701

LOWTHER, DR. FLORENCE, Barnard College, New York, New York 10027

MACDOUGALL, DR. MARY STUART, Mt. Vernon Apartments, 423 Clairmont

Avenue, Decatur, Georgia 30030

MALONE, DR. E. F., 6610 North llth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19126

MANWELL, DR. REGINALD D., Department of Biology, Syracuse University,

Syracuse, New York 13210

PAGE, DR. 1. H., Cleveland Clinic, Euclid at E. 93rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

PAYNE, DR. FERNANDUS, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

PLOUGH, DR. H. H., 15 Middle Street, Rt. 1, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

POLLISTER, DR. A. W., Department of Zoology, Columbia University, New York,
New York 10027
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POND, SAMUEL E., 53 Alexander Street, Manchester, Connecticut 06044

PORTER, DR. H. C., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19104

SCHRADER, DR. SALLY, Duke University, Durham, North Caroloina 27706

SEVERINGHAUS, DR. AURA E., 375 West 250th Street, New York, New York 10071

SMITH, DR. DIETRICH C., 218 Oak Street, Catonsville, Maryland 12128

STRAUS, DR., W. L., JR., Department of Anatomy, The Johns Hopkins University
Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

STUNKARD, DR. HORACE W., American Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street, New York, New York 10024

TAYLOR, DR. WM. RANDOLPH, Department of Botany, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

TURNER, DR. C. L., Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

WAITE, DR. F. G., 144 Locust Street, Dover, New Hampshire 03820

WALLACE, DR. LOUISE B., 359 Lytton Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94301

WARREN, DR. HERBERT S., % Leland C. Warren, 721 Conshohocken State Road,
Penn Valley, Pennsylvania 19072

WILLIER, DR. B. H., Department of Biology, The Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

YOUNG, DR. D. B., Main Street, North Hanover, Massachusetts 02357

Regular Members

ABBOTT, DR. BERNARD C., Department of Biological Sciences, University of

Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles, California 90007

ABBOTT, DR. MARIE B., Resident Systematist, Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

A( HESON, DR. GEORGE H., Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics,

University of Cincinnati, College of Medicine, Eden and Bethesda Avenues,

Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

ADELBERG, DR. EDWARD A., Department of Microbiology, Yale University
Medical School, New Haven, Connecticut 06510

ADELMAN, DR. WM. J., JR., Building 36 Room 2A 31, National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

ALLEN, DR. GARLAND E., Biology Department, Washington University, St. Louis,

Missouri 63110

ALLEN, DR. ROBERT D., Department of Biological Sciences, State University of

New York at Albany, Albany, New York 12203

ALSCHER, DR. RUTH, Department of Biology, Manhattanville College, Purchase,

New York 10577

AMATNIEK, ERNEST, 154 Bay Road, Huntington, New York 11743

AMBERSON, DR. WILLIAM R., Katy Hatch Road, Falmouth, Massachusetts 02540

ANDERSON, DR. EVERETT, Department of Anatomy and Laboratory of Human
Reproductive Biology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

ANDERSON, DR. J. M., Division of Biological Sciences, Emerson Hall, Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York 14850

ANDERSON, DR. RUBERT S., Box 113, Wr

oods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
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ARMSTRONG, DR. CLAY M., Department of Physiology, University of Rochester,

Rochester, New York 14603

ARMSTRONG, DR. PHILIP B., Department of Anatomy, State University of New
York, College of Medicine, Syracuse, New York 13210

ARNOLD, DR. JOHN MILLER, Pacific Biomedical Research Center, 2538 The Mall,

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

ARNOLD, DR. WILLIAM A., Division of Biology, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

ASHWORTH, DR. JOHN MICHAEL, Department of Biochemistry, Leicester Uni-

versity, Leicester, England, U. K.

ATWOOD, DR. KIMBALL C., Department of Human Genetics and Development,
Columbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New
York 10032

AUCLAIR, DR. WALTER, Department of Biology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, New York 12181

AUSTIN, DR. COLIN RUSSELL, Physiological Laboratory, Cambridge University,

Downing Street, Cambridge, England, U. K.

AUSTIN, DR. MARY L., 506| North Indiana Avenue, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

BACON, ROBERT, Church Street, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

BAKALAR, DAVID, 35 Lapland Road, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

BALL, DR. ERIC G., Department of Biological Chemistry, Harvard Medical

School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

BALLARD, DR. WILLIAM W., Department of Biological Sciences, Dartmouth

College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

BANG, DR. F. B., Department of Pathobiology, The Johns Hopkins University
School of Hygiene, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

BARD, DR. PHILLIP, Department of Physiology, The Johns Hopkins University
Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

BARTELL, DR. CLELMER K., Department of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State

University of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana 70113

EARTH, DR. LESTER G., Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massa-
chusetts 02543

EARTH, DR. LUCENA, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
02543

BARTLETT, DR. JAMES H., Department of Physics, University of Alabama, P.O.

Box 1921, University, Alabama 35486

BAUER, DR. G. ERIC, Department of Anatomy, University of Minnesota, Minne-

apolis, Minnesota 55414

BAYLOR, DR. E. R., State University of,New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook,

Long Island, New York 11790

BAYLOR, DR. MARTHA B., State University of New York at Stony Brook, Stony
Brook, Long Island, New York 11790

BECK, DR. L. V., Department of Pharmacology, Indiana University, School of

Experimental Medicine, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

BELAMARICH, DR. FRANK A., Department of Biology, Boston University, Boston,
Massachusetts 02215

BELL, DR. ALLEN, Department of Anatomy, University of Colorado, Medical

Center, Denver, Colorado 80220
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BELL, DR. EUGENE, Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

BENNETT, DR. MICHAEL V. L., Department of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College

of Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

BENNETT, DR. MIRIAM F., Department of Biology, Sweet Briar College, Sweet

Briar, Virginia 24595

BERMAN, DR. MONES, National Institutes of Health, Institute for Arthritis and

Metabolic Diseases, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

BERNE, DR. ROBERT M., University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia 22903

BERNHEIMER, DR. ALAN W., New York University College of Medicine, New-

York, New York 10016

BERNSTEIN, DR. MAURICE, Department of Anatomy, Wayne State University

College of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan 48237

BERSOHN, DR. RICHARD, Department of Chemistry, Columbia University, 959

Havemeyer Hall, New York, New York 10027

BIGGERS, DR. JOHN DENNIS, The Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene
and Public Health, Division of Population Dynamics, Baltimore, Maryland
21205

BISHOP, DR. DAVID W.. Medical College of Ohio at Toledo, P.O. Box 6190,

Toledo, Ohio 43614

BLANCHARD, DR. K. C., The Johns Hopkins University Medical School, Balti-

more, Maryland 21205

BLOCK, DR. ROBERT, Adalbertstr. 70-8, Munich, Germany (13)

BLUM, DR. HAROLD F., Department of Biological Sciences, State University of

New York at Albany, Albany, New York 12203

BODIAN, DR. DAVID, Department of Anatomy, The Johns Hopkins University,

709 North Wolfe Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

BOELL, DR. EDGAR J., Department of Biology, Kline Biology Tower, Yale

University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520

BOETTIGER, DR. EDWARD G., Department of Zoology, University of Connecticut,

Storrs, Connecticut 06268

BOLD, DR. HAROLD C., Department of Botany, University of Texas, Austin,

Texas 78712

BOOLOOTIAN, DR. RICHARD A., Visual Science Productions, Box 24787, Westwood

Village, Los Angeles, California 90024

BOREI, DR. HANS G., Leidy Laboratory, Department of Biology, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

BORGESE, DR. THOMAS A., Department of Biology, Lehman College, City Uni-

versity of New York, Bronx, New York 10468

BORSELLINO, DR. ANTONIO, Institute di Fiscia, Viale Benedetto XV, 5 Geneva,

Italy

BOSCH, DR. HERMAN F., Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massa-

chusetts 02543

BOWEN, DR. VAUGHN T., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts 02543

BRANDT, DR. PHILIP WILLIAMS, Department of Anatomy, Columbia University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032
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BRIDGMAN, DR. ANNA J., Department of Biology, Agnes Scott College, Decatur,

Georgia 30030

BRINLEY, DR. F. J., JR., Department of Physiology, The Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

BRONK, DR. DETLEV W., The Rockefeller University, 66th Street and York

Avenue, New York, New York 10021

BROOKS, DR. MATILDA M., Department of Physiology, University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

BROWN, DR. DUGALD E. S., 38 Whitman Road, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

BROWN, DR. FRANK A., JR., Department of Biological Sciences, Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

BROWN, DR. JOEL E., Department of Anatomy, School of Medicine, Vanderbilt

University, Nashville, Tennessee 37203

BUCK, DR. JOHN B., Laboratory of Physical Biology, National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

BULLOCK, DR. T. H., Department of Neuroscience, University of California,

San Diego, La Jolla, California 92038

BURBANCK, DR. MADELINE PALMER, Box 15134, Emory University, Atlanta,

Georgia 30322

BURBANCK, DR. WILLIAM D., Box 15134, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
30322

BURDICK, DR. CAROLYN J., Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn,
New York 11210

BURGER, DR. MAX M., Department of Biochemistry, University of Basel,

CH. 4056-Klingelbergstrasse 70, Basel, Switzerland

BURNETT, DR. ALLISON LEE, Department of Biology, Northwestern University,

Evanston, Illinois 60201

BUSSER, DR. JOHN H., American Institute of Biological Sciences, 3900 Wisconsin

Avenue NW, Washington, D. C. 20016

CANTONI, DR. GIULLIO, National Institutes of Health, Department of Mental

Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

CARLSON, DR. FRANCIS D., Department of Biophysics, The Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

CARPENTER, DR. RUSSELL L., 60-H Lake Street, Winchester, Massachusetts

01890

CARRIKER, DR. MELBOURNE R., Director, Systematics-Ecology Program, Marine

Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

CASE, DR. JAMES F., Department of Biology, University of California, Santa

Barbara, California 93106

CASS, DR. ALBERT H., JR., Department of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

CASSIDY, REV. JOSEPH D., O.P., Department of Biology, University of Notre

Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

CATTELL, DR. McKEEN, Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York Avenue,
New York, New York 10021

CHAET, DR. ALFRED B., University of West Florida, Pensacola, Florida 32505

CHAMBERS, EDWARD L., University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Florida

33146
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CHASE, DR. AURIN M., Department of Biology, Princeton University, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540

CHAUNCEY, DR. HOWARD H., Veterans Administration Center, Bay Pines,

Florida 33504

CHENEY, DR. RALPH H., Honorary Research Associate, Brooklyn Botanic

Gardens, 1000 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11225

CHILD, DR. FRANK M., Department of Biology, Trinity College, Hartford, Con-

necticut 06106

CITKOWITZ, DR. ELENA, Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

CLARK, DR. A. M., Department of Biological Sciences, University of Delaware,

Newark, Delaware 19711

CLARK, DR. ELOISE E., National Science Foundation, 1800 G. Street, Washington,
D. C. 20550

CLARK, DR. LEONARD B., 149 Sippewissett Road, Falmouth, Massachusetts

02540

CLARKE, DR. GEORGE L., Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts 02138

CLAYTON, DR. RODERICK K., Section of Genetics, Development and Physiology,

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850

CLEMENT, DR. A. C., Department of Biology, Emory University, Atlanta,

Georgia 30322

CLOWES, DR. GEORGE H. A., JR., Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massa-

chusetts 02115

COBB, DR. JEWEL P., Dean of the College, Connecticut College, New London,

Connecticut 06320

COHEN, DR. ADOLPH I., Department of Opthalmology, Washington University,

School of Medicine, 4550 Scott, St. Louis, Missouri 67110

COHEN, DR. LAWRENCE B., Department of Physiology, Yale University, New
Haven, Connecticut 06510

COHEN, DR. SEYMOUR S., Department of Microbiology, University of Colorado

Medical School, Denver, Colorado 80220

COLE, DR. KENNETH S., Laboratory of Biophysics, NINDS, National Institutes

of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

COLLIER, DR. JACK R., Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn,

New York 11210

COLWIN, DR. ARTHUR L., Department of Biology, Queens College, Flushing,

New York, 11367

COLWIN, DR. LAURA H., Department of Biology, Queens College, Flushing, New
York 11367

COOPERSTEIN, DR. SHERWIN J., School of Dental Medicine, University of Con-

necticut, Farmington, Connecticut 06032

COPELAND, DR. D. EUGENE, Department of Biology, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70118

CORNELL, DR. NEAL W., Department of Chemistry, Pomona College, Claremont,

California 91711

CORNMAN, DR. IVOR, 10A Orchard Street, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
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COSTELLO, Dr. DONALD P., Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

COSTELLO, DR. HELEN MILLER, Department of Zoology, University of North

Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

COUSINEAU, DR. GILLES H., Department of Biology, Montreal University, P. O.

Box 6128, Montreal, P. Q., Canada

CRANE, JOHN O., Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

CRANE, DR. ROBERT K., Department of Physiology, Rutgers Medical School,

Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

CRIPPA, DR. MARCO, University of Geneva, 154 Route De Malagnou, Geneva,

Switzerland

CROASDALE, DR. HANNAH T., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire
03755

CROUSE, DR. HELEN V., Institute for Molecular Biophysics, Florida State Uni-

versity, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

CROWELL, DR. SEARS, Department of Zoology, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401

CSAPO, DR. ARPAD I., Washington University School of Medicine, 4911 Barnes

Hospital Plaza, St. Louis, Missouri 63110

DAIGNAULT, ALEXANDER T., W. R. Grace and Company, 7 Hanover Square,

New York, New York 10005

DAN, DR. JEAN CLARK, Department of Biology, Ochanomizu University, Otsuka,

Bunkyo-Ku, Tokyo, Japan

DAN, DR. KATSUMA, President, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Meguro-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan

DANIELLI, DR. JAMES F., Department of Medicinal Chemistry, University of

Buffalo School of Pharmacy, Buffalo, New York 14214

DAVIDSON, DR. ERIC H., Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, California 91109

DAVIS, DR. BERNARD D., Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck Street, Boston,

Massachusetts 02115

DAW, DR. NIGEL W., Department of Physiology, Washington University Medical

School, 4566 Scott Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63110

DEHAAN, DR. ROBERT L., Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institution of

Washington, Baltimore, Maryland 21210

DELoRENZo, DR. ANTHONY, Anatomical and Pathological Research Laboratories,

The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

DEPHILLIPS, DR. HENRY A., JR., Department of Chemistry, Trinity College,

Hartford, Connecticut 06106

DETTBARN, DR. WOLF-DIETRICH, Department of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt

University, School of Medicine, Nashville, Tennessee 37217

DEViLLAFRANCA, DR. GEORGE W., Department of Zoology, Smith College, North-

ampton, Massachusetts 01060

DEWEER, DR. PAUL J., Department of Biophysics, University of Maryland,
School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21201

DIEHL, DR. FRED ALISON, Department of Biology, University of Virginia, Char-

lottesville, Virginia 22903
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I )<>OLITTLK, DR. R. F., Department of Chemistry, University of California, San

Diego, La Jolla, California 92037

DOWLING, DR. JOHN E., Biological Lai (oratories, Harvard University, 16 Divinity

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

DRESDEN, DR. MARC H., Department of Biochemistry, Baylor College of Medi-

cine, Houston, Texas 77025

DUDLEY, DR. PATRICIA L., Department of Biological Sciences, Barnard College,
Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

DUNHAM, DR. PHILIP B., Department of Biology, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
New York 13210

EBERT, DR. JAMES DAVID, Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institution of

Washington, Baltimore, Maryland 21210

ECCLES, DR. JOHN C., Department of Biophysics and Physiology, State University
of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14214

"

ECKERT, DR. ROGER O., Department of Zoology, University of California,

Los Angeles, California 90024

EDDS, DR. MAC V., JR., South College, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts 01002

EDER, DR. HOWARD A., Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, New York
10461

EDWARDS, DR. CHARLES, Department of Biological Sciences, State University
of New York at Albany, Albany, New York 12203

EGYUD, DR. LASZLO G., The Institute for Muscle Research, Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

EHRENSTEIN, DR. GERALD, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland
20014

EICHEL, DR. HERBERT J., Department of Biochemistry, Hahnemann Medical

College, Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19102

EISEN, DR. ARTHUR Z., Division of Dermatology, Washington University, School

of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63130

EISEN, DR. HERMAN, Department of Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis,
Missouri 63130

ELDER, DR. HUGH YOUNG, Institute of Physiology, University of Glasgow,

Glasgow, Scotland, U. K.

ELLIOTT, DR. ALFRED M., Department of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48104

ELLIOTT, DR. GERALD F., The O. U. Research Unit, 11/12 Bevington Rd.,

Oxford, England, U. K.

EPSTEIN, DR. HERMAN T., Department of Biology, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02154

ERULKAR, DR. SOLOMON D., Department of Pharmacology, University of Penn-

sylvania Medical School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

ESSNER, DR. EDWARD S., Sloan Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, 410 E.

68th Street, New York, New York 10021

ETTIENNE, DR. EARL M., Department of Biology, Oakland University, Rochester,

Michigan 48063

EVANS, DR. TITUS C., State University of Iowa, Radiation Research Laboratory,

College of Medicine, Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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FAILLA, DR. P. AT., Radiological Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory,

Argonne, Illinois 60439

FARMANFARMAIAN, DR. ALLAHVERDI, Department of Physiology and Biochem-

istry, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

FAUST, DR. ROBERT GILBERT, Department of Physiology, University of North

Carolina Medical School, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

FAWCETT, DR. D. W., Department of Anatomy, Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachusetts 02115

FERGUSON, DR. E. P., National Institute of General Medical Sciences, National

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

FERGUSON, DR. JAMES K. W., Connought Laboratories, University of Toronto,

Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

FERTIZIGER, DR. ALLAN P., Department of Physiology, University of Maryland
Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland 21201

FESSENDEN, JANK, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

02543

FIGGE, DR. F. H. J., University of Maryland Medical School, Lombard and Green

Streets, Baltimore, Maryland 21201

FINE, DR. JACOB, 8 Wolcott Road Ext., Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

FINGERMAN, DR. MILTON, Department of Biology, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70118

FISCHER, DR. ERNST, 3110 Manor Drive, Richmond, Virginia 23230

FISHER, DR. FRANK M., JR., Department of Biology, Rice University, Houston,

Texas 77001

FISHER, DR. JEANNE M., Department of Biochemistry, University of Toronto,

Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada

FISHMAN, DR. Louis, 143 North Grove Street, Valley Stream, New York 11580

FISHMAN, DR. HARVEY MORTON, Department of Biological Sciences, State Uni-

versity of New York at Albany, Albany, New York 12203

FRAENKEL, DR. GOTTFRIED S., Department of Entomology, University of Illinois,

Urbana, Illinois 61801

FRAZIER, DR. DONALD T., Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Uni-

versity of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40507

FREEMAN, DR. ALAN RICHARD, Indiana University Medical Center, Department
of Psychiatry, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202

FREEMAN, DR. GARY L., Department of Zoology, University of Texas, Austin,

Texas 78710

FREYGANG, DR. WALTER H., JR., 6247 29th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

20015

FRIES, DR. ERIK F. B., P. O. Box 605, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

FULTON, DR. CHANDLER M., Department of Biology, Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

FUORTES, DR. MICHAEL G. F., National Institute for Neurological Diseases and

Stroke, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

FURSHPAN, DR. EDWIN J., Department of Neurophysiology, Harvard Medical

School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

FURTH, DR. JACOB, 99 Fort Washington Avenue, New York, New York 10032
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FYE, DR. PA< i. M.. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, \Yoods Hole, Massa-

chusetts 02543

GABRIEL, F)K. MORDKCAI L., Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn,

New York 11210

GAFFRON, DR. HANS, Department of Biology, Institute of Molecular Biophysics,

Conradi Building, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

GALL, DR. JOSEPH G., Department of Biology, Yale University, New Haven,

Connecticut 06520

GALTSOFF, DR. PAUL S., National Marine Fisheries Service, Woods Hole, Massa-

chusetts 02543

GKLFANT, DR. SEYMOUR, Department of Dermatology, Medical College of

Georgia, Augusta, Georgia 30904

GKLPERIN, DR. ALAN, Department of Biology, Princeton University, Princeton,

New Jersey 08540

GERMAN, DR. JAMES L., Ill, The New York Blood Center, 310 East 67th Street,

New York, New York 10021

GIBBS, DR. MARTIN, Department of Biology, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02154

GIFFORD, DR. Prosser, 97 Springs Street, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

GILBERT, DR. DANIEL L., Laboratory of Biophysics, NINDS, National Institutes

of Health, Building 36, Room 2A-31, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

GILMAN, DR. LAUREN C., Department of Biology, University of Miami, Coral

Gables, Florida 33146

GINSBERG, DR. HAROLD S., Department of Microbiology, University of Pennsyl-

vania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

GITDICE, DR. GIOVANNI, University of Palermo, Via Archirafi 22, Palermo, Italy

GOLDEN, WILLIAM T., 40 Wall Street, New York, New York 10005

GOLDSMITH, DR. TIMOTHY H., Department of Biology, Yale University, New
Haven, Connecticut 06520

GOOCH, DR. JAMES L., Department of Biology, Juniata College, Huntingdon,

Pennsylvania 16652

GOODCHILD, DR. CHAUNCEY G., Department of Biology, Emory University,

Atlanta, Georgia 30322

GORMAN, DR. ANTHONY L. F., Laboratory of Neuropharmacology, SMH, IRP,

NIMH, St. Elizabeths Hospital, Washington, D. C. 20032

GOTTSCHALL, DR. GERTRUDE Y., 315 East 68th Street, Apartment 9M, New
York, New York 10021

GRAHAM, DR. HERBERT, National Marine Fisheries Service, W7

oods Hole, Massa-

chusetts 02543

GRANT, DR. DAVID C., Davidson College, Box 2316, Davidson, North Carolina

28036

GRANT, DR. PHILIP, Department of Biology, University of Oregon, Eugene,

Oregon 97403

GRASS, ALBERT, The Grass Foundation, 77 Reservoir Road, Quincy, Massa-

chusetts 02170

GRASS, ELLEN R., The Grass Foundation, 77 Reservoir Road, Quincy, Massa-

chusetts 02170
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GRAY, DR. IRVING E., Department of Zoology, Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina 27706

GREEN, DR. JAMES W., Department of Physiology, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

GREEN, DR. JONATHAN P., School of Biological Sciences, University of Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

GREEN, DR. MAURICE, Department of Microbiology, St. Louis University Medi-
cal School, St. Louis, Missouri 63103

GREENBERG, DR. MICHAEL J., Department of Biological Sciences, Florida State

University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

GREGG, DR. JAMES H., Department of Zoology, University of Florida, Gainesville,

Florida 32601

GREGG, DR. JOHN R., Department of Zoology, Duke University, Durham, North
Carolina 27706

GREIF, DR. ROGER L., Department of Physiology, Cornell University Medical

College, New York, New York 10021

GRIFFIN, DR. DONALD R., The Rockefeller University, 66 Street and York Avenue
New York, New York 10021

GROSCH, DR. DANIEL S., Department of Genetics, Garden Hall, North Carolina

State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

GROSS, DR. JEROME, Developmental Biology Laboratory, Massachusetts General

Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts 02114

GROSS, DR. PAUL R., Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

GROSSMAN, DR. ALBERT, New York University Medical School, New York, New
York 10016

GRUNDFEST, DR. HARRY, Department of Neurology, Columbia University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

GUTTMAN, DR. RITA, Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New
York 11210

GWILLIAM, DR. G. F., Department of Biology, Reed College, Portland, Oregon
97202

HAJDU, DR. STEPHEN, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

HALVORSON, DR. HARLYN O., Rosenstiel Basic Medical Science Research Center,
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

HAMILTON, DR. HOWARD L., Department of Biology, University of Virginia,

Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

HARDING, DR. CLIFFORD V., JR., Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063

HARRINGTON, DR. GLENN W., 11005 Jones Drive, Apt. 2, Parkville, Missouri

64152

HARTLINE, DR. H. KEFFER, The Rockefeller University, New York, New York
10021

HARTMAN, DR. H. BERNARD, Department of Zoology, University of Iowa, Iowa

City, Iowa 52240

HARTMAN, DR. P. E., Department of Biology, The Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

HASCHEMEYER, DR. AUDREY E. V., Department of Biological Sciences, Hunter

College, 695 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10021
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HASTINGS, DR. J. WOODLAND, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

HAUSCHKA, DR. T. S., Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 666 Elm Street, Buffalo,

New York 14203

HAXO, DR. FRANCIS T., Department of Marine Botany, Scripps Institution of

Oceanography, University of California, La Jolla, California 92038

HAYASHI, DR. TERU, Department of Biology, Illinois Institute of Technology,

Chicago, Illinois 60616

HAYES, DR. RAYMOND L., JR., Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

HEGYELI, DR. ANDREW F., 8018 Aberdeen Road, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

HENDLEY, DR. CHARLES D., 615 South Avenue, Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

HENLEY, DR. CATHERINE, Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

HERNDON, DR. WALTER R., Office of the Dean, College of Liberal Arts, 110

Administration Building, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

HERVEY, JOHN P., Box 85, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

HESSLER, DR. ANITA Y., 5795 Waverly Avenue, La Jolla, California 92037

HIATT, DR. HOWARD H., Office of the Dean, Harvard School of Public Health,
55 Shattuck St., Boston, Massachusetts 02115

HILL, DR. ROBERT BENJAMIN, Dependent of Zoology, University of Rhode

Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

HILLMAN, DR. PETER, Department of Biology, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
HINEGARDER, DR. RALPH T., Division of Natural Sciences, University of Cali-

fornia, Santa Cruz, California 95060

HINSCH, DR. GERTRUDE W., Institute of Molecular Evolution, 521 Anastasia,

University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 33134

HIRSHFIELD, DR. HENRY L., Department of Biology, Washington Square Center,

New York University, New York, New York 10003

HOADLEY, DR. LEIGH, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02138

HODGE, DR. CHARLES, IV, Department of Biology, Temple University, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania 19122

HOFFMAN, DR. JOSEPH, Department of Physiology, Yale University School of

Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut 06515

HOLLYFIELD, DR. JOE C., Department of Ophthalmology, Columbia University,
630 W. 168th Street, New York, New York 10032

HOLTZMAN, DR. ERIC, Department of Biological Science, Columbia University,

New York, New York 10032

HOLZ, DR. GEORGE G., JR., Department of Microbiology, State University of

New York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210

HOSKIN, DR. FRANCIS C. G., Biology Department, Illinois Institute of Tech-

nology, Chicago, Illinois 60616

HOUSTON, HOWARD, Preston Avenue, Meriden, Connecticut 06450

HUMES, DR. ARTHUR G., Systematics-Ecology Program, Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

HUMMON, DR. WILLIAM D., Department of Zoology, Ohio University, Athens,
Ohio 45701
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HUMPHREYS, DR. TOM DANIEL, Department of Biology, University of California,

San Diego, La Jolla, California 92037

HUNTER, DR. BRUCE, Department of Zoology, Connecticut College, New London,

Connecticut 06320

HUNZIKER, H. E., Main St., Falmouth, Massachusetts 02540

HURWITZ, DR. CHARLES, Basic Science Research Laboratory, VA Hospital,

Albany, New York 12208

HURWITZ, DR. JERARD, Department of Molecular Biology, Albert Einstein College

of Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

HUXLEY, DR. HUGH E., Medical Research Council, Laboratory of Molecular

Biology, Cambridge, England, U. K.

HYDE, DR. BEAL B., Department of Botany, University of Vermont, Burlington,

Vermont 05401

HYDE ROBINSON, Montogomery Road, RR 2, Skillman, New Jersey 08558

ILAN, DR. JOSEPH, Department of Anatomy, Case Western Reserve University,

School of Medicine, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

INOUE, DR. SADAYUKI, Department of Biochemistry, University of Montreal,

Montreal, P. Q., Canada

INOUE, DR. SHINYA, 217 Leidy Building, Department of Biology, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

ISENBERG, DR. IRVIN, Science Research Institute, Oregon State University,

Corvallis, Oregon 97330

ISSELBACHER, DR. KURT J., Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massa-

chusetts 02114

IZZARD, DR. COLIN S., Department of Biological Sciences, State University of

New York at Albany, Albany, New York 12207

JACOBSON, DR. ANTONE G., Department of Biology, University of Texas, Austin,

Texas 78710

JAFFE, LIONEL, Department of Biology, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana

46207

JANNASCH, DR. HOLGER W., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods

Hole, Massachusetts 02543

JANOFF, DR. AARON, Department of Pathology, New York University School of

Medicine, 550 First Avenue, New York, New York 10016

JENNER, DR. CHARLES E., Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

JENNINGS, DR. JOSEPH B., Department of Zoology, University of Leeds, Leeds

LS2 9JT, England, U. K.

JOHNSON, DR. FRANK H., Department of Biology, Princeton University, Prince-

ton, New Jersey 08540

JONES, DR. E. RUFFIN, JR., Department of Biological Sciences, University of

Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32601

JONES, DR. MEREDITH L., Division of Worms, Museum of Natural History,

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 20650

JONES, DR. RAYMOND F., Department of Biology, State University of New York

at Stony Brook, Long Island, New York 11753

JOSEPHSON, DR. R. K., School of Biological Sciences, University of California,

Irvine, California 92664
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KAAN, DR. HELEN W., Box 665, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

KARAT, DR. E. A., Neurological Institute, Columbia University, College of

Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

KAHLER, ROBERT, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

02543

KAJI, DR. AKIRA, Department of Microbiology, School of Medicine, Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania 19104

KALEY, DR. GABOR, New York Medical College, Flower and Fifth Avenue Hos-

pital, 5th Avenue at 106th Street, New York, New York 10029

KAMINER, DR. BENJAMIN, Department of Physiology, Boston University School

of Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts 02118

KANE, DR. ROBERT F., Pacific Biomedical Research Center, 2538 The Mall,

University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

KARAKASHIAN, DR. STEPHEN J., P. O. Box 210, Old Westbury, New York 11568

KARUSH, DR. FRED, Department of Microbiology, University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

KATZ, DR. GEORGE M., Department of Neurology, Columbia University, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, 630 West 168th Street, New York, New York

10032

KAUFMAN, DR. B. P., Department of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Michigan 48104

KEAN, Dr. EDWARD L., Departments of Biochemistry and Ophthalmology, Case

Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44101

KELLEY, ROBERT E., Department of Anatomy and Psychology, Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

KEMP, DR. NORMAN E., Department of Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, M chigan, 48104

KEMPTON, DR. RUDOLF T., 924 Shore Drive, St. Augustine, Florida 32084

KEOSIAN, DR. JOHN, 18 Meadow Lane, Amityville, New York 11710

KETCHUM, DR. BOSTWICK H., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts 02543

KEYNAN, DR. ALEXANDER, Authority for Research Development, Hebrew Uni-

versity, Jerusalem, Israel

KILLE, DR. FRANK R., 340 Albany Shaker Road, Londonville, New York 12211

KIND, DR. ALBERT, Department of Zoology, University of Connecticut, Storrs,

Connecticut 06268

KINDRED, DR. JAMES E., 2010 Hessian Road, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

KING, DR. THOMAS J., Georgetown University, Department of Biology, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20007

KINGSBURY, DR. JOHN M., Department of Botany, Cornell University, Ithaca,

New York 14850

KIRSCHENBAUM, DR. DONALD, Department of Biochemistry, College of Medicine,

State University of New York, 450 Clarkson Avenue, Brooklyn, New York
11203

KLEIN, DR. MORTON, Department of Microbiology, Temple University, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania 19122

KLEINHOLZ, DR. LEWIS H., Department of Biology, Reed College, Portland,

Oregon 97202
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KLOTZ, DR. I. M., Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University, Evans-

ton, Illinois 60201

KOHLER, DR. KURT, Biologisches Institut der ON Stuttgart, D-7 Stuttgart 60

Ulmer Str. 227, Germany
KONIGSBERG, DR. IRWIN R., Department of Biology, Gilmer Hall, University of

Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

KORR, DR. I. M., Department of Physiology, Kirksville College of Osteopathy,

Kirksville, Missouri 63501

KRAHL, DR. M. E., Department of Physiology, Stanford University, Stanford,

California

KRANE, DR. STEPHEN M., Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massa-

chusetts 02114

KRASSNER, DR. STUART MITCHELL, Department of Organismic Biology, Uni-

versity of California, Irvine, California 92650

KRAUSS, DR. ROBERT, Dean, School of Science, Oregon State University, Cor-

vallis, Oregon 97330

KRETG, DR. WENDELL J. S., Northwestern Medical School, 303 East Chicago
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

KRIEBEL, DR. MAHLON E., Department of Physiology, State University of New
York, Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210

KRUPA, DR. PAUL L., Department of Biology, The City College of New York,
139th St. and Convent Avenue, New York, New York 10031

KUFFLER, DR. STEPHEN W., Department of Neurophysiology, Harvard Medical

School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

KUNITZ, DR. MOSES, The Rockefeller University, 66th Street and York Avenue,
New York, New York 10021

KUSANO, DR. KIYOSHI, Biology Department, Illinois Institute of Technology,
3300 Federal Street, Chicago, Illinois 61606

LAMARCHE, DR. PAUL H., 593 Eddy St., Providence, Rhode Island 02903

LAMY, DR. FRANCOIS, Department of Biochemistry, University of Sherbrooke,
School of Medicine, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada

LANCEFIELD, DR. D. E., 203 Arleigh Road, Douglaston, Long Island, New York
11363

LANCEFIELD, DR. REBECCA C., The Rockefeller University, 66th Street and York

Avenue, New York, New York 10021

LANSING, DR. ALBERT, L, Department of Anatomy, University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

LASH, DR. JAMES W., Department of Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

LASTER, DR. LEONARD, National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases,

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

LAUFER, DR. HANS, Department of Zoology and Entomology, University of

Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268

LAUFER, DR. MAX A., Department of Biophysics, University of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

LAVIN, DR. GEORGE L, 6200 Norvo Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21207

LAZAROW, DR. ARNOLD, Department of Anatomy, University of Minnesota

Medical School, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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LEADBETTER, DR. EDWA.RD R., Department of Biology, Amherst College, Am-
herst, Massachusetts 01002

LECAR, DR. HAROLD, Laboratory of Biophysics, National Institute of Neuro-

logical Diseases and Stroke, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Mary-
land 20014

LEDERBERG, DR. JOSHUA, Department of Genetics, Stanford Medical School,

Palo Alto, California 94304

LEFEVRE, DR. PAUL G., Department of Physiology, State University of New
York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11790

LENHER, DR. SAMUEL, 1900 Woodlawn Avenue, Wilmington, Delaware 19806

LERMAN, DR. SIDNEY, Mclntyre Medical Science Center, McGill University,
Room 12H, Montreal, Canada

LERNER, DR. AARON B., Yale Medical School, New Haven, Connecticut 06515

LEVIN, DR. JACK, Department of Medicine, The Johns Hopkins Hospital,

Baltimore, Maryland 21205

LEVINE, DR. RACHMIEL, City of Hope Medical Center, Duarte, California 91010

LEVINTHAL, DR. CYRUS, Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia University,
908 Schermerhorn Hill, New York, New York 10027

LEVY, DR. MILTON, 39-95-48th Street, Long Island City, New York 11104

LEWIN, DR. RALPH A., Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California

92037

LEWIS, DR. HERMAN W., Genetic Biology Program, National Science Foundation,

Washington, D. C. 20025

LING, DR. GILBERT, 307 Berkeley Road, Merion, Pennsylvania 19066

LINSKENS, DR. H. P., Department of Botany, University of Driehuizerweg 200,

Nijmegen, The Netherlands

LIPICKY, DR. RAYMOND J., Department of Pharmacology, College of Medicine,

University of Cincinnati, Eden and Bethesda Avenues, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

LITTLE, DR. E. P., 216 Highland Street, West Newton, Massachusetts 02158

LIUZZI, DR. ANTHONY, Division of Nuclear Science, Lowell Technological Insti-

tute, Lowell, Massachusetts 01854

LLOYD, DR. DAVID P. C., The Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021

LOCHHEAD, DR. JOHN H., Department of Zoology, Life Sciences Building,

University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401

LOEB, DR. R. F., 950 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10028

LOWENSTEIN, DR. WERNER R., Physiology and Biophysics, School of Medicine,

University of Miami, P. O. Box 875, Miami, Florida 33152

LOEWUS, DR. FRANK A., Department of Biology, State University of New York
at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York 14214

LOFTFIELD, DR. ROBERT B., Department of Biochemistry, University of New
Mexico Medical School, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

LONDON, DR. IRVING M., Department of Medicine, Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, New York, New York 10461

LORAND, DR. LASZLO, Department of Chemistry, Northwestern University,

Evanston, Illinois 60201

LOVE, DR. WARNER E., Department of Biophysics, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland 21218
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LURIA, DR. SALVADOR E., Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

LYNCH, DR. CLARA J., 4800 Fillmore Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22311

LYNN, DR. W. GARDNER, Department of Biology, Catholic University of America,

Washington, D. C. 20017

MAcNiCHOL, EDWARD F., JR., National Institutes of Health, Bldg. 31 Room
SA-52, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

MAGRUDER, DR. SAMUEL R., Route 4, Box 177, Kevil, Kentucky 42053

MAHLER, DR. HENRY R., Department of Biochemistry, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana 47401

MALKIEL, DR. SAUL, Children's Cancer Research Foundation, Inc., 35 Binney
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

MANGUM, CHARLOTTE P., Department of Biology, College of William and Mary,

Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

MARKS, DR. PAUL A., Columbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York, New York 10032

MARSH, DR. JULIAN B., Department of Biochemistry, University of Pennsylvania
School of Dental Medicine, 4001 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

MARSLAND, DR. DOUGLAS A., 48 Church Street, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

02543

MAUTNER, DR. HENRY G., Tufts University School of Medicine, 136 Harrison

Avenue, Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacy, Boston, Massachusetts

02111

MAZIA, DR. DANIEL, Department of Zoology, University of California, Berkeley,

California 94720

McCANN, DR. FRANCES, Department of Physiology, Dartmouth Medical School,

Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

McCLOSKEY, DR. LAWRENCE R., Department of Biology, Walla Walla College,

College Place, Washington 99324

MCDANIEL, DR. JAMES SCOTT, Department of Biology, East Carolina College,

Greenville, North Carolina 28734

M< DONALD, SISTER ELIZABETH SETON, Department of Biology, College of Mt.

St. Joseph on the Ohio, Mt. St. Joseph, Ohio 45051

McELROY, DR. WILLIAM D., Chancellor, University of California, San Diego,

La Jolla, California 92037
\U REYNOLDS, DR. JOHN S., Laboratory of Neurophysiology, NINDB, National

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

MEINKOTH, DR. NORMAN, Department of Biology, Swarthmore College, Swat-th-

inore, Pennsylvania 19081

MELLON, DR. DEFOREST, JR., Department of Biology, University of Virginia,

Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

MENDELSON, DR. MARTIN, Health Sciences Centers, State University of New
York, Stony Brook, New York 11790

METZ, DR. C. B., Institute of Molecular Evolution, University of Miami, Coral

Gables, Florida 33146

METZ, DR. CIIAKI.I.S W7

., Box 174, W7

oods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

MIDDLEBROOK, DR. ROBERT, Downsway, School Lane, Kirk Ella, Hull, England,
U. K. HW10 7XR
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MILKMAN, DR. ROGER D., Department of Zoology, University of Iowa, Iowa

City, Iowa 52240

MILLER, DR. J. A., JR., Department of Anatomy, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana 70112

A I ILLS, DR. ERIC LEONARD, Institute of Oceanography, Dalhousie University,

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

MILLS, ROBERT, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

02543

MILNE, DR. LORUS J., Department of Zoology, University of New Hampshire,

Durham, New Hampshire 03824

M iz ELL, DR. MERLE, Department of Biology, Tulane University, New Orleans,

Louisiana 70118

MONROY, DR. ALBERTO, CNR Laboratory of Molecular Embryology, 80072

Arco Felice, Napoli, Italy

MOORE, DR. JOHN A., Department of Life Sciences, University of California,

Riverside, California 92502

MOORE, DR. JOHN W., Department of Physiology, Duke University Medical

Center, Durham, North Carolina 27706

MOORE, DR. R. O., Associate Dean, College of Biological Sciences, Ohio State

University, Columbus, Ohio 43210

MORAN, DR. JOSEPH F., JR., Box 11-A, Eastham, Massachusetts 02642

MORIN, DR. JAMES G., Department of Zoology, University of California, Los

Angeles, California 90052

MORLOCK, DR. NOEL, Department of Surgery, Detroit General Hospital, 1326 St.

Antoine Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226

MORRILL, DR. JOHN B., JR., Division of Natural Sciences, New College, Sarasota,

Florida 33478

MORSE, DR. RICHARD STETSON, 193 Winding River Road, Wellesley, Massa-

chusetts 02184

MOSCONA, DR. A. A., Department of Zoology, University of Chicago, Chicago,

Illinois 60637

MOTE, DR. MICHAEL I., Department of Biology, Temple University, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19122

MOUL, DR. E. T., Department of Biology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,

New Jersey 08903

MOUNTAIN, DR. ISABEL M., 2 Lilac Place, Thornwood, New York 10594

MULLINS, DR. LORIN J., Department of Biophysics, University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21201

MUSACCHIA, DR. XAVIER J., Department of Physiology, Medical Center, Uni-

versity of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201

XABRIT, DR. S. M., 686 Beckwith Street, S. W. Atlanta, Georgia 30314

NACE, DR. PAUL FOLEY, 3310A Fall Creeway East, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

NACHMANSOHN, DR. DAVID, Department of Neurology, Columbia University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

NARAHASHI, DR. TOSHIO, Department of Physiology, Duke University Medical

Center, Durham, North Carolina 27706

NASATIR, DR. MAIMON, Department of Biology, University of Toledo, Toledo,

Ohio 43606
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NASON, DR. ALVIN, McCollum-Pratt Institute, The Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland 21218

NELSON, DR. LEONARD, Department of Physiology, Medical College of Ohio at

Toledo, Toledo, Ohio 43614

NEURATH, DR. H., Department of Biochemistry, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98105

NICHOLLS, DR. JOHN GRAHAM, Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical

School, 25 Shattuck Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

NICOLL, DR. PAUL A., R.R. 12, Box 286, Bloomington, Indiana 47401

Niu, DR. MAN-CHIANG, Department of Biology, Temple University, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania 19122

NOVIKOFF, DR. ALEX B., Department of Pathology, Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

NYSTROM, DR. RICHARD A., Department of Biological Sciences, University of

Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711

OCHOA, DR. SEVERO, New York University College of Medicine, New York, New
York 10016

ODUM, DR. EUGENE, Department of Zoology, University of Georgia, Athens,

Georgia 30601

OLSON, DR. JOHN M., Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

OSTERHOUT, DR. MARION IRWIN, 160 E. 65th Street, New York, New York 10021

PALMER, DR. JOHN D., Department of Biology, New York University, University

Heights, New York, New York 10053

PALTI, DR. YORAM, Hebrew University School of Medicine, Department of

Physiology, Box 1172, Jerusalem, Israel

PAPPAS, DR. GEORGE D., Department of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

PARNAS, DR. ITZCHAK, Department of Zoology, Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
Israel

PASSANO, DR. LEONARD M., Department of Zoology, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

PEARLMAN, DR. ALAN L., Department of Physiology, Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri 63110

PERSON, DR. PHILIP, Special Dental Research Program, Veterans Administration

Hospital, Brooklyn, New York 11219

PETTIBONE, DR. MARIAN H., Division of Marine Invertebrates, U. S. National

Museum, Washington, D. C. 20025

PFOHL, DR. RONALD J., Department of Zoology, Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio 45056

PHILPOTT, DR. DELBERT E., MASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,

California 94035

PIERCE, DR. SIDNEY K., JR., Department of Zoology, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland 20740

POLLACK, DR. LELAND W., 59 School Street, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

PORTER, DR. KEITH R., 748 llth Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302

POTTER, DR. DAVID, Department of Neurophysiology, Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachusetts 02115
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POTTS, DR. WILLIAM T. W., Department of Biology, University of Lancaster,

Lancaster, England, U. K.

PRENDERGAST, DR. ROBERT A., Department of Pathology and Ophthalmology,

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

PRICE, DR. CARL A., Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology, Rutgers

University, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08803

PROCTOR, DR. NATHANIEL, Department of Biology, Morgan State College,

Baltimore, Maryland 21212

PROSSER, DR. C. LADD, Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Burrill Hall,

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61803

PROVASOLI, DR. LUIGI, Haskins Laboratories, 165 Prospect Street, New Haven,

Connecticut 06520

RABIN, DR. HARVEY, Director, Department of Virology and Cell Biology,

Bionetics Research Laboratories, 5510 Nicholson Lane, Kensington, Maryland
20795

RAMSEY, DR. ROBERT W., Department of Physiology, Medical College of Virginia,

Richmond, Virginia 23150

RANKIN, DR. JOHN S., Department of Zoology, University of Connecticut, Storrs,

Connecticut 06268

RANZI, DR. SILVIO, Department of Zoology, University of Milan, Via Celonia 10,

Milan, Italy

RAPPORT, DR. M., Department of Pharmacology, Columbia University, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

RATNER, DR. SARAH, Department of Biochemistry, The Public Health Research

Institute of the City of New York, Inc., 455 First Avenue, New York, New-

York 10016

RAY, DR. CHARLES, JR., Department of Biology, Emory University, Atlanta,

Georgia 30322

READ, DR. CLARK P., Department of Biology, Rice University, Houston, Texas

77001

REBHUN, DR. LIONEL I., Department of Biology, Gilmer Hall, University of

Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

RECKNAGEL, DR. R. O., Department of Physiology, Case Western Reserve Uni-

versity, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

REDDAN, DR. JOHN R., Department of Biological Sciences, Oakland University,

Rochester, Michigan 48063

REDFIELD, DR. ALFRED C., Maury Lane, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

REINER, DR. JOHN M., Department of Biochemistry, Albany Medical College

of Union University, Albany, New York 12208

RENN, DR. CHARLES E., Route 2, Hampstead, Maryland 21074

REUBEN, DR. JOHN P., Department of Neurology, Columbia University, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

REYNOLDS, DR. GEORGE THOMAS, Palmer Laboratory, Princeton University,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

REZNIKOFF, DR. PAUL, 151 Sparks Ave., Pelham, New York 10803

RICE, DR. ROBERT VERNON, Mellon Institute, Carnegie- Mellon University, 4400

Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
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RICH, DR. ALEXANDER, Department of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

RICHARDS, DR. A., 2950 East Marble Street, Tucson, Arizona 85716

RICHARDS, DR. A. GLENN, Department of Entomology, University of Minnesota,
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

RICHARDS, DR. OSCAR W., Pacific University, College of Optometry, Forrest

Grove, Oregon 97116

RIPPS, DR. HARRIS, Department of Opthalmology, New York University, School

of Medicine, 550 1st Avenue, New York, New York 10016

ROBERTS, DR. JOHN L., Department of Zoology, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

ROBINSON, DR. DENIS M., 19 Orlando Avenue, Arlington, Massachusetts 02174

ROCKSTEIN, DR. MORRIS, Department of Physiology, University of Miami
School of Medicine, P. O. Box 875 Biscayne Annex, Miami, Florida 33152

ROMER, DR. ALFRED S., Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

RONKIN, DR. RAPHAEL E., National Science Foundation, O.I.S.A., Washington
D. C. 20550

ROSE, DR. S. MERYL, Laboratory of Developmental Biology, Tulane University,

F. Edward Hebert Center, Belle Chasse, Louisiana 70037

ROSENBERG, DR. EVELYN K., Jersey City State College, Jersey City, New Jersey
07305

ROSENBERG, DR. PHILIP, Division of Pharmacology, University of Connecticut,

School of Pharmacy, Storrs, Connecticut 06268

ROSENBLUTH, RAJA, Kinsmen Laboratory for Neurological Research, Uni-

versity of British Columbia, Vancouver 8, British Columbia, Canada

ROSENKRANZ, DR. HERBERT S., Department of Microbiology, Columbia Uni-

versity, College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

ROSENTHAL, DR. THEODORE B., Department of Anatomy, University of Pitts-

burgh Medical School, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

RosLANSKYr

,
DR. JOHN, 26 Albatross, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

ROTH, DR. JAY S., Division of Biological Sciences, Section of Biochemistry and

Biophysics, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268

ROTHENBERG DR. M. A., Desert Test Center, Ft. Douglas, Salt Lake City,

Utah 84113

ROWLAND, DR. LEWIS P., Department of Neurology, Hospital of the University

of Pennsylvania, 3400 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

RUBINOW, DR. SOL I., Cornell University, Medical College, Department of

Biomathematics, New York, New York 10012

RUGH, DR. ROBERTS, The Pavilion S306, 12,000 Old Georgetown Rd., Rockville,

Maryland 20852

RUSHFORTH, DR. NORMAN B., Department of Biology, Case Western Reserve

University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106

RUSSELL-HUNTER, DR. W. D., Department of Biology, Lyman Hall, Syracuse

University, Syracuse, New York 13210

RUSTAD, DR. RONALD C., Department of Radiology, Case Western Reserve

University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106
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RUTMAN, DR. ROBERT J., University of Pennsylvania, School of Veterinary

Medicine, Department of Animal Biology, 3800 Spruce Street, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19104

RYTHER, DR. JOHN H., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts 02543

SAGER, DR. RUTH, Department of Biological Sciences, Hunter College, 695 Park

Avenue, New York, New York 10021

SANBORN, DR. RICHARD C., Dean, Purdue University Regional Campus, 1125

East 38th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205

SANDERS, DR. HOWARD L., Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts 02543

SATO, DR. HIDEMI, 217 Leidy Building, Department of Biology, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

SAUNDERS, DR. JOHN W., JR., Department of Biological Sciences, State University

of New York, at Albany, Albany, New York 12203

SAZ, DR. ARTHUR KENNETH, Department of Microbiology, Georgetown Univer-

sity Medical and Dental Schools, 3900 Reservoir Road, Washington, D. C.

20007

SCHACHMAN, DR. HOWARD K., Department of Biochemistry, University of

California, Berkeley, California 94720

SCHARRER, DR. BERTA V., Department of Anatomy, Albert Einstein College of

Medicine, Bronx, New York 10461

SCHIFF, DR. JEROME A., Department of Biology, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02154

SCHLESINGER, DR. R. WALTER, Department of Microbiology, Rutgers Medical

School, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

SCHMEER, SISTER ARLINE CATHERINE, O.P., The American Medical Center of

Denver, 6401 W. Colfax Ave., Denver, Colorado 80214

SCHMIDT, DR. L. H., Southern Research Institute, 2000 Ninth Avenue South,

Birmingham, Alabama 35205

SCHMITT, DR. FRANCIS O., Neurosciences Research Program, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, 280 Newton Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146

SCHMITT, DR. O. H., University of Minnesota, 200 T.N.C.E., Minneapolis,

Minnesota 55455

SCHNEIDERMAN, DR. HOWARD A., Department of Organismic Biology, School of

Biological Sciences, University of California, Irvine, California 92664

SCHOLANDER, DR. P. F., Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California

92037

SCHOPF, DR. THOMAS J. M., Department of the Geophysical Sciences, University

of Chicago, 5734 S. Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637

SCHOTTE, DR. OSCAR E., Department of Biology, Amherst College, Amherst,

Massachusetts 01002

SCHRAMM, DR. J. R., Department of Botany, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana 47401

SCHUEL, DR. HERBERT, Anatomy Department, Mount Sinai School of Medicine,

New York, New York 10029

SCHUETZ, DR. ALLEN WALTER, The Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene
and Public Health, Baltimore, Maryland 21205
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SCHWARTZ, DR. TOBIAS L., Biological Sciences Group, University of Connecticut,

Storrs, Connecticut 06268

SCOTT, DR. ALLAN C., Colby College, Waterville, Maine 02901

SCOTT, DR. GEORGE T., Department of Biology, Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio
44074

SEARS, DR. MARY, Box 152, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

SELIGER, DR. HOWARD H., McCollum-Pratt Institute, The Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

SENFT, DR. ALFRED W., Department of Medical Sciences, Brown University,

Providence, Rhode Island 02912

SENFT, DR. JOSEPH P., Department of Physiology, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

SHANKLIN, DR. DOUGLAS R., Pathologist-in-chief, University of Chicago, Chicago
Lying-in Hospital, Chicago, Illinois 60637

SHAPIRO, DR. HERBERT, 6025 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19141

SHAVER, DR. JOHN R., Department of Zoology, Michigan State University, East

Lansing, Michigan 48823

SHEDLOVSKY, DR. THEODORE, The Rockefeller University, New York, New York
10021

SHEMIN, DR. DAVID, Department of Chemistry and Biological Sciences, North-

western University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

SHEPRO, DR. DAVID, Department of Biology, Boston University, 2 Cummington
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02215

SHERMAN, DR. I. W., Division of Life Sciences, University of California, Riverside,
California 92502

SHILO, DR. MOSHE, Head, Department of Microbiological Chemistry, Hebrew
University, Jerusalem

SICHEL, DR. F. J. M., Department of Biology, Trinity College, Burlington,
Vermont 05401

SIEGEL, DR. IRWIN M., Department of Ophthalmology, New York University
Medical Center, 550 First Avenue, New York, New York 10016

SIEGELMAN, DR. HAROLD W., Department of Biology, Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

SILVA, DR. PAUL C., Department of Botany, University of California, Berkeley,
California 94720

SIMMONS, DR. JOHN E., JR., Department of Biology, University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

SIMON, DR. ERIC J., New York University Medical School, 550 First Avenue,
New York, New York 10016

SJODIN, DR. RAYMOND A., Department of Biophysics, University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21201

SKINNER, DR. DOROTHY M., Biology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

SLIFER, DR. ELEANOR H., 308 Lismore Avenue, Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038

SLOBODKIN, DR. LAWRENCE BASIL, Department of Biology, State University of

New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11790
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SMELSER, DR. GEORGE K., Department of Anatomy, Columbia University, New
York, New York 10032

SMITH, HOMER P., General Manager, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts 02543

SMITH, PAUL FERRIS, Church Street, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

SMITH, DR. RALPH I., Department of Zoology, University of California, Berkeley,
California 94720

SONNENBLICK, DR. B. P., Department of Biology, Rutgers University, 195

University Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07102

SONNEBORN, DR. T. M., Department of Zoology, Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, Indiana 47401

SORENSON, DR. ALBERT L., Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn,
New York 11210

SPECTOR, DR. A., Department of Ophthalmology, Columbia University, College
of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

SPEIDEL, DR. CARL C., 1873 Field Road, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

SPIEGEL, DR. MELVIN, Department of Biological Sciences, Dartmouth College,

Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

SPINDEL, DR. WILLIAM, Belfer Graduate School of Science, Yeshiva University,
Amsterdam Avenue and 186th Street, Bronx, New York 10461

SPIRTES, DR. MORRIS ALBERT, Veterans Administration Hospital, 1601 Perdido

Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

SPRATT, DR. NELSON T., Department of Zoology, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

STARR, DR. RICHARD C., Department of Botany, Indiana University, Blooming-
ton, Indiana 47401

STEINBACH, DR. H. BURR, Dean of Graduate Studies, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

STEINBERG, DR. MALCOLM S., Department of Biology, Princeton University,

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

STEINHARDT, DR. JACINTO, Science Advisor to the President, Georgetown Uni-

versity, Washington, D. C. 20007

STEPHENS, DR. GROVER C., Division of Biological Sciences, University of Cali-

fornia, Irvine, California 92650

STEPHENS, DR. RAYMOND E., Department of Biology, Brandeis University,

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

STETTEN, DR. DEWITT, National Institute of General Medical Sciences, National

Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

STETTEN, DR. MARJORIE R., Building 10, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

Maryland 20014

STRACHER, ALFRED, Downstate Medical Center, State University of New York
at Brooklyn, 450 Clarkson Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11203

STREHLER, DR. BERNARD L., 5184 W7

illow Wood Road, Rolling Hills Estate,

California 90274

STRITTMATTER, DR. PHILIPP, Department of Biochemistry, University of Con-

necticut, School of Medicine, Health Center, Hartford Plaza, Hartford,

Connecticut 06105
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SUMMERS, DR. WILLIAM C., Huxley College, Western Washington State Uni-

versity, Bellingham, Washington 98225

SUSSMAN, DR. MAURICE, Department of Biology, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02154

SWANSON, DR. CARL PONTIUS, Department of Botany, University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

SWOPE, GERARD, JR., Blinn Road, Box 345, Croton-on-Hudson, New York
10520

SzAB6, DR. GEORGE, Harvard School of Dental Medicine, 188 Longwood Avenue,
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

SZAMIER, DR. ROBERT BRUCE, Department of Neurobiology, University of Texas
Medical School, Houston, Texas 77025

SZENT-GYORGYI, DR. ALBERT, Institute for Muscle Research, Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

SZENT-GYORGYI, DR. ANDREW G., Department of Biology, Brandeis University,

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

TANZER, DR. MARVIN L., Department of Biochemistry, University of Con-

necticut, School of Medicine, Health Center, Hartford Plaza, Hartford,
Connecticut 06105

TASAKI, DR. ICHIJI, Laboratory of Neurobiology, National Institute of Mental

Health, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014

TAYLOR, DR. ROBERT E., Laboratory of Biophysics, National Institute of

Neurological Diseases and Blindness, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

Maryland 20014

TAYLOR, DR. W. ROWLAND, Department of Oceanography, Chesapeake Bay Insti-

tute, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

TELFER, DR. WILLIAM H., Department of Biology, University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

DETERRA, DR. NOEL, The Institute for Cancer Research, 7701 Burholme Avenue,
Fox Chase, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19111

TEWINKEL, DR. Lois E., Department of Zoology, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060

THALER, DR. M. MICHAEL, University of California, San Francisco, California

94102

TIFFNEY, DR. WESLEY N., Department of Biology, Boston University, Boston,
Massachusetts 02215

TRACER, DR. WILLIAM, The Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021

TRAVIS, DR. D. M., Department of Pharmacology, University of Florida, Gaines-

ville, Florida 32601

TRAVIS, DR. DOROTHY FRANCES, 1918 Northern Parkway, Greenberry Woods,
Baltimore, Maryland 21210

TRINKAUS, DR. J. PHILIP, Department of Biology, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut 06520

TROLL, DR. WALTER, Department of Environmental Medicine, New York Univer-

sity, College of Medicine, New York, New York 10016

TWEEDELL, DR. KENYON S., Department of Biology, University of Notre Dame,
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
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URETZ, DR. ROBERT B., Department of Biophysics, University of Chicago,

Chicago, Illinois 60637

VALIELA, DR. IVAN, Resident Ecologist, Systematics-Ecology Program, Marine

Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

VALOIS, JOHN, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

VAN HOLDE, DR. KENSAL EDWARD, Oregon State University, Department of

Biochemistry and Biophysics, Corvallis, Oregon 97331

VILLEE, DR. CLAUDE A., Department of Biochemistry, Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachusetts 02115

VINCENT, DR. WALTER S., Department of Biology, University of Delaware,

Newark, Delaware 19711

WAINIO, DR. W. W., Bureau of Biological Research, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

WALD, DR. GEORGE, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, Cambridge,

Massachusetts 02138

WALD, DR. RUTH HUBBARD, Biological Laboratories, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

WALLACE, DR. ROBIN A., P. O. Box Y, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak

Ridge, Tennessee 37890

WARNER, DR. ROBERT C, Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Uni-

versity of California, Irvine, California 92664

WARREN, DR. LEONARD, Department of Therapeutic Research, University of

Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

WATERMAN, DR. T. H., 610 Klein Biology Tower, Yale University, New Haven,

Connecticut 06520

WATKINS, DR. DUDLEY TAYLOR, Department of Anatomy, University of Con-

necticut, Farmington, Connecticut 06268

WATSON, DR. STANLEY WAYNE, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods

Hole, Massachusetts 02543

WEBB, DR. H. MARGUERITE, Department of Biological Sciences, Goucher College,

Towson, Maryland 21204

WEBER, DR. ANNEMARIE, Department of Biochemistry, University of Pennsyl-

vania, School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

WEIDNER, DR. EARL, Department of Zoology, Louisiana State University,

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

WEISS, DR. LEON P., Department of Anatomy, The Johns Hopkins University,

School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205

WEISS, DR. PAUL A., 201 E. 66th Street, New York, New York 10021

WEISSMANN, DR. GERALD, Professor of Medicine, New York University, 550

First Avenue, New York, New York 10016

WERMAN, DR. ROBERT, Department of Zoology, Hebrew University, Jerusalem,

Israel

WHITAKER, DR. DOUGLAS M., 3300 Hillcrest Drive, Apt. 209, San Antonio,

Texas 78201

WHITE, DR. E. GRACE, 1312 Edgar Avenue, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201

WHITING, DR. ANNA R., 535 West Vanderbilt Drive, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

WHITING, DR. PHINEAS, 535 W7

est Vanderbilt Drive, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
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WHITTAKER, DR. J. RICHARD, Wister Institute of Anatomy and Biology, 36th

Street at Spruce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

WICHTERMAN, DR. RALPH, Department of Biology, Temple University, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania 19122

WIERCINSKI, DR. FLOYD J., Department of Biology, Northeastern Illinois State

University, 5500 North St. Louis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625

WIGLEY, DR. ROLAND L., National Marine Fisheries Service, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts 02543

WILBUR, DR. C. G., Chairman, Department of Zoology, Colorado State Univer-

sity, Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

WILCE, DR. ROBERT THAYER, Department of Botany, University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

WILSON, DR. DARCY B., Department of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania,
School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

WILSON, DR. EDWARD O., Department of Zoology, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts 02138

WILSON, DR. T. HASTINGS, Department of Physiology, Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachusetts 02115

WILSON, DR. WALTER L., Department of Biology, Oakland University, Rochester,

Michigan 48063

WINTERS, DR. ROBERT WAYNE, Department of Pediatrics, Columbia University,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, New York 10032

WITTENBERG, DR. JONATHAN B., Department of Physiology and Biochemistry,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, New York 10461

WOELKERLING, DR. WILLIAM J., Department of Botany, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wisconsin 53703

WRINCH, DR. DOROTHY, Department of Physics, Smith College, Northampton,
Massachusetts 01060

WYNNE, DR. MICHAEL J., Department of Botany, University of Texas, Austin,

Texas 78710

WYSE, DR. GORDON A., Department of Zoology, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

WYTTENBACH, DR. CHARLES R., Department of Zoology, University of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kansas 66044

YNTEMA, DR. C. L., Department of Anatomy, State University of New York,

Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, New York 13210

YOUNG, DR. DAVID KENNETH, 3722 Terrace Drive, Annandale, Virginia 22003

YPHANTIS, DR. DAVID A., Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Uni-

versity of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268

ZACK, DR. SUMNER IRWIN, The Pennsylvania Hospital, University of Pennsyl-
vania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

ZIGMAN, DR. SEYMOUR, University of Rochester School of Medicine and Den-

tistry, 260 Crittenden Boulevard, Rochester, New York 14620

ZIMMERMAN, DR. A. M., Department of Zoology, University of Toronto, Toronto

5, Ontario, Canada

ZINN, DR. DONALD J., Department of Zoology, University of Rhode Island,

Kingston, Rhode Island 02881
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ZORZOLI, DR. ANITA, Department of Physiology, Yassar College, Poughkeepsie,
New York 12601

ZULLO, DR. VICTOR A., Department of Geology, California Academy of Sciences,

Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, California 94118

ZWEIFACH, DR. BENJAMIN, AMES, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,

California 92073

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

ABELSON, DR. AND MRS. PHILIP H.

ACKROYD, DR. AND MRS. FREDERICK
w.

ADELBERG, DR. AND MRS. EDWARD A.

ADELMAN, DR. AND MRS. WILLIAM J.

ALLEN, Miss CAMILLA K.

ALLEN, MRS. NITA M.

ALTON, MRS. BENJAMIN (Elizabeth

Moen)
ANDERSON, DR. EVERETT

ANDREWS, MR. WILLIAM R.

ANTHONY, MR. AND MRS. RICHARD A.

ARMSTRONG, MRS. PHILIP B.

ARNOLD, DR. AND MRS. JOHN
BACON, DR. CATHERINE L.

BACON, MR. ROBERT
BACON, MRS. KATHERINE J.

BAKALAR, MR. AND MRS. DAVID

BALL, DR. AND MRS. ERIC G.

BALLANTINE, DR. AND MRS. H. T., JR.

BANKS, MR. AND MRS. W. L.

BARROWS, MRS. ALBERT W. (Mary
Prentice)

BARTOW, MR. AND MRS. CLARENCE W.
BARTOW, MRS. FRANCIS D. (S. R.)

BARTOW, MRS. PHILIP K.

BEALE, MR. AND MRS. E. F.

BENNETT, DR. AND MRS. MICHAEL
V. L.

BERNHEIMER, DR. ALAN W.
BIDDLE, DR. VIRGINIA

BOETTIGER, DR. AND MRS. EDWARD G.

BRADLEY, DR. CHARLES C.

BRONSON, MR. AND MRS. SAMUEL C.

BROWN, DR. AND MRS. DUGALD E. S.

BROWN, DR. AND MRS. F. A., JR.

BROWN, DR. AND MRS. THORNTON
(Sarah Meigs)

BUCK, MRS. JOHN B.

BUFFINGTON, MRS. ALICE H.

BUFFINGTON, MRS. GEORGE (SARAH
L.)

BURDICK, DR. C. LALOR

BURT, MR. AND MRS. CHARLES E.

(Kelek Foundation)

BUSSER, DR. AND MRS. JOHN H.

BUTLER, MRS. E. G.

CALKINS, MR. AND MRS. G. N., JR.

CAMPBELL, MR. AND MRS. WORTHING-

TON, JR.

CARLTON, MR. AND MRS. WINSLOW G.

CARPENTER, MR. DONALD F.

GARY, Miss CORNELIA L.

CASHMAN, MR. AND MRS. EUGENE R.

CHAMBERS, DR. AND MRS. EDWARD L.

CHENEY, DR. AND MRS. RALPH H.

CHRISTMAN, DR. AND MRS. GEORGE D.

CLAFF, DR. C. LLOYD

CLARK, DR. AND MRS. ARNOLD M.
CLARK, MR. AND MRS. HAYS
CLARK, MRS. JAMES McC. (Cynthia)

CLARK, DR. AND MRS. LEONARD B.

CLARK, MRS. LsRoY (Edna A.)

CLARK, MR. AND MRS. W. VAN ALAN
CLEMENT, DR. AND MRS. A. C.

CLEMENTS, MR. AND MRS. DAVID T.

COCHRAN, MR. AND MRS. F. MORRIS

COFFIN, MR. AND MRS. JOHN B.

CLOWES, MR. ALLEN W.
CLOWES, DR. AND MRS. G. H. A., JR.

(Margaret)
CONNELL, MR. AND MRS. W. J.

COSTELLO, MRS. DONALD P.

CRAMER, MR. AND MRS. IAN D. W.
GRAIN, MR. AND MRS. LOREN O.

CRANE, MR. JOHN
CRANE, JOSEPHINE, Foundation

CRANE, Miss LOUISE
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CRANE, MR. STEPHEN

CRANE, MRS. W. CAREY
CRANE, MRS. W. MURRAY
CROCKER, MR. AND MRS. PETER J.

CROSSLEY, MR. AND MRS. ARCHIBALD
M.

CURTIS, DR. AND MRS. W. D.

DAIGNAULT, MR. AND MRS. A. T.

DANIELS, MR. AND MRS. BRUCE G.

DANIELS, MRS. F. HAROLD
DAY, MR. AND MRS. POMEROY

DEMELLO, MR. FREDERICK

DRAPER, MRS. MARY C.

DuBois, DR. AND MRS. A. B.

DuPoNT, MR. A. FELIX, JR.

DYER, MR. AND MRS. ARNOLD
EASTMAN, MR. AND MRS. CHARLES E.

EBERT, DR. AND MRS. JAMES D.

EGLOFF, DR. AND MRS. F. R. L.

ELLIOTT, MRS. ALFRED
ELSMITH, MRS. DOROTHY O.

EWING, DR. AND MRS. GIFFORD C.

FACHON, MRS. EVANGELINE M.
FENNO, MRS. EDWARD N.

FERGUSON, DR. AND MRS. J. J., JR.

FINE, DR. AND MRS. JACOB
FIRESTONE, MR. AND MRS. EDWIN
FISHER, MR. FREDERICK S., Ill

FRANCIS, MR. AND MRS. LEWIS W., JR.

FRIES, MR. AND MRS. E. F. B.

FYE, DR. AND MRS. PAUL M.
GABRIEL, DR. AND MRS. MORDECAI L.

GAISER, DR. AND MRS. DAVID W.
(Mary Jewitt)

GALTSOFF, DR. AND MRS. PAUL S.

GAMBLE, MR. AND MRS. RICHARD B.

GARFIELD, Miss ELEANOR
GAYTON, MR. GARDNER F.

GELLIS, DR. AND MRS. SYDNEY
GERMAN, DR. AND MRS. JAMES L., Ill

GIFFORD, MR. AND MRS. JOHN A.

GIFFORD, MRS. MAUDE VESTERGARD
GIFFORD, DR. AND MRS. PROSSER

GIFFORD, MRS. W. M.
GILBERT, DR. AND MRS. DANIEL L.

GlLCHRIST, MR. AND MRS. JOHN M.
GILDEA, DR. MARGARET C. L.

GILLETTE, MR. AND MRS. ROBERT S.

GLASS, DR. AND MRS. H. BENTLEY

GLAZEBROOK, MRS. JAMES R.

GLUSMAN, DR. AND MRS. MURRAY
GOLDMAN, DR. AND MRS. ALLEN S.

COLORING, DR. IRENE P.

GOLDSTEIN, MRS. MOISE H., JR.

GOOD, Miss CHRISTINA

GRAHAM, DR. AND MRS. HERBERT W.
GRAHAM, MR. AND MRS. JAMES D., SR.

GRANT, DR. AND MRS. THEODORE J.

GRASSLE, MR. AND MRS. J. K.

GREEN, Miss GLADYS M.
GREENE, MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM C.

GREIF, DR. ROGER L.

GREER, MR. AND MRS. W. H., JR.

GRUSON, MR. AND MRS. EDWARD
GULESIAN, MR. AND MRS. PAUL J.

(Minnie H.)

GUNNING, MR. AND MRS. ROBERT
GUREWICH, DR. AND MRS. VLADIMIR

HAMLEN, MRS. J. MONROE
HANCOX, CAPT. AND MRS. FREDERICK

HANDLER, DR. AND MRS. PHILIP

HANNA, MR. AND MRS. THOMAS C.

(Katharine Shippen)
HARE, DR. AND MRS. H. GERALD
HARRINGTON, MR. AND MRS. R. D.

HARVEY, DR. AND MRS. EDMUND N.,

JR.

HARVEY, DR. AND MRS. RICHARD B.

(Janet M)
HEFFRON, DR. RODERICK

HILL, MRS. SAMUEL E.

HlRSCHFELD, MRS. NATHAN B.

HOCKER, MR. AND MRS. LON
HOPKINS, MRS. HOYT S.

HOUGH, MR. AND MRS. GEORGE A., JR.

HOUGH, MR. AND MRS. JOHN T.

HOUSTON, MR. AND MRS. HOWARD E.

HUETTNER, DR. AND MRS. ROBERT
HUNZIKER, MR. AND MRS. HERBERT E.

ISSOKSON, MR. AND MRS. ISRAEL

JANNEY, MR. AND MRS. WISTAR

JEWETT, MR. AND MRS. G. F., JR.

JORDAN, DR. AND MRS. EDWIN P.

KAHLER, MR. AND MRS. GEORGE A.

KAHLER, MRS. ROBERT W.
KAHN, DR. AND MRS. ERNEST
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KAIGHN, DR. AND MRS. MORRIS E.

KEITH, MRS. HAROLD C.

KEITH, MR. AND MRS. JEAN R.

KENNEDY, DR. AND MRS. EUGENE P.

KENEFICK, MRS. T. G.

KEOSIAN, MRS. JESSIE

KlNNARD, MR. AND MRS. L. R.

KOHN, DR. AND MRS. HENRY I.

KOLLER, DR. AND MRS. LEWIS R.

LANCEFIELD, DR. AND MRS. DONALD
LANGE, MRS. GEORGE M.
LASSALLE, MRS. NORMAN
LAWRENCE, MR. FREDERICK V.

LAWRENCE, MRS. WILLIAM

LAZAROW, DR. AND MRS. ARNOLD
LEMANN, MRS. LUCY B.

LENHER, DR. AND MRS. SAMUEL
LEVINE, DR. AND MRS. RACHMIEL

LEVY, DR. AND MRS. MILTON

LILLIE, MRS. KARL C.

LOBB, PROF. AND MRS. JOHN
LOEB, DR. AND MRS. ROBERT F.

LONG, MRS. G. C.

LORAND, MRS. L.

LOVELL, MR. AND MRS. HOLLIS R.

LOWENGARD, MRS. JOSEPH
LURIA, DR. AND MRS. S. E.

MACKEY, MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM K.

MAcNicHOL, DR. AND MRS. EDWARD
J..JR.

MARSLAND, DR. AND MRS. DOUGLAS

MARVIN, DR. DOROTHY H.

MAST, MRS. S. O.

MATHER, MR. AND MRS. FRANK J., Ill

MAVOR, MRS. JAMES W., SR.

MCCUSKER, MR. AND MRS. PAUL T.

MCELROY, MRS. NELLA W.
McGlLLICUDDY, DR. AND MRS. J. J.

MC-KENZIE, MR. AND MRS. KENNETH
C.

McLANE, MRS. T. THORNE
McLARDY, DR. AND MRS. TURNER
MEIGS, MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR
MEIGS, DR. AND MRS. J. WISTER
METZ, MRS. CHARLES B.

MEYERS, MR. AND MRS. RICHARD

MILKMAN, DR. AND MRS. ROGER D.

MIXTER, MRS. W. J.

MONTGOMERY, DR. AND MRS. CHARLES
H.

MOORE, DR. AND MRS. JOHN W.
MORRELL, DR. FRANK
MORSE, MR. AND MRS. CHARLES L.,

JR.

MORSE, MR. AND MRS. RICHARD S.

NEUBERGER, MRS. HARRY H.

NEWTON, Miss HELEN K.

NICHOLS, MRS. GEORGE (Jane M.)
NlCKERSON, MR. AND MRS. FRANK L.

NORMAN, MR. AND MRS. ANDREW E.

ORTINS, MR. ARMAND
PACKARD, MRS. CHARLES

PARK, MR. MALCOLM S.

PARK, MR. AND MRS. FRANKLIN A.

PARMENTIER, MR. GEORGE L.

PATTEN, MRS. BRADLEY M.
PENDERGAST, MRS. CLAUDIA

PENDLETON, DR. MURRAY E.

PENNINGTON, Miss ANNE H.

PERKINS, MR. AND MRS. COURTLAND
D.

PERSON, DR. AND MRS. PHILIP

PETERSON, MR. AND MRS. E. GUNNAR
PHILIPPE, MR. AND MRS. PIERRE

PORTER, DR. AND MRS. KEITH R.

PROSSER, MRS. C. LADD
PUTNAM, MR. AND MRS. W. A., Ill

RATCLIFFE, MR. THOMAS G., JR.

RAYMOND, DR. AND MRS. SAMUEL
REDFIELD, DR. AND MRS. ALFRED C.

RENEK, MR. AND MRS. MORRIS

REYNOLDS, DR. AND MRS. GEORGE
REZNIKOFF, DR. AND MRS. PAUL
RIGGS, Mr. AND MRS. LAWRASON, III

RIINA, MR. AND MRS. JOHN R.

ROBERTSON, DR. AND MRS. C. W.
ROBINSON, DR. AND MRS. DENIS M.

ROGERS, MR. AND MRS. CHARLES E.

ROGERS, MRS. JULIAN
Ross, MR. AND MRS. JOHN
ROOT, DR. AND MRS. WALTER S.

ROWE, MRS. WILLIAM S.

RUGH, DR. AND MRS. ROBERTS

RUSSELL, MR. AND MRS. HENRY D.

RYDER, MR. AND MRS. FRANCIS D.

SAUNDERS, DR. AND MRS. JOHN W.
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SAUNDERS, LAWRENCE, Fund
SAVERY, MR. ROGER
SCHLESINGER, MRS. R. WALTER
SCHROEDER, MR. RlCHARD F.

SEARS, MR. AND MRS. HAROLD B.

SHEMIN, DR. AND MRS. DAVID

SHEPRO, DR. AND MRS. DAVID

SHERMAN, DR. AND MRS. IRVIN

SMITH, DR. FREDERICK

SMITH, MRS. HOMER P.

SPEIDEL, DR. AND MRS. CARL C.

STEINBACH, DR. AND MRS. H. B.

STETTEN, DR. AND MRS. DE\VITT, JR.

STUNKARD, DR. HORACE
STURTEVANT, MRS. P.

SWANSON, DR. AND MRS. CARL P.

SWEENY, DR. AND MRS. THOMAS D.

SWOPE, MR. AND MRS. GERARD L.

SWOPE, MR. AND MRS. GERARD, JR.

SWOPE, Miss HENRIETTE H.

TAYLOR, DR. AND MRS. W. RANDOLPH
THOMAS, DR. AND MRS. LEWIS

TIETJE, MR. AND MRS. EMIL D.

TODD, MR. AND MRS. GORDON F.

TOLKAN, MR. AND MRS. NORMAN N.

TOMPKINS, MRS. B. A.

TRACER, MRS. WILLIAM

TURNER, MRS. ROBERT
VALOIS, MR. AND MRS. JOHN
WAKSMAN, DR. AND MRS. BYRON H.

WAKSMAN, DR. AND MRS. SELMAN A.

WALLACE, DR. AND MRS. STANLEY L.

WANG, DR. AND MRS. AN
WARE, MR. AND MRS. J. LINDSAY

WARREN, DR. AND MRS. SHIELDS

WATT, MR. AND MRS. JOHN B.

WEISBERG, MR. AND MRS. ALFRED M.
WEXLER, MR. AND MRS. ROBERT H.

WHEATLEY, DR. MARJORIE A.

WHEELER, MR. AND MRS. HENRY
WHEELER, DR. AND MRS. PAUL S.

WHEELER, DR. AND MRS. RALPH E.

WHITELEY, MR. AND MRS. G. C., JR.

WHITING, DR. AND MRS. PHINEAS W.
WHITNEY, MR. AND MRS. GEOFFREY

G., JR.

WlCKERSHAM, MR. AND MRS. A. A.

TlLNEY

WlCHTERMAN, DR. AND MRS. RALPH
WlLBER, DR. AND MRS. CHARLES G.

WILHELM, DR. HAZEL S.

WILSON, MRS. EDMUND B.

WILSON, MR. AND MRS. ROBERT E.,

JR.

WlTMER, DR. AND MRS. ENOS E.

WOLFE, DR. CHARLES

WOLFINSOHN, MR. AND MRS. WOLFE
WRINCH, DR. DOROTHY

WRINCH, DR. PAMELA N.

YNTEMA, DR. AND MRS. CHESTER L.

ZWILLING, MRS. EDGAR

V. REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN

Another gift from the MBL Associates of approximately $6,000 was given to

the library at the end of the 1972 summer season. To date the library has

purchased 452 books with the Associates' 1971 gift. This gift is making a

definite contribution to the book section. Our ecology section is certainly
much improved.
The sale of our catalog, published by the G. K. Hall Company has increased

the number of the inter-library loan requests received in 1972. We processed

6,714 requests from the following: 260 university and college libraries, 67 govern-
ment agencies, 90 industrial firms, 13 marine laboratories and 60 institutions in

16 foreign countries.

During the summer an Inter-Institutional Library Committee was appointed

consisting of three scientists each from both the MBL and the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution. The latter is expanding its facilities to a campus at Quissett
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and there has been concern about the availability of the library to the scientists

at \VHOI. It was determined by all institution representatives that the library
should not be divided with part of the collection housed at Quissett. The

Oceanographic will continue to use the MBL Library as the repository for their

collection and methods for rapid service to WHOI scientists are being studied.

The library is currently receiving 2,529 serial titles and holdings now total

148,974 volumes.

VI. REPORT OF THE TREASURER

The market value of the General Endowment Fund and the Library Fund at

December 31, 1972, amounted to $2,579,583, and the corresponding securities

are entered in the books at a value of $1,624,597. This compares with values

of $2,294,949 and $1,555,338, respectively, at the end of the preceding year.
The average yield on the securities was 3.64% of the market value and 5.78% of

the book value. Uninvested principal cash was $1850. Classification of the

securities held in the Endowment Fund appears in the Auditor's Summary of

Investments.

The market value of the Pooled Securities at December 31, 1972, amounted to

$1,238,943 as compared to book values of $922,227. These figures compare with

values of $870,538 and $667,280, respectively, at the close of the preceding year.

The average yield on the securities was 3.12% of the market value and 4.20%
of the book value. Uninvested principal cash was in the amount of $30,986.

The proportionate interest in the Pool Fund Account of the various funds, as

of December 31, 1972, is as follows:

Pension Funds 28.32%
General Laboratory Investment 28.88%
F. R. Lillie Memorial Fund 2.10%
Other :

Bio Club Scholarship Fund 55%
Rev. Arsenius Boyer Scholarship Fund 66%
Gary N. Calkins Fund 63%
Allen R. Memhard Fund .12%
Lucretia Crocker Fund 2.28%
E. G. Conklin Fund .38%
Jewett Memorial Fund 20%
M. H. Jacobs Scholarship Fund 27%
Herbert W. Rand Fellowship 19.41%
Mellon Foundation 9.16%

Mary Rogick Fund 2.00%

Swope Foundation 5.04%

Donations from MBL Associates for 1972 amounted to $10,755 as compared
with $10,507 for 1971. Unrestricted gifts from foundations, societies and

companies amounted to $56,546.
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During the year we administered the following grants and contracts:

Investigators Training MBL Institutional

3 NIH 3 NIH 2 NSF
4 NSF 1 Research Corp
1 EPA 1 Sloan

1 MSPC
1 NOAA

10 5 2

Most of the federally funded grants and contracts provided for reimbursement
of indirect costs on a cost per square foot basis for the laboratory space assigned
to each research project. A rate of $10.00 per square foot was in effect until

October, when it was superseded for new grants by a provisional rate of $12.25

per square foot. Training courses supported by NIH grants were funded for

indirect costs as a rate of 8% of allowable direct costs.

The following is a statement of the auditors :

To the Trustees of Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts:

We have examined the balance sheet of Marine Biological Laboratory as of

December 31, 1972 and the related statements of operating expenditures and
income and funds for the year then ended. Our examination was made in accord-

ance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such

tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we con-

sidered necessary in the circumstances. We previously examined and reported
on the 1971 financial statements.

In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements (pages 77 to 81) present

fairly the financial position of Marine Biological Laboratory at December 31,

1972 and 1971, and its operating expenditures and income for the years then

ended, and the changes in its funds for the year ended December 31, 1972, in

conformity with the accounting principles referred to in Note A to the financial

statements applied on a consistent basis.

The supplementary schedules (page 82) included in this report were ob-

tained from the Laboratory's records in the course of our examination and, in

our opinion, are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial

statements taken as a whole.

Boston, Massachusetts

March 23, 1973 LYBRAND, Ross BROS. AND MONTGOMERY
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

BALANCE SHEET December 31, 1972 and 1971

Investments

1972 1971

Investments held by Trustee:

Securities, at cost (approximate market quotation, 1972

$2,579,583; 1971 $2,294,949) $ 1,624,597 $ 1,555,338

Cash.. 1,850 7,757

1,626,447 1,563,095

Investments of other endowment and unrestricted funds:

Pooled investments, at cost (approximate market quotation,
1972 $1,238,943; 1971 $870,538), less $5,728 temporary
investment of current fund cash in 1971 922,227 661,552

Other investments 1,094,752 725,151

Cash 31,516 2,295

Due from current fund. 131,927 94,412

$ 3,806,869 $ 3,046,505

Plant Assets

Land, buildings, library and equipment, at cost 12,453,416 12,443,510

Less allowance for depreciation (Note A) 2,444,052 2,161,247

10,009,364 10,282,263

Investments, at cost (approximate market quotation in 1971

$537,115) 737,881

$10,009,364 $11,020,144

Current Fund Assets

Cash 388,130 199,877

Temporary investment in pooled securities 5,728

Accounts receivable (U. S. Government, 1972 $88,186; 1971-

$69,395) 235,903 248,396

Inventories of supplies and bulletins 43,514 44,999
Otherassets 5,581 7,798

Due to endowment funds (131,927) (94,412)

$ 541,201 $ 412,386
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.MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

BALANCE SHEET December 31, 1972 and 1971

Invested Funds
1972 1971

Endowment funds given in trust for benefit of Marine Biological

Laboratory. .... $1,626,447 $1,563,095

Endowment funds for awards and scholarships:

Principal 427,702 427,702

Unexpended income 60,795 55,591

488,497 483,293

Unrestricted funds functioning as endowment 1,435,918 779,190

Retirement fund 316,512 279,407

Pooled investments accumulated loss (60,505) (58,480)

$ 3,806,869 $ 3,046,505

Plant Funds

Funds expended for plant, less retirements 12,453,416 12,443,510

Less allowance for depreciation charged thereto 2,444,052 2,161,247

10,009,364 10,282,263

Unexpended plant funds 737,881

$10,009,364 $11,020,144

Current Fund Liabilities and Balances

Accounts payable and accrued expenses 26,333 31,485

Advance subscriptions 28,293 34,338

Unexpended grants resea~ch 77,774 47,837

Unexpended balances of gifts for designated purposes 87,949 39,725

Current fund.. 320,852 259,001

541,201 $ 412,386

The accompanying note is an integral part of the financial statements.

Note A. Accounting Principles: The following accounting principles have been reflected in

the accompanying financial statements:

1. Investments are stated at cost.

2. Investment income is recorded on a cash basis.

3. Operating income is recorded when earned.

4. Expenses are recorded on an accrual basis.

5. Depreciation has been provided for plant assets at annual rates ranging from 1% to 5% of

the original cost of the assets.
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

SUMMARY OF INVESTMENTS

December 31, 1972

Securities held by Trustee:

General endowment fund:

U. S. Government securities.

Corporate bonds
Preferred stocks . .

Common stocks.

General educational board

endowment fund :

U. S. Government securities .

Other bonds
Preferred stocks

Common stocks. ,

Cost

25,065

640,163

74,643

Per-

cent

of

Total

1.9

48.2

5.6

Market

Quotations

25,500

570,493

46,400

Per-

cent

of

Total

1.2

27.0

2 2

Investment

Income
1972

1,813

31,106

3,096

587,528 44.3 1,470,676 69.6 42,191

1,327,399 100.0 2,113,069 100.0 78,206

51,112

145,965

17.2

49.1

52,020 11.2

117,485 25.2

100,121 33.7 297,009 63.6

3,698

6,710
145

5,066

297,198 100.0 466,514 100.0 15,619

Total securities held by Trustee $1,624,597 $2,579,583 93,825

Investments of other endowment and
unrestricted funds:

Pooled investments:

U. S. Government securities 68,247 7.4 68,517 5.5 5,493

Corporate bonds 274,200 29.7 233,984 18.9 10,969
Preferred stocks 26,482 2.9 22,500 1.8 3,004

Common stocks 553,298 60.0 913,942 73.8 19,238

922,227 100.0 $1,238,943 100.0 38,704

Other investments:

U. S. Government securities 27,893 1,133

Other bonds 15,029 750
Common stocks 581,410 20,887
Preferred stocks . 2,871 104

Real estate 1 7,549

Short-term commercial notes 450,000 27,675

1,094,752 50,549

Total investments of other

endowment and unrestricted

funds $2,016,979

Total 183,078
Custodian's fees charged thereto (7,570)

Total investment income $175,508
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GENE-ENZYME VARIATION IN THREE SYMPATRIC
SPECIES OF LITTORINA

EDWARD M. BERGER

Department of Biology, State University of Nciv York at Albany. Albany, New York 12222

and Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

The three littorinicl species of the northwestern Atlantic occupy distinct but

overlapping habitats in the rocky intertidal zone (Haseman, 1911), from Labrador*

to the Virginias. The most ubiquitous of these species, Littonna littorca, in-

habits the middle intertidal, and is believed to be a recent immigrant from western

Europe (Sumner, Osborn, and Cole, 1911). This species deposits small egg
cases directly into the sea, where development, taking several weeks, proceeds

up to the veliger stage. Free swimming larvae then complete their embryonic

development in the water column (Purchon, 1968). After some time juvenile
adults settle onshore and assume the relatively sedentary life of adult snails.

Littorina obtusata inhabits the lower intertidal zone subsisting almost entirely off

the microflora adhering to either of two algal genera, Fitens and Ascophylhnn

(Haseman, 1911). Large gelatinous egg cases of L. obtusata are cemented onto

the anchored algae, where development proceeds through the larval stages, and

the emerging form is a crawling juvenile adult (Purchon, 1968). The third

common species, Littorina sa.ratilis, inhabits the upper intertidal and supratidal

zones, grazing upon the microflora of encrusted rocks (Haseman, 1911). In

contrast to its two sympatric species, L. sa.ratilis has evolved oviviviparity. Eggs
are retained within the females' body cavity where development proceeds to the

juvenile adult stage (Purchon, 1968).
One possible consequence of these divergent reproductive patterns is im-

mediately apparent. The oviviviparity of L. saxatilis, along with its preference
for the high intertidal, must severely restrict larval dispersal, and hence limit

the potential for interpopulation gene flow. A similar situation may hold for

L. obtusata, whose eggs and adults face only limited dispersal resulting from the

infrequent dislodgement of anchored algae. In contrast, the extensive pelagic

period of L. littorea eggs and larvae must permit extensive dispersal along the

coastal range, in the direction of the predominant longshore ocean currents.

In this study an attempt was made to evaluate the actual consequences of these

divergent dispersal capabilities on the distribution of genetic variability in these

species, and among their individual populations. The technique of gel electro-

phoresis was employed, and results from three esterase polymorphisms are dis-

cussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection sites and sampling

Fifteen rocky shore localities were sampled, covering a range of about 500 air

miles. The localities (Fig. 1) include Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island

83
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100 MILES

NANTUCKET
SOUND 5 MILES

WHO

FIGURE 1. Map designations of the 15 collection sites at which Littorina populations were

sampled. Site designations are explained in Methods.

(PEI); Bar Harbor, Maine (BHA) ; Kittery, Maine (KIT); Gloucester, Mas-
sachusetts (GLO) ; Manomet Point, Massachusetts (MAN) ; Sandwich, Mas-
sachusetts (SAN) ; Barnstable, Massachusetts (BAR) ; Silver Beach, Massachu-
setts (SIB); Sippewissett, Massachusetts (SIP); the municipal dock (TOD),
and fisheries beach (WHO) in Woods Hole, Massachusetts; Nobska Point
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(NOB), Fay Beach (FAY), and Mara Vista (MAR) in Falmouth, Massachu-

setts; and Cotuit, Massachusetts (COT).
L. littorea was collected from 13 of the 15 sites (excluding MAV and FAY) ;

L. obtustata from 14 sites (excluding SIB) and L. sa.vatHis from 12 sites (exclud-

ing WHO, MAV and COT). Individuals were maintained alive in running sea

water until electrophoretic analysis was performed. Between 6 and 43 individuals

of each species, from each population, were analyzed electrophoretically for each

enzyme system.

L, obtusata

FF SS S'S' FS FS' SS'

L. saxatilis L. littorea

FF FS SS FF FF FF FF SS S's' FS FS' SS' FF FS SS FF

SS FS FF SS SS SS SS FS FF SS SS SS SS FS FF SS

Est

Est3

Est 4

FIGURE 2. Electrophoretic patterns of homozygous and heterozygous genotypes at the

three polymorphic esterase loci in the three species of Littorina. Enzyme migration in all

cases was toward the anode (bottom).

Electrophoresis

Individual snails were removed from their shells and homogenized in two

volumes of cold 10% sucrose solution. Homogenates were centrifuged 6000 X g
for 10 minutes and aliquots of the supernatant applied directly onto the gels. In

many cases the supernatants were stored frozen ( 18 C) before analysis. Pro-

cedures for acrylamide gel electrophoresis and esterase staining followed the

method described by Hubby and Lewontin (1966). Internal standardizations of

mobility variants were made for each new population sampled, by including TOD
individuals of known genotype.

RESULTS
The esterase polymorphisms

Littorina littorea. Four major zones of esterase activity were observed in

zymograms of individual L. littorea. Est 1 and Est 2 were completely monomorphic
for the same allele in all the populations studied. Est 3 and Est 4, shown in
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Figure 2, were both polymorphic, each locus having two alleles in the range of

populations sampled. Homozygotes at either locus were characterized by a single

major band, and heterozygotes displayed a three banded pattern characteristic of

a dimeric enzyme in which subunit polypeptides associate at random.

Littorina obtusata. Three major zones of esterase activity were observed from

single L. obtusata (Fig. 2). At the Est 1 locus three variant alleles were ob-

served among the populations sampled, while the Est 3 and Est 4 polymorphisms
consisted of two alleles each. Est 1 heterozygotes displayed two banded patterns,
while heterozygotes at the Est 3 and Est 4 loci had the more typical three banded

pattern. In all cases homozygotes yielded a single band.

Littorina saxafilis. A variable number of esterase zones were detected in

individual homogenates of L. sa.vatilis. Because of the complex banding pattern in

the cathodal region of the gel only the two anionic systems were evaluated. At
the Est 3 locus in this species three alleles were found at high frequency, and at

the Est 4 locus two common alleles were detected. Roth gene-enzyme systems
showed, in the homozygote, a single band

;
and in the heterozygote a three band

pattern (Fig. 2).
In our buffer system the F allele at the Est 3 locus, and both the F and S

alleles at the Est 4 locus, appeared to have indistinguishable mobilities in all three

species. Similarly, the S allele at the Est 3 locus had identical mobilities in both

L. Httorea and L. sa.vatilis. The Est 3 s allele of L. obtusata, and the Est 3 s
'

L. saxatilis appeared species specific. These mobility identities, however, do not

constitute final proof of their chemical identity.

Allele frequencies in natural populations

Littorina Httorea. The distribution of allele frequencies in the 13 populations

sampled is presented in Tables I and II. The predominant allele at the Est 3

locus is the F variant. The Est 3 s allele while common (present in 6 of the 13

populations) is maintained at low frequency (0.03 to 0.36) in those populations

surveyed. At the Est 4 locus the S allele is fixed in 11 of 13 populations, and

nearly so in two others (WHO and BAR).
Littorina obtusata. Allele frequency determinations for the 14 populations

of L. obtusata sampled are included in Tables I and II. At the Est 1 locus the

F allele was found at relatively high frequency in the southern Cape Cod region
0.36 to 0.60), while in populations north of the Cape Cod Canal this allele oc-

curred at lower frequencies (0.02 to 0.40). The most northern population, from

PEI, was completely lacking this variant. The Est 1
s allele was observed in all

the populations at frequencies ranging from 0.35 to 0.90. The PEI population
was characterized by a unique allele, Est 1

s
', whose frequency was 0.57.

At the Est 3 locus both alleles were found at high frequency in all but the

FAY population, where Est 3 s was fixed. No pattern of clinal variation could

be discriminated. The Est 4 polymorphism was observed in 1 1 of the populations.
In the northern species range the frequency of Est 4F was low, but in several

populations clustered around WHO the Est 4F allele reached high values (0.44

0.52).
Littorina sa.vatilis. As was the case for L. obtusata, one of the polymorphic

loci in L. saxatilis showed marked regional differentiation. In the southern Cape
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t.

Cod populations both Est 3F and Est 3s were found at high, and roughly similar

frequencies (Tables I and II). Proceeding north from Cape Cod the frequency
of the Est 3F allele gradually decreased reaching a minimum value of 0.10 at GLO
and KIT and BHA. This reduction was not accompanied by a coordinate in-

crease in Est 3s frequency, but rather by the appearance and gradual increase in

frequency of a new variant, Est 3 s '. At PEI the frequency of Est 3F is again

high, 0.51, and the frequency of Est 3s
'

low, 0.15. The Est 4 polymorphism was
observed in 7 of the 12 populations sampled. The Est 4F allele is generally at low

frequency, in all populations, although at the SAN locale a value of 0.31 was
recorded.

TABLE II

Esterase allele frequencies for Littorina littorea, L. obtusata and L. saxatilis in the 15 localities

sampled. Dashed lines indicate the absence of a species at that site.

O* refers to other rare variants.
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low level of heterozygosity. Additional studies of polymorphic loci arc needed,

then, to eliminate this bias, and such studies are in progress.

Is the correlation between dispersal capability and the genetic differentiation of

species unique to littorinids? Gooch, Smith and Knupp, 1972, have reported the

results of a similar electrophoretic study for two gene-protein systems in 11

coastal populations of the prosobranch gastropod, Nassarius obsoletus, collected

over a geographic range of 700 miles. This species like L. littorea has pelagic

eggs and larvae, whose dispersal capabilities have been estimated to extend far

over 250 miles, about one-fourth of its North American range. The results are

unambiguous. For the diallelic LDH locus the range in frequencies of the major
variant is 0.52-0.60, for the Pt locus, also diallelic, the frequency range of the

major allele is 0.62-0.70. Thus the homogeneity of Nassarius populations is far

more dramatic than even that of L. littorea, and indeed reflects the much broader

dispersal range of Nassarius, compared to L. littorea.

The varying levels of genetic heterogeneity between populations may be in-

terpreted in several ways. With limited dispersal (gene flow), one might argue,

populations are afforded the opportunity to adapt genetically to the peculiar en-

vironmental conditions (both physical and biotic) in their locale. With local

environmental conditions varying over the species range, one could anticipate
an accompanying genetic differentiation. Alternatively, it is possible to suggest that

isolation per se enhances the effect of random drift, serving effectively to

promote genetic differentiation. Data on the distribution of gene frequencies
cannot distinguish between these possibilities, for estimates of effective population
size or actual dispersal rates have not been made in these species. It might be of

interest, in distinguishing the effects of drift from selection, to examine many
loci in these species and derive some estimate of the average individual hetero-

zygosity. If random drift were effectively driving genes to fixation in species
characterized by significant interp'opulation heterogeneity then this should be

reflected by low values of heterozygosity. Such a situation appears to be the

case in the isolated Bogota population of Drosophila pseudoobsciira (Prakash,
Lewontin and Hubby, 1969), and in the marginal island populations of the field

(mouse Peromyscus polionotus off the Florida coast (Selander, Smith, Yang, John-
son and Gentry, 1971). The selective model does not require this necessary
condition.

In evolutionary terms the varying levels of larval dispersal in the three

littorinid species may promote two additional effects. First, associated with the

capability for extensive gene flow is the potential for widespread colonization. This
is amply demonstrated by the recent and rapid appearance of L. littorea along the

western Atlantic coast (Sumner ct a/., 1911). The second, and closely related,

effect associated with different levels of gene flow is that limited dispersal may pro-
mote genetic differentiation to the point of reproductive isolation. This appears to

be true in gastropod molluscs where the greatest level of subspecies formation occurs

in those forms showing the more restricted dispersal capabilities (Scheltema,
1971).

Dispersal rates, and the degree of gene flow between populations, are unknown
for most species. For this reason, perhaps, these factors are often not considered

explicitly in experimental studies of species variation. Nevertheless, it is clear
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that for the littorinids, and probably most prosobranch gastropods, mechanisms
of dispersal may play a fundamental role in establishing the genetic structure

of the species, and have a large impact on its evolutionary potential.

This work has been supported by a grant, GM 18910 from the NIH. I

thank Drs. R. D. Prusch, and R. D. Milkman for their assistance in making several

collections, and the MBL for making their facilities available.

SUMMARY

Gene-enzyme variation was examined, electrophoretically, at three non-specific
esterase loci in 15 sympatric populations of the prosobranch gastropods: Littorina

littorca L. obtusata, and L. so.ratilis. Gene frequencies, determined by assuming
a correspondence between bands on gels and alleles, revealed marked differences

between the species. These differences appear to be correlated with the mechanisms
and capabilities for larval disposal in these species.
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VARIATION IN TEMPERATURE-SALINITY TOLERANCE
BETWEEN TWO ESTUARINE POPULATIONS OF

PAGURUS LONGICARPUS SAY
(CRUSTACEA: ANOMURA) 1

DOUGLAS C. BIGGS - AND JOHN J. McDERMOTT

Department of Biol</y, Franklin and Marsha!! College. Lancaster. 7Vn;/yy/r</i'<7 17604

Species living in an estuarine environment are normally subjected to frequent
and variable fluxes in temperature and salinity. The hermit crab, Pagurns

hngi'-arpus Say. is found in the littoral area of estuaries from Nova Scotia to

northern Florida, and from Sanibel Island, Florida, to Texas (Williams, 1965).
The optimal salinity range for larval development through the megalopa stage is

from 18.0 to 30.5%o (Roberts, 1971). Optimal environmental conditions for

growth, reproduction and survival of the postlarval stages, however, have not

been clearly defined.

Tolerance defines the limits within which survival is possible (Alderdice, 1972).
Fraenkel (1960) compared thermal tolerances of adult specimens of P. longicarpus
collected from Woods Hole, Massachusetts, with two other intertidal zone in-

habitants, Liiintliis polyphemus and Littorina littorca. Hermits could survive for

one hour at 36 C, if allowed to recover for 24 hours at room temperature ; 40 C
was 100% lethal. More recently, Vernberg (1967) noted that P. longicarpus
acclimated to 15 C survived longer than if acclimated to 5 C, when the environ-

mental temperature was raised to 5, 10 or 15 degrees above the original acclima-

tion temperature.
Kinne, Shirley and Meen (1963) found that the blood of P. longicarpus was

isotonic with the environment at nine combinations of temperature and salinity.

An increase in oxygen consumption as the salinity is lowered from approximately
18 of 5%o (at 26 to 28 C) was reported for P. longicarpus by Nagabhushanam
and Sarojini (1965). Vernberg and Vernberg (1972) investigated metabolic-

temperature responses in latitudinally separated populations of the same species.
Cold-acclimated crabs from Massachusetts and North Carolina populations con-

sumed oxygen more rapidly than warm-acclimated animals. This apparent adapta-
tional response was not observed in populations from Florida.

The euryhaline distribution of the adult and rather broad salinity tolerance of

the larvae of P. longicarpus suggest that the species as a whole has the ability to

adapt to most estuarine conditions. We investigated the tolerance of two popula-
tions from southern New Jersey to changes in salinity and temperature.

One population was collected from shallow flats at Grassy Sound Channel
inside of Hereford Inlet on the Atlantic side of the Cape May peninsula (lat. 39

1 Part of a thesis submitted by Douglas C. Biggs for Departmental Honors in Biology.
Franklin and Marshall College.

2 Present address : Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
02543.
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01.72' north; long. 74 48.10' west), where the average annual salinity is about

30%c. The other, from an intertidal area along Delaware Bay south of Pierces

Point on the Cape (lat. 39 04.5' north; long. 74 54.9' west), lived in mean
salinities of about 20% c . The two populations are not in direct contact, although

gene flow between them might occur by larval transport around the tip of Cape May
at the ocean entrance of the Bay, a distance of 15-20 miles, or by a slightly shorter

route through the Cape May Canal to the north of Cape May Point.

Preliminary experiments indicated a differential survival when Hereford and

Cape Shore populations were subjected to various combinations of temperature
and salinity. Hence, acclimation work was done in the laboratory to investigate

whether differential survival was influenced primarily by acclimation to different

field salinities, or whether more complex intraspecific differences might be

indicated.

METHODS

Hermits were collected four times during the fall of 1971, and twice in early

1972. They were gathered by hand, with no intentional bias for size, though
turbid conditions at the Cape Shore often necessitated groping.

Cape Shore field salinities are consistently lower and more variable than those

at Hereford Inlet. Records for several years at the Hereford station show that the

average annual salinity is approximately 30/^r, with a range from 2S.l-32.6%e.

The average annual salinity at the Cape Shore is approximately 20%o, range 15-

27%o (H. H. Haskin, Rutgers University, personal communication).
Field collections were maintained in shallow communal trays in the laboratory

for at least 1-2 weeks before they were used in experiments. Discrete collections

were kept segregated. Hermits were regularly fed Crcpidula fornicata, C. plana and

chopped Mercenaria mcrccnaria. Feeding was discontinued one week before

temperature-salinity tolerance was investigated.
Wet room maintenance temperatures ranged from 16-20 C. Normal mainten-

ance salinity for the Hereford population was 30 \
(

/<r, and 22 2%o for the Cape
Shore population. Water was changed as often as necessary, but at least once a

week. If sufficient natural seawater was available, it was used for water changes,
but appropriate dilutions of commercially-available sea salts (Instant Ocean, by
Aquarium Systems, Inc.) were also used for these changes and for all experimental
salinities. Salinity determinations were performed using a modification of Harvey's

AgNO3 titration method (Welsh and Smith, 1953).
Ten pairs of trials compared the tolerance of the two geographic populations.

In each, six hermits were used per temperature-salinity combination. Hermits

were isolated in 50 ml of artificial seawater in individual 51 X 43 X 39 mm com-

partments in covered clear plastic boxes. The sex ratio in a group of six crabs

depended on the availability of sexes in animals randomly removed from the shells

prior to a trial. When possible, three of each sex were used. Crabs were in-

duced to leave their gastropod shells by touching the tip of a soldering iron to

the apex of the shell and allowing heat to drive the crab into a dish of cool

water held directly beneath. Hermits were maintained in individual compartments
for at least 3 days after removal, and those obviously injured were not used as

experimental animals.
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Hermits used in tolerance determinations were preserved after 96 hours and

new crabs selected for the following trial. Length of the subcordate anterior shield

was used as a size index (Markham, 1968).
Four temperatures and nine salinities were used to characterize temperature-

salinity tolerance (Table I). Hermits from Hereford and Cape Shore fall col-

lections maintained at their respective field salinities were used in Trials 1-4. In

the first two trials, hermits were subjected to salinities from 5-25%c. In Trials 3

and 4, hermits were placed in salinities higher than 25% o. In Trials 5-7, we

TABLE I

Temperature-salinity combinations at which tolerance of Pagurus longicarpus was investigated,

and number of crabs used in each environmental combination (grand total = 1317).

Temp
C 5.5 10.2 15.5 20.0

Salinity%
25.1 30.4 35.8 40.9 46.3

18
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At the start of each 4-day trial, crabs were abruptly subjected to the ap-

propriate acute conditions. Survival was then checked at 1-hour intervals for the

first 5 hours, again at 9 and 12 hours, and thereafter at 12-hour intervals until the

end of the 4-day period. The relative activity and response of each survivor to

stimuli was also noted at each time check, as an index of morbidity.

Onset of morbidity was characterized by a loss of normal coordination and

equilibrium. Crabs under greater stress showed decreased locomotory activity.

As death approached, regular gill bailer action ceased and the maxillipeds pro-

truded. The abdominal area often became transparent, especially in low salinities.

Any animals showing relatively sustained motion of appendages such as

gill bailer, pereiopods, pleopods or antennae, when lightly stimulated with a

blunt probe, were regarded as being alive. Only when further irritability to

moderate probing of the abdomen or ventral body surface ceased, was an animal

considered dead. As a precautionary measure, the animal was not removed from

its compartment until mortality was confirmed at the next time check.

Crabs surviving the 4-day period would generally survive for several ad-

ditional days. Tolerance estimates in this study are based on cumulative per
cent mortality by 96 hours, pooled for each set of hermits in Table I, and com-

puter fitted to generate response surfaces (Figs. 1-4).

The surface fitted is best described by the quadratic form employed by Box
and Youle (1955) and reviewed by Alderdice (1972) : Y = B + BiXi + B 2X2

+ BnXi 2 + B 22X 2
2 + Bi 2XiX 2 , where Y is arcsin square root of cumulative per

cent mortality, Xi is temperature in C, X 2 is salinity in %c ,
B a mean effect, BI

a linear effect of temperature, B,, a linear effect of salinity, Bn a quadratic effect

of temperature, B 22 a quadratic effect of salinity, and B J2 an interaction effect of

temperature and salinity. B-values were calculated from the experimental points

and pooled observed mortality by the method of least squares. A separate equation
was obtained for each acclimation condition.

Translation of the center of a response surface depicts a change in tolerance.

Rotation of the principal axes of regression so that they are no longer parallel

to those of temperature and salinity implies temperature-salinity interaction (Alder-

dice, 1972). Elongation of response isopleths (plasticity) occurs along the axis

of the factor exhibiting the lesser effect.

RESULTS

Mean size oj P. longicarpus

Mean size of males from both Hereford Inlet and the Cape Shore was in all

collections significantly larger (a 0.01") than the mean size of the respective

females. Moreover, mean size of either sex of Hereford crabs was larger than

mean size of animals of the same sex in each Cape Shore collection.

Estimation of optimal temperature-salinity combinations

The fitted response surfaces show regions of temperature and salinity where

cumulative mortality at the end of 96 hours does not exceed 10% (Figs. 1 1- ) .

Normal-acclimated Cape Shore crabs show less than 10% cumulative mortality

from 10-22 C, over a salinity range of 15-35% (Fig. 1). The response optimum
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TEMPERATURE

FIGURE 1. Estimation of per cent mortality of Cape Shore hermits acclimated to a

normal habitat salinity of 22%e based on fitted response surface to observed mortality at 96

hours under thirty-six conditions of temperature and salinity (Y 2.31695 0.063953Xi -

0.1510S7X 2 + 0.002455X!
2 + 0.003134X,.

2 - 0.000483X 1X,).

n
10 15 20

TEMPERATURE
25 30

FIGURE 2. Estimation of per cent mortality of Cape Shore hermits acclimated to a

higher than normal salinity of 30/r f based on fitted response surface to observed mortality
at 96 hours under twenty conditions of temperature and salinity (Y 1.96682 O.OUoOOX,
- 0.136434X 2 + 0.001089X!

2 + 0.002557X,
2 -

0.000038X,Xo).
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should be located at the intersection of the geometric axes of the regression sur-

face. Thus, optimum temperature for normal-acclimated Cape Shore crabs may
be estimated to be 16 C, and optimum salinity at 25% . Optimum conditions

may be similarly found for each of the remaining three acclimation groups (Figs.

2-4).
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FIGURE 3. Estimation of per cent mortality of Hereford hermits acclimated to a normal

habitat salinity of 3Q%c based on fitted response surface to observed mortality at 96 hours under

thirty-six conditions of temperature and salinity (Y = 2.48732 0.079378Xi 0.12078Xa +
0.002578X!

2 + 0.001769X/ + 0.000414XiX3 ).

Effect of acclimation on temperature-salinity tolerance

When Cape Shore crabs were acclimated for two weeks to a higher than normal

salinity of 30/c, the primary effect was a decreased high temperature survival

(Figs. 1 and 2). Conversely, Cape Shore crabs acclimated to this high salinity

realized better low temperature survival than crabs maintained in a normal habitat

salinity. The response surface isopleths for Cape Shore animals acclimated to a

higher than normal habitat salinity translated left almost 6 C along the temperature
axis (Figs. 1 and 2). Despite euryplastic temperature tolerance, populations from

the Cape Shore retained a salinity optimum relatively unresponsive to changes in

acclimation salinity (Figs. 1 and 2).

Similar but less marked translations in temperature tolerance were observed

in Hereford crabs acclimated to high and low salinity. In Hereford populations,

however, the position of optimum salinity was obviously influenced by acclimation

salinity (Figs. 3 and 4).

If temperature tolerance of Cape Shore crabs is now compared with Hereford

crabs (Figs. 1 and 3), Cape Shore crabs showed wider temperature tolerance
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than their Hereford counterparts. \Yhen acclimated to the same salinity, varia-

tion in temperature tolerance hetween Cape Shore and Hereford crahs decreased,

but Cape Shore crabs still survived wider extremes of temperature than did iden-

tically acclimated Hereford crabs. Differential temperature tolerance is more pro-
nounced at 22%c acclimation (Figs. 1 and 4) than at 30'{ 6 (Figs. 2 and 3).

In interpreting temperature tolerance, one must keep in mind that a popula-
tion acclimated to higher salinity will survive better at high salinity extremes,

regardless of the temperature. Conversely, at any combination of temperature
and low salinity, a low salinity acclimated group should have a survival advantage.
Interaction of temperature and salinity is minimal and independent of acclimation

salinity.
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FIGURE 4. Estimation of per cent mortality of Hereford hermits acclimated to a lower

than normal salinity of 22% c based on fitted response surface to observed mortality at 96 hours

under twenty conditions of temperature and salinity (Y = 2.302 - 0.089643X, - 0.120942X, +
0.002916Xr + 0.02255X,- + 0.0001 12X,X,).

Finally, independent of changes in acclimation salinity, low temperatures
near 4 C represented more favorable conditions for P. longicarpus than high

temperatures near 31 C.

Additional factors and their effects

Seasonal variation in time to reach LD-50 was negligible in both optimum and

extreme temperature-salinity combinations, and seldom varied by more than 12

hours when populations collected at different times during 1971-72 were subjected
to any of the temperature-salinity combinations.

Cape Shore crabs with only one week acclimation to higher than normal

salinity showed tolerance intermediate between that of a normal-acclimated popula-
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FIGURE 5. Cumulative per cent mortality of Cape Shore hermits acclimated to a normal
habitat salinity of 22% by 96 hours at 15 C. Only those salinities in which mortality
occurred are plotted (see text) (5.00 = acute transfer to 5.0%c ; 5.06 = 96-hour acclimation to

15% before transfer to 5.0%c ).
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tion and groups held for two weeks under higher than normal salinity. There were

no consistent differences in cumulative mortality after 96 hours between two-week

and two-month acclimated groups.
Neither sex nor size appeared to influence mortality in P. longicarpus, although

both in general often influence tolerance (Alderdice, 1972). In all trials, roughly

equal percentages of each sex remained at LD-50, and when the mean size of living

versus dead crabs at 96 hours was computed, ratios approached unity in groups of

more than ten crabs.

Although no obvious selection for size or sex was noted, mortality seldom

occurred at random throughout a 96-hour period. Rather, in both Hereford and

Cape Shore populations, a large increase in cumulative mortality often occurred

within a short time, especially at extremes of salinity (Figs. 5 and 6).

At less harsh salinity conditions, animals often showed some initial mortality,

followed by increased tolerance, which caused leveling off of cumulative mortality

(Fig. 5) as a degree of resistance adaptation was acquired (Kinne, 1970). Often,

a second critical period would then be reached during which cumulative mortality

increased rapidly until LD-100 was reached.

When salinity transitions are less abrupt than those employed in the present

study, the nature of the response surfaces may be altered. For example, broad but

gradual changes in salinity may postpone time to LD-50. A postponement of LD-
50 was noted when animals were acclimated for four days to IS%C before being
transferred to 5% (Figs. 5 and 6). Note that LD-100 was nevertheless reached

in both cases.

Cumulative mortality at 48 and 96 hours

Tolerance estimates for adult specimens of P. longicarpus have been somewhat

arbitrarily based on cumulative mortality at 96 hours. A somewhat shorter time

period might have been chosen, since most of the mortality usually occurred by
48 hours. For hermits from either population, areas of temperature and salinity

enclosed by a 20% cumulative mortality isopleth were only slightly more com-

pressed at the end of 96 hours. In experiments with a shrimp, Penacus aztecus,

Zein-Eldin and Aldrich (1965) demonstrated that it showed a degree of tolerance

only slightly less over periods of 28 days when compared to 24 hours.

DISCUSSION

Roberts' (1971) estimates of salinity tolerance in the larval stages of P.

longicarpus cover a period from hatching through the megalopa stage. When sup-

plemented by estimates of adult tolerance proposed in the present study, they allow

prediction of an optimum salinity range for most life-history stages. Ovigerous
females used in Roberts' study were collected from a beach at Gloucester Point.

Virginia. Larvae were hatched and maintained at 20 C in water of 20%o, and

development at the same temperature followed at 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30%e.

FIGURE 6. Cumulative per cent mortality of Hereford hermits acclimated to a normal

habitat salinity of 30%<, by 96 hours at 15 C. Only those salinities in which mortality occurred

are plotted (see text) (5.0a = acute transfer to 5.0%c
;

5.0b = 96-hour acclimation to 15%

before transfer to 5.0%c ).
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Roberts concluded that tolerance of reduced salinity is the same for all fourj

zoeal stages, and slightly less for the megalopae. Over a salinity range from 18.0-

30.5'/( ( , there were no significant differences in either zoeal mortality, hatching
time, or intermolt duration. In comparison, over a 15-36/^o salinity range, normal-

acclimated Cape Shore adults are estimated to show less than 10% mortality in a

96-hour period (Fig. 1). Hereford adults acclimated to the same low salinity

show 10% mortality over a nearly equivalent \7-36%c range (Fig. 4). If Virginia
adults behave similarly, optimum salinity range at 20 C for adult specimens of

P. longicarpus is apparently somewhat wider than optimum larval range. Larval

development should be followed at salinities above 30'v'r, however, as this is an un-

likely upper limit.

In the preceding discussion, one candidly assumed that tolerance of Virginia
larvae could be compared with New Jersey adults acclimated to the same salinity.

However, in the present study, adults from two New Jersey populations were

acclimated for two weeks to the same salinity, and tolerances were not identical.

If the physiological basis for differential survival between adult Hereford and

Cape Shore populations resided solely in the different natural-acclimation salinities

of 22/^c and 30%c, equivalent acclimations would be expected to produce identical

temperature-salinity tolerance. However, since acclimation of both populations
to the same salinity consistently produced tolerance intermediate to that of

natural-acclimated populations, more complex interactions or intraspecific physi-

ological differences may determine tolerance.

The Cape Shore hermits inhabit a more extensive network of shallow flats

and bars than is found at Hereford Inlet. Both temperature and salinity are more
variable here. Proximity to fresh water sources influences salinity variation, while

the shallow nature of the area can permit summer temperatures to rise above

those of the more ocean-buffered system at Hereford Inlet. Water temperature

may vary as much as 5 C during a summer tidal cycle (Hendler and Franz.

1971). In winter, Cape Shore crabs may experience lower temperatures since

at least some are known to remain in the intertidal zone under winter conditions.

In contrast, the Hereford population migrated completely out of the intertidal

area, so that by January, none remained on exposed flats.

Because Cape Shore crabs are presumably subjected to seasonally wider

extremes of temperature, a degree of selection for temperature resistant forms may
occur in this population. Unless high temperature tolerance is normally present

in a population, however, laboratory acclimation to a low salinity apparently will

not increase temperature tolerance. In populations of Hereford crabs acclimated

to 22%c, temperature tolerance was not markedly elevated.

Salinity-dependent temperature tolerance exhibited by Cape Shore crabs may
derive from osmotic considerations. Crabs naturally-acclimated to low salinities,

when subjected to higher than normal salinity acclimation stress, may be spending

energy in hyporegulating, which makes them more susceptible to temperature stress.

In support of this suggestion, preliminary unpublished investigations by one of

us (D. C. B.) do indicate a narrow range of active osmoregulation in P. longi-

carpus. Blood of adults acclimated to 30%e was demonstrably hypotonic in en-

vironmental salinities between 30 and 40% .
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Crabs acclimated to high salinity may find low salinity environments equally
deleterious. Larvae reared at 20r

/(C and then placed into lO'/{ ( showed significantly

greater mortality than those placed into 30% c (Roberts, 1971). Adults responded
similarly. P. longicarpus increased its oxygen consumption in low salinities at a

temperature of about 27 C (Nagabhushanam and Sarojini, 1965). This was

interpreted as an increase in osmoregulatory work, although alternative explana-
tions are possible, e.g., increased locomotor activity (Lockwood, 1967, page 150), or

scaphognathite activity. A European hermit crab, Eupagurus bcrnhardns, showed

15.4$;. swelling when subjected for one hour to a hypotonic environment. Swelling
was subsequently relieved by increased rates of urine production (Davenport, 1972).

The response surfaces of P. longicarpus can be compared with those fitted

for another decapod. Haefner (1969) used twelve different combinations of

temperature and salinity to generate a response surface for the sand shrimp,

Crangon septemspinosa. This species inhabits estuarine environments similar to

those of P. longicarpus, and in fact, may be collected in the intertidal zone at the

Cape Shore and Hereford Inlet. Price (1962) collected this shrimp throughout
Delaware Bay in salinities which ranged from 4.4 to 3\A%c. Response surface

isopleths show quite similar elongation and distribution, and salinity exerts a

greater effect on tolerance than does temperature. As with P. longicarpus, lower
or higher temperatures reduce the salinity range in which maximum survival can
be expected.

Although a multifactor analysis was designed to study tolerance of Crangon,
shrimp were collected from only a single geographical area out of the total species

range, and no changes in acclimation salinity were attempted. As the present study-
has illustrated, estimates of tolerance made independently of acclimation work may
be of limited value, and response surface models generated from such preliminary
data should probably be applied only to populations naturally-acclimated to similar

salinities.

We are indebted to P. H. Sutter, R. S. Lehman, and W. F. Tyndall, who aided

in compiling and editing the computer program for fitting the response surface.

We appreciate the comments of P. A. Haefner, Jr., on an early draft of the manu-

script, and of J. M. Teal, who critically reviewed the final draft.

SUMMARY

1. A hermit crab, Pagiirns longicarpus Say, was collected from two sites in

southern New Jersey at approximately the same latitude but on different sides of

the Cape May peninsula. Those from Hereford Inlet lived in mean salinity of ZQ%c,
and Delaware Bay Cape Shore hermits lived in 20%o.

2. Adults from both populations were acclimated for two weeks to 22% o and

30/ and were then subjected to 20-36 combinations of temperature and salinity.

Cumulative mortality after 96 hours was used to fit response surfaces for esti-

mating tolerance.

3. Hereford and Cape Shore populations differed in temperature-salinity toler-

ance. Cape Shore crabs showed wider temperature tolerance than identically-
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acclimated Hereford crabs, while the latter survived greater variation in salinity.

Apparently, different acclimation salinities are not alone sufficient to explain
differential tolerance.

4. Salinity tolerance of adults from New Jersey is compared with tolerance of

zoeae and megalopae from previous studies in Virginia. At 20 C, zoeal salinity

tolerance is identical from 18.0-30. 5%c. At the same temperature, estimated optimal

salinity range for adults is 15-36%e.
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LATITUDINAL EFFECTS ON METABOLIC RATES IN THE FROG,
ACRIS CREPITANS: SEASONAL COMPARISONS

DONALD G. DUNLAP
Department of Biology, University of South Dakota, Fennlllion, South Dakota 57069

In his review of latitudinal effects on the physiological properties of animal

populations, Vernberg (1962) points out that a variety of physiological differences

occur among latitudinally separated populations of some species. The differences

are of considerable interest both to the comparative physiologist and to the ecolo-

gist, since they provide insight into the relative roles of longer term genetic

changes in populations versus shorter term physiological changes of organisms in

their adaptation to varying climatic regimes. Differences in whole body oxygen
consumption which are apparently genetically fixed have been reported fo$;

a

variety of organisms. Where these differences have been reported, they are

such as to suggest that latitudinal compensation in metabolism for temperature
occurs. In general, northern populations have a higher rate of oxygen consump-
tion than southern populations of the same or related species when determined
over a wide range of temperatures (Bullock, 1955 ; Prosser, 1955 ; Vernberg, 1962;
Tashian and Ray, 1957; Hutchison, Whitford and Kohl, 1968).

Several investigators have compared the metabolic rates of latitudinally sepa-
rated populations of the same species of anuran. Tashian and Ray (1957) com-

pared northern and southern subspecies of Bufo boreas and found no significant dif-

ferences between them. Jameson, Taylor and Montjoy (1970) however, report
a great deal of variability in metabolic rates among populations of the frog, Hyla
regilla. Dunlap (1972) reports that for warm acclimated Acris crepitans, South
Dakota frogs have higher metabolic rates at low temperatures than do Texas frogs.

When comparing latitudinally separate populations one would hope to dis-

tinguish between short-term, environmentally induced variations in metabolic

patterns and those that are genetically determined. However, the occurrence of

marked seasonal changes in the metabolic rates of intact frogs which has been

reported for a number of species, e.g., Rana fusca (Krogh, 1904) ; R. esculenta

( Stangenberg, 1955) ; R. pipiens (Fromm and Johnson, 1955) ; R. temporaria

(Dolk and Postma, 1927) ; Acris crepitans (Dunlap, 1969) ; Hyla regilla

(Jameson et al., 1970), can complicate the interpretation of comparative studies.

That these changes are not due to short-term thermal acclimation to seasonal

differences in temperature is evidenced by the fact that recent investigators who
have reported the seasonal changes have compared animals acclimated at the same

temperatures (Stangenberg, 1955; Dunlap, 1969; Jameson et al., 1970).

There is little organized information available on the latitudinal effects on seasonal

shifts in metabolic rates. However, in many Amphibia, including Acris crepitans,
southern populations have a longer breeding season and a shorter period of dorm-

ancy than more northern populations (Stebbins, 1951). If the seasonal metabolic

changes are related to the periods of reproduction and dormancy, one could

103
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expect that the seasonal metabolic cycles of latitudinally separated populations
would be out of phase with each other. When thermally acclimated samples of

latitudinally separated populations are compared at some point in time and differ-

ences found, one cannot determine whether the observed differences are due to

differences in the genotypes of the populations or simply to the comparison of two

non-homologous points in a seasonal metabolic cycle in the acclimatized (scnsu

Prosser, 1958) populations. Conversely, the seasonal differences could conceivably
mask genetically controlled differences between the populations.

Consequently, in view of the paucity of information concerning latitudinal

effects and latitudinal-seasonal interactions on the metabolic rates of anurans, a

comparison was made of the seasonal changes in the metabolic rates of acclimated

cricket frogs from two latitudinally widely separated populations. The results

were then compared with information on seasonal activities and environmental

and body temperatures to see if there were correlations between metabolic patterns
and the environmental temperatures which the frogs normally encounter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples of cricket frogs were collected near Vermillion, South Dakota (Lati-
tude 42 48' N; elevation 1220 ft) and Austin, Texas (Latitude 30 18' N;
elevation 615 ft). Vermillion lies approximately 870 miles north of Austin.

Frogs from South Dakota were collected at intervals between April and

early November, 1967 (Fig. 1), one to two days prior to placing them in the

acclimation chambers. Texas frogs were collected at intervals between October
and December, 1968, and between early April and early July, 1969 (Fig. 2).

The Texas frogs were shipped to Vermillion via air express and were placed in

the acclimation chambers upon arrival.

Groups of frogs were acclimated in the dark for 5-7 days (Dunlap, 1969) at

temperatures of 5, 15 or 25 1 C. They were maintained in loosely covered

glass jars and had access to free water but were not fed during the course of

acclimation.

Oxygen consumption was measured at 15 C for individual frogs using a re-

frigerated Gilson differential microrespirometer equipped with 100 ml flasks.

Each flask received 5 ml deionized water in the animal chamber and carbon

dioxide was absorbed by 1.5 ml of 20% KOH placed in the side arm. The
flasks were equilibrated for 30 min and readings were taken every 15 min for 2 hr.

Stability was routinely monitored by the insertion of a blank specimen vessel.

Metabolic rates are given as fA/g per hr STP of oxygen and are based on

the average hourly uptake over the 2 hr period. These can best be considered as

routine rates in the sense of Fry (1957) inasmuch as there was no control of

spontaneous locomotor activity during the 2 hr period of determination (Dunlap,

1971).
Animals collected at a particular time from each locality were assigned to the

three acclimation temperatures on a random basis with the restrictions that there

should be approximately equal proportions of males and females and equal propor-
tions of three arbitrarily assigned size classes within each acclimation group. I

was, however, unable to control size variation between samples taken at different

times of the year. Furthermore, South Dakota frogs averaged considerably larger
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(1.27 g) than the Texas frogs (0.90 g). Consequently, comparisons between

samples from different times of the year or between samples from the two
localities were made by direct comparison of metabolism-body weight regression
lines following a log-log transformation of the data. The statistical techniques
used in the analyses are from Li (1957) and Ostle (1963).

so -

1 April 1 May 1 June 1 July JSJuly lOct 1 Nov

FIGURE 1. The three lower curves represent routine oxygen consumption in Acris crcf>itans

from South Dakota at various times of the year determined at 15 C following acclimation of

the frogs at 5, 15 and 25 C. Each point on the graph represents the predicted mean metabolic

rate for frogs weighing 1.25 grams. The vertical lines represent the 95% confidence inter-

vals for the predicted means. Symbols representing the acclimation temperatures are 5 C
(filled circle); 15 C (filled triangle); 25 C (open circle). The upper pair of lines

represent the mean maximum monthly temperatures (open square) and the mean minimum

monthly temperatures (filled square) at Vermillion, S. D.

RESULTS

Mean metabolic rates of specimens of Acris crepitans acclimated at 5, 15 or

25 C and determined at 15 C at different times of the year are shown in Figures
1 and 2. With the exception of the mean metabolic rate of frogs acclimated at

25 C and determined on 6 November, which rate is based on only two animals,

the means for the South Dakota frogs (Fig. 1) are based on samples of 5-7 ani-

mals. In all, these data are based on a total of 121 different frogs. The means
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for the Texas speciments of Acris (Fig. 2) are based on 6-8 frogs except for

the animals acclimated at 5 C and determined 8 April, 29 April, 4 October and

1 November which means are based on samples of 45 frogs. The Texas data are

based on a total of 117 animals.

Since there was marked variation in the mean body weight of samples of frogs

collected at different seasons, the mean metabolic rates shown in Figures 1 and 2

are corrected for body weight. The values for the South Dakota frogs shown in

Figure 1 are calculated for frogs of 1.25 g body weight; for the Texas frogs the

50

1 April 1 May 1 June 1 July 25 July 1 Oct 1 Nov 1 Doc

FIGURE 2. The three lower curves represent routine oxygen consumption in Acris

crepitans from Texas at various times of the year determined at 15 C following acclimation of

the frogs at 5, 15 and 25 C. Each point on the graph represents the predicted mean
metabolic rate for frogs weighing 1.0 grams. The vertical lines represent the 95% con-

fidence intervals for the predicated means. The upper pair of lines represent the mean
maximum and mean minimum monthly temperatures at Austin, Texas. Symbols are as in

Figure 1.

corrected means are for frogs of 1.00 g body weight. The 95% confidence inter-

vals of the means are also shown in Figures 1 and 2. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the variation in the width of the confidence intervals is due not only
to the variation among variances of the samples but also to the variable sample
size and to seasonal differences in the degree of deviation of mean body weights
of the samples from the overall mean.

Acclimation effects

While there were marked differences in mean body size among samples col-

lected on different dates, on any one date the samples were stratified with respect
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to body weight and sex. Consequently, Student's t-values were calculated for all

pairs of means on any one sample date. The results are shown in Table I. As

may be seen, there is no statistically significant difference between the means of

samples acclimated at 5 and 15 C (P > 0.05) on any date for either the South

Dakota or Texas series.

No significant differences were found among the means of the three acclimation

groups from October into December (P > 0.05) except for Texas frogs acclimated

at 25 and 5 C in November (P < 0.05).

TABLE I

Student's t-ialues comparing the mean metabolic rates of samples of Acris crepitans from South Dakota

and Texas which had been acclimated at 5, 15 and 25 C and determined at 15 Con the dates

indicated. The degrees of freedom for each calculated t-i'alue is

enclosed in parentJieses.
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transformation of the data and were compared. The initial hypothesis being tested

is that one regression line can he used for all seven sets of seasonal data (Ostle,

1963). If the hypothesis is rejected, the hypothesis of equality of the slopes

(regression coefficients) of the lines is tested. If the latter hypothesis is accepted,

the adjusted means of the sample can be compared using an analysis of covariance.

The results of these tests are shown in Table II. As may be seen, only in the

series of Texas samples acclimated at 5 C can all seven sets of data be represented

by one regression line (P > 0.25). Hence, this series of samples shows no

statistically significant seasonally related changes in metabolic rate. In all the

other sets, the hypothesis of one regression line being adequate for all is rejected

TABLE II

Comparison of the regression lines of routine metabolic rate for samples of Acris crepitans acclimated

at 5, 15 and 25 C and determined at 15 C at different times of the year. For the Texas frogs,

the samples being compared for each acclimation temperature were determined on

8 April, 29 April, 31 May, 20 July, 4 Oct., 1 Nov. and 3 Dec. For the South

Dakota frogs the dates are 16 April, 7 May, 27 May, 24 July,
2 Oct., 18 Oct. and 6 Nov.

Locality
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In the South Dakota series of frogs which had he-en acclimated at 5 C, the

mean metabolic rates of the samples of 2 and IS October were significantly dif-

ferent from (P < 0.05) and higher than those of all the others with the exception
of the sample of 27 May. For the frogs acclimated at 15 C, the mean rates of the

2 October and the 27 May samples were significantly different from (P < 0.05)

and higher than those of samples determined on 18 October and 27 July, but were

not significantly different from the other samples. For frogs acclimated at 25 C,

the mean metabolic rates of the samples of 16 April and 7 May were significantly-

different from (P < 0.05) and higher than than those of any of the other samples

except that of 2 October. The mean rate of the latter sample, in turn, was sig-

nificantly different from (P < 0.05) and higher than those of the samples of 18

October and 6 November but did not differ significantly from the samples of 27

May and 24 July (P > 0.05).

Locality effects

Comparisons of metabolism-body weight regression equations calculated fol-

lowing a log-log transformation of the data were made for Texas and South

Dakota samples of Acris acclimated and determined at approximately the same time

of year. Samples were compared for the following six dates ; the first date in

each case represents the Texas sample : 8, 16 April ; 29 April, 7 May ; 31, 27 May ;

20, 24 July; 4, 2 October; 1, 6 November. Since the metabolic rates of frogs

acclimated at 5 and 15 C and determined at any one time were not significantly

different from each other for either the Texas or South Dakota animals, the

regression lines of the four sets of samples (5 and 15 C acclimated frogs from

both Texas and South Dakota) from each of the dates were compared. In none

of the comparisons could the hypothesis, that one regression line can be used

for all four samples be rejected (P > 0.05). In only two of the sets was P <
0.10. These were the October comparisons in which the South Dakota samples
tend to have a higher metabolic rate (120 /xl/g per hr ) than the Texas samples

(100 //1/g per hr) and the November samples in which the metabolic rates of frogs

from both localities average somewhat lower when acclimated at 5 C than when

acclimated at 15 C. No significant differences between the regression lines were

found for the 25 C acclimated frogs in the 8, 16 April (P > 0.10) ; 31, 27 May
(P > 0.25) or 1, 6 November (P > 0.25) samples. The warm acclimated Texas

and South Dakota samples were significantly different for the 29 April, 7 May
(P < 0.0005), July (P < 0.025) and October (P < 0.05) comparisons with the

mean metabolic rates of the South Dakota samples being the higher.

Metabolic rates oj Texas frogs determined at 25 C

Early April, late April and early December samples of Texas frogs which

had been acclimated at 5, 15 and 25 C were determined at 25 C as well as at

15 C and the means of the different acclimation groups on each determination

date were compared using Student's t-test. The mean metabolic rate for each

treatment of samples determined at both 15 and 25 C is shown in Figure 3.

The purpose of the determinations at 25 C was to provide additional informa-

tion on possible seasonally related changes in acclimation pattern and Qi values
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of the frogs. As was shown earlier (Table I), statistically significant acclimation

effects are apparent in April frogs when the metabolic rates are determined at 15 C.

At that temperature frogs acclimated at both 5 and 15 C are significantly different

from frogs acclimated at 25 C but not from each other. However, when both sets

of April samples are determined at 25 C, only the frogs acclimated at 5 C
differ significantly from the 25 C frogs (P < 0.02). The metabolic rates of frogs

acclimated at 15 C do not differ significantly from either the 5 or the 25 C

samples (P > 0.10). As was true for the frogs determined at 15 C, no significant

acclimation effects can be demonstrated for the December samples determined at
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FIGURE 3. Routine oxygen consumption in Acris crepitans from Texas on three different

sampling dates determined at IS and 25 C following acclimation at 5, 15 and 25 C. Deter-

minations were made on April 8-9 (a); April 29-30 (b) ;
December 3-7 (c). Each point

on the graph represents the mean metabolic rate of six frogs at the indicated determination

temperature. Symbols are as in Figure 1.

25 C (P > 0.10) although the metabolic rates of the frogs acclimated at 25 C
average higher than those acclimated at 5 or 15 C. Thus the pronounced inverse

compensation shown at lower determination temperature is replaced by either a

weak or no acclimation effect at 25 C.

Q 10 values for the acutely measured- rate-temperature (R-T) curves between

15 and 25 C shown in Figure 3 fall into three groups: low (1.1) for the 25 C
frogs on 8-9 April; intermediate (1.5-1.6) for all three acclimation groups in

December and the 15 C frogs in early April; and high (2.1-2.4) for all acclimation

groups on 29-30 April and the 5 C frogs on 8-9 April. The 29-30 April values

agree with July samples (Dunlap, 1972) in having Q 10 values of greater than 2.0

between 15 and 25 C. Thus the Q 10 values between 15 and 25 C for the

acutely measured R-T curves tend to be relatively uniform and high for the

late April and July frogs, uniform and intermediate for the December frogs and
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variable for the early April frogs. In the latter series, the Qio values are inversely

proportional to the acclimation temperature with the Qi<> value of the warm ac-

climated frogs approximating 1.0. The OK, values for the acclimated R-T curves

between 15 and 25 C tend to be higher than those of the corresponding acute

curves, averaging 2.8 in late April and July and 1.8 in early April and December.

DISCUSSION

Although the seasonal metabolic cycles of the two populations differ in detail,

they do share a number of features in common. On any one date at each locality,

no statistically significant differences could be demonstrated between the frogs ac-

climated at 5 and those acclimated at 15 C when both were determined at 15 C.

Furthermore, the metabolic rates of frogs from Texas and South Dakota which

had been acclimated at 5 and 15 C were statistically indistinguishable when
measured at about the same time of year. The timing of the two small metabolic

peaks on the seasonal curves for the 5 and 15 C frogs (Fig. 1 and 2) in late

May and early October is similar for the two populations. For both populations,
the metabolic rates of the warm acclimated spring and summer animals are

higher than those of the frogs acclimated at 5 and 15 C when all are determined

at 15 C. Consequently, the pattern of inverse compensation at 15 C reported
for Acris in earlier papers (Dunlap, 1969, 1971 and 1972) persists throughout much
of the spring and summer at both localities. Both populations also exhibit a pro-
nounced early (8 April, Texas or 16 April, 7 May, South Dakota) spring peak
in the metabolic rates of warm acclimated frogs.

Although there are no clearcut differences in the metabolic rates of the two

populations for frogs acclimated at 5 and 15 C, the rates of warm ac-

climated frogs average higher for South Dakota frogs than for Texas animals.

From late May to October for the South Dakota frogs and from late April to

November for the Texas frogs, the metabolic rates of the warm acclimated frogs
are essentially uniform averaging about 160 /xl O2/g per hr for the South Dakota

frogs and about 110
/*,!
O2/g per hr for the Texas frogs. Earlier in the spring, how-

ever, rates are higher, averaging about 210 (A O2/g per hr for the South Dakota

frogs and 180 /j\ O2/g per hr for the Texas animals. In the autumn, the metabolic

rates of the Texas frogs remain constant or perhaps increase slightly. In the South

Dakota frogs, on the other hand, the metabolic rates of all the samples decrease

markedly after early October. The decrease is especially pronounced for the

warm-acclimated animals and by late October and early November the metabolic

rates reach the lowest levels found in this study. Although data are not available

for the winter months, the pattern suggests that the metabolic rates of the warm
acclimated Texas frogs may increase during the winter, reaching a peak in or

prior to early April. In the South Dakota animals, the metabolic rates of all three

acclimation groups may continue to drop through November. Dunlap (1969) re-

ported very low rates of metabolic activity in both warm and cold acclimated

South Dakota Acris in early April. This suggests that in winter the frogs main-

tain low metabolic rates even at moderate temperatures, then, after emerging
from hibernation "switch" to a higher metabolic level as found by 16 April in

this study.
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Precht (1958) points out that the many documented cases of seasonal and

latitudinal variation in metabolic rates as well as short-term acclimation in these

rates are apparently adaptive. He suggests that their biological significance lies in

their enabling the same animal at different times, or populations in different locali-

ties, to at least partially stabilize the rates of vital functions largely independent
of environmental temperature. In view of the evidence presented by Precht and

many others, it seems reasonable to expect that the clearcut seasonally related

changes in the rates of oxygen consumption in Acris and the consistent differences

between the populations of Acris are adaptive. Consequently, we shall examine

the available information with respect to seasonal temperature trends and the

relations between body and ambient temperature in natural populations of Acris

to see whether they show any consistent relationship to the metabolic data

presented in this paper.

One of the striking features of the metabolic rate-time of year curves shown
in Figures 1 and 2 is the consistently higher metabolic rates of frogs acclimated

at 25 C as compared to those acclimated at the lower temperatures throughout
the spring and summer. In the fall of the year the pattern changes with ac-

climation effects becoming much less pronounced. Consequently, before we can

understand what significance these metabolic rate-temperature relationships have

for field populations, we need to know when the frogs are most likely to be

warm acclimated and when they are likely to be cold acclimated. To gain an insight

into this problem we need information (1) on the normal local variations in the

temperatures to which the frogs are subjected, (2) on the thermo-regulatory
abilities of Acris under varying temperature regimes, and (3) on the temperatures
to which the frogs acclimate when subjected to daily thermoperiods in body

temperature.

Information on the first point is provided in Figures 1 and 2. These

figures show, in addition to the metabolic rates, the mean daily maximum and

minimum temperatures for Vermillion, South Dakota (Spuhler, Lytle and Moe,

1967) and Austin, Texas (Blood, 1960) for each month for which metabolic data

are available.

Fitch (1956) and Brattstrom (1963) have presented data which are pertinent
to the second point. They show that the body temperature of Acris fluctuates

less, both seasonally and daily, than might be expected on the basis of environmental

temperatures alone. Fitch reported that, for Kansas Acris, over half of the body

temperatures of 102 frogs recorded throughout the year were between 28.0 and

31.7 C. On cool sunny days he found that a frog's temperature may exceed air

temperature by 10 C or more. In warm weather, they basked less and were

usually nearer air temperature. Brattstrom, using his own and Fitch's data, is in

general agreement with Fitch and adds information concerning nocturnal thermo-

regulation. In summary, their data suggest that on sunny days in spring and

autumn when maximum air temperatures reach or exceed 15 C, basking tem-

peratures of 25 C or more may be attained. Throughout much of the spring and

summer basking temperatures of 25-30 C are common and at night, body tem-

peratures drop to levels that, on the average, lie between ambient air temperature

and water temperature.
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Information relating to the third point, i.e., the temperature to which the

frogs acclimate when subjected to a variable thermal environment, is provided by
several investigators. Heath (1963) working on the fish, Salmo clarki, and
Hutchison and Ferrance (1970) and Seibel (1970) working on the frog, Rana

pipcns, reported that when the animals were subjected to a daily thermo-period,
the critical thermal maximum acclimated to the maximum temperature during the

period. Consequently, it seems reasonable to expect that the same relationship may
apply with respect to acclimation in metabolic rates in Acris.

Based on the above information we will assume that Acris acclimates to the

basking body temperature rather than the lower body temperatures found at night
and that in sunny weather whenever air temperatures reach or exceed 15 C,

basking temperatures of 25 C or more may be attained. Consequently, as may
be seen from the curves for the mean maximum daily temperatures (Figs. 1 and

2), Texas frogs could, on the average, be expected to be warm acclimated

throughout the period from early April to October and also during periods of

clear, sunny weather later in the season. The South Dakota frogs would usually
be warm acclimated from early June to September and, in clear weather, from

April into October. If this admittedly simplified analysis is at all accurate then

the curves of the warm acclimated frogs are ecologically the most meaningful of

the curves throughout much of the study period.

Dunlap (1972) has presented evidence for a zone of metabolic insensitivity to

temperature on the acutely measured metabolic rate-temperature (R-T) curves for

warm-acclimated Acris from Texas and South Dakota. This zone extends be-

tween body temperatures of 15-25 C for South Dakota frogs and between 20-

30 C for Texas frogs in July. The mean minimum daily temperature for July
for each locality lies within the range of temperatures for which metabolic stability

can be maintained. Conseqeuntly, it was suggested that this R-T pattern, together
with the thermoregulatory ability of Acris, reflects an adaptation enabling the

frogs to maintain high and constant metabolic rates even in the face of rather

wide ranges in environmental temperature between night and day and from day
to day. It was further suggested that each population was adapted to the range
of temperature, particularly the normal minimal temperature the frogs are ex-

posed to during the daily temperature cycle. This was suggested not only by
the shift of the metabolic plateau in South Dakota frogs some 5 C to the left

relative to that of the Texas frogs, but also by the fact that the entire warm ac-

climated R-T curve extending between 5 and 35 C was so shifted. Consequently,
Texas frogs which were acclimated and determined at 15 C had uptakes that

were lower than those of South Dakota frogs determined at 15 C but similar to

those of warm acclimated South Dakota frogs determined at 10 C. Similarly.

South Dakota frogs determined at 15 C had uptakes that were similar to those

of Texas frogs determined at 20 C.

The data presented in the present paper show that, for warm acclimated frogs,

the oxygen uptake at 15 C averages about 50 /A/g per hr greater for the South

Dakota frogs than for the Texas frogs from late May to early October. Through-
out the bulk of this period, mean minimal daily temperatures lie near or above

20 C on a monthly basis for Austin and near or above 15 C for Vermillion. As
seen earlier, the South Dakota frogs at 15 C have metabolic rates similar to those
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of Texas frogs at 20 C. This, together with the insensitivity of the metabolic

rates to temperature over a wide temperature range above 15 C (South Dakota)
or above 20 C (Texas), would result in the metabolic rates -of the two populations

being about the same throughout the late spring and summer in spite of the lower

average temperatures to which the South Dakota populations are exposed.
Marked seasonal changes in the metabolic rates of intact frogs of several species

of Rana (Krogh, 1904; Dolk and Postma, 1927; Stangenberg, 1955; and Fromm
and Johnson, 1955) and in Acris crcpitans (Dunlap, 1969) have been reported.
The seasonal changes frequently include a period in the spring when metabolic

rates are considerably higher than at other seasons. This period of high oxygen
consumption has usually been considered to be related to an increase in activity

associated with the spawning season. However, reproductive activity alone is

insufficient to account for the early spring peaks in metabolic rates in Acris. The

peak in breeding activities in both populations occurs after the early spring
metabolic peak when metabolic rates have dropped to the summer levels. In

South Dakota for example, the metabolic rates are high in late April and early May
but have dropped to the summer levels by the end of May. In this area, male

Acris frequently begin calling by the middle of May, but the major breeding
choruses are found in later May and in June (Dunlap, personal observations). In

the Texas frogs, high metabolic rates were found in early April but by the end of

April the rates had dropped to summer levels. Near Austin, Texas, although

chorusing may begin in late January or February, the first records of amplexus
were not found until the middle of March and breeding may continue at intervals

throughout the summer (Blair, 1961).

An alternative explanation for the early spring metabolic peak in Acris crcpitans
is that it simply represents another example of metabolic compensation for tempera-
ture. This results in the maintenance of the metabolic rates of early spring ani-

mals at summer levels even though environmental temperatures, and presumably

body temperatures, are below summer levels.

As was pointed out earlier (Dunlap, 1972), metabolic rates for warm ac-

climated frogs at temperatures of 10 C for the South Dakota and 15 C for the

Texas frogs are approximately the same for the two populations and average
about 50 /*! Oo/g per hr less than the stabilized summer rates. These temperatures
are also about 5 C below the lower threshold temperatures permitting the stabilized

summer rates. If the mean minimal body temperature for active Acris in late

April and early May in South Dakota and in Marcli and early April in Texas

averaged about 10 and 15 C, respectively, then the high rate of oxygen consump-
tion at that time would compensate for the lower temperatures. This is most

readily seen from the Texas seasonal curve (Fig. 2). On that curve, the mean
rate on 8 April determined at 15 C (ISO /xl O2/g per hr) is almost identical to the

July rates between 20-30 C (Dunlap, 1972). Although the mean minimal air

temperature in April is a little less than 15 C, Brattstrom (1963) found that at

night when water temperatures were higher than air temperatures Acris would

thermoregulate by moving alternately between the water and the shore and

consequently body temperatures averaged somewhat above air temperature. The
rates of South Dakota frogs determined at 15 C on 16 April and 7 May are

even higher than the July rates between 15 and 25 C (Dunlap, 1972). This sug-
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gests that the compensation is for a greater than 5 C temperature differential and

indeed, the mean minimal temperature for Vermillion in April is well below 10 C.

Much more information is needed on the ranges of body temperatures that are char-

acteristic of the frogs in early spring before a more accurate analysis can be made.

A possible model for this switch in the metabolic response to temperature exists

in the same apparent mechanism described for the difference in metabolic re-

sponses between northern and southern populations (Dunlap, 1972), i.e., a transla-

tion of the acute R-T curves to the left in the early spring and back toward the

right in summer frogs. Such a change might be mediated by response to photo-

period or perhaps, to a photoperiod-temperature interaction. This interpretation

is supported for the Texas frogs by the data shown in Figure 3. Here it can be

seen that the Qio for warm acclimated frogs is approximately 1.0 between 15 and

25 C in the early April samples while it is over 2.0 in the later April and in the

July samples (Dunlap, 1972). This suggests that the plateau of metabolic in-

sensitivity between 20 and 30 C in the July frogs has been shifted at least 5 C
to the left in the early spring frogs.

In October changes occur in the effects of acclimation on the metabolic rates

of both Texas and South Dakota frogs. The changes, however, are different for

the two populations. During this period the metabolic rates of Texas frogs which

are acclimated at 25 C exhibit little change from the summer rates. However,
the mean metabolic rates of those acclimated at 15 C and, to a lesser extent,

those of frogs acclimated at 5C, rise to levels approximating those of warm
acclimated frogs. In the frogs from South Dakota, there is an increase in the

mean metabolic rates of the frogs acclimated at 5 and 15 C in early October fol-

lowed by a sharp drop in the rates of all acclimation groups to levels approximating
those of cold acclimated spring frogs.

As a result of this change in pattern, the Texas frogs can maintain relatively

high metabolic rates on warm days in the fall and winter regardless of the tem-

perature to which they have previously been acclimated. This metabolic pattern

would seem to be consistent with the activity patterns which have been reported
for Acris in Texas. Thus, Pyburn ( 1958) reported that in the vicinity of Austin,

Texas, Acris is active throughout the year although the number of active frogs
decreases in December and January.

The increase in the metabolic rates of cold acclimated South Dakota Acris

noted in early October may have an adaptive significance similar to that of the

pattern noted in the Texas frogs. That is, it would allow the frogs to be active

on warm autumn days even though they had been cold acclimated. The abrupt drop
in metabolic rates regardless of the acclimation history noted in South Dakota

frogs later in the season may well be related to the conservation of energy reserves

during the period prior to hibernation and during hibernation. The reduction of

metabolic rates in South Dakota Acris in the winter is consistent with the

month period of hibernation in these frogs (Dunlap, 1971).

I wish to thank Mr. Joe Ideker for supplying the Texas frogs used in this

study and Mr. Gerald Polcyn for technical assistance. This investigation was
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initiated under Grant No. GB-5298 from the National Science Foundation and sup-

ported in part by the General Researcli Fund of the University of South Dakota.

SUMMARY

Samples of cricket frogs were collected in South Dakota and Texas at intervals

throughout the spring, summer and autumn and acclimated for 5-7 days at 5, 15

and 25 C. Routine metabolic rates were determined at 15 C for acclimated

frogs from both localities. Sample of Texas frogs collected in early April, late

April and December were determined at 25 C as well.

There were no statistically significant differences between the means of samples
acclimated at 5 and 15 C and determined at 15 C on any date for either the South

Dakota or the Texas frogs. Except for Texas frogs acclimated at 25 and 5 C
in November, no significant differences were found among the means of the

three acclimation groups from either locality from October into December. From

April through July, with the exception of the Texas samples of 31 May, the frogs
from both localities which were acclimated at 25 C had metabolic rates which were

consistently higher than and significantly different from frogs acclimated at either

5 or 15 C.

When frogs which had been collected at different times of the year and ac-

climated at the same temperature were compared, significant seasonal effects were
found in all series except the Texas frogs acclimated at 5 C. Several pronounced

seasonally related patterns were found. Low metabolic peaks were found in the 5

and 15 C acclimated frogs in late May and early October in both Texas and

South Dakota frogs. In the South Dakota frogs acclimated at 25 C, the meta-

bolic rates were highest in April and early May. The rates dropped somewhat in

late May and remained fairly uniform until early October. In later October and
November the metabolic rates of the warm acclimated frogs from South Dakota
reached the lowest levels of the year. In the Texas frogs acclimated at 25 C and

determined at 15 C, rates were highest in early April, dropped off by early May
and remained fairly uniform into November. There was an indication of a slight

increase in the metabolic rates of the warm acclimated frogs in December.

The metabolic rates of Texas and South Dakota frogs with the same acclima-

tion history were compared at approximately the same time of year. In no case

were there significant differences attributable to locality for frogs acclimated at

either 5 and 15 C. For frogs acclimated at 25 C, the mean metabolic rates of

the South Dakota frogs were consistently higher than those of seasonally com-

parable Texas frogs from April to October and showed statistically significant

differences for the 29 April-7 May, July and October comparisons.
For the Texas frogs, the presence of inverse acclimation shown in the April

frogs at 15 C with the warm acclimated animals having higher metabolic rates

than those acclimated at 5 or 15 C, is replaced by either a weak or no acclimation

effect at 25 C.

The results of this study suggest that the pattern of inverse compensation at

15 C reported for Acris in earlier papers persists throughout much of the spring

and summer in both the South Dakota and the Texas populations. The data

further demonstrate the tendency for the metabolic rates of warm acclimated
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frogs from South Dakota to be higher at determination temperatures of about

15 C than comparable rates in Texas frogs. The seasonally related differences in

the metabolic rates and also the differences in the metabolic rates of frogs from

the two localities are interpreted in terms of published data on body temperature-
environmental temperature relationships in Acris and with published climatological
data. The data are considered to be consistent with the hypothesis of the role of

metabolic patterns in the maintenance of metabolic stability in thermally instable

environments.
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GROWTH RATE, LONGEVITY AND MAXIMUM SIZE
OF MACOMA BALTH1CA (L.)

MARY ANN GILBERT 1
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Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Macoma balthica (Linnaeus, 1758) has long been recognized as a dominant

species in marine bottom communities ringing the boreal North Atlantic Sea and
in the Arctic Seas (Thorson, 1957). Coan (1971) has recently synonymized
Tellina inconspicua Broderip and Sowerby with M . balthica extending the range
of this taxon into the North Pacific as far south as San Francisco Bay. Here the

species is less dominant due probably to the very large number of other Macoma
species in this region. Such an unusually extensive geographic range affords a

rare opportunity to study the way one species adapts to widely varying climatic

conditions.

A wealth of material on fundamental aspects of the life history of M. balthica

has appeared over the past decade correcting a previous paucity of information.

Two of these aspects, its growth rate and longevity, have been found to vary

widely. Most workers (Vogel, 1959; Segerstrale, 1960; Lavoie, Tremblay and

Filteau, 1968; Lammens, 1967; Semenova, 1970; R. H. Green, in preparation)
have used annual rings produced by a cessation of growth during the winter to

determine age and growth rate. In populations from Massachusetts to Chesapeake

Bay, however, these bivalves do not display these rings (McErlean, personal com-

munication). Neither can the difference in successive modes in size-frequency dis-

tributions be used to age these animals, because there are usually only two peaks-

young of the year and adults. Since rates vary widely, I studied a population
of this species at Rand Harbor, Falmouth, Massachusetts to determine growth
rate and longevity in a southern population.

METHODS

Sixty specimens of M. balthica ranging from 6 to 25 mm in length were

measured to the nearest 0.1 mm using vernier calipers and tagged with numbered

squares of adhesive tape glued to the left valve with a drop of fast-drying jeweler's

cement. The India-ink numbers were protected by a coat of clear nail polish.

The bivalves were then released (March 16, 1970) into a large wooden box

(38 X 58 X 13 cm) filled with native sediment and placed flush with the sediment

surface at one foot below mean low water (MLW) in Rand Harbor. The box

was removed seasonally (May 21, August 13, November 27, 1970 and March 31,

1971), and the tagged animals were carefully screened from the sediment, measured

and replaced within 12 hours.

Since variation in biomass/m
2

at a particular site may cause differences in

growth rate, both the natural density and size distribution of M. balthica were

1 Present address : Department of Biology, Colby College, Waterville, Maine 04901.
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examined at Rand Harbor. In October 1969 nine samples 62.5 cm 2 in area

were taken to 15 cm deptb at each of four stations along a transect extending from

tbe salt marsh to one foot below MLW. All specimens of M. bafthica were sieved

from the sediment, counted and measured. Here as elsewhere ( Segerstrale, 1960),
the size distribution was found to vary with water depth, making improbable the

existence of a "usual" size distribution. Therefore animals for this study were

selected so that all lengths found at Rand Harbor in March 1970 would be well

represented. Densities ranged from 184/nr at one foot below MLW to 492/m2

at MLW in October 1969 so the experimental density of 272/m
2 was well within

the natural range for this site.

Macorna balthica burrows deeper as it grows (Lammens, 1967; Gilbert, 1969) ;

spat live in the top 1 mm while the largest adults can live up to 18 cm deep.

Since the box was not this deep, a controlled experiment was run in July 1970 to

determine if this or other factors affected growth. Two sets of 12 bivalves of equal

length (x 1 s.d. -- 11.7 2.1 mm ; 11.9 2.1 mm ; t22 = 0.233) were tagged as

above. One set was released in a small box (38 X 28 X 13 cm) in the manner de-

scribed above and the second in a comparable area of undisturbed sediment marked
off by a bottomless frame (38 X 28 cm). It was hoped that control animals would

resume their normal living position, yet not move beyond the confines of the

frame. Sizes were small and density low so that optimal growth could be observed.

Three weeks later the animals were recovered and measured as above.

The dry-weight biomass and dry shell weight of 14 animals collected at

Rand Harbor on May 11, 1970 and 23 collected at Sagadahoc Bay, Georgetown,
Maine, on January 1, 1972 were determined by carefully removing all flesh from

the shell and drying tissues and shell separately for 24 hours at 70 C. The ani-

mals from Rand Harbor were separated on the basis of gonadal development;

eight had ripe gonads and six had recently spawned. Those from Sagadahoc Bay
had very small gonads if present. The caloric content per ash-free gram of dry-

weight biomass was determined for eight animals from Rand Harbor (four col-

lected on May 11 and four on August 28, 1970) using methods and a calorimeter

described by Phillipson (1964).

RESULTS

In the controlled experiment recovery was low ; nine from the box and six

from under the open frame. This is probably due to two factors : First, evidence

of green crab and Urosalpinx cinerea predation, crushed and bored shells in the

presence of both species, was abundant during this month and, secondly, several

bivalves were probably missed due to the 'difficulty of removing all the sediment

from the area under the open frame to a depth of 15 cm. The mean initial lengths

of the recovered bivalves were still not significantly different (x 1 s.d. = 11.05

0.48 mm; 11.69 0.45 mm; t 13
== 0.179). The mean growth was not sig-

nificantly affected by enclosure but the animals in the open frame grew somewhat

more (open frame x 1 s.d. == 3.7 0.79 mm ;
box x 1 s.d. == 2.4 0.15 mm :

F1>13 ==2.54,n.s.).

Mortality in the year-round study was 15% (n 9) and varied little by

recapture date (Fig. 1, insert). There was no emigration or loss due to predation,
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FIGURE 1. Total annual increase in length of 51 specimens of M. balthica of varying
initial lengths. Dotted lines indicate 95% confidence intervals for the slope. Insert : seasonal

growth as a percentage of the total annual growth ; sample sizes are indicated for each period
of growth (1 = 3/16-5/21/70; 2 = 5/21-8/31/70; 3 = 8/13-11/27/70; 4=11/27/70-3/31/71).

although the bivalves in the neighboring experiment suffered heavy losses. M.
balthica living throughout the year (n = 51) was used in the calculations below.

Although the original number of marked bivalves is low for the mark-and-recapture

method, the ability to recapture every individual at each sampling period resulted

in data comparable to that resulting from studies using free-ranging animals (e.g.

Frank, 1969).
Growth occurs steadily throughout the year except during the summer when

it accelerates sharply (Fig. 1). The summer growth period starts around May,
when this population spawns and evidently ends abruptly at the beginning of

August, when gonadal regeneration begins (Gilbert, unpublished data). The

relationship between initial length (X) and total annual increment (Y) can be

expressed by the equation Y -0.59 X + 12.85 with a 95% confidence interval

for the slope of -0.64 to -0.54 (Fig. 1).

The growth of the 1970 year class in the present study was followed by measur-

ing the small, unmarked specimens of M. balthica first found in the box in August
where they probably settled as spat. The wide size range (3.4-7.4 mm) of these

juveniles in August suggests that spatfall occurs from May into the summer.

They were returned to be censused again in November when they had attained

sizes from 7.0-12.7 mm (x == 9.66 mm; s.d. = 1.61
;
n = 22).

A growth curve (Fig. 2) was constructed for the population at Rand Harbor

assuming that the observed rates apply to the whole population and that the

climate in 1970-71 was typical. Surface sea water temperature data taken at the

Buzzards Bay light station show that 1970 was an average year ; the mean 10-day

average for 1970 was 10.56 C while the overall average for the years 1956-70
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Age ( yea r s )

15

FIGURE 2. Growth curves of populations of M. balthica in different localities. The
locations are: (1) Rand Harbor (-0.3 m) ; (2.) Wadden Zee, The Netherlands; (3.)

(Vogel) North Sea (filled circle), Kiel Bay (open square), Gulf of Finland (6 m; open circle)

(4.) Hudson's Bay, 1.1 m (filled square), MLW (open square) ; (5.) Gulf of Finland

(Segerstrale), 3 m (filled circle), 20 m (open circle), 35 m (filled square) ; (6.) St. Lawrence

River; (7.) Kandalski Bay, White Sea. For further details see Table I.

was 10.27 C (Chase, 1972). The curve was constructed in segments: the growth
for the first ^ year is the average growth of the spat found in the box in August
and measured again in November; later segments were constructed using the

relationships in Figure 1. The resulting curve shows that at Rand Harbor,
M. balthica attains most of its adult length within the first two years of its life.

Then growth tapers and finally ceases for an unknown period once a size of 22+
mm has been reached. This study and others' findings suggest a total life span
of 6-10 years in Rand Harbor.

There were no significant differences in the following relationships : logio dry

weight biomass versus logio shell length in animals with ripe versus those with

spawned gonads at Rand Harbor
; logio shell weight versus logio shell length and

logio dry weight biomass versus logio shejl length in Maine versus those relation-

ships in Massachusetts. The combined regression of dry shell weight (Y) on

shell length (X) was logio Y = 2.98 logio S 0.23 and that of dry weight biomass

(Y') on shell length (X) was log10Y' ~ 3.05 logio X--1.12. The combined

regression coefficients (2.98; 3.05) were not significantly different indicating that

these two dimensions show a similar allometric growth with a constant of allometry
of approximately 3 (Simpson, Roe and Lewontin, 1960). There was no significant

difference between the mean caloric content of animals collected in May and

August ; the average of the eight replicates was 4.049 kcal/ash-free g. All statis-

tics were calculated according to Sokal and Rohlf (1960).
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DISCUSSION

In M. balthica data presented here suggest that maximum size and growth
rate decreases and longevity increases with increasing latitude and relatedly cooler

temperatures and shorter growing seasons (Tahle I and Fig. 2). Nutritive con-

ditions and changes in salinity have formed the basis of earlier theories accounting
for the variability in the maximal size. Segerstrale (1960), finding that both

size and temperature decreased with depth (Sta. I-XLIV), concluded that, since

the magnitude of temperature change was not sufficient to explain the decrease in

size, growth was stunted because the available food becomes nutritively poorer in

deeper waters (page 62). Segerstrale's temperature data, however, indicate a

considerable lag in the warming of deeper waters and a progressively shortened

TABLE I

Comparison of temperature, longevity, and maximum size of Macoma balthica at various locations

Locality
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growing season for benthic fauna. Vogel (1959) found decreasing size with

decreasing salinity in a series of stations from the North Sea into the Baltic Sea,

while McErlean (1964) also found a decrease in size, but with an increase in

salinity in the Patuxent River estuary in Chesapeake Bay; neither author pre-
sented temperature data. Pfitzenmeyer and Drobeck (1963), however, present

temperature and salinity data for stations in the Potomac River, adjacent to the

Patuxent. When stations of similar salinities in these two rivers are compared, it

is evident that both temperature and maximum size increase as salinity decreases.

In any case, it is very unlikely that salinity had an important effect, considering the

very wide salinity tolerance of this species (Lavoie, 1970; Bagge, 1965). Thus
both formerly conflicting data and variable maximal sizes in this species can be

most simply explained as a function of the hyclroclimate : with warmer temperatures
and a longer growing season, a larger size is attained. The one exception seems

to involve a transient population in Scotland (Stephen, 1931) that barely reaches

a size that is reproductive at Rand Harber. Hvdrographic conditions and selective

predation have been shown to remove size classes shortening the life span at other

sites (Lavoie, 1970; Semenova, 1970). Such factors may be acting on the

Scottish population.

Growth rate and longevity are also related to temperature : at higher tempera-
tures M. balthica grows faster, but seems to have a shorter life span (see also

Segerstrale, 1960; R. H. Green, in preparation). The influence of temperature on

growth rate and maximum size is evident in Green's study (number 4 on Fig. 2).

Although food availability is similar, specimens of M. balthica at 1.1 m above

MLW grew faster and reached larger sizes than those at MLW ; the former are

exposed about 37% of the time to 15-18 C air temperature during July and

August while the latter are usually covered by cold arctic water. A similar

pattern is found in intertidal populations of Mytilus calijornianus where the

growth rate of an Alaskan population is lower than California!! ones (Dehnel,

1956). Studies on temperature compensation in other molluscs have shown that

measures of metabolic rate, such as rate of heart beat and oxygen consumption,
are higher in cold-adapted animals, i.e. those living at the northern end of a

species range or at the lower end of the intertidal (Segal, 1956, 1961). Cold-

adapted M. balthica may therefore be expending more energy on respiration and

less on growth than warm-adapted individuals.

At Rand Harbor, most M. balthica larger than 22 mm were not observed to

grow during the study year (Fig. 1). Elsewhere they continue to grow throughout
the life span but so slowly that 22 mm is never reached despite life spans up to

25 years (Fig. 2). Although a smaller, ultimate size may be intrinsic at more

northernly sites, the shape of the growth curves disputes this conclusion. Although
the inverse relationship between longevity and growth rate is well documented, the

reason why it occurs is still unknown.

Macoma balthica and Scrobicularia plana, a larger, related, also deposit-feeding

species that often replaces M. balthica in more saline flats (Spooner and Moore,

1940), exhibit the same allometry of size. Hughes (1970) found an average

regression coefficient of 3.00 for the relationship of Iog10 dry-flesh weight (g) to

logio shell length (mm) and 3.41 0.82 for logic shell weight to logio shell length.

Scrobicularia plana also has a low caloric content (5.197 kcal/ash-free g: Hughes,
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1970). Slobodkin (1962) considered Ensis minor with a caloric content of 3.5

kcal/ash-free g to be an exception to other animals examined which fell in the

higher range of 5 :5-7.5 kcal/ash-free g. The evidence seems to he mounting,
however, that bivalve mollusks as a group have a low caloric content perhaps due

to their low lipid content (Hughes, 1970).

This study was conducted at the Systematics-Ecology Program of the Marine

Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts and was supported in part

by an NDEA Title IV Fellowship. I wish to thank the Part-Time Graduate

Fellowship Program of the Radcliffe Institute for their support and the Depart-
ment of Biology at Colby College for allowing the use of their facilities during
the preparation of this paper. I also gratefully acknowledge the advice of Dr. C. C.

Edwards and Dr. M. R. Carriker who read and commented on the manuscript of

this paper.

SUMMARY

1. Growth rate and longevity were determined for a population of M. balthica

at Rand Harbor, Falmouth, Mass., using a modification of the mark and re-

capture technique that allowed all marked individuals to be followed throughout a

year. Dry weight biomass, dry shell weight and caloric content were also deter-

mined.

2. Caloric content is 4.049 kcal/ash-free g. Dry weight biomass and dry shell

weight were found to have a similar allometric growth with a constant of allometry
of approximately 3 when measured against shell length.

3. The bivalves were discovered to grow year round with the peak period of

growth occurring from May to August. A negatively linear relationship between

initial length (X) and total annual increment (Y) was found (Y -0.59 X +
12.85).

4. The growth curve for the Rand Harbor population revealed that within the

first two years of life, M. balthica attains most of its total length. Growth ceases

once a maximum size of 22-25 mm is reached and total longevity is estimated to

be 6-10 years.
5. These results were compared to other studies and the theory that maximum

size, growth rate and longevity are controlled by temperature presented and

discussed.
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Of all the complex actions which mosquitoes perform in their lives, none are

of such great interest to human beings as the blood-feeding behavior of the adult

females. Except for the facts that the males do not pierce the skin to take blood

and that the females readily do so, some of the simplest and most interesting features

of blood-feeding have never been described or adequately studied, in spite of the fact

that this act has been repeatedly observd since the first description by Reaumur

(1738). The most detailed information on blood feeding in mosquitoes is given in

Christophers' (1960) review. No one investigator has examined the general

problem of blood-feeding behavior of any one species of mosquito so that our

current knowledge is based on a series of isolated observations by many workers

using different species. Since the work of Robinson (1939) on Anopheles, ap-

parently no one has studied the effects of experimental surgery on the mechanism
of fascicular insertion by mosquitoes. The present paper offers an overall picture
of many aspects of blood feeding by known age individuals of a single species.

METHOODS AND RESULTS

Bangkok and U. S. Naval Medical (U.S.N.M.) strains of the Yellow Fever

mosquito, Aedes (Stegomyia) aegypti (Linnaeus), were reared in an insectary

held at 27 C and 80% relative humidity. The adults were aged by noting the

time when they emerged from the pupal case. The degree of engorgement on

fluid was estimated qualitatively using the visual scale of Pilitt and Jones (1972).
Unless specified differently, 10 individuals of each sex were employed in each

test using a 1 cu ft cage.

Definitions

Since adult mosquitoes feed only on substances which can be drawn into their

alimentary canals by suction, the term feeding will be defined here to include the

uptake of any fluid into the alimentary system via the food canal, the latter being
formed within an intricate arrangement of various fine feeding stylets (the fascicle)

which are ensheathed by a large labium. The fascicle and the labium together

comprise the conspicuous proboscis, at the anterior end of which are two sensory-
haired labella.

The term probing has been used very loosely with regard to mosquitoes to

refer to three very different acts: (1) a directional thrust of the whole proboscis

1 Supported by N.I.H. Grant AI08477; Scientific Article No. A 1823, and contribution No.

4624 of the Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station.
2 Supported by Career Development Award GM 21529.
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without necessarily contacting a specific object, (2) the touching of the labella to

the surface of an object, and (3) the insertion of a distal portion of either the

fascicle or the proboscis into the test object. The following terms were devised to

refer to each of these three kinds of probes: (1) directional (proboscidal} thrust,

(2) labellate or Idbellation, and (3) fascicular insertion (where the fascicle alone

is inserted) or proboscidal insertion (never seen during normal blood feeding).

Reactions of adult male mosquitoes to a human forearm

Exposing a bare human forearm within a 1 cu ft cage containing many resting
adult male mosquitoes caused them to fly about almost at once. They made rapid

flights along highly variable, usually widely elliptical, paths and often flew in

figure-8 patterns. Some males would skim along about 3 inches or less from the

arm and return frequently, generally parallel to it. Most of them landed on the

hairs and skin. None of the males made any attempt to insert his proboscis or

fascicle into the skin. When the tip of the labella did touch the skin, the maxillary

palps were often raised. Individuals were observed to return repeatedly to the

human forearm with or without labellating for periods up to 2\ hrs, at which time

the males appeared noticeably less agitated by the presence of the arm.

Open pool feeding on defibrinated sheep blood or a mi.rturc oj blood and sucrose

Males and females which had been fasted for 4 days were placed in a cage with

a crucible containing whole sheep blood. While they did not all take blood, those

which did so fed to a stage 3 or 4 on the engorgement scale. When the mosquitoes
were offered a 1 : 1 mixture of sheep blood and sucrose, most of them rapidly
visited the mixture and imbibed to a stage 4 on the engorgement scale. When males

were offered a choice between 10% sucrose and defibrinated sheep blood, they

quickly drank only the sucrose.

Initial reactions of adult female mosquitoes to human beings

Female mosquitoes were observed to approach clothed human beings in the

laboratory. They almost never took a direct path when the distance between

them and the human being was more than 3 ft. They often flew at a level below

the waist in a very complex zigzagging path. Once within a range of 12 inches,

they tended to fly in a rapid horizontal figure-8 pattern which would alternate

with sudden up and clown flights. They would rapidly retreat only to approach

again. Most of the females landed on the ankles and legs and repeatedly thrust and

labellated. Females also landed and fed cm different regions of the head and neck.

Females often thrust their proboscides vigorously and repeatedly at a variable

but rapid rate through clean mosquito netting to various extents. Such probing

responses could generally be rapidly elicited by bringing the cage near a human
arm or after breathing lightly on the netting. Females thus activated appeared
to go into a probing frenzy, that is, they would make strong directional thrusts,

labellate, and m some cases even attempt to pierce various portions of the cage
in the immediate vicinity of a human being.

To determine the age at which females would take their first blood meal, 25
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unfed mosquitoes of precisely known ages were exposed for 30 min periods to a

bare human forearm daily for 4 to 5 hrs per day, from the time of their emergence
from the pupal case until they were 4 days old.

When a hand was placed immediately in front of a very young female, no

responses were elicited. The earliest that a female of the Bangkok strain was ob-

served to take a blood meal was 21 hrs postemergence. The majority took their

first blood meal when they were 23 to 24 hrs old. Some of the U.S.N.M. females

were first observed to take a meal when they were 26 hrs old. In one test 3 out

of 15 U.S.N.M. females never took a blood meal and died on the fourth day of

the study.

Placing a human forearm in a cage of females which are ready to take their

first blood meal, agitates some of them to fly. If they are less than 6 to 9 inches

from the arm, they tend to land on it very quickly on any particular site. Typically,
females land with 4 legs on the skin and either begin walking while making short

directional thrusts or light labellar taps before settling on one site for puncture,
or they begin almost at once to insert the fascicle at the initial landing site. Females
will feed when their dorsal side is either up or down or faces laterally. While

mosquitoes characteristically do not stand or feed with their heads facing down-
wards under normal conditions, it was discovered that if they landed on the arm and
it was turned so that the mosquito's head and proboscis faced straight downwards,
they could labellate, penetrate and fully engorge on blood. (Upon removing their

fascicles, however, most of the mosquitoes somersaulted downwards due to the

weight of the blood in their engorged abdomens, at which moment they took flight.)

Once a feeding site is determined, the females always lower their metathoracic

legs before starting to puncture the skin. Shortly after the labella are firmly

appressed, the maxillary palps are suddenly lifted to an angle of about 75. Al-

though one palp can be lifted with the other only partially raised, usually they are

elevated simultaneously or nearly so. As soon as the fascicle begins to penetrate
the skin, the palps begin to move up and down rapidly over a small angle of ap-

proximately 15, and the head and antennae are seen to rock but at a slower

rate than the palps. Often after a puncture has been made, a female will run

the fascicle up and down within the wound. During puncture, a female's legs

usually move slowly closer to her body, as the femoro-tibial angles becomes more
acute. As penetration starts, the proximal portion of the labial part of the pro-
boscis curves posteriorly in a hairpin fold, and the fascicle is then clesheathed

from the labium except at the labella. During penetration, the labium as a

whole makes fine side-to-side movements. The fascicle is usually inserted into

the skin for about one-half its length, although it may sometimes be pushed down
close to the level of the distal end of the maxillary palps. The angle of the pro-
boscis is 45 to 90 to the plane of the skin utilized. Rapid movements of the

palps occurred until a bright red streak of blood suddenly appeared in the

fascicle. As soon as this was seen, the palps abruptly stopped rocking. The
sudden cessation of palpal movements indicates that imbibition has begun : the

animal then becomes almost motionless, except for a small, intermittent, telescopic
extension and retraction of the tip of the abdomen. When the female reaches a

stage 5- on the engorgement scale, she expels the first droplet from her anus.

Between stages 5- and 5 she continues to expel droplH<- The first 1 or 2 drops
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TABLE I

Duration of different phases of blood-feeding of the Bangkok strain

of unrestrained Aedes aegypti females

Phase of blood feeding
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TABLE II

First and second blood meals of the U. S. Naval Medical strain

of Aedes aegypti females
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close to the arm, and while hovering, actually succeeded in just penetrating the

skin. As soon as this happened, they landed and fed normally.
In the second experiment, one or more legs were cut off at the coxae. When

only one or 2 legs were removed, feeding on a human forearm was not affected.

When 3 legs were amputated, it appeared absolutely necessary for the remaining

legs to form a tripod, with the legs being spaced further apart than normal to pro-

vide a stable base. The tip of the abdomen was generally lowered to serve as an

additional support. After ipsilateral removal of 3 legs, some females placed one

of their legs over to the legless side and took a blood meal. A female with 4

legs removed could still take a blood meal, provided that, of the remaining legs,

one was in front and one was in the middle on the opposite side of her body.
Penetration of the host by such a mosquito did not require a longer time, despite

the relatively unstable base of the insect. The tip of the abdomen was used as a

support from the time of landing until the mosquito flew away after taking a

blood meal.

Various appendages of the head were removed. When the tip of the labella

was cut off along with the tip of the fascicles, the mosquitoes would position their

proboscides correctly but as their body weights were shifted in an attempt to

penetrate the skin, the fascicles slid under their bodies.

When the fascicle was desheathed and only the lobes of the labella were removed,

most females did not attempt to probe after landing on the arm. They would

land and move the proboscis in small circles, but did not appress the exposed fascicle

tips to the skin. A very few attempted to force the fascicle into the skin by pushing
the whole body forward and downward. No desheathing or penetration was

achieved, however, since the proboscis slid beneath the head.

When the fascicles were desheathed and their tips removed from a group of

females, all landed on an exposed forearm but most did not probe. Penetration was
not achieved by those which did probe, either due to a forward bending of the

fascicle or inability to pierce the skin.

Two methods of artificial desheathing of the fascicle were used. Females

desheathed by the MacGregor (1930) technique did not obtain a blood meal.

Those attempting to do so, could not penetrate. Their proboscides repeatedly were

pressed to the skin, but bent under the females' bodies. Using the loop method of

temporary desheathing (Pilitt, 1971), 60% of the females tested were able to

obtain a blood meal, but only after resheathing.

The effect of complete darkness on the ability of females to locate and obtain a

blood meal was tested at 2200 hrs when the females had been in complete darkness

for 2 hrs by inserting a forearm into the cage. All of the females took a blood meal

during the 15 min test.

To study whether the antennae are critical to locating a human forearm, both

of these sensory appendages were severed as close as possible to Johnston's organ
from a group of females. Afterwards, a forearm was offered in a lighted insectary,

at which time all of the females took a blood meal. The time required to locate

the host was within the range of host-finding times of intact females. Another

group of antennectomized females were offered a forearm in a completely darkened

insectarv at 2200 hrs and none of them took a blood meal within 1 5 mins.
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Response of restrained females to a human forearm

Fasting females were etherized and glued to fine insect pins and after a 3 hr

recovery were suspended over a forearm for 5 min, the arm being positioned to

approximate an unrestrained feeding area. When the mosquitoes were held lightly

against the forearm, some of them labellated and repeatedly attempted to penetrate,
but the fascicles slipped off the surface of the skin to one side or the other, and

none succeeded in penetrating the skin. When the females were placed on the

arm at incorrect or awkward angles, they made no attempts to labellate. All of

these non-labellating females had strongly upcurved proboscides after being placed
in contact with the arm. It was obvious that even during the most careful arti-

ficial positioning, the angles of penetration did not begin to approximate the normal

feeding stance of the unrestrained mosquito.

Responses of females to Galleria mellonella larvae and Hyalophora cecropia adults

Large last stage larvae of Galleria mellonella, which were reared at 35 C ac-

cording to the method of Beck (1960), were placed in a 2-inch container into which

fasting females were aspirated. During a 30-minute observation period, all of

the mosquitoes approached and frequently landed and rode on the backs of the

wriggling larvae and made directional thrusts, labellated, and repeatedly attempted
to pierce the cuticle with their desheathed fascicle tips, usually at the intersegment.
The mosquitoes were often prevented from penetrating the larvae due to the

nearly constant writhings of the latter. One female which succeeded in piercing
made only a very shallow insertion before being dislodged.

Larvae used in the preceding test were removed an immersed in a water bath

held at 42 C for 5 mins, after which they were placed, without direct handling,
on the floor of the cage containing the same group of females. Since the "coddled"

larvae were not approached during a 5 min period, they were removed with

forceps and lightly skewered with pins and attached to the sides of the screen

near the top of the cage. All of the mosquitoes quickly landed on them, labellated,

inserted their fascicles easily into the re-located larvae and most of them withdrew

varying amounts of hemolymph from the hemocoele. While some females were

seen to imbibe hemolymph which had oozed from the wounds made during

skewering, most walked away and penetrated the cuticle some distance from the

exposed hemolymph. Those females which had taken the most hemolymph were

the ones which had re-visited and re-penetrated the larvae.

Restrained adults of both sexes refused to imbibe any hemolymph from freshly

heat-fixed larvae when their proboscides were inserted into capillary tubing con-

taining this fluid.

W'hen 2 large adults of Hyalophora cecropia were placed in a cage with

mosquitoes of both sexes, a few of each landed on the moths' wings and abdomens
and both sexes made directional proboscidal thrusts, but the females were nev

seen to penetrate and obtain hemolymph.

Response of fasted females to recently-blood-engorged mosquitoes

Recently human-blood-fed mosquitoes were introduced into a 1 cu ft cage con-

taining numerous unfed females, and none of the fasting individuals approached
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the engorged ones during a 1 hr period at 27 C. When females which had just
taken a human blood meal were aspirated into a much smaller cage (2 inch

diameter) containing fasted females, none of the latter were obviously attracted to

the blood-fed mosquitoes, but would occasionally bump into or walk over them and

sometimes would rapidly labellate the walls of the cage or make frequent proboscidal
thrusts through the screen flooring around them. When a fasted female touched

a standing blood-fed individual, the latter would move slightly out of her path or

would fly away.
When individual females, whose legs had been removed after blood feeding,

were closely confined in very small compartments with unfed females, only 1 out

of 20 of the unfed mosquitoes approached the immobilized one and penetrated the

blood-distended abdomen and fed.

Since it had been reported that Aedes aegypti would rapidly feed on mosquitoes
which had recently fed on chick blood (Wetthersby, Hyong-Sun, and McCall,

1971), it was decided to determine whether mosquitoes containing blood of a higher

temperature than that of human beings would be more attractive to fasted females.

When a week-old chick was held by hand in a cage of females, all of the mosquitoes

quickly landed on the hand and none on the chick. When the chick was placed
alone in the cage, the mosquitoes landed either on the feathered body or alighted
near the eyes or on the legs where some obtained blood. As soon as they had

engorged, they were introduced into a small container with fasted females. None of

the latter approached or attempted to labellate or pierce the distended females.

The possible effects of higher temperature of imbibed blood on the attractiveness

of fed females to fasted individuals were studied by immersing a group of human-
blood-fed mosquitoes in a waterbath held at 42 C for 5 mins and quickly placing
them in a small cage with fasting females.

During the first 7 mins of observation, the fasted mosquitoes indiscriminately
labellated and made directional thrusts through the screening, and when they en-

countered blood-fed individuals, either avoided them or walked over their motion-

less bodies without labellating. After 7 mins 20 sees, a single fasted female di-

rectly approach and quickly began penetrating the pleura of one of the blood-engorged

mosquitoes. Her fascicle was thrust deeply into the abdomen for almost its

entire length, and blood could be seen passing from one abdomen to the next. This

imbibing female repeatedly partially withdrew her fascicle and then re-inserted

it in the same puncture site. This female was approached by two other fasted

females which touched her body with their proboscides and immediately began to

desheath their fascicles in an attempt to penetrate her abdomen. As they vigorously
climbed onto or around her body, they violently probed with their glistening fascicular

tips, her head, sides of thorax and abdomen, and especially her wings, but neither

succeeded in penetrating. They did not labellate or thrust into the body of the

heat-treated mosquito. The original imbiber continued to withdraw blood from the

prone body of the heated female while kicking at the probing intruders.

The fascicle of one intruder thrust at the head of the imbibing female, slipped

off onto the body of the heat-treated donor mosquito, and was inserted alongside

that of the first imbiber, and withdrew blood from the site for a short time, before

the displacement of the original imbiber. A third female now approached the

heated mosquito and made a separate puncture and briefly imbibed blood and
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withdrew her fascicle only to return and probe the wings and abdomen of the

second imbiber without actually penetrating.

Many of the remaining fasting females now approached 3 previously ignored
heat-treated mosquitoes 22 mins after being placed together. They repeatedly

probed or made violent thrusts at different parts of them with their labella and

fascicular tips. Probing activity seemed concentrated around the pleural regions of

blood-filled abdomens. Attempts to penetrate them were almost continuous in

spite of frequent failure to achieve insertion. Often during this frenzied activity, fe-

males were seen to probe others which were themselves in the act of penetrating the

heat-fixed bodies. While no female succssfully penetrated an active mosquito, many
successfully punctured the pleura of the heated individuals and subsequently imbibed

slowly from them with characteristically frequent partial withdrawals of their

fascicles followed by re-penetrations. Often a second female which was actively

thrusting would climb over and displace another feeding female and penetrate ap-

parently the identical site. Those which used a new feeding site on the pleura
often seemed to have some difficulty in penetrating the cuticle.

At the conclusion of the above observations, it was noted that the one heat-

treated female which had been able to recover enough to walk about had not been

penetrated, so that she remained full of blood. Only one of the previously fasted

females which took blood was engorged, and the remaining imbibers took varying
but generally small to moderate amounts.

DISCUSSION

The present studies present a unified view of several major parameters in-

volved in the blood-feeding behavior of a single species of mosquito. Although adult

males of A. aegypti are clearly greatly attracted to man, their visits, though frequent,
are of relatively short duration. While the males often lightly touch their labella to

the surface of the skin and may momentarily closely appress them thereto, they were

never observed to make any attempts to penetrate the skin. Males directionally

thrust and labellate in a manner somewhat similar to the females, but, unlike the

females, they lack maxillary stylets for cutting into the skin. Although a few

dehydrated males will drink defibrinated blood from open drops, when given a

choice between sucrose and blood, they choose the sucrose.

While it has been previously noticed that recently-emerged mosquitoes do not

immediately take a human blood meal, broadly divergent data as to the time of her

first blood meal are reported for A. aegypti. Thus, a range of 18 to 40 hrs is

given by 4 different groups (Marchoux, Salimbeni and Simond, 1903; Peryassu,

1908; Mitchell, 1907; and Howard, Dyar and Knab, 1912). According to Macfie

(1915), females feed for the first time on the second day, but more often on the

third day. In the present work, the majority of the females took their first blood

meal when they were 23 to 26 hrs old. Since newly emerged females are generally

quiescent and not attracted to man until they are about 1 day old, it may be that

host-seeking in females is activated by a hormone.

Although Gordon and Lumsden (1939) observed the raising of the maxillary

palps in Aedes and recognized that this was the first sign of their intention to feed,

they did not specifically correlate this with either insertion or withdrawal of the

fascicle. In our study, activities of the palps were found to be directly correlated
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with specific phases of the feeding act. Thus, raising of the palps occurred when-

ever the labella were appressed to an acceptable substrate. Initiation of palpal

rocking was found to indicate the beginning of maxillary stylet activity associated

with fascicular penetration. The sudden cessation of palpal movements signals the

presence of blood in the fascicle. The resumption of movement marks the

beginning of fascicular withdrawal. Utilizing this information has permitted, for

the first time, a truly accurate recording of the times involved in the various phases
of blood-feeding (penetration, imbibition and withdrawal).

The excretion of droplets during and at the end of blood-feeding has been ob-

served by Bonne-Wepster and Brug (1932) and Christophers (1960). Although
Boorman (1960) observed anal discharges 5 to 15 mins after withdrawal of the

fascicle, we have seen excretion occuring over a 2 hr period and probably for

much longer, but at an ever-slowing rate.

Robinson (1939) thought that Anopheles females required a thrust of the

whole body in piercing the human skin, and Christophers (1960) theorized that

the legs provide a fulcrum for this action. The present work provides the first

direct evidence supporting this theory. The necessity of a fulcrum as opposed to

a strong thrust was shown by the severing of various combinations of legs : in all

cases, some type of support near the front of the thorax was necessary, whether

provided by a remaining prothoracic leg or a mesothoracic leg which was placed
further forward. While A. aegypti do not make obvious or vigorous forward

thrusts at the moment of fascicular insertion, their bodies are inclined forward and

downward during penetration. When all of the tarsi were removed so that the

height of the mosquito was lowered significantly (presumably this lowering would

thereby decrease the power of a leg-initiated thrust), they were all able to pierce
the skin and take blood rapidly. However, the loss of either the tarsal tips or the

entire tarsi of all the legs reduced the number of their feeding sites and generally
forced them to use those flat or slightly inclined areas which did not require

grasping. It should be noted, however, that in a few cases a female was able to

penetrate a vertical surface of a forearm while hovering over the area and that

only after initial fascicular penetration had occurred were all the legs placed on

the host and wing activity ceased. Thus, it has been shown that any combination

of legs or positioning thereof sufficient to maintain the proboscis at a suitable

height above the substrate prior to penetration, without excess pressure on its tip,

and sufficient to allow subsequently a slight controlled force to be applied to the

fascicle during the penetration period could explain this phenomenon. It is pos-

sible, but unproven, that the teeth on the maxillary stylets pull the fascicle into

the skin as opposed to being pushed by the body, and thus tilting of the body of

the mosquito may merely represent the resultant accomodation to the lowering of

the head. The weight of the mosquito's body alone, of course, may exert sufficient

force upon the fascicle. The removal of the tarsi presumably decreases the for-

ward thrusting ability of the mosquito, but would not significantly affect the force

due to a shift in the position of the body. Thus, it would seem that a fulcrum

rather than a thrust is the probable mechanism involved in skin penetration.

Harris and Cooke (1969) stated that A. aegypti would land and feed on living

Galleria- larvae, and they suggested that mosquitoes might be able to obtain enough

protein from the hemolymph of some insects in nature to develop a few eggs.
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\Yhile some individuals of our strains rapidly landed on active Galleria and

vigorously attempted to penetrate them, only one out of 5 succeeded in doing so

only momentarily and was dislodged before she could withdraw hemolymph. It

appeared that the general failure to achieve penetration was due to the vigorous

writhings of the larvae. Harris and Cooke (1969) also found that when Galleria

had heen "coddled" and suspended from the sides of a cage, female mosquitoes
landed on them and fed. In the present work, it was observed that if the heat-

treated larvae were not suspended, the mosquitoes did not land on them- The prob-
able reason for this may be that specimens of Gallerla are not very attractive to begin
with and were discovered only because they were placed where the mosquitoes fre-

quently landed, that is to say, a mosquito normally lands and rests on the vertical

sides of a cage or on the roof and generally does not land or walk on the floor.

Suspended heat-treated GaUcria attracted many females which readily penetrated
and withdrew varying amounts of hemolymph. They imbibed more slowly than

with human blood. While Harris, Riordan and Cooke (1969) showed a fully

engorged A. aegypti female still inserted into a Celerio cupJwrbiae larva, our

mosquitoes never fully engorged on GaUcria. Although Harris and Cooke (1969)
stated that their Galleria-fed mosquitoes were able to lay eggs, our experiences
indicate that hemolymph feeding is not an adequate substitute for vertebrate blood.

Weathersby, Hyong-Sun and McCall (1971) discovered that fasting A. aegypti
were rapidly attracted to female mosquitoes which had just taken a blood meal

from a chick. They also noted that the fasting females easily penetrated and with-

drew blood from apparently unresisting engorged mosquitoes. Our strains of

A. aegypti when fed on human blood were definitely not attractive to fasted

mosquitoes either in a 1 cu ft cage or in small plastic containers, even under

crowded conditions immediately following a blood meal on either a human or a

chick. It was further observed that when the engorged females were touched,

apparently by chance, by a fasting female, they moved away. Even after removing
the legs of human-blood-fed females, they still did not attract fasting females which

were relatively close to them and they were not penetrated, even if encountered,

unless both the engorged and fasted mosquitoes were very closely confined. How-

ever, it was found that if the human-blood-fed females were heated to 42 C prior

to being offered to fasting females in a 2 inch cage, they were attractive, but not

immediately after being treated. Since it took at least 7 mins before the first

apparently directed visit occurred, it is difficult to believe that the blood within the

engorged mosquito would have retained its additional heat this long. A probing

frenzy elicited in fasting females by the near presence of such heat-treated bodies

of the engorged mosquitoes has never been described. The cause of this frenzy

remains to be determined.

\Ye wish to thank Patricia A. Pilitt for help with the manuscript and Drs.

Lynn Riddiford and James Truman for the Hyalophora.

SUMMARY

1. General reactions of adult male and female Acdcs aegypti to human beings

in the laboratory are briefly described.
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2. Males fly about for a long time in the presence of a human forearm in a

cage, and they frequently land and walk about briefly on the skin. Although they
touch their labella to the skin, they were seen to attempt to penetrate it.

3. When males were offered a choice between pools of sucrose and defibrinated

sheep blood, they drank sucrose.

4. Most adult females take their first blood meal when they are 23 to 26 hrs old.

As soon as a feeding site has been located, they lower their hind legs.

5. The behavior of the maxillary palps indicates the major phases of the normal

blood-feeding act. When an acceptable substrate is encountered, the palps are

suddenly raised. When penetration of the skin starts, the palps begin to move

up and down rapidly. As soon as blood appears in the food canal, the palps

abruptly stop moving. They begin to move again as soon as the fascicle begins to

be withdrawn, and they continue to move until the fascicle is completely removed

from the wound.

6. Females always insert their fascicles more slowly than they withdraw them.

Engorement on blood varied from 45 to 225 sees. After taking a full blood meal,

females will seek and rapidly take another 2 to 5 hrs after the first.

7. Before becoming fully engorged on blood, a female begins to excrete fluid from

her anus and continues to do so for 2 hours after completing the meal.

8. Various surgical operations showed that females could take blood when all

of their tarsal tips were removed and when all but two of their legs had been

amputated. They could not penetrate the skin after their labella were cut off or

when the labial sheath was removed, even though they could position themselves

correctly on the skin and attempted to pierce.

9. Although females with both antennae removed can locate and feed upon a

human forearm in a lighted insectary, they cannot do so in total darkness.

10. Females which had been glued to pins and oriented carefully on a human
arm did not penetrate or take blood, probably because the angle for penetration is

highly critical and was not approximated.
11. Aedcs will land on and probe active Galleria larvae and Hyalophoro adults

but do not obtain hemolymph from them. Although females can imbibe hemolymph
from heat-fixed Galleria larvae, they actively reject heat-fixed hemolymph when
their proboscides were forced into it.

12. Fasting Aedes females did not approach or attempt to probe normally

resting or immobilized adults which had just engorged on either a young chick or

a human being, except for one case involving very close confinement. Some fasting
females were observed to take varying amounts of blood from immobile adults which
had been heated to 42 C, but only after a lapse of 7 to 22 mins.
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Specific feeding activators are being identified for an increasing number of

cnidarians from a wide range of habitats. As early as 1942, Pantin demonstrated

that individual organic compounds stimulate actions accompanying feeding behavior

in Ancinonia sulcata, and he showed that the presence of food or single organic

compounds in the water lowers the threshold of mechanical stimulation necessary to

discharge sea anemone nematocysts. After Loomis (1955) demonstrated that

glutathione elicits feeding behavior in Hydra littoralis, the realization that many
other cnidarians also respond to substances present in the tissue fluids of their

prey prompted investigators to identify chemical activators for diverse members
of the phylum (Lenhoff, 1968 and Lindstedt, 1971a). Whether or not tactile

stimuli without chemo-stimuli can induce exploration for nourishment in some

species remains unsettled (Lenhoff, 1965), and recent evidence suggests that some

organisms may even require two or more activators to produce a complete feeding

response (Lindstedt, 1971b and Reimer, 1972).
In this paper we present evidence for activation of feeding in the massive Carib-

bean reef-building coral Montastrea cavernosa (Linnaeus) by single chemical

agents, and for differences in receptivity of mouths and tentacles to the amino acids

proline, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and arginine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Montastrea cavernosa is one of the most abundant reef-building corals on the

Atlantic coast of Panama at depths below 1 m. During ecological studies (Porter,

1972 and in preparation), M. cavernosa was found to make up as much as 30

per cent of some 10 m 2

plots and to be perhaps the major in situ coral contributor

by volume and weight of limestone to the permanent reef structure.

M. cavernosa has two distinct morphs in Panama : a large-polled variety

(average polyp diameter 0.92 cm; expanded tentacle length usually 2x the polyp

diameter), and a smaller-polyped form* (average polyp diameter 0.48 cm; ex-

panded tentacle length generally f the polyp diameter). In addition, the larger

variety has protruding polyps and displays wide color variation among colonies,

ranging from gray or brown to green, blue, or red. The smaller form invariably

has short-necked polyps and is either gray-brown or green-brown in color. Our
work was done exclusively on the small-polyped morph. In the laboratory, the

larger-polyped form indiscriminately captures and ingests seemingly inert objects

1 Present address : Biological Oceanography, School of Natural Resources, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
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ranging from filter paper soaked in distilled water to sterilized sand grains and

glass beads.

Specimens of Montastrea cavernosa were gathered from 6-7 meters depth
near the Smithsonian Tropical Research Laboratory at Galeta Island, Panama
Canal Zone. The animals were maintained in flowing seawater tables supplied by
water passed first through a bed of sand. For chemical activation studies,

specimens were transferred while still immersed to a 12 liter aquarium continually

refreshed by running seawater at 1 liter/minute and arranged with their polyps
5-8 cm from the surface. Experiments were conducted in subdued artificial light-

after sunset, as polyps then displayed fullest extension.

Nineteen amino acids, the sugars glucose, fructose, and sucrose, plus pipecolic

acid, and the tripeptide glutathione were surveyed for activity at concentrations of

1O 1 and 1O3 M. Pieces of Whatman #1 filter paper 2 mm2 were soaked in test

solutions or plain seawater and presented either to mouths or to tentacles. The

treated papers were positioned with forceps several mm above the polyp, and

gently dropped onto the target area. Each polyp was observed for 5 minutes follow-

ing the presentation to determine time and degree of response. Strong feeding

activators elicited envelopment of the paper by tentacular folding, deposition of the

test paper within the mouth, and full ingestion.

An extended polyp has a planar surface and its ring of tentacles is oriented

radially outward. A full envelopment and closure sequence involves folding all

tentacles upward and around the paper, ultimately closing tightly at the mouth,

leaving no tentacles exposed. A convenient scoring scheme was adopted, based on

degree of polyp closure relative to the fully closed state. Stages were designated

0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, corresponding, respectively, to fully extended, \, -J, f, or fully closed.

Degree of polyp closure was recorded with the elapsed time. Five minutes proves
to be a more than adequate observation interval, as most activators produce visible

responses within a matter of seconds. Compounds which induced activity during

survey experiments were subsequently investigated at greater length.

RESULTS

Table I demonstrates that glutamic acid is by far the most successful feeding

activator, causing full envelopment on every trial. Proline and pipecolic acid, a

proline analogue, are also important chemical activators, followed by arginine and

aspartic acid. The other amino acids produce responses essentially no different

from the seawater-soaked control. The amino acids methionine, glycine, alanine,

lysine, threonine, tryptophan, valine, serine. and leucine produce only rare, weak-

responses which never proceed beyond stage 1 of polyp closure. Tsoleucine,

histidine, phenylalanine, and tyrosine, as well as glucose, fructose, and sucrose,

produce no responses at all. Reduced glutathione, a strong activator in many
other cnidarians, does not produce full closure in any instance. Although three

quarters of the polyps tested show incipient stages of the process, they usually re-

turn to a fully extended state within 5 minutes.

To test for anatomical localization of receptivity, filter papers were applied

directly to different parts of the coral polyp. Regions tested were the mouth, the

tentacles, and the space of ectoderm between those points. Receptivity proves
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FIGURE 1. Time-lapse photographs of the reactions of Mnntastrea cavcrnosa polyps to

filter paper soaked in 10'
1 M proline (indicated by left arrow in each photograph) and filter

paper controls soaked in seawater (indicated by two right arrows in each photograph). Photo-

graph A shows the coral polyps in State 0, fully open, at the time the three filter papers are

dropped. Five seconds later, photograph B shows the polyp with the proline soaked filter

paper (left) folding over the paper into State 1, partially closed. Photograph C, ten seconds

after dropping, shows the polyp with proline soaked filter paper in State 2; photograph D,
15 seconds after dropping, shows this polyp in State 3; photograph E, 20 seconds after drop-

ping, shows it in State 4, fully closed. Xote that the two control polyps (right) do not react

to the seawater soaked filter papers. All photographs are 1.5 X life size.
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TABLE I

Compounds tested for activation of feeding in the Caribbean reef-building
coral Montastrea cavernosa
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signs of tentacle movement. Once begun, the envelopment process is usually de-

liberate and complete.
When a filter paper treated with chemical activator is applied to a polyp already

containing an untreated paper, the polyp almost invariably closes only around the

treated paper, leaving the control paper exposed. If a distasteful compound is

offered, such as 10' 1
,M HC1, the polyp folds immediately, leaving the filter paper

outside.

DISCUSSION

Mariscal and Lenhoff (1968) report proline and reduced glutathione to be

principal activators in Cyphastrca ocellina, an Indo-Pacific coral species, and

they find that solutions of these compounds effect mouth opening and tentacle

contraction in several other Hawaiian corals. Goreau (1961 ) indicated that

methionine added to seawater causes some Caribbean corals to extrude mesenterial

filaments, but that glutathione has little effect on the same animals. Goreau ct al.

(1971) discovered that low concentrations of glycine, alanine, phenylalanine, and

leucine trigger a typical feeding response, including extension of tentacles, swelling
of the coenosarc, and sometimes extrusion of mesenterial filaments, in the Caribbean

corals Manicina arcolata, Eusmilia jastigiata, Isophyllia sinuosa, Mussa angulosa,
and Scolymia lacera. Of all these compounds previously implicated in activation

studies on corals, only proline elicited predictable feeding behavior in our work on

Montastrca cavcrnosa.

Aspartic acid and glutamic acid both elicit feeding responses in M. cavernosa,

but the structurally analogous asparagine does not. Glutathione a tripeptide con-

sisting of glutamic acid, cysteine, and glycine, likewise fails to produce strong-

responses. This suggests that the ft and y carboxyl moieties of these compounds
are instrumental in the chemical activation sequence and that modification of

their terminal acid functions by amide or peptide formation would be ex-

pected to diminish activity. Such lower responses are indeed observed with

asparagine and glutathione. Strong feeding responses to glutamic acid have been

noted in other organisms, including the anemone Actinia equina (Steiner, 1957).

The greater response to glutamic acid than to aspartic acid in M. cavernosa may
possibly be ascribed to structural differences between the two, i.e. an additional

methylene group in the functional side chain of the former molecule. However,

aspartic acid (1O 1

M) shows strongest activity in the mouth region, whereas a

single series of tests performed with 10~ 2 M glutamic acid points to the tentacles as

sites of greatest glutamic acid receptivity. Such results would not be excepted if

the two analogues stimulate the same types of chemorecepors, and imply instead

the the existence of separate receptor sites capable of distinguishing between the

two molecules. Differential sensitivity between mouth and tentacles may be a general
observation in sea anemones (Ross, 1966). Pantin and Pantin (1943) report that

the mouth of Anemonia sulcata is more sensitive to a wider variety of chemical

stimuli than are the tentacles, a pattern repeated in M. cavernosa with regard to

amino acid sensitivity, as in Calliactis polypus (Reimer, 1973).
The response to proline and pipecolic acid suggests that M. cavernosa possesses

a second type of receptor sensitive to these a-imino acids similar to those demon-

strated in Cordylophora by Fulton (1963).
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An explanation of the response to arginine is largely conjectural. Perhaps a

solution of 10 ' M arginine may he so concentrated as to inhihit feeding at first, hut

dilutions to 10 3 M provoke no responses worthy of note. Mariscal and Lenhoff

(1968) descrihe a response delay to the pniline analogue pipecolic acid in

Cyfihastrca occUina similar to the lag experienced hy us with arginine in M.
cavcrnosa. Before responding to pipecolic acid, Cyphastrea commonly requires a

1-2 minute lag period, an interval identical to that we found in M. cavernosa.

Mariscal and Lenhoff suggest the possibility of enteroreception somewhat similar to

that discovered in H\dra for tyrosine (Blanquet and Lenhoff, 1968). The lag,

then, would be the time required for the activator to diffuse into the gastro-

vacular cavity before the polyp could respond.

Several recent studies performed on sea anemones show that different phases
of feeding behavior may be controlled by individual chemical inducers. Lindstedt

(1971b) demonstrates that asparagine induces tentacular bending in Anthopleura

elegantissima, and that glutathione controls the act of swallowing by the anemone

once contact with its oral region is made. She finds that aspartic acid also elicits

some activity in the tentacle response, but glutamine and glutamic acid are com-

paratively inactive. On the other hand, it is the y-glutamyl moiety of glutathione

that appears to be most vital to the oral response. Nagai and Nagai (1973), work-

ing with the congeneric A. in idor ii, discovered that amino acids mixed with a-starch

and water could serve as an artificial feeding inducer for the organism. Alanine,

glycine, and histidine each evoke tentaculation ; proline produces mouth opening;
and cysteine or glutathione effects ingestion,

Williams (1972) similarly separates feeding and pre-feeding responses in

Diadinncne hiciae. The pre-feeding, or tentacular, response is stimulated by the

presence of certain chemicals in solution, including proline, glntamic acid, and

aspartic acid. Filter papers imbibed with glutamic acid, for instance, stimulate

only tentacular action, but not ingestion, in D. luciae. The oral feeding response in

this anemone is most strongly activated by glutathione, several amino acids, and

some vitamins of the B-complex.

Separation of oral and tentacular activators may not be as marked in M.
cavernosa as in the anemones studied, but Tables I and II provide evidence for

some such mechanism operating in this coral. Concentrations of 10 2 M glutamic
acid strongly evoke the early stages of tentacle bending, as does aspartic acid when

it is specifically applied to the tentacles. Proline and arginine activity, however, is

rather more confined to the mouth region. Such observations are consistent with

the reported general behavior of biphasic feeding activators. Glutathione also

seems to stimulate the very early stage of tentacular bending, but since full inges-

tion never follows with this compound, it is difficult to say whether or not the

response constitutes an authentic feeding activation. Forrest (1962) shows, for

instance, that while glutathione induces prolonged mouth opening and tentacle

contraction in Hydra, it does not duplicate, and can even inhibit, the natural feed-

ing behavior of the animal. Despite its implication in mouth opening and tentacle

contraction as evidence of chemical activation in Hawaiian corals (Mariscal and

Lenhoff, 1968), glutathione does not trigger any responses in M. cavcrnosa that

could be unhesitantly classed with the envelopment sequences induced by several

amino acids.
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M. cavernosa is a particularly voracious predator ; its feeding response has been

observed in tbe field where naturally occurring concentrations of net zooplankton at

times exceed 2.0 mg dry wt nr 3
(Porter, in press). Capture of live prey by the

coral depends largely upon random collisions of zooplankton with extended polyps,

inducing nematocyst discharge and subsequent envelopment. Mariscal and Lenhoff

(1968) suggest that the puncture of a zooplankter by coral nematocysts causes the

release of chemical feeding activators into the water. These authors and others

(A. A. Reimer, Biology Department, Pennsylvania State University, University

Park, Pennsylvania, personal communication) tested the hypothesis on Pacific

species, using polyp mouth opening as a criterion of activator success. The size

and voracity of the M. cavernosa polyp, however, permit us to duplicate a full

capture and ingestion response in the laboratory by using filter papers impregnated
with strong feeding activators.

Free amino acids are of equal importance with inorganic ions in the osmoregula-

TABLE 1 1

Compounds tested for localized activation of feeding in the Caribbean

reef-building coral Montastrea cavernosa
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tion of crustacean tissue fluids. The six most prominent amino acids reported
for members of the class are alanine, arginine, glutamic acid, proline, glycine, and
and taurine (Huggins and Munday, 1968). Johannes and Wehh (1965) report
that living marine zooplankton release amino acids into solution at a rate that

increases with water temperature. In warm seas, as much as 30 mg of a-amino

nitrogen per gram dry wt of zooplankton per day can apparently diffuse from the

animals into the surrounding medium. The composition of the amino acid as-

semblage varies among individual zooplankton populations.

Cowey and Corner (1963) report that the free amino acid pool of the copepod
Calanns finuiarchicus equals 16 to 20 per cent of the protein amino acid content

of the animal. Glycine, taurine, and arginine are major contributors to the pool,

but proline and glutamic acid constitute 9.29 and 3.20 /xM/g wet wt, respectively.

Raymont et al. (1968) discovered that free amino acids, chiefly glycine, alanine,

and glutamic acid, comprise most of the non-protein nitrogen, amounting to 20 per
cent of total cell nitrogen, in Neomysis integer, a temperate, shallow-water mysid

shrimp. Srinivasagam et al. (1971) find that glycine, taurine, and arginine com-

prise 70 per cent and glutamic acid, proline, and alanine form 15 per cent of the

free amino acids of the same organism. These investigators find individual amino

acid concentrations in excess of 1 mg/g dry wt in all three zooplankton species

they measured. In Sphaeroma rugicaiida, Harris (1969) measured 2.10 mg
proline/100 mg dry wt of the isopod, and quantities of arginine, aspartic acid, and

glutamic acid roughly one third this value. Simpson, Allen and Awapara (1959)

find 2 /AM free glutamic acid and 6 /U.M arginine per gram of live decapod tissue,

and Emerson (1967) reports the free amino acids proline, glutamic acid, and

aspartic acid present in Artemia salina embryos at more than 1 /Ag/mg dry

weight. All of these figures correspond to 10~ 4 to 10~- M concentrations of the

individual amino acids in crustacean tissue fluids, concentrations in the range we

observe for excitation of feeding behavior. Zooplankton punctured by nematocysts

might be expected to leak their contents into the water near receptor sites, but any
direct comparison of these values with concentrations tested by us must take into ac-

count dilution from the filter paper, diffusion rates, and ultimate concentration of

activator in the microenvironment near chemoreceptors.
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SUMMARY

1. Nineteen ammo acids, pipecolic acid, glutathione, glucose, fructose, and

sucrose were surveyed as potential chemical activators of feeding in the massive

Caribbean reef-building coral Montastrca cavernosa.

2. Glutamic acid, proline, pipecolic acid, arginine, and aspartic acid active

feeding in this species. Its polyps fully ingest pieces of filter paper impregnated
with these compounds.

3. Glutamic acid, proline, pipecolic acid, and aspartic acid produce full en-

velopment in 30 seconds or less. Arginine, however, requires one minute or

more before eliciting closure.

4. Sensitivity is greater at the mouth for proline, aspartic acid, and arginine,
but greater on the tentacles for glutamic acid.

5. Montastrea cavernosa responds to compounds of several chemical structural

groups and therefore possibly has different chemoreceptors sensitive to each of

these groups.
6. Since a variety of crustacean zooplankton have been shown to contain

comparable concentrations of some of these activators, the release of such com-

pounds following puncture of zooplankton by coral nematocysts may elicit the

observed capture and ingestion behavior in Montastrca cavernosa.
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of Biology, Georgetorvn University, Washington, D. C. 20007

The medusae of Chrysaora qitinqnecirrha are familiar to fisherman and swim-

mers in the Chesapeake Bay area, both for their painful stings and for the huge

populations extant during the summer months (Cargo and Schultz, 1966). Most

of the life cycle of Chrysaora, however, is spent as a sessile polyp, 0.5 to 3 mm in

length. In their natural environment, the polyps feed on a variety of small in-

vertebrates and fish (Cargo and Schultz, 1966) which they capture with the

nematocysts, or stinging organelles, present in their tentacles. Their feeding be-

havior is similar to that observed in Hydra (Lenhoff, 1961) and in a number of

other coelenterates (Fulton, 1963; Mariscal and Lenhoff, 1968; Lindstedt, 1971;

Reimer, 1971 ; Williams, 1972) and can generally be described as follows. Upon
stimulation the tentacles contract and bend towards the mouth. The mouth then

opens and, in most cases, the tentacles pass through the mouth opening and enter

the gut cavity. The latter situation is described in this paper as tentacle stuffing

and is shown in Figure 1.

It has long been known that food extracts can elicit such behavior in coe-

lenterates (Nagel, 1892). In 1955, Loomis demonstrated that the tripeptide,

reduced glutathione, specifically stimulated the feeding response in Hydra. Since

that time the amino acids proline (Lenhoff, 1968; Reimer, 1971), valine (Lind-

stedt, Muscatine and Lenhoff, 1968), asparagine (Lindstedt, 1971), glutamine

(Lenhoff, 1968; Williams, 1972), alanine (Reimer, 1971), serine (Williams,

1972), aspartic acid (Williams, 1972), histidine (Williams, 1972), tryptophan

(Williams, 1972), and lysine (Reimer, 1971), acting either alone or in combina-

tion with reduced glutathione (Lenhoff, 1968; Lindstedt, 1971; Reimer, 1971),

have been cited as specific activators of the feeding response in several other

coelenterates. In addition, tyrosine, when present in the gut of Hydra, causes a

modification of the normal feeding response (Blanquet and Lenhoff, 1968).

Information about the chemical nature of specific feeding response activators in

coelenterates has generally concerned the classes Hydrozoa and Anthozoa (Len-

hoff, 1968) although Muscatine (Lenhoff, H. M., University of California at Irvine,

personal communication) has found that reduced glutathione induces feeding be-

havior in polyps of the scyphozoan, Aurelia. The data presented here for the

polyp stage of Chrysaora quinquccirrha is the first comprehensive study of arti-

ficially induced feeding behavior in the class scyphozoa. It is reported in this

paper that most naturally occurring amino acids and several small peptides elicit

feeding movements in Chrysaora polyps. Studies were undertaken to determine

1 Present address : Department of Biology, Northern Virginia Community College, Annan-

dale, Virginia 22003.
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B

FIGURE. 1. Feeding behavior in Chrysaora polyps; (A.) polyp with closed mouth and
outstretched tentacles prior to introduction of feeding stimulant; (B.) polyp after exposure to

10~
5 Molar reduced glutathione. Most of the tentacles have been omitted from the drawings

for clarity.

the characteristics of Chrysaoras feeding receptor system and the active sites on
the amino acids and peptide molecules which stimulate the receptors to activate the

pattern of feeding behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Laboratory cultures of polyps of Chrysaora quinquecirrha known as Type 2

(Loeb, 1972) were used in these studies. Artificial seawater (Instant Ocean,

Aquarium Systems Inc. Wickliffe, Ohio), prepared as a solution of 13 parts per
thousand salt, served as the culture medium. All substances tested were dissolved

in and subsequently diluted with this medium
; they were initially prepared as 10"*

M solutions to approximate the concentration of amino acids in crustacean hemo-

lymph (Florey, 1966; Srinivasagam, Raymont, Moodie and Raymont, 1971).

Amino acids, sugars, and reduced glutathione were obtained from Sigma Bio-

chemicals, St. Louis, Mo. Substituted amino acid analogues were from Nutritional

Biochemicals, Cleveland, Ohio ; ethanolamine and ethylene diamine were from

Matheson, Coleman and Bell Inc., Norwood, Ohio ; urea from Schwartz-Mann Re-
search Laboratories, Orangeburg, New York, acetaldehyde and valeraldehyde
from Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New York. Trypsin and bacitracin were from

Calbiochem, Los Angeles, California.
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Brine shrimp extract was prepared by homogenizing 100 recently hatched (24
to 48 hours old) shrimp nauplii in a few drops of artifical seawater with the

aid of a hand held glass microhomogenizer. Following dilution to 1 ml with

artificial seawater, the homogenate was centrifuged 15 minutes at 5000 rpm ; the

clear supernatant was serially diluted with artificial seawater for use in subsequent

experiments. In order to correlate the amino acid concentration of brine shrimp

homogenate to the amino acid and glutathione solutions tested, several assumptions
were made concerning the homogenate. Several sources (Florey, 1966; Srini-

vasagam ct al, 1971) report the amino acid content of the body fluids of small

Crustacea to be about 10~4 M. The weight of the average 24 hour brine shrimp

nauplius was determined to be 7.2 0.8 s.d. micrograms. This was accomplished

by weighing six individual lots of ten well drained brine shrimp nauplii on a

Cahn electrobalance, and then calculating the mean weight of one nauplius. As-

suming that the density of each brine shrimp was one and that each brine shrimp
was constructed solely as a container holding 10~4 M amino acid solution, the con-

centration of any dilution of brine shrimp homogenate could be roughly estimated.

The protein content of the supernatant was determined by the method of Lowry,
Rosebrough, Farr and Randall (1951), using bovine serum albumin as the stan-

ard protein.

For each test five Chrysaoroa polyps, starved for one week prior to use, were re-

moved from a stock culture and placed in approximately 5 ml of test solution in a

small stender dish. Observations were begun immediately with the aid of a dissect-

ing microscope. Each test was repeated one or more times. All work was done

at room temperature (23-25 C). Since most of the time taken by feeding be-

havior involved insertion of tentacles into the mouth and thence into the body

cavity (stuffing), feeding time was defined as the time from initial tentacle in-

sertion to complete tentacle withdrawal. Other effects such as tentacle writhing or

unusually wide mouth opening (gaping) were recorded as observations. Com-

plete tentacle withdrawal was, in most cases, accompanied by mouth closing and

was therefore considered the end of the response. On several testing occasions

particularly sensitive polyps exhibited slight feeding responses when dropped into

fresh artificial seawater
; this time was therefore subtracted from feeding times

observed under experimental conditions, and does not appear in the data.

In order to obtain an insight to the location of receptors involved in the feed-

ing behavior patterns, tentacles were cut from two or more animals within 30

seconds after their immersion in the test solution and observed in the same dish

as the whole polyps. Tentacles removed in seawater and then placed in minimally
effective concentrations of glutathione, . tyrosine, phenylalanine, glutamine and

cystein gave the same responses as tentacles cut and observed in these solutions.

RESULTS

General feeding responses were noted for all amino acids tested except

lysine. It should be noted that the intensity and duration of the whole response

varied with the substance tested
;

in addition, the intensity of individual com-

ponents of the response varied. Thus, in some instances, the tentacles would

writhe vigorously prior to bending towards the mouth. The mouth might open
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slightly or gape widely. The extent and duration of tentacle stuffing was de-

pendent on the stimulating substance. The minimal effective concentration for

amino acids or small peptides ranged from 10~ 4 M to 10~ 12
M, depending on the

chemical being tested. These results are presented in Table I. A commercial

protein hydrolysate (Bacto-Peptone, Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.), also

induced feeding behavior at a minimum concentration of 0.02 mg/ml (approximately
2 X 10~4 M amino acids if all of the hydrolysate is assumed to be amino acids).

No feeding response was observed in the presence of large peptides such as

bacitracin (m.w. 1400) (Sober, 1968) or to proteins such as bovine serum albumin

or trypsin.

Isolated tentacle responses reflected whole animal responses ; tentacle writhing
or contraction or elongation occurred in most amino acid and peptide solutions,

as noted in Table I. In contrast, control tentacles excisted in fresh medium showed
little or no contraction and, propelled by ciliated cells (Chuin, 1930), slowly moved
about the dish. Tentacles exposed to a noxious substance such as weak hydro-
cloric acid merely contracted.

Chrysaora polyps also exhibit the feeding response when presented with a

cell-free extract of brine shimp nauplii. However, the characteristics of the

response are dependent on the concentration of the extract in the test solution. At

TABLE I

Effect of amino acids and peptides on feeding behavior. The symbols may be interpreted as follows:

W, tentacle writhing; S, tentacle stuffing; E, tentacle elongation; C, tentacle contraction;

G, gaping mouth; O, no effect; ( ), test not performed
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FIGURE 2. Differences in feeding response time as the concentration of feeding behavior

stimulus is changed. Open symbols equal response to reduced glutathione. Bars represent

the spread in data
; each symbol represents the mean feeding time for 10 polyps. Closed

symbols equal response to brine shrimp homogenate supernatant. Each symbol represents

the mean feeding time for 10 polyps. Data spread omitted for clarity. The dose represents

the approximate amino acid concentration of shrimp homogenate and the specific concen-

trations of the glutathione solutions.

high concentrations (about 10 G M amino acids or 13y of protein per ml of test

solution ) tentacle writhing, mouth opening, and tentacle stuffiing occurred simul-

taneously. At somewhat lower concentrations (approximately IO" 7 to 10~9 M
amino acids) the onset of tentacle writhing was delayed for a few seconds after

the polyps were introduced to the test solution. Mouth opening and tentacle

stuffing took place from one to three minutes later. At even lower concentrations

of extract (approximately 10 9 to 10 12 M amino acids), writhing began one to

three minutes after exposure to the test solution, mouth opening one to 10 minutes

after exposure, and tentacle stuffing 12 to 24 minutes after exposure. In con-

trast, reduced glutathione elicited simultaneous tentacle writhing, mouth opening
and tentacle insertion at all active concentrations.

As shown in Figure 2, the feeding response time increases as the concentra-

tion of extract increases, from a concentration of approximately 10 12 M amino

acids to approximately 10~ 8 M amino acids, and then falls off to lower response
times as the concentration of extract increases further. Similar curves were

generated by testing known concentrations of reduced glutathione, and are also

shown in Figure 2. All polyps were starved for one week prior to testing;

each point on the curve represents the mean feeding response time of 10 polyps.
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It is interesting to note that isolated tentacles placed into 10~ 4 and 10~ 5 M reduced

glutathione are inactive. However, writhing does occur in glutathione solutions

of 10"6 to 10~ 10
M, indicating that the response is inhibited at higher concentrations

of reduced glutathione.

All common amino acids, with the exception of lysine, induce feeding behavior.

Proline, glutamic acid and alanine prepared with acetylated a amino groups, and

proline, alanine and tyrosine prepared with esterified a carboxyl groups, as well

as the substituted amino acid thioproline, all elicited feeding behavior with feeding
times comparable to their natural counterparts. The sugars glucose and glu-

cosamine at 10~4 M produced no feeding behavior. The amino alcohol, ethanola-

mine, or the diamine, ethylenediamine, at 10~ 2 to 10~4 M. produced no response.

Aldehydes such as acetone, acetaldehyde, and valeraldehyde elicited no feeding

responses. However, 10~ 3 M urea produced a mean stuffing response time of 42

minutes; 10~ 4 M urea elicited stuffing for a mean time of 30 minutes. However,
acetone produced no effect. Some organic acids also induced feeding ; a ketogluta-

rate, 10~4 M at pH 7 elicited feeding for 15 minutes ; pyruvate and lactate at 10~ 5 M
elicited feeding for 30 minutes. Succinate induced no feeding behavior at 10~* M.

DISCUSSION

Chrysaora polyps initiate feeding behavior in response to most naturally occur-

ring amino acids and to some small peptides. This is surprising, since most other

coelenterates previously studied respond to only one or two specific compounds
(Lenhoff, 1961, 1968; Mariscal and Lenhoff, 1968; Reimer, 1971; Lindstedt,

1971). However, Forrest (1962) suggests multiple feeding activators in several

species of Hydra, and Goreau, Goreau and Yonge (1971) present evidence that

at least four amino acids (glycine, alanine, phenylalanine and leucine) in concen-

trations as low as 10~ 9 M induce feeding behavior in several species of reef coral.

Williams (1972) also showed that some expression of feeding behavior occurs

in the sea anemone Diadumene in response to six amino acids, reduced glutathione,

pyridoxine, and nicotinic acid. However, the concentrations of these chemicals

needed to evoke feeding behavior were, with the exception of aspartic and glutamic

acids, in the order of 10 3 to 10' 1 Molar. Chrysaora responded to activating sub-

stances at concentrations of 10~* M or less, responding to reduced glutathione at

10~12 M. The concentration of free amino acids in the body fluids of small Crustacea,

common prey of Chrysaora polyps, is about 10 4 M (Florey, 1968; Srinivasagam
et al. (1971). Thus the amount of material needed to initiate feeding behavior in

Chrysaora polyps corresponds more closely to the amounts of amino acid one

would expect to find in the seawater when nematocysts puncture the exoskeltons

of crustacean prey.

Chrysaora polyps respond to increasing amounts of either brine shrimp extract

or reduced glutathione with a linear increase in feeding time to a maximum value,

followed by an inhibition of the response as the concentration of extract or

glutathione continutes to rise, as shown in Figure 2. The differences in the con-

centration of glutathione necessary to cause inhibition of the feeding response cannot

be explained at this time, but may be due to inherent variability between the groups
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of polyps used in the tests, even though all polyps were starved for one week prior

to testing. However, the same general shape of all of the curves shown in Figure 2

indicates that inhibition of the feeding response occurs at higher concentrations of

brine shrimp extract and reduced glutathione. In contrast, Lenhoff (1961)
showed that Hydra respond to increasing amounts of glutathione by increasing the

time spent in feeding behavior up to a steady state maximum value, indicating

that stimulation of all the available receptors occurs in the presence of an excess of

reagent. It appears that maximum stimulation of feeding receptors in Chrysaora
results in less than maximum response.

In many cases, isolated tentacles exposed to amino acids and peptides reacted

in a manner corresponding to tentacle behavior in the intact polyps, either by

writhing or extension or both. The data suggests that at least some feeding reflex

receptors are present on the tentacles and that simple reflex behavior can result

from receptor stimulation. The hypothesis is further supported by data showing
that glutathione at concentrations 10~ 6 M and higher was inhibitory ;

tentacle

writhing only occured at concentrations less than 10~ M reduced glutathione. This

tentacle behavior is similar to that observed in whole animals. The presence of

receptors on the tentacles would seem to be an evolutionary advantage, as tentacle

cells are the first to contact substances emanating from prey animals punctured by
tentacle nematocysts.

The minimal effective concentration for each amino acid tested varied and no

correlation could be made between this concentration and the size or composition
of the side groups of these amino acids. Peptides made up of two (glycylglycine)

and three (reduced glutathione) amino acids induced feeding behavior. However,
a peptide of 12 residues (bacitracin) and proteins such as serum albumin

and trypsin did not induce feeding. Therefore it appears that a peptide which

can successfully stimulate feeding behavior receptors must be of low molecular

weight.

The inability of amines, aldehydes or alcohols to stimulate feeding indicates

that these chemical groups alone are not responsible for activation of feeding be-

havior. However, the response to urea but not to acetone indicates that an

amino-keto combination will initiate feeding behavior. Acetylation of the amino

nitrogen groups and esterification of carboxyl groups of a number of amino demon-

strates that free amino and carboxyl groups are not necessary to elicit the feeding

response. Because Chrysaora respond to several types of amino acid and peptide-
like compounds, it is possible that a number of receptor sites sensitive to a spec-

trum of amino acids and small peptides exist which elicit the same general pattern
of feeding behavior. Minor differences in response to individual amino acids, such

as control over the extent of mouth opening or tentacle writhing, may reflect this

situation. Further evidence comes from the observation of the sequence of events

exhibited by Chysaora polyps in response to the mixture of nutrients available in

a dilute brine shrimp homogenate supernatant : in the lowest active concentration

tentacle writhing occurred first, followed somewhat later by mouth opening, and

still later by insertion of tentacles into the gut cavity. In the presence of a single

agent, glutathione, all events occurred simultaneously, even at the lowest stimulatory

concentration. Therefore, it is suggested that the orderly activation of each of the
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events in this behavioral sequence depends on the activation of receptors by
more than one of the naturally occurring aniino acids and peptides, even though
each substance alone can activate the entire sequence if it is present in sufficient

quantity, as shown in Table I. This hypothesis is supported by the work of

Reimer (1971). She showed that the sea anemone, Palythoa, will exhibit feeding
behavior when presented with filter paper soaked in relatively high concentra-

tions of either proline or reduced glutathione (10
- to 10~ 3

M). However, solu-

tions containing both glutathione and proline were either mutually inhibitory or

synergistic, depending on the proportion of each substance present. Induction of

the correct food catching, mouth opening, and food swallowing sequence occurred

with a particular proline-glutathione combination which was effective at a con-

centration approximately two orders of magnitude less than either component alone.

The data suggests that different receptors in Palythoa respond to high concen-

trations of either proline or reduced glutathione indiscriminately, but respond to

low concentrations of one or the other substance in a more specific manner. The
end result is a modulation of the feeding response. In contrast, a clear separation
of feeding behavioral events in response to chemical stimuli is shown by Lindstedt

(1971) ; the sea anemone Anthoplcitra responds to the amino acid, asparagine, by
contracting and bending its tentacles toward its mouth but requires stimulation by
reduced glutathione in order to ingest the food once it arrives at the mouth.

Regulation of feeding behavior in Chrysaora may be analagous to that described

by Reimer (1971) for Palythoa.

Dr. Marcia Loeb wishes to acknowledge support from the National Research

Council and Naval Research Laboratory in her capacity as a National Research

Council-Naval Research Laboratory postdoctoral resident research associate at the

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D. C.

SUMMARY

1. Polyps of Chrysaora qulnqiicclrrha exhibit characteristic feeding behavior in

response to low concentrations of most common amino acids and to several small

peptides.

2. Isolated tentacles also respond in characteristic fashion to amino acids and

peptides. The data imply the presence of feeding reflex receptors on the tentacles.

3. Increasing concentrations of brine shrimp extract or reduced glutathione
induce longer feeding response times until a maximum value is reached ; further

increases in extract or reduced glutathione concentration are inhibitory to the re-

sponse. Thus maximum stimulation of feeding reflex receptors is inhibitory to

the feeding behavior response.

4. It was not possible at this time to characterize a specific active site in

amino acids or peptides which induces feeding behavior in Chrysaora polyps. The
data suggest that Chrysaora possesses more than one type of receptor, and thus

can interact with a number of amino acids and peptides to bring about orderly,

modulated, feeding behavior.
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NEURAL CONTROL OF MIGRATION OF PROXIMAL SCREENING
PIGMENT BY RETINULAR CELLS OF THE SWIMMING CRAB
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Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Arthropods possess compound eyes which, unlike the camera type eye of

vertebrates, have a number of fixed aperature lenses. Each lens serves a visual

subunit (ommatidium), which is in part comprised of a number of photoreceptors

(retinular cells). Each cell contributes part of the photoreceptor organelle

(rhabdom) and sends an axon centrally to make synapses with visual interneurons.

One of the problems associated with this type of optical system is the control of the

amount of flight striking the rhabdom. A general solution to this problem has

been the adaptation by which pigment granules are positioned within the omma-
tidium as a function of the state of light adaptation of the eye. This phe-
nomenon of migration of screening pigment has been the subject of active research

for over a century.
These screening pigments can be placed into two broad categories depending

upon their position within the ommatidium (Kleinholz, 1966). The first class is

located in non-visual accessory cells associated with the ommatidium and includes

distal and reflecting type pigments. The second class is located within the retinular

cells themselves and is termed proximal screening pigment (PSP). A persistent

question has been the control of movement of these pigments; that is, do the cells

containing them behave as independent effectors? The answer for the first class

appears to be no, since it has been fairly well established that endocrine organs
effect the movement of these accessory pigments. The majority of evidence sug-

gests that such influences do not affect movement of pigments within the photo-

receptors so that the site of control remains an open question.

Recent ultrastructural observations (Horridge and Barnard, 1965; Eguchi
and Waterman, 1967; Kirschfeld and Francheschini, 1969; Butler, 1971; Kolb

and Autrum, 1972) suggest that indeed retinular cells do exert direct control over

the position of cytoplasmic structures as a function of the state of light adaptation,

and in some cases retinomotor phenomena have been shown to cause a change in

the gross morphology of the receptor cells (Walcott, 1969, 1971
; Debaisieux,

1944). The similarity between these phenomena and the migration of PSP within

photoreceptors suggests that the behavior of the PSP could be under neural

control of these cells as well. This hypothesis is testable in ommatidia in which

(a) PSP does migrate over the axial dimension of the structure and (b) in which

one can deliver stimuli which differentially excite photoreceptor elements with

that ommatidium.

1 Conducted under Grant No. EY 00784 from the National Eye Institute, U.S. Public

Health Service.
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The sensitivity of crustacean retinular cells to the plane of polarized light is of

particular interest in this regard. Ultrastructural analysis (Eguchi and Waterman,
1966), and microspectrophotometric measurements (Waterman, Fernandez and

Goldsmith, 1969) have shown that the basis for this sensitivity lies in the orientation

of the microvilli which comprise the rhahdom. Summarily, crustacean ommatidia
contain 7 retinular cells, numbered one through seven, over the majority of their

length. These cells fall into two classes based on their microvillar orientations.

Cell 1 has a microvillar orientation parallel to cells 4 and 5 but occupies a position
on the opposite side of the rhabdom. Cells 2 and 3 are adjacent and share a com-
mon microvillar axis with cells 6 and 7, also adjacent, located on the opposite
side of the rhabdom. Furthermore, the planes of these two microvillar orientations

are orthogonal and they align with the vertical axis and horizontal plane of the

body. Electrophysiological measurements of polarization sensitivities of in-

dividual retinular cells confirm this relation and show that the response of a

single cell to a polarized light stimulus oriented parallel to its microvillar axis is

often 4 to 6 times greater, in terms of stimulus intensity, than when the same
stimulus is oriented orthogonally to that axis, (Waterman and Horch, 1965 ; Shaw,
1966, 1969; Waterman and Fernandez, 1970; Muller, 1971

; Mote, 1972). There-

fore, when cells of one class are being most effectively excited, the cells of the other

class are receiving stimuli which are severalfold less effective. In this paper we
describe experiments in which the position of the PSP in retinular cells of the

portunid crab Callinectcs sapidus was assessed histologically after selective adapta-
tion by polarized light. The results demonstrate that the axial migration of proxi-
mal screening pigment is a direct result of receptor excitation and is independent
of excitation of other cells in the same ommatidium or eye.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult specimens of CaUinectes sapidus were obtained from food markets in

the Philadelphia area shortly after capture by commercial fisheries along the coast

of southern New Jersey. They were kept in 100 gallon seawater tanks under con-

stant lighting, at 22 degrees C, and were used within 2 weeks of capture without

regard for size or sex. Experiments were performed in two ways. First, intact

animals were fixed to a platform, their eye stalks were immobilized with cotton

wedges inserted in the orbits. Cotton wicks were placed in contact with the

cornea to monitor the ERG (mass response) with standard techniques. The

animals were dark adapted for at least an hour following which the evperimental

eye was stimulated with flashes of light from a 6V tungsten lamp located 50 cm
from the eye. The light was equipped with electromagnetic shutter and polarizing

filter (Kodak KN36). The filter was oriented so as to align the e-vector with either

vertical axis or horizontal plane of the eye. Flashes of light, 40 msec in duration,

were delivered at the rate of I/sec. The amplitude of the ERG response to these

stimuli quickly decreased from its dark adapted value and stabilized some time

later at a second value. The flash rate was then decreased until the ERG amplitude

was constant at some proportion (25%, 50%, 75%,) of the dark adapted value.

The eye was flashed at the new rate for 20 minutes. Since the alignment of the

plane of polarization of the stimulus and one set of microvillar axes in the eye could
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only be approximated in these experiments, a second type of experiment was per-
formed in which proper alignment was assured by monitoring the intracellular

response of individual retinular cells to polarized stimuli. Standard microelectrode

techniques were employed and are described elsewhere (Bruno, Mote and Goldsmith

1973). In these experiments dark-adapted photoreceptors of isolated eye stalks

were exposed by slicing the cornea with a razor blade. The base of the stalk was

placed in a seawater bath while the corneal surface was in air and exposed directly

to the polarized stimulus source. Maximally and minimally effective polarization
orientations for the cell were located by rotating and polarizing filter and ob-

serving the response of the cell to flashes of moderate intensity. The eye wras

then stimulated for 20 minutes with the filter in the maximally effective orienta-

tion and the flash rate adjusted so that the amplitude of the cells response to that

stimulus stabilized at a new value midway between the dark adapted maximum
and minimum. Controls consisted of sham experiments using unpolarized light as

the stimulus, and completely light and dark adapted animals.

Immediately following the adaptation treatment eyestalks were placed in a 5%
acetic acid solution at 85 C for 30 seconds to halt further pigment movement

(L. H. Kleinholz, personal communication). The stalk was then frozen by

placing it in a block of dry ice for 60 seconds. The frozen stalk was then bisected

in such a way that the stimulated ommatidia remained unaffected by the section.

The halves were then placed in 70% ethanol overnight. Following this treatment

the retina, optic ganglia and muscles could be teased from the chitinous shell of

stalk and cornea, obviating the difficulties of sectioning such materials. The tissue

was then inbedded in paraffin, cut into 10 micron sections, lightly stained with

haematoxylin and eosin, and mounted in balsam. Photomicrographs were taken

under interference contrast microscopy on a Zeiss Ultraphot II light microscope.

RESULTS

Polarisation sensitivity

Retinular cells of Callincctcs show polarization sensitivity ratios typical of

other crustaceans where data is available. These cells respond to light by a

depolarization of the resting membrane potential as is common among invertebrates

(Fig. 1A). The amount of depolarization is dependent upon the stimulus intensity

(Fig. IB). If plane polarized light is used as a stimulus, then the amount of

depolarization is also dependent on the e-vector orientation. Figure 1C shows

the modulation in response amplitude as a function of that orientation. The polariz-

ing filter was rotated in 15 degree increments and a 40 msec flash was delivered

at each step. The polarization sensitivity ratio can be determined from response-

energy relation (Fig. IB) by locating the maxima and minima of Figure 1C on

that curve and measuring the effective intensity of the stimulus at those orienta-

tions. The result in this case is a difference equal to about 0.6 log units, or a

sensitivity ratio of about 41. This value is typical of values of a more extensive

study on Callinectes (Mote, unpublished).

Pigment migration

Pigments located in non-visual accessory cells (distal and reflecting) in the

photopic (apposition) type retina of Callincctcs appear to be limited to the ex-
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FIGURE 2. Histological section of the retina of Callincctes sapidus which has been

selectively adapted with polarized light flashes of sufficient intensity and frequency to reduce

the amplitude of the ERG response to 50% of its dark adaptd value. The cornea has been

removed; (a) an oblique cross section through the retina approximately along the line

marked 1 in 2B
; (b) longitudinal section of several adjacent ommatidia. The thickened distal

ends (top) contain the dense proximal screening pigment (PSP) which extends centrally to

the region marked by line 1. The central regions of the cell also contain this material which
extends distally to the area marked by line 2. Reflecting pigment (rp) is found on both sides

of the basement lamina (BL) which borders the receptor layer centrally.
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20% of the ommatidium (Fig. 2B). There is some suggestion ot movement of

this pigment mass, but if it occurs it is so restricted that it is very difficult to assess

(Fig. 2A and discussion). An internal mass of the PSP is located in the proximal

regions of the retinular cell and appears to migrate extensively (Fig. 2B). In ani-

mals that have been strongly light-adapted these two masses meet and the cell is

completely filled with the dense screening material. In moderately light-adapted
animals there is a gap between the two masses as shown in Figure 2B, and in

dark-adapted animals the internal mass migrates centrally to the level of the base-

ment lamina (Fig. 2B) and is not seen peripherally.

Longitudinal sections are useful in determining the position of the PSP within

the retina, however they do not allow determination of the position of the pigment
within the elements of a single ommatidium. To determine the relative distribution of

pigment within the receptor cells of a single ommatidium. the ommatidium was ex-

amined in serial cross sections. Figure 3 is a photomicrograph of a cross section (ap-

proximately at the level indicated by line 2 in Fig. 2B ) through a retina adapted

by polarized light whose e-vector had been oriented by monitoring the intracellular

response. It consists of adjacent ommatidia representing elements from three

adjacent rows in the two axes of the eye and demonstrates that the PSP is not

evenly distributed through all cells of each ommatidium. Furthermore it demon-

strates (1) that this lack of symmetry is consistent in form among neighboring

elements, (2) that it aligns with a row marking the horizontal axis of the eye

(large arrow at center), and (3) that the pigment can be found on opposite sides

of the rhabdom (small arrows). The form of the asymmetry is not restricted to a

particular section but is also consistent along the axial dimension of the ommatidium.

Figure 4 represents a series of cross sections of a single ommatidium over about 100

micra of its 300 micron length. It was taken from the same retina as that shown in

Figure 3. The sections proceed proximally in 10 micron steps except where sec-

tions omitted because of redundancy (see caption). The PSP first appears along
the rhabdom as a thin layer which extends for about 50 microns (Fig. 4A-D), at

which point it appears around 2 adjacent reticular cell nuclei and on the opposite
side of the rhabdom (Fig. 4E). In Figure 4F the pigment has surrounded the

rhabdom but is predominantly located in the elements on opposite sides, and

finally (Fig. 4E-I) is distributed equally in all elements. Figure 5 represents a

series taken from a retina treated identically to that depicted in Figures 3 and 4

but omits alternate sections. It demonstrates the essential features {i.e., (a) ap-

pearance of pigment first along the rhabdom, and (b) then around the nucleus,

(c) in cells on opposite sides of the rhabdom, and (d) finally in all elements] that

are similar in all serial sections we were able to construct. Thus it appears that the

PSP can be localized in different axial positions in different retinular cells of a

given ommatidium that has been selectively adapted with polarized light. Further-

more this distribution appears to be consistent among neighboring ommatidia in a

given region of the eye. In 15 selective adaptation experiments, results of his-

tological examination suggested uneven pigment distribution while in 5 sham

control experiments, or in fully light or dark adapted eyes they did not.

In experiments on intact eyes, the orientation of the adapting filter with

respect to the major axes of the eye was only approximated and the process of
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FIGURE 3. Cross section through a retina selectively adapted \vith flashes of polarized light
whose e-vector orientation had been determined by monitoring the intracellularly recorded

receptor potential. The plane of section coincides approximately with line 2 of Figure 2B. The
proximal screening pigment appears in various elements of each ommatidium and is marked
by the small arrows. The large arrows note the dorsoventral (D) axis and horizontal OH)
axis of the eye. Each ommatidium shows a pigment free central area, the rhabdom (rli).

and pigment free peripheral areas, the retinular cell nuclei (rO. Scale bar indicates 20
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'FIGURE 4. Serial cross sections through a single ommatidium from a retina selectively

adapted with Hashes of polarized li.nln whose e-vector had been oriented by monitoring the

intracellular response. The first section (A) \\as made approximately 100 microns from the
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FIGURE 5. Serial cross sections through an ommatidium in a retina treated as in Figure 4.

The first section (A) begins at about the same depth as in Figure 4, but only alternate sec-

tions are shown. Thus the axial extent of the series is about 100 microns. Small arrows in

sections B-D indicate where the proximal pigment can be observed. Scale bar indicates 20
microns.

preparation for histological section produced major uncertainties regarding the

orientation of tissue in the paraffin block. We can, however, estimate the relation

of pigment position to the major axes in experiments where the filter was posi-

tioned by monitoring the intracellular response to polarized stimuli because in

this type of experiment the retina was sliced in a plane which was approximately

parallel to the horizontal axis, the cut edge then providing a landmark in each

section. These estimations are included in Figures 3, 4 and 5. It must be

noted that in such experiments the filter position was appropriate for a single cell

and its relation to the whole eye can only be inferred. Furthermore, we cannot

preclude distortions caused by electrode impalement or histological preparation.

distal end of the ommatidium (roughly midway between lines 1 and 2 of Fig. 2B) and proceed

centrally at 10 micron intervals. One section has been omitted between C and D, and
between G and H so that the axial extent of the series is about 110 microns. Small arrows in

sections A-C indicate regions of the ommatidium where the proximal screening pigment can

be observed. In sections H and I the pigment clearly surrounds the entire rhabdom. Scale bar

indicates 20 microns.
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Given these reservations, we feel that the ommatidial diameter along which the

PSP is distributed aligns reasonably well with the estimated horizontal axis of the

eye stalk in Figures 3, 4 and 5.

DISCUSSION

The only motile pigment found in the retina of CaUinectes sapidus was that

which was localized in the photoreceptor elements and can be classified as proximal

screening pigment (PSP). Our examinations revealed that it is found in two

masses, external and internal. The external mass, if mobile at all, remains in the

peripheral regions of the ommatidium. Sections through this region of the retina

occasionally suggested uneven distribution of this material (Fig. 2A), however,
the restricted region of the ommatidium in which this material could be observed

makes it difficult to eliminate the possibility of artifact or make any clear statement

about its mobile properties. The internal mass of PSP, on the other hand, can

clearly be found in different positions within the retinular cells of the same om-
matidium when the retina had been adapted with polarized light. Intracellular

measurements of polarization sensitivity ratios in these cells yielded values of

between 4 and 6 to 1. This is the same as saying that a given polarized stimulus,

if properly oriented, excites one set of receptors (e.g., 2, 3, 6 and 7) as though
it were a light 4 to 6 times brighter (or dimmer) than the other set (e.g., 1, 4
and 5). If the screening pigment were to move independently in each set as a

function of the stimulus intensity, then one would expect to find the pigment in

different positions in each set. Our results suggest that this is the case.

The difficulties inherent in properly orienting and sectioning experimental eyes
raise the possibility that such results are artifactual. The ultrastructure of the

ommatidium as described above poses certain restrictions upon the types of uneven

distributions one would expect to find if the pigment movement were in response to

the adapting stimulus. First, the distribution should be similar in a number
of adjacent ommatidia since their microvillar axes are in register along each row
and a stimulus properly aligned for one would be properly aligned for others as

well. Figure 3 demonstrates that this requirement is fulfilled. The elements

depicted there show pigment distributions comparable to each other and these

distributions align with the axis of the row. Secondly, since retinular cells on

opposite sides of the rhabdom are receiving stimuli which are equally effective

(see above) one would expect the pigment to appear along a diameter of the

ommatidium. Figures 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate that this requirement is fulfilled.

We imposed the further requirement that we be able to follow a single ommatidium
in serial sections and observe the appearance of the PSP at its distal limit. This is

a severe requirement for several reasons. First, the ommatidial axes are not

parallel so that the chance that a given plane of section will cut the same element

in cross section over a hundred microns is small. Secondly, the theoretical treat-

ment of Snyder and Pask (1972), based on the rhabdom of the honey bee, sug-

gests that the polarization sensitivity will fall off sharply as the position of the

stimulus deviates from the optical axis of the ommatidium. This means that in

our experiments a relatively small number of ommatidia would be receiving the

appropriate stimulus from a localized source 50 cm away, and the difficulty of obtain-

ing them in cross section is compounded.
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We feel that the serial sections depicted in Figures 4 and 5 fill this require-
ment. They demonstrate that the observed distributions persist over some distance

and that the transition from asymmetrical to symmetrical distribution is gradual.
We consider it unlikely that an artifact created by the plane of section or tissue

damage during sectioning, could result in such observations. This, coupled
with the agreement between our results and the predictions from ultrastructural

analysis and electrophysiology, lead us to conclude that the hypothesis that these

photoreceptors exert direct action on the pigment material within them is cor-

rect. Unfortunately our experiments do not enable us to comment on the mechan-
ism of movement or even quantitatively describe it.

One must use caution, however, in generalizing these results to other species.

Kleinholz (1961) points out that the presence of the different types of screening

pigments and their motility is variable in different species. On the other hand, the

preponderance of evidence supports hormonal control of distal and reflecting pig-

ment migration where they have been observed, while such a mechanism does not

appear to affect migration of the PSP. In this light, our experiments suggesting
neural control of PSP migration tempt the speculation that such a mechanism is a

general property of arthropod photoreceptor cells. In addition, these experiments
and their results serve as further evidence of the functional independence of

retinular cells within each ommatidium of the arthropod compound eye even though
these cells share a common rhabdom.

We wish to thank Professor Lewis Kleinholz for his helpful advice on his-

tological techniques.

SUMMARY

1. The position of proximal screening pigment (PSP) located in retinular

cells of the compound eye of the crab Callincctcs sapidus was assessed histologically

after selective adaptation with plane polarized light.

2. The results showed the pigment position to be different within the cells of

a single ommatidium.

3. The pigment position was similar in cells of that ommatidium which shared

a common microvillar axis and different from those that did not.

4. The pattern of pigment distribution was similar in several adjacent

ommatidia.

5. Serial sections showed that the pigment in cells sharing a common microvillar

axis extended more distally than those that did not after a polarized adapting

stimulus.

6. These results support the hypothesis that the migration of PSP is under

neural control of the retinular cell where it is found and independent of activity in

other cells in the same ommatidium or eye.
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EFFECTS OF /3-ECDYSONE ON MOLT-LINKED
DIFFERENTIATION IN VITRO

EDWIN P. MARKS

Metabolism and Radiation Research Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Fargo, North Dakota 58102

The occurrence of morphogenic activity in cultured tissues and organs of

insects has been reported by a number of researchers (see Marks, 1970). How-
ever, the results of these studies have not always been easy to interpret. In their

work with Drosophila, both Demal (1961) and Schneider (1966) pointed out

that the stage of development of the tissue donor greatly affected the amount of

morphogenesis that occurred, and Mandaron (1971) showed that a-ecdysone in-

duced differentiation in explanted imaginal disks. Further, Oberlander and Fulco

(1967) and Oberlander (1969) showed that the presence of ecdysone analogs in

the culture medium enhanced morphogenic development in wing imaginal disks of

Galleria.

Regenerate appendages in cockroaches may be formed during any instar, includ-

ing those that occur within the egg (Bulliere, Bulliere, and Sengel, 1969). In

nymphal cockroaches, a regenerate complete with setae and spines can be formed
within a single instar only if the leg is removed early in the instar. If the leg
is removed late in the instar, only an undifferentiated papilla is formed (O'Farrell

and Stock, 1953).

Marks and Reinecke (1965) showed that incubation of very young leg regen-
erates of cockroaches with prothoracic glands from older insects resulted in a loss

of organotypic activity and atrophy of the migrating cells. Since then, Bulliere

and Bulliere (1970) convincingly demonstrated that the initiation of leg regenera-
tion can be inhibited by treatment with molting hormone In vitro.

Marks and Leopold (1971) showed that treatment of mature (25-day-old)

leg regenerates with /2-ecdysone induced differentiation of tormogen and trichogen
cells from the epidermis and that the frequency with which seta formation occurred

was related to the age in vivo of the explant. Thus, in vitro the same dose of

ecdysone that inhibits the initiation of regeneration enhances the development of a

mature regenerate. Clearly, then, the presence of molting hormone, either exogenous
or endogenous, has a pronounced effect on the course of development in cultured

tissues and organs, and the effect is dependent on the age in vivo of the target tissue.

A second process that is related to development and can be initiated by tin-

presence of molting hormone in vitro is cuticle deposition ( Agui, Yagi and Fukaya.

1969; Marks and Leopold, 1970; Oberlander and Tomblin, 1972 j. The deposition

of cuticle by cockroach leg regenerates in vitro also depends to some extent on the

age of the tissue in vivo (Marks and Leopold, 1971 ) , but far more so on the amount
of exogenous molting hormone and the duration of exposure to it (Marks, 1972a).

Thus, morphogenesis in cockroach leg regeneration depends on the age /;/ vivo

of the explant and is linked \vith the process of cuticle deposition and molting. To

171
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see whether we could define mure precisely the relationship between these two

processes, we undertook an in vitro study of the effects of the molting hormone

/?-ecdysone on seta formation and cuticle deposition in leg regenerates of cock-

roaches of different ages.

I^H METHODS

Newly molted late-instar nymphs of the cockroach, Lcucophaea madcrae (F.),
were removed from the colony and held for 24 hr. Then the mesothoracic legs

were removed at the coxo-trochanteral joint, and the insects were held an additional

10-30 days in paper cups and fed dog chow and water while leg regenerates de-

veloped. The insects were then surface-sterilized, and the leg regenerates were

dissected from the coxal stump. The explants were placed under dialysis strips in

multipurpose tissue chambers (Rose, 1954), and the chambers were filled with M20
culture medium (2 ml) supplemented with 7.5% fetal calf serum (fcs) (Marks,

1973). Crystalline /?-ecdysone dissolved in water (T /xg/^1) was injected into the

chambers with a microsyringe. In the first set of experiments, doses of 1, 5 and

10 jug/ml were given 24 hr after explanation and allowed to remain in the chambers

for 5 days. In a second set of experiments, /3-ecdysone (2.5 /Ag/ml) was injected

into the chambers along with puromycin (0.5 /ag/ml) and allowed to remain for

3 days. After exposure, all chambers were rinsed twice, refilled with culture

medium and incubated at 27 C. The explants were examined by phase contrast

microscopy after 10 days of incubation and again after 14 days. The criteria for

the presence of cuticle were those of Marks (1972a), and each specimen was
examined carefully for identifiable setae. Since many kinds of aberrant surface

sculpture appeared on the explants when the cuticle was deposited, a structure

was scored as a seta only if the trichogen cell or the shaft of the seta could be

identified within the tormogen cell or socket. The outline of the explant was
scanned for setae in profile (Fig. 1 ) ; if none was found, a detailed search of the

surface of the explant was made at higher power (Fig. 2). The frequencies of

occurrence of seta formation and cuticle deposition were measured for a minimum
of 10 specimens for each dosage. The data were transformed frequencies to

probits and dosages to logs to straighten the otherwise sigmoid curve, and a

standard regression analysis was run to permit extrapolation.

RESULTS

Numerous types of sculpture were found on the cuticular surface of treated

explants ; these included fixed spines, pegs, unidentified ring-shaped ridges that may
have represented aberrant tormogen cells, and scale-like sculpture (Figs. 3-6).

Many of the pits and fixed spines occurred regularly when older specimens were

given large doses of the hormones, but other structures (for example, the scale-like

sculpture) were observed occasionally and then only on small portions of the

explant.
In young tissues up to 20 days in vivo, as many as 40% did not respond to

molting hormone, perhaps because of damage during explantation. To eliminate

these unresponsive explants from consideration, we divided the frequency of seta

formation by the frequency of cuticle deposition to obtain a ratio of seta to
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FIGURE 1. Seta shown in profile. Shaft (trichogen a) is seated in the socket (tormogen b~) ;

26 days in vivo; 24 day.s /';/ vitro.

FIGURE 2. Seta shown in surface view. Sclerotization of tormogen (a) and trichogen (b)
is incomplete; 26 days in vivo; 24 days in vitro.

FIGURE 3. Multicellular spine formed on surface of explant is well-sclerotized; 26 days in vivo;

24 days in vitro.

FIGURE 4. Cuticular peg is of multicellular origin; 24 days in vivo; 30 days in vitro.

FIGURE 5. Circular pit contains ring-shaped cell (b), which may represent aberrant tormogen
cell, within a circular ridge of cuticle (c) ;

26 days in vivo; 28 days in vitro.

FIGURE 6. Noncellular, scale-like, cuticular processes appear in patches and resemble sculpture
found on mature legs; 26 days in vivo; 22 days in vitro.
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cuticle. This ratio provided us with a measure of the frequency with which tissues

that produced cuticle also produced setae (Table I).

In the 10- and 15-day age groups there were no significant differences in the

frequency of seta formation or of cuticle deposition among either dose levels or age

groups. The mean frequency for cuticle deposition was 61.2% and for seta forma-

tion, it was 5.7%. The resultant seta cuticle ratio varied from to 12. The

difference in frequency between the 1 5- and 20-day age groups is significant at the

95% level of confidence for both cuticle deposition and seta formation. The fre-

quency of cuticle deposition was approximately 95% for all dose levels for all

TABLE I

The effect of age of explant in vivo and dose of (3-ecdysone on cuticle deposition

and seta formation by cockroach leg regenerates in vitro

Age (days)
of explain

in vivo
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this dose, 99% responses occasionally occurred, but it happened more frequently
that one or two specimens failed to respond at all, even at high levels. Since

this was apparently a random occurrence, we used the mean response for doses

above 3 /xgd as the practical maximum response. The response of seta formation

rose more slowly than that of cuticle deposition, but even at the maximum response
level of 18 jugd, only 50% of the specimens produced setae.

-99

95

-90

-75

5- -50

-25

-10

-5

Cuticle

Setae

2% Threshold

o 1 0.5 1.0 5.0 10 50 100

Dose (/ig days/ml)

FIGURE 7. Effect of /3-ecdysone on cuticle deposition and seta formation in 25-day-old

cockroach leg regenerates; regression for cuticle deposition (O) up to 5 days is y = 0.89 + 4.10

(10X) ;
r = 0.99 and regression for seta formation (X) up to 15 days is y = 2.56 +1.06

(10X ;
r = 0.99.

It was apparent from our earlier work that the age of the specimen in vivo

was also a critical factor in determining the response (Marks and Leopold, 1971).

Therefore, we ran an additional series of experiments in which the dose was held

constant and the age of the specimen in vivo was varied from 10 to 30 days. The
dose of hormone was kept constant at 25 /u,gd, and the frequencies of cuticle deposi-
tion and seta formation were plotted against the age of the leg regenerates in vivo.

Under these conditions, the frequency of cuticle deposition rose rapidly from 10 to

25 days. However, the frequency of seta formation rose only after a delay of 15

days (Fig. 8). In both cases, the coefficient of correlation was sufficiently high

(better than 0.90) to permit extrapolation of the lines to the 99.9% response level.

\Yhen this was done, the two slopes met at a point corresponding to an age of

55 days in vivo. These data fit in well with those from our earlier study in which
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99.9

Theoretical

96

Practical

1 5 20 25 30 35

Age in vivo (Days)

40 45 50 55

FIGURE 8. Effect of age in vivo on the induction by /3-ecdysone (25 /*gd) of cuticle deposi-
tion and seta formation in cockroach leg regenerates; regression for cuticle deposition (O) is

y = 1.13 + 3.92x
;

r = 0.92 and regression for seta formation (X) from 15 to 30 days

y = 8.15x-6.31; r = 0.99.

is

we found that 75% of 30-day-old regenerates that were induced to molt also hore

setae
;
that 54% of 35-day-old regenerates developed without exogenous hormone,

and that by 45 days, the new cuticle with setae was present at the time of explanta-
tion (Marks and Leopold, 1971). The average stadium was 52 days with a range
of 45-60. Thus the slopes for cuticle deposition and seta formation met at an

TABLE II

The effect of puromycin on the induction by 0-ecdysone of cuticle deposition

and seta formation in vitro

Dose (fig/ml)
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age well within the normal range for molting and demonstrated graphically the

coordination between the processes of morphogenesis and cuticle formation.

When puromycin was added to cultured 25-day leg regenerates along with

2.5 /Ag/ml of /S-ecdysone. cuticle was produced by more than 90 r

/ of the specimens,

but no seta formation occurred. In comparison, 33% of the control specimens

produced setae. Thus, a dose of puromycin sufficient to halt seta formation

entirely had no apparent effect on the frequency of cuticle deposition (Table II).

DISCUSSION

All cuticular structures formed on the cultured leg regenerates are the results

of morphogenic processes, but only setae could be readily identified as unmistakable

cases of differentiation since it was apparent from our time-lapse photographs of

seta formation in vitro that the tormogen and trichogen cells arise directly from

cuboidal epidermal cells. This occurred several hours before the first evidences of

cuticle deposition appeared (Marks, 1972b).

It was also apparent from our time-dose studies that these processes depend on

the age of the tissue in vivo and on the dose of /3-ecdysone received. If we use

the frequency of response to a given level of hormone as a measure of the readiness

of the tissue to respond, then the frequency of cuticle deposition represents molt

readiness and that of seta formation represents differentiation readiness. However,
the degree of readiness or competence to respond to doses of exogenous hormone

depends on the age of the tissue in vivo.

Ohtaki et of. (1968), in their work with larvae of Sarcophaga, found that at

no time during the last larval stadium did the titer of ecdysone reach the level

required to induce molting, but at no time was it entirely absent. Nevertheless,

when the larvae reached a given age, pupation took place. They explained this

by postulating that the gradual accumulation of covert "hormone-initiated events"

(hie) over a period of time eventually reached a number sufficient to trigger

pupation. Marks (1972a) reported a similar situation with cockroach leg regen-
erates in which repetition of subthreshold doses of /2-ecdysone in vitro eventually

triggered cuticle deposition. If we assume that hie accumulate throughout the

stadium in response to a low but constant titer of hormone in vivo, then the

competence of tissue to respond reflects the number of hie present at any given
time.

In the present study, when mature leg regenerates were treated with ^-ecdysone
in vitro, the number of hie accumulated in vivo was augmented artificially, and
cuticle deposition and the differentiation of setae occurred within a few days.

However, these two processes molting and differentiation responded differently

to the augmented accumulation of hie. As the hormone dosage in vitro was in-

creased, the frequency of cuticle deposition in 25-day-old regenerates increased

rapidly to 96%, but seta formation rose only to an age-limited maximum. When
the dose was held constant and the age in vivo was increased, the age-limited
maximum increased progressively. Apparently, the initiation of cuticle deposition

depends almost entirely on the accumulation of hie, but seta formation involves an

additional age-dependent factor. The existence of this additional factor was
demonstrated by the addition of puromycin, which effectively blocked seta forma-

tion but did not affect cuticle deposition. Although seta formation is dependent
on the same /3-ecdysone trigger, it also requires simultaneous protein synthesis.
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The changes in the relative sensitivities of seta formation and cuticle deposition to

a given number of hie provide the coordination that assures simultaneous com-

pletion of these two processes. Thus, during the first 15 days in vitro, the leg

regenerates exhibited a high degree of molt readiness but a low degree of differen-

tiation readiness, and the induction of molting by the addition of exogenous
hormone during this critical period resulted in cuticle deposition without differentia-

tion. A comparable situation in vivo resulted in the formation of a sclerotized

papilla when a leg was removed late in the stadium (see O'Farrell and Stock, 1953 ).

In his studies of diapausing pupae of Samia cynthia (Drury), Williams (1968)
found that the administration of large doses of /3-ecdysone and other compounds
with molting hormone activity before the onset of adult development caused an

acceleration of the events related to metamorphosis. The doses also caused numer-
ous developmental abnormalities that included underdeveloped legs and genitalia,

patches of pupal cuticle, and the loss of normal cuticular ornamentation. Such ab-

normalities probably occurred because of the partial failure of the differentiation

processes that normally accompany adult development. When such doses were

given 60 hr after the onset of adult development, the resulting moths were normal.

Socha and Senhal (1972) obtained similar results in their experiments with

Tenebrio. Also, Judy and Gilbert (1970) reported that treatment of hindgut
from pupae of Manduca sexta (L.) with /3-ecdysone early in the instar caused

cuticle to be deposited on the rectal pads before development was complete.

Apparently, the premature deposition of cuticle with accompanying incomplete
differentiation of the epidermal cells is a common response of tissues when molting
hormone is applied early in the development cycle.

When the results of the present experiments in vitro are compared with the

in vivo experiments of Williams (1968) a general agreement is apparent. The

speeding up of developmental processes in response to exogenous hormone applied
late in the cycle and the loss of setae on the cuticle in response to exogenous
hormone applied early in the cycle are common to both experiments. The sugges-
tion that cuticle deposition stops further differentiation of epidermal structures is

supported by both the time-dose and time-lapse studies.

The present study thus confirms the hypothesis of Williams (1968) and ex-

tends it to include regeneration in paurometabolous insects. It also provides some

insight into the way in which the processes leading to cuticle deposition interact

with the processes leading to tissue competence. In addition, our results suggest
that the use of in vitro techniques may make it possible to separate the process of

seta formation into its various component parts. These can then be studied in

isolation. Such studies may eventually lead us to a better understanding of the

nature of tissue competence.

I express my appreciation for the assistance rendered by T. S. Adams of this

laboratory in the preparation of the statistical analyses used in this study and for

his numerous suggestions throughout the preparation of the manuscript.

SUMMARY

A study of the effects of /3-ecdysone on the initiation of cuticle deposition and

seta formation by cockroach leg regenerates in vitro showed that both processes are
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ecdysone-dependent and are initiated by the same threshold dose, but the responses
differ qualitatively and quantitatively. The initiation of cuticle deposition depends

primarily on the accumulation of hormone-initiated events by the target tissue. The
initiation of seta formation has an additional requirement for simultaneous protein

synthesis.
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Polychaetes of the family Arenicoliclae, commonly called lugworms, are im-

portant members of the infauna of muddy-sand beaches throughout the world,

both in estuaries and along the open coast where wave action is slight (Wells,

1963). On suitable beaches, lugworms may be so abundant that their burrowing
and feeding activities markedly influence the composition and structure of the sub-

strate (Clay, 1959; Klein, 1967), much as do certain other mudflat polychaetes
studied quantitatively by Rhoads (1967). Lugworms are of great importance in

processing organic detritus and debris in estuaries (Clay, 1959; Day, 1967; Long-
bottom, 1970), and provide food for birds (Clay, 1959; Orton, 1925), and bottom-

feeding fishes of both sport and commercial importance (Clay, 1959; Day, 1967).

Lugworms are therefore a significant link in the detritus food web that is char-

acteristic of estuaries (Darnell, 1967).

Lugworms have been subjects of numerous studies on morphology, feeding and

burrowing activities, respiratory physiology, reproduction, and other aspects of

their ecology and physiology. Most of these studies have dealt with the common

European lugworm, Arenicola marina (Linnaeus), while other species of the

family have received little attention. These studies have been reviewed several

times, initially by Ashworth (1904), and more recently by Wells (1945), Clay

(1959), Green (1968) and Kriiger (1971). In view of their extensive distribution

in estuaries, it is surprising that salt and water balance in lugworms has been so

little studied. While there are many separate reports on various aspects of this topic

(see Discussion), most of these provide ony fragmentary data which do not give a

comprehensive picture of any species.

Several species of Abarenicola are the common lugworms of estuaries and quiet

coastal waters around the North Pacific Ocean from Japan to northern California

(Healy and Wells, 1959). Ab. pacifica Healy and Wells is one of the most

common polychaetes in Coos Bay, the largest estuary in Oregon. Because of the

abundance and presumed ecological importance of Ab. pacifica, and because of the

limited published information on salt and water balance in lugworms generally,
the present study was conducted.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The nomenclature for the Arenicolidae follows Wells (1959, 1963). The

abbreviations A. will be used for the genus Arenicola, Ab. for Abarenicola, and Ad.

for Arenicolides.

180
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Coos Bay (Fig. 1) is a drowned river mouth of relatively recent geological

origin, with a mean high tide area of 10,500 acres, reduced to ahout 5000 acres

at mean low tide. Estuarine effects are detectable ahout 30 miles upstream in the

Coos River system, the only significant source of fresh water to the estuary. In

summer and fall, with low river flow, salinities in Coos Bay are high. Salinities

lower than 25%c were not encountered below mile marker 14 in October 1957

(Burt and McAlister, 1959), and below mile marker 10 in summer 1930-32 (U. S.

Department of Interior, 1971). In summer 1970, interstitial salinities as high as

28c
/cc were measured at mile marker 15, in the Coos River. At this time of year

the entire Coos Bay estuary is essentially of the well-mixed type (Burt and Mc-
Alister, 1959), and complete vertical mixing is further encouraged by tidal over-

mixing, a phenomenon which was originally described from this Bay (Burt and

Queen, 1957). Only in the channel of Coos River itself is there any vertical salinity
stratification (Burt and McAlister, 1959). There are no published records of

salinity patterns in Coos Bay during winter and spring when river flow is much

greater than in summer. The presence of many stenohaline, sessile marine organ-
isms inside the mouth of Coos Bay, especially on the rocks of Coos Head and near

Fossil Point (Fig. 1) suggests that at least the lower portions of the Bay remain

dominated by marine water throughout the year.
From the original descriptions by Healy and Wells (1959), and from the

ecological and behavioral study by Hobson (1967), one would expect two species
of lugworms to be present in Coos Bay: Ab. pacifica and Ab. claparedi (Levinsen)

subsp. vagabunda Healy and Wells. However, there are no confirmed reports of

Ab. claparedi vagabunda. While Ab. pacifica was found to be widely distributed

and frequently abundant, Ab. claparedi vagabunda was not reported in an extensive

survey of Coos Bay made by students of the Oregon Institute of Marine Biology

during the summer of 1970 (Porch, 1970; U. S. Department of the Interior, 1971).
In summer 1970, Ab. pacifica was present in nearly all parts of Coos Bay from
near the estuary mouth to near the mouth of Coos River at mile marker 15, as

well as in a small patch of muddy sand on the marine beach at Sunset Bay (Fig. 1 ).

For physiological study, lugworms were collected from an extensive intertidal

mudflat near Pigeon Point (Fig. 1). Studies by students of the Institute of

Marine Biology in the summer of 1969 indicated that circulation patterns in this

area were such that the population of worms sampled was seldom exposed to

effluent from the pulp mill at mile marker 4. Interstitial salinities were always

high, about 95-96% of International Normal Sea Water (SW) of 560 mM Cl~

(Oglesby, 1969a). Worm burrows were similar to those described for A. marina

(Wells, 1945) and for Ab. pacifica and Ab. claparedi vagabunda by Hobson

(1967). Densities ranged up to more than 100 worms per square meter. Worms
of all sizes were present in the population, ranging from 1-2 cm long up to 8-10 cm
in length, weighing over 4 g. The length of the tail portion, relative to the rest of

the body, varied considerably, suggesting extensive partial predation by fish or

birds, as described by Orton (1925) for A. marina.

After collection, lugworms were maintained in non-circulating seawater at

14-16, without feeding. Glass tubes of appropriate size were provided as artificial

burrows, and most worms took up residence in the tubes, performing regular

periodic irrigation movements. Lugworms were adapted to various salinities by
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stepwise dilution. Experimental media were made with fresh seawater from the

laboratory system (salinity 95-96% SW) diluted with glass-distilled water.

The medium was changed daily to prevent fouling ; aeration was not provided.

Lugworms were adapted to the test salinity for at least a week before study. The

lugworms in 40% and 29% SW were sampled after only 4 days in the final

adaptational medium, since they were in poor condition and it seemed unlikely
that they would have survived a full week in such low salinites.

Ten lugworms were sampled at each salinity. Coelomic fluid was taken from

the worms as described by Oglesby (1968b) for sipunculids, care being taken to

FIGURE 1. Map of Coos Bay, Oregon, showing collecting site for Abarenicola pacifica

(black arrow). Intertidal areas where lugworms were recorded in 1969-70 are indicated by
diagonal lines

;
intertidal areas of apparently suitable substrate where no lugworms were re-

ported in 1969-70 are indicated by stippling; intertidal areas of unsuitable substrate (coarse

sand, rocks, etc.) ; subtidal areas, and areas not investigated are left blank. Numbers in-

dicate navigation mile markers for main ship channel. Names of towns are italicized.

avoid contamination with gut fluids or blood, and centrifuged to eliminate all

cellular material. Measurements of Cl~ were done with a Cotlove chloridometer

(Oglesby, 1968b). Measurements of Na+ were done with an EEL flame photom-
eter (Oglesby, 1970). Osmotic concentrations were measured with a Mechrolab

vapor pressure osmometer (Oglesby, 1968b), and expressed as the millimolarity
of an equivalent NaCl solution. For water analysis, worms were dried to constant

weight.
Results are expressed as the mean 1 standard deviation, indicated on the

figures by vertical bars. Unless otherwise stated, statistical significance is con-

sidered at the 95% level of confidence, using Student's /-test.
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The osmotic concentrations of centrifuged coelomic fluids of Ab. pacifica

adapted to salinities from 29% SW to 97% SW are presented in Figure 2, Cl"

concentrations in Figure 2, and Na f concentrations in Figure 3. Coelomic fluid/
medium ratios for osmotic, Cl~, and Na f concentrations are presented in Figure 4.

PER CENT SEAWATER

600

100 200 300 400

MEDIUM: mM CI" or NaCI

500 600

FIGURE 2. Relationship of osmotic and chloride concentration in coelomic fluid of Ab.
pi-icifica to Cl" concentration of external medium. Diagonal line indicates equal internal and
external concentration

; solid circles, Cl~ concentrations
; open circles, osmotic concentrations ;

Cl" concentrations for Arcnicola marina: 1, from Robertson (1949).

The coelomic fluid of Ab. pacifica is slightly, but significantly, hyperosmotic to

the medium at all salinities tested, by 5.1% (CF/M = 1.05 0.049; N = 60).
There is no indication of increasingly hyperosmotic regulation by lugworms
adapted to the lower salinities. The coelomic fluid is slightly, but significantly,

hypo-ionic to the medium at all salinities with respect both to Cl", by 10.2%
(CF/M == 0.898 0.057; N==60), and to Na+

, by 2.9% (CF/M := 0.971

0.030; N:=60). There are no statistically significant trends in changes of

either osmotic or Na+ concentrations with lowering of external salinity. However,
the Cl" concentration of the coelomic fluid of lugworms adapted to 97% SW is
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significantly higher (CF/M := 0.988 0.010; N = : 10) than for the worms adapted
to lower salinities (CF/M := 0.880 0.044; N==SO). Even in the lugworms
adapted to 97% SW, the internal Cl~ was significantly hypo-ionic to that of the

medium by 1.2%. There was no significant difference in the extent of this slight

hypo-ionic condition between lugworms adapted to 97% SW for 5 days in the

laboratory and those adapted for 13 days.

PER CENT StAWATER

25 50

500

100 500

MEDIUM: mM Na

FIGURE 3. Relationship of Na+ concentration in coelomic fluid of Ab. pacifiea to Na +

concentration of external medium. Diagonal line indicates equal internal and external con-

centration; Na+
concentrations for Arenicola marina: 1, from Robertson (1949); 2, from

Nesterov and Skulski (1965).

Figure 5 presents the results of water content determinations of Ab. padfiea

adapted to a wide range of salinities. A single regression line (method of least

squares) was fitted to the data. The results show that the water content of Ab.

pacifiea is strongly dependent upon the external salinity : the lower salinity, the

more hydrated the worms become.

DISCUSSION

Abarenicola pacifiea is an osmotic conformer over the entire salinity range
tested (29% to 96% SW). Over this entire salinity range, the coelomic fluids
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are slightly, but significantly, hyperosmotic to the external medium by about 5%.
At 100% SW, this would correspond to an osmotic pressure difference of about

1.2 atm., and at 50% SW, to an osmotic pressure difference of about 0.65 atm.

While these are the first measurements of osmotic concentration in Ab. pacified,

there are several previously published data on two other species, A. marina and

Ad. branchialis (Audouin and Milne Edwards) ;
the available data on osmotic
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FIGURE 4. Relationships of coelomic fluid/medium (CF/M) ratios for osmotic con-

centration (solid squares), Na+ concentration (open circles), and Cl" concentrations (solid

circles) in Ab. pacified to concentration of external medium, expressed as percentage sea

water. Horizontal line indicates equal internal and external concentration.

concentrations for all three species are graphed in Figure 6. It should be pointed
out that some of these data were obtained for worms which had not been adapted
for more than a few hours to experimental salinities. However, in the one study
of the time course of changes in coelomic fluid concentrations after a transfer to a

lower salinity, Beadle (in Wells and Ledingham, 1940) found that effective iso-

osmoticity was reached in no more than 7 hours by A. marina.
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The collective data for A. marina give the impression that this species is

similar to Ab. pacified in being an osmoconformer with the coelomic fluids slightly

hyperosmotic to the external medium. The data given by Beadle (in Wells and

Ledingham, 1940), Duchateau-Bosson, Jeuniaux and Florkin (1961), Ginetzinsky

(1959), Quinton (1900), and Schlieper (1929) are all within a few per cent of
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FIGURE 5. Relationship of water content of Ab. pacifica to Cl" concentration of medium.

being iso-osmotic. Primarily on the basis of Schlieper's data, the conclusion that

A. marina is an iso-osmotic osmoconformer has been repeated in later reviews

(e.g. Green, 1968; Krogh, 1939; Oglesby, 1969a; Potts and Parry, 1964). How-
ever, Belyaev's (1957) results show a stronger degree of hyperosmoticity, by an

average of 9% for the Barents Sea population and an average of 12% for the

White Sea population, with some data points ranging as high as 24% more
concentrated than the medium. There is some difficulty in interpreting Belyaev's
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Figure 9, from which these data were taken, because the freezing point depressions
for the media do not correspond to their stated salinity (the relationship, according
to Krogh (1939), should be -1.0 C =293 HIM XaCl == 18.3'/,,S |. Belyaev's

freezing point depression values were taken and regraphed for use in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6. Relationship of osmotic concentrations in coelomic fluids of lugworms to osmotic

concentrations of external medium: Arenicola marina: solid circles, White Sea (Belyaev, 1957) ;

open circles, Barents Sea (Belyaev, 1957) ; open squares, Kiel and Helgoland (Schlieper, 1929) ;

1, Plymouth and Bangor (Beadle, in Wells and Ledingham, 1940) ; 2, Naples (Quinton, 1900) ;

3, Roscoff ( Duchateau-Bosson, Jeuniaux, and Florkin, 1961) ; 4, White Sea (Ginetzinsky,

1959) ; 5, (Krukenberg, in Ashworth, 1904) ;
Arcnicolidcs branchialis: open diamonds, Sea

of Azov (Zenkevich, 1938a, 1938b) ; Abarenicola pacifica: solid squares, Coos Bay (this

report).

Belyaev's interpretation of his results is that both populations of A. marina are

hyperosmotic regulators at or near their habitat salinities, which were different

for the two populations. However, his results as regraphed in Figure 6 do not

show any distinct "plateau" of hyperosmotic regulation such as that which char-

acterizes nereid polychaetes (Oglesby, 1969a). Belyaev's results actually seem
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more consistent with the conclusion that A. marina is a hyperosmotic osmocon-

former at all salinities.

Zenkevich's (1938a, 1938b) results for Ad. branchialis (as A. gntbci) present

even greater problems for interpretation. As regraphed in Figure 6 (using
Zenkevich's data for worms after 25 hours acclimation), Ad. branchialis appears
to he strikingly hyperosmotic to the medium at all salinities, and shows a marked

"plateau" region suggestive of active hyperosmotic regulation between about 25%
and 50% SW. Not only are these results different from those for A. marina and

Ab. pacifica, they are different from those for any other polychaete (Oglesby,

1969a). As with Belyaev's Figure 9, the stated enviromental salinities in

Zenkevich's (1938b) Figure 15 do not correspond to the measured freezing point

depressions. Zenkevich (1939b) found marked temporal variations in freezing

point depressions after 7, 12 and 25 hours in the experimental salinities, but

these variations were not proportional to either the length of the acclimation time

or to the salinity. As discussed by Oglesby (1969a), all measurements of freezing

point depressions made by Zenkevich (1938a, 1938b) in a wide variety of organisms
were markedly hyperosmotic to the "average" environmental salinity in the Sea of

Azov. Conflicting data by other workers who have investigated these same or

similar species cast doubt on the validity of Zenkevich's results.

It can be concluded, therefore, that both Ab. pacifica and A. marina, and

probably all members of the family Arenicolidae, are osmotic conformers which

maintain a slight degree of hyperosmoticity over a fairly wide salinity range. The
osmotic behavior of lugworms is thus quite unlike that of many estuarine

invertebrates, such as most nereid polychaetes (Oglesby, 1969a), the amphipod
Gammarus duebeni (Sutcliffe, 1967), and several decapod crustaceans (Gross,

1964), all of which are osmotic conformers only at higher salinities, and are active

hyperosmotic regulators at salinities lower than about 25% SW. Rather, lugworms
are osmotically similar to the ribbed mussel Modiohts douissus (Pierce, 1970), the

bay mussel Mytilus cdulis (Gilles, 1972), and the acorn barnacle Balaniis ini-

provisus (Newman, 1967), as well as the polychaetes Nereis vexiUosa (Oglesby,

1965) and Cirriformia spirabrancha (Dice, 1969). All are osmotic conformers

and all can tolerate a wide range of external salinities ;
this tolerance permits at

least some to penetrate far into the oligohaline reaches of estuaries.

It has only recently been realized that many marine and estuarine animals,

usually considered to be iso-osmotic, in fact maintain a small but statistically sig-

nificant degree of hyperosmoticity of the body fluids to the environment (Dice,

1969; Pierce, 1970; Remmert, 1969), as was remarked upon as long ago as 1935

by Nicol. Pierce (page 530) believes that "any animal having protein in solution

in its extracellular water and permeable external membranes must be hyperosmotic to

its environment," this condition being the purely passive consequence of the presence
of osmotically active but indiffusible particles such as proteins in the body fluids

resulting in a Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium. Pierce (1970) suggested that the usually
small differences in osmotic concentrations between the body fluids and the external

media had hitherto gone unrecognized because earlier workers had used less precise

methods than are now available. Pierce's conclusion, while theoretically attractive,

may not be true for all real animals, even when one excludes from consideration

such hypo-osmotic regulators as marine teleost fishes, many crabs, and the brine
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shrimp Artemia. Most sipunculid worms, for example, seem clearly to be iso-

osmotic conformers at all tolerable salinities (Oglesby, 1969a; Hogue and Oglesby,
1972). The one reported measurement of plasma protein concentrations in lug-
worms is only 0.2 g/1 (in A. marina: Robertson, 1949), a value at the low end
of the range of plasma protein measurements in body fluids of those worms lacking
a dissolved respiratory pigment (Oglesby, 1969a). Robertson (1949) carried out

dialysis experiments of body fluids against sea water using collodion membranes,
and concluded that a Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium was not significant in many marine

invertebrates, including /2. marina.

Remmert (1969, page 424) offered no explanation for his conclusion that

"osmotic conformers are slightly hyperosmotic in their normal environment."

Pierce (1970) discussed aspects of the differences in osmotic pressures between
blood and pericardial fluids in bivalve molluscs, but did not address himself to the

ecological role, if any, of the blood's being hyperosmotic to the external environ-

ment. Dice (1969) suggested that the maintenance of hyperosmotic coelomic

fluids in marine annelids caused a constant osmotic influx of water into the worm
which could replace water lost in the urine. Strunk (1930a) and Chapman and
Newell (1947) have described fairly copious urination by A. marina, so the

necessity for replacing urinary water is present. Dice's (1969) suggestion seems

quite likely as at least a partial explanation for the adaptive value of slightly hy-

perosmotic body fluids in marine and estuarine osmoconformers.

Na+ and Cl~ concentrations are slightly lower in the coelomic fluids of Ab.

pacifica than in the external medium at all salinities, by about 3% and 10%,
respectively (Figs. 2, 3). In the case of Cl~, the CF/M ratio was significantly-

lower in worms adapted to salinities below the habitat salinity of 97% SW.
Robertson (1949) and Nesterov and Skulski (1965) have measured Na+ in the

coelomic fluids of A. marina, and Robertson has also reported values for Cl~ ;

these are indicated by small numbers in Figures 2 and 3. Robertson's data indicate

that this species has coelomic fluids that are virtually iso-ionic with respect to both

Cl~ and Na% and that this situation does not change after a short exposure to

lowered salinity. On the other hand, Nesterov and Skulski's measurement of Na+

is 14% lower in the coelomic fluid than in the medium.
Bialaszewicz (1933) gave data for several ions, including Cl~ but not Xa+

, in

the coelomic fluids of Ab. claparedi. Since he did not report the ionic composition
of the external medium (about 112% SW), it is not possible to compute exact

CF/M ratios for any of the ions he measured. The ratios discussed below were
calculated on the assumption that the coelomic fluids of Ab. claparedi are iso-ionic

with respect to Cl~ (see Oglesby, 1969a).
Bialaszewicz (1933), Nesterov and Skulski (1965), and Robertson (1949) have

reported on several additional ions in A. marina and Ab. claparedi. Among the

cations, K+ was reported by all three workers to be hyper-ionic in both species, by

2.5-39.7%. Robertson observed that the CF/M ratio for K> increased tY n

1.035 to 1.18-1.20 after A. marina had been briefly exposed to about 509J

67% SW. (But see Oglesby, 1970, and Hogue and Oglesby, 1972, for :-ritical

discussion of the significance and reliability of apparently elevated K+ concentrations

in worm body fluids.) The reported value of 0.0214 HIM Li+ for A. marina

(Nesterov and Skulski) suggests that this ion is present in the nic fluid at
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about 1.5 times the concentration in normal seawater. Ca++
is reported to be

0.2% lower in the coelomic fluid of A. marina than in the medium (Robertson),
but 17.2% higher in Ab. claparedi (Bialaszewicz). Again, Robertson observed

that the CF/M ratio for Cat+ rose from 0.998 to 1.12-1.13 after the worms were

exposed to 50% and 67% SW. Mg++ was reported to be 0.3% higher in the

coelomic fluid of A. marina than in the medium (Robertson), but 0.9% lower in

Ab. claparedi (Bialaszewicz). Both Bialaszewicz and Robertson found somewhat

reduced SC>4
=

concentrations (8.2% and 7.8%, respectively). Robertson's

dialysis experiments showed that CF/M differences for K+ and SO/ were not the

result of Gibbs-Donnan effects caused by the presence of proteins. It cannot be

stated whether the differences between Bialaszewicz's and Robertson's measure-

ments for most of these ions represent valid specific differences, or whether they
are the result of different analytical methods. In none of these studies was the

statistical significance of the slight deviations from iso-ionic conditions evaluated.

Taken together, these data do not indicate any marked ionic regulation in

lugworms. However, some of these aniso-ionic situations, though slight, may be

real; for example, Cl~ and Na+ in Ab. pacifica, and K+ and SC>4
=
in Ab. claparedi

and A. marina. With the exception of K+
,
the concentrations of these ions in the

coelomic fluids are lower than in the external medium, even though the coelomic

fluids are hyperosmotic to the medium. This suggests the presence of an ion

deficit in the coelomic fluids of lugworms, particularly marked for anions, which

is perhaps made up with organic, or nitrogenous substances, or both.

There have been very few measurements of organic substances in the body
fluids of any worms (Oglesby, 1969a), and almost none among lugworms. It is

reported that A. marina has from 0.25-1.83 mM urea (Strunk, 1932), only 0.00059

mM uric acid (Strunk, 1930b), and 0.67 niM glucose and other reducing sugars

(Florkin, 1936). Allantoic acid was detected, but not quantified, in coelomic fluid

of A. marina (Florkin and Houet, 1939). More extensive data are given by
Clark (1968a, 1968b) for Ab. pacifica. She reported 0.48 0.15 mM NH3 ,

and gave 12 pooled measurements for free amino acids (FAA) for worms in

three different salinities, for different periods of adaptation to these salinities, and
for different portions of the body. For all groups of worms in all salinities, the

average value was 10. 18 4.98 mM FAA. There were no significant differences

between the worms in 100%, 75%, and 50% SW ("100% SW" == 30-32%c Salin-

ity), for either 1 or 4 days adaptation. The highest single value, 19.78 mM FAA,
was the one measurement of coelomic fluid from the tail region, all other measure-

ments being from the trunk. These FAA values are much lower than those Clark

reported from many other polychaetes in the same study, which ranged up to

100 mM FAA in the terebellid Thelepu-s crispus. Clark (1968a) also observed

differences in pH between the coelomic fluids of tail and trunk regions of Ab.

pacifica. Using pooled samples from 7 worms, she found the tail coelomic fluid

had a pH of 7.49, but that the coelomic fluid from the trunk had a lower pH, 7.30.

These values compare well with the only other reported pH measurement for a

lugworm, 7.43 0.059 in Arenicola cristata Stimpson (Mangum and Shick,

1972).

Adding up all these separate values for both species, 22.76 mM can be accounted

for by organic and nitrogenous molecules if Clark's maximum value for FAA in
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Ab. pacifica is used, and only 13.16 HIM if Clark's average value is used. Such

lo\v concentrations could contribute only 1-2% to the total osmolarity in Ab.

pacifica adapted to 100% S\Y, and thus are not sufficient to make up the entire

difference between the osmotic and ionic concentrations in the coelomic fluid of

this species. Some additional osmotically active substance (s) must therefore be

present in the coelomic fluids of lugworms.
Ab. pacifica increases markedly in water content when adapted to salinities

lower than 97% SW (Fig. 5). For example, a lugworm with 14.4 g solid ma-

terial (dry weight) would have 85.6 mg water when adapted to 100% SW, but

would have 135.8 mg water when adapted to 50% SW, representing an increase

of 159% over the water content of the lugworms in the higher salinity. If this

lugworm could be adapted to as low a salinity as 25% SW, the 14.4 mg solid

material would be associated with 228.6 mg water, a 267% increase in water con-

tent over the worms adapted to 100% SW. This dependency of water content

upon external salinity is at least as strong as in Nereis vexillosa and Themiste

dyscritum, both species with a far less extensive distribution in estuaries (Oglesby,

1965, 1968b, 1969a). In an analysis of water-content regulation in various worms

(Oglesby, 1973), it is shown from the present data that Ab. pacifica retains about

65% of the excess water which would be taken up osmotically by a theoretical

''perfect osmometer" after transfers to lower salinities; even T. dyscritum is capable
of preventing the retention of more of this excess osomotic water than Ab. pacifica.

These observations on steady-state w^ater content regulation are supported by visual

observations of extensive swelling associated with transfers of lugworms to lower

salinities, accompanied by distention and even breakage of the body wall. Swollen

worms were incapable of making normal ventilatory movements, and would be

expected to have difficulty in burrowing. Below 50% SW, these abnormal re-

sponses were especially noticeable.

Very few investigators have addressed themselves to the problem of water

regulation in lugworms, and what information exists was obtained quite inci-

dentally to other studies. There have been several reports of water content in

A. marina and A. cristata (see Table I, Oglesby, 1969a), and although all worms
were probably taken from approximately full-strength seawater, in no case was
the external salinity indicated. The reported values have an extraordinary range,
from 78.6% to 97.0% water just for one species (A. marina). Both extremes

are well outside the range of water content in all salinities reported here for Ab.

pacifica. Probably these data should be used with caution until more carefully
controlled work is done with A. marina.

The tendency for a worm to approach its initial weight after a transfer from

one salinity to another is termed "volume regulation" (Oglesby, 1969a). No
studies have been published on the actual time course of weight changes after

transfers, but scattered comments in the literature indicate that A. marina (Dakin,

1908; Ginetzinsky, 1959; Quinton, 1900; Reid, 1929), Ad. branchialis (Zenke-
vich, 1938a) ;

and Ab. pacifica (Clark. 1969b ; this report) have little or no capacity
for volume regulation, suggestions which are consistent with the great variation

in steady-state water content observed in Ab pacifica. It can reasonably be con-

cluded that lugworms have a very limited capacity to regulate water content when

exposed to variations in environmental salinity.
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The studies just discussed indicate that both Ab. pacifica and A. marina, and

very likely all lugworms, are hyperosomotic osmocon formers which cannot regulate
volume and water content to any significant extent. When maintained in salinities

lower than about 50% SW in the laboratory, lugworms are rendered incapable
of such vital physiological activities as burrowing and burrow ventilation. Yet

Ab. pacifica has a very extensive distribution in the Coos Bay estuary, which has

some freshwater inflow at all seasons, and very strong freshwater inflows from

the Coos River during the rainy season (November-May). Similarly, A. marina

TABLE I

Tolerance of low salinities by lugworms

External
concentration Remarks and references

HIM Cl~

Arenicola marina
50 Survival only "for a short time" (Reid 1929).

80-85 Serious injuries occur below this level (Khlebovich 1969); survived 26 hours

in laboratory (Schlieper 1929).

125 Lowest temporary salinity at which worms were found in field (Nicol 1935);
lowest salinity for worms in field (Green 1968; Krogh 1939; Wells and

Ledingham 1940).

140-193 Survived only 2 hours in laboratory (Pearse 1928); survived 7 hours in

laboratory (Beadle in Wells and Ledingham 1940); no tolerance of lower

salinities in laboratory (Belyaev 1957; Ginetzinsky 1959; Sveshnikov

1963).

230 Lowest salinity permitting normal burrowing (Reid 1929).
344-392 Lowest salinity for worms in field (Percival 1929; Popham 1966; Robertson

1949).
A renicolides branchialis

48 Survived 25 hours in laboratory (Zenkevich 1938b).
357 Average environmental salinity (Zenkevich 1938b).
Abarenicola pacifica

162-220 Poor survival in laboratory (this report).

247-277 Survived 4 days in laboratory (Clark 1968b); moderate survival in labora-

tory (this report).
400 Lowest interstital salinity at which worms were found in field (this report).

is generally regarded as a typical inhabitant of estuaries in northern Europe (e. g.,

Green, 1968). In view of their relatively poor physiological abilities to control

salt and water balance in the laboratory, how do lugworms cope with the rigorous
conditions of varying salinities in estuaries?

The actual tolerance of lugworms to low salinities may not be so great as

generally believed. Table I gives a number of records of low salinity tolerances

for 3 species of lugworms ; undoubtedly other low salinity limits have been pub-

lished, especially in faunal lists, but I hope that this selection is representative.
Table I gives a first impression that lugworms can tolerate salinities down to at

least 23% SW (S%cS) in the field, and much lower salinities in the laboratory.

However, in the laboratory lugworms show obvious signs of injury when ex-

posed to salinities below about 25% SW for more than a few hours. Schlieper's

(1929) record for A. marina surviving 26 hours in 15% SW and Zenkevich's
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(1938b) record for Ad. branchialis surviving 25 hours in 9% SW are by far

the longest recorded laboratory survivals of lugworms in salinities below 23% SW.
Ab. pacifica placed in salinities lower than about 50% SW recovered if returned

to higher salinities within 1-2 days. Thus, in this species, brief exposures to low
salinities do not cause irreversible damage.
A salinity of 5-8% is frequently regarded as representing an important bound-

ary for the low salinity tolerance of euryhaline estuarine osmoconformers (re-

view; Khlebovich, 1969). This critical low salinity limit was termed the "horo-

halinicum" by Kinne (1971). The horohalinicum is not a tolerance boundary for

such estuarine worms as nereid polychaetes, but it seems significant that 5-8%oS
is approximately the external concentration at which these worms abandon osmo-

conformity and begin to hyperosmoregulate (Oglesby, 1969a). The horohalinicum
of natural waters seems to be characterized by marked changes in ion ratios, which
are constant throughout the entire range of higher salinities. At and below the

horohalinicum, K+ and Ca++ tend to become much more abundant relative to Na+

than in higher salinities (Khlebovich, 1969; Kinne, 1971). Thus, the several ob-

servations that lugworms can survive up to 2 days in salinities below 8% in the

laboratory may be a fortunate consequence of the use of distilled water to make
seawater dilutions, leaving the various ion ratios unaltered. However, for the

osmoregulator Nereis diverslcolor, Ca++ must be present in the external medium
for survival in salinities below the horohalinicum (Oglesby, 1970; Smith, 1970).

While there are a number of references to lugworms being found exposed to

salinities as low as 8%c in the field (Table I), suggesting that lugworms can

exist naturally down to the horohalinicum, many low salinity records seem to be
of the type described by Nicol (1935). She states (page 220) that A. marina is

"found in [salt marsh] pools of an average salinity as low as 15/ f . In the pools
the salinity does not often fall below 8%o." Nicol's observations may well be
the actual basis for later undocumented and unqualified statements, such as that

A. marina "can tolerate reduced salinities down to about 8%
"

(Green, 1968)

(e.g., also Krogh, 1939; Wells and Ledingham, 1940). Nicol clearly stated that

these reductions of salinity were brief and temporary, due to rainfall or to sur-

face runoff, and that they did not influence interstitial water salinity to any ex-

tent even when the salinity of the overlying water was considerably reduced.

That burrowing animals may be able to avoid or reduce contact with over-

lying waters of low salinity for short periods of time, while remaining in contact

with interstitial water of much higher salinity, is discussed in some detail by
Oglesby (1969b). Such burrowers will be limited by how long they can tolerate

the absence of new water for burrow ventilation. In the case of lugworms, such

periods may be quite long. May (1972, page 80) observed that Ab. pacifica "ap-
peared healthy after three days in anoxia," and Hecht (1932) maintained A. marina
for 9 days in the absence of oxygen. Thus, lugworms are capable of "riding out"
short periods of lowered environmental salinities in much the same way as can
barnacles (Newman, 1967) and bivalve molluscs (Gilles, 1972), which prevent
contact of the body with external medium by closing their shells. MacGinitie

(1939), for example, reported that a number of soft-bodied burrowing inverte-

brates, including A. brasilicnsis Nonato (as A. cristata), survived a major fresh-

water flood in the normally marine Newport Bay in southern California, while
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epifaunal forms lacking shells were killed. Just how effectively a lugworm can

plug its burrow against temporarily adverse environmental conditions is still a

matter of controversy (Hoffman and Mangum, 1972; Vogel and Bretz, 1972).
Table I shows that with the exception of these questionable records for lug-

worms at 8%oS (23% SW), the lowest limit for worms in the field is considerably

higher, from 41% SW (Reid, 1929) to 60-70% SW (Percival, 1929; Popham,
1966; this report). This high value for long-term survival of low salinities in the

field is consistent with those few studies on long-term survival in the laboratory,
and not inconsistent with observations that lugworms can survive temporary ex-

posure to lower salinities both in the laboratory and in the field.

In the Coos Bay system (Fig. 1), as elsewhere (Hobson, 1967), Ab. pacifica

is not found in such obviously unsuitable substrates as rocks, gravels, and coarse

sand. It is often very abundant in finer sandy-muds with a moderate organic
matter content. This distribution pattern seems typical of lugworms generally

(e.g., Longbottom, 1970), probably due to the similar feeding and burrowing
mechanisms of all members of the family (Hobson, 1967). However, differences

in details of substrate preference have been observed ( Healy, 1963
; Hobson, 1967 )

such that sympatric species are not usually found together. Sediments suitable for

lugworms require calm waters and a depositional environment for development,
and while such situations commonly occur in estuaries, lugworms can also be

found along the open coast in situations in which wave action is much reduced

(Wells, 1963). Thus, Ab. pacifica is present on the purely marine beach at Sun-

set Bay (Fig. 1), where there is almost no wave action and sediments are similar

to those within Coos Bay. Suitable muddy-sand substrates are widespread in the

Coos Bay system, and Ab. pacifica is present, and often abundant, in most such

areas (Fig. 1). However, Ab. pacifica is absent from certain areas in Coos Bay
which seemingly have an appropriate substrate (Fig. 1). There seem to be two

major categories of intertidal areas lacking lugworms in Coos Bay : areas sub-

ject to severe human disturbance in the form of inputs of domestic and industrial

wastes, (e.g., paper pulp mills, log storage areas, commercial shipping docks, fish

canneries, etc.), and areas receiving freshwater inflows, either year-round or

seasonally.

With reference to pollution, of particular interest is the paper mill at mile

marker 4 (Fig. 1), which discharges about 1.5 million gallons of wastes each day
onto a broad intertidal flat (U. S. Department of the Interior, 1971 ). These wastes

are a complex mixture of partially digested wood residues, including high concen-

trations of polysaccharides and lignins, and sulfite waste liquors with a variety of

acidic sulfur compounds at a pH of 2.0-2^.5. Within about 1000 m both upstream
and downstream of the outfall plume there is little or no infaunal life on the mud-
flats. However, Ab. pacifica approaches the outfall plume more closely than any
other macroscopic invertebrate. In the area most seriously affected by sulfite waste

liquor disposal, the only animals present were a few small lugworms. Fecal cast-

ings were sometimes observed immediately adjacent to places where H2S bubbled

out of the substrate upon agitation and where sulfur-oxidizing bacteria had formed

large mold-like patches of colloidal elemental sulfur on the surface. Several reports
indicate that lugworms are notably tolerant of sulfide (Clay, 1959; Hecht, 1932;

Perkins and Abbott, 1972; Sveshnikov, 1963). Patel and Spencer (1963) found
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that blood from A. marina contained an active catalyst of sulfide oxidation, an oxi-

dation product of haemoglobin they termed the "brown pigment." Patel and

Spencer concluded (page 174) that "The presence of free haemin in the blood,

coupled with its autocatalytic production by sulphide must afford the animal con-

siderable protection against the toxic effects of sulphide." In view of the high
tolerance of Ab. pacifica to sulfide conditions in the outfall plume from this pulp
mill, it seems likely that this protective role of the brown pigment is found in all

lugworms.
The relationship of the distribution of Ab. pacifica to freshwater inflows in

the Coos Bay system is shown most obviously by the fact that lugworms are

generally absent from the mouths of small streams entering the Bay, such as in

South and North Sloughs, Haynes and Kentuck Inlets, and the Sloughs near

Cooston (Fig. 1 ). At their farthest penetration up these streams, lugworms were
found only on muddy-sand banks at the sides of the stream channels, exposed
to air at most low tides (Porch, 1970). Such worms would not be exposed to the

lowest salinities present at such locations over a single tidal cycle (Nicol, 1935;

Oglesby, 1969b). Because of their small watersheds, these small streams would
not increase much in volume during the rainy season, and thus the lugworms on
the side banks would probably not have to contend with much lower salinities

during the winter than were observed in the summer.

At the mouth of the Coos River in the Bay (from mile markers 15-17 north

to Cooston) there are extensive areas of intertidal mudflats which lacked lugworms.
In summer 1970, interstitial salinities here were no lower than 28r

/(f (80% SW),
even though lugworms were encountered elsewhere in the Bay in muds with

interstitial salinities as low as 2S f
/lf (71% SW). The Coos River itself has a

variable flow, seldom exceeding 100 cubic feet per second during the dry season

(May to October), but sometimes discharging as much as 1000 times more water

during the rainy season ( U. S. Department of the Interior, 1971 ). This intertidal

area near the mouth of the river would be particularly subject to low salinities

during periods of high river volume, and such periods may be expected to last

many days to several weeks. At such times, interstitial salinities must surely

drop to levels far lower than the low-salinity tolerance limits of Ab. pacifi^a (about

50% SW). The fact that Nereis Hninicola is abundant in the area also suggests
that these mudflats are exposed to low salinities for prolonged periods. N.

lunnicola is tolerant of low salinities and fresh water, and is usually restricted by
interspecific competition to such habitats (Oglesby, 1965, 1968a ; Smith, 1953).
While settlement of lugworm larvae may possibly occur on these mudflats during
the summer, young worms would be unlikely to survive lengthy low salinity con-

ditions during the winter, and thus permanent populations could not become estab-

lished.

It seems reasonable to conclude that lugworms are important members of the

mudflat infauna only in those estuaries which are sufficiently dominated by the

sea that interstitial salinities do not drop below about 50% S\Y. and where the

salinity of the overlying water does not drop below this critical level for more
than a few days. Tims, Ab. pacificu is one of the most widespread polychaetes
in the Coos Bay system, not because it can osmoregulate or even tolerate salinities
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below about 50% SW, but because most of the Coos Bay system is not exposed
to lower salinities.
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SUMMARY

1. The lugworm Abarenicola pacifica can tolerate salinities as low as 23% SW
in the laboratory, but is unlikely to survive more than brief exposure to salinities

lower than 50% SW in the field.

2. Over this salinity range, Ab. pacifica is an osmotic conformer, but the

coelotnic fluids are slightly hyperosmotic to the medium. The literature suggests
that other members of the family have a similar osmotic behavior.

3. At all salinities, the coelomic fluids of Ab. pacifica are slightly hypo-ionic

to the medium with respect to Cl~ and Na+
. Ion regulation appears to be very

limited in all members of the family.

4. Ab. pacifica has very little ability to control its water content and volume

in different salinities.

5. The relationship of the osmotic physiology of lugworms to their distribution

in estuaries is discussed. While lugworms may be able to avoid contact with

overlying waters of too low salinity for perhaps a few clays, they are unlikely

to form permanent populations in those parts of estuaries where the interstitial

salinities drop below 50% SW during any part of the year.
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CAUSES OF DAILY RHYTHMS IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC RATES
OF PHYTOPLANKTON

R. G. STROSS, S. W. CHISHOLM AND T. A. DOWNING
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Albany, Ncu< York 12222

Rhythmic rates are characteristic of several processes in the phytoplankton.

Daily oscillations are known for rates of photosynthesis (Doty and Oguri, 1957;

Vercluin, 1957), of chlorophyll synthesis (Yentsch and Ryther, 1957; Shimada,

1958), and rates of nutrient uptake (Goering, Dugdale and Menzel, 1964). Since

the initial discovery, a number of generalizations have encouraged belief that most

phytoplankton communities are rhythmic. The daily maximum in photosynthetic

rate is recorded for early morning in the ocean near the equator (Doty and Oguri,

1957), for later in the day in lakes (Lorenzen, 1963), and in inshore marine en-

vironments (Newhouse, Doty and Tsuda, 1967). There is also considerable evi-

dence that the amplitude of the daily oscillations decreases with increase in latitude

(Doty, 1959).

Two categories of explanations for photosynthetic rhythms are extant in the

literature, neither resolved. The first, which may be called the phasing hypothesis,

is based on an intrinsic characteristic of algae, namely the ability to have cell proc-

esses entrained with a light-dark cycle. The alternative or "forcing" hypothesis
is that some time dependent deficiency (nutrients) or destructive action (e.g.,

photo-destruction) causes the oscillation.

A most cogent argument for the forcing hypothesis is based on the daily oscil-

lation in concentrations of critical nutrients. This argument proposes that the rate

of nutrient uptake is directly a function of external concentration of a rate limiting

nutrient as described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Dugdale, 1967). Rates of

uptake and growth in chemostats are offered in support (Caperon, 1967 ; Eppley and

Coatsworth, 1968; Eppley and Thomas, 1969). Under such conditions the growth

response at any concentration of nutrient would be invariant with time. Daily oscil-

lations in photosynthesis could result, for example, from daily oscillations in nitrate

and ammonium ions (Goering, Dugdale and Menzel, 1964).

The same kinetics popularized by Dugdale ( 1967 ) may be used to construct

models of daily rhythms in photosynthetic potential (Umax ). In one model the

rhythm is phased to the daily rhythm o-f environment. In the other it is forced

(Fig. 1 ). In the model of phased oscillation, the kinetic constants of the hyperbola
oscillate (Fig. 1A). In the model of a forced oscillation, only the external concen-

tration of a limiting nutrient oscillates (Fig. IB).
Further analysis is possible with the models. If the phytoplankton is nutrient

limited and the concentration of nutrient (s) is constant or oscillatory but with a

maximum in the morning, as is characteristic, one could expect the largest response
to added nutrient at some phase of the daily cycle. The timing of the maximum

response to enrichment may also be expected to differ in the case of the alternative

200
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models. The largest response to added nutrient ought to occur at the time of the

daily maximum in Umax if U max oscillates. Conversely, the largest response should

be at the time of the daily minimum if the daily rhythm is caused only by an

oscillation in external nutrient. Two reference points are provided in each experi-
mental verification. One is the so-called photosynthetic capacity which is the rate of

photosynthesis at light saturation or Pmax . The second is the photosynthetic po-
tential which is the rate at both light and nutrient saturation or Umax .

The first model (Fig. 1A) describes an intrinsic oscillation in the potential for

photosynthesis Umax as shown for two time points in the daily cycle. To resolve

Vmax additional nutrient, a, is added to the existing or native (n) concentration

which is constant in the model. Actual photosynthetic capacity, U, is shown as

I

l

n

B

t

a

S

t P

n

a

S

FIGURE 1. Alternative conditions permitting a diurnal oscillation in rates of phytoplankton
photosynthesis. In both conditions the rate of carbon assimilation (photosynthesis) U is pro-

portional to the external concentration of the rate limiting nutrient, S. The first condition

postulates an intrinsic oscillation in Umax while the native (n) concentration of nutrient remains
constant. The second condition postulates a constant Umax while the concentration of limiting
nutrient forces photosynthetic rate to oscillate. See text for explantion.

two horizontal, dashed lines. At one time U is increased by "p" amount and at

another by "t" amount. Note that the daily amplitude of Umax is greater than

for U. The half-saturation constant, K t ,
was held constant although it too may oscil-

late thereby changing the value of "p" or "t." Clearly, the intrinsic oscillation is in

potential. The daily oscillation in photosynthetic capacity may be some combination
of intrinsic and forced.

The second model (Fig. IB) describes a forced oscillation in photosynthetic

capacity, forced solely by an oscillation in external nutrient. The potential for

photosynthesis, Uma x. remains constant. Two points on the daily oscillation of

capacity are shown by the dashed horizontal lines, the result of native nutrient, n,

being at concentrations "t" and "p," respectively. Note that the addition of nu-

trient to resolve the hyperbola results in an increase in U by "t" and "p" amounts,

respectively, and the amount of stimulation is greater at time "t" (trough) than
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at time "p" (peak) or the reverse of that seen in the intrinsic oscillation. In other

words two techniques are suggested for distinguishing intrinsic from forced daily

rhythms in photosynthetic rates. One criterion is the behavior of Umax and the

second is the time of day in which response to enrichment is maximum.

METHODS

Rates of photosynthesis (U) were measured as rates of carbon assimilation in

a standard 3-hour incubation with 14C labeled bicarbonate technique (Steemann-
Nielsen, 1952). Rates, corrected for excretory loss, were measured in unenriched

samples and in samples to which six concentrations of sodium (primary) phosphate

ranging from 0.25 to 4.0 micromoles P/liter had been added. Each experiment was

TABLE I

Nutrients employed to enrich -water from Lake George in the second experiment

Milligrams/liter

NH 4 NO3 2.0

Mg SO4 5.0

CaCl 2 -2H 2O 3.68

KC1 0.95

Fe (as Fe C1 3 ) 0.20

Na 2 SiO3 -9H 2O 1.25

Trace Elements (B, Co, Cu, Mn, Mo, Zn)
*

Vitamins

B, 0.0025

B 12 0.0001

Biotin 0.00005

* Trace elements in nanomoles/liter are H 3BO4 , 14.7, CoNO3 -6H 2O, 0.7; CuSO4 -5H 2O, 0.1;

McCl 2 -4H 2O, 1.6; H 2MO O4 H 2O (8S
l

'/c ) 0.04; and Zn SO4 -7H 2O, 0.3 nanomoles/liter.

repeated at seven different times within a 24 or 28-hour interval. One set of

measurements was carried out beginning August 6 and a second on October

16, 1970.

Water for the experiments was collected from Lake George, New York (IBP-
Station 1 ; 2 meters depth), filtered through a #25 mesh net (aperture = 64 mi-

crons ) , and stored in glass carboys at the lake surface but shielded from direct sun-

light. The samples were incubated on a revolving drum under fluorescent light

(cool white) at a saturating intensity (1500 ft-c ) and at the temperature of the

epilimnion (24.0 C in August and 16.0 C in October). In the second experi-
ment replication was increased from two to three and a "complete" set of nutrients

(Table I
) was included as an extra treatment.

Kinetic coefficients (Umax and k t ) as described by the Michaelis-Menten equa-
tion were employed to characterize the growth responses, since uptake rates in both

single species cultures (Eppley and Thomas, 1969) and phytoplankton assemblages
(Maclsaac and Dugclale, 1968) have been shown to respond hyperbolically to the

concentrations of a limiting nutrient. The linear transformation U = Umax k t

(U/S) was used to calculate Umax and k
t as recommended by Dowd and Riggs

(1965; for unweighted data. Confidence limits (95 per cent) were calculated for
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k
t (slope) and Umax (intercept). Standard errors were calculated for photo-

synthetic capacity which was measured in duplicate (experiment 1 ) or triplicate

(experiment 2). The native concentration of phosphate, normally at the lower limit

of detection in Lake George, was not measured. It was assumed to be 10 per cent

of total phosphorus in suspension which, in August, was approximately 5.0 up P/
liter (Clesceri, personal communication). The 10 per cent estimate is consistent

with the estimated fraction of reactive phosphorus for many lakes (Hutchinson,
1957).

START DAY
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Jn the first experiment (August 6) rates of carbon uptake in the unenriched samples

ranged from 13.9 /*g C/liter/hr at 0900 EST to 6.6 /*g C/liter/hr at 2000 ( Fig. 3A ).

Clearly the phytoplankton was most responsive to enrichment at 0900, the time of

the morning maximum and least responsive at the time of the evening minimum in

photosynthetic capacity. The rates were increased by 29 and 18 per cent, respec-

tively.

Phosphate depletion in the stored sample could account for the pattern on the

second morning of confinement. The oscillation in photosynthetic capacity failed

to return to the same rate measured on the morning preceding (Fig. 3A). The

potential or Umax for photosynthesis was essentially the same as the morning pre-

ceding, however, indicating that nutrients and not photosynthesizers were lacking.

The rate was increased by 54 per cent on the second morning.

Photosynthetic capacities and photosynthetic potentials again oscillated in ex-

periment 2 (October). The response was similar in essence to the first experiment

although it differed in detail (Fig. 3B). Photosynthetic capacity showed a net gain
of 37 per cent over a 24-hour interval. At the same time the rates of photosynthesis
were much more stimulated by the addition of phosphate. The degree of stimulation

was again largest at the time of the morning maximum. Photosynthesis was in-

creased by 62.0 per cent at the morning maximum and by 27.0 per cent at the

afternoon minimum. The oscillations appeared to be more irregular and photo-

synthetic potential showed a secondary peak in the early night. Both experiments

reported here yielded the same result which in effect was that phosphate was

stimulatory at all times during the experiment and thereby judged to be deficient.

Half-saturation constants

Absolute values for the half-saturation constants are unnecessary to support
the model since the growth maximum is essentially independent of it. It is instruc-

tive to examine the half-saturation constants (k t ) which have been approximated
with the assumption that 10 per cent of total phosphorus in Lake George water is

as inorganic phosphate. Estimates of k
t

in the first experiment ranged from 0.02

to 0.23 ju,g P/liter and in the second experiment from 0.12 to 0.30 jug P/liter. They
were roughly in the range of saturation constants found for environments of in-

organic nitrogen compounds in the infertile areas of the oceans (Maclsaac and

Dugdale, 1968) ; doubling the amount of inorganic phosphate available would only
double the estimates of k t . Within each experiment the estimated constants were

different. In most instances the calculated values are below the limit of resolution

for phosphate in natural waters and kinetic bioassay such as proposed for glucose

(Hobbie and Wright, 1965) may be appropriate.

Limiting nutrient

To reduce the possibility that the addition of phosphate was eliciting a non-

nutritive response, a complete set of nutrients (Table I) was included as an addi-

tional treatment in the second experiment. The treatment was divided into two

parts, one receiving all nutrients except phosphate, the second all nutrients. The

experimental result was negative since at none of the seven intervals tested was the

growth stimulation in response to all nutrients greater than that to phosphate only.
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FIGURE 3. Daily rhythms in degree of stimulation achieved by the addition of phosphate
to an assemblage of planktonic algae. Boundaries of the polygons were formed by rates of

carbon assimilation without addition of phosphate (lower line) and a maximum rate of

assimilation or Umax (upper boundary). Experiments performed on the phytoplankton of Lake

George, New York in August (A) and October (B) 1970.
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There was some stimulation in the complete minus phosphate treatment. The level

of stimulation was always intermediate to that achieved with phosphate only and

could indicate phosphate contamination in the other reagents.

DISCUSSION

Photosynthetic rates of phytoplankton may oscillate each day as a result of a

changing photosynthetic potential (Umax ), or as seemed to he the case in Lake

George, the rhythm may he the result of some combination of an intrinsic oscillation

in potential and an oscillation in external nutrient concentration. Although the

latter w7as unmeasured in Lake George, much evidence for a daily oscillation exists

in the literature. An intrinsic basis is clearly indicated in the data, although the

model itself cannot discriminate between an intrinsic rhythmicity in photosynthetic
rate and the presence of a second non-nutrient forcing oscillation in the environment.

The former may be the more plausible explanation. At least one dominant popula-

tion, if entrained to the daily cycle, could account for a phased oscillation in photo-

synthetic potential. Oscillating photosynthetic capacities are characteristic of syn-
chronous cultures (Senger, 1970) as well as cultures of algae entrained but not

necessarily all dividing during the permissive or gate phase of each 24-hour cycle,

i.e.. rhythmic (Sweeney and Hastings, 1958; Bruce, 1970). The mechanism of en-

richment although light dependent is not entirely intensity dependent (Senger and

Bishop, 1969). The blue-green wavelengths are the most effective at entraining
cell cycles, and they are likely to be the most penetrating in clear lakes such as the

lake (Lake George) on which the experiments were carried out.

Ample direct evidence for entrained cell cycles of algae in nature exists. Direct

observation of dividing cells ( Staley, 1971) and the oscillation in density of algal

cells in the downstream drift (Miiller-Haeckel, 1970) show entrained cell division

cycles. An increase in the density of algal cells in suspension results apparently
from loss of attachment at the time of cell division as occurs with bacteria in the

field (Bott and Brock, 1970) and in culture (Helmstetter and Cummings, 1964).

Cell cycles of planktonic species are also known to be entrained in nature (Eppley,
Holm-Hansen and Stickland, 1968 ) although much of the recent evidence is less

direct and in the form of activities other than cell division, e.g., enzyme activity

(Eppley, Packard and Maclsaac, 1970; Eppley, Rogers, McCarthy and Sournia,

1971)."

There is evidence that individual rhythms of cellular activity retain a strict phase

relationship (McMurry and Hastings, 1972) such that the phase of one reflects

the phase of another. The potential significance of entrained cell cycles in the

development of resource acquisition strategies awaits an appropriate "process"
model. Eppley (1971) has already indicated the need to know the endogenous
oscillation in growth (and nutrient uptake) constants (e.g., Umax and k t ) and in

the environmental oscillation in concentration of the limiting nutrient. Treatment

of an entire assemblage is likely to be complicated by temporally stratified popula-
tions (phase separated rhythms of uptake ) and a varying degree of coupling be-

tween carbon assimilation and nutrient uptake.
One objective of such a model may be to predict the latitudinal variation in phase

and amplitude of the diurnal photosynthetic rhythm observed in the phytoplankton

(Doty, 1959). In tropical waters the morning maximum was reported to be six
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or more times larger than the evening minimum, whereas at high latitude it was
less than two. Conceivably a model would he based on both intrinsically mediated

rhythms and on forced or environmentally dictated rhythms. The consequences of

shifting the phase relationship of oscillators internal and external to the alga cell are

immediately obvious. If for example the uptake of a limiting nutrient and photo-

synthetic fixation of carbon are oscillatory with the former driving the latter, phase
of the two would determine the amplitude of the daily rhythm in photosynthetic

capacity. The amplitude would be progressively damped if the photosynthetic
maximum was shifted to later in the day while the nutrient uptake maximum re-

mained in the early morning.

Conceivably, the latitudinal pattern, i.e., the loss of amplitude and apparent shift

of the maximum in photosynthetic capacity to later in the clay, is due in part to

such a mechanism. Doty and Oguri (1957) discovered the maximum to be at dawn
in tropical areas. Lorenzen (1963) and Newhouse ct a 1

. (1967) found late morning
to midday maxima at temperate latitudes. Phytoplankton in temperate latitudes

may be most responsive to nutrient addition (this paper ) and to thermal stimulation

(Morgan and Stross, 1969) at midmorning or midday. However, we found arctic

phytoplankton to be most responsive to thermal pulsing in late afternoon and

evening (unpublished). If indeed the phasing of endogenous rhythms within the

cells of algal populations can account for amplitude and phase changes with latitude,

there is reason to expect other insights from a model.

In the simple analysis above the assemblage is viewed as a single species when
an assemblage of many species exists reach conceivably with a unique rhythm.
Coexistence of potential competitors gives statistical evidence that competition is

avoided (Hutchinson, 1961 ). Unique phase and amplitude characteristics of growth

(Hastings and Sweeney, 1964) and uptake kinetics of co-dominant species have

been suggested as one mechanism for avoiding or minimizing competition in an

environment where nutrient resource inputs are continuous ("Williams, 1971 ; Eppley
ct a!. 1971). Conceivably temporal uniqueness in nutrient uptake is a feature of

the co-dominant populations in a phytoplankton assemblage. A model containing
sufficient detail of the endogenous characteristics of co-dominant populations, if

viewed over a wide range in photoperiods (or latitude), may well provide insight

into the significance of endogenous rhythms. For the moment at least it is sufficient

to suspect that field rhythms are a compromise between a forcing oscillation in the

environment and an inherent rhythm icity in potential of the organisms (Enright,

1970).

Field experiments conducted at the lakeside laboratory of Freshwater Institute

of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Work supported in part by USIBP EDFB
with funds from NSF through AEC : AG-199, 40-193-69.

SUMMARY

The cause for the daily rhythm in the photosynthetic capacity of phytoplankton
has been examined. Alternative hypotheses have been modeled with the Michaelis-

Menten equation. In one model rates of photosynthesis oscillate in response to a

forcing from the external concentration of limiting nutrient while photosynthetic
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potential (Umax ) of the assemblage remains constant. In the alternative model

photosynthetic potential oscillates in response to intrinsic organization of the cell.

The alternatives may be deduced from the photosynthetic response to added nutrient.

The photosynthetic response to added phosphate was tested with water from

Lake George, New York. Rates of carbon assimilation in the unenriched controls

described a daily oscillation with an amplitude of approximately two and a phase
maximum in midmorning. The degree of stimulation to added phosphate was also

rhythmic. The maximum and minimum corresponded with the daily maximum and

minimum, respectively, in unenriched controls. The oscillating intensity of response
was interpreted as a changing potential in the intrinsic capacity of the algal assem-

blage.

The display of intrinsic rhythms by at least one dominant component in the

algal assemblage infers the entrainment of activity cycles to the daily cycle. Addi-

tional evidence to support the inference is described. Although the algae may be

entrained, there is also evidence from the literature that nutrient concentrations

undergo daily oscillations. Photosynthetic rhythms could result from both an intrin-

sic and a nutrient (forcing) oscillation. A changing phase relationship between the

two could explain the decline in amplitude of the photosynthetic rhythm with in-

crease in latitude.
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True obligate halophylic algae will only grow well at elevated salt concentrations.

These species have adapted very well to a severe environmental situation. An im-

portant question to ask about these halophytes is how they are able to survive

such high salt concentrations, and what is the effect of various ecological parameters
on their growth rates. The purpose of this study was to define the environmental

factors limiting the growth of this species, and to see how these factors could be

manipulated in order to produce high yields of cells for physiological and biochemical

investigations.

Smith (1950) reported that the genus Dunaliella is worldwide in distribution

and is almost invariably present in salterns and brine lakes. Butcher (1959) in-

cluded 12 species in this genus, and stated they occur in diverse habitats including

any situation from almost fresh water to salt brine. Many studies have been car-

ried out on a variety of halophytes of the genus Dunaliella and Chlain\domonas.

These studies have included, to name a few areas, culture methods and ecological

parameters (Kirkpatrick, 1934; McLachlan, 1960; Yamada and Okamoto, 1961),

sodium requirement (McLachlan, 1960), reproduction (Latorella, 1971), salt

tolerance and osmoregulation (Baas-Becking, 1931; Marre and Servettaz, 1959;

Johnson, Johnson, MacElroy, Speer and Bruff, 1968; Okamoto and Suzuki. 1964;

Yamamoto, 1967; Yamamoto and Okamoto, 1967, 1968; Wegmann, 1971), mem-
brane characteristics (Jokela, 1969), photosynthesis (Ben-Amotz and Avron,

1972; Loeblich, 1972), and cell synchronization (Wegmann and Metzner, 1971 ).

Most algologists have tried to regulate the NaCl concentration of the culture media

but have paid little attention to other parameters besides recognizing a minimal

need and trying to satisfy this need in order to make their system work. Few
definitive studies have been done concerning environmental regulation of growth of

halophylic algae. High cell densities could be obtained but considerable time was

required because of the slow growth rate. Usually one environmental factor or

another was not considered, resulting in slow growth. The conditions that must

be considered in order to regulate a population are both physical and chemical,

and include the following : (
1

) culture media including chemical elements and their

concentrations; (2) source and amount of carbon ; (3) illumination; (4) tempera-

ture; (5) pH ; and (6) salt concentration. Each of the above factors will be con-

sidered in the following experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A series of collections were made from the brine of the Great Salt Lake, Utah,

U.S.A. After several unsuccessful attempts, unialgal cultures of an unidentified

210
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species of algae were obtained. According to H. C. Bold (Botany Dept., Uni-

versity of Texas, Austin, personal communication) and E. A. George (The Culture

Centre of Algae and Protozoa, Cambridge, England, personal communication) the

alga was an undescribed species of Ditnaliclla. These cultures were sustained in a

medium containing major elements as described by Dyer and Gafford (1961) and

minor elements in agreement with the work of Arnon (1938), plus 2\% (w/v)
NaCl. The Ditnaliella cultures grew well once established, as did a number of halo-

phylic bacteria. The medium was changed so that it was composed of the salts

at the concentrations listed in Table I, resulting in better algal growth and a con-

siderable reduction in the number of bacteria.

The next step in the isolation consisted of obtaining an axenic culture. This

was accomplished by using the method of Wiedeman, Walne, and Trainor (1964)
which consisted of washing the cells a number of times with sterile culture media

containing a dilute detergent, spraying a dilute sample of algae on agar plates, and

then picking and testing colonies for contamination. This method was very reliable.

TABLE I

Culture media

Salt
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liverecl to the culture through a 0.034" diameter polyethylene tubing which was

inserted into the culture through a plug. The light source at the lower intensities

consisted of two 40-watt cool white fluorescent lamps ;
at higher intensities the

source included four high intensity white fluorescent lamps. Light intensities were

measured with a GE Light Meter or a Weston Illumination Meter Model 75. The

suspension were maintained on a 20-4 hour light-dark period (to maintain high

growth rates). Sodium chloride in the media was varied between 0.0 and 35%
(w/v) as required.
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FIGURE 1. Growth curve for Dnnaliclla sp. ; temperature 30 C, 21.0% NaCl, 2% CO*,
initial pH 5.5, light intensity 5.35 Klux (1 Klux = 93.4 ft-c), and a 20-4 hr light-dark cycle.

Each point represents the mean of at least five determinations and the vertical bars represent

one standard deviation.

The pH of the culture media was adjusted to 5.5 with 0.1 M NaOH and was

then measured during the entire growth cycle (the pH could not be maintained more
neutral because of the high CC>2 levels). A Beckman Expandomatic pH meter

was used for pH determination. No Na +
correction was needed in the range of pH's

measured (Beckman Instruments, Inc., 1950). A specific buffer was not used in

the media.

Cell populations were measured at various time intervals using a model "F"
Coulter Counter with a 100

/j. aperture (Coulter Electronics, Inc, 1967). The data

were then plotted and from the resultant growth curve (Fig. 1) the specific growth
rate (k) was calculated from which the doubling time (to) was determined (Myers,

1962). Next the t2's were plotted versus the magnitude of the variable being in-

vestigated. The Coulter Counter worked very well in determining cell populations,
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but it was lime consuming; consequently, a Heekman Model "IV spectrophotometer
was calibrated at 750 11111 using known cell dilutions. A standard curve was plotted

and tbeu tbe Model "IV was employed to make turbidometric measurements of the

algal populations.

Carbon dioxide concentrations present in the ambient air were measured with a

Beckman Model 215 A IR Gas Analyzer using standard CCK> mixtures for compari-

son. A zero CO L. concentration was obtained by passing the ambient air through
three 2-liter flasks containing 1200 ml of 20% (w/v) KOH. Concentrations of

CO2 above ambient were obtained by mixing compressed CO 2 at a given tempera-

ture, pressure and flow rate with ambient air at the same temperature, pressure and

a flow rate calculated to give the desired final concentration.
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FIGURE 2. The effect of temperature on the doubling time (t2 ). Growth conditions were:

21.0% (w/v) NaCl, 2% CO2 , initial pH 5.5, light intensity 5.35 Klux, and a 20-4 hr light-

dark cycle. Each point represents the mean of at least five determinations.

For experiments on the sodium requirements of the algae, the cells were grown
in 19.2% (w/v) or 28.0% (w/v) NaCl, and then centrifuged and resuspended in

a small volume of the growth media. The cell population was determined and an

aliquot of media containing 1 X 10'
;

cells was placed in complete culture media with

altered K+

/Na
+
ratios varying from 10

: '

to 10~
:!

. Environmental conditions were

optimal for growth. The doubling times were determined and plotted against the

log of the K +

/Na
+
ratio.

All of the experiments were begun by inoculating five culture tubes with a

large enough volume of inoculum so that the initial concentration of cells was 1 X

10"/ml. The growth of the cultures was monitored spectrophotometrically and the

data recorded and plotted. The doubling times were determined from the growth

curves and finally plotted. In some cases, standard deviations were calculated

and are shown in the appropriate figures.
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RESULTS

Optimum temperature for growth was determined for the cells in 19.2% (w/v)
NaCl medium at pH 5.5, 2% CO2 , 5.35 Klux and over a temperature range from
5 C-40 C (Fig. 2). Cultures were inoculated with 1 X 10 (i

cells/ml. Cell popula-
tions were measured, growth rates were calculated, at least five replications were

used, and the averages of the t^'s were then plotted versus temperature. Maximum
growth took place at 32 C with the t, == 23.8 hrs. At 5 C and 40 C, the t.'s

were 550 hrs and 415 hrs, respectively. At the lower temperature the cells were
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FIGURE 3. The effect of the NaCl concentration on the doubling time. Growth condi-

tions were: 30 C, 2% CO2 initial pH 5.5, 5.35 Klux, and a 20-4 hr light-dark cycle. Each

point represents the mean of at least five determinations.

normal and active, but had a greatly decelerated growth rate. At the higher tem-

perature the cells became distorted and abnormally large, probably due to damage to

cell enzymes, particularly those involved with the osmoregulation system.
Cells were grown at 30 C, pH 5.5, 29/c COi>, 5.35 Klux light intensity and in

culture medium ranging in concentration from 0.0 to 35% (w/v) NaCl in order

to define the optimum NaCl concentration for growth (Fig. 3). Inoculation of

cultures and the number of experiments were as previously described except when
the NaCl concentration was changed. If the NaCl concentration was changed, it

was accomplished by dilution with distilled water, or by addition of culture media

with a higher NaCl concentration, and the change was not more than 3.5% at any
one time. Changes were completed in a six-hour period, but the cells were not

transferred to begin a new growth experiment for another four to six hours. When
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the cells were transferred it was noted that the lag time was short, comparable
to those cultures not transferred, indicating no damage to the cells due to change
in osmotic environment. Maximum growth occurred in 2.75 M or 19.2% (w/v)
NaCl with a t- of 30 hrs. The t-'s were infinity for 3.15% (w/v) NaCl and 77 hrs

for 35 c
/f XaCl. At NaCl concentration lower than 3.15% the cells did not grow,

thus a death rate occurred rather than a growth rate, and this is not plotted in

Figure 3.

Below 7% (w/v) NaCl the doubling time was very hard to determine because

of "frothing" of the cultures. The cells clumped together and would not remain in

suspension ; consequently, there were very few measurements in this range and a

high degree of variability.
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FIGURE 4. The effect of the light intensity on the doubling time. Growth conditions were :

30 C, 2% CO2 ,
initial pH 5.5, NaCl 19.2% (w/v), and a 20-4 hr light-dark cycle. Each point

represents the mean of at least five determinations.

In order to measure the optimum light intensity the k was determined for the

algae grown in 19.2% (w/v) NaCl culture medium at 30 C, pH 5.5, 2% COu, and

over a range of light intensities from 2.12 Klux to 40.6 Klux (Fig. 4). The
inoculation of cultures and the number of experiments were as described previously.

Maximum growth took place between 25 and 35 Klux, and at this intensity t2
=

16 hrs. The doubling time approached infinity at a light intensity less than 1 Klux.

A decrease in the growth rate also occurred at high light intensities (35-40 Klux),

probably due to pigment bleaching or photo-oxidation.
The t? for the algae was also investigated at CO2 concentrations varied from

0.0% to 4.4% (v/v) (Fig. 5), and the optimum concentration was determined.

The light intensity was held constant at 26.8 Klux (technical difficulties caused the

utilization of a slightly lower than optimum intensity), the temperature at 30 C,

NaCl concentration at 19.2% ( w/v ) and the pH, inoculation, and number of replica-
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PERCENT C0
2

FIGURE 5. The effect of the CO3 concentration on the doubling time. Growth conditions

were: 30 C, intial pH 5.5, light intensity 26.8 Klux, NaCl 19.2% (w/v), and a 20-4 hr light-

dark cycle. Each point represents the mean of at least five determinations.
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FIGURE 6. The effect of algal growth on the pH of the growth media, and the effect

of the pH on the growth curve. Growth conditions were as follows: 30 C, 21.0% (w/v)
NaCl, 2.0% CO2 , 5.35 Klux. Cells/ml (solid circles) ; pH of medium (solid squares). Each

point represents the mean of at least five determinations, and the vertical bars represent one

standard deviation; aerated uninoculated media (solid triangles).
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limis were maintained as previously noted. Under these conditions maximum

growth took place between 1 and 2 (

/c CO, with tz- : 10 hrs.

The pH of the growing culture was determined at the same time as the growth
rates were measured to see if any change in the pH of the culture occurred and to

determine if the change in pi I caused a change in the growth rate. The results of

the experiment are plotted in Figure 6. The number of cells/ml is plotted on the

left-hand vertical axis and the pH on the right-hand vertical axis, and both are

plotted against time. The uninoculated aerated culture medium showed a small pH
change (Fig. 6). The culture medium inoculated with 1.5 X 10" cells/ml increased

in pH at the rate of 1.56 X 10~ 2 pH units/hr up to 60 hours and a pH of 6.4.

After 60 hours, the pH rose very slowly 2.2 X 10 :!

pH units/hr up to 170 hours and
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FIGURE 7. The effect of the KYNa+
ratio at 19.2% (solid triangles) and 28.0% (solid circles)

on the doubling time. Each point represents the mean of at least five determinations.

a pH of 6.5. Figure 6 shows the growth curve and the pH curve plotted against
time. One can see that the pH over the range 5.5-6.5 has no effect on the log

phase of the growth curve. The same figure shows that the pH is altered rather

markedly by the presence of the algae.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the K +
/Na+ ratio on the doubling time. The opti-

mum to occurred between a K +

/Na
+ ratio of 0.1 and 0.001 and decreased at both

lower and higher ratios. At the K+/Na +
ratio of 1.0 the k decreased very rapidly

The same phenomenon occurred in both 19.2% and 28.0% salt concentrations.

DISCUSSION

The halophylic green algae are remarkably similar to the marine and freshwater

algae in their requirements and growth response, except for their high requirement
for an osmotically active substance, usually NaCl.
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Innumerable formulas exist for media, variously selected by different labora-

tories (Society of Protozoologists, 1958). In tbe present study, most of tbe ele-

ments listed by Nicholas (1963) were used in suitable concentrations and the NaCl
concentration was adjusted to that at which near optimal growth took place. Other

authors (Gibor, 1956; Provasoli, McLaughlin and Droop, 1957; Yamada and

Okamoto, 1961 ; Johnson ct al. 1968) have used similar techniques.
All halophylic algae investigated have been grown at temperatures between

14 C and 30 C (Gibor, 1956; McLachlan, 1960; Yamada and Okamoto, 1961;

Johnson ct a!., 1968). From the above data and the data collected in the present

study, it appears that the halophytes are mesothermal species. The growth rates

of the undescribed Dunaliella were decreased at temperatures above and below

32 C, but 32 C was optimum for this species.

Light intensities that have been used to culture algal halophytes range from 1-22

Klux (Gibor, 1956; McLachlan, 1960; Yamara and Okamoto, 1961; Johnson
ct al., 1968; Wegmann, 1971; Loeblich, 1972). At all but the highest intensities

growth may actually be limited by low light intensity, but a low COo concentration

would be limiting at a higher intensity. In the present study, the to was very low

at light intensities of 1-5 Klux, optimum light intensity being about 25-35 Klux,
but these measurements were made at high COo concentrations. At the higher light

intensity and higher COo concentration, the to was 16 hrs, which was a shorter

doubling time than reported for any other halophlic algae.

The pH of the Great Salt Lake was reported between 7.4-8.4 (Flowers and

Evans, 1966), depending on the location and the ions present. The marine environ-

ment also falls within this same range (Sillen, 1967). The pH of all reported

growth experiments with halophylic species of Chlamydomonas and Dunaliella have

been carried out between pH 7 and 9 (Gibor, 1956; Provasoli, McLaughlin and

Droop, 1957; McLachlan, 1960; Yamada and Okamoto, 1961 ; Johnson ct al.. 1968;

Wegmann, 1971 ; Loeblich, 1972).

The species of Dunaliella used in this study has a wide range of pH tolerance.

The growth conditions suggest the cells are not affected by broad changes in pH
(5.5-6.5). Other experiments (to be reported elsewhere) show that there is very
little change in the photosynthetic or respiratory rate from 4.5-8.5 pH units.

Provasoli, McLaughlin and Droop (1957) suggest 4% CO2 enrichment for

growing marine algae. For many species of algae carbon as glucose or acetate may
be provided rather than COo (Myers, 1962). However, some organisms are obli-

gate photo-autotrophs and cannot utilize organic carbon from the culture medium.

All of the halophylic species of green algae investigated seem to be completely

autotrophic (Gibor, 1956; McLachlan, 1960; Yamada and Okamoto, 1961 ; Johnson
et al., 1968; Wegmann, 1971 ; Loeblich, 1972). In all of the above cases, if CO2

enrichment had been used coupled with higher light intensities (previous discus-

sion), the to would probably have decreased, indicating a shorter doubling time.

The species reported here responded very favorably to increased COo concentra-

tion. A high degree of stimulation occurred with a relatively small change in COo
concentration. An optimum growth rate occurred at \-2% COo at a given flow

rate and pressure, but these cells were grown at elevated light intensities. A
lowered pH at high COo levels could have caused the increase in doubling time,

but this information is not available at the present time.
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Salt concentrations from 0-35^ NaCl have been used to culture the brine algae

(McLachlan. 1960; Vamada and Okamoto, 1961; Johnson ct a!., 1968; Wegmann.
1971 ; Wegmann and Metzner, 1971 ; Loeblich, 1972). Optimum growth occurred

at \9.2 c/c NaCl for the unidentified Dnnaliclla reported in this paper, thus it is

physiologically separate from other members of the genus. The t^ was maximum
at this concentration but there was a wide range of tolerance. The greatest effect of

NaCl concentration occurs at the low salinity range, and the t L. increases rapidly
below 7.0% NaCl. The osmoregulation system may be overloaded at the low

concentration of NaCl ; or there may be a leakage of the plasma membrane or an

increase in secretion of metabolic constituents into the media. There is some evi-

dence of the latter effect shown by an apparent increase in viscosity of the growth
medium.

Cells growing in environments containing a high concentration of Na + could

have a definite Na~ requirement. McLachlan (1960) showed a Na+
requirement

for D. tertiolecta. but generally it is very difficult to prove a definite requirement
of a metal ion for a given organism (Arnon, 1938), especially for such a common
metal ion as Na +

. This experiment (Fig. 7) does not show an absolute Na +
re-

quirement, but it shows a definite dependence on the amount of Na +
in the medium

and suggests that the ion cannot be substituted for, at least by K/ at the concentra-

tions used in these experiments. There is a possibility that another osmotic agent
could be used to substitute for the Na+ or both the Na + and the Cl~. A compound
like glycerol, carbowax (polyethylene glycol), sugar, or sugar alcohol, or even an-

other alkali or alkali earth salt could be used. These experiments have not been

carried out to date because of two problems : one being toxicity of the substitute

compound ; and the other being low solubility.

\Yith cells grown in a 2.75 M salt media, the optimum t- occurred at a K+/Na+

ratio of 0.01, but at a 1/1 K+/Na+
ratio the to decreased very rapidly. As the K +

concentration increased and the Na+ concentration decreased, the specific growth
rate decreased. This suggested that at least the K+ to Na +

ratio was very important ;

and once a certain level is reached, the cells do not function properly. Possibly the

internal K+ concentration was at such a high level it inhibited certain enzymatic
reactions by substituting for Na+

at the active site. Sorger, Ford and Evans ( 1965 )

showed a definite requirement of some enzymes of mesophytes for Na + or K+
. They

reported that some substitution of ions could occur, but the activity was reduced.

Another possibility could be that K + was actively absorbed until a much higher

internal K + concentration occurred ; and if this happened, the high ionic strength of

the K + could precipitate some enzymes, or change their charge distribution and cause

them to be inactive or to have a lower activity. The cause of the decrease in the

specific growth rate is not known, but the experiment showed that the cells would

not grow in a high K+ medium ; however, they would grow in a high Na+ medium,

suggesting a Na+

requirement. At the same time, there was a slight increase in the

t-j at low K+ concentrations suggesting a K+
requirement. The cells in these ex-

periments were not killed by osmotic shock because changes in osmodicum occurred

over an eight to twelve-hour period.

The same experiment was carried out at a 4.0 M concentration, and the results

were very similar. The decrease in growth rate at a higher salt concentration was
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expected and occurred in other experiments. This decrease could have been due

to a higher internal NaCl concentration, an osmotic response, and/or a reduction

in enzyme activity (Johnson et a/., 1968), or it could have been due to a lower

P/R ratio, resulting from a greater energy expenditure for osmoregulation (Mc-

Lusky, 1969.) The optimum doubling occurred at the same K+

/Na
+

ratio and a

very steep decline occurred at a K+
/Na

+ ratio of 1.0. The doubling time increased

to infinity at 0.1 M and beyond that point the specific growth constants were nega-
tive (death rates) and are not shown in Figure 7, but the magnitude of decrease

was not as great as in the 2.75 M medium. One possibility to be considered is that

even though the K+/Na+ ratio was the same, there were more Na +
ions present

at the higher molarity than there were in the 2.75 M media thus modifying the

deleterious effect.

The optimum conditions for the growth of this species of Dnnaliclla as deter-

mined in these experiments are as follows: NaCl 19.2%, CO L. \-2% delivered at

a rate of 2.18 ml/min/ml culture solution, temperature 32.0 C, light intensity

25-35 Klux, and a pH range from 5.8-6.5. Under these conditions the doubling

time (tii) was 10 hours. The optimum conditions described here ignore any inter-

action between factors tested.

The specific growth rate and the doubling time for optimal growth can be com-

pared directly with freshwater, marine or other brine algae. Specific growth rates

and t L.'s reported were not greatly different from those reported for other species

of algae grown under optimum conditions (McLachlan, 1960; Yamada and Oka-

moto, 1961; Tailing, 1962; Wilson and Lords, 1965; Fogg, 1965; and Loeblich,

1972).

Of all the factors tested the one most limiting was CO-2 concentration (Fig. 5).

A very slight increase in CO L. concentration over ambient caused a very marked

change in the t2 ( Fig. 5 ) . This dramatic increase in growth rate did not occur

for any of the other variables tested, at least not in the "normal" physiological or

ecological range, but at the limits drastic changes in doubling time occurred.

This species is not unusual because it grows and divides at a given rate, a rate

at least equal to that of many freshwater and marine forms ; but that it can grow
and divide at this rate in a saturated NaCl medium, and that growth does not

occur at all in media containing less than 3.15% NaCl.

One of the postulated reasons for a maximum growth rate at a high salt con-

centration for the algae is that the internal salt concentration is lower than that

of the medium (Yamada and Okamoto, 1961; Johnson ct al., 1968). If this is

the case, another active osmotic agent must be present, and evidence has been pre-

sented to show that glycerol may be thrs agent (Craigie and McLachlan, 1964;

Jokela, 1969; Wegmann, 1971 ). Next, one should ask why the cells do not grow
well at salt concentrations higher or lower than optimum. This point remains to

be investigated ; but possibly the osmoregulation system is inhibited at higher and

lower salt concentrations due to a breakdown of the control caused by a reduced

energy supply (inhibited respiration or photosynthesis), decreased glycerol produc-

tion or alterations of the Na +/K +

pumping or regulatory system which may lead to

the rupturing of the cells, or reduced growth rates. There may be other factors

involved, but they are not known at the present time.
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SUMMARY

A halophylic species of Dunaliclla was isolated from the Great Salt Lake,

Utah, and established in axenic culture. A balanced culture media was developed

containing major and minor elements as well as a sufficient concentration of an

osmotic agent. The effects of various environmental factors on the growth of this

species of algae were investigated and optimum growing conditions were delineated.

Optimum conditions for growth of this species are as follows: (1 ) temperature 32

C; (2) NaCl 19.2% (w/v) ; (3) CO, 1-2% at a rate of 2.2 ml/mm/ml of culture

media; (4) light intensity 25-35 Klux ; and (5) pH 5.8-6.5. The K+/Na+ ratio

should not be more than one. and better growth took place when this ratio was less

than 0.1. The specific growth constant for this halophyte under the above condi-

tions was 0.069 hrs' 1
, which is equal to a doubling time of 10.0 hours.
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Even before the advent of electrical recording, cnidarians, with their simple
nervous systems and apparently simple behavior, attracted many investigators

interested in analyzing the physiological basis of behavior. Following Josephson's

(1961b) demonstration that it was possible to record large, spontaneous electrical

potentials from hydroids, a number of investigators turned their attention to analysis
of the relation between electrical activity and behavior in these organisms with the

result that this relationship has now been investigated in Tubularia (Josephson
and Mackie, 1965; losephson and Uhrich, 1969). H\dra (Passano and McCtil-

lough, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965; Rushforth 1971; Rushforth and Burke, 1971);

Cordylophora (Josephson 1961a, 1961b; Mackie, 1968); and Obelia (Morin and

Cooke, 1971a, 1971b). An association between behavior and at least one type of

spontaneous electrical activity was observed in all of these hydroids except Cordy-

lophora.

From Parker's (1919) description it appeared that Corymorpha could exhibit

fairly complex behavior as compared with other hydroids. This description and the

conclusion by Parmentier and Case (1973) that there was, at best, an indirect

relation between activity and behavior in the closely related hydroid Tubiilaria led

to my investigation of the relation between electrical activity and behavior in

Cor\morpha palma Torrey. Corymorpha is especially favorable for such an in-

vestigation because of its large size and its diminutive perisarc, which usually covers

less than a fifth of the stalk.

1 Present address : Department of Neurobiology, Research School of Biological Sciences.

P.O. Box 475, Canberra City, A.C.T., 2601, Australia.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens of Corymorpha palma Torrey (Fig. 1 ) were collected using SCUBA
at depths of up to fifteen feet in Newport Bay, California. They were maintained

in aquaria with either open or recirculating sea water systems at temperatures of

12 -23 C and an illumination cycle of 16 hours light and 8 hours of darkness.

Artemia nauplii were added to each aquarium every day or two.

Gross morphology of Corymorpha was investigated by dissection, while for cel-

lular details tissue was fixed in picroformol, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and
stained with hematoxylin and triosin. Oxidized methylene blue staining for nerves

was done on fresh tissue. Individual cell types were examined following macera-

tion of fresh tissue in Bela Haller's macerating fluid (Gatenby and Painter, 1937).
For electrical recording from a whole animal, Corymorpha was placed on sand

in the bottom of a culture dish (80 X 100 mm) full of sea water adjusted to 20

1 C by immersion in a water bath. This temperature was maintained during

Distal tentacle

Proboscis

roximal tentacle

Proboscis

.Gonophore

/ Peduncle

Proximal

tentacle

Perisorc

Frustule

Canal

Ectoderm

0.5mm

FIGURE 1. Corymorpha palma Torrey; (A.) whole animal showing various external features,

(B.) longitudinal section of the hydranth, (C.) a partial cross section of the stalk.
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recording by a recirculating water-bath or by working in a temperature-controlled
room. Sand, which is held in place by the frustules, normally surrounds the bases

of the animals, allowing them to be moved without too much disturbance and aiding
them in regaining their normal upright stance. A 10-30 minute recovery period
was allowed following the transfer of an animal to the culture dish. During this

period the animal reassumed the upright posture normally seen in nature.

Electrical recording was done using suction electrodes made by drawing out

flexible "Tygon" tubing (i.d. 0.625 mm) to a tip orifice in the range of 50-200 /xm,

as appropriate to record from the particular part of the animal which was under

study. The indifferent electrode was a platinum-indium wire in the bath. Elec-

trical activity was monitored on a Tektronix 502A oscilloscope and recorded on a

Beckman RB Dynograph after amplification with Grass P511 AC preamplifiers.
Excision experiments were performed on animals standing on sand in a culture

dish. The normal pattern of electrical activity was first established and then one
or more excisions were performed. Corymorpha can readily be sectioned at the

neck and at the base of the proximal tentacles, making it possible to record from the

following parts in various combinations : isolated proximal tentacles, isolated hy-
dranth, and isolated stalk. Recordings were also made from excised gonophores
and excised distal tentacles, but these were removed before recording was begun.

For studies on the effects of temperature on spontaneous electrical activity
individual Corymorpha or their excised parts were placed in sea water on a sand

bottom in an aluminum or glass container in a waterbath. Recordings were made
from three intact animals, from three excised hydranths. and from six excised

proximal tentacles from three different animals. Electrodes were placed in a

variety of positions. The temperature of the waterbath was adjusted by adding ice

or water of various temperatures and monitored by a themistor probe, placed in

the sea water next to the animal, with the output recording on one channel of the

Dynograph. Temperature changes were made at several different rates.

RESULTS

The structure of Corymorpha

My morphological and histological investigations have generally confirmed the

previous findings of Torrey (1902, 1904a, 1904b, 1905, 1907, 1910a, 1910b, 1910c)
and Parker (1917). However, the results will be briefly summarized here since

they are necessary for an adequate understanding of the experimental work.

Figure 1 shows some of the more significant anatomical features of Corymorpha
palma. An undisturbed animal in its natural environment may reach a height of

over 30 cm. Only the bottom fifth or less of the stalk is covered with perisarc.

Frustules, or holdfasts, which anchor the stalk in the sand, grow out at the

sides of each endodermal canal in the area covered with perisarc. As shown in

Figure 1C, the axis of the stalk is filled with large endodermal cells, and the

gastrovascular cavity has been reduced to canals which are spaced around the

periphery of the stalk. From the exterior of the animal these canals are apparent
as longitudinal white streaks which frequently anastomose, especially toward their

proximal ends. The ectoderm of the stalk is made up of typical epitheliomuscular
cells (Figs. 2, 3) with the muscle fibers running longitudinally next to the meso-
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glea. Nematocysts are scattered among the epitheliomuscular cells and are more

abundant on the naked distal part of the stalk.

The mesoglea forms a layer about 15 ju.m thick (Chapman and Pardy, 1972),
beneath which lie the endodermal cells. These cells occur in a continuum of sizes,

from the small cells lining the canals to the very large cells which extend into the

axis of the stalk. Those portions of the endodermal cells lying against the mesoglea
contain muscle fibers which constitute the circular musculature of the stalk. The
axial endodermal cells, which are remarkable for their great size, have only a thin

rind of cytoplasm around a huge vacuole. A marked constriction separates the

stalk from the hydranth.

The proboscis of Corymorpha is a complex structure with a basic musculature

similar to that of the stalk, there being an ectodermal longitudinal layer and an endo-

dermal circular layer. Groups of endodermal cells at the bases of the proximal
tentacles partially separate the hydranth cavity into two chambers (Fig. IB), the

lower of which connects with the canals of the stalk.

Twenty to thirty large proximal tentacles arise at equal intervals around the

base of the proboscis. Each tentacle is organized in a manner basically similar to

the stalk : thin layers of ectoderm and mesoglea surround the large endodermal cells

which fill the axis (Fig. 4). Torrey (1904a) described both circular and longi-

tudinal muscles in both proximal and distal tentacles, but stated that the circular

muscles form a much weaker sheet except where each tentacle joins the body of the

hydranth. Parker (1917) and G. Chapman (personal communication) were unable

to find any evidence for circular muscles.

A variable number of hollow stems which bear gonophores arises just distal

to the proximal tentacles. The term "gonophore peduncles" will be used for

these structures since, according to Hyman (1940). it is debatable whether they

represent true blastostyles.

A bare zone above the gonophore peduncles is terminated distally by forty to

sixty small distal tentacles which cover the sides of the proboscis and surround

the mouth located at its tip. These tentacles are solid and are organized in the same

manner as the proximal tentacles.

No previous investigators have noted the presence of nerves in Corymorpha,

although Parker (1917, 1919) assumed that a nerve net is present. Methylene
blue staining revealed what appear to be typical coelenterate nerve cells (Fig. 5)

lying in the ectoderm above the mesoglea. However, only isolated cells stained ;

hence there was not clear evidence for a well-developed net or for concentrated nerve

tracts.

FIGURE 2. Epitheliomuscular cells following macreation in Bela Haller's macerating

fluid microscope focused to show basal muscle fibers, Nomarski optics ; Scale = 10 /urn.

FIGURE 3. Stalk ectoderm a pavement epithilium formed by the upper part of the epithlio-

muscular cells. Note nematocyst, Nomarski optics ; scale 10 /xm.

FIGURE 4. Large endodermal cells in proximal tentacles; scale = 10 /um.

FIGURE 5. Methylene blue-stained nerve cells in the stalk of Coryiiiarpi-ii ; scale = 10 /*m.
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Behavior of the whole animal

In nature undisturbed Corymorpha are usually found standing relatively upright
with the hydranth facing downstream when there is a current. At certain times

of year the water of Newport Bay contains many strands of mucus from the gastro-

pod, Bitlla, and the proximal tentacles of Corymorpha may be festooned with these

strands and the material trapped by them. From time to time one or more proximal
tentacles will sweep inward carrying a small organism to the mouth or there may
be some apparently random distal tentacle activity. In a few instances animals

have been discovered with the mouth widely open and with the walls of the

proboscis contracted longitudinally while a bolus of undigested material was

regurgitated.

Concert and bowing behavior in Corymorpha, discussed in considerable detail

FIGURE 6. Bowing behavior in Corymorpha. Frames were taken at approximately
30-second interval and run from left to right, top to bottom.
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by Parker (1917, 1919) appears to be limited to periods of quiet water; such

periods are relatively short in the areas which I studied most thoroughly. Parker's

observation on the inhibitory effect of a current was confirmed under field condi-

tions by inversion of an aquarium over a portion of a bed of Corymorpha, all of

which were standing erect in a current. Within a few minutes many of the animals

under the aquarium began to show concert behavior and a variable degree of

bowing, while their neighbors outside in the current continued to stand erect.

During concert behavior the proximal tentacles are simultaneously flexed inward

around the proboscis from one to three times. Concurrently there is often a con-

traction of the stalk musculature. It appears that a majority of the polyps perform
concert behavior sometime during any period of slack water. Some show this be-

havior quite regularly at intervals of 3-8 minutes, while others show no apparent

rhythmicity.

Bowing behavior, if it occurs at all, normally occurs either simultaneously with

stalk contraction or immediately thereafter. The bowing sequence shown in Fig-
ure 6 is atypical in that it did not start with stalk contraction and a concert.

The degree to which an animal bows varies greatly from individual to individual.

During the intervals when I was observing them, than 1 % of the population bowed

deeply enough to touch the distal tentacles to the substratum in the manner described

by Parker (1917, 1919). Those animals which bowed deeply appeared to do so

consistently.

The field and laboratory behavior which I have observed can be classified into

individual acts and combinations of these acts such as :

1. Simultaneous outward and downward flaring of the distal tentacles, usually
in response to some stimulus (distal opening response").

2. Longitudinal contraction of the proboscis.

3. Simultaneous inward flexion of all proximal tentacles.

4. Contraction of the longitudinal musculature of the stalk.

5. Bending of the stalk.

6. Peristaltic waves passing downward along the proboscis.

7. Inward movement of one or a few proximal tentacles.

8. Contraction of from one to many gonophore peduncles.
9. Bending of the proboscis to the side either spontaneously or in response to

stimulation.

10. Apparently uncoordinated writhing or an oral flexion by some or all of the

distal tentacles.

11. Opening and closing of the mouth.

12. Gaping of the mouth associated with regurgitation.

The list was still growing at the end of the study, so it should not be regarded as

a complete enumeration of the acts of which Corymorpha is capable. Moreover,
it is possible that some of the acts listed should be subdivided further. As it

stands, however, the list summarizes the commonly observed behavior of C. palitia

and provides a way of discussing the individual acts which, together, encompass
most of the behavior of the animal.

When possible the terminology established by Josephson and Mackie (1965)
will be used whenever the behavior being described appears to be analogous to that
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FIGURE 7. Stalk burst patterns in two Loryinorpha. The approximate position of the re-

cording electrodes is shown diagrainmatically on the left; vertical scale equals 500 /A7
"

; hori-

zontal equals 5 sec.

which they described in Tubularia. Following their usage, category (1) is termed
a "distal opening response." Categories (2) and (3), which often occur in asso-

ciation with each other, constitute a "concert." A concert in conjunction with cate-

gory (4) will be termed a "concert with stalk contraction." As previously noted,

the degree of bowing varies greatly from individual to individual, so a "concert

with stalk contraction" and a "concert with stalk contraction and bowing," cate-

gory (5), must be regarded as the ends of a continuum with no clear separation
between them. The other acts listed may occur independently and have not been

given special names.

Electrical activity and its behavioral correlates in the whole animal

Following the usage set by Josephson and Mackie (1965) in Tubularia, the

spontaneously active pulse systems in Corynwrpha will be named according to the

part of the animal in which the pulses appear to originate. Although "proboscis

pulse" seems to be a more accurate term, the category "hydranth pulse" will be

retained (a) because the pulses referred to under this title appear to be analogous
in both Tubularia and Corymorpha, and (b) to avoid adding unnecessarily to the

already extensive list of hydroid pulse types.

Pulse duration was measured from the initial departure from the recorded

baseline to the final return to this baseline. Pulse amplitudes were measured from

maximum negativity to maximum positivhy. In all records negative potentials of

the active electrode relative to the bath are displayed as downward deflections.

The term "burst" is used in a rather broad sense to denote a temporally isolated

series of two or more pulses. The number given in parentheses following each

pulse category is a minimum estimate of the number of animals recorded from

at that site.

Stalk pulses (SP > 50). Stalk pulses usually occur in bursts which may vary

widely in duration and pulse number (Table I). Stalk burst patterns are shown

in Figure 7. The site of initiation of stalk pulses varies from time to time and

from animal to animal. Waveforms vary greatly both within and between animals
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TABLE I

Summary of Corymorpha stalk burst characteristics:

each line represents a separate animal

No. bursts
measured
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FIGURE 8. Types of hydranth pulse (HP) activity and associated behavioral correlates in

Corymorpha. (A-C) Upward pointing arrows beneath the record indicate the point at which
the behavior associated with the following numbers began: (1.) distal tentacles flare upward;
(2.) distal tentacles flare downward; (3.) proximal tentacles simultaneously sweep inward
around the proboscis; (4.) tip of the proboscis pulls downward; (5.) whole animal contracts.

Vertical scale equals 1 mV ; horizontal equals 5 sec.

segments of the stalks. Bursts of this length are often seen in intact stalks, again

suggesting that pulses are normally triggered basally. The site of pulse initiation

does sometimes shift within a burst (Fig. 10). Corymorpha does not have a dis-

tinct class of neck pulse as does Tubnlaria; but the stalk pulses of Corymorpha
appear to have the same functional correlates as the neck pulses of Tubularia.

Hydranth pulses (HP > 100). Hydranth pulses may occur alone, in pairs, or

in bursts of varying length (Fig. 8). The most common pattern originating within

the hydranth appears to be two to six pulses in quick succession at fairly regular

intervals. (Fig. 8C). There are also many longer bursts originating either within

the hydranth or the stalk (Fig. 8A, B). Waveforms vary greatly both within and

between animals.

The behavioral correlates of hydranth pulses vary greatly from animal to animal.

It is frequently difficult to discern any clearcut behavioral correlate of the com-

monly occuring regular pairs of pulses, although in some cases a wave of peristalsis

passes down the proboscis and ends in a rather abrupt downward jerk of the

proboscis coincident with each short burst of electrical activity. A complete be-

havioral response to a burst of hydranth pulses appears to be a simultaneous inward

flexion of all proximal tentacles, associated with proboscis withdrawal but the

observed response is frequently only some portion of this complete response. Thus,
there may be a contraction with proximal tentacle flexion, or only some of the

proximal tentacles may flex inward, or the proximal tentacles may flex inward only

part way.
Proximal tentacle pulses (FTP > 100). Each proximal tentacle has inde-

pendent pacemakers that may generate pulses singly or in bursts. Frequently
tentacle bursts are triggered by bursts of stalk or hydranth pulses, and when such

triggering occurs the same burst pattern is usually recordable in all proximal
tentacles along with occasional spontaneous activity. However, in other instances

electrical activity in some or all of the tentacles may show no relation to that else-

where in the animal.

It is likely that the site of FTP initiation varies from time to time and animal

to animal. In most cases pulses recordable at the tip of a proximal tentacle and
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FIGURE 9. Relationships between electrical activity in the various pulse systems of Cory-

morpha. Vertical scale equals 1 mV; horizontal equals 5 sec, except that on the right in A
which equals 0.1 sec.

not triggered from outside it fail to reach its base and are therefore not recorded

in immediately adjacent proximal tentacles.

When recording from the whole animal there is often no apparent behavioral

correlate of proximal tentacle pulses, although in some instances the tentacle is

clearly flexing against the resistance of the electrode. This inactivity, however,

appears to be an artifact of the recording conditions, since obvious flexions or

contractions of the tentacles associated with electrical activity are observed in rela-

tively less restricted isolated tentacles.

Distal tentacle pulses (DTP > 15). Each distal tentacle has its own inde-

pendent pacemaker, a fact readily apparent only after excision since there is little

spontaneous electrical activity in attached tentacles. Distal tentacle pulses may occur

singly or in bursts and usually follow activity in the proboscis. Therefore, the

electrical activity in all distal tentacles is normally quite similar, in contrast to the

situation in the proximal tentacles. There is no behavioral correlate of distal

tentacle pulses recorded from the whole animal. As in the case of the proximal
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FIGURE 10. Lead shift during a burst. Pulses are consecutive.

Vertical scale equals 500 /iV ; horizontal equals 0.1 sec.

tentacles, however, this appears to be an artifact caused by restriction by the elec-

trode.

Gonophurc peduncle pulses (GPP > 10). Gonophore peduncle pulses may
occur singly, but more often they occur as part of a burst, triggered from the

proboscis. During a concert with stalk contraction it appears that the gonophore

peduncles sometimes contract at about the same time as the proximal tentacles

move inward around the hydranth. Spontaneous contraction of individual peduncles
also occurs.

Interactions <' pu-lsc systems

Details of the interactions between spontaneous pulse systems are complex and

somewhat variable, but certain valid generalizations can be made. Stalk bursts

normally result in activity which can be recorded everywhere in the animal (Fig.

9A). During a stalk burst in an intact animal the bursts occurring both in the

proximal tentacles and in the hydranth normally appear to be driven directly by
stalk activity, but in some cases (Fig. 9B) only the proximal tentacles are driven.

Proximal tentacle bursts are also often driven directly from the hydranth without

stalk participation (Fig. 9C).
Since stalk bursts sometimes appear to be initiated by electrical activity in the

hydranth the only generalization which appears to be valid is that a burst occurring

I 228 188 I I 180 I I 140 I 1128 I 1721

FIGURE 11. Evidence for a shifting pacemaker or for changing conduction velocity during
a burst. The numbers above the record indicate the latency (msec) between the beginning
of a single event as recorded at two places on the stalk. These intervals were measured as

shown by the arrows associated with the first pulse. No vertical calibration was recorded.
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FIGURE 12. Records which can most easily be explained by hypothesizing simultaneous

independent activation of more than one pacemaker. Vertical scale equals 500 nV ; horizontal

equals 0.1 sec. Sections were removed from the record (dotted lines) to allow reproduction.

in the stalk, regardless of its point of initiation, will usually also be recorded in the

hydranth and proximal tentacles. In some cases the lead (triggering pulse) shifts

back and forth between the hydranth and stalk or apparently between different parts

of the stalk (Fig. 10), possibly indicating that the conducting system is unstable

and can be triggered by small disturbances at many sites.

Successive pulses of a burst sometimes appear to show a marked change in

velocity (Fig. 11). One alternative to an actual change in velocity is that several

pulse initiation sites have been activated in different regions and are running

independently of each other. Figure 12 shows a series of records which can ap-

parently only be explained by hypothesizing independent activation of multiple

sites of pulse initiation.

Electrical activity and movement of isolated parts of Corymorpha

In an isolated part electrical activity is often absent or at least reduced imme-

diately following excision, but it usually returns within several minutes. Fre-

quently there is a change in the pulse pattern. For example, the pulses may be-

come more or less grouped into bursts
;
but it is impossible to attribute such changes

unequivocally to excision. Figure 13A shows activity before and after the excision

(a) of a proximal tentacle from the hydranth, then (b) of the hydranth from the

stalk.

A much more direct correlation between electrical activity and movement is

apparent in excised parts than in the whole animal. In most proximal tentacles

there is nearly a one to one correlation between movements of the tentacles and

single pulses, although sometimes there are pulses without obviously associated

movements, and during bursts there may be a movement only on the first pulse.

In distal tentacles movement appears to be correlated with each pulse, but many
flexions lack apparent associated electrical activity. Excised proximal tentacles are

capable of producing complex bursts (Fig. 13B, C) probably indicating simultaneous

activation of more than one pacemaker. In excised gonophore peduncles most
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of interactions between pacemakers and effector systems in Cory-

morpha and Tubularia; (A.) Corymorpha (diagram modeled after that of Josephson and

Mackie, 1965, for Tubularia which constitutes B of this figure), (B.) Tubularia (Josephson
and Mackie, 1965).

in most respects. Pulse durations, waveforms, and amplitudes are all relatively

similar in the two organisms. Stalk pulses in Corymorpha and neck pulses in

Tubularia occur in relatively long bursts, although single pulse activity is quite

rare in Corymorpha stalks and common in necks of Tubularia. Hydranth activity
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in both animals often occurs in bursts of two to six pulses except when triggered

by SPs (Corymorpha} or NPs (Tubularia'). Proximal and distal tentacles and

gonophore peduncles all have independent pacemakers although much of their

electrical activity is triggered elsewhere in the animal. The pulse systems of both

organisms are arranged in similar hierarchies (Fig. 15).

There are two significant differences between the spontaneous pulse systems of

Corymorpha and Tubularia as they are diagrammed in Figure 15. First, proximal
tentacle pulses are sometimes directly driven by stalk pulses in Corymorpha, but

there is no indication that the NPs of Tubularia can perform a similar function.

Secondly, the brackets enclosing both pacenaakers and muscle groups in the distal

tentacles of Tubularia indicate that the enclosed pacemakers and muscle groups are

tightly coupled. In Corymorpha most hydranth pulse activity is recorded both in

distal tentacles and in gonophore peduncles, but there is often no visible response
associated with electrical activity in these structures.

There is considerable inter-individual variability in the relationship between

electrical activity and behavior. This variability can be disconcerting, but after

working with large numbers of either Tubularia or Corymorpha it becomes obvious

that there is a general relationship, encompassing all individual variations, between

electrical activity and behavior. For example, the extent of concert activity asso-

ciated with hydranth pulses varies from an almost imperceptible contraction of the

proboscis or a small inward flexion of the proximal tentacles to a violent, simultane-

ous oral movement of all the proximal tentacles associated with readily visible

contraction of the proboscis. Concerts associated with stalk contraction are, in

general, more vigorous than those initiated within the hydranth itself. There is

also "loose coupling" (Josephson and Mackie, 1965) between stalk pulses and

hydranth pulses, as exemplified by the failure of some stalk bursts to trigger concert

behavior in some animals.

In contrast to this high degree of inter-individual variability the behavior of

each animal is quite consistent. That is, once electrical activity and behavior of

a given animal have been stimultaneously observed for about 20 minutes, it usually

becomes possible to describe the animal's behavior quite accurately from the elec-

trical record alone.

Temperature has a marked effect on pulse generation frequency in Corymorpha.
but, since the cellular elements responsible for this function have yet to be identified

unequivocally the mechanism of this effect remains unknown. Rushforth (1971 )

and Rushforth and Burke (1971) have investigated pacemaker activity in Hydra
and much of their discussions of pacemaker properties and possible models is also

applicable to Corymorpha.
In Cor\morpha the various pulse types are not distinguishable on the basis of

waveform, amplitude, or duration. The average amplitude of distal tentacle pulses

is considerably larger than that of other pulse types, but this is presumably an

artifact of the much finer electrodes used to avoid entirely enveloping a distal

tentacle. Also, it appears that all parts of the animal, with the possible exception of

the perisarc-covered base of the stalk, are capable of pulse generation. Bearing
this in mind, it might be argued that the pulse categories which have been set up
are purely arbitrary. However, each of the five categories constitutes a demon-

strable functional unit, which appears to be adequate justification for its establish-

ment.
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This account of the relation between electrical activity and behavior in Cory-

niorpha leaves much complex behavior unexplained in terms of electrical activity.

For instance, some distal tentacle movements and opening and closing of the mouth

appear to occur without associated electrical activity, as does peristalsis of the

proboscis, which is, however, often temporarily terminated by a contraction asso-

ciated with hydranth pulses. Although the inhibition of concert and bowing be-

havior by a current suggests a sophisticated receptor-effector system, the elements

of this system, and their mode of interaction, remain unknown. The same can be

said of the mechanisms co-ordinating and controlling both regurgitation and the

localized stalk contraction required to produce bowing. In general, the electrical

activity which has been described here appears to be associated with contraction of

the longitudinal musculature, although, as previously mentioned, there have been

some animals and excised parts where such contraction was not visible.

Following Mackie's (1965) demonstration of epithelial conduction in siphon
-

ophores almost all investigators have regarded the relatively large spontaneous

pulses which are recordable from many hydroids as being non-neural in origin.

The main arguments supporting this hypothesis are the following: (1) the pulses
are much too large and easily recordable with suction electrodes to originate in the

fine neurons of the nerve net; (2) many types of pulses have a wide-spread
distribution within the part of the animal where they occur; and (3) the duration

of the pulses is greater than that of nerve impulses, with the possible exception of

impulses in a few neurosecretory cells.

If the pulses recordable from Coryiiiorplm are assumed to be nonneural, the role

of the nervous system, the relation between electrical activity in the nervous system
and that in the epithelial system, and any causal relationships between electrical

activity in the two systems and behavior all remain to be elucidated. These re-

lationships are considered in more detail in the following paper.

I thank Dr. James Case, Dr. James Morin and Dr. R. K. Josephsun for helpful

discussions during both research and writing and Dr. Larry Friesen for drawing

Figure 1. The research was supported by an NDEA Title IV Predoctoral Fellow-

ship and by PHS Grant NS 08599 to Dr. J. F. Case. This paper is based on

part of a thesis presented to the Department of Biological Sciences, University of

California, Santa Barbara, in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Ph.D.

SUMMARY

1. There is a clear association between certain aspects of the behavior of

Corymorpha pahna and electrical activity of five interacting pulse systems located

in the stalk, hydranth, proximal tentacles, distal tentacles, and gonophore peduncles.
2. Stalk pulses normally occur in bursts of 10 to 30, and are associated with

contraction of the longitudinal musculature of the stalk. They apparently may
originate anywhere on the stalk, but are usually initiated in its basal half.

3. Hydranth pulses occur in bursts of varying lengths, the most common con-

sisting of 2-6 pulses. These pulses are associated with a "concert" which varies

greatly in intensity from animal to animal. A full concert involves contraction of

the proboscis as the proximal tentacles come in around it, though some animals

show nothing more than a twitch of the proximal tentacles or a barely per-

ceptible contraction of the proboscis.
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4. Proximal and distal tentacle pulses may occur singly or in bursts which are

usually triggered from outside the tentacle. While the tentacle is attached to the

animal there is sometimes no obvious behavioral correlate of these pulses ; but

with excised tentacles there is usually a flexion or slight contraction associated with

each pulse or burst of pulses.
5. Gonophore peduncle pulses may occur singly or in bursts which are usually

triggered from outside the peduncle. In some cases there is no obvious behavioral

response to these pulses, while in others there is a contraction of the ectodermal

musculature.

6. The pulse systems are arranged in a coupled hierarchy with stalk bursts nor-

mally triggering activity everywhere else in the animal, either directly or by way
of the hydranth pulse system. This triggering results in concerts associated with

stalk contraction ; such concerts occur either irregularly or at fairly regular inter-

vals of several minutes in undisturbed animals. Hydranth pulses trigger pulses

in both sets of tentacles, resulting in concerts. Excision experiments were used to

clarify these relationships between the various pulse systems.
7. Temperature has a marked effect on pulse activity. Proximal tentacle pulses

and hydranth pulses are much more frequent at high temperatures and are less

frequent at low temperatures over the range 10-30 C.

8. The spontaneous pulse systems of Tubularia and Corymorpha are similar

in many respects.

9. The pulse systems of Corymorpha cannot be differentiated on the basis of

pulse duration, amplitude, or waveform.

10. Much of the more complex behavior of Corymorpha cannot be explained in

terms of recordable electrical activity. The mechanisms by which this behavior

is controlled remain unknown.
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ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY AND BEHAVIOR IN THE
SOLITARY HYDROID CORYMORPHA PALMA.

II. CONDUCTING SYSTEMS

ELDON E. BALL* AND JAMES F. CASE

Ih^artmcnt of Biological Sciences, University of Calif oniiti,

San in Barbara, California 93106

Attempts to understand the relationship between various types of cnidarian

conducting systems and between electrical activity in these systems and behavior

have been based largely on three general approaches; (1) surgical alteration of

the system, (2) application of drugs or alteration of the ionic environment, and

(3) electrical stimulation. The use of these methods on hydrozoan and scyphozoan
medusae and on anthozoans has resulted in considerable advances in understanding

the physiological basis of their behavior. However, with the exception of Hydra
it has not been possible to apply all of these techniques to individuals of any one

species of hydrozoan polyp because of small size and the presence of a perisarc.

We therefore decided to apply these techniques to Corymorpha, which, because of

its large size and reduced perisarc, appeared well suited to an investigation utilizing

all of these approaches.

Electrical and behavioral responses to electrical stimulation have been examined

in the hydroids Hydractinia (Josephson, 1961) Cordylophora (Mackie, 1968),

Tubularia (Josephson, 1961. 1965; Josephson and Uhrich, 1969) Hydra (Joseph-

son, 1967; Josephson and Macklin, 1967, 1969; Kass-Simon, 1972) and Obelia

( Morin & Cooke, 1971). In Titbnlaria Josephson (1965) found evidence for three

conducting systems : ( 1 ) a distal opener system producing a small pulse conducted

at 15 cm/sec and associated with a downward flaring of the distal tentacles; (2) a

triggering system which triggers the type of pulses that normally appear spontane-

ously, conducts at approximately 17 cm/sec, and has no electrical correlate; and

(3) a labile slow system producing propagated potentials which travel at about 6

cm/sec in the stalk.

There is a long history of investigations involving the application of drugs

and ions to medusae (see Mackie and Passano, 1968), while somewhat less

\vork has been done on anthozoans (see Ross, 1960a, 1960b), and relatively little

on hydrozoan polyps. Parmentier and Case (1973, page 17), working on the

hydroid Tubularia found that: "The sympathomimetic compound ephedrine induces

steady rates of impulse production in the spontaneous pulse system regardless of

the pre-treatment discharge pattern without disrupting behavioral responses and

coordinated epitheliomuscular output." From these results they concluded that

the epithelial system had little direct relationship to localized behavioral activation,

although they felt that it might serve to coordinate more symmetrical output patterns

1 Present address : Department of Neurobiology, Research School of Biological Sciences,

I'.O. Box 475, Canberra City, A.C.T., 2601, Australia.
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throughout the organism. In view of these results we decided to test the effect of

ephedrine and related sympathomimetic drugs on electrical activity and behavior

in Corynwrpha.
Bullock (1943), investigating the effects of alteration in the ionic environment

on the neuromuscular systems of medusae, found that excess Mg++
first depresses

myo-neural junctional facilitation and then neuro-neural junctional facilitation. In

Tubularia Josephson (1965) was able to separate electrically triggered distal open-

ing system pulses (DOSP) from the following slow wave by application of excess

Mg+
*. He interpreted this result as indicating that the DOSP was associated with

nerve activity while the slow wave was a muscle action potential, with excess Mg++

blocking the link between the two. These results led us to the idea for the Mg++

bridge experiment described in this paper.

Mackie (1968) made the interesting discovery that tetrodotoxin, which selec-

tively interferes with the early transient sodium-conductance increase in lobster

(Narahashi, Moore, and Scott, 1964) and squid axons (Nakamura, Nakajima, and

Grundfest, 1965), had no effect on electrical activity or behavior of Cordylo-

pliora over periods of more than an hour. This finding, if generally applicable to

coelenterates, is of considerable interest since it may indicate that their pacemakers
and conducting systems differ from those of most organisms by not being Na+

dependent. This experiment was therefore repeated on Corynwrpha.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Electrical stimulation

In the majority of the experiments involving electrical stimulation a Cory-

inorpha was laid out horizontally on a sheet of cork and held in place by Pt-Ir

staples across the stalk. Stimulation was normally basal ;
but stimuli were also

applied near the neck, or at both ends of the stalk, either simultaneously or with

varying interstimulus delays. Animals standing upright on sand were also stim-

ulated to establish whether the position of the animal or the restraint of the staples

produced any effect on response to stimulation.

Stimuli were applied from Grass S4 and S48 stimulators through Grass Stim-

ulus Isolation Units. The stimulating electrodes used in most experiments were

either Pt-Ir (0.2 mm) or Ag-AgCl (1.6 mm) insulated to the tips with "Insulex"

or silicon rubber. In a few experiments a "Tygon" suction electrode (i.d. 1.6 mm),
similar to those used for recording, was used for stimulation with a Pt-Ir indifferent

electrode in the bath. Electrode polarity was periodically reversed to avoid polar-

ization. Unless otherwise noted stimuli were 5 msec monophasic square waves of

varying voltages. The pulse duration was chosen arbitrarily because it appeared

to be adequate to obtain a full response from most animals. Stimulation was

increased from low voltages fairly rapidly until an electrical or behavioral thresh-

old was reached.

Unless otherwise specified recording electrodes, conditions and equipment were

as described in the previous paper. Interelectrode distances were measured using

dividers or a small ruler. When these distances changed noticeably during the

course of a burst the distances before and after stimulation wrere averaged. Mea-

surements were made often enough so that the variability introduced by averaging
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was very small compared to the apparent normal variability of the system. Me-

thodological details of some further experiments are discussed in conjunction with

the results.

Drugs

All drug solutions were made up in filtered sea water (5 ^ pore size filter) with

the final pH adjusted within the range of pH 7.0-8.0. All experiments were run

at 20 1 C. Drug concentrations and numbers of replicates are summarized in

Table I. Several types of experimental chambers were used, with the exact size

and shape depending on the size of the preparation and on the details of the experi-
ment. Solutions were withdrawn and replaced using two syringes with a capacity

greater than that of the bath. Immediately preceding solution changes the elec-

trodes, and the tissue to which they were attached, were lowered as near to the

bottom of the bath as possible, thus considerably reducing the chances of the elec-

trode detaching during the change of solutions. The fluid to be replaced was then

withdrawn almost completely, resulting in only a slight dilution of the fluid being
added. The general procedure used in these experiments was (a) to record from
the preparation in sea water for a minimum of 15-20 minutes, (b) to apply the

drug being tested and record for 15-20 minutes, then (c) to replace the drug
with sea water and record another 15-20 minutes.

For an experiment involving tetrodotoxin a sheet of stalk tissue was arranged
on a thick pad of porous cloth in an effort to provide the drug with free access

to both sides of the sheet. Due to the low level of spontaneous activity in stalk

tissue, the response to a single electrical stimulus given every 100 seconds during

periods of observation was used as an additional assay for effects of the drug.

Inorganic ions

Experiments involving altered ionic composition of the bathing solutions in-

cluded (a) application of Moore's Ca++
-free sea water (Cavanaugh, 1956) which

has the following ionic composition (g/liter), NaCl, 25.48; KG, 0.72; MgClo
6H2O, 6.94; MgSOi 7H2O, 4.11; and (b) application of various concentrations

of excess Mg++
in the form of MgClo solutions. For some of the experiments on

the effects of MgClg the isolated stalk of a large Corymorpha was draped across

three compartments cut into a block of wax and held in place by staples passing
over the stalk. There was some leakage of solutions along the stalk over the

partitions separating the compartments, but this leakage had no apparent effect

during the relatively short time required for the experiments. A suction electrode

was used to record from the portion of the stalk in each compartment, and stimula-

tion was via two wires placed on opposite sides of the base of the stalk. A pre-
condition for proceeding with the experiment was that five successive stimuli at

1 -minute intervals had to produce one or more pulses recorded on each of the

electrodes. Once this precondition had been met, the sea water in the center com-

partment was replaced with isotonic MgCl2 and stimulation at 1 -minute intervals

was continued. The length of time that the MgClo remained in the central chamber

depended on the responses of the individual animal
; but the MgCl 2 was eventually

replaced by repeated changes of sea water. The sea water in the first and third
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FIGURE 1. Some characteristic responses of the triggered pulse system in Corymorpha.
(A and B.) Both records, from two different animals, show consecutive pulses, the first

spontaneous and the others triggered. Note that in A the pulses appear similar although

they are traveling in opposite directions; (C and D.) effect of increased stimulating voltage on

electrical response. Sections were removed from some of the records (dotted lines) to allow

reproduction. The large S and arrow adjacent to each diagram of Corymorpha in this and

all other figures in this paper indicate the point at which the stimulus was applied. Stimulus

artifacts in the records in this and all other figures in this paper are marked with upward-
pointing arrows. Vertical scales of A and B are 500 /J.V ;

those of C and D are 50 /*V.

Horizontal scale equals 0.1 sec. Portions of the records were retouched for reproduction.

chambers was also replaced, due to some leakage of MgClo from the center com-

partment into the others. Single stimuli were then given at irregular intervals to

observe the progress of recovery from

RESULTS

Behavioral responses of the unrestrained animal.

The responses to stimulation of a proximal tentacle of an unrestrained animal

with successive single pulses of increasing voltage are similar to those described

by Parker (1917): first only the stimulated tentacle responds; then adjacent

tentacles; then the distal tentacles and the proboscis., which may bend toward the

stimulated tentacle ; and finally a stalk contraction may be produced.

Electrical and behavioral responses of the restrained animal.

Characteristics of the triggered pulse system (TPS) in response to stimuli of

differing voltages. The pulses most commonly generated in the stalk in response

to electrical stimulation appear to be identical to spontaneously occurring pulses

(Fig. 1A, B). However, to facilitate discussion triggered pulses will be called

TPs and the system will be called the TPS (triggered pulse system). Frequently.

especially at low stimulating voltages, the electrical response to stimulation is a
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FIGURE 2. Excitation and inhibition produced by single electrical stimuli; (A.) intact animal,

(B.) a sheet of stalk tissue. Vertical scale equals 100 /J.V ;
horizontal scale equals 5 sec.

single small pulse travelling along the stalk in a non-decrementing fashion (Fig.

1C). In the majority of cases where this is the sole electrical response there is

either no visible reaction or there is a slight overall contraction.

At slightly higher stimulating voltages a hurst of pulses is usually produced

(Fig. ID). Associated with this burst there is usually a more violent contraction

and there may be a simultaneous oral flexion of all proximal tentacles sometimes

accompanied by an aboral flaring of the distal tentacles. Some animals show a

fairly clear-cut threshold for burst initiation, while in others this threshold varies.

Both the intensity of contraction and the length of a stimulus-initiated burst appear
to depend on the strength of the stimulus. Stimulation normally produces bursts

of electrical activity (Fig. 2A) ; but it can also interrupt ongoing spontaneous elec-

trical activity (Fig. 2B). Fig. 3 shows several hursts all produced by the same

animal in response to single electrical stimuli.

Conduction velocity in the TPS. Apparent conduction velocity in the TPS
varies both within an animal over time and, to an even greater extent, between

animals. There is no apparent difference in the conduction velocity as measured

between two points on the stalk and between one point on the stalk and another

on the hydranth. The average conduction velocity between two points on the

stalk determined from a minimum of five measurements on each of ten animals was

15.7 cm/sec. Individual averages varied from 10.9 cm/sec to 21.2 cm/sec. This

average value is quite close to the average spontaneous pulse conduction velocity

of 15.9 cm/sec which appears to strengthen the case for the identity of these two

systems. However, the use of average values may be misleading. Records suf-

ficient to allow calculation of conduction velocities for both triggered and spon-

taneous pulses in the same preparation were obtained from six animals. In four

of these there was little difference (1 cm/sec) in velocity. The other two gave
the following averages for consecutive sets of spontaneous and triggered bursts.

(1) spontaneous 23.8 cm/sec, triggered 16.9 cm/sec, spontaneous 26.2 cm/sec;

(2) spontaneous 14.0 cm/sec, triggered 10.5 cm/sec, spontaneous 14.0 cm/sec.

Tests for polarisation in the TPS. To check whether the TPS was polarized,

the stimulating electrodes were placed in the neck region of a Corymorpha with

the recording electrodes farther flown the stalk. The average conduction velocity
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FIGURE 3. Variability in pulse patterns of one Corymorpha in response to single electrical

stimuli; (A.) large pulses interspersed among a series of much smaller pulses; (B.) a single

triggered pulse traveling distally has apparently initiated a burst of activity originating from

the other end of the stalk. The significance of the apparent differences in initial polarity of

large and small pulses is unknown. Stimulating and recording electrodes were in the same

positions for each record. Stimulus artifacts in the records are marked with upward-pointing
arrows. Vertical scale equals 50 //V ;

horizontal scale equals 0.1 sec.

determined from a minimum of five measurements on each of eight animals was
15.2 cm/sec. Individual averages varied from 11.5 cm/sec to 19.3 cm/sec. From
these data it appears the TPS is non-polarized, although the possibility of normal

input polarization is not eliminated by these experiments since electrical stimuli

would be expected to activate the conducting system directly. Experiments in which

stimulating electrodes were placed at the base and neck, with three recording elec-

trodes between, show very similar-appearing pulses traveling base to neck and neck

to base, respectively.

Possible facilitation in the TPS. Some records have been obtained which might
be interpreted as showing facilitation (Fig. 4). However, since the recordings
were made with suction electrodes it is difficult to evaluate these results because the

relation of the electrode to the underlying tissue and the strength of the suction can

change over time as the animal expands and contracts.

The distal opening response. Torrey (1904) and Parker (1919) describe the

distal opening response in Corymorpha palma, and both Wyman (1965) and

Krasilovsky (1967, unpublished) apparently had little trouble eliciting it in Cory-

morpha palma and C. pendida, respectively. In the present study, on the con-

trary, consistent distal opening was obtained in only two of more than forty

animals tested over the period of approximately a year, with a few other animals

giving an inconsistent response. Since a majority of the specimens of Tubularia
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FIGURE 4. Example of possible facilitation during a triggered burst in Corymorpha.
Vertical scale equals 50 jtV ;

horizontal scale equals 0.1 sec.

tested gave a distal opening response with a similar stimulating set-up, the dif-

ficulty encountered in obtaining this response has yet to be explained.

In two specimens of Coryinorpha distal opening was sometimes obtained with-

out any other observable response. In one case the response was associated with

a burst of large pulses; in the other there was a single small pulse (Fig. 5). In

those animals where there is a burst of large pulses associated with the distal

opening response, it is often impossible to distinguish between bursts which are asso-

ciated with distal opening and those which are not.

Several lines of evidence point to the possible existence of more than one pulse

system. First, there are often two fairly distinct sizes of pulses (Fig. 6A), or

pulses of two distinct waveforms (Fig. 6B). Secondly, several records appear to

show differing conduction velocities for large and small pulses (Fig. 6 C, D).
Alterations in conduction velocity in response to continued stiniultion. Most

animals showed only a slight decrease in conduction velocity following long-con-

A
l

Hi/- -^

FIGURE 5. The single small pulse (marked by a triangle) associated with distal open-

ing in the absence of any other observable reaction, as recorded from the stalk and distal

tentacle of a Corymorpha. Portions of the records were retouched for reproduction. Vertical

scale equals 200 ^V; horizontal scale equals 0.1 sec.
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FIGURE 6. Evidence for two conducting systems in Corymorpha; (A.) pulses of two dis-

tinct sizes; (B.) two types of pulses differing in waveform as well as size. These pulses were

triggered, but location of the stimulating electrode was not recorded; (C and D.) evidence

for two distinct pulse sizes and conduction velocities in the stalks of two different animals.

The two pulses in each record are indicated by numbers and arrows. Conduction velocities of

the large and small pulses are, respectively, 13.9 and 17.7 cm/sec in C, and 16.8 and 19.7 cm/sec
in D. The vertical scale in A and B equals 200 ynV except A2 which is 1 mV, and vertical

scale in C and D equals 50 fiV ;
horizontal scale in all records equals 0.1 sec.

tinned stimulation, but in several cases the apparent velocity dropped to about half

the original velocity.

Investigations on the layer of origin of triggered stalk pulses

The protocol of the abrasion experiments, which were used to establish the

tissue of origin of triggered stalk pulses, can best be discussed together with the
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FIGURE 7. Diagrammatic representation of experiment establishing the tissue of origin

of triggered stalk pulses in Corymorpha. See text for details. S and adjacent arrow indi-

cate the point at which stimuli were applied; R indicates a recording electrode; + indicates

the presence of a triggered pulse ;

~ indicates its absence.

results and by reference to Figure 7. A stalk of Corymorpha was split longi-

tudinally and pinned out as a sheet of tissue. In three cases this sheet was endoderm

up and in three cases ectoderm up. A stimulating electrode was placed at one

end and two recording electrodes were placed along what was formerly the long

axis of the stalk. Five successive single stimuli were given at 1 -minute intervals

and either a single pulse or a burst of pulses was recorded on both electrodes in

response to each stimulus (Fig. 7A). Transverse incisions were then made in

the stalk tissue between the two recording electrodes leaving them connected by a

narrow tissue bridge, and five single stimuli were again given at 1 -minute intervals

with the response being recorded on both electrodes (Fig. 7B). The upper layer

of the tissue forming the bridge between the two recording electrodes was then

abraded away with a glass needle. The operation could be performed with

minimal injury to the underlying tissue because of the remarkably tough mesoglea

of Cor\morpha. When the endodermal side of the bridge was abraded (Fig. 7C)
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FIGURE 8. Records from three electrodes lined up transversely across the stalk of a

Corymorpha. Vertical scale equals 500 /iV; horizontal scale equals 0.1 sec.

the pulses continued to pass across the bridge, but they failed to do so when the

ectoderm was abraded (Fig. 7D).

Investigations of the spatial distribution of the TPS

Localized conduction tracts were sought by recording with three suction elec-

trodes lined up at approximately 1 mm intervals transversely across the stalk of

each of two specimens of Corymorpha. Records obtained from all of the elec-

trodes were relatively similar in time of arrival, waveform, and amplitude (Fig. 8).

In a further effort to detect signs of preferential conduction an experiment of

Parker (1919), which is illustrated in Figure 9, was repeated while recording from

three suction electrodes placed at various points on the two arms of the preparation.

Recordings were made from 3 replicates of each of the three types of preparation.

In all three types typical triggered pulses were recorded from both arms following

i*r

+V
j

D

-(-Contraction

No Contraction

FIGURE 9. Diagrammatic summary of some of Parker's (1919) experiments on con-

duction pathways in Corymorpha. A-C give Parker's results. D is a modification of C used

in the present experiments in which the hydranth was removed and the two arms of the

preparation remained connected by a bridge of stalk tissue.
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TABLE I

Summary of experiments with drugs and ions

Compound
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TABLE I (Continued)

Compound
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0.01M EPHEDRINE

I i

\\U

B sw

0.01M EPHEDRINE

FIGURE 11. Effect of 0.01 M ephedrine HC1 on electrical activity of excised parts of

Corymorpha; (A.) an excised hydranth ; (B.) an excised proximal tentacle. Records are

continuous except that the amplifiers were turned off during the change of solutions. Vertical

scale equals 1 mV
;
horizontal scale equals 5 sec.

by large pulses in both arms of the preparation ; but within the area normally
covered with perisarc the pulses were greatly reduced in amplitude.

Experiments involving drugs

Most of the results are summarized in Table I and Figures 10 through 13.

Some of the findings presented in Table I are discussed more extensively below

along with those results which could not be adequately presented in tabular form.
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OOIM PHENYIP8OPANOLAMINE

B s

01M PHENUPP.OPANOIAMINE

FIGURE 12. Effect of 0.01 M phenylpropanolamine on electrical activity of an intact Cory-

morpha and of excised parts; (A.) an intact animal, record continuous; (B) an excised

hydranth. Record shows activity approximately one minute after drug application. Vertical

scale equals 500 /xV ;
horizontal scale equals 5 sec.
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Ca++
-free sea water had rapid and clear-cut effects on electrical and muscular

activity. Although there was no apparent muscular relaxation almost all motion

ceased within 15 minutes in each of three animals which were placed in Ca++-free

sea water. Pulse amplitude generally became smaller and pulses less frequent,

although they continued long after all motion had disappeared. Following re-

application of sea water the distal tentacles were in motion within 30 seconds even

when they had been in Ca++
-free sea water for up to 270 minutes. Within 5 minutes

the proximal tentacles and proboscis were also back in motion.

All five of the isolated stalks which were run in the three-chamber bath with

central MgCU substitution gave essentially the same results, although in several

instances complete recovery of the large pulses in the middle chamber following
return to sea water was not obtained. Electrode slippage sometimes made re-

positioning necessary. In general, the pattern was that shown in Figure 13,

with little change in the pulse pattern in response to stimulation for at least

the first 2 minutes after the addition of MgCl, to the middle chamber. Shortly
thereafter the electrical response of the portion of the stalk in the middle chamber

began to decrease until it eventually disappeared, as shown in Figure 13 at minutes

4 and 6 after the addition of MgCl2. Conduction persisted through the portion of

the stalk in this compartment, however, as evidenced by continuing full-sized pulses
in compartments 1 and 3. The record shown in Figure 13 is unusual in that

when the recorder was turned on preparatory to giving the seventh stimulus follow-

ing addition of MgCU a spontaneous burst was found to be in progress, as evidenced

by the large pulses recorded in chambers 1 and 3. For approximately the first half

of the burst there was no response from the portion of the stalk in MgClg. Then
a small pulse began to appear which grew in amplitude with successive pulses of the

burst. Once the portion of the stalk in the central chamber had repeatedly failed

to respond to electrical shocks (at minutes 7 and 8 after addition of MgCU in Fig-
ure 13) the MgClo in the central chamber was replaced with sea water. Stimula-

tion was then continued at random intervals to check the recovery of large pulses in

the central chamber. Recovery usually occurred (minutes 48 and 49 after return

to sea water in Figure 13), although in several cases the pulses failed to regain their

original amplitude.

DISCUSSION

Several of the differences between the spontaneous pulse systems and conduct-

ing systems of Corymorpha and Tubularia can be attributed to the presence of well-

developed epitheliomuscular cells in the stalk of Corymorpha. The stalk of Tubu-

laria, by comparison, is covered with perisarc and the muscle cells beneath this

are apparently greatly reduced or absent (Hyman, 1940). Functionally Cory-

morpha can be regarded as a Tnbularia with an elongate neck.

The triggered pulses produced in both the stalk of Corymorpha and the neck of

Tubularia appear to be identical to pulses spontaneously originating in these areas.

Originally no electrical correlate of the triggering system had been recorded in the

stalk of Tnbularia, but R. K. Josephson (University of California, Irvine, personal

communication) has recently recorded small labile pulses associated with this sys-

tem. This is again similar to the situation in Corymorpha where pulses are greatly
reduced in amplitude when passing through the perisarc-covered base. On the basis
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of these findings there appears to be a clear association between the presence of a

well-developed musculature and the generation of the large electrical pulses dis-

cussed in this and the preceeding paper.
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FIGURE 13. Magnesium chloride bridge experiment. Stimulus artifacts are marked by

upward-pointing arrows beneath the records. The numbers beneath the arrows indicate the

time (minutes) since the start of that particular portion of the experiment. See text for

further details.

A distal opening response is present in Corymorpha, though judging from the

literature this response should have been obtained much more readily and consist-

ently than it actually was. From the electrical records obtained in the present study
it is impossible to say that there is a distal opening system which is clearly separable
from the TPS. Much time was spent on many animals unsuccessfully trying-

various methods of eliciting consistent distal opening. Fresh animals were no more

responsive or consistent than those which had been in the laboratory for some time.

Nothing comparable to the slow system described by Josephson (1965) in

Tubularia has been observed.

Neither of the experiments which might have yielded evidence for longitudinal

conduction tracts in the stalk (the experiment with three electrodes arranged trans-

versely across the stalk and Parker's experiment shown in Fig. 9) gave such

evidence. However, these experiments certainly do not disprove the existence of

such tracts since the suction electrodes used were non-focal and the tissue bridges in

the repeat of Parker's experiment might have been too wide to reveal preferential

conduction.

Kass-Simon (1972) has found that in Hydra bridge width is critical in deter-

mining whether or not there is differential conduction in the two directions ; bridges

less than 100 /x
or 150 /x and wider showing no significant differences in conducting

ability. In view of Parker's evidence for preferential conduction in Corymorpha
and the fact that the bridges used in our experiments were greater than 150 //

preferential longitudinal conduction in Corymorpha must still be considered a

strong possibility.

The failure of tetrodotoxin to block electrical activity in both Corymorpha and

Cordylophora (Mackie, 1968) is certainly of interest, but beyond that little can be

said in the absence of intracellular recording.
Most of the sympathomimetic drugs which were tested altered the spontaneous

electrical activity of Corymorpha. Their most consistent effect was to change
electrical activity in the proboscis to brief high-frequency bursts occurring at short

intervals. In addition, overall electrical activity was increased, especially in tyr-

amine and phenylpropanolamine. Several of the drugs had a more marked effect

mi isolated parts than they did on the whole animal, but it is not known whether
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this result has anything to do with functional properties of the system or

whether it is merely a product of reduced physical restraint of the isolated parts.
Another possibility is that the drugs were able to permeate the tissues more fully

through recently cut areas.

In these experiments our goal was to study the relationship between electrical

activity and behavior, so we used high drug concentrations in an effort to produce
clear changes. Therefore any possible role of sympathomimetic or related com-

pounds as transmitters in Corymorpha remains in doubt, In view of the effects of

such compounds on Tubularia (Parmentier and Case, 1973) and Corymorpha an

examination of these hydroids using histochemical localization techniques (Dahl,

Falck, Von Mecklenberg and Myhrberg, N63) would be of considerable interest.

Within the limits of individual variability there was generally a change in be-

havior associated with altered electrical activity. In those excised hydranths which

showed major alterations in electrical activity in the presence of drugs, each burst

of HPs was associated with at least a partial concert, although this concert was
often apparent only as a simultaneous inward twitch of all the proximal tentacles

which never relaxed fully between the rapidly repeated bursts. In excised proximal
tentacles to which drugs had been applied the relation between electrical activity and

movment was much less clear. Sometimes a steady stream of pulses was produced
without apparent movement

;
but even in normal isolated tentacles in sea water an

obvious flexion often occurs on only the first pulse of a burst. Due to our failure

to obtain a consistent distal opening response from Corymorpha we were unable to

test the effects of drugs on the operation of this system, as was done by Parmentier

and Case (1973) with Tubularia.

The blockage of neuromuscular transmission by excess magnesium is well estab-

lished (Ross and Pantin, 1940
; Bullock, 1943

; Engbaek, 1952) . In both cholinergic

(Hubbard, Jones and Landau, 1968) and adrenergic (Kirpekar and Wakade, 1968)

systems it has been suggested that the decrease in the amount of transmitter re-

leased, which is the most important factor in the blockage of neuromuscular trans-

mission, is due to competition between Mg f+ and Ca++
.

However, excess Mg++
apparently also can affect nerve directly. Mackie and

Passano (1968), in an extensive discussion of the relation between neural and

epithelial activity in hydromedusae, state that excess Mg+ *
rapidly eliminates elec-

trical activity in systems which are known to contain nerves but in which epithelio-

muscular cells may also be involved, whereas it does not prevent propagation in

purely epithelial conducting systems within a comparable time span, if at all.

Before attempting to put together the results presented in this and the preceding

paper into a coherent picture of the relation between electrical activity and behavior

in Corymorpha it would appear to be worthwhile to briefly summarize the major

points which such a model must accommodate. They are: 1. Most spontaneous

pulses are associated with obvious contractions of the longitudinal musculature.

2. The characteristics of pulses produced by all of the spontaneous pulse systems

overlap, suggesting that all of the pulses may have a common origin in epithelio-

muscular cells. 3. Stalk pulses, and by analogy all other pulses associated with

contraction of the longitudinal muscles, are conducted on the ectodermal side of

the mesoglea. 4. Much of the behavior of Corymorpha which does not involve

contractions of the ectodermal musculature has no recordable electrical correlate.
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5. When alterations in behavior involving the ectodermal musculature are produced
there is generally a corresponding change in electrical activity. 6. The processes of

electrogenesis of large pulses and conduction can be separated in a bridge of tissue

treated with MgClo. Also, there is conduction through perisarc-covered areas,

which have a poorly developed musculature, without production of large pulses.

Points 1-5 could all be explained by hypothesizing that the activity which we
have recorded consists of muscle potentials which are a concomitant of behvaior and

play no role in its control. However, both the observations of Josephson and

Mackie (1965) on Tubitlaria and the present studies on Corymorplia indicate that

when either the whole animal or an excised hydranth is placed in MgClo all visible

contraction ceases considerably before any apparent change in electrical activity.

Similar results were obtained when Corymorpha was placed in Ca++
-free sea water.

The theories which we present below are inadequate to the extent that they fail

to explain these results.

The MgCU bridge experiments clearly separate the processes of electrogenesis
of large pulses and conduction, but, in view of the apparent multiple effects of excess

Mg+
% there are still several ways in which the results of these experiments could

be interpreted. One possible explanation is that a sheet of epitheliomuscular cells

can conduct without producing large pulses, either because the two processes,

although occurring in the same cells, are separable, or because only a few of the cells

are present (beneath the perisarc) or still capable of conducting (within a Mg++

treated bridge). Some form of electrical conduction would appear to be the only
means by which an impulse could cross such a wide bridge of tissue at the observed

speed, yet no electrical activity is recordable near the middle of the bridge. We
doubt whether an electrotonically conducted pulse unrecordable at the center would
be able to cross the rest of the bridge with sufficient strength to initiate a new
wave of epithelial activity on the other side. A second hypothesis, which appears
more likely to us, is that excess Mg+i

has uncoupled the epitheliomuscular cells

from activity in the underlying nerve net, possibly through interference with

synaptic transmission between nerve cells and overlying epitheliomuscular cells.

Excess Mg++
is known to affect neuromuscular junctions, and conduction across

the high Mg"
+ area can be explained by hypothesizing that the conducting ability of

the nerve continues unimpaired even though its ability to locally trigger the epithelio-

muscular cells has been blocked by excess Mg++
.

It is obvious that many of the uncertainties in the above discussion could be re-

moved by intracellular recordings from epitheliomuscular cells. However, all of our

attempts to obtain such records have been unsuccessful (Ball, 1971), so our con-

clusions must be drawn from the evidence presented above. On this basis we feel

that the large electrical pulses recordable from Coryinorplia are produced in the

epitheliomuscular cells, are locally propagated and provide only an incomplete pic-

ture of activity in the nervous system which is actually controlling behavior.

Many of the types of spontaneous electrical activity recorded from other

hydroids are associated with obvious muscular activity and in most cases a nerve

net is present running among the bases of the epitheliomuscular cells. Hypo-
thesizing conducting epithelia as additional channels of information transfer ap-

peared to make the explanation of the complex behavior of hydroids somewhat
easier since it lessened the need for postulating different conduction pathways
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and effector sensitivities for activity in a single nerve net. From studies on medusae
and siphonophores (Mackie and Passano, 1968) it is clear that epithelia can serve

to transmit information from one part of an animal to another and it therefore

seems likely that such mechanisms should also be present in hydrozoan polyps.

However, we feel that the results of our study suggest caution in accepting con-

ducting epithelia as a means of information transfer in hydroid polyps until such

time as the situation can be clarified by intracellular recording from epithelio-

muscular cells.

It is a humbling fact that although our equipment \vas more sophisticated and
we sometimes doubted his interpretations along the way, the views which we have

finally reached concerning the role of the nerve net in controlling the behavior

of Corymorpha are very similar to those expressed by G. H. Parker in the Ele-

mentary Nervous System in 1919.
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SUMMARY

1. The triggered pulses (TPs) most commonly produced by Corymorpha in re-

sponse to electrical stimulation appear similar to spontaneously occurring stalk

pulses (SPs) in amplitude, waveform, and duration. Average conduction velocities

in the triggered and spontaneous pulse systems are 15.7 cm/sec and 15.9 cm/sec,

respectively. The TPS is non-polarized. Some animals show a relatively consistent

threshold of activation
;
in others the threshold varies over time.

2. The behavioral response to electrical activation of the TPS varies from an

almost imperceptible contraction to a vigorous inward flexion of the proximal
tentacles associated with strong stalk contraction. In general, there is a clear rela-

tion between the length of a burst of electrical activity and the strength of response.

3. A small percentage (<20
c
/c ) of the Corymorpha examined showed a distal

opening response, in which all distal tentacles simultaneously flared aborally, to

electrical stimulation. In a few animals this response occurred in the absence of

other behavior and was associated with ~a single small electrical pulse ;
in others

it was associated with contraction and a burst of TPs. Only two of more than

forty animals gave a consistent distal opening response. Available data do not

provide an adequate basis for establishing the DOS as a system distinct from the

TPS.
4. Evidence for more than one stalk conducting system is provided by the pres-

ence of two sizes of pulses which are conducted at different velocities.

5. Experiments involving the selective destruction of endoderm or ectoderm

with a glass needle were used to establish that triggered stalk pulses are conducted

in the ectoderm.
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6. Three electrodes lined up transversely across the stalk of a Corymorpha all

record rather similar pulses during a spontaneous stalk burst.

7. Electrical recording from various sorts of bridge preparations provides no

evidence for preferential longitudinal conduction tracts.

8. The sympathomimetric drugs tyramine, ephedrine, and phenylpropanolamine
tend to cause an immediate increase in electrical activity and grouping of hydranth

pulses into short high-frequency bursts. Associated with this alteration in elec-

trical activity is an increase in the frequency of concert behavior. Another sym-

pathomimetic drug, D-amphetamine, causes no clear change in electrical activity.

9. Tetrodotoxin (1O
5
g/ml) has no effect on either spontaneous or triggered

pulses for periods of up to 312 minutes.

10. Ca++-free sea water causes whole Corymorpha to become motionless with-

out apparent relaxation of the muscles. Accompanying this effect is a decrease in

pulse amplitude and frequency, although pulses continue long after the animal is

motionless. On return to sea water the distal tentacles are in motion within 30

seconds, followed by the proximal tentacles and proboscis within a few minutes.

Electrical pulses quickly regain their full amplitude and pulse frequency begins

to rise.

11. MgCl 2 has various effects depending on the concentration and length of ex-

posure. The first effect is to eliminate obvious muscular activity while leaving

electrical activity apparently unchanged. A few minutes later electrical activity

is also reversibly eliminated. Exposure of the central portion of an isolated stalk-

to isotonic MgCl2 while the two ends remained in sea water results in the reversible

elimination of large pulses in the portion of the stalk exposed to MgClo without

interfering with conduction through the area or with the generation of large pulses

at either end of the stalk. This result is interpreted as indicating that the epithelio-

muscular cells are locally triggered to generate large electrical pulses by activity in

the nerve net.
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LUNAR-CORRELATED VARIATIONS IN WATER UPTAKE
MY BEAN SEEDS 1

FRANK A. BROWN, JR. AND CAKOL S. CHOW

Department uf Biological Sciences, Xortln^estern University. Ii.'1'anston, Illinois (>020I ,///

The Marine Biological Laboratory, U'oods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Water uptake in pinto beans, I'liascoltis vulgaris, was chosen as a simple process

by which to assay responses to natural atmospheric and laboratory related varia-

tions in extremely weak electromagnetic fields.

A previous study (Brown and Chow, 1973) had disclosed that the mean water

uptakes of two presumably independent groups of 20-bean samples at separated
sites in the laboratory could display day-to-day variations of an extent and char-

acter unaccountable in terms of any known environmental variations while exhibit-

ing a coefficient of correlation between them greater than + 0.8. Correlation be-

tween two closely adjacent bean samples could be influenced by very slow rotation,

6 rpm, of the pair with the influence differing between clockwise and counterclock-

wise rotation. Two populations of 20-bean samples simultaneously investigated at

two different laboratory sites could, under some special conditions, exhibit between

them a strong negative correlation in their day-to-day varying water uptake rates.

It was postulated (Brown and Chow, 1973) that the beans in their water uptake
were able to correlate either positively or negatively with variations in whatever

was one of the chief subtle environmental parameters effecting the day-to-day

fluctuations, and that other subtle environmental influences could bias the determina-

tion of sign.

In the course of further search for characteristics of the fluctuations in the

subtle environmental parameters influencing water uptake and apparent interactions

among adjacent experimental samples, it was discovered that the water uptake in

beans was apparently exhibiting a mean synodic monthly variation. This was

noted for a number of experimental series which were initially designed to learn

the effects of different numbers and spatial configurations in clusters of vessels, con-

taining beans, upon mutual interactions among them, as well as to extend our

knowledge of characteristics of influences of clockwise and counterclockwise rota-

tions and of unstable horizontal magnetic vectors upon interactions among closely

adjacent groups of beans.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Several hundred-pound bags of beans were obtained and stored in the labora-

tory which was air-conditioned to relatively uniform temperature throughout the

year. For the observations reported here the beans were taken from the bags with-

out selection, other than discarding the occasional damaged ones. Twenty beans

were placed in a single layer in 6 >< 6 cm shallow aluminum screen baskets, The

1 This research was supported by N.S.F. grant #GB-31040.
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FIGURE 1(A). Mean synodic monthly variational pattern of 4-hour water uptake in

Series A (June 27 through November 13, 1972), lines connect 3-day moving mean values;

x's indicate individual-day points; (B) mean synodic monthly pattern of 4-hour water uptake

in Series B over the same period of Figure 1(A). Symbols are as in Figure 1(A) except

that asterisks replace x's.
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Evanston, Illinois:
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FIGURE 2(A). Mean synodic monthly pattern for Series C over period May IS through

August 18, 1972, (B) for Series D over period September 25, 1972 through January 22, 1973,

and (C) for Series E for the period September 25, 1972 through January 5, 1973. All are

three-day moving means.
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ployed in recognization of the only approximate relationship between calendar day
and moon phase and the many 2-day breaks in daily continuity of assays, the ranges
of the mean cyclic variations were observed to be substantial, averaging 16.8% in

increases from minima to maxima.
The data for beans in eight other experimental series were then examined.

In Table I, these are described with regard to their number of 20-bean samples, span
of calendar dates, number of days assayed, figure illustrating results, and mean

percentage range of the quarterly cycles. Series A through E were on wooden
tables in the open laboratory in Evanston, Illinois; Series F occupied wooden
tables at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and
Series G through I were in three different walk-in constant temperature chambers
in Evanston. Despite use of beans from the same laboratory stock supply used
in Evanston, the water-uptake rate in the Woods Hole laboratory was substantially

higher and no reason was evident.

Series B comprised three triplets of linearly juxtaposed vessels with the three

parallelling triplets 55 cm apart. Series D constituted three fully comparably
arranged quadruplets. Series E involved six pairs of vessels equally spaced about

the periphery of a clockwise rotating (2 rpm) 48-inch circular platform. Series C
was one with 8 pairs of 20-bean samples. Two pairs were 50 cm from a slowly

rotating (2 rpm clockwise from above) horizontal bar magnet which effected at

the location of the beans a 80 oscillation in a compass needle. Two more

pairs, located 17 cm from the magnet were subjected to a periodic 360 rotation

of the field at a horizontal vector strength substantially above the earth's natural

one. Four other pairs at another laboratory location possessed exactly the same

spatial arrangement but no magnet was present. The quarterly monthly variation

appeared quite similar in both presence and absence of the rotating magnet and
therefore the data for the 8 pairs were pooled.

Series F comprised the pooled results of a number of series including several

geometric arrangements, speeds of slow clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation,

and the weak field of a rotating magnet.
That conscious bias for lunar periodicity could not have contributed to the

results was assured by two factors, (1) more than a dozen different laboratory
assistants were involved in data gathering over the several series and (2), the

experimental series were already completed, with other objectives in view, before

the lunar relationship was discovered.

This demonstration by Figures 1A through 3A of a quarterly (average 7.4-day)
lunar variation in bean water uptake, remaining phase-related to the moon's four

quarters while encompassing a calendar span of 253 days and entailing 7931 20-bean

measurements, leaves no reasonable doubt of a synodic monthly variation in water-

uptake by the beans when investigated under these laboratory conditions. The

precision in the continuing essentially same relationship to moon phase of the peaks
and troughs in water uptake from beginning to end of the more than 8-month span

clearly establishes the 7.4-day mean interval between the quarterly peaks as being
distinct from any 7-day artifact. Even over the course of four of the presently
described six series the quarterly lunar cycles essentially scanned completely the

weekly periods. This relative lunar-phase stability of the mean periodism is

especially remarkable in the face of a confounding contribution from interaction
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FIGURE 3 (A). Mean synodic monthly pattern for bean water uptake for Series F during

the period June 19 through August 22, 1972 at Woods Hole, Massachusetts, and (B) Series G
in a constant-temperature chamber in Evanston, Illinois, for period June 26 through August 24,

1972. Both are three-day moving means. Broken line indicates gap in data.
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between the 5-day-week assays and an apparent systematic semi-annual (minima,

spring and fall) fluctuation occurring simultaneously in bean water uptake and

emphasizes its polyphasal synodic monthly nature.

No suggestion is present that the period is an autonomous endogenous one for

the beans, nor would such be expected in a biological system presumably as

biochemically inactive (Bryant, 1972) as a dried bean seed assayed only during
its first four hours in water. Instead, these mean cycles give every indication of

being simply responses of the beans to lunar-controlled variations in some extremely
weak and pervasive environmental parameters. Hence for the purpose at hand
use of statistical procedures to determine detailed frequency of the observed varia-

tions seems superfluous. Far more valuable and potentially useful and predictable
can be the demonstration of a moon-phase relationship.

When a lunar relationship was next sought for some bean series investigated
under another, special laboratory condition, namely inside a temperature-controlled

chamber, a striking difference was discovered. The earlier study (Brown and

Chow, 1973) had described a strong negative correlation between simultaneous

variation in water uptake inside (Series G) and just outside the chamber during
the interval June 22 through August 4, 1972. Now, it was noted that under such

conditions the quarterly lunar cycles also had been induced to exhibit a very

conspicuous 180 phase shift.

Not only did minima instead of maxima occur at third quarter and new moon,
but an epsecially high and broad maximum occurred between first quarter and full

moon (Fig. 3B). Parallel but briefer studies (Series H and I) being conducted

in two other constant-temperature chambers of identical type at other laboratory
locations disclosed the same peculiar pattern having minima at third quarter and
new moon and a very high maximum four days before full moon. Increases from
the new moon mimimum to the high maximum for the three chambers were 33%,
41%, and 22%. For all three the duration of the rise and fall in rates in relation

to this major maximum encompassed the days of first quarter and full moon.
Over the same calendar period of the foregoing odd patterns within the chamb-

ers, and using beans from the same laboratory stock, Series A in Evanston and
Series F in Massachusetts were continuing to exhibit their typical quarterly varia-

tion. Series B, on the other hand, displayed for this period an inversion of its

pattern over the time of new moon with a maximum 3 to 4 days before new
moon and a minimum on the day of new moon

; the remainder of the monthly pat-
tern possessed its typical quarterly form. This inversion over new moon for this

64-day span within the total of 140 days accounted for the low range of the varia-

tion over new moon in Figure IB.

Synodic monthly variation in interaction among bean samples

An effort was next made to learn whether or not the previously reported ap-

parent interactions between bean samples close together in separate vessels also

possibly possessed a lunar variation. Earlier evidence (Brown and Chow. 1973)
had suggested that under some circumstances beans in closely apposed vessels mu-

tually induced one another to adopt opposite signs of correlation with subtle geo-

physical variations, and under other circumstances the same sign. To learn how
such alterable interactions might be fluctuating from one day to the next, possibly
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FIGURE 4. Scattt-rplut of the relationship between moon phase expressed as deviations

in days from new moon and full moon and differences between first moment products of

closely adjacent bean samples and comparable products of more remotely spaced samples.

Included are the pooled results from four extensive experimental series (see text).

even involving a periodic lunar influence, the day-to-day first moments of deviations

from their means for each of the several samples in each series were examined.

Compared were the first moments, or products of the deviations, of adjacent pairs

("experimentals") and comparable first moments of an equal number of paired

samples for which the two vessels were separated usually by 50 cm or more

("controls"). The day-to-day mean differences between first-moment values ob-

tained for closely adjacent vessels and more remotely separated ones were deter-

mined. For this analysis, the data for "pairs" vs "singles" series previously de-

scribed (Brown and Chow, 1973), the triplet series, the quadruplet series, and the

V-one were used. For the latter three series first moments for alternate vessels in
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FIGURE 5. Synodic monthly patterns of variation in water uptake of beans over the period

Jan. 23 through May 11, 1973 for three concurrent but independent experimental series;

A., triplet series; B. quadruplet series; C, rotating magnet series.

a juxtaposed linear series were also determined and included in the pooled results

since both the immediately adjacent and alternate vessels appeared to be within

the interactional range.
For the "pairs" vs. "singles" data, "experimentals" were the three pairs and

the "controls" comprised the six "singles." For the triplets and quadruplets the

"controls" were the first moments between corresponding members in different

ones of the three groups. For the V-series the "controls" were the first moments
between members of the opposite groups of six, in reversed sequence.

Inspection of the day to day variation in first moment differences between the

"experimentals" and "controls" in the same series suggested occurrence of a

monthly variations} behavior between vessels located close to one another. A
maximum in a negative correlation between beans in vessels close to one another

relative to concurrent "controls" appeared to occur 4 to 5 days following neu 1 moon
and a maximum in positive correlation 4 to 5 days after full moon.

Figure 4 is a scatterplot of the relationship of the first moments of "experi-
mentals" minus first moments of "controls" relative to moon phase. These include

the mean values for each day of the synodic month for each the adjacents and

alternates for all 4' series separately. The scatterplot appears to confirm that the

dominant relationship involves greatest positive correlation 4 to 5 days after new
moon and greatest negative 4 to 5 days after full moon. There is also suggested
within the scatterplot the existence of a lesser inverted monthly relationship. Treat-

ing all the data for degree of linear correlation between moon phase and the first-

moment differences, r : +0.29 ;
X = 210

;
t = = 4.4.

Experimental alteration of monthly patterns of variation

Additional explorations of the monthly water-uptake variations were made.

Beginning January 23, 1973, pinto beans from a new 500-lb lot were used in several
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experimental series which terminated on May 11, 1973. The rate of water uptake
for these beans was much lower despite continuation of the same environmental

conditions as for the experiments described earlier. Using these new beans ex-

perimental series were carried out in an attempt to confirm the earlier results and

to extend knowledge of properties of the phenomenon.
The triplet and quadruplet series were continued in exactly the same manner

and places as for the earlier studies. An altered rotating magnet series was

investigated. This latter comprised four pairs of vessels around the periphery
of a circular table in the center of which a rotating horizontal bar magnet (2 rpm
clockwise from above) was present on alternate days. The intervening days
served as "controls" for possible influence of the experimental field. The strength
of the imposed magnetic field was such as to effect about a 80 oscillation in :i

compass needle at the sites of the beans.

In two other series, four pairs of vessels were equidistantly spaced around the

edge of circular wooden tables 4 ft in diameter and rotating 2 rpm, one clockwise

and the other counterclockwise.

A final two series involved four pairs of vessels (one member of a pair on top
of the other) equidistantly spaced around the edge of rotating (^ rpm), 36-inch

circular tables ; one table rotated CW and the other CCW. These two series were

carried out in a walk-in constant temperature room at 21.5 C, i.e., about 1 lower

than for the beans in the open laboratory.

Figure 5 describes the mean synodic monthly patterns of variation for the

triplets, quadruplets, and magnetic-field series. For all three there was present a

quarterly lunar variation of closely the same percentage range as described for

the earlier studies. One difference, however, common to all three series, was an

apparent few-day inversion of the quarterly pattern following the time of full moon.

For the series on the 2 rpm rotating tables being investigated in the same large

laboratory room and indeed at a site about midway between the forementioned

quadruplet and magnet series. The monthly patterns were not only quite evidently
different (Figs. 6C and D) from the preceeding three, but differed slightly also

between the clockwise (Fig. 6C) and counterclockwise (Fig. 6D) rotations. There

is a suggestion that except for a high post-full moon maximum in common the two

directional rotations tend to result in generally opposite phase relations.

The two series on the rotating platforms in the constant-temperaure chamber
also appeared to display a very slight mirror-imaging tendency between CW (Fig.

6A) and CCW (Fig. 6B) rotations. However, there is a strong suggestion
that for a given directional rotation, the beans within the constant-temperature
chamber tend to mirror-image the comparable monthly pattern for the beans in the

open laboratory outside the chamber. Compare Figures 6A and C, and 6B and 1).

This provides some confirmation for the odd monthly variations noted the previous
summer within these constant-temperature chambers and described earlier.

Also noteworthy is that the water-uptake rate for all four rotating tables reaches

essentially the same absolute rate when in apparently the same common phase rela-

tionship three to four days following full moon. When adopting a mirror-imaging

relationship during most of the remainder of the month, however, the water-

uptake rates tend to diverge. Particularly striking is the higher rate of water

uptake inside the chamber despite the slightly lower temperature inside the tem-
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FIGURE 6(A and C). Mean monthly variation in water-uptake rates in beans on uni-

formly rotating platforms, clockwise from above: (A) at J rpm inside a walk-in constant-

temperature chamber at 21.5 C, and (C) in the general laboratory at 2 rpm and 22.5 C:

(B) and (D) with fully parallel conditions to (A) and (C) except that the direction of

platform rotation was counter-clockwise.

perature-controlled chamber than outside. This suggests that although the mean
rate of water uptake is known to vary with temperature, for any given temperature
the rate may differ between whether the sign of correlation with some biologically

effective, pervasive, geophysical parameter or parameters is + or
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DISCUSSION

It seems probable that the effects reported here have been residual ones, algebraic
summation of unbalanced positive and negative correlating relationships to the

operating external parameters, and that the day-by-day effects themselves can be

substantially greater. In fact, there has even been a great reduction in their real

scope by the employment of the 3-day moving means (note the x's and asterisks in

Fig. 1).

There were no differences in any obvious environmental factors responsible for

the odd synodic monthly patterns within the temperature-controlled chambers.

One is compelled to conclude, therefore, that the exact manner in which a bio-

logical system responds to a monthly variation in some subtle parameters of the

atmosphere can be altered by other concurrent, ambient subtle-field states. Such

an alteration can apparently be experimentally effected by such laboratory equip-
ment as the temperature-controlled chambers and to a lesser extent by platform
rotation. There is thus indication that some additional very weak physical param-
eters can determine the sign, + or

, of the response.

There is also clear suggestion from the present results that the concurrent char-

acter of ambient, subtle geophysical parameters can determine the character of

the short-range, field interactions between adjacent organisms, in separate con-

tainers. These effective ambient-field differences can be as small as those asso-

ciated with relative motions of earth and moon.

The presence of a quarterly lunar variation either alone, or concurrently with

a larger unimodal or biomodal one has been evident in previously published results

including responses to light in guppies (Lang, 1965, 1972) and planarians

(Brown and Park, 1967a) and oxygen consumption and spontaneous motor activity

of a variety of kinds of organisms (Brown, 1965). Indeed, in an unpublished full-

year study in our laboratory a mean lunar quarterly variation in phototactic response
in the flatworm Ditgesia. superimposed on a larger-ranged unimodal component,
has been confirmed during 1972-73. Minima in response occurred one to two days

prior to the lunar quarters ; the mean range from minima to maxima for the four

mean cycles averaged 12.8% increase, strikingly of the same degree as for bean

water uptake.

An apparent propensity for inversions of parts or whole of lunar cycles has been

described (Brown, 1960, 1965). It seems reasonable to postulate, therefore, that

existence of the quarterly lunar response component is widespread among both

plants and animals. The potential for one or more of the quarterly components
to undergo inversions in response to still undisclosed conditions has probably been

responsible for the great difficulty experienced by previous investigators of lunar

variations in organisms to repeat at will either their own results or those obtained

by others. The current results, however, demonstrate a continuing, substantial

periodic lunar influence upon a living system.

Described correlations of organismic variations with primary cosmic radiation

(Brown, Webb and Bennett, 1958), with day-to-day geomagnetic fluctuations

(Stutz, 1971), and with known geomagnetic mean cyclic patterns (Lang, 1972;

Brown and Park, 1967b) suggest that the effective parameters providing the pe-

riodicities will be found within the electromagnetic family of forces. The evidence
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to date points to a probable simultaneous influence of several of their man)' param-
eters, and suggests that the ultimate solution will be neither quick nor simple.

These observations demonstrate that in what has been hitherto widely presumed
to be fully equivalent environmental conditions there can be substantial rate dif-

ferences. These differences appear to be accountable in terms of (1) a continuing

organismic response to some subtle pervasive, and normally uncontrolled, geo-

physical variations and (2) the capacity of living systems to alter their sign of

correlating state. Discovery of ways to regulate or modify these two response
behaviors has potential practical applications, especially if the quarterly lunar

influences and occurrence of + and - - states prove to be as widespread as present
indications now suggest and to include man himself.

In conclusion, the phenomenon of water uptake by such seeds as beans appears
to provide one of the simplest of presently known means of investigating in terms

of organism, methods, and equipment interactions of living systems with their

subtle and pervasive geophysical environment, their characteristics, mechanisms,
and roles.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Jack S. Pierce in

obtaining the data of series G. H and I.

SUMMARY

1. Rate of water uptake by bean seeds during the initial four hours displays a

significant quarterly lunar variation.

2. Under what appear to be minimally distrubed environmental conditions rela-

tive to environmental electromagnetic fields, maximum rates tend to occur close

to new and full moon and the moon's quarters.

3. One or more of the quarterly cycles may undergo periods of inversion either

apparently "spontaneously" or in response to such experimentally altered environ-

mental conditions as those found within a walk-in constant-temperature chamber,

or effected by very slow uniform rotation.

4. The character of an interaction between vessels of beans located close to one

another displays a synodic monthly variation. A maximum in interaction-induced

negative correlation between two samples occurs 4 to 5 days after full moon, and in

positive, 4 to 5 days after new moon.

5. These results give further support for the hypothesis that living systems can

exist in either of two states, + and - - with respect to their correlation with fluctuat-

ing biologically effective and normally uncontrolled, pervasive geophysical pa-
rameters, and that this sign is experimentally alterable.
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A NEW THEORY ON THE MECHANICS OF CILIARY AND
FLAGELLAR MOTILITY. I. SUPPORTING

OBSERVATIONS 1

DONALD P. COSTELLO

Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Over the course of several years, observations on negatively stained and living
cilia and sperm flagella from a number of different sources have been accumulated
in this laboratory. Collectively, these findings have provided growing evidence in

favor of a new and relatively simple explanation of the mechanics of motility in

such organelles, which was outlined in a very preliminary form earlier (Costello
and Henley, 1970). In the present paper, the supporting data will be examined;
the new theory, and the relation of these data to it are outlined in a second com-
munication (Costello. 1973).

In general, the evidence indicates that under certain conditions, doublet micro-

tubules bend into coils or helical configurations, while at the same time the

singlets straighten, or stiffen and remain straight for a finite period. I believe

that these phenomena are directly related to the mechanism of ciliary and flagellar

motility.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The biological material consisted of a number of invertebrates, principally fresh-

water and marine flatworms. The freshwater material was collected from streams
in the vicinity of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and from Stone Mountain, Georgia
(Mesostoma georgianuin). The marine material was furnished by the Supply
Department of the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
or collected at Pacific Grove, California ('Polychocrns cannclcnsis}. A great deal

of this material was prepared for another purpose and studied largely by Dr.

Catherine Henley, to whom I am greatly indebted, both for the opportunity of

examining her extensive collection of electron micrographs and for the use of a

number of these for measurements and to illustrate this paper.
The material examined included the following: the marine acoels Polychocrns

carmelensis, P. caudatns, Childia spinosa (groenlandica?} and Anaperus gardineri;
the freshwater rhabdocoels Mesostoma gcorgianiun, Microdalyellia sp. and Macro-
stojiinni sp. ; the marine alloeocoels Monoophorum sp., Monocells sp. and

Plagiostomum sp. ; the triclads Dugcsia tigrinmn (freshwater) and Bdelloiira

Candida (marine) ; the marine polyclads Stylochns zebra and Notoplana sp. ; the

freshwater rhynchocoel Prostoma ntbnun ; the marine polychaete annelid Chaeto-

ptcnts pergamentaccus; the earthworm Liiinbricus tcrrestris; the prosobranch fresh-

water mollusc Goniobasis pro.\-'nna ; and several unidentified polyclads collected off

the North Carolina coast.

1 Aided by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, GM 15311.
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FIGURE 1. Part of a group of doublet microtubules of an isolated cilium of Mesostoma,

showing relation of bending to the A- and B-subtubules (A, B) and partition wall (P) be-

tween them. See text; 70,000 X.
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The phosphotungstate negative staining ( 1% PTA, pH 6.8) of the spermatozoa,
<>f earlier stages of spermiogenesis,.and of the surface cilia was supplemented by
study of material fixed, sectioned and stained for electron microscopy, and by
very extensive studies by ordinary light and phase contrast microscopy of living
and fixed cilia and spermatozoa, both normal and PTA-treated. For details of

techniques, see Costello, Henley and Ault (1969), Henley, Costello, Thomas and
Xewton (1969), Henley (1970a) etc. An extensive pretreatment of earthworm

spermatozoa with distilled water, prior to PTA maceration and negative staining,
\vns used in demonstrating that the singlets are attached to each other (Henley,
1970b) and show exceptionally rigid elastic properties; see Henley (1973) for

details.

All micrographs were made with the Zeiss 9A or 9S2 electron microscope.

OBSERVATIONS

Evidence for coiling and straightening

Evidence that induced coiling of the doublets is of importance in the inter-

pretation of the bending process in ciliary and flagellar motility is supplied by
observation of isolated groups of axonemes (Figs. 1-6; see also Henley ct a!..

1969), and analysis of selected electron micrographs, such as Figures 7 and 8.

From the arrangement of the coils of the doublets, in relation to the partition
wall between subtubules A and B, and from the location, on the coils, of the partially
macerated spokes, it is concluded that the bending of the doublet occurs in a

direction at right angles to the partition wall, and away from the region where
the dynein arms were attached (see Fig. 1 in the following paper). That is. the

flexible, tree-like remnants of the spokes, which are attached at regular intervals

to the A-subtubule, extend out on the convex side of the flattened doublet coils

(Fig. 6 and, more strikingly, in Henley et a!., 1969, Fig. 4, page 853). The

partition wall is most often perpendicular to the substratum and one side of both

the A- and the B-subtubule is in contact with the grid coating (Fig. 1 ). In addi-

tion, the A-subtubule, which forms a complete circle, shows up as wider than

the B-subtubule, which is incomplete. So far as I can ascertain from the literature,

investigators considering modes of axonemal motility have not realized that the

doublets must do their active bending in a particular plane in relation to their doublet

structure. It is a matter of simple logic to assume that the mode of active bending
of doublets is dependent upon their ultrastructural organization, including the

location of the ATPase, and that because of this organization, they cannot bend

equally easily in all planes. If one is thinking in terms of a sliding filament theory
as the basis of movement (Satir, 1965, 1968; Summers and Gibbons, 1971 ; Sleigh.
1973 ), in axonemal motility there must be a bending of the filaments accompanying
the sliding of filaments upon one another (see also Brokaw, 1971, 1972). Mere

sliding of straight, unhampered microtubules upon each other could produce only
a jack-in-the-box effect at their tips. Horridge (1965) provided evidence for both

sliding and bending of doublets in the macrocilia of Beroc, but it was uncertain at

that time how this might apply to single axonemes.

Negatively stained preparations made by macerating cilia to the point where the

membrane and matrix have been removed but with the doublets still attached to
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the basal plate show the doublets flared out in 9 arcs which do not close to form

complete circles (Figs. 7, 8). Note that in each of these cases, four of the doublets

bend to one side, and five in the opposite direction. The central singlets in Figure
7 are in the stiffened condition and in Figure 8 they are in the relaxed condition.

After an appropriate amount of maceration, such configurations are common.
The overall picture is much like the diagram of the form or positions of a cilium

during various effective and recovery portions of the stroke. The lengths measured

along these ciliary doublets for a large number of turbellarians were 12 to 15

microns. On the other hand, axonemal isolates of long flagella macerated to a

somewhat lesser degree show repeated coiling into circles of quite uniform diameter,

usually averaging from 3 to 4.5 microns (see Figs. 2 and 3). The circumference

of a single coil of a flagellar doublet thus corresponds approximately to the length
of a doublet of a ciliary axoneme. On the basis of these comparisons, a complete
arc or a single coil would correspond to the length of axoneme involved in ^ wave-

length, two coils to that of a whole wavelength.
In "9 + 1" flagella, if maceration with the phosphotungstate is of insufficient

duration to free the central core, this structure remains encompassed by the doublets

and bends as the axoneme coils. Under these circumstances (which involve, also,

incomplete matrix removal) the coils may be of varying diameters. With a

greater degree of maceration, all or part of the central core "escapes" from the doub-

lets (Figs. 5 and 6) and is very frequently found extending along a relatively

straight course for considerable distances as much as 73 microns in one case

(Henley et a!,, 1969).
A number of interesting configurations have been observed after PTA treat-

ment of various spermatozoa. For example. Figure 4 depicts twin looping in a

partially macerated axoneme of a spermatozoon of CHaetopterus. The portion of

the axoneme (Ax) nearer the basal plate is less macerated than the more distal

portion, and the looping has occurred at the junction of the two regions. That
the "clockwise" (4 doublets) and "counterclockwise" (5 doublets) loops are related

to the two lateral half doublet groups (with doublets #5 and #6 presumably in the

latter) is a reasonable certainty.

Occasionally there are 6 doublets bending to one side and only three to the

other in both the isolated macerated cilia and flagellar tips. In these cases the

six were often seen to consist of one group of four and another group of two
doublets, with the latter identifiable as the #5-6 pair. The more usual pattern
of four doublets bending to one side while five doublets bend to the other side

is thus logically modified.

Figure 5 is an electron micrograph of a portion of a "9 + 1" axoneme of a PTA-
treated spermatozoon of Dngesia. The core is included within the coils until it

becomes free. At this point the doublets continue their bent course and the frag-
ment of escaped core is straight. The significance of the figure-of-eight, with

"clockwise" and "counterclockwise" bends of the axoneme, is probably related to

the two lateral half-groups of doublets bending in opposite directions. Figure 6
is a similarly treated portion of a spermatozoan axoneme of Dngesia, at the point

FIGURES 2 and 3. PTA-treated sperm axonemes of Goniobasis, showing
induced coiling. See text; 8900 X and 18,600 X, respectively.
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FIGURES 4 5 and 6. Partially macerated PTA-treated 9 + 2 sperm axoneme of Chaetop-

tcrus (Fig. 4)'and "9+1" sperm axonemes of Dmicsia (Figs. 5 and 6). See text; figui
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of escape of the straight core from the doublets. There are 4 doublets bending
"clockwise" and 5 doublets bending "counterclockwise." All have remnants of

spokes visible on their conre.v surfaces.

Identification of doublets h\' number

In certain electron micrographs of ciliary isolates that had been optimally
macerated and negatively stained, the #5-6 attached doublet pair could be identified

with considerable certainty. In addition, the points of insertion of all the doublets

into the basal plate could sometimes be seen. Enlargement of these micrographs
and careful examination made possible identification of the doublet microtubules

by number. Figure 8 is the best example of this, and all doublets could be

identified in Figure 7, also.

Figure 8 shows a cilium of Mesostorua georgianum, with the #5-6 doublets

demonstrably attached to one another over part of the basal two-thirds of their

lengths, and flared apart in opposite directions distally. This suggests that, in this

form at least, the dynein arms-back bridge connectives are quite stable, and not

totally disrupted or macerated by the PTA treatment. Since the #5-6 doublets

were readily identifiable, it was possible to identify also, by number, every other

individual doublet, and to correlate their identities with the direction of their

bending. Thus far, from this and other examples, the data are consistent with the

view that in cilia the doublets of one lateral half (#2, #3, and #4) bend in a

direction opposite to that of the doublets of the other lateral half (#7. #8 and #9).
"With little maceration and with the matrix intact the axoneme bends as one unit.

Induced coiling of glutaraldehyde-fixed spermatozoa

Additional evidence that PTA induces sperm flagella to become helicallv coiled

has been obtained. Spermatozoa of the marine annelid Chaetopterus were taken

from the parapodia of a male and fixed in a cacodylate-bufrered glutaraldehyde fixa-

tive devised for acoel flatworms. The spermatozoa did not coagulate into a mass,

but were fixed, in suspension, essentially in a straight form. Diluting the glutaralde-

\\\ de-fixed spermatozoa with buffer-sucrose wash did not alter this form (Fig. 9).

Diluting the glutaraldehyde-fixed spermatozoa 1:4 with \% PTA at pH 6.8, how-

ever, induced the straight tails to assume strikingly helical patterns. Observa-

tion by phase contrast microscopy revealed that the tails of the intact fixed

spermatozoa became curved, looped, and then helical, with up to three gyres, in

the course of 20 to 30 minutes (Fig. 10). Four per cent PTA at pH 2, mercuric

chloride and lead nitrate solutions also induced excellent spiralling of the tails.

It is of interest that the form of the "wave" was clearly not planar. The changes
occurred so slowly in these dead, fixed spermatozoa that actual movement of the

flagellum was not perceptible. \Yhile I have not been able to reverse the coiling

with specific agents, the helices are not rigid. The tails straighten out readily

when a directed flow of the surrounding medium is induced under the coverglass.

11,665 X ; Figure 5, 11,665 X; Figure 6. 23,750 X
; Ax, axoneme; C, core; D MT, doublet

microtubules.
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FIGURE 7. Macerated, negatively stained (by PTA) surface cilium of Mcsostoina, with

bent doublets (identified by number) and straight singlets (Si, S 2 ). Doublets #1-4 bend to

right, #5-9 to left; doublets #5 and #6 attached over part of length; 13,250 X.

These results have been reported, thus far, only in abstract (Costello and Henley,

1969).
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FIGURE 8. Macerated negatively stained (by PTA) surface cilium of Mcsostnuui \\itli

clearly identifiable doublets and singlets S and S'. Doublets #1-5 bend to right, and #6-9 to

left. Each doublet is identified by a large number, plus smaller numbers to trace its course;
15,390 X.

Rigidity of central shu/Ict microtubules in earthworm spenu

The spermatozoon of the earthworm has what superficially appears to be the

conventional 9 + 2 pattern of microtubules. However, the two central singlets
can be seen, in both sectioned and negatively stained material, to be connected to

one another by short bridges at regular intervals, and to be accompanied by
longitudinal paired fibrous elements which are clearly solid and smaller in diameter
than microtubules (Henley, 1973). Under certain conditions of negative staining
this complex of cross-linked singlets plus paired fibrous elements is found to fall

in configurations similar to those seen in negatively stained "9 +1" cores. The
evidence suggests that the central complex in earthworm spermatozoa has elastic

properties very different from those exhibited by the doublets, and that this com-
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FIGURE 9. Chaetopterus spermatozoa fixed in cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehyde. Sus-

pension was later diluted with buffer wash. Note essentially straight tails ; phase-contrast,

1280 X.

FIGURE 10. Chaetopterus spermatozoa fixed in cacodylate-buffered glutaraldehyde, and

later diluted with \% PTA, pH 6.8. Note helically coiled tails; phase-contrast, 1280 X.

plex is clearly involved in a stiffening function. The connectives could inhibit

or prevent the sliding of singlets, relative to each other, that would be expected to
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accompany lateral bending. Gibbons ( 1961 ) found sometimes single, sometimes

double bridges between the central singlets of lamellibranch cilia.

During the course of the present investigation we have found clear-cut evidence

for regularly repeated connectives between the central singlets of the cilia of

H \droliina.\- qrisca, also.

Helical-protofibrillar transit ions

Another possibly pertinent series of observations relates to the transitions

between the protofibrillar arrangement and a helical configuration of subunits in

the microtubules. Such transitions were observed by Henley in negatively stained

Mesostoma sperm in 1969, and described in detail by Thomas (1970) for PTA-
treated Stylochus sperm and by Thomas and Henley (1971) for spermatozoa of

Macrostomum. Transitions were found both in cortical singlet and in doublet

microtubules. The singlets, which characteristically have a helical arrangement of

the subunits, often showed a transition to the protofibrillar condition. Thomas
( 1970, page 231), states that neither the protofibrillar nor the helical configuration

appears to be characteristic of the intact unmaceratecl doublets, but that both

conditions were to be found in her PTA-treated material. However, extended ob-

servations on a number of different species of spermatozoa make it increasingly

clear that the protofibrillar condition is characteristic of the straight, intact, PTA-
treated doublet. But, transitions do occur.

If subtubule B (the incomplete subtubule) is macerated away, leaving subtubule

A (the complete member), then the subunits of A assume a helical arrangement

(Thomas, 1970, Figs. 12-15). Similar transitions are found in subtubule A of

earthworm axonemal doublets when the B member is macerated away (see Fig. 9

in Henley, 1973).

The evidence suggests that singlets and doublets, in their "normal" states,

exist in opposite phase that is, singlets with subunits arranged in the helical state

and doublets with subunits in the protofibrillar state.

Cohen, Harrison and Stephens (1971) have obtained x-ray diffraction patterns

of wet gels of A-subtubules from sea urchin sperm-tail doublets. The results

indicate that subunits with a 40-50 A packing diameter form filaments, alternately

half-staggered, parallel to the tubule's axis. A 12- or 13-stranded structure best

fits the x-ray diagram. A dried A-subtubule sample gives an x-ray diffraction pat-

tern with a strong meridional reflection at 40 A, rather than the off-meridional

diffraction seen with native specimens. The lateral bonds of the surface lattice of

the A-subtubule are destroyed by drying, leaving the stronger axial bonds con-

necting simple linear arrays of subunits (see, also, Stephens, 1973).

Bearing in mind the fact that A-subtubules may differ from intact doublets < as

discussed above), the evidence is compatible with the idea that a conformational

change in subunit arrangement may be involved in microtubule bending. The

possible implications of all these observations will be considered in the next paper.

in relation to a theory which attempts to account for the mechanics of ciliary and

flagellar motility.
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SUMMARY

1. Controlled partial maceration and negative staining of ciliary and flagellar

axonemes (with phosphotungstate ) have revealed that under these conditions:

(a) Doublet microtubules have an inherent tendency for bending or coiling; (b)

Central singlet microtubules of 9 + 2 axonemes, or the cores of the "9 +1"
flagellar axonemes, stiffen or straighten; (c) Active bending of the doublets occurs

in the direction away from their dynein arms, so that the A-subtubule is on the

convex side.

2. In partially macerated 9 + 2 axonemal isolates, examination of electron

micrographs indicates that the bending of the doublets of one lateral half is in a

direction opposite to that of the doublets of the other lateral half. This is a con-

sequence of (1, c) above.

3. Evidence is presented for (2) above, in micrographs showing the direction

of bending of specifically identified doublet microtubules of isolated ciliary axonemes.
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A NEW THEORY ON THE MECHANICS OF CILIARY AND
FLAGELLAR MOTILITY. II. THEORETICAL

CONSIDERATIONS 1

DONALD P. COSTELLO

Department of Zoohf/y, University of Xorth Carolina,

Chapel Hill, Xortli Carolina 27514

Evidence presented in the preceding paper (Costello, 1973) strongly suggests
certain characteristics of axonemal microtubules. ( 1

) Doublet microtubules have

an inherent tendency towards bending or coiling, the expression of this tendency

being governed by the length of the axoneme. (2) Central singlet microtubules of

the 9 + 2 configuration, or the core of the "9 + 1" pattern, in contrast, become

stiff or straight under certain conditions. (3) Active bending of the doublets is

in the direction away from their dynein arms, so that the B-subtubule is on the

concave side. These observations may all be correlated into a unifying hypothesis
to account for the mechanics of ciliary and flagellar motility.

An earlier theory, along somewhat the same lines, was that of Bradfield,

(1955), who treated all axonemal components as single units. At that time, all

that was known of the substructure of the peripheral "fibers" was that there were

two "subfibers" per peripheral "fiber" in cilia and many flagella. However, even

this fact was ignored by Bradfield in the formulation of his theory. A reconsidera-

tion of these older ideas is therefore highly desirable.

THEORY

General aspects

The theory depends upon certain assumptions and corollaries, which follow :

(1) Both singlet and doublet axonemal microtubules can exist in either the

activated or the relaxed state. In the activated state, the doublets bend, while

the singlets straighten and stiffen, and the bending or straightening waves are

propagated along the respective types of microtubules, at different rates and with

differing durations.

(2) \Ye assume that the resistance to bending of an axoneme due to stiffening

of the central singlets is greatest in the plane connecting the axes of the singlets

where they are fastened together and thus reinforce each other, and least in the

direction at right angles to this plane. Partly because there are more doublets

than singlets, we assume also that the active bending of three doublets in this latter

direction is quite sufficient to overcome the resistance and produce basal bending
of the stiffened singlets and of the intact cilium.

(3) In the relaxed condition, both types of microtubules may possess some

degree of structural rigidity rather than being completely limp. In addition, they
are held in normal association to each other by the matrix of the organelle, by the

1 Aided by a grant from the National Institutes of Health, GM 15311.
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of doublet microtubule, showing direction of bending (arrow) at right

angles to axis X- -X
;
A = complete microtubule ;

B = incomplete tubule
; d, d' = dynein arms.

"spokes" (radial connectives between doublets and central structures), by the con-

nectives to the plasma membrane from the doublets, by the nexin links (circum-
ferential connectives) between the A-subtubules (Stephens, 1970), and by the

bridges between the singlets of the central pair, where these exist. In this relaxed

state, non-activated microtubules of the axoneme can be moved passively in any
direction by those doublet microtubules which become activated and bend.

(4) It is assumed that the waves propagated out the doublets are initiated

successively, in unidirectional order, by impulses arising at or under the basal

plate. The activated doublets bend in a direction dictated by their ultrastructural

organization, namely, in a direction away from their dynein arms (Fig. 1).

(5) Activation of successive doublets, to bend in the directions contributing to

either the effective or recovery strokes of a cilium or to the planar or helical move-
ment of a flagellum, is responsible for these types of movement. However, the

organelle as a whole moves with its characteristic wave pattern because of its length-

wavelength-amplitude relationships and the coordination brought about through
integrating these with the behavior of the singlets (or core complex of the "9 + 1"

pattern), where these are present, and with the connectives of the axoneme listed

above. The bending forces generated in the doublets must act against any normal
structural resistance of the relaxed doublets, and against the stiffening forces pro-
duced by the central singlets (or the core), as well as against the resistance of the

medium. This interaction, in flagella at least, should facilitate unbending, the

mechanism of which has always been a problem ( Rrokaw, 1968: Brokaw. Gold-
stein and Miller, 1970).

Ciliary motilitv

This theory will first be applied to an "ideal" simple cilium. An "ideal"

cilium is here defined as having an axonemal contour length sufficient for exactly
.1 wavelength of beat. A hypothetical commutator-type stimulator, located at or
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of cross-section of a cilium with doublets numbered #\ through #9;
arrow E direction of effective stroke ; arrow R = recovery stroke.

under the basal plate, stimulates the basal end of doublet #1 (as conventionally

numbered) to initiate an impulse which will be propagated up this doublet (Figs. 2

and 3E). It is suggested, also, that a stimulus is sent earlier or at the same time

to each of the two central singlets, to initiate stiffening impulses which will move up
these singlets at a considerably greater rate of propagation. The stimulation of

doublet #1 is essentially ineffective in producing any bending in the direction

away from its dynein arms because the stiffened singlets are so fastened together

by the bridges between them that movement laterally is not possible. This re-

sistance to lateral movement is reinforced by the arrangement of the ciliary rootlets.

It is possible, also, that a bending wave moving up a single doublet is insufficient,

in itself, to produce much, if any, bending of a cilium as a whole, especially in this

direction. A reinforced bending is presumably very much more effective. How-

ever, any movement that is produced by doublet #1 would result only in a little

basal bending and cause the stiff body of the cilium to incline very slightly to one

side (toward doublet #9 of Fig. 2).

The wave stiffening the central singlets would need to travel about four and

a half times as fast as the wave propagated to bend a peripheral doublet in order

to stiffen the cilium all the way to its tip, by the time the commutator has shifted

clockwise to activate doublet #2 to begin its basal bending. This is because of

the axonemal length which is a function of | the wavelength in the ideal cilium.

As the hypothetical commutator travels on to trigger basal bending in doublet

#3 and then in doublet #4, the central singlets must be presumed to remain stiff

throughout their lengths. While doublets #2, #3 and #4 each bend in the

direction away from their dynein arms, for the cilium as a whole the resultant of

the bending forces is in the direction toward doublet #1 and away from the
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#5 and #6 (Fig. 3R), the central singlets gradually lose their stiffness and be-

come limp progressively, from base to tip. The impulses progressively passing up
doublets #2, #3 and #4 have also died out. successively, as they reached the tips

of these microtubules. Doublets #5 and #6 are relatively ineffective in producing
a lateral movement in the direction of their B-subtubules because (1) they are

fastened together and dampen each other, ( 2 ) the central pair of singlets is

still offering resistance to lateral bending, ( 3 ) the ciliary rootlets are so arranged
as to inhibit lateral movement, and (4) the effective stroke has already carried the

cilium over parallel to the cell surface. So such movement as is produced by
attached doublets #5 and #6 will only cause the bent-over cilium to swing slightly

out of the plane of the effective beat and somewhat to one side. In fact, doublets

#5 and #6 bring the effective beat of the cilium to a complete halt. At the same

time as these ineffective impulses terminate at the tips of #5 and #6, the stiffened

state of the central singlets is terminated. Thus, when the commutator activates

doublet #7 to bend in the direction away from its dynein arms, the recovery stroke

is inaugurated. With relaxed central singlets, successive propagation of bending
waves up doublets #7, #8 and #9 will produce half of a helical stroke (Figs. 2

and 3R). This is the recovery stroke, with the resultant of forces roughly in the

direction opposite that of the effective stroke. This half helical wave will die out

as the impulses reach the tips of these fibrils, ending the recovery stroke and com-

pleting one wavelength of ciliary beat. If the cilium is beating with little or no

interruption, the commutator is again ready to activate the two central singlets

and doublet #1 to begin a new beat.

This is, then, a situation where the half wavelength of the effective stroke is

not identical with the half wavelength of the recovery stroke, since the two have

different forms. What is identical is the length measured along the cilium for both

the effective stroke and the recovery stroke, since this is the length of the cilium.

(See also Parducz, 1953, 1954, 1961, 1967; Tamm, 1972).

It is assumed that the effective or power stroke carries the cilium from its

resting position, whether this is upright or at any other angle, over to where it

lies essentially parallel to the ciliated surface. The recovery stroke returns the

cilium to its resting position. Therefore, the angle through which the cilium is

moved may vary in different forms.

To summarize, ciliary motility consists of an effective stroke in one direction,

brought about by doublets #2, #3 and #4, during a period when the central

singlets are stiffened, and a recovery stroke, in the opposite direction, brought
about by doublets #7, #8 and #9 while the central singlets relaxed. Doublet

#1, and attached doublets #5 and #6, are essentially ineffective. It is the length
of the axoneme that determines when the singlets are stiff and when relaxed, and

when each lateral half doublet group is involved.

The most characteristic feature of ciliary motility is its biphasic nature, with

the phases consisting of an effective stroke and a recovery stroke. The difference

between these is, I believe, that the effective stroke involves the bending, at its

base, of an essentially stiff organelle, while the recovery stroke involves the cur-

vaceous return of a relaxed organelle. Any theory devised to account for ciliary

movement must include, therefore, a mechanism for maintaining stiffness of the

ciliary axoneme for half the duration of beat, and for achieving relaxation of this
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stiffness during the other half of the heat. As indicated above, there is evidence

that the central singlets become stiff upon stimulation, and 1 have postulated a

relationship between the length of the axoneme and the duration of stiffness of

the central singlets for an "ideal" cilium. So, while the simplest possible way to

achieve an effective stroke and a recovery stroke of equal duration might be if the

axonemal length were exactly equal to the length involved in
'

A of beat, it seems
obvious that variations from this "ideal" condition may also have evolved. There

are, for instance, very short cilia probablv of a length much shorter than that

involved in a half wavelength. Hut, in such a very short cilium, bending through

any angle up to 180 for the effective stroke might be accomplished by fewer than

all the doublets of the hrst lateral half of the axoneme. Stimulation of the re-

maining doublets of this lateral half could contribute nothing more to the effective

stroke because the cilium is already parallel to the substratum. Yet the recovery
stroke cannot begin until the first of the doublets of the other lateral half is

stimulated to bend in the opposite direction. The central singlets need be stiff only
for the period of actual movement of the effective stroke, and this duration of

stiffness would be correlated with their length. This suggests that the motility of

cilia with lengths less than that postulated for the "ideal" cilium could be equally

adequately explained by this same general theory. Perhaps, therefore, in ciliary

motility, one should speak of the effective stroke, together with its "rest" periods,
as occupying the time for a half cycle rather than a half wavelength of beat,

and the recovery stroke, and its "rest" periods, as occurring during the period of

the second half cycle of beat.

In ciliary motility, I visualise the bending waves, as such, actually moving out

ciliary doublets #7, #8 and #9, whereas only basal bending takes place in doublets

#2, #3 and #4, with the waves beyond this basal bending point dampened com-

pletely by the stiffened singlets. Each bending wave initiated and moving out any
one doublet advances a distance equivalent to the contour length involved in l/9th

wavelength in the time of 1 9th cycle. An equal distance is traversed in the next

l/9th cycle. Meanwhile, a new bending wave is initiated in the next doublet and

follows the same pattern.

Flagcllar movement

Planar motility oj 9 + 2 flayella. The foregoing leads to the problem of

planar flagellar motility, the directional role of the central singlet microtubules

therein, and whether there are stops at doublet #1 and at doublets #5 and #6 to

permit reversal of direction of what would otherwise be an essentially uniform

helical beat. In 9 + 2 flagella, and in the variants of these (9 + 9 + 2) which
also possess a pair of central singlets, the continuing axonemal length (at le-ist

as long as required for a full wavelength of beat and usually very much longer)
leads to a considerably different situation from that existing for cilia. Because

the increased length, there is more viscous resistance of the medium to be overcome.

However, the continuing propagation of the bending waves out the doublets, and
of the stiffening wave out the singlets, provides a more stable set of conditions

than exists in the simple cilium. We assume for flagella a stiffening wave in the

central singlets, which, as in cilia, will extend ahead of tin bending wave in-
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FIGURE 4. Diagram of cross-section of a 9 + 2 flagellum, showing
direction of doublet bending for a planar wave.

augurated in the first doublet. The stiffness of the central singlets of a flagellum
must persist in any given region for the duration of the active cycle of the wave-

length.

As in cilia, basal activation of doublet # 1 of the 9 + 2 flagellum will again be

ineffective in producing bending, and for the same reasons. Activation of doublets

#2, #3 and #4, successively, will result in the propagation of bending waves out

the axoneme and produce its movement in one direction (Figs. 4 and 5). Re-

sistance to lateral bending of doublets #5 and #6 is then encountered as they are

activated, due to their attachment to each other, and to the continuing stiffness,

etc., of the central singlets. Now, however, because of the continuing length of

the flagellar microtubules, the stiffening and bending waves do not terminate

at the half-wavelength point, but continue moving out along the microtubules

by which they are being propagated, for the full length of the axoneme. At the

basal plate of the flageKar axoneme, 1/9 cycle after the activation of doub-

let #6, a bending wave is initiated in doublet #7, then successively in doublets

#8 and #9, reversing the direction of the beat. With the singlets still stiff,

these three doublets produce a planar return stroke. So, instead of an effec-

tive stroke and a recovery stroke, we have a complete planar wave propagated
out the flagellum. The singlets may then relax, for the brief period between the

activation of doublet #9, and the completion of the movement of the commutator

around into position under doublet #1. Now, as the central singlets and doublets

#l-#9, in order, are again successively activated at the base of the axoneme, a sec-

ond wave, with the same characteristics, will be sent after the first. And, with the

number present at any one time dependent upon the length of the axoneme, wave
after wave will follow. With continuous flagellar motility, the distance apart of

corresponding points of adjacent waves will be exactly one wavelength. The
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stiffened central singlets of the flagellum have three functions : (
1 ) to decrease the

amplitude of the waves, (2) to prevent or inhibit lateral bending, and (3) to pro-
vide resistance and thereby facilitate unbending. If there is a complete inhibition

of lateral bending, so the axoneme bends first toward one end and then toward

the other of the axis through doublet #1 which bisects the space between #5
and #6, the flagellar movement would be completely planar (i.e., forward and

back on Figs. 4 and 5).

Now, since the period of non-lateral movement at doublets #5 and #6, in

preparation for the reversal of beat, is of approximately twice the duration of that

at doublet #1, the more abrupt reversal at the latter might create a slight backlash,

which would be repeated at one-wavelength intervals along the flagellum. This

backlash might create the rotational force that causes the spermatozoon to turn

slowly on its axis, as described by Gray (1958) and others for bull sperm.. There

is, then, a slight asymmetry in this otherwise symmetrical planar beat.

The complex bridges linking doublets #5 and #6 were described in the

axoneme of echinoderm sperm tails by Afzelius (1959), in cilia of Anodonta by
Gibbons (1961) and in gill cilia of Elliptic by Satir (1961). This bridge enables

one to establish the axis of "bilaterality" which is correlated with the direction of

the effective stroke of the cilium, which is related, also, to the orientation of the

central singlets. It is not clear how widespread these #5-#6 bridges are in

axonemes of spermatozoa. We have not seen them in any of the 9 + or "9 + 1"

axonemes of the acoels, rhabdocoels, triclads, or polyclads that we have examined.

This suggests the possibility that they may be present only in cilia and in those

sperm whose flagella have a planar beat.

The above view of planar flagellar motility is predicated on the supposition that

the stiffening of the singlets provides sufficient resistance to lateral movement to

inhibit completely actual bending of activated doublets #1, #5 and #6. Move-
ment of the flagellum with bending at right angles to the plane through the centers

of the twro singlets must still be possible, however. Thus the bending of six

doublets (#2, #3, #4 and #7, #8, #9), each in the direction away from its

dynein arms, is responsible for this type of flagellar motility.

A less complete stiffening resistance to lateral bending may be the explanation
for types of 9 + 2 axonemal motility intermediate between planar and helical.

One must not ignore, however, the possible supplemental role in planar movement
of components other than the singlets, present in some flagella, which are bi-

laterally disposed with respect to the plane of symmetry.
It is theoretically possible that under some circumstances, the activating stimuli

to the central singlets of 9 + 2 flagellar axonemes are simply turned off or are

non-functional. Under these circumstances these 9 + 2 axonemes would beat

with a full helical beat.

9 + axonemal motility. To account for axonemal motility of the 9 + t\|>f.

I suggest that a three-dimensional helical wave is generated by an impulse arising

at the basal plate below doublet #1, and spreading around the plate in one direc-

tion, only, to produce propagated bending waves moving out each doublet, in serial

order (Figs. 6,7). Each doublet bends in a direction away from its dynein arms.

If the commutator moves clockwise, the helical wave will be counterclockwise.

A bending wave in any given doublet is 1 9 out of phase with th< wave in either
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FIGURE 7. Diagram of cross-section of 9 + flagellum, to indicate direction of successive

bending of doublets to produce a wavelength of helical movement.

neighbor. Except for the directional involvement of the doublets (bending with

the B-subtubule on the concave side) this view is essentially the same as that

suggested by Bradfield (1955; pages 324-325) for the three-dimensional type of

motility of 9 + 2 flagella (Fig. 9a). For these Bradfield included a statement

that there was no conduction at all by the central fibrils. Of course, neither 9 +
nor "9 + 1" flagella had been discovered as early as 1955.

Logically, one wavelength of helical beat of a 9 + sperm flagellum is pro-
duced by activation of doublets #1 through #9, and movement of the commutator

back to #1 again, in preparation for the next wavelength of beat. As the first

helical wave is propagated more distally along the flagellum, it is followed, without

interruption, by successive waves of activation of doublets #1 through #9, the

number of waves present at any one time depending on the length of the axoneme.

"9 + 1" axonewial motility. The "9 + 1" axoneme, with its 9 doublets and

central core (Henley et a!., 1969) likewise moves with a helical wave (Fig. 8).

It is assumed that the 9 doublets would be activated successively, in order, to pro-
duce one wavelength of helical beat. Successive waves would pass along the

FIGURE 5. Diagram of side view of one wavelength of a 9 + 2 rlagellum to show
tion of waves out the microtubules to give planar movement. The dynein arms have been

omitted, with the exception of one pair on doublet #5.

FIGURE 6. Diagram of side view of one wavelength of a 9 + flagellum, to show propaga-
tion of waves out the doublets to give helical movement. The dynein arm? of the doublets

have been omitted.
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FIGURE 8. Diagram of a cross-section of a "9 + 1" flagellum to show central core and

to indicate directions of successive bending of doublets to produce a wavelength of helical

movement of reduced amplitude.

"9 + 1" axoneme, with the number present at any time depending upon axonemal

length. Considerable resistance would be provided by the complex core because

of its straightening tendencies (Henley, Costello, Thomas and Newton, 1969).

However, since this resistance is nondirectional, as compared with that provided

by a pair of central singlets, it may serve only to reduce the amplitude of beat, and

perhaps contribute to unbending. It is of interest that some spermatozoa of triclad

and polyclad flatworms have very long free flagella with "9 +1" axonemes exceed-

ing 200 microns in length, which are clearly observed to move with a helical beat.

DISCUSSION

Bradfield (1955) discussed possible mechanisms of flagellar and ciliary motility.

He numbered the peripheral fibers 1 to 9, with #1 in the plane of symmetry. The
direction of ciliary beat was assumed to be in the direction radially outward from

fiber #1. For cilia, he assumed also that the impulse spreads around the ring in

both directions, as well as to the central pair, which he considered to be more

rapid conductors (Fig. 9a). For further details, see Bradfield's paper.

For flagella, Bradfield hypothesized that two-dimensional waves might be

produced if the impulse spreads both directions around the base from # 1 and dying
out between #5 and #6 (or being reflected back) but not picked up and conducted

rapidly along the flagellum by the central fibers in the manner postulated for the

cilium. Bradfield suggested, also, that three-dimensional, corkscrew-like waves
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FIGURE 9. Bradfield's diagrams for (a) the ciliary heat and (b) the helical flagellar heat.

might be produced when the impulse originating under doublet #1 spread around
the basal plate in one direction only, to fire off propagated contractions in each

fiber in turn (Fig. 9b). Both these schemes for flagellar movement had the

weakness of not suggesting any specific function for the central pair.

Minor modifications of Bradfield's theories by Gray (1955) and Sleigh (1960)

present essentially the same difficulties. See also the reviews by Fawcett (1962),

Sleigh (1962, 1968), Satir (1965b), and Holwill (1966, 1967).

Flagellar movement

There is a growing body of evidence from comparative studies by electron

microscopy, suggesting that the central axonemal elements (whether they be the

singlet microtubules of the 9 + 2 pattern or the core arrangement of "9 +1"
flagella of the sperm of certain flatworms) serve a stiffening function, acting in

opposition to the bending of the doublet microtubules in effecting motility. The
motile spermatozoa we have studied of those Turbellaria which have the 9 +
pattern (lacking any trace of central elements) have paired axonemes incorporated
into two undulating membranes, each of which can move independently of the

other, but which are normally integrated for effective motion. In some cases

where the spermatozoa are very long and slender (notably the acoel flatworm

Polychoerus) there is a keel-like central structure in the tail cytoplasm between

the undulating membranes and their axonemes (Costello, unpublished data) ;
this

appears to be a centriole derivative, and to serve the stiffening function performed

by the central elements of the axonemes in spermatozoa having such structures.

The spermatozoon of the acoel Childia likewise has two 9 + incorporated
axonemes (Costello, Henley and Ault, 1969), but here there is no trace of the

keel-like central structure. This may be correlated with the fact that the sperm
of this form is much shorter and more compact than that of Polychoerus (50-60
microns vs. 400 microns in length) and the paired undulating membranes, into

which the axonemes are incorporated, are considerably wider in the spermatozoon
of Childia. Thus, the membranes themselves may impart the necessary opposing
force of rigidity supplied by the central elements in sperm having other patterns of

microtubule arrangement. The motile organelles of those flatworms with axonemes
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having the "9 +1" arrangement (see Henley et al., 1969, for references) may occur

either as very long free flagella, as in Dugcsla and Bdelloura (Silveira and Porter.

1964) and Mesostoma (Henley et al., 1969) or as paired axonemes closely applied

to the body of the spermatozoon (as in Stylochus} and connected to it by very fine

filamentous material (Thomas, 1971). In either case, however, the core appears

to be considerably more rigid than the doublets in negatively stained "9 + 1"

preparations.

Since 9 + 2, "9 + 1", and 9 + axonemes of spermatozoa of Turbellaria were

all found to be motile (Costello et al, 1969; Henley et al, 1969 \ Bedini and Papi,

1970; Hendelberg, 1970), it is clear that the doublet microtubules (or some part

of them as, for example, the dynein arms) are the significant components respon-

sible for motility of these axonemes. Motile sperm with 9 + axonemes are

known in other groups also (for references, see Afzelius, 1970; Phillips, 1969,

1970a, 1970b). True 9 + 1 (9 doublets and one singlet) axonemes have been de-

scribed for spermatozoa of certain scorpions (Hood, Watson, Deason and Renton.

1972).

It is worthy of note that the axonemes of spermatozoa of lower invertebrates

all lack the coarse dense outer fibers characteristic of the flagella of many mammalian

sperm. This, again, points to the doublet microtubules as the "simple common
denominator" of axonemal motility.

I consider it highly significant that the surface cilia of these Turbellaria are of

a single type, namely, 9 + 2, regardless of whether the sperm axonemes are 9 + 0,

"9 + 1," or absent altogether. This suggests that ciliary motility differs from

flagellar motility in that the ciliary stroke always requires directional alignment
and that the central singlets within the axoneme determine or contribute to this.

Brokaw (1965) gave the parameters for the bending waves of the flagella of

Lytechlnus, dona and Chaetoptents spermatozoa. He considered these flagellar

waves to be planar (pages 156, 160). The duration of time for the completion of

one wavelength of beat was approximately 1/30 second, as determined from their

beat frequency. They showed wavelengths of 22.6, 22 and 19.5 microns, respec-

tively, and the contour lengths of the waves as measured along the flagella were

29.6, 30 and 25.5 microns, respectively. In Chaetoptenis sperm, there were 1.25

waves for the overall length of the flagellum (31.875 microns). The actual length

of the flagellum involved depends upon the wavelength, amplitude and exact form

of the wave, and can be calculated by use of a cited formula (page 158). This

means that for the half wavelength, the distance measured along the flagellum is

14.8, 15 and 12.75 microns, respectively. The surface cilia of the turbellarians 1

have studied were 12 to 15 microns in -length and thus fall precisely within this

range.

Harris (1961) considered the possibility that the rigidity of the cilium is pro-

vided by the two central fibrils, the peripheral ones being entirely contractile, but

rejected the idea on the basis of a theoretical calculation that led him to believe they

would have to possess a modulus of elasticity as high as that of a steel wire. I am
not convinced of the validity of Harris' calculations. The total resistance leading

to rigidity of the main body of the cilium during the effective stroke involves con-

siderably more than that supplied by the central singlets. The non-activated

doublets, matrix, membrane, periodic connectives between doublets and central
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structures, connectives between doublets and membrane, nexin connectives, etc.,

must all offer some resistance both to propagated bending and to being bent back-

ward by the medium. The stiffening supplied by the activated central singlets

might be merely the final quantity that makes the effective stroke different from
the recovery stroke.

Hohvill (1966, page 750) has discussed this problem of compressive elements,

involving these same components, and does not find impossible the likelihood of a

high Young's modulus.

It is quite unnecessary to postulate, as Bradfield (1955), Sleigh (1962) and
others have done, that turgor within the plasma membrane provides the stiffening.
It was early shown that in glycerinated cilia, where the membranes and much of

the matrix had been removed, the axonemes were still capable of movement.
The recent experiments of Summers and Gibbons (10/1 ) on isolated axonemes
likewise show that turgor is not required.

Reversal of ciliary beat

In the very long (ca. 2000 microns) compound cilia of the comb-plates of

Mnemiopsis, according to Afzelius (1961), the effective stroke is normally toward
tubule #1, but in cilia of Anodonta, Gibbons (1961) has shown that the effective

stroke is toward doublets #5 and #6. Since comb-plates of Mnemiopsis are cap-
able of ciliary reversal and may, therefore, start their beat either toward doublet #1
or doublets #5 and #6, the question is, perhaps, academic.

However, in regard to reversal of direction of ciliary beat we may categorically
state that if our view of the direction of bending of individual doublets is correct,

reversal is not brought about by reversing the order of activation of the doublets.

Instead, the reversed beat should start with activation at the opposite side (at

doublets #5-6 instead of #1, for example), simultaneously sending impulses to the

central singlets, and creating an effective stroke with doublets #7, #8 and #9.
and the recovery stroke with doublets #2, #3 and #4. Hence the activating
commutator would move in the same direction in the reversed and in the normal
beat. In fact, if there were a brief refractory period after each ciliary stroke

(to demarcate individual beats) there is no reason why the beat could not start

with the activation of any one of the doublets. This might explain the various pat-
terns of ciliary beating found by Sleigh (1%8).

Ciliary versus flagellar mot Hity

One of the significant facts emerging from these theoretical considerations is

that a simple (non-compound) axonemal organelle, possessing stiffenable central

singlets and of such length as to provide for only one-half wavelength or less

must beat as a "typical" cilium, whereas a simple axonemal organelle of length

equal to or greater than that needed to produce one wavelength at its char-

acteristic amplitude and form would beat as a flagellum. The distinction between
them is, therefore, length, in relation to wavelength, amplitude and form of beat.

These constitute the basic differences between cilia and flagella.

If, under either experimental or "normal" conditions, the wavelength and

amplitude relation of either type of organelle is sufficiently altered, a cilium might
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be induced to beat as a flagellum, or a flagellum as a cilium. The production of a

helical wave ("flagellar" wave) in the cilia of Paramecium multimicronucleatum

by Kuznicki, Jahn and Fonseca (1970), brought about by treatment of the animals

with 1.0% methyl cellulose for 3 to 24 hours, is clearly an example of just such

an alteration of beat. Brokaw (1965, page 160) records, "Bending waves of

greatly reduced radii of curvature [and therefore shorter wavelength] were ob-

served when Chaetoptcrns spermatozoa were suspended in seawater solutions to

which methyl cellulose had been added to increase the viscosity." Solutions with

viscosities up to 300 centipoises were used in his experiments. Tamm (1972)
has confirmed the observations that an increase in the viscosity of the medium can

alter the mode of beat.

It is freely acknowledged, as Kuznicki el al. (1970) have pointed out, that all

cilia, under all circumstances, do not beat with the back-and-forth movement ordi-

narily considered typical of these organelles. Similarly, all flagella, under all

circumstances, do not beat with the helical undulations that are so much a part
of all classical descriptions of flagellar motility. Students of protozoology and

spermatology are well aware of the infinite variety of types of movement of these

axonemal organelles. However, this theory is being presented as a simple basic

view of axonemal mechanics and makes no attempt to explain the special features

of unusual variations of motility other than 9 + and "9+1" (9 + core) helical

movement.

Sliding and bending mechanisms in motility of cilia and flagella

Summers and Gibbons (1971) presented evidence in favor of a sliding filament

theory, with "ATP-induced shearing forces between outer tubules which, when
resisted by the native structure, lead to localized sliding and generate an active

bending movement" (page 3092). Isolated flagellar axonemes, briefly digested
with trypsin, were found to actively disintegrate into individual tubules and groups
on the addition of ATP. The disintegration resulted from active sliding between

groups of doublets, together with a tendency for the partially disintegrated axoneme
to coil into a helix (Summers and Gibbons, 1971).

The present paper places emphasis upon the bending activities which occur

within the individual doublets and suggests that these may be of primary importance
in the basic mechanism by which motility of cilia and flagella is accomplished. In

normal motility, if the doublets remain attached to the basal plate, and if there is

no change in their length (as observed for cilia by Satir, 1965a), the apparent

sliding at the distal ends of the tubules might be incidental to whatever bending
is taking place. Very little sliding movement appears to be possible in the intact

cilium or flagellum, where the several types of connectives described above hold

the component parts in relatively constant positions with respect to each other.

Cilia or flagella which are just sufficiently macerated (with PTA) to destroy the

connectives between doublets but not their attachments to the basal plate show the

doublets splayed out in particular directions, bent, but not crawling over each other.

In such isolated, partially macerated cilia, it has been possible in some cases to

identify the doublets by number (Figs. 7 and 8 of the first paper of this series,

Costello, 1973) and the directions of their bending correlated with their positions
of attachment. Measurements of these doublets after moderate PTA maceration
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show no increase in length as compared with those in an intact cilium. In addi-

tion, individual doublets can be isolated from their basal plates and will still

show bending activities. However, our attention has been concentrated on the

bending, looping, coiling, and spiraling activities of the doublet microtubules, since

there was no direct evidence in this work to indicate that active sliding of doublets

relative to each other was taking place. The information presented does not enable

one to evaluate the relative merits of doublet interaction due to a sliding mechanism

involving the dynein arms versus conformational changes in the subunit arrange-
ments within the doublet microtubules themselves. Possibly both factors eventually

may be shown to be involved.

Instead, the observations have been collated in an attempt to suggest the simple
mechanics whereby a propagated unidirectional bending force acting in succes-

sive doublets, combined with stiffening activities in the central singlets (of 9 + 2

organelles) or central core (of "9 + 1" flagella), could give rise to either planar
or helical movements of an axoneme, and, by interaction involving other features

of the organelles, account for both ciliary and flagellar motility of various types.

Mechanisms for axonemal and microtubular motility may have evolved along

pathways far different from those followed by mechanisms for contraction of

striated muscle.

I am greatly indebted to Drs. Catherine Henley, Shinya Inoue and Lewis

Tilney for reading the manuscript and making many valuable suggestions for its

improvement. Sincere appreciation to Dr. Henley for taking practically all the

electron micrographs upon which the supporting observations were based is here

recorded, also.

SUMMARY

1. A simple basic theory to account for the mechanics of ciliary and flagellar

motility is proposed. It is based in large part on the conclusions resulting from ob-

servations made on axonemes of surface body cilia and of sperm flagella of a number
of lower invertebrates after maceration and negative staining with phosphotungstate.

2. Ciliary motility consists of an effective stroke brought about by the successive

bending of the three doublet microtubules of one lateral half of the axoneme while

the central singlet microtubules are stiffened, and a recovery stroke, similarly

brought about by the three doublets of the other lateral half, while the central

singlets are relaxed. Bending of each doublet is in the direction away from its

dynein arms. Doublet #1, and attached doublets #5 and #6, are rendered essen-

tially ineffective by the stiffened singlets. The length of the axoneme in relation

to wavelength determines when the singlets are stiff and when relaxed, and when
each lateral half doublet group is involved.

3. Planar motility (of 9 + 2 flagella) consists of movement in one direction,

brought about by successive bending of the three doublets of one lateral half of

the axoneme, followed by movement in the other direction due to bending of the

three doublets of the other lateral half, while the central singlets remain stiffened for

the active period of the entire wavelength. Movement of doublets #1, #5, #6 is
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inhibited by the stiffened singlets. It is the greater length of the rlagellum that is

chiefly responsible for the difference between flagellar and ciliary motility.

4. The helical motility of 9 + and "9 +1" axonemes is brought about by suc-

cessive bending waves moving out all nine doublet microtubules, in sequential order,

with no directional inhibition of any of them. The stiffened core of the "9 +1"
axoneme would be expected to decrease the amplitude of the helical beating in the

latter type.
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THE INTERMOLT CYCLE OF CIRRIPEDS : CRITERIA FOR ITS

STAGES AND ITS DURATION IN BALANUS AMPHITRITE

C. WILLIAM DAVIS *, UNNI E. H. FYHN, AND H. J. FYHN -

Duke University Marine Laboratory, Bcaujort, North Carolina 28516 U. S. A.

Many physiological and behavioral responses in crustaceans change markedly

during the course of an intermolt cycle. To take such variations into account it is

necessary to identify the stages of the intermolt cycle. Drach (1939, 1944) success-

fully divided the intermolt cycle of brachyurans and natantians into four main

stages, A, B, C, and D, and, using structural changes in the integument, developed
criteria by which these stages could be identified. Orach's method has found wide

application within the Malacostraca (see Yamaoka and Scheer, 1970). In the

Cirripedia, however, an intermolt staging method for live animals chosen at ran-

dom has not been available. Studies which have related to the intermolt cycle in

cirripeds have generally used animals at timed intervals after ecdysis (Patel and

Crisp, 1961; Barnes and Barnes, 1963; Costlow, 1963; Shimony and Nigrelli,

1972). A requisite for the successful application of the timed interval method is

intermolt cycles of uniform duration. This condition, however, may not be met in

the cirripeds. Costlow and Bookhout (1953, 1956) found wide variations in the

durations of the intermolt cycles of juvenile specimens of Balanits improvisus and

B. amphitrite; there is no information in this regard for adult barnacles.

Intermolt stages in cirripeds have been morphologically identified in only a few

studies. Using the criteria of Drach. Bocquet (1956) identified Stages D! and D 2

in Chthamalus stcllatus by microscopically examining the cirri. Bocquet-Vedrine

(1965) developed a method for histologically identifying intermolt stages of

Elmin'ms modestus in thin sections of whole animals. The present study had two

major objectives: (1) to develop an intermolt staging method for barnacles which

can utilize live, intact specimens taken at random, and (2) to statistically analyze
the intermolt cycle of adult specimens of B. amphitrite.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens of the intertidal barnacle Balanus amphitrite amphitrite Darwin

(Harding, 1962) were collected from the noncreosoted portions of the laboratory
dock in Beaufort, North Carolina, from February to November. 1972. The rostro-

carinal diameter of the animals ranged from 5 to 10 mm. The animals were main-

tained in aquaria containing continuously aerated seawater at a salinity of 30%o
and fed Artemia nauplii (Metaframe San Francisco Bay Brand) for one month

prior to experimentation. During the experiments the animals were maintained

individually in compartmentalized plastic boxes in 40 to 50 ml of seawater at a

1 Address after September 1, 1^73 : Department of Zoology, University of North Carolina.

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

2 Permanent address : Institute of Zoophysiology, University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway.
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salinity of 30%c . The boxes were kept in culture cabinets at 23 C with a LD
12:12 photoperiod. The seawater was changed and the animals fed 24 hr old

Artcmia nauplii daily. The compartments were checked for exuviae twice daily.

Ecdysis was defined as having occurred midway between the observation when an
exuvium was discovered and the previous observation. Animals which produced
a brood during the experimental period, or which had ovigerous lamellae at the end
of the period were discarded.

For the development of criteria for the intermolt stages rami were snipped off

of each animal successively during the course of one to three intermolt cycles at

approximately one day intervals. Rami were obtained with a pair of fine forceps,

snipping while the animals were pumping or feeding. Only rami from the 4th.

5th, and 6th cirri were used. For microscopic examination the rami were mounted
on slides in either seawater or glycerin jelly. For the latter method a number
of slides were prepared beforehand by placing a drop of molten glycerin jelly on
each slide and allowing it to solidify. The rami were placed in a drop of sea-

water atop the glycerin jelly, a coverslip was added, and the slide was placed on
a slide warmer (48 to 50 C) just long enough to liquefy the glycerin jelly. It

was necessary to examine the rami in both seawater and glycerin jelly. In sea-

water the ramial tissues have high contrast and are easily seen, however, it is

difficult to resolve the exoskeletal layers because of extensive refraction. Glycerin

jelly reduces the amount of refraction and thus improves the resolution of the

exoskeleton, but at the same time obscures the other ramial structures. Observa-
tions and measurements of the exoskeletal layers were accordingly made on gly-
cerin jelly mounted rami while observations of the other ramial structures were
made on seawater mounted rami.

Measurements of the exoskeletal layers were made with a filar occular microm-
eter (American Optical) in the middle portion of the posterior side of the seg-
ment. Unless otherwise stated all measurements were made on the 13th seg-
ment from the tip of the ramus. Repeated measurements showed that the method
was reproducible within 5 per cent. The accuracy of the measurements and
the visible presence of the exoskeletal layers in the whole mounts were checked
further by making parallel measurements on whole mounted rami and sectioned

rami : The bodies of eight animals were dissected free of their shells and one ramus
from each was mounted in glycerin jelly. The remainder of each of the bodies

was fixed in Hellv's fluid, dehvdrated in a graded series of ethanol, cleared in xvlene,- *

and embedded in Paraplast. Serial sections were cut at 7 to 8 /x and stained

according to Hubschman's (1962) modification of Gomori's Azan method. In the

whole mounts the posterior-anterior diameter and the thickness of the procuticle
and of the exocuticle were measured. In the sections the thicknesses of the

procuticle and exocuticle were measured at a point in a ramus where the diameter

was the same as that in the corresponding whole mounted ramus. The measure-

ments of the whole mounts agreed well with those of the sectioned material : The
correlation coefficients for the measurements of the procuticle and exocuticle were
0.85 and 0.97, respectively.

Microscopic examinations and photomicrographs were made with a Leitz

Labolux microscope. Statistical analyses were made according to Sokal and
Rohlf (1969).
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FIGURE 1. Thickness of the procuticle and of the exocuticle of Balanns amphitritc during
the intermolt cycle. The stippled line shows the exocuticle expressed as a percentage of the

corresponding procuticle. Each point is the mean of observations (number in parentheses)
made for each 10 per cent interval of the intermolt cycle. The vertical bars represent 95%
confidence limits.

RESULTS

Criteria for the intermolt stages

Following the general outline of Drach (1939) we have divided the intermolt

cycle of B. amphitritc into eight stages : A ; B! and B 2 ; C ; D , DI, D.,, and D3 . The
criteria by which these stages are identified are based upon ( 1 ) the overall form of

the cirri, (2) the formation and the relative thicknesses of the exoskeletal layers,

and (3) the progression of setogenesis.
The cirri. In a barnacle at rest the cirri normally assume a tightly curled

form. Only in the first hours of postecdysis do the cirri deviate from this form

and are tortuous, or twisted.

The exoskcleton. The exoskeleton of the rami as seen in the light microscope
is composed of two layers (see Fig. 6). In live whole mounted rami and in glycerin

jelly mounted rami the outer layer is dark green in color and the inner layer is

light green. In sections of rami stained with Azan the outer layer is red and

the inner layer blue. The outer and inner layers are assumed to be homologous
(see Discussion) with the exocuticle and endocuticle, respectively, of the procnticle
(the procuticle

= exocuticle + endocuticle ) of other crustaceans and the arthro-
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FIGURE 2. Setae of Balanus uuiphitritc in Stage C showing the setal matrix ( SM ) in

the expanded state
;
ramus mounted in seawater

;
marker - : 10 /*.

FIGURE 3. Setae of Balanns amphitrite in Stage D showing the setal matrix ( SM ) in

the contracted state ; ramus mounted in seawater ; marker = 10 /z.

pods in general (Hackman. 1971 ). These terms will be used throughout this

paper.
As shown in Figure 1 a new procuticle is laid down in proecdysis before the

animal has passed through 75 per cent of the intermolt cycle. The first presence
of the new procuticle is difficult to distinguish from the granular epidermis. We
have defined the new procuticle to be present when the segmental hinge on the

posterior side of the ramus is present and when the layer making up the hinge is

clear and nongranular in appearance (see Fig. 7). The new procuticle and the

same procuticle immediately after ecdysis has a light green appearance and can-

not be resolved into its component layers. The thickness of this procuticle. how-

ever, is greater than the thickness of the exocuticle (Fig. 1 ). We interpret this

as meaning that the procuticle in this state is composed of the exocuticle and a

small portion of the endocuticle but that they are not visibly differentiated, i.e.,

the exocuticle is not sclerotized.

Within four hours after ecdysis the procuticle can be resolved into an exo- and

endocuticle. The exocuticle then remains constant in thickness throughout the

intermolt cycle while the procuticle increases in thickness in the first portion of

the intermolt cycle and decreases in the last portion ( Fig. 1 ) . The changes in

thickness of the procuticle thus reflect the changes which are occurring in the endo-
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FIGURES 4-6. The exoskcleton on the posterior side of rami of Halanus ainphitritc in

post- and interecdysial stages : Figure 4 = Stage Bi ; Figure 5 = Stage B-
; Figure 6 = Stage C

;

rami mounted in seawater ; X = exocuticle, N = endocuticle, P = epidermis ; markers = 5 /u.

cuticle. The stippled line in Figure 1 shows the thickness of the exocuticle ex-

pressed as a percentage of the thickness of the corresponding procuticle. This exo-

cuticle percentage decreases from a high mean value of about 70 per cent in the first

10 per cent of the intermolt cycle to a mean of about 40 per cent between 30 and

70 per cent of the cycle, and then increases to close to a mean of 60 per cent

in the last 10 per cent of the cycle. We have used the exocuticle percentage to de-

fine the limits of various intermolt stages since the values are indications as to

whether the endocuticle is in a state of formation, steady state, or resorption.

Setogenesis. The setae of the rami are tilled with a tissue matrix, the setal

matrix. This matrix is continuous with a fibrous strand of tissue, the extrasetal

matrix, which traverses the segment diagonally in the hypodermis. Iu post- and

interecdysis the setal matrix is in an expanded state, i.e., it completely fills the

setae and has a loose appearance ( Fig. 2). The first sign of proecdysis is a con-

traction of the setal matrix whereby a separation is formed between the setal exo-

skeleton and the setal matrix which now has a fibrous appearance (Fig. 3). A
separation between the epidermis and the exoskeleton on the anterior side of the

segment may also be found at this time.

Setogenesis then proceeds and the new setae are formed as invaginations

running diagonally in the segment following the path of the extrasetal matrix (see

Fig. 8). The imaginations are initiated anteriorly and proceed posteriorly in the

M-gment. A complete imagination of the large, distal setae of a segment may
run completely through its own segment and enter the next proximal segment.
The tip of the new seta is formed within the basal portion of the old seta.

Criteria for the identification of the uitermolt stages of B. amphitrite are then

as follows :

Stui/c .1 (early postecdysis) . The cirri are tortuous and the procuticle is thin

and seemingly single-layered. There is no feeding activity or cirral beating but

slow irregular movements of the cirri and opercular valves may be observed.

Stage B (late postccdysis). The cirri have regained their normal curled form.

The setal matrix is expanded ( Fig. 2). The procuticle is double-layered and the

exocuticle percentage is more than 50 per cent. Stage B a is characterized by an

exocuticle percentage of more than 65 per cent (Fig. 4) and Stage Bo is char-

acterized by an exocuticle percentage between 50 and 65 per cent (Fig. 5).
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FIGURE 7. Posterior side of a ramus of Balanus anipltitritc in Stage D showing the new
(,XP) and old (OP) procuticles and the new (XH) and old (OH) segmental hinges; ramus
mounted in glycerin jelly ; marker = 5 p.

Stage C (interecdysis) . The setal matrix is expanded and the exocttticle per-

centage is 45 per cent or less (Fig. 6).
.V/(h/r D (proccdysis'). Stage D is characterized by the contraction of tin- setal

matrix (Fig. 3). the rami otherwise having the appearance of Stage C. Stage D!
is characterized by the presence of invaginations. During this stage the setal

matrix retracts and the tip of the new seta is formed. Stage 1^ may be sub-

divided into two or more stages, the subdivisions being based on the increasing

depth of the invaginations. Stage IX is characterized by the presence of a new

procuticle on the posterior side of the segment ( Fig. 7 ) . The invaginated setae

are more distinct and setules can be observed clearly on the tip of the new setae

and faintly on the invaginated portion. The exocuticle percentage increases but

is less than 60 per cent. Stage D 8 is characterized by an exocuticle percentage above

FIGURE 8. Invaginations (I) of the new setae of Bahinns amphitrite in

Stage D :; ; ramus mounted in seawater ; S = setules ; marker = 100 n.
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TABLE I

Criteria for the intermolt stages of Balanus amphitrite

Intermolt
stage
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FIGURE 9. Frequency distribution of the durations of intermolt cycles of adult Balanus

a inphitrite kept in the laboratory at 23 C through three successive cycles.

The 5th, 13th, and 20th segments of the inner and outer rami of the right

cirri of an animal were examined for variations in the thicknesses of the exo-

skeletal layers. The results (Table II) show that the exocuticle and the procuticle

increase in thickness proximally within a ramus while the exocuticle percentages
seem to he equal. The exocuticle percentages between the rami also seem to be

equal.

The exocuticle percentages were calculated for the 13th segment of the inner

rami of the right cirri of animals in different intermolt stages. Table III shows

that the exocuticle percentages in a given animal had only small variations from

ramus to ramus. Using the criteria in Table I this variation would not lead to

different intermolt stages.

The integumental changes were characterized in the 5th, 13th, and 20th seg-

ments of the inner rami of the right cirri in nine animals in Stage D : two in D ,

three in DI, three in D.,, and one in D a . No differences were observed in the

integumental changes either within or between the rami.

The above results show that setogenesis and the formation and resorption of

the exoskeletal layers progress synchronously both inter- and intraramially.

Duration of the intermolt stages

The durations of the intermolt stages were calculated from the data derived

from the animals used in developing the above criteria. The intermolt cycles of

these animals ranged from 3 to 29 days (see also description of duration of inter-

molt cycle) . Stage A was found to last less than four hours. Stage B lasted from
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FIGURE 10. Frequency distribution of the relative durations of successive intermolt cycles

of individual Bulanns amphitrite. The duration of each intermolt cycle is calculated as a

multiple of its previous cycle.

less than twelve hours to two clays and Stage D lasted from one to hve days.

Stage C was found to be the most variable; it may outlast the other stages, or, in

animals with short intermolt cycles, it may last less than one day. In terms of a

percentage of an intermolt cycle, the stages also showed a large variation. Thus.

Stage A made up less than 2 per cent; Stage B from 5 to 20 per cent; Stage C
from 20 to 70 per cent : and Stage D from 20 to 40 per cent of the cycle.

Duration of the intermolt cycle

To analyze statistically the duration of the intermolt cycle of B. amphitrite
109 adult specimens were followed individually through three successive cycles

(four ecdyses) from March to May, 1972. The durations of the intermolt cycles

(Fig. 9) varied from 1.5 to 23.5 days. No significant difference was found between

the frequency distributions of the three cycles (Kruskal-Wallis Test) showing that

the population was stable throughout the experimental period. The three cycles

when summed gave a mean duration of 8.3 days and a median of 7.6 days. Sta-

tistical tests for skewness and kurtosis showed that the distributions were signif-

icantly (P < 0.001 ) leptokurtic and positively skewed.

Each of the second and third intermolt cycles was calculated as a multiple of

its previous cycle. These data (Fig. 10) show that the durations of successive

intermolt cycles of individual animals also had a large variation. There was no

correlation between the durations of successive intermolt cycles, the correlation

coefficient being 0.08. Of the 218 successive cycles recorded, 107 had shorter

and 108 had longer second cycles ;
3 had identical intermolt cycle durations.

No correlation was found between the size (rostro-carinal diameters 5-10 mm )

of the animal and the duration of the intermolt cycle. Also, ecdysis was not cor-

related with either the scotophase or photophase.

DISCUSSION-

exoskeletal layers are visible in the cirri of Balamis amphitrite by light

microscopy. Based on the following we assume the layers to be homologous with
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TABLE III

Exocuticle thickness expressed as a percentage of the corresponding procuticle in the

13th segment of the inner rami of the right 4th, 5th, and 6th cirri of

Balanus amphitrite in various intermolt stages

Intermolt stage
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Chthamalus stcllatus) except that resorption of the endocuticle is, again, observed

directly rather than identified by palpation. The synchrony in the integumental

changes allows the random use of the rami and of the segments within a ramus for

intermolt staging. It is recommended, however, that the middle segments of the

rami be used because of the conveniences of their size and the thickness of the

exoskeleton.

It is difficult to obtain animals in Stage A because of its short duration. The
best method of obtaining animals in this stage is to utilize animals within one

hour of ecdysis. It should be noted, however, that the external presence of an

exuvium attached to an animal is not, by itself, a suitable criterion for a recent

ecdysis. We have observed that exuviae may remain attached to B. amphitrite
in the laboratory for over three days after ecdysis. Likewise, we have observed

B. amphitnte with exuviae attached in the field throughout the period of air

exposure at low tide. Thus, the best method of obtaining newly molted animals is

to make frequent observations of isolated individuals in Stage D 2 or D 3 .

The frequency distribution of the durations of the intermolt cycles of a popula-
tion of B. ainphitrite has a large variability and is leptokurtic and positively skewed

(Fig. 9). This type of distribution may be an intrinsic feature of the population
since environmental factors were held constant and since successive intermolt cycles

had similar distributions. It would appear that a minimum amount of time is

needed for an animal to complete its exoskeleton following ecdysis and to prepare
for its forthcoming ecdysis, with the majority of the animals in a population molting
soon after the minimum time limitation. It is also interesting to note that despite

the large variation in the durations of successive intermolt cycles of individual

animals (Fig. 10), the variation in the population as a whole is such that the

original distribution is maintained through successive cycles (Fig. 9). This phe-
nomenon is also indicated by the nearly normal form of the frequency distribution

of Figure 10. The large variability in the successive cycles of individual B. amphi-
trite does not support the notion of fast and slow molters as was proposed for

B. balanoides (Patel and Crisp, 1961).

The large variability in the duration of the intermolt cycle and its stages in

adult B. ainphitrite stresses the inadequacies of the timed interval method as a

procedure for intermolt staging in cirripeds. If the timed interval method was to

be applied the animals could be in several different intermolt stages at any given
interval after ecdysis. This could introduce large variation in the data and thus

obscure any intermolt stage dependency. Moreover, the present method eliminates

the requisite of a knowledge of the prehistory of the individual animal that is neces-

sary for the timed interval method. This allows the use of animals chosen at

random from either laboratory or field populations and thus broadly widens the

scope of intermolt cycle related studies in cirripeds. The present method should

be applicable to all thoracic cirripeds as long as the cirri are transparent enough
to allow microscopic examination and as long as the proper exocuticle percentages
are calculated for each species.

We wish to thank Dr. John D. Costlow for his continuous interest and encour-

agement during this study. We also thank Dr. Sasha Koulish for allowing us to
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NR- 104- 194, between Duke University and the Office of Naval Research.

SUMMARY

The intermolt cycle of the barnacle Balanus amphltritc is divided into three

postecdysial, one interecdysial, and four proecdysial stages based on integumental

changes in the cirri. Stage A is characterized by a seemingly single-layered exo-

skeleton and tortuous cirri. Stages B], B 2 , and C are characterized by the increasing

thickness of the endocuticle. Stage D
, D], D

2 ,
and D 3 are characterized by the

progression of setogenesis, formation of the new exoskeleton, and resorption of the

old endocuticle. The durations of the intermolt stages have a wide variability. The

integumental changes both within and between the rami of an animal progress

synchronously. The criteria allows the use of live, intact animals taken at ran-

dom from laboratory or field populations. The method is assumed to be applicable

to all thoracic cirripeds as long as the exoskeleton is transparent enough to allow

microscopic examination.

The duration of the intermolt cycles of adult specimens of B. amphitrite varied

from 1.5 to 23.5 days under constant conditions (23 C, 30%c, LD 12:12). The
distributions of the cycles are significantly (P < 0.001) leptokurtic and positively

skewed. There is no correlation between the durations of successive intermolt

cycles of individual animals.
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THE RESPIRATORY ADAPTATIONS OF THE PODIA AND
AMPULLAE OF ECHINOIDS (ECHINODERMATA) 1

DOUGLAS H. FENNER 2

Rccd College. Portland. Oregon 97202, and the Marine Biological

Laboratory. ll'oods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

Early work on the structure of echinoid podia and ampullae consisted of verbal

descriptions and line drawings (Bather, 1900; Chadwick, 1900; Ludwig, 1904;

MacBride, 1909; Cuenot, 1948; Hyman, 1955), some of which were highly
schematic. Nichols (1959a, 1959b, 1961) has made photomicrographs showing the

wide variety of adaptations of the terminal suckers of several echinoids. Most

recently, Kawaguti (1964, 1965), and Coleman (1969) have investigated the

structure of the wall of the tube feet and ampullae of echinoids using electron mi-

croscopy. Because the podia are the primary respiratory structure of echinoids

(Farmanfarmaian, 1959, 1966, 1968; Steen, 1965), a systematic search for respira-

tory adaptations in the structure of echinoid podia was undertaken ( Fenner, 1971).

The podium-ampulla system of most echinoids differs from that of asteroids

and holothuroids in two respects. First, the connection between the echinoid

podium and ampulla consists of two pores through the body wall instead of one.

Recently, Yoshida (1966), and Coleman (1969) showed a septum dividing the

base of the tube foot of D ladetna, each half of the lumen being served by one of

the pair of pores through the body wall. An exception to the rule of two pores

per podium is the arrangement found in the accessory tube feet on the oral surface

of the sand dollar Erhmocyamus, which have only one pore passing through the

body wall (Nichols, 1959b). Secondly, the echinoid ampulla has been reported to

be crossed by strands of tissue (Ludwig, 1904; Cuenot, 1948; Hyman, 1955), or

septae (Kawaguti, 1965), unlike the asteroid or holothuroid ampulla.
The non-locomotor podia on the aboral surface of several echinoids (Cldaris

and Echinus: Nichols, 1961: clypeastroids : Hyman, 1955; and spatangoids :

Hyman. 1955, and Chesher, 1969) are believed to serve a respiratory function.

Nichols (1959b) presented the histology of the respiratory podia (petaloids) of the

clypeastroid, Echinocyamus. Ciliary currents within the podia contribute to

respiratory gas transport (Faramanfarmaian, 1966). The spatangoids (Chesher,

1969) have a counter-flow between the ciliary currents within the podia and the

ciliary currents outside the podia ; such a counter-current should enhance exchange
of gases across the surface of the respiratory podia.

This study was undertaken to systematically search for respiratory adaptations
in echinoid podia and ampullae, and to clarify our knowledge of the morphology of

echinoid podia and ampullae.

1 Early portions of this work composed part of a thesis submitted to the faculty of Reed

College in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. This

investigation was supported in part by NSF Grant NR 1902 to the Experimental Invertebrate

Zoology Course at the Marine Biological Laboratory.
2 The author's present address is Psychology Department, University of Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 19104.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens were obtained from Gulf Specimen Co., Dr. J. Morin, Dr. J.

McCauley, B. Madden, Dr. R. Wiggley, Dr. H. Sanders, Dr. R. Fay, Dr. P. Kier,

Dr. W. Durham, the Marine Biological Laboratory Supply Department, and the

Smithsonian Institution. The taxonomy of the species studied is presented in

Table I.

Ciliary currents were mapped by watching the movement of carbon particles

outside of the podia and ampullae, and free-floating pigmented coelomyctes within

podia and ampullae. For histology, living specimens were relaxed in 7% MgCl
before podia were removed and fixed in 10% formaldehyde or Bouin's Fixative

(Gurr, 1962). Decalcification was accomplished by the actic acid in the Bouin's,

or 10% HC1 after formaldehyde fixation. Tissues were dehydrated through a

series of alcohols and embedded in parafin. Sections were cut at 8-15 microns and

stained with Haematoxylin-Eosin (Gurr, 1962), Mallory's Haematoxylin (Grey,

1966), or Hubschman's (1962) modification of the Mallory triple connective-tissue

stain.

TABLE I

The classification of the species studied, from Mortensen (1V28-1V51).
Asterisk indicates living specimen studied

Class Echinoidea

Sub-class Regularia
Order Echinothuroida

Family Echinothuridae

Sperosoma gigantcuin
PhoDiwsonia plascentei

Order Cidaroida

Family Cidaridae

Cidaris abysicola
Eucidaris tribuloides*

Order Stirodonta

Family Arbaciidae

Arbacia punctulata*

Tetrapygus niger

Family Saleniidae

Salenia goesiana

Family Stomopheustidae
Stomopneustes variolaris

Family Phymosomatidae
Glyptocidaris cren ula ris

Order Camarodonta

Family Toxopneustidac
Lytechinus variagatus*

Tripneustes gratilla

Family Ternnopleuridae
Salmacia alexandri

Family Strongylocentrotidae

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus*

Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis*

A llocentrotus fragilis

Order Camarodonta (continued)

Family Echinidae

Echnius affinis

Family Echionometridae
Echinometra uiatlici

Heterocentrotus mammilatus

Family Parasaleniidae

Parasalenia gratiosa

Order Aulodonta

Family Diadematidae

Centrostephenus coronation

Family Micropygidae
Microgyga tuberculata

Family Aspidodiadematidae
Plesiodiadetna indie H in

Family Pedinidae

Caenopedina indica

Sub-class Irregularia

Order Clypeastroida

Family Scutellidae

Mellita quinquesperforata*
Echinarachnius parma*
Dendraster excentricus*

Order Spatangoida

Family Schizasteridae

Brisaster latifrons

Family Loveniidae

Lovenia cordiformis

Family Brissidae

Brissopsis lyrifera

Family Hemiasteridae

Hemiaster expergitus
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FIGURE 1. Respiratory podium of Encidaris tritni loidcs; (A.) edge view; (B.) side view;

(C. ) cross section; (a.) marginal tube; (b.) test; (c.) thin, rippled area; (d.) distal tube;

(e.) strands of connective tissue. The actual sizes of podia and ampullae vary considerably
with the size of the animal, location of podia on animal, and state of contraction of podium.

RESULTS

Order Echinothuroida

Two species in this order were examined : Sperosonia giganteum and Plior-

iiiosoma plascentei. There are two pores in the hody wall for each podium, and

both podia and ampullae are hollow. Podia on the oral surface, which terminate

in suckers, fit the classical description of tube feet (Bather, 1900; Chadwick, 1900;

Ludwig. 1904; MacBride, 1909, Cuenot, 1948; Hyman, 1955). Podia on the

aboral surface, while shaped like tube feet, terminate bluntly without a sucker.
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FIGURE 2. Tube foot of Strongylocentrotus purpitratits; (A.) whole tube foot seen from

sids; (B.) cross section from "double-barreled" region; (a.) sucker; (b.) septum; (c.) test;

(d.) epithelium; (e.) connective tissue layer; (f.) muscle; (g.) nerve; (h.) lumen. Arrows
indicate ciliary currents.

Order Cidaroii/u

Cidaris abyssicola and Encidaris tiibitloidcs have two types of podia, both

served by pairs of pores in the test. Podia on the oral surface are hollow tube

feet with terminal suckers. Podia on the sides and aboral surface are flattened,

respriatory podia lacking suckers (Fig. 1). There is a channel along each edge
and a thin, rippled area in between. The distal half is a thin, bluntly ending tube.

The lumen is crossed by a few large strands of connective tissue. Often the

respiratory podia are partially or wholly retracted beneath the ambulacra! spines.

When preserved without prior relaxation, these podia retract until they form a

blunt triangle. The ampullae of C. abyssicola are flattened sacs, the lumen being

crossed by septae, similar to the camarodont ampullae described below.
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FIGL-RE 3. Details of the tube foot wall and septum of 6\ pitrpuratits. (A.) Detail of the

junction of the connective tissue in the podial wall and the septum, from a cross section of

the podium; (B.) detail of the septum sectioned parallel to the length of the tube foot;

(a.) epithelium; (b.) outer, circular layer of connective tissue; (c.) middle, longitudinal

layer of connective tissue; (d.) inner, circular layer of connective tissue; (e.) muscle cells;

( f . ) septum; (g.) cross section of strand of connective tissue.

Order Camarodonta

Families Strongylocentrotidae, To.ropncitstidae, Temnopleuridae, and Eclii-

nidae. The seven members of these families that have been studied (Strongylo-
centrotits purpuratits, S. drobachicnsis, Allocentrotus fragilis, Lytechinus varia-

gatus, Tripncustes gratilla, Sahnacia ale.randri, and Echinus affinis} have virtually
identical morphology and will be treated together.

In all seven species, there are two pores through the body wall for each tube

foot. A septum, continuous with the wall separating the two pores of the test, runs

halfway up the center of the podium (Fig. 2). In a cross section of the podium
(Figs. 2B, 3A), it can be seen that the septum is continuous with a layer of

tissue in the wall of the tube foot. The septum is continuous with the inner of

the three adjacent layers of connective tissue in the wall of the podium (Fig. 3A).
Each layer is made up of strands 2-6 microns in diameter. The inner and outer

layers run circularly while those in the middle layer are longitudinal strands.
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Strands in the septum form a single layer running across the lumen. A lightly

staining layer less than one micron thick covers the septal strands and bridges
the gaps between them (Figure 3B). The strands probably correspond to the

bundles of collagen fibers, and the thin covering to the epithelium lining the podial

lumen, which Kawaguti (1964) found in electron micrographs. Coleman (1969)
found that the septum in the podia of Diodeiua antillarum consisted of collagen,

a single cell layer thick. The buccal podia do not appear to have septae. Podia on

the aboral surface have septae as described. The 8 podia nearest the aboral pole
in each ambulacral row are so short that they do not project above the test.

These have no septae or suckers. The most aboral 8 podia were examined

closely only in S. droebachicnsis.

The ciliary current within the tube foot moves toward the proximal end of the

podium on the side nearest the radial canal, and toward the distal end on the

other side (Cuenot, 1948). In the proximal half of the tube foot these two currents

are separated by the septum, but in the distal half there is no dividing septum
and mixing by eddies may occur. The ciliary current outside the tube foot

moves across it, and thus does not run counter to the current inside.

The ampullae are flattened, leaf-like sacs that connect by way of the pore pairs

to the podia and by way of a small tube (Fig. 5Ab) guarded by a one way valve

(Nichols, 1966) to the radial canal. The ampullae lie like pages of a book, one

row on each side of the radial canal in each ambulacrum. The distance separating

adjacent ampullae is about equal to the thickness of one ampulla (about 0.2 mm).
The pores pass through the test at angles up to 45, such that the pores are closely

adjacent to each other where they connect with the podium, but more widely

separated where they connect with the ampulla. The lines seen within the ampulla

correspond to septae connecting the walls (Figs. 4B. 4C). The septae consist

largely of connective tissue, but the presence of muscular tissue could not be denied

or confirmed. Only A. jragilis has ampullae that are connected to each other by
strands attached to the outer edge of the ampullae.

The septae guide the ciliary currents within ampullae (Fig. 4B). The ciliary

current outside the ampullae runs counter to that within the ampullae. This is

true of flattened ampullae divided by septae in all species examined alive.

Families Echinomctridae, Parasaleniidae. Echinomctra inathci, Hetcroccntrotus

mammilatus, and Parasalenia gratiosa have tube feet on their oral surfaces which are

similar to those of members of the other camarodont families : they are tall, and each

has a sucker and a septum. Strands in the septum of the podia of P. gratiosa are not

connected by an epithelium, but elsewhere the lumen is lined with a thick epithelium

covering the muscular layer. The aboral surface (and equatorial areas of H. mam-

milatus) has greatly shortened, slightly flattened podia with rounded distal ends

lacking suckers. The presence or absence of septae or strands within these podia
was not determined. All of the ampullae are similar to the other camarodonts.

Order Aulodonta

The four aulodont species studied (Centrostephanus coronation, Micropyga

tuberculata, Plesiodiadema indicum, and Caenopedina indica) have nearly identical

podial morphology. Podia on the oral surface are suckered tube feet with septae,

and closely resemble the tube feet of the oral surface of camarodonts. Podia on
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Figure 5. Respiratory podium of Arbacia punctitlata; (A.) podium viewed from the edge;

(B.) podium viewed from the side; (C.) cross section of the podium; (D.) longitudinal sec-

tion of the podium; (a.) apex; (b.) marginal tube; (c.) thin, rippled area; (d.) test;

fe.) strands of connective tissue. Arrows indicate ciliary currents.

aboral pole are flattened respiratory podia that lack suckers. At the animal's

equator are long tube feet with small suckers, which may he sensory. These

tube feet continually wave about, and do not attach to the substrate during locomo-

tion. When they touch an individual of the same species, the animal locomotes

away from the other individual. The buccal podia resemble the camarodont's

buccal podia. The locomotor tube feet are located between the long podia and

the buccal podia. The locomotor tube feet are moderately long (more so than the

oral spines), have a large sucker, and no strands or septum.
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The respiratory podia have two tubes, one running along each edge. The

tubes are connected at the apex of the podium and by a thin, rippled area between

the tubes (Fig. 5). Thus, a cross section in the middle of the petaloid is dumbbell-

shaped (Fig. 5C). The two walls of the rippled area are held a fixed distance

apart by thin strands of connective tissue crossing the lumen. Londitudinal sec-

tions show that the connective tissue is in the form of strands and not septae (Fig.

5D). Ciliary currents within the podium move toward the ampulla in the tube

nearest to the radial canal and away from the ampulla on the other side. The

current crosses the thin, rippled area along the arrows shown in Figure 5B. On
the outside of the podium, the ciliary current passes across the podium counter to

the current inside the thin, rippled area of the podium (Fig. 5B). The most

aboral of these respiratory podia have a hollow tubular region on the distal end

like those of the cidarids (Fig. 1).

The long, sensory podia have a small sucker, a hollow tubular section and a

double-barreled section near the base. Instead of a septum, strands of connective

tissue similar to those in the petaloids separate the two barrels near the base of

the tube foot. In the sensory and locomotor podia, the ciliary currents within the

tube foot move proximally on the side nearest the radial canal, and distally on the

opposite. Some mixing between the two currents occurs. Each podium is served

by two pores in the test.

The ampullae are also differentiated. All of the ampullae except those nearest

the mouth closely resemble the camarodont ampullae (Fig. 4). The ten or so

ampullae in a row nearest the mouth do not have septae, and are not flattened but

irregular in shape. Unlike the other ampullae, those closest the mouth do not have

their ciliary currents organized in a counter-current fashion.

Tctrapvgits nujer (also in family Arbaciidae) has hollow tube feet with suckers

on its oral surface like A. pitnctnlata. Some of the podia on the aboral surface

closely resemble those on the aboral surface of A. pitnctnlata. Others are more

flattened and blunt on the distal end. but are crossed by strands like the rippled

podia.

Salenia gocsiana (family Saleniidae) has spines which closely resemble those

of the cidarids : large primary spines surrounded by smaller spines, and two rows

of spines between the two rows of podia in each ambulacrum. These latter spines

are somewhat flattened and project over the podia. The preserved aboral podia

are small and blunt, resembling the preserved podia of cidarids. The tube feet

on the oral surface are hollow like those of the cidarids.

Stomopneustes variolarns and Glyptocidaris crcnnlaris, in contrast to the pre-

vious stirodonts considered, have aboral tube feet with suckers, and all tube feet

have septae like the camarodont podia.

Order Clypeastroida

Three species, all in family Scutellidae, were examined : Mellita qninquesper-

forata, Dendraster excentricus, and Echinarachnius parma. The podia of all three

species are differentiated into two distinct types. Located on the aboral surface are

large respiratory podia (petaloids) arranged in very definite ambulacral rows which

in the cleaned test form five petals. The small (accessory) tube feet, however, are

scattered throughout the ambulacral areas on the oral surface (most dense in the
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FIGURE 6. The respiratory podium and ampulla of Dendrastcr cxccntricus; (A.) viewed
from the side; (B.) seen in cross section; (a.) ampulla; (b.) radial canal; (c.) septum;
(d.) pore through the test; (e.) secondary pores through the test; (f.) rows of strands;

(g.) petaloid (respiratory podium); (h.) knob; fi) test; (j.) marginal tube; (k.) strands

connecting ampullae; (1.) bases of spines.

ambulacral grooves) and edges of the sand dollar. In E. panna and D. excentricus

they exist on the aboral surface between the two rows of petaloids in each petal

(ambulacral row). In that area only, they are arranged in rows in line with the

petaloids. In D, excentricus, the ambulacral grooves of the oral surface continue
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around on the aboral surface as ridges : some running- within the petals, some
between.

The accessory tube feet of all three species are small, thin tubes terminating in

adhesive bulbs such as in Echinocyamus pnsillns (Nichols, 1959b). The largest

accessory tube feet on D. c.rcentricns have a sucker instead of a bulb on the end.

The shaft has a hollow lumen served by a single pore in the test. No ciliary

currents exist within or around the tube feet. However, coelomocytes (and thus

the fluid in the lumen) move distally during extension of the tube feet, and

proximally during their retraction.

The petaloids are long parallel to the test and protrude from the test as far as

the spines between which they are found. The end farthest from the radial canal

protrudes farthest from the test, and has a small lump resembling the adhesive bulb

at the end of the accessory tube feet. A large tube runs along the top edge of the

petaloid, and connects to the pore(s) farthest away from the radial canal by small

"tubes" (Fig. 6). The lumen of the petaloid below the large tube is completely di-

vided up into the small "tubes" by rows of strands of connective tissue. Nichols

(1959b) reports that the petaloids of Echinocyanius pusillus are crossed by 4-8
strands per podium. Free-floating coelomocytes were never observed passing from
one "tube" to another, but always moving within a single "tube." Thus, the rows
of strands are quite effective in directing ciliary currents. The ciliary currents on
the outside of the petaloid move away from the radial canal, counter to the current

within the petaloid.

The passage of the tubes through the test was studied by breaking and examining
cleaned, dried tests. The pore passing through the test nearest the radial canal

is unitary, except in D. e.vccntriciis, where it may split into two as it approaches
the inner surface of the test. In D. c.vcentricns and M. quinquesperforata (E.

panna was not closely examined), the pore farthest from the radial canal gives
off one to eleven tubes on the side nearer the radial canal as it approaches the

outer surface of the test (Fig. 6Ae). The same arrangement has been found in

fossil scutellids (Schaffer, 1962). The ampullae serving the petaloids are flattened

sacs divided by septae. In all three species, the ampullae are bent so as to lie

at an angle, and are connected to each other by strands (Fig. 6B). Ciliary cur-

rents in the petaloids' ampullae move as in camarodont ampullae. The ampullae
connected to the accessory tube feet are simple, round or elongated sacs, without

septae. On the aboral surface of E. farina and D. eccentricus they are located

along the branch canals connecting the radial canal and petaloid ampullae. On the

oral surface of these two species, these small ampullae are located on branches lead-

ing from the radial canal, many ampullae on each branch. In M. quinquesperforata,
however, there are ampullae visible only on the branches nearest the mouth. Farther
from the mouth the branches enter the test without ampullae attached to them.

The branches pass horizontally for about 2-10 mm in the system of "microcanals"

(Schaffer, 1962). Durham (1966) reports that Wagner found ampullae for the

accessory tube feet within the microcanals of Encode. No ciliary currents were
seen within or around any of the simple ampullae in the present study.

Order Spatangoida

The four species examined (Brisaster latifrons, Brissopsis Ivrijcra, Hetniastci-

expergitus, and Lovenia cordiforniis} have nearly identical podial morphology and
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1 mm

FIGUKE 7. The resipratory podium of Brisastcr latifrons; (A.) as seen from above;

(B.) as viewed from the side; (C.) cross section; (a.) "lamellae" or "ripples"; (b.) test;

(c.) pore through test; (d.) strands or septae.

will be treated together. Heat urchins (spatangoids) have highly differentiated

podia. The tube feet of the anterior petal are used in building the respiratory

tunnel to the surface of the substrate. Respiratory petaloids are found in the

other four petals. Tube feet surrounding the mouth and anus are used in ingestion

and building the drainage canals, respectively.

The tunnel-building tube feet of the anterior petal have a hollow lumen served

by a pair of pores in the test. The ampullae connected to those tube feet are

simple, hollow sacs. The oral and anal podia and their ampullae are similar to

the tunnel-building tube feet, except they are each served by a single pore in the

test.

The respiratory petaloids are triangular-shaped, stretched between their two

pores. The sides of the larger petaloids are folded into "ripples" or "lamellae"

(Fig. 7). The lamellae of B. latijrons and B. lyrifera alternate between the two

sides (Fig. 7C), just as do the "ripples" of the cidarid and arbacid respiratory

podia. The lamellae of L. cordifofmis and H. expergitus are found on only one

side of the petaloid, as shown for Echiiwcardium cordatum by Cuenot (1948).
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Septae (or possibly rows of strands) consisting of connective tissue covered with

epithelium divide the lumen and fix the separation of the walls. They probably
channel the ciliary currents as in the clypeastroid petaloids. The petaloids are

served by camarodont-type ampullae. The central area of some of these ampullae
bend and fold out of the plane of the ampulla.

DISCUSSION

In the variety of respiratory podia presented above, four principal adaptations
are apparent which are absent in podia not specialized for respiration (i.e., other

podia in echinoids, podia of asteroids and holothuroids). First, there is the sepa-
ration of the two ciliary currents within the podium ; secondly the increase in

surface area of the podia and ampullae ; thirdly, the counter-current across the

surfaces of podia and ampullae ;
and fourthly, the favorable positioning on the

animal of podia specialized for respiration.

The separation of the ciliary current going from ampulla to podium from the

return current is accomplished by the division of the pore passing through the test

into two pores, each containing a single current. The great separation of the

current entering the ampulla from that leaving is accomplished by the ampulla's
flattened shape, and the current-guiding septae within. The currents entering and

leaving the podium may be separated by a septum or by the flattened shape of the

podium. In tube feet with septae. a counter-current across the septum may occur,

reducing efficiency.

The surface area of some ampullae and podia is increased by their flattening.

The podia of cidarids, arbacids, and spatangoids further increase their respiratory
surface area by having their walls folded into ripples and lamellae. The walls of

the flattened podia and ampullae are held together by the strands and septae of

connective tissue which thus perform a function similar to the pillar cells in

teleost (Hughes and Grimstone. 1965). and crustacean (Copeland. 1968) gill

lamellae.

The ciliary currents inside and outside of flattened ampullae are arranged in a

counter-current, as are the currents of flattened podia. The ciliary currents of

tube feet with septae are not so arranged. Currents on the inside and outside of the

podia move at right angles to each other. Ciliary currents provide the only
ventilation of the highly specialized respiratory podia of the aboral surfaces of many
echinoids. These podia are not used for locomotion, and (except for the cidarids)
retract only if stimulated. Movement of the tube feet used for locomotion may
contribute to ventilation.

The ciliary currents crossing the two rows of ampullae in an ambulacrum move
from the inter-ambulacral area toward the radial canal, and then into the coelomic

cavity. This is a more efficient arrangement than if the current passed over one

row of ampullae, and then over the second before circulating into the cavity.

After passing over one row of ampullae, the fluid has an increased oxygen content.

If it then passed over the second row, the oxygen gradient across the (second

row) ampullar walls would be less than if the fluid had not passed over the first

row of ampullae before passing over the second row. The ciliary currents over

respiratory podia are likewise advantageously arranged, and Paul M968) ha<

postulated a similar system for some fossil echinoderms.
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The podia having the above three adaptations are invariably positioned favorably
on the animal. Echinoids, with one known exception, keep their mouth toward

the substrate, or pointed down if they burrow in the substrate. The flattened podia
of cidarids, salenids, and arbacids are found on the aboral surface of these epifaunal

species. The flattened podia of the clypeastroids and spatangoids are confined to

the aboral surface of these infaunal species. By projecting away from the aboral

surface, the respiratory podia miss the layer of oxygen-depleted water around the

animal and its substratum. The single exception to the rule that all echinoids keep
their mouth down or toward the substrate is the sand dollar, Dcndrastcr cxcentricus.

This sand dollar frequently "stands" on its anterior edge with that edge submerged
in sand. It is eccentric such that the mouth and petals containing the respiratory

podia are nearer the posterior (anus) than anterior edge. Thus, the resipratory

podia are kept above the oxygen-poor sand.

The peristomeal gills of regular echinoids may be relatively undeveloped because

they project down toward the substrate. The infaunal, irregular echinoids have

no such peristomeal gills and depend entirely upon podia for respiratory structures.

The podia of classes of echinoderms other than Echinoidea may not be anatomically

specialized for respiration because alternative respiratory structures project upward
into the water column.

It is not clear why Stomopncustcs rariolaris, Glyptocidaris crcniilaris and

most camarodonts show no oral-aboral differentiation of podia. It seems likely

that the suckered aboral podia are adequately efficient at respiration clue to the

septum, and in addition can function in locomotion. These suckered aboral podia

may serve a food-catching function, may be used to cover the animal with objects
for shade or camouflage, and/or serve to anchor the animal following dislodging
before breakage by wave action can occur.

The type of ampulla is correlated with the resipratory specialization of the

podium it serves. Thus, flattened podia and podia with septae have flattened

ampullae with septae, but hollow tube feet have hollow ampullae. The single ex-

ception found is a few hollow tube feet on the oral surface of Arbacia punctulata
which may have flat, septate ampullae. That the septae of the ampullae serve pri-

marily to increase strength in protraction of locomotor tube feet is rejected by con-

sideration of the spatangoids. Spatangoids (heart urchins) have flat, septate

ampullae serving non-locomotor respiratory podia, and hollow ampullae serving

tunnel-building, etc. tube feet, which require greater protraction force than respira-

tory podia.

None of the above discussion of increased respiratory efficiency of some podia
due to several adaptations has been corroborated by actual measurements and com-

parisons of efficiency of the various podia. Many podia and other external surfaces

have been shown to act as gas exchange surfaces even though they are not spe-

cialized for that purpose (Farmanfarmaian, 1966). The measurement of oxygen
tensions at selected positions in and around podia and other respiratory structures

might indicate the relative efficiency of those structures with and without separa-

tion of currents, presence of counter-currents, and other adaptations.

The septae and strands of podia and ampullae of all species examined have a

common basic structure. All are composed of strands of connective tissue con-

tinuous with that in the wall of the podium or ampulla. The strands are sometimes
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TABLE II

The affinities of echinoid groups as determined by podial and ampullar morphology. The position of

the urechinids and pourtalesids was assigned on the basis of Hymans (1959) report of

one pore per podium. The group "irregularia" here excludes the urechinids and

pourtalesids, as the "stirodonta" excludes the Stomopneustidae and

Phymosomatidae, and the "camarodonta" excludes the

Echinometridae and Parasaleniidae

I. One pore in body wall per podium
Urechinidae

Pourtalesiidae

1 1. Two pores in body wall per podium
A. No septae in ampullae

Echinothuroida

B. Septae in ampullae
1. Strands in aboral podia

Cidaroida

Stirodonta

Irregularia

2. Septae in podia
a. Aboral podia without suckers

Aulodonta
Echinometridae
Parasaleniidae

b. Suckered aboral podia

Phymosomatidae
Stomopneustidae
Camarodonta

arranged closely in rows, forming septae. Many, possibly all, septae and strands

are covered with an epithelium. The strands and septae probably have a common

point of origin in the ancestors of the cidarids. The podial septae probably origi-

nated in the condensation into a continuous septum of the linear arrangement of

strands in the sensory podia of ancestral stirodonts. The podia morphology of the

echinoids diverged with time, the most highly adapted respiratory podia being

present in those forms burrowing in the relatively anaerobic substrate.

The morphology of echinoid podia are of taxonomic importance. The affinities

of the echinoids as based solely on podial and ampullar morphology can be seen

in Table II. The echinothurids have the simplest morphology of all regular

echinoids. The echinothurids are not similar to the aulodonts as predicted by
Durham and Melville (1957). If the Diadematidae and Pedinidae have converged

during evolution as Philip (1965) suggested, they have converged in podial

morphology as well as lantern structure, etc.

The podial morphology of the aulodonts is mid-way between that of the

stirodonts and the camarodonts, not between the cidarids and stirodonts as

Durham and Melville's (1957) classification would predict. It seems likely that

the aulodonts diverged from the stirodont stock that originated the podial septum.
From that same stirodont stock, a different, divergent line developed aboral, suck-

ered tube-feet in the phymosomatids and stomopneustids, and then echinoid-type

plates and a camarodont lantern in the temnopleurids. This implies that the short,

blunt aboral podia of the echinometrids and parasalenids are "degenerate." while
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the tall, blunt aboral podia of aulodonts are "primitive." Mortensen's (1928-

1951) classification most nearly predicts the podial affinities found.

Helpful discussions with Charles Russel and A. Farmanfarmaian, Charlotte

Mangum's critical comments on an earlier version of the manuscript, and the prepa-

ration of figures by Alma Hammel are gratefully acknowledgde. Special thanks

are extended to M. Downey and the Smithsonian Institution for allowing access

to their collection.

SUMMARY

1. The morphology of the podia and ampullae of thirty echinoids spread over

7 orders is described.

2. Four adaptations for respiration are found in the podia and ampullae of

echinoids. The first is the separation of ciliary currents in the podium-ampulla
lumen by two pores in the body wall, a septum in some podia, and the ampulla's

flattened shape. The ampullae are crossed by septae.

3. The second respiratory adaptation is an increase in surface area of ampullae

and podia by flattening. Cidarids, arbacids, and spatangoids further increase

podial surface area by folding.

4. The ciliary currents inside and outside of ampullae and some podia move

in a counter-current, increasing respiratory efficiency.

5. The fourth adaptation for respiration is that all podia having the first three

adaptations are favorably positioned on the animal for respiration. Ampullae

adapted for respiration serve podia adapted for respiration.

6. All strands and septae crossing echinoid podial or ampullar lumina contain

strands of connective tissue.

7. Mortensen's (1928-1951 ) classification most nearly predicts the podial

affinities found.
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REPRODUCTION TESTS : THE TOXICITY FOR ARTEMIA OF
DERIVATIVES FROM NON-PERSISTENT PESTICIDES 1

DANIEL S. GROSCH

Genetics Department, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607;

and the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

The primary objective of the present study was to investigate the reproductive

performance of a small crustacean after exposure to sublethal doses of the types of

organic compounds occurring early in the degradation of non-persistent pesticides.

In choosing the compounds to be tested, our guide was the United States Depart-
ment of Interior monograph by Menzie (1969). Although the original toxicant

may be converted within days or weeks, aromatic ring structures can persist. One
transformation well established for sea-water is the hydrolysis of Sevin to 1-

naphthol (Stewart, Millemann and Breese, 1967). A more comprehensive study of

the steps of biological degradation in the aquatic environment has employed river

water and sewage (Aly and El-Dib, 1972).

Using the brine shrimp Artemia salina Leach as the assay organism, we con-

ducted an exploratory screening experiment on nine different compounds. Three

of these failed to reduce adult life span or depress fecundity at 10 parts per mil-

lion (ppm) : benzazimide and 3-hydroxy-methylbenzazimide from azinphosmethyl,
and 3,5,6-tricholoro-2-pyridinol from Dursban. This paper gives the results

of a follow-up study of the 6 remaining agents listed on Table I.

Complete reproductive records are summarized for adult Artemia of two dif-

ferent histories, (1) those removed to standard rearing conditions after only one

day's exposure, and (2) those maturing a year later in treated mass populations

reconstituted after routine over winter evaporation. Observations on the mass

populations are also presented.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The stock of Artemia used for the present experiments was begun in 1957 from

a mass hatching of thousands of California cysts. By 1971 when these experiments

began, the population had 14 years of adaptation to laboratory conditions. Char-

acterization of the reproductive performance of the stock is given in previous papers

(Grosch, 1966, 1967). Since its origin the stock has over-wintered on shelves in

windows with South West exposure in 'rooms maintained above 50 C at the

Marine Biological Laboratory of Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Most important
for the successful mass rearing of Artemia is my use of annual evaporation to elimi-

nate the repressive influence of accumulated secretions and excretions. This occurs

during the winter months. Annually in June cultures are reconstituted by adding

1 Supported by PHS Grant ES-00044, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

Published as a short scientific report with the approval of the Director of Research, North

Carolina Experiment Station. The use of trade names in this publication does not imply

endorsement by the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station of the products named,

nor criticism of similar ones not mentioned.
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TABLE I

The tested compounds listed in relation to the pesticides

from which they can be derived

Name of pesticide Chemical name Derivative
tested

Abbreviation
used

Parathion

Diazinon

Carbaryl (Sevin)

0,0-diethyl O-(p-nitrophenyl) phosphorothioate

0,0-diethyl 0- (2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-pyrimi-

dinyl) phosphorothioate

1-naphthyl-X-mt'thylcarbamate

Trichlorobenzene* 1 ,3,5-trichlorobenzene

p-nitrophenol

2-isopropyl-

4-niethyl-

6-hydroxy-

pyrimidine

1-naphthol

1,5-dihydroxy

naphthalene

1-naphthyl-

hydroxy-

methyl
carbamate

1,3,5-tri-

chloro-

benzene

p-N
I so

1-N

1,5-D

TCB

* Chlorinated benzene compounds have been used for termite control and also are derived in

the degradation of several types of pesticides.

distilled water to the salts and cysts deposited during the gradual evaporation.
Under these conditions, a 20-liter battery jar will show more than 2000 larvae and

produce 1000 adults.

In 1971 when post-nauplial larvae had developed, 1 -liter portions of the mass

cultures were distributed to a number of subculture jars which were gradually

brought up to 3 liters by small daily additions of filtered sea-water. As they

matured, shrimp were distributed to provide 100 adults in each 3-liter subculture.

Each compound tested was dissolved in 1 ml of acetone and stirred into one of the

subcultures to provide a simple ecological system of volunteer algae, shrimp, and

sea-water containing 10 ppm of the chemical. In our experience with Artcinia

(Grosch, 1967) as well as in general toxicology, acetone has proved to be rela-

tively harmless (Moeschlin, 1965) and useful as an organic solvent.

In the preliminary screening, exposures up to 4 days were attempted and the

solutions tested ranged downward from 100 ppm to 0.01 ppm. Above 10 ppm
not all compounds were soluble. With those that were, deaths resulted even after

short exposures. Exposures at 10 ppm for 2 days appeared to approach the early-

death limit for several agents. On the other hand, decreases in reproductive per-

formance were not always evident after exposures to 1 ppm. A compromise was to

remove one group of adults for study after a day's exposure to 10 ppm, continue

observation of the treated mass culture through the summer of 1971, and a year
later study reproductive performance of a sample of adults from each population
still viable.

Therefore, 24 hours after addition of a test compound, ten pairs were taken from

each treated population. Each mated pair was placed in a separate jar containing
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TABLE II

Adult life span and the components of their reproductive performance summarized as averages for

samples of Artemia comprised of 10 pairs subjected, to each treatment of 10 ppm for
24 hours -in 1971. Standard errors were calculated for all means bu 1 are not

listed in some categories to conserve space. A basis for recognizing
2 classes is given in the text
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TABLE 1 1 1

Adult- life span and the components of their reproductive performance summarized as averages for

samples of the Artemia adults matured in the mass populations reconstituted in 1972

from an overwintering evaporation phase. Standard errors were calculated for
all means but are not listed in some categories to conserve space
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FIGURE 1. The average brood size plotted in the sequence of its production by pairs with-

drawn after 24 hours from the populations of Artcmia subjected to degradation products of

pesticides in 1971. Abbreviations are: pN, p-nitrophenol ;
1 N, 1 naphthol ; ISO, 2-isopropyl-

4-methyl-6-hydroxypyrimidine ; 1,5-D, 1-5-dihydroxynaphthalene ; C, 1-naphthyl hydroxymethyl

carbamate; TCB, 1.3,5-trichlorobenzene. The broken line indicates that less half of the pairs

remain alive.

tional two or more broods were subtracted from a potential life time total curtailed

by a shortened life span. During the sterile periods there was no reluctance to

mate. Direct observations of pair activities ruled out a change in mating behavior.

A decrease in the number of broods was accompanied by a decrease of the aver-

age total number of zygotes produced. Such an influence explains the three deficien-

cies of about 800 zygotes giving totals of slightly more than 1000 zygotes, but it does

not explain the other three cases where life time totals amounted to less than a

third of the control value. Plotting the average size of each brood in the sequence
of its production (Fig. 1 ) reveals two classes of response to the chemicals tested.

In one class three of the experimental groups produced offspring at a rate equal to

or exceeding that of the controls but they were not living long enough to produce a

series of broods in the 200 offspring category attained by the controls. On the other

hand, the 3 poorly performing groups of Table II are shown in Figure 1 to have

had a trend to brood size smaller than controls. This trend becomes evident by the

third brood. Thus, in a second class of experimental shrimp certain chemicals de-

creased the number of zygotes per brood. When averages are calculated the three

groups of the second class averaged under 100 zygotes per brood, respectively

94.5, 96.4 and 86.0 zygotes per brood.
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Further damage from the three more deleterious compounds was revealed in

the lower larval survival (Table II), a result especially notable in Artemia where

relaxation of crowding is ordinarily accompanied by improved survival to maturity.

In contrast, the offspring from controls and from the three less deleterious experi-

mental groups showed an excellent proportion of larvae surviving to maturity. A
predominance of the digametic sex (females) among matured larvae, shown by
sex ratios below 1.00, rules out the action of significant numbers of induced reces-

sive sex-linked lethal mutations.

In the tests summarized in Table II the treated females produced too few cysts

to provide reliable evidence on cyst hatchability. In particular the "C" test pro-

vided almost no cysts and a decrease in oviparity was noted for 4 of the other

5 experimental groups.

Treated populations in 3-liter jars

Three of the populations survived less than a week because all the adults remain-

ing in the mass rearing jars died without producing young of either type. These

were the jars receiving either 1-naphthol "1-N," 1-naphthyl-hydroxymethyl-carbam-
ate "C," or 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene "TCB." Although cysts were recovered from the

1-N jar, none contained viable embryos. In the other three treated populations
adults remained alive for the entire summer. Despite recurrent pairing and copula-

tion, viviparity was rare, and post-naupliar stages never seen. Cysts accumulated

at the high water line only during the first few days.

Despite the water's persistent intense yellow color, mature adults of the p-

nitrophenol "p-N"^ culture were able to survive the entire summer of 1971. At

reconstitution of the evaporated culture in June, 1972, many yellow crystals were

present among the salts at the bottom of the jar. When the salts dissolved, the brine

again had a definite yellow color. Nevertheless there was a massive hatch of

cysts from the sides of the jar, and more than 100 adults matured. In turn these

produced viviparous young during 1972. Several hundred shrimp from these

broods survived to maturity.

Upon rehydration in 1972 of the culture given 2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-hydroxy-

pyrimidine "Iso" there was a copious hatching of cysts but only 4 females and 1

male survived to maturity. After producing a first brood of larvae, these 5 adults

were removed from the mass culture jar for a study of their reproductive per-

formance. By July 20, 1972 the larvae remaining in the 3-liter jar had given rise

to more than 100 adults. Presumably removal of the adults from the jar expedited
maturation of a second summer generation. Of these, the reproductive performance
of 10 pair matings was studied in individual 500 ml jars.

After receiving 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene "1.5-D" the 3-liter culture developed
a dirty yellow cloudiness during the first 24 hours and an odor of naphthalene which

persisted for over a week. Subsequently finely divided black debris settled out of

the culture in the course of the summer. Some of this was identifiable as dead

larvae. At culture reactivation in 1972 numerous larvae hatched from the cyst

layer at the high water mark. Although survival to maturity seemed poor, more
than 100 reproducing adults comprised the population by the end of August.
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FIGURE 2. The average brood size plotted in the sequence of its production by pairs from

the populations of Artcmia surviving the evaporation-reconstitution cycle of 1971 to 1972.

Abbreviations are: pN, p-nitrophenol ; ISO, 2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-hydroxypyrimidine ; 1,5,-

D,l,5-dihydroxynaphthalene. The broken line indicates that less than half of the pairs remain

alive.

1972 pair mating tests

Results are summarized in Table III for the jar populations that survived to

provide shrimp for testing a year after treatment. Adults from treated popula-

tions tended to die earlier than those from the control, but in 1972 the mean life

span of controls was about a week shorter than in 1971. Accordingly, the dif-

ferences between means are not large, and t tests reveal significant decreases only
for males and females of the 1,5-D group. The first IMH generation of only 1

male and 3 females was inadequate for such analysis.

A ranking of the average number of broods is concomitant with a ranking of

female life spans. The t value for 1,5-D exceeds that for 0.995- Even the t value
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for p-N number of broods exceeds the 0.05 level. On the other hand, the p-N
pairs had an average of total zygotes higher than that of the year's controls.

An appreciable proportion of zygotes were encysted for all groups tested, and

the average percentage hatching exceeded the control value in all experimental

groups. In 1972 the survival of larvae to maturity approached the control level

in data from pair tests. The relaxation of crowding in the few broods from the

3 females available as the first 1972 generation of the IMH treated population i>

reflected in the 75.2% average survival of larvae. This exceeds the control value

but not to a degree considered statistically significant. The sex ratios among the

maturing offspring were all under 1.00 but consistently high. For all groups

tested, first broods appeared without delay, and subsequently, broods were de-

posited every 3 to 4 days with regularity.

Plotting the average size of each brood in the sequence of its production (Fig.

2) reveals that pairs from the p-N populations exceeded the 200 offspring per
brood level after the fifth brood. This was accomplished by a higher rate of increase

in brood size than that of controls from the 4th to 7th broods deposited. On the

other hand, in comparison with the controls, smaller broods were produced by the

females of the Iso treated population, although the increase in brood size occurred

at about the same rate as the controls. In contrast, the size of the broods de-

posited by females from the 1,5-D population was adequate for early broods. How-
ever, most of the shrimp from this population died after producing only 3 broods.

DISCUSSION

The pesticides of concern may enter coastal waters not only from their use in

forestry and agriculture, but also through attempts to control estuarine shellfish

predators (Karinen, Lamberton, Stewart and Terriere, 1967). An incentive for

this research was the disquieting thought that the initial actions of environmental

degradation may not provide biologically inert products from the molecules of so-

called non-persistent pesticides. In addition, one category of derivatives, the

naphthalene compounds, can escape to the environment from the manufacture of

dyes, synthetic resins, explosives, lubricants, and motor fuels.

A wide variety of effects from pesticides on non-target organisms has been

reviewed by Pimentel (1971), but with Crustacea attention has tended to focus

on the determination of immobilization and lethal doses. A notable contribution

to crustacean toxicology has been the development of the Daphnia mayna bioassay

(Parker, 1965
;
Frear and Boyd, 1967). However, here too, emphasis has not been

given to reproductive performance. A special feature of the present study is the

determination of the number and fate of all zygotes in the sequence of their produc-
tion. The mammalian design of the reproduction test which employs one selected

litter or a group of several litters (Fitzhugh, 1968) is inadequate for an organism
like the shrimp where size is indeterminate and brood size increases with the

increasing size and age of the mother. Within this framework it seems important
to distinguish between toxic agents that may merely cause maternal debility (Class

I) and those which include a more direct attack upon reproduction (Class II).

Postulated to explain the Class II data of Table II is the vulnerability of dividing-

cells. On this basis, damage is expected in the stem cell component of the Artcmla

gonads and to the cells of the cleaving embryo. Embryos attain the blastula stage
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within the female before a choice between encystment or viviparity is made for

them (Lochhead, 1941).

In mammalian toxicology, deficiencies in proliferating cell populations are caused

by compounds chemically related to those of our Class IT. Benzene and its de-

rivatives including naphthalene are known to cause bone marrow depletion with

associated leukopenia and anemia (Moeschlin, 1965). Less familiar are the cyto-

logical investigations with plant meristems which demonstrated that members of

the halogenated naphthalene series inhibit mitosis in low doses and are cytotoxic at

higher concentrations (Gavaudan and Gavaudan. 1940; Levan and Ostergren,

1943). However, until now none of the naphthalene and carbamate compounds
of Table I seem to have received cytogenetic consideration. Most recently we have

obtained data on the fecundity and fertility of Habrobracon (Hymenoptera:
Braconidae) females following exposure to the three most effective compounds
(Grosch and Hoffman, 1973). In this wasp the single series of oogenetic stages

per ovariole make possible an exact identification of the most sensitive types of

cells. These proved to be the oogonia engaged in the five mitotic divisions neces-

sary to form the folliculate nests, each containing an oocyte and 31 nurse cells

(Grosch, 1965). Cells irrevocably damaged at this point never form oocytes.
Others give rise to oocytes but their embryos fail to complete the nuclear cleavage
divisions. These braconid results are strikingly parallel to those for Artcinia, but

a complete correlation of ovarian cell responses between the two quite different

Arthropods will require experiments in which only female Artemla are exposed
to the naphthalene compounds. On the other hand, there is a definite difference

in somatic sensitivity between the adult insect and the adult shrimp. The braconid

is relatively tolerant because its somatic tissues are no longer mitotic, but the female

shrimp molts before each brood is produced (Lochhead, 1941). Since adult males

also continue to molt and grow throughout adulthood, the presence of cell divisions

may be presumed. Thus, epidermal mitoses associated with the periodic molting
of both sexes may help to explain the particularly short adult life spans following

exposure to naphthalene compounds.
The biodegradable pesticides providing the derivatives tested have received more

attention. In chickens, ingested carbaryl decreased egg hatchability and induced

congenital malformations (Ghadiri ct al., 1967). However, at doses 1000 times the

allowable level of the pesticides, carbaryl produced terata only in guinea pigs, not in

hamsters and rats (Robens, 1969). Diazinon was non-teratogenic in small labora-

tory animals (Robens, 1969). In a 3 generation reproductive study (Collins, Hanson
and Keeler, 1971), rat and gerbil fertility was impaired by 10,000 ppm of carbaryl

(Sevin) in the food, but a more recent summary of all the investigations using

dietary doses no higher than 2000 ppm concluded that there are no reproductive
effects in rodents at realistic dose levels (Weil, Woodside, Carpenter, and Smyth,

1972). In mammals and insects carbamate and naphthalene molecules are metabo-

lized by the microsomal enzymes (Parke, 1968). A survey of marine forms showed

Sevin more toxic to larval and adult crustaceans than to molluscs and fish (Stewart,
Millemann and Breese, 1967), but no data was obtained on reproductive per-

formance. Subsequently flaccid ovaries were found to be in a resorptive state for

the infecund minnows resulting from the highest dose level of a series of 9 month

exposures to Sevin (Carlson, 1972).
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Some of the consequences of exposing shrimp populations to carbamate deriva-

tives is provided by observations reported here. Generally, fitness is defined as the

relative capacity for leaving offspring that attain reproductive age (Mettler and

Gregg, 1969). To accomplish this, Artemia along with many other organisms have

adopted the reproductive strategy of investing their energy in gamete production.
The loss of a considerable proportion of potential offspring can be serious. A re-

duction of the number of zygotes to ^ or less than the control average, as caused

by 3 of the tested compounds, implies impending population collapse. In long-

term studies of irradiated populations, more than half of the normal reproductive

capacity constituted a reserve necessary for buffering environmental changes

(Grosch, 1966).

In addition to quantity, the quality or type of zygote is significant for Artemia

population survival. Shunting offspring into a dormant encysted state is the usual

Artemia response to unfavorable external factors. By interfering with this response
most of the chemicals added to jar cultures in 1971 had the effect of increasing the

vulnerability of shrimp to their environment. Furthermore, response of the shrimp
could not be predicted from the appearance of the water in which they lived. The
two visibly contaminated cultures have survived while others with clear water

became exinct.

The proportion of zygotes encysted may be the most important index to strain

survival, provided some of the embryos are viable. Since cyst production is a

prompt response important for surviving an environmental change, it was not

surprising to observe a significant shedding of cysts within a day or two after a

chemical contamination of a jar population. At the time this important component
of cysts was produced, the adults of the entire population were equivalent to those

removed for pair mating tests. Subsequently, the reproductive capacities of the

mass population and the pairs removed to uncontaminated water diverged.

Although the 1971 A.V.'s serve as a basis for comparing the reproductive per-
formance of pairs removed from the treated 3 liter culture after 24 hours, they are

inadequate for predicting the future of the population left behind to experience a

longer exposure. Thus, a high A.V. of 0.70 for pairs exposed to 1-naphthol is in-

applicable to the performance of adults that died without leaving viable cysts in

the 3-liter population jar. In contrast, the 1,5-D treated population persisted to

1972 despite a low 1971 A.V. from the pair matings. In this case the moderate pro-

portion of encysted zygotes obtained in the pair mating tests presaged an adequate

deposit of viable cysts on the walls of the overwintering population jar. The out-

standing example of an impressively persistent population was the one exposed to

p-N. Its 1971 A.V. was a low 0.48 but the proportion of zygotes encysted, 33.89r.
was higher than the control values.

Following a cycle of evaporation and reconstitution of the overwintering jars,

the 1972 A.V.'s for pair matings should adequately represent the performance of

the shrimp from the surviving populations. Although none have reached the con-

trol level, all show improvement over the 1971 A.V.'s. With Iso, it was possible
to show impressive improvement in one generation during the summer of 1972,

from an A.V. of 0.26 for the three females and 1 male constituting the first genera-
tion to the 0.97 for the pairs used to sample the second generation. Equally im-

portant was the increase in the proportion of cysts deposited. Notably the strain
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with the lowest A.V. (1,5-D) has responded to stress by producing a high pro-

portion of cysts with good hatchability.

The azinphosmethyl derivatives were gifts from Chemogro Chemical Com-

pany, Kansas City, Missouri ; the Dursban derivative from Dow Chemical Com-

pany, Midland, Michigan ;
the carbaryl derivatives from Union Carbide Experiment

Station, Clayton, North Carolina; and the diazinon derivative from Geigy Chemical

Company, Ardley, New York.

The industrious attention of Janet Guthrie to preliminary experiments must be

acknowledged. She was a January plan student from the University of Delaware.

SUMMARY

(1) This paper reports (a) the differential extinction and persistence of 3-liter

mass populations following the addition of 10 ppm of 6 derivatives of biodegradable
carbamate and organophosphorus pesticides, (b) the reproductive performance of

Artctnia pairs removed from the 6 treated populations after 24 hours, and (c) re-

production tests of pairs from the populations surviving an overwintering evapora-
tion cycle.

(2) Life span was decreased to some degree for adults treated with any of the

6 tested derivatives of "degradable" pesticide. A concomitant decrease in life time

totals of offspring can explain the results for 3 of the compounds.

(3) The reproductive performance is further curtailed by cytogenetic destruc-

tive action of naphthalene and carbamate types of compounds on gametes and

zygotes. The implied mode of action is on dividing cells. Furthermore, related

naphthalene compounds are spindle poisons.

(4) An adequate "standing crop" of adults is no assurance of survival of the

population. More significant is the presence of either live larvae or viable cycts.

The latter are especially important if the culture is subjected to periodic evapora-
tion as is typical of many natural salterns.

(5) Appreciable improvement in the components of reproductive fitness was ob-

served for surviving populations a year after the initial treatment.
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PRIMITIVE NERVOUS SYSTEMS. A SENSORY NERVE-NET IN
THE POLYCLAD FLATWORM NOTOPLANA ACTICOLA

HAROLD KOOPOWITZ

Developmental and Cell Biology, University of Ctilifornin, Iri'iuc.

Irvine, California 92664

The nervous system of polyclad flatworms is comprised of a number of nerve

tracts which radiate outwards from an anterior ganglionic mass often called the

brain. These nerve tracts branch and anastomose repeatedly to form a network of

strands. Two such networks have been recognized, ( 1 ) a ventral network of coarse

nerves with a meshwork of finer fibers between the large strands and (2) a dorsal

network of fine fibers (Hadenfeldt, 1928). Similar arrangements are found in

molluscs and other invertebrates (Bullock and Horridge, 1965) but are generally
less extensive. The network resembles the nerve-nets of coelenterates and echino-

derms where there is diffuse conduction and information can be passed around cuts

and obstructions in the nervous system. This kind of conduction has not been

demonstrated in flatworms (Gruber and Ewer, 1962). On the contrary, in fact only
discrete non-random conducting pathways have been demonstrated in this group.
This is quite puzzling because the anatomical arrangement suggests a diffusely con-

ducting system. Bullock and Horridge (1965) differentiate between a nerve-net and

nerve plexus by considering the former as possessing diffuse conducting properties

and the latter as an anatomical arrangement. The previously described discrete

pathways in polyclad flatworms was surprising and the functional significance of the

plexiform arrangement in this group is not clear (Horridge, 1968).
The physiological organization of polyclad nervous systems is of considerable

importance from an evolutionary point of view. Polyclads are one order of platy-

helminthes with clear affinities to the other major protostomous coelomates (i.e.,

molluscs, annelids and arthropods) and are among the most primitive of these

protostomes. Anatomically the nervous system is intermediate between that of

coelenterates and the other protostomes, but the relationships between these groups
is still controversial (Hadzi, 1963). If the flatworm nerve plexus possessed proper-
ties similar to those of the coelenterate systems then their intermediate position

would be further substantiated.

The flatworm brain has considerable complexity (Best and Noel, 1969; Morita

and Best, 1966; Turner, 1946) and
early

workers (Moore. 1923; Olmsted, 1922)

demonstrated its importance for coordination of locomotory activity. Nothing is

known, however, of the initiation of locomotory activity. This paper is concerned

with the initiation of locomotion in the polyclad, Notoplana acticola, and the way
that the nerve plexus transmits information to the brain. The observations made

suggest that these creatures possess a sensory nerve-net.

METHODS
Animals

Mature specimens of Notuplana acticola, collected under rocks at Corona del

Mar in Southern California were maintained in shallow plastic dishes of sea water

352
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at room temperature, approximately 20 C. Water was changed every other day.
Animals were fed adult frozen brine shrimp and were maintained in good condition

for over a month.

Recordings

One of the major difficulties encountered in utilizing polyclads is their fragility.

It is very difficult to attach recording devices as preparations tend to disintegrate
where pressure is applied. They cannot he pinned down for dissection as the body
wall tears free from the pins. The only narcotizing agent found successful was
0.36 M MgClo, but the animals tend to disintegrate when returned to fresh sea water.

Consequently most data was obtained by direct observation. In only one case

was a force transducer (Statham Gold Cell) successfully attached to the animal

for longer than a few minutes. In this instance the transducer was held in place

by attaching it to a suction electrode on the body wall. The transducer was used

to measure tension of the longitudinal body musculature. Permanent records of

locomotory activity were made photographically.

Stimulation

Negative going square pulses were delivered from a Grass S5 stimulator

through tygon-tubing suction-electrodes applied to the dorsal surface of an animal.

The electrodes remained in place for only a few minutes before the tissue under
them disintegrated. Mechanical stimuli were delivered by pricking the worm with

a fine (#000) insect pin.

Observations were made in 100 mm petri dishes which had a thin layer
of two per cent agar on the bottom and filled with sea water. The agar acted as a

cushion against occasional dragging of the animal on the substrate when it was

pricked. Animals were placed in the dish for several hours before use.

Cuts were made through the body of the animal with a sharp scalpel on the day

prior to use. On the observation day the cuts had started to heal but the opposing
cut edges were not yet rejoined. The relationship of cuts to nerve cords was veri-

fied by staining the nervous system with the indoxyl acetate method for general
esterases developed by Halton and Jennings (1964). All experiments were re-

peated at least ten times unless otherwise stated.

RESULTS
nita.vic locomotion

Normal escape movements of A', ucticola consist of alternate waves of extension

and contraction. The locomotory wave begins at the anterior of the animal and

passes posteriorly along the length of the body, with left and right sides of the

body being out of phase with each other. The extent of movement in the front

portion of the body is more vigorous than that at the rear. This kind of movement
is called ditaxic locomotion. In another polyclad, Planocera, the brain is necessary
for ditaxic locomotion (Gruber and Ewer, 1962) and if it is excised only that

part of the animal directly stimulated will contract. Therefore, the initiation of

ditaxic locomotion can be used to indicate that sensory information must have

reached the brain.
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transducer

stimulator

FIGURE 1. (a) A partially bisected flatworm with suction electrodes, (b) Response to

a single stimulus and a train of stimuli. Intensity of each stimulus was 10 V and duration

was 10 msec.

Responses to mechanical stimuli

The initial response to a pin prick at the posterior end of an animal is a small

local contraction in the vicinity of the pin. If the worm is moving slowly the

initial response is followed by increased anterior extension and locomotory rates.

A stationary animal does not usually start to move unless the stimulus is repeated.
A second jab within a few seconds of the first causes the animal to extend its

anterior margin on one side and move away. Sometimes 3 or 4 pricks may be

necessary to accomplish this.

Responses to electrical stimuli

Electrical stimuli do not elicit ditaxic locomotion. If they are applied between

a single electrode on the posterior part of the animal and a ground in the sur-

rounding water only localized twitches are produced, no matter how many stimuli

are given. Similarly, shocks applied between two widely separated electrodes may
produce considerable contraction between the electrodes without causing the animal

to move. Electrical stimulation does cause a certain amount of propagated activity.

In Planocera we showed that stimuli could be conducted from one side of the

body to the other provided the brain was intact (Koopowitz and Ewer, 1970).
When a specimen of Notoplana was split up the midline from the posterior margin
to just behind the brain, electrical stimulation of one side also caused contractions

to occur on both sides of the animal. In one preparation it was possible to measure

the tension on the one side while stimulating the other side electrically (Fig. 1).

Although mechanical stimulation can evoke ditaxis, electrical stimulation does not.

Neither single nor multiple stimuli produce a response other than longitudinal con-

tractions. This data indicates that acivity is promulgated from the one side of

the animal to the other, probably through the brain.

Decerebrate animals

The brain is necessary to initiate locomotion. Animals from which the brain

had been removed did not respond to mechanical stimulation. Instead they pro-
duced local twitches, reminiscent of those elicited by electrical stimulation.

Lesions posterior to the brain

Stimulating an animal behind a cut, which is posterior to the brain and has

severed both of the major longitudinal nerve cords, still initiates ditaxic locomotion
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b,

FIGURE 2. (a) Tracings of the first movements in ditaxic locomotion. This particular
animal had two cuts which severed the longitudinal cords. Traced from a series of cine film

frames. Image with the solid contour represents the frame numbered at the bottom while

the dotted area is the animal's position five frames later. Film speed was 16 frames per second.

(b) Diagram shows the position of three interdigitating cuts through the animal's body;
(c) position of cuts made to demonstrate posterior propagation of the stimulus. Solid dot is

site of stimulation.

and the portion anterior to the cut is used for ditaxis. The part behind the cut does

not appear to be involved with motor activity, on that side of the body.
It is also possible to initiate locomotion with mechanical stimuli delivered

behind the most posterior of two interdigitating transverse cuts. Figure 2a illus-

trates the response evolved from a preparation in which the incisions were, from
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ID. c.

FIGURE 3. (a) The initial movement following posterior stimulation with an anterior cut.

(b) Normal avoidance response to an anterior stimulus, (c) Avoidance response to an anterior

stimulus after an anterior cut. Drawings were made from life.

opposite sides of the animal and across the midline so that both longitudinal
nerve cords were severed. The contraction pattern is typical of ditaxic locomotion.

Ditaxic locomotion can be elicited when three interdigitating cuts are made

(Fig. 2b) but movement could not be evoked in all preparations. Conduction did

not occur around more than three overlapping cuts.

An interesting situation occurs when a cut is made behind the brain and

continued posteriorly along the midline for most of the animal's length (Fig. 2c).

Stimulation of the anterior portion of this strip results in ditaxic locomotion at the

anterior end of the animal. Therefore the information is conducted posteriorly
before being conducted anteriorly to the brain.

Lesions anterior to the brain

When a cut is made from the antero-lateral margin to a point midway in front

of the brain (Fig. 3a), animals prodded behind the brain move ditaxically. How-
ever, the flap of anterior margin produced by the cut, does not take part in the

process. The uncut portion performs normally but on the lesioned side muscular

extension only occurs behind the cut. Movement waves are propagated posteriorly

from this point.

If an intact animal is prodded along the anterior margin it twists to the opposite
side before moving away ( Fig. 3b ) . A cut made between the brain and the anterior

stimulus site results in a different kind of reaction (Fig. 3c). The animal no

longer performs the twisting avoidance reaction but retracts and backs away.

DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study is the presence of an apparent sensory nerve-net

in Notoplana, a turbellarian. This system resembles those classically designated
as nerve-nets (Bullock, 1965 ) with isopolar diffuse conducting systems. A phys-

iological organization of this type has not been demonstrated in this group of

animals before and is of some importance with regard to current concepts about

the evolution of nervous systems. It should be mentioned, however, that two

other types of conducting systems could be invoked to explain the results obtained
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here and neither of these can he completely excluded as the responsible systems.
Conduction around lesions could occur in either the muscle layers or the epithelium.
Possible anatomical grounds for muscle-muscle conduction have been found in

tight junctions between adjacent sarcoplasmic membranes (Chien and Koopowitz,
1972), which could act as electrical synapses. However, for a number of reasons,

muscular propagation is probably not responsible. First, one might expect a wave
of contraction or extrusion to accompany conduction. This is not the case.

Secondly, localized or extensive contractions caused by either mechanical or

electrical stimuli do not themselves lead to ditaxic locomotion. Thirdly, it is dif-

ficult to envisage how information propagated in the muscle layers could be trans-

ferred to the brain even if it were to reach the region of that organ. Possible

pressure in stretch receptors in the muscles could translate contraction into removal

activity, but one would expect these to be scattered throughout the organism and

activated close to the site of stimulation.

Neuroidal conduction might feasibly be involved in the observed results.

Epithelial, or neuroid, conduction is well known in animals as diverse as coelenterates

(Mackie, 1970) and larval amphibia (Roberts, 1969). However, the problem of

transferring the information to the brain from the epithelium remains. Jha and

Mackie (1967) have shown at the ultrastructural cell level how the ectoderm

might connect to the nervous system in Cordylophora, a hydrozoan. But, as yet,

epithelial-neuronal connections are not known in the Turbellaria. Perhaps the

best evidence that epithelial conduction is not involved comes from the different

behavioral responses obtained from comparison between stimulation anterior to or

behind the brain. One would not expect anterior stimulation to evoke backing

away, while posterior stimulation causes forward locomotion if the same epithelial

system was involved. It is difficult to see how an epithelial conducting system could

differentiate between the positional information in the sites of the two stimuli.

The simplest hypothesis to explain the present results would be by invoking a

diffuse conducting neural network. However, if the nerves are responsible then

one might question why ditaxic locomotion cannot be evoked by electrical stimula-

tion. Other attempts have been made to demonstrate diffuse conduction in the

large nerve plexus of the polyclad Planocera (Gruber and Ewer, 1962; Ewer, 1965).
These authors found that conduction (initiated by electrical stimulation to the

brain) only occurred along direct routes to the brain and concluded that a diffusely

conducting nerve-net did not exist. Perhaps they did not have the correct stimulus

for evoking activity in the diffuse conducting systems. A similar kind of finding-

is reported in the echinoderms. where mechanical stimulation of the radial nerve

cord produces impulses but electrical stimuli are ineffective (Cobb and Laverack,

1966). Pentreath and Cobb (1972) suggested that electrical stimuli might not

elicit a response in echinoderms if the axons are small and highly insulated. This

might hold for the sensory nerves in flatworms as well.

At present one cannot determine which part of the nervous system might be

responsible for conduction around the lesions. Besides the two submuscular

plexuses, there is also the possibility of a fine subepithelial or epithelial nerve-net.

There are a number of reports in the literature of such nerve-nets in the turbel-

larians. Lentz (1968) has described an epithelial net in fresh-water planarians, but

these networks have not been convincingly demonstrated in polyclads, either at
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the light or electron microscope level. Even in the simpler orders of the class an

epithelial net appears uncommon (Bullock and Horridge, 1965), if indeed it

actually occurs. One wonders if perhaps overlapping terminal branches of sensory
cells might have been misinterpreted as an epidermal network by some of the

earlier workers.

The functional significance of the anatomical network is puzzling. If a nerve-

net has indeed been demonstrated in this work, then it appears to be confined to

only the sensory system. Cutting nerves leading to anterior motor regions leave

that part flaccid and incapable of joining in locomotory behavior patterns. It is

also clear, however, that the entire sensory system is not arranged as a physiological

nerve-net ; not even for single modalities such as mechanoreception. Avoidance

responses from the anterior edge of the animal indicate that very specific pathways
are involved. Recruitment of certain set pathways is obviously important when
it is necessary for an animal to localize the site of a stimulus if it must avoid

the stimulus source. This is not important for stimuli behind the brain as normal

locomotion will take the animal away from the source of irritation. The presence
of a back-up system such as the nonspecific anterior system which causes the

animal to back away from the stimulus has obvious selective advantages. But even

if these nonspecific systems are based on an anatomical nerve-net it is difficult to see

why this should dictate the form of the comparatively massive plexiform nervous

system which exists. It is probably more reasonable to assume that some other,

as yet unknown, function is responsible for the selective advantage that maintains

this anastomosing arrangement.

I would like to thank Dr. R. D. Campbell for help with the cinematography and

Drs. J. Arditti, R. K. Josephson and D. Stokes for their comments on the

manuscript.

SUMMARY

(1). The response to mechanical stimuli in the polyclad flatworm, Notoplana
acticola, is the initiation of ditaxic locomotion. The response to electrical stimuli is

local contraction.

(2). Animals will respond to mechanical stimuli with ditaxic movements even

if a series of cuts are made so that the stimulus must be propagated around lesions

as in a nerve-net.

(3). Only the sensory side of the system is organized as a diffusely conducted

system ; motor control involves direct connections to the brain.

(4). Sensory stimuli that convey information about the location of a stimulus

on the body also require direct routes.
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Metamorphosis of the free swimming tadpole larva is a cardinal event in the

life cycle of all ascidians, with the exception of a few anurous species in the

families Molgulidae and Styelidae, which exhibit direct development (Berrill, 1931 ;

Millar, 1971). There are many variations in the details of metamorphosis in

different families. The following events are characteristic of most species.

Metamorphosis begins at the moment the larva settles. Settling is effected by
the secretion of a sticky substance by the adhesive papillae and may involve rapid

elongation or aversion of the papillae in some species. Settling is followed by re-

sorption of the tail, retraction of the adhesive papillae, retraction or collapse of the

sensory vesicle, emigration (in some species) of blood cells across the epidermis
into the tunic, enlargement or elongation of epidermal ampullae, expansion of the

tunic of the trunk, loss of the outer cuticular layer of tunic (comprising the fins

of the tail), and a gradual rotation of the viscera and siphons through an arc of

about 90 degrees. The axial complex of the tail is phagocytized and parts of the

larval neurosensory system later undergo histolysis.

Postlarval development is highly variable. In some species the visceral organs
are well differentiated in the larva and feeding begins within one to several hours

(Berrill, 1935; Cloney, 1972). In other species, rudiments of the viscera are

less well developed and must undergo differentiation over a period of several days
before feeding begins (Grave, 1926, 1944; Cloney, 1961).

The morphogenetic movements associated with tail resorption have been

studied extensively. In representative species of the families Polyclinidae, Clavelin-

idae, and Didemnidae (classification, Berrill, 1950), the caudal epidermis con-

tracts during tail resorption and forces the axial complex (notochord, muscle and

nerve cord) into the trunk (Cloney, 1963, 1972; Cloney and Lash, 1972). Con-

traction of the epidermis in Amarouciuni constellatum, Distaplia occidentals and

Diplosoma inacdonaldi is associated with the alignment of prominent arrays of

cytoplasmic filaments in the epidermal cells (Cloney, 1966, 1972). In Boltenia

I'illosa (family pyuridae) the notochordal cells appear to be contractile and the

epidermis is evidently passive ; changes in the organization of cytoplasmic filaments

were found only in the notochordal cells (Cloney, 1969).
In the past few years, oriented arrays of cytoplasmic filaments (microfilaments)

have been found in a wide variety of metazoan cells, which had been fixed while

1 Supported in part by research grants USPHS HD-00380 (1. W. I..) and NSF GB 5394

(R. A. C).
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undergoing movements or changes of shape {e.g., Baker and Schroeder, 1967;

Schroeder, 1968, 1970 ; Arnold, 1969 ; Tilney and Marsland, 1969 ; Szollosi, 1970 ;

Wessells, Spooner, Ash, Bradley, Luduena, Taylor, Wrenn, and Yamada, 1971 ;

Crawford, Cloney and Cahn, 1972). The discovery that cytochalasin B (CCB)
interferes with cytokinesis (Carter, 1967), and a variety of morphogenetic move-

ments, and simultaneously interferes with the organization of microfilaments

(Schroeder, 1969, 1970, 1972; Wessells et al, 1971; Wrenn, 1971; Yamada,

Spooner and Wessells, 1971 ; Spooner and Wessells, 1972) suggested a convenient

method of analyzing morphogenetic movements in a variety of ascidians.

We have determined that CCB reversibly inhibits tail resorption and disrupts

the organization of arrays of cytoplasmic filaments in the contractile epithelial

cells (Lash, Cloney and Minor, 1970; Cloney, Lash and Minor, 1971; Cloney,

1972). In this paper we will describe the effect of CCB on tail resorption in

ten species of ascidians including representatives of 8 different families and 3 sub-

orders. We will show that there is a considerable variation in the effective concen-

tration of the drug when it is used with different groups of ascidians, and that

within a single species, discrete morphogenetic events, characteristic of metamor-

phosis, are differentially affected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ten species of ascidians, representing the following suborders (Berrill, 1950),

were used for the cytochalasin B experiments : Aplousobranchia ; Distaplia occi-

dentalis, Diplosonia inacdonaldl, Amaroiicinin constellation. Phlebobranchia ;
dona

intestinalis, Perophora viridis. Stolidobranchia ; Botryllus schlosscri, Styela partita.

Boltenia villosa, Molgnla citrina, M. manhattensis. Ultrastructural studies of the

localization of cytoplasmic filaments were performed on D. occidentals, D. inac-

donaldl, A. constcllatiiin, B. schlosscri. B. villosa, M. manhattensis, the phlebobranch
Ascidia callosa, and the stolidobranchs Pyura haustor and Styela gibbsii (methods

of fixation have been described elsewhere; Cloney, 1964, 1966, 1972).

D. occidentalis, D. inacdonaldi, B. villosa, P. haustor, S. gibbsii and A. callosa

were obtained near the Friday Harbor Laboratories, University of Washington.
All other species were obtained at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts. Tadpoles of oviparous species (C. intestinalis, B. villosa, M. man-

hattensis, S. partita) were used for experimentation 8-18 hours after hatching.

Since the tadpoles from the ovoviviparous species (D. occidentalis, D. inacdonaldi,

A. constellation, P. viridis, B. schlosscri, M. citrina) metamorphose shortly after

they escape from the adult colonies, these species were treated with cytochalasin B

within minutes or a few hours after the tadpoles were released.

For experimental observation, the tadpoles were placed in culture dishes con-

taining filtered sea water (FSW), or FSW plus cytochalasin B. Periodic observa-

tions were made with either a dissecting microscope, a bright field or a Zeiss

Nomarski differential interference microscope. Time lapse films of some species

(D. occidentalis, D. inacdonaldi, B. villosa, A. constellation, C. intestinalis, P. viri-

dis, M. citrina, M. manhattensis) were made with a Series 500 Sage cinephoto-

micrographic appartus, or a Kodak Reflex S, equipped with an L. W. photo inter-

valometer. Exposure intervals ranged from 0.5 to 8 frames per second.

Cytochalasin B was generously provided by S. B. Carter of Imperial Chemical
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TABLE I

Effective concentration of cytochalasin B which arrests or prevents the onset

of tail resorption (micrograms/ml of sea water)
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FIGURE 1. Botryllus schlosseri. Tadpole was kept in cytochalasin B (10 Mg/ml) until

signs of metamorphosis were observed (discharge of adhesive papillae, tunic swelling), then

rinsed in fresh sea water. After seven days, the unresorbed tail (arrow) still protruded from

the developing organism. Scale line is 1 mm. Abbreviations are : A, Endostyle of branchial

basket; B, Degenerating (right) and take-over buds; C, Intestine; D, Ampullae; E, Tunic.

epithelial cells and uncoiling of the axial complex. When treated larvae are placed

in fresh sea water, the tails begin to shorten again within 0.5 to 4 minutes, depend-

ing upon the duration of exposure to CCB (A. constellatnm, B. schlosseri, C. ln-

tcstlnaHs, P. viridis). In most instances complete recovery occurs only if the

animals are washed within a few minutes after the tail stops shortening (D. acci-

dentalls and D. macdonaldi ) . but many of the larvae of A. constcllatum can re-

cover and completely resorb their tails after periods as long as 35 minutes in the

presence of CCB. Variations in the length of time in which recovery can be effected

have been observed, and this may reflect differences in batches of tadpoles.

Tail resorption in A. constellatnm was reversed four consecutive times within

20 minutes (four additions of CCB, four rinses). After the fourth reversal, the

epidermis ruptured and the axial complex uncoiled. The epidermal cells separated

from their neighbors, rounded up, and appeared as isolated beads on the surface

of the axial complex.
Phlebobranchs. With the exception of a longer recovery time in the phlebo-
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FIGURE 2. Amaroucium constcllatinn. Tadpole was treated with cytochalasin B (5 /xg/ml),
and rinsed before tail resorption was initiated. The tail underwent partial resorption (arrow).
Scale line is 1 mm. Abbreviations are : A, Branchial basket

; B, Intestine
; C, Heart

; D, Tunic.

branchs, the re-extension of the tail in the presence of CCB was similar to the

events recorded in the aplousobranchs. Re-extension of the tail and recovery of

movement sometimes took as long as 2-3 hours. Repetitive reversal was not tried

with these species.

Stolidobranchs. In all five species examined, the stolidobranchs showed the

following attributes : ( 1 ) They required the highest concentration of CCB to effec-

tively inhibit tail resorption, (2) they required the longest time for CCB to stop
tail resorption, and (3) they required the longest time for re-extension to occur.

After adding CCB it took up to ten minutes for tail resorption to cease, and in some
instances (S. partita} reinitiation of tail resorption after washing took as long as

45 hours. The completion of tail resorption sometimes took as long as 10 hours

(S. partita, M. inanhattensis}.

Cytochalasin B, tail resorption, and metamorphosis

Reversal of the effects of cytochalasin B does not always result in normal tail

resorption, but unless the concentration is high (2-3 times the minimum dose),

general metamorphosis and postlarval development resumes. Frequently the
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organisms can continue development with an unresorbed, or partly resorbed tail

protruding from the body wall (Fig. 1). These animals developed and behaved

normally during the time of observation (8-10 days).
If tadpoles (A. constellatinn, B. schlosseri) are placed in CCB, then rinsed be-

fore tail resorption is initiated, the process of tail resorption and metamorphosis is

usually normal. In a few cases the tail did not undergo completely normal re-

sorption. In A. constellatinn, after completion of tail resorption, a compact, cone-

shaped mass of contracted caudal epidermal cells persists near the base of the

former tail (Fig. 2). These epidermal cells were often unable to contract further

and invert the epithelial cone as occurs normally (Cloney, 1966). In B. schlosseri,

if resorption is not completed, a small stump of tissue remains covered by a thin

epithelium. In neither instance do these minor abnormalities have any effect upon
further postlarval development.

Observations on normally metamorphosing tadpoles of A. constellatum have

shown that tadpoles occasionally undergo metamorphosis without tail resorption.

Excision of the tail of A. constellatum, D. occidcntalis, D. inacdonaldi, B. villosa.

P. viridis, and B. schlosseri does not interfere with subsequent metamorphosis of

the trunk. Thus inhibition of tail resorption with cytochalasin B would not neces-

sarily be expected to affect the other characteristic events of metamorphosis.

Cytochalasin B and metamorphosis

In the aplousobranchs (D. occidcntalis. D. inacdonaldi, and A. constellatum),

both the evanescent larval organs and the visceral organs of significance in post-

larval life are well differentiated. Although M. citrina is ovoviviparous, and

undergoes metamorphosis shortly after hatching, its structure is relatively simple

(Grave, 1926). The other species tested in the stolidobranchs (M. nianhattensis,

B. villosa, S. partita}, as well as C. intcstinalis, are oviparous species. After ex-

ternal fertilization, and a relatively short (8-32 hours, 12-22 C) period of de-

velopment, a simple tadpole is hatched and may swim for several days before

undergoing metamorphosis. M. nianhattensis, M. citrina, B. villosa, S. partita,

and C. intestinalis all undergo extensive differentiation after metamorphosis, before

the adult organs become functional.

With these two distinctive types of development, from highly differentiated to

simple larvae, it was possible to test the effects of cytochalasin B on processes other

than tail resorption. As mentioned previously, the trunk can undergo normal

metamorphosis even if the tail is only partly resorbed (A. constellatum, D. occi-

dentalls, B. schlosseri. D. inacdonaldi, B. villosa). At minimal dosage levels and

continuous treatment, A. constellatinn and B. schlosseri can develop with the tail

protruding from the body wall. After several days the tail undergoes histolysis

and falls off.

Tadpoles of A. constellatum and B. schlosseri were submitted to two types of

treatment. In one, the tadpoles were continually exposed to cytochalasin B for

periods ranging up to 7 days. The other treatment consisted of exposing animals

to different concentrations of the drug, then rinsing them with FSAY. In concen-

trations of 1.0 jitg/ml of CCB, specimens of A. constellatinn fail to resorb their

tails, but otherwise develop normally.
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FIGURE 3. Botryllus schlusseri. Tadpole was kept continuously in cytochlasin B (10 jiig/

nil) for four days. The terata formed had a beating heart (A) and disorganized tissue (B).
Scale line is 1 mm. Abbreviations are : A, Heart

; B, Tissue mass
; C, Vesicle

; D, Tunic.

In control dishes containing only filtered sea water, up to five per cent of these

tadpoles metamorphosed without resorbing their tails.

After a few hours, sometimes as long as 10 hours, in solutions of CCB, the

caudal epidermal cells separate, and collect in clumps of cells along the length of

the tail. The time at which this happens varies, and may be related to the de-

velopmental age of the tadpole. Tadpoles which metamorphose immediately after

spawning may be older than those tadpoles which swim for longer periods before

settling. All fully developed tadpoles are released each day in a brief period fol-

lowing exposure to light, whereas the development of the embryos is probably a

continuous process. Thus with periodic release, the tadpoles would differ slightly

in age.

In 5.0 jug/ml of CCB, the tail of A. constellatum is not resorbed, the tunic of

the trunk however does begin to swell (a manifestation of metamorphosis), although
there are few internal changes in the organism associated with metamorphosis, such

as rotation of the visceral organs and opening of the siphons. Two-thirds of these

animals show some inhibition of metamorphosis (30 tadpoles tested). The heart

continues to beat for periods up to 4-5 days, but the animal remains small and mal-

formed, and does not live past this time. At higher concentration, the animals die

within a few days. Between 5-10 jug/ml of CCB there appears to be little, if any in-

crease in size. It is probable that cytokinesis is strongly inhibited. At concentra-

tions of 10 jug/ml, both tail resorption and general metamorphosis are completely
inhibited (30 tadpoles tested).
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With minor differences, the results of prolonged exposure of B. schlosseri to

CCB are similar to those obtained with A. constellatinn. The cytoplasmic filaments

associated with cellular contraction are in the apical region of the epidermal cells

of A. constellatinn (Cloney, 1966), whereas they are in the basal part of the con-

tracting epidermal cells of B. schlosseri (Minor and Lash, unpublished). At in-

creasing concentrations (10 /Ag/ml), B. schlosseri acquired more abnormalities,
and there is very little evidence of growth or morphogenesis. At the higher dosage
levels, the organism transforms into a small (1.5 mm diameter) disorganized mass
of tissue writh a beating heart (Fig. 3). These terata continue "living" for a few

clays, then degenerate. This is further evidence that higher concentrations of cyto-
chalasin B are required to inhibit growth and morphogenesis than is necessary to

inhibit tail resorption.

DISCUSSION

Configurational changes of a variety of cells have been correlated with the pres-

ence, in specific localized areas of the cytoplasm, of oriented arrays of 50-70 A
(diameter) filaments.

Organized arrays of filaments associated with the plasmalemma of the cleavage
furrow have been implicated in the mechanism of cytokinesis in hydrozoans
(Schroeder, 1968; Szollosi, 1970), polychaetes (S/ollosi, 1970), cepha'opods

(Arnold, 1969), echinoids (Tilney and Marsland, 1969; Schroeder, 1969; 1972),
and amphibians (Selman and Perry, 1970; Bluemink, 1970). They have also

been implicated in the contraction of cells involved in the morphogenesis of the

neural tube (Baker and Schroeder, 1967; Schroeder, 1970; Burnside. 1971), the

salivary gland, pancreas, and oviduct (Spooner and Wessells, 1972; Wessells and

Evans, 1968; Wrenn, 1971). In addition, these filaments appear to be involved

in the movement of axonal growth cones (Yatnada et al., 1971), slime mold move-
ments (Wohlforth-Bottermann, 1964), movements of glial cells (Spooner, Yamada
and Wessells, 1971), platelet contraction (Shepro, Belamarich, Robblee and Chao,

1970), macrophage movement and endocytosis (Allison, Davies and de Detris,

1971), chemotaxis of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (Becker, Davis, Estensen and

Quie, 1972), amoeboid movement (Nachmias, 1968), and the movement of human

lymphocytes (Smith, Ridler and Faunch, 1967) . It has even been proposed by Jones

(1966) that cell reaggregation (specifically, sponge cells) rely upon a mechanism

involving cytoplasmic contractile elements (vis. cytoplasmic filaments).
For all species of ascidians thus far analyzed (D. occidcntalis, D. uiacdonaldi,

A. constellatum, B. villosa, B. schlosseri}, the evidence strongly suggests that the

cytoplasmic filaments provide, in an as yet unknown manner, the motive force

necessary for tail resorption (Cloney, 1966; 1969; 1972). Projecting from data

obtained from the variety of systems previously mentioned, it was predicted that

cytochalasin B would interfere with tail resorption. In all ten species tested, repre-

senting three different suborders and eight different families, cytochalasin B pre-
vented the initiation of tail resorption. If treated with the drug after tail resorp-
tion had begun, shortening of the tail was arrested. In the ap'ousobranchs, phlebo-
branchs, and the stolidobranchs (with the exception of B. villosa}, the contractile

tissues then relaxed and the tail began to push out again. In A. constellation this

process of reversal could be repeated four times.
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Ultrastructural studies of A. constellatum and D. occidentalis have shown that

when specimens are fixed immediately after tail resorption is inhibited with CCB,
most of the central and subterminal arrays of filaments which normally span the

apex of the contracting epidermal cells are disorganized. The only remaining
organized arrays of filaments are short tufts or patches attached to the plasmalemma
(Lash, Cloney and Minor, 1970; Cloney, 1972). The presence of the terminal

tufts of filaments suggests that treatment with CCB does not completely degrade
the filaments into subunits. It is more likely that the drug disrupts the binding
force between overlapping unattached filaments.

Although it has been reported that cytochalasin B has a pronounced inhibitory
effect upon polysaccharide synthesis (Sanger and Holzter, 1972), data from others

indicate that this observed inhibition is an artifact, and that it is the result of cyto-
chalasin B rapidly inhibiting the transport of such molecules as glucose, glucosamine.

D-2-deoxyglucose (Estensen and Plagemann, 1972; Kletzien, Perdue and Springer,
1972; Zigmond and Hirsch, 1972) and nucleosides (Plagemann and Estensen,

1972). The effect of cytochalasin B on ascidians reported in this paper occurs so

rapidly that one would not expect general synthetic processes to be involved in the

mechanism of inhibition. It is not however, possible to determine whether CCB
acts directly or indirectly upon the filaments.

The effective range of concentration of cytochalasin B which prevents tail re-

sorption exhibited a striking phylogenetic correlation. Tail resorption in all three

species of aplousobranchs (D. occidentalis, D. niacdonaldi, A. constellatum} was

effectively blocked at a concentration range of 0.25-1 ^g/ml. In the phlebobranchs
(C. intestinalis and P. viridis) the effective concentration range was 1-2 /tg/ml.
In the stolidobranchs (B. scJilosscri. B. vlllosa, S. partita, M. citrina and M. man-
hattcnsis ) , resorption was blocked in a concentration range from 5-20 jug/ml. The
two molgulids tested (representing the most phylogenetically advanced family of

this suborder, Berrill (1950)) required the highest concentration (M. citrina,

10-15 |U,g/ml : .17. manhattensis, 15-20 /tg/ml). It is not possible to state whether

the subordinal relationship to effective concentration will hold true when more

species are tested.

There are several possible explanations for the differences in effective concen-

trations found. In the aplousobranchs, which are affected by the loi^cst concentra-

tions, the most superficial tissue, the caudal epidermis, is contractile and the

organized arrays of filaments are localized in the most superficial region (apical

cytoplasm) of these cells (Cloney, 1966). In contrast, in the stolidobranchs, which

require a 5-10 fold higher concentration, the organized arrays of filaments are lo-

cated in the basal region of the epidermal cells (B. schlosseri), or in the noto-

chordal cells (B. vlllosa). Thus there is a correlation between the effective CCB
concentration and the locus of the contractile organelles. The localization of cyto-

plasmic filaments in 13 species of ascidians is summarized in Table II. In D.

occidentalis, D. inacdonaldi, A. constellatum, C. intestinalis, A. callosa, B. schlosseri,

B. villosa, M. manhattensis, S. gibbsii and P. haustor the localization of filaments

(as indicated by the symbol +) was determined by electron microscopy (Cloney,

1966, 1969, 1972; Lash, Cloney and Minor, 1970; Wessells, Spooner, Ash, Bradley.

Ludena, Taylor, Wrenn and Yamada, 1971; Cloney, unpublished; Minor and

Lash, unpublished). The localization nf filaments in P. viridis was deduced by
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TABLE II

Localization of major arrays of cytoplasmic filaments in thirteen species

of ascidians undergoing tail resorption

Caudal epidermis
(apical)

Caudal epidermis
(basa 1)

Xotochord

Order Enterogona
Suborder Aplousobranchiata

Distaplia occidental-is

Diplosoma macdonaldi
A niaroucium constellatum

Suborder Phlebobranchiata

Ciona intestinalis

Perophora viridis

Ascidia callosa

Order Pleurogona
Suborder Stolidobranchiata

Botryllus schlosseri

Boltenia villosa

Molguia citrina

Molqula manhattensis

Pyura haustor

Styela gibbsii

Styela partita

analysis for birefringence (Lash and Reigart, 1965). For the other two species

listed in the table, the probable position of the cytoplasmic filaments (as indicated

with the symbol P) was deduced from time-lapse cinemicrographic observations,

and changes in cell shape during tail resorption. Although the epidermis and

notochord, in different species, appear to contain the major arrays of cytoplasmic
filaments, the localization of filaments in these principal sites does not rule out the

possibility of their occurrence in additional locations.

The correlation between effective CCB concentration and the locus of the con-

tractile organelles suggests that the drug must be used in higher concentrations

when the site of action is deeper within the organism. This would appear more rea-

sonable if the data on B. schlosseri were not known. The filaments in the epidermal
cells of B. schlosseri are only a few microns deeper within the cytoplasm of the

epidermal cells than they are in epidermal cells of the aplousobranchs tested. Fur-

thermore the contractile ampullae of B. schlosseri are composed of epidermal cells

which have filaments in the basal cytoplasm (DeSanto and Dudley, 1969), and are

5-10 times more sensitive to the drug than the caudal epidermis.

An alternate explanation for the results is that the permeability of ascidian

tissues to CCB varies along phylogenetic lines as well as among tissues of the

same organism. Recent experiments by Bluemink and Luchtel (personal com-

munication) on Xenopus eggs indicate that uncleaved eggs are impermeable to

CCB. Localized inhibitory effects of the drug on cleavage are manifested when
CCB is injected into egg cytoplasm.

Since nothing is yet known of the molecular aspects of the cytoplasmic filaments,

or how their alignment is translated into motive force, it is not possible with

assurance to say whether there may be different mechanistic principles involved
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in the different tissues. Recent work has indicated that 50-70 A cytoplasmic fila-

ments in many different cell types are actin, or very similar to actin (Jones, 1966;

Khikawa, Bischoff and Ho.tzer, 1969
; Jones and Kemp, 1970

; Tilney and

Mooseker, 1971; Pollard, 1972). The cytoplasmic filaments in the contractile

epidermal cells of Distaplia occidentals have also been shown to bind heavy

meromyosin and form "decorated filaments" like those that have been described

in other non-muscular cells (Cloney, unpublished).
It appears that wherever contractile processes are associated with cytoplasmic

filaments, these processes can be inhibited or prevented by treatment with cytochala-
sin B. Whatever the multiple effects of CCB may be, its disorganizing effect on

arrays of actin-like filaments in non-muscular cells seems to be wide spread.
Tail resorption is just one event in ascidian metamorphosis. With higher

concentrations of CCB, other metamorphic events are affected. Dosage levels which

will affect other specific cellular processes have not been worked out in detail,

but in all instances the minimum concentration inhibiting tail resorption is com-

patible with subsequent development in the aplousobranchs and ph'ebobranchs. In

the stolidobranchs the effective concentration is much higher (5-20 /^g/ml), and
these higher concentrations result in developmental impairments. In some ex-

treme instances, terata are formed. These terata are composed of a disorganized
tissue mass and a pulsating heart. In general, contraction of striated muscle was not

inhibited, but the results were variable. A. constellatinn tadpoles swim for days
in cytochalasin B, whereas caudal muscular activity is inhibited in D. occidentalis

after 6 hours (Cloney, 1972). Although evidence is mounting that cytochalasin B

may have multiple effects upon cellular processes, one general process which is

inhibited is a contraction associated with the presence of cytoplasmic filaments in

non-muscular cells.

The authors are grateful to S. B. Carter for providing a supply of cytochalasin B.

SUMMARY

Cytochalasin B reversibly inhibits tail resorption and disrupts the organization
of arrays of cytoplasmic filaments in the contractile cells. The effects of cyto-
chalasin B on tail resorption and metamorphosis has been examined in ten species of

ascidians, including representatives of 8 different families and 3 suborders. There
is a considerable variation in the effective concentration of the drug when it is

used with different groups of ascidians, and within a single species, discrete

morphogenetic events characteristic of metamorphosis are differentially affected.

The effective range of concentration of cytochalasin B which prevents tail re-

sorption exhibited a striking phylogenetic correlation.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE MARINE LEECH CALLIOBDELLA
CAROLINENSIS (HIRUDINEA: PISCICOLIDAE),
EPIZOOTIC ON THE ATLANTIC MENHADEN J

ROY T. SAWYER AND DONALD L. HAMMOND

Department of Biology, College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina 29401 and

South Carolina Marine Resources Center, Office of Conservation, Management
and Services, P.O. Box 12559, Charleston, South Carolina 29412

Apart from the biological accounts of three European leeches, Crangonobdella
iiiunnanica by Selensky (1923), Hemibdella soleae by Llewellyn (1965) and

Oceanobdella blennii by Gibson and Tong (1969) and Sawyer (1970), almost

nothing is known about the biology of marine leeches, particularly from North

America. This lack of information is partially due to their obscure taxonomy and

partially due to the difficulty of working with these elusive parasites. Starting in

the winter of 1970-71 an epidemic of a new piscicolid, CaUiobdella carolinensis,

on the Atlantic menhaden, Brcvoortia tyrannus, gave us an unusual opportunity

to investigate the behavior and population fluctuations of this marine leech (Sawyer
and Chamberlain, 1972). Presented below are the results of three years of ob-

servations on various aspects of the biology of C. carolinensis in the vicinity of

Charleston, South Carolina. The study constitutes the first account of a marine

leech epizootic outbreak (epidemic).

METHODS

The majority of the observations was confined to two localities : (
1 ) Beresford

Creek, the type locality of C. carolinensis: and (2) the south end of Folly Beach.

Both localities were chosen because of the accessibility and abundance of the leeches,

as well as the prominent ecological differences between them.

Beresford Creek (3253.2'N; 7952.7'W) is a short estuarine tributary of the

Wando River, Charleston County, South Carolina. The salinity is normally about

\2-l6%c . Like most estuarine streams in coastal South Carolina, the bottom and

shoreline consist mainly of mud, mixed with occasional clumps of oysters. The
water itself is heavily silted and contains many planktonic organisms which con-

stitute food for the schools of juvenile menhaden which abound in the creek. The

leeches were collected by periodically netting its host, the Atlantic menhaden, in a

20' X |" square mesh otter trawl towed for approximately 2 hours. To determine

infestation rates, the menhaden were immediately isolated into plastic bags for

later laboratory examination. The unattached leeches found in the bottom of the

boat and on shells, were collected for behavioral studies. Large samples of other

species of fish collected along with the menhaden were also examined for leeches.

The otter trawl technique was most successful in the winter months, presumably
because the normally fast-swimming menhaden were too lethargic to escape the net.

1 Contribution number 28, from the Grice Marine Laboratory, College of Charleston,

Charleston, South Carolina 29401
;
and contribution number 4, from the South Carolina Marine

Resources Center, P.O. Box 12559, Charleston, South Carolina 29412.
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seine dragged in the surf as a part of a separate study on the surf zone fish of

Folly Beach.

In addition to the above observations, our understanding of the distribution of

this leech is augmented by random collections at various localities along the North

and South Carolina coasts either by capturing menhaden in nets or by sampling

free-floating green seaweeds. Several attempts to collect the leeches with plankton
nets ( 1 in diameter, 0.5 mm square mesh ) were also successful in certain tidal

creeks near Charleston.

In the laboratory the leeches were placed into aquaria (salinity 2S%c) of various

sizes in a refrigerator and maintained in constant dark at 9 C. The leeches, which

were not fed, thrived for months under these conditions.

RESULTS

Population dynamics and distribution

In spite of extensive research on the parasites of the Altantic menhaden, C.

carolinensis was practically unknown until the population explosion of January-
March 1971 in which hundreds, if not thousands, of leeches were found with almost

every collection of menhaden. Local commercial fisherman verified that during
this period the leeches accumulated on the decks of their boats in great numbers
and were often found on the hands and feet of the fishermen. Prior to this

population explosion the only records of C. carolinensis in South Carolina were

three individuals collected unattached to a host in Charleston Harbor near Fort

Johnson on 14 March 1963, and one individual collected from a menhaden at

Dewees Inlet, Isle of Palms, South Carolina on 9 February 1970. The infestations

of January-March 1972 and 1973, while still high, had declined noticeably from

the same period in 1971.

C. carolinensis displays a remarkable seasonal occurrence which correlates with

the temperature of the sea water (Fig. 1). For example, at Beresford Creek

during the two full winters of the study, the first individuals of C. carolinensis

w-ere encountered on menhaden on 12 January 1971 and 26 January 1972 when
the water temperature had dropped to 10.1 C and 13.3 C, respectively. On
13-14 December 1972 (water 15.0, 16.8 C, respectively) small individuals were

found on the Blueback herring. Alosa acstk'alis (see discussion). At Folly Beach

the first individuals were encountered, unattached to a host, on 12 January 1971

and 9 January 1972, when the water temperature had dropped to 9.5 C and

14.9 C, respectively.

The presence of the first leeches also strongly correlates with the presence of

menhaden in the various collecting nets. At Beresford Creek the first menhaden
were collected in the otter trawl on the same dates mentioned above. At Folly
Beach the first menhaden were collected on 21 January 1971 and 23 January 1972,

when the water temperature was 6.4 C and 13.2 C, respectively. It is known
that menhaden occur in these regions throughout the year, but are caught in the

nets in great number only from January to early March, presumably because

the fish become lethargic in the cold water (see discussion). This lethargy of the

menhaden probably plays an important role in the life cycle of C. carolinensis.

Leeches reached their greatest abundance when the water was near its coldest
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temperature. For example, at Beresford Creek during the two full winters of

the study the greatest number of individuals were encountered on menhaden on

2 March 1971 and 23 February 1972, when the water was 13.1 C and 9.4 C,

respectively. At Folly Beach the greatest number of individuals were encountered

on seaweeds on 13 March 1971 and 29 January 1972, when the water temperature
was 10.8 C and 11.7 C, respectively.

With the advent of rapidly warming water, the leeches became scarcer and

eventually disappeared by the end of April. For example, at Beresford Creek
the last individuals were encountered on menhaden on 5 April 1971 and 7 April
1972 when the water was 14.4 C and 17.0 C, respectively. At Folly Beach the

last individuals were encountered on seaweeds 29 April 1971 and 19 April 1972,

when the water was 17.0 C and 23.2 C, respectively. An attempt on 1 June 1972

to collect menhaden from a commercial shrimp trawler in the open sea three miles

off Folly Beach yielded 44 large (137-207 mm, SL) uninfected menhaden. A
similar attempt on 29 October yielded 67 uninfected menhaden (128-197 mm,
SL). Collections of menhaden throughout the summer and fall of 1972 failed to

turn up any leeches. In fact in 1970, 1971 and 1972 no leeches were encountered

from May until the following mid-December or early January in spite of repeated

attempts to collect them on the seaweeds or menhaden. However, relatively few

menhaden were collected in the estuarine creeks during this period possibly be-

cause of the avoidance of the otter trawl by the fast-swimming menhaden (Wilkens
and Lewis, 1971). Menhaden were collected during this time by local fishermen

using other techniques.

The population structures of both the Beresford Creek and the Folly Beach

populations of C. carolincnsis were examined by measuring the total lengths of

relaxed individuals with the aid of an ocular micrometer. At Beresford Creek

210 individuals, ranging in length from 3.0 to 29.0 mm (mode, 9.0 mm), were

collected on 23 February 1972 from the mouth cavities of 41 menhaden. At

Folly Beach 91 unattached individuals, ranging in length from 5.0 to 25.0 mm
(modes, 11.0 and 17.5 mm) were collected on 13 March 1971 from a large clump
of floating Ulva.

The Beresford Creek population, taken directly from the host, contained more
immature (3 to 9 mm) individuals than the unattached Folly Beach population.
This is consistent with the normal behavior of the Piscicolidae, i.e., the mature

individuals are the first to leave the host to breed. Becker and Katz (1965a) made
similar observations on Piscicola salmositica.

In South Carolina C. carolincnsis is restricted to the mouths and inlets of

estuarine rivers and streams from North Inlet, Georgetown, south to Hunting
Island State Park below Beaufort. It has not yet been found south of South

Carolina, nor does it occur along the lengthy, sandy beaches of the Grand Strand

area of South Carolina north of Georgetown to Cherry Grove. This is presumably
due to the absence of large estuaries. In spite of extensive menhaden research

in North Carolina C. carolinensis has not yet been reported from that state.

However, several individuals were recently recovered in Virginia from the col-

lections of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS). Three individuals

were collected on 25 March 1959 from menhaden in the York River. Another

individual was found on 21 January 1965 unattached to a host in a suspended
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tray of oysters at the VIMS pier, York River, Virginia (37 14'46"N
; 7630'02"W) .

In spite of extensive parasitological research by VIMS, it has not been found there

since.

Like most truly estuarine invertebrates, C. carolinensis displays a remarkable

tolerance to fresh water. During the study it was collected in water ranging from

32.5#r at 10.5 C to 4.5 c
/f( at 19.4 C, but most individuals were collected in water

from 10 to 20 c
/cc. In the laboratory a series of salinity tolerance experiments was

undertaken in which leeches were taken from water at 28%o and placed imme-

diately into salinities of 0, 1.62, 3.24, 6.48, 12.19 and 25.85%c (Sawyer, in prepara-
tion). Each container held five adult leeches, and the experiment was undertaken

at 10 C as well as at 21.5 C. At each salinity the leeches clearly had a greater
tolerance to fresh water at the lower temperature than at the higher temperature.
For example, they withstood pond water 12 days at 21.5 C and for 51 days at

10 C. At 10 C they lived indefinitely from 3.24 to 2S.85% ,
while at 21.5 C

they lived indefinitely only in 25.85%c. When the leeches were slowly conditioned

to pond water the results were similar.

Feeding

The infestation rate of C. carolinensis on menhaden in South Carolina estuaries

is remarkably high. For example, at Beresford Creek on 23 February 1972,

67.7% of the 41 menhaden (85 to 138 mm, SL) collected were infested with

210 leeches. Most of the fish harbored from 2 to 17 leeches, but two fish (115
and 126 mm, SL) each had 36 leeches in their mouth cavities. On the whole it

appears that the larger fish harbor more parasites. On 19 December 1972, 348

leeches (mostly from 4 to 10 mm in length) were found in the mouth cavity of

one large menhaden (227 mm, SL). Similarly, on 8 February 1973 of 11 menhaden
examined 10 (99-153 mm, SL) had from 4 to 75 leeches in their mouth cavities.

Other samples of menhaden yielded similar results, some of the smaller samples

occasionally yielding up to 100% infestation. Leeches were most commonly found

on menhaden of 96 to 126 mm, SL, but some were found on fish of 91 mm to

277 mm, SL.

Throughout the three years of the study all sizes of C. carolinensis collected

from the menhaden occurred exclusively in their mouth cavities, none being found

on the body nor the fins. None of the leeches was actually seen sucking the blood

of the fish, but the crops of most were engorged with blood. In the laboratory,

however, the leeches were observed feeding on the clingfish, Gobieso.r stntniosus,

the white catfish, Ictalnnts catus, and the mullet Alitr/il ccphahis. In each case

feeding was on various regions of the body outside the mouth cavity and lasted for

at least 6 to 8 hours. The body of the leech was sharply bent and the suckers were

closely positioned. In some cases the fish reacted with a frenzied darting motion

which occasionally dislodged the leeches.

Under natural conditions C. carolinensis feeds almost exclusively on clupeid

fish, particularly on menhaden. In fact, the overwhelming majority of the many
hundreds of leeches collected from fish in the Charleston area were taken from the

Atlantic menhaden, Brevoortia tyrannus. The most notable exception was the

occurrence on 21 April 1971 of numerous leeches in the mouth cavities of the

Blueback herring. Alosa aestivalis (Mitchill), another clupeid fish with feeding
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habits similar to those of B. tyrannus. On 13-14 December 1972 small individuals

were found in the mouth cavity of the blueback herring. No other C. carolinensis

were collected on blueback herring, nor on other clupeid fish examined. However,
one leech was found in the mouth cavity of the spot, Lciostonius xanthurus, and
the summer flounder, Paralichthys dentatus, and one was collected from the ventral

surface of the clearnose skate, Raja cglantcrla, and the southern flounder,

Paralichthys lethostigma. Considering that many hundreds of spots and dozens

of flounders and rays were examined, it seems likely that these are just accidental

relationships of no real significance.

The majority of blood-sucking glossiphoniid and piscicolid leeches leave their

hosts and seek a solid substratum during the breeding season and C. carolinensis

is no exception. In the late winter and early spring months, most of the engorged
leeches leave the menhaden and become attached to oyster clumps and associated

green seaweeds (Ulva} apparently the only suitable substrates commonly available

to them in the mud-bottomed tidal creeks of South Carolina. At Beresford Creek

on 8 February 1971 and again on 23 February 1972 and for weeks thereafter in

each case, large numbers of leeches were dredged up with oyster clumps. It was
also about this time, 13 March 1971 and 29 January 1972, that large numbers of

engorged leeches were found on detached green seaweeds floating in the surf

at Folly Beach.

The rate of digestion of ingested blood is remarkably slow and is evidently

very efficient. During digestion the intestine was noticeably much darker than

the crop. At 9 C the leeches lived for at least 10 weeks without further feeding,

the dark fecal material slowly accumulating on the bottom of the aquaria. All

the leeches in the laboratory eventually died.

Like most bloodsucking piscicolids examined, C. carolinensis is probably a vec-

tor for hemogregarines or hemoflagellates (see Becker and Katz, 1965a and 1965b ;

and Putz, 1972). Thus, C. carolinensis is a probable vector for the hetnogregarine,

Haemogregarina brevoortiae, recently described from menhaden from southern

Florida (Saunders, 1964).

Behavior

Locomotion in C. carolinensis is in the "inchworm" manner typical of the

Piscicolidae. The foresucker is extended until it attaches to the substratum ;

the hindsucker is then positioned near the midventral portion of the body and slides

down the body until it is positioned immediately posterior to the foresucker. When
an individual is disturbed, the hindsucker is released and the body coils up like

a snake with the head always dorsal. It remains in this position for a number
of seconds before it crawls or swims away.

True swimming is strongly developed and can be sustained for periods up to

one minute or even longer under ideal conditions. This is done by means of

rapid, undulating motions of the flattened body and hindsucker. Swimming can be

evoked by jarring the container, by dislodging the hindsucker from the substratum

or by suddenly passing a shadow overhead. When the ventral nerve cord is

severed, the end posterior to the transection displays swimming motions, whsreas

the anterior end displays crawling motions. Similarly, when the brain is excised

the animal displays swimming motions. Unlike most leeches, C. carolinensis does
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not ventilate its body by undulating the entire body while the hindsucker is

attached to the substrate, a manner reminiscent of swimming in position.

In an undisturbed aquarium C. carolinensis displays the curious habit of swim-

ming to the surface of the water until the foresucker attaches to the surface film.

Almost immediately the hindsucker is then attached and the foresucker is released

in such a manner that the animal hangs upside down from the surface film for long

periods. They can even crawl upside down along the surface film in the typical

manner. This suspending behavior is most common in the smaller individuals

(3 to 7 mm) ; a number of large individuals suspended only once, in a closed

container that had been at room temperature for about 24 hours. Individual leeches

were collected in plankton nets dragged at the surface of the water on 9 March and
11 March 1971, 3 March 1972, 6 February and 12 February 1973, when the

water was about 11 to 12 C.

C. carolinensis displays a strong reaction to a sudden decrease in light intensity.

Normally an individual maintained under constant light conditions will quickly

respond to a shadow passing overhead with random "searching" motions of the

foresucker. In extreme cases the passing shadow will evoke crawling, coiling or

even swimming. Individuals which have had their two pairs of eyes removed with

a scalpel blade also display the typical "searching" motions in response to a

shadow. Unlike many leeches, this species does not display "searching" motions

when its container is sharply vibrated. An individual engorgsd with blood is rela-

tively inactive and usually displays little reaction to a shadow. Leeches main-

tained in constant dark will barely respond to a sudden light.

Habituation of leeches to a shadow was investigated. Ten leeches were main-

tained in individual containers at room temperature. The light source was a

microscope light positioned about 40 cm from the animals. Experiments were
conducted by passing a shadow at intervals of five seconds after the animal be-

came quiescent. The duration of the "searching" response was timed until five

negative responses were observed. Stronger responses were observed with the

shadow originating at the light source itself rather than originating immediately
above the animal. During every experiment the duration of the response gradually
decreased to the point that the leech did not respond at all. In the original series

of experiments this point varied among individuals from 14 to 109 trials. In a

second series of experiments one hour later this point varied from 13 to 25 trials

and similar results were obtained in a third series, on a few individuals, 24 hours

after the second series of experiments.
The duration of the longest response for each individual varied from 4.0 to

10.0 seconds in the first series of experiments and from 3.8 to 10.0 seconds in the

second series. The longest response of each individual occurred in the second to

tenth trial in the first series of experiments and in the first to sixth trial in the

second series.

C. carolinensis, which has unusually large chrumatophores, dramatically demon-
strates physiological color change in response to changes in ambient light and

temperature (Sawyer and Dierst-Davies, in press). The leeches darken in the

light and blanche in the dark, and to a lesser extent darken under warm water tem-

peratures (23.0 C) and blanche under cold water temperatures (9.0 C). The
leeches do not adapt to background coloration. It was demonstrated by severing
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the ventral nerve cord that color response is probably under neurohumoral control

from the brain.

Respiration is probably aided by pulsating vesicles which are arranged meta-

merically along the lateral margins of the body. At 27 C the vesicles pulsated
57 to 64 times per minute, and at 18.5 C 30 to 41 times per minute. However,
there is a great deal of variation in the rate of pulsation and there does not appear
to be much coordination between the vesicles. When the ventral nerve cord was
severed the vesicles at both ends of the body continued to pulsate.

Reproduction and development

Reproduction in C. carolinensis involves some interesting aspects which are

unique to the Piscicolidae. The anatomy of the unusual reproductive system is

described in detail by Sawyer and Chamberlain (1972). Courtship and mating
was observed on numerous occasions both in the laboratory and in nature. During

courtship two individuals approach one another and make agitated searching mo-
tions over one another's body with their foresuckers. At the same time the male

bursae of one or both individuals are protruded to form a conspicuous cylindrical

penis, a rare structure in the Piscicolidae. From time to time the anterior ends

of their bodies tightly intertwine to culminate in true copulation. Copulation in

this species involves the introduction of the penis into the spacious bursa of the

other individual. It is doubtful whether simultaneous reciprocal copulation takes

place in these hermaphrodites. Unlike most other piscicolids that have been studied,

two individuals remain in coitu for 24 hours or even longer. A series of cross-

sections through two individuals fixed in coitu revealed that a spermatophore con-

taining sperms is deposited into the unique seminal receptacle. Mating couples
face in the same direction or end to end (Fig. 2A) and they frequently vary

positions by moving the suckers. When disturbed, the mating individuals often

attempt unsuccessfully to pull themselves apart. In fact, it is relatively difficult

even to pull them apart manually. Two individuals which had each been tightly

ligated with a silk thread as a part of another experiment mated successfully
3* hours later.

Mating normally takes place within a day of collection and continues with de-

creasing frequency for many weeks. Mating is encouraged by a change in

water, light or temperature conditions. In nature, a mating pair was collected on

29 April 1972 on a piece of floating seaweed. Interestingly, mating was never ob-

served on menhaden but was observed under the mouth of a mullet under laboratory
conditions.

Cocoon deposition was observed on- numerous occasions in the laboratory

(Figs. 2, D-Gj. The individual places the clitellar region of the body adjacent to

the glass substratum for a few minutes before the whitish ring of clitellar secretions

become evident (Fig. 2D). When the ventral portion of this sticky ring firmly

adheres to the glass, the body rotates itself within the ring, presumably to free

the ring from the body wall (Fig. 2E). After a minute or so of rotation, the

body anterior to the ring elongates (Fig. 2F) tremendously in preparation for

the swift posterior movement which pulls the body through the ring (Fig. 2G).
Unlike many leeches, C. carolinensis gives no further care to the helmet-shaped

(diameter, 0.5 mm) cocoons (Figs. 2, B-C) which harden and become dark
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FIGURE 2. Calliobdella carolinensis; A, two copulating individuals; B, dorsal view of cocoon;

C, lateral view of cocoon ; D-G, cocoon deposition. See text for further explanation.

brown in about an hour. Like the cocoons of all other Piscicolidae, each cocoon

contains only a single egg.

Throughout cocoon deposition, which takes 3 to 4 minutes, the hindsucker is

firmly attached, whereas the foresucker is free to move about. The individual

usually remains attached to the same spot and deposits many more cocoons. Often

the deposition of cocoons is interrupted by mating, again without moving the

hindsucker. Sometimes the individual moves to several other spots to deposit
the rest of the cocoons.

In the laboratory the first cocoons were deposited on 12 February 1971 and

26 February 1972 by individuals collected on 8 February 1971 and 23 February
1972 when the water temperature was 9.2 and 9.4 C, respectively. Fourteen

individuals collected on 8 February 1971 first mated and deposited cocoons on

12 February. Most of the cocoons were deposited between 15 and 19 February,
and the last of a total 211 cocoons was deposited on 24 February. Most of the

cocoons were aggregated into ten clumps of 7 to 29 cocoons. Assuming that 10

individuals were responsible for the aggregations, 21.1 cocoons per individual can

be conservatively estimated. Similarly, two leeches collected on 5 March

shortly afterwards deposited 41 cocoons.
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In spite of repeated attempts, no cocoons were ever found in nature, but they
will probably be found on the green seaweed Ulva or on oyster shells, the only
common solid substrates suitable for cocoon deposition in the mud-bottomed tidal

creeks. In the laboratory cocoons deposited on 14 February 1973 on oyster shells

and on the walls of the aquarium hatched nine weeks later (water 21.5 C). In

April and May 1971 and 1972, similar, but smaller, helmet-shaped cocoons of the

swimming marine triclad, Bdelloum rustica Verrill, were frequently encountered on

Ulva and at first confused with the cocoons of C. carolinensis. In laboratory con-

tainers maintained at 9 C the leech cocoons failed to hatch each year by May,
at which time they were discarded. The leeches are about 3.0 mm long when they
hatch from cocoons. The immature individuals (3 to 9 mm) differ only slightly

from the mature individuals (9 to 29 mm) (Sawyer and Chamberlain. 1972).
The former are more cylindrical with no distinction between the urosome and the

trachelosome. Moreover, the body walls of the immature forms are usually trans-

lucent white, becoming more darkly pigmented with age. In the smallest individuals

the lateral vesicles are small and internal, and the coelomic system is somewhat re-

duced. Almost identical differences between the immature and mature individuals

were noted in the marine leech Oceanobdclla blennii by Sawyer (1970).

Apart from the study by Sawyer (1970), the problem of growth in leeches has

received very little attention. An analysis of growth patterns in C. carolinensis

was undertaken on a population of 91 individuals ranging in size from 5 to 25 mm,
collected on 13 March 1971 at Folly Beach. For each individual, which had been

relaxed with 70% ETOH and fixed with formalin, the total length (L) of the

body, the maximum width (W) of the body, and the maximum widths of the

foresucker (F) and the hindsucker (H ) were measured with an ocular micrometer.

The data were analyzed for variance and non-linear regression with the aid of a

digital computer. The analysis demonstrates clearly that, whereas some parts of

the body grow at a faster rate than others, the growth of the four measured parts
of C. carolinensis was essentially linear over the size range 5 to 25 mm (Table I).

Reconstruction of the life cycle of Calliobdella carolinensis

C. carolinensis normally lives in the mouth cavities of the Atlantic menhaden
from mid-December to January. Starting in early January, when the water tem-

perature decreases to about 12 to 13 C, the mature (9 mm and larger) leeches

begin to leave the host in large numbers to reproduce in the tidal estuaries. Each
individual deposits at least 20 cocoons in middle February when the water tem-

perature is 9 to 10 C. Cocoons are probably deposited on oyster clumps or other

solid substrates. Adults die by May, and no leeches are found until the following
mid-December or early January when the young attach to juvenile (100 to 104 mm,
SL) menhaden which have overwintered in estuaries. The newly emerged young
are about 3.0 mm long and are good swimmers. Some probably find their hosts.

which feed near the surface, by suspending themselves upside down on the surface

film of the water. Others probably find their hosts by swimming toward a school

of menhaden as it casts a shadow on the bottom.

DISCUSSION

The epizootic outbreak of C. carolinensis reported above for January-March
1971 and 1972 is probably attributable to some factor (s) responsible for the in-
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TABU; I

Regression analysis of growth in a population of 91 (one discarded) specimens of Calliobdella caro-

linensis collected 13 March 1971 from Folly Beach. L, F, H and W mean total body length
inclusive of both suckers, foresucker width, hindsucker width, and maximum body
width, respectively. LIV indicates an analysis of the relationship between the

body total length and its maximum width, etc.
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FIGURE 4. A specimen of Brcvoortia tyrannits 155 mm, SL, collected near Charleston, S. C,
14 January 1971 displays 21 specimens of C. carolincnsis and one isopod in the oral cavity.

described by Thompson (1927) in the nearby Rock River during the winter of

1925-1926. The course of this outbreak of P. punctata, a near relative of C.

carolincnsis, was remarkably similar to that described here for C. carolinensis.

One intriguing aspect of the life cycles of many piscicolid leeches is the con-

spicuous long absence of the leeches from the area soon after the adults leave the

host to deposit their cocoons. For example, Halvorsen (1971) working with

Cystobranchus mammiUatus. Hoffman (1955) with Cytobranchus rcspirans.

Thompson (1927) with Piscicolu [>itnctata, Becker and Katz ( 1965b) with P.

sahnositica, Halvorsen (1972) with P. ycoinctra, Gibson and Tong (1969) with

Oceanobdclla blennii, and now this study with C. carolincnsis all report intervals,

usually from early summer to early winter, in which leeches are very scarce or

are not to be found anywhere. The general consensus has been that the develop-
ment or growth of the immature leeches is retarded during this period. Although
our studies have shown that C. carolincnsis can hatch in the laboratory after 9
weeks (water 21.5 C), no leeches were found in nature until the following winter.

On 13-14 December 1972 (water 15.0 and 16.8 C, respectively) small individuals

(6-10 mm) of C. carolincnsis were found at Beresford Creek and elsewhere, in the

mouth cavity of the blueback herring, Alosa acstiralis, as well as on menhaden.
These individuals support the supposition that growth in this species is retarded

until about mid-December.

Our investigations suggest that the life history of C. carolincnsis is intimately
associated with that of its host, the Atlantic menhaden. Unfortunately, very little

is known about the ecology, population dynamics and life history of the menhaden
in the numerous estuaries of South Carolina although extensive work in other

portions of its range has been carried out by such investigators as June and

Chamberlain (1958), June and Carlson (1971), McHugh, Oglesby and Pacheco

(1959), Reintjes (1969). Wilkens and Lewis (1971) and Nicholson (1972).

Briefly, these workers agree that the Atlantic menhaden ranges from central
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Florida to New England. In the southern portion of its range, the adult menhaden

spawns offshore during the winter. The larval fish (8 to 40 mm, TL) enter the

estuaries after the yolk sac has been absorbed, moving up the estuaries to the

freshwater transition zone, where they begin the transformation to juveniles. Be-

coming juveniles at about 113 mm (50 to 135 mm, SL), they form schools and

enter all areas of the estuary, filter-feeding on plankton. They normally spend
six to eight months in the estuaries before returning to the ocean in the autumn.

A portion of the juvenile population will spend the winter in the nursery grounds,

leaving the following year when they have attained approximately 179 mm, SL.

Based on data compiled by the South Carolina Marine Resources Center in

routine monthly samples of menhaden caught in otter trawls in 1970 and 1971, the

menhaden in the estuaries near Charleston have a definite seasonal occurrence

(Fig. 3). They were most abundant in collections made in January, February and

March. After February there was a monthly decline in the numbers caught in the

trawls. The modes (and ranges) of the standard lengths of the individuals caught
in the months of Febuary, April, June, September and December, 1970 and 1971

(combined data), were 90 (55-172), 94 (68-167), 113 (56-154), 115 (94-180)
and 90 (62-145) mm, respectively. The abundance of menhaden in the winter

months possibly reflects diminished net avoidance due to the low temperature of

the water. Calliobdella carolinensis was especially prominent during this period.

In our investigations C. carolinensis was found on menhaden ranging from 91 to

277 mm, SL, with most occurring on fish of 100 to 104 mm, SL (Fig. 4). Pre-

sumably these juveniles spent the winter in the estuaries where they became

infected with the immature leeches.
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SUMMARY

1. In January through March, 1971, and to a less extent the same period in

1972 and 1973, the marine leech, Calliobdella carolinensis Sawyer and Chamber-
lain 1972, was epizootic on the Atlantic menhaden, Brcvoortia tyrannus, in the

estuaries of South Carolina. Prior to this epizootic outbreak (epidemic) the

leech was practically unknown.
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2. The population dynamics of this outbreak were studied near Charleston,

South Carolina, for three years, primarily in an estuarine creek and in the surf

zone of an exposed beach.

3. CalllobdcUa carolincnsis displays a seasonal occurrence which correlates with

the temperature of the water. The leeches reach their greatest abundance in late

February and early March, when the water is coldest (9 to 10 C). At that time

the leeches breed and deposit at least 20 helmet-shaped cocoons. No leeches are

found from the end of April until the following mid-December.
4. The leech occurs primarily in the estuaries of South Carolina, and is re-

ported also from Virginia. It is not known south of South Carolina.

5. Feeding, reproductive behavior, growth, life cycle, salinity tolerance and

other aspects of the biology of C. carolinensis are described.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY AND INTERTIDAL ZONATION IN
LIMPETS (ACMAEA): A CRITICAL LOOK AT

"LIMITING FACTORS" l

THOMAS G. WOLCOTT -

Department of Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, and
The Bodega Marine Laboratory

The striking intertidal gradient from marine to terrestrial physical conditions is

correlated with an equally obvious spatial partitioning of the habitat by groups of

animals. This has repeatedly given rise to the assumption that terrestrial physical

factors, acting during tidal emersion, determine the upper range limits of inter-

tidal populations. This assumption is elevated to the level of a hypothesis in this

study and tested with scientific rigor. If conditions in the physical environment
serve as "limiting factors," determining the partitioning of the intertidal, it should

be demonstrable that (a) interspecific differences in physiological tolerances exist

and permit differential exploitation of the habitat, and (b) conditions in the micro-

environment of the animals exceed the physiological tolerances at the fringes of

ranges and, by causing mortality, prevent range extension.

The conditions most often assumed to serve as "limiting factors" are high

temperatures (Huntsman and Sparks, 1924; Broekhuysen, 1940; Allanson, 1958;
Read and Gumming, 1967

; and many others) and/or desiccation (Test, 1945 :

Shotvvell, 1950b; Haven, 1970). The assumption rests on two sorts of correla-

tions : those between physiological tolerances and zonation, and those between fair

weather and death or disappearance of animals in the field.

A relationship between laboratory physiological tolerances and zonation is

probably the most frequently demonstrated facet of intertidal biology. Numerous
workers have shown that, in comparison with organisms living lower, high-
intertidal animals tend to have higher lethal temperatures (Evans, 1948; South-

ward, 1958; Fraenkel, 1968; Sandison, 1968; Hardin, 1968; Davies, 1970),

higher desiccation tolerances and lower desiccation rates (Colgan, 1910; Broek-

huysen, 1940; Allanson, 1958; Brown, 1960; Bock and Johnson, 1967), and

greater tolerance of osmotic extremes (Broekhuysen, 1940; Arnold, 1957; Brown
1960; Davies, 1969). The high tolerances of high-intertidal animals, and some of

the physiological effects of exposure, have been especially well documented in

the careful and detailed work of Kensler (1967) with crevice-dwr

elling invertebrates,
Foster (1971) with barnacles, and Davies (1969, 1970) with British limpets

(Patella}. Unfortunately, even in these studies there is a paucity of data con-

cerning the extremes of the microclimates experienced by the animals in the field.

Without a demonstration that physical conditions in the field exceed the physio-

1 This study was supported by an N.S.F. Graduate Fellowship, and represents a portion of

a dissertation submitted as partial satisfaction of requirements for the Ph.D. at the University
of California, Berkeley.

"
Present address : Department of Zoology, North Carolina State University, Raleigh,

North Carolina 27607.
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logical tolerances of the animals, it cannot be stated with confidence that physical
factors are limiting. In actuality, in those studies where field measurements are

given, body temperatures (Southward, 1958; Hardin, 1968; Davies, 1970; Markel,

1971), and desiccation level or osmotic stress (Segal and Dehnel, 1962; Davies,

1969; Boyle, 1970). are always well below the lethal limits as determined in the

laboratory.

Occasionally, observers have noted the death or disappearance of animals

from the upper ends of intertidal ranges, usually during warm, dry weather, often

when midday low tides coincided with minimal wave splash (Orton, 1933; Hodg-
kin, 1959; Frank, 19(>5a ; Sutherland, 1970). However, since no measurements
of field microclimates or condition of animals were made at the time of these

"kills," again it is impossible to establish a casual relationship between physical
conditions and the proximal cause of death. For example, the finding of dead, dry
animals in the field can mean either that the animals were killed by desiccation, or

that the animals dried out because they were dead.

In short, despite countless studies showing how intertidal animals are adapted
to live where they do, the actual importance of physical factors in limiting the

distribution of populations remains unclear. To shed additional light on this

issue, an intensive study has been made of the physiological ecology and zonation

of five species of limpets (Acuiaca ) from the central California coast. All five

species are similar in their morphology and basic biology, but occupy different zones

and microhabitats ; thus they present a convenient system in which to compare
the effects of physical factors. The hypothesis that the upper limits of their dis-

tributions are determined largely by physical environmental factors has been tested

according to the criteria mentioned earlier. Laboratory tolerances to the environ-

mental conditions likely to produce stress in the field have been measured, to

determine if interspecific differences allow exploitation of different portions of the

intertidal gradient. Concurrently, the extremes of the same environmental condi-

tions occurring in the microhabitats of each species have been monitored for a

period of three years, to determine if these conditions ever exceed the tolerances of

the limpets and, by causing mortality, limit their ranges.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The five species of limpets used all occur commonly on rocky central California

shores. Three of the species normally inhabit the bare rocks of the splash zone

(Zone I of Ricketts and Calvin, 1962) from about 5 feet above mean lower low

water (MLLW) to the limit of high-water splash. Acmaca digitalis Esch-

scholtz, 1833, is a small (1-2 g) greenish-gray to eroded brown limpet occupying

primarily vertical or overhanging surfaces (Haven, 1970). On cliffs receiving

large amounts of spray this species ranges higher than any other, up to 30 feet

above MLLW. Acmaea scabra (Gould, 1846) is a small (1-2 g) heavily ribbed

gray to white limpet occupying primarily horizontal surfaces fully exposed to the

sun (Haven, 1970). It returns regularly to the same orientation on the same scar

on the rock surface, or "homes," and the shell margin grows to fit the home
scar precisely. Acmaea persona Eschscholtz, 1833, is a large (to 10 g), smooth

olive-shelled limpet, found in dark crannies and under boulders, sheltered from
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the sun. It is negatively phototactic, moving and feeding only during the night

(Richardson, 1934; Ricketts and Calvin, 1962).
Two of the species are found among the scattered clumps of algae in the upper

mid-tidal (Zone II of Ricketts and Calvin, 1962) from about +4 to about +5
feet above MLLW at Bodega Head. .Iciuaca pclta Eschscholtz, 1833, is a high-

peaked brown limpet, very variable in form, which typically reaches a maximum
size of about 5 g. It is characteristically found among or under macroscopic algae

on surfaces experiencing mild to moderate wave action, such as the walls of surge
channels. Acmaea testudinalis scutum Eschscholtz, 1833, is a moderate-sized

(2-4 g) limpet distinguished from the others by its extremely flat shell profile.

It is characteristically found on the damp, shaded walls or boulders at the bottom

of surge channels, or in tidepools.

The study was carried out at the University of California's Bodega Marine

Laboratory, located on Bodega Head, Sonoma County. California, about 110 km
north of San Francisco. The rocky shore at the Laboratory is composed of

heavily jointed, extremely rugged diorite granite. The biotic zonation is in

accord with the descriptions of Ricketts and Calvin (1962) for exposed rocky

coast, though modified by wave action and the unevenness of the surface.

The weather is dominated by the cold Japanese current into which Bodega Head

juts ; water surface temperatures range from 9 C in May to 16 C in September.
Mean daily maximum air temperatures range from about 10 C in January to

about 20 C in late August ; very rarely mild frosts occur on winter nights.

Aside from winter rainstorms, bringing from 45 to 125 cm (average 76 cm )

of rain per year, two principal types of weather occur at the Laboratory : con-

siderable periods of fog and little wind, especially during the summer
;
and periods

of sunny weather with high (30-100 km/hr) northwest winds. Occasionally there

are days that are both clear and calm; rarely (probably less than 10 days each

year) these conditions will be accompanied by air temperatures exceeding 20 C

(based on local meterological data analyzed by M. G. Barbour (University of

California, Davis) and K. L. van der Laan (University of California, Berkeley) ;

personal communication).
The tides at Bodega Head are of the mixed semi-diurnal type, with two

unequal high and two unequal low tides each day. During the spring and early

summer the lower low tide occurs during the morning hours and is followed by
the lower high tide. At such times both Zone I and Zone II may remain exposed
all day. being submerged only a few hours during the night. During these periods,

maximum stresses are experienced by intertidal organisms, particularly if midday
low tides occur on one of the rare warm days. Time of day of lower low water

and expected submergence times through the year at the Bodega Marine Labora-

tory have been calculated by Sutherland (1970). When seas are calm. Zone 1

limpets may expect a maximum of 4 hours immersion once per day and a mini-

mum of no immersion for several consecutive days during portions of the spring
and early summer. In contrast, Zone II limpets may expect a minimum of 4 hours

immersion at least once per day during these same periods.

Limpets were collected from rocky shores near the Laboratory, and as far

north as the Russian River, about 13 km away. Capture was effected by a quick-

prying motion with the "limpet snatcher," a sawed off stainless steel table knife.
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Those individuals which did not yield to the first effort were left, since experience
showed that products of the second and subsequent tries were usually injured and
unusable. Limpets were returned to the laboratory and placed under running sea

water immediately after collection. All animals were used within 48 hours, with

the exception of some A. scabra, which were maintained for several weeks on

glass plates in a system providing two artificial tides of fresh sea water daily.

Some food was provided in the form of microscopic algae growing on the plates.

This regime permitted the growth of flat shell margins on A. scabra, which

facilitated comparison with the other species in desiccation studies.

Field measurements were designed to evaluate the extremes of microclimates

experienced by, or available to, the limpets. Measurement sites were selected

accordingly ;
for instance, the majority of high-temperature data was collected in

Zone 1 on the south-facing side of the cove adjacent to the Laboratory, between

12:00 and 15:00 on clear, calm, exceptionally warm days. During the relatively

few hours of such hot periods, intensive searches were made for limpet micro-

habitats that received maximum solar radiation and were sheltered from wind
and splash.

Temperatures of air (shaded) at 2 m and 1 cm above the rocks, rock surface

temperatures, and limpet body temperatures were measured by two methods.

Where portability \vas a prime concern, a Yellow Springs Instruments Tele-

thermometer was used with a type 506 (22 gauge) hypodermic needle thermistor

probe calibrated against a standard laboratory thermometer. Limpet temperatures
were obtained by prying the animals off the rock, quickly inserting the needle

probe into the center of the visceral mass, and immediately pressing the limpet
onto its original location with a fingernail or pencil to minimize heat gain or loss.

The maximum temperature indicated was recorded. This method required sacri-

ficing a limpet for each temperature determination. Since body temperatures of

limpets were virtually the same as temperatures of the adjacent rock surfaces (mean
deviation of 12 specimens of A. scabra from rocks was 0.33 C 0.19 (S.E.)
at 15:00, 8 August 1971), in many cases only rock surface temperatures were

taken rather than depopulating the research area of limpets.

Where recordings of temperature fluctuations over an entire day were desired,

a 12-channel Leeds-Northrup Speedomax thermocouple recorder was used, powered

by a portable 115 V generator. Size 7 (#36 gauge) thermocouples were fastened

to rock surfaces with lumps of modelling clay placed about 5 cm from the tip of

the couple. Recordings of limpet body temperatures could also be obtained, with-

out harm to the limpets, by slipping the tip of the thermocouple under the edge
of the shell and fastening the leads down -as above.

Interspecific differences in maximum temperatures attained in the field were

examined by selecting a study area in which all five species occurred, and recording

the temperatures of the individuals of each species which appeared most exposed
to solar radiation.

Windspeeds were measured with a Hastings-Raydist portable heated-thermo-

couple anemometer with an omnidirectional probe which allowed measurement of

air movements 2 cm from the rock surface. Measurements were also taken at

greater distances from the surface to permit comparison of microclimatic conditions

with traditional macroclimatic readings.
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Relative humidities were measured with a Hygrodynamics, Inc. electric hygrom-
eter indicator. The prohe was placed on the rock surface near the groups of

limpets, shaded, and allowed to equilibrate with the air just above the surface.

Humidity of air a meter above the surface was also measured.

Thermal tolerances of the five species were compared in the laboratory by a

technique similar to that of Fraenkel (1968), which ensured that each individual

received a similar heat dose. Tolerances in preliminary experiments were very
consistent within species ;

small sample sizes were therefore used to both minimize

cooling of the test bath by a large mass of cold limpets and to avoid needless de-

struction of animals. Six to ten limpets were allowed to adhere to the walls of a

500 ml beaker. The cold sea water in the beaker was then replaced \vith aerated

sea water at the desired test temperature and the beaker placed in a water bath at

the test temperature for 15 minutes. At the conclusion of the experiment the warm
water was replaced with running sea water for recovery and assessment of sur-

vival. For each species the thermal lethal limit was defined as the lowest tempera-
ture killing more than half of the sample tested.

Survival at the conclusion of this and subsequent experiments was assessed

after a 24-hour recovery period in running sea water. The criterion of survival

was the resumption of normal locomotion, including the ability to adhere to and

move about on an inverted glass surface. Animals incapable of normal locomotion,

even if responsive to prodding or capable of some spontaneous movement, were

considered "ecologically dead" since in the field they would undoubtedly be swept
off the rock by surf and perish.

Most thermal tolerances were determined with limpets collected during the

summer. Variation of these tolerances throughout the year, and in individuals from

different intertidal heights, was checked by collecting A. digitalis and A. scabra

from Zones I and II in winter and determining thermal tolerances during immer-
sion as above.

To explore the relationship between thermal tolerances during immersion and

those pertaining in the field, lethal limits were also determined in air with a slow

temperature rise which would result in a heat dose equal to or greater than that

which the limpets would experience in nature. Ten specimens of A. digitalis,

A. pelta, or A. scutum were placed in each of several beakers and allowed to adhere

to the walls as above. Acmaea scabra was omitted due to its poor fit to the

smooth glass, and the consequent problem of desiccation; A. persona was omitted

due to scarcity. The water was emptied out of the beakers and a few hours allowed

for the surface to dry. The beakers were then placed in a recirculating wind tunnel

with slow (0.5 m/sec) air movement, and the temperature of the limpets (moni-
tored via thermocouples) was raised over a period of 5-6 hours to the lowest

desired test temperature, as would naturally occur with limpets exposed by a morn-

ing tide. After 15 minutes at this temperature, the first sample of limpets was
removed to be cooled and tested for survival. The temperature was raised 1 C
and held for about 15 minutes, another sample removed, and so forth. ^Effect of

size and desiccation state on thermal tolerance under these simulated natural con-

ditions was assessed by including samples of very small and of moderately desic-

cated A. digitalis.

Determination of desiccation tolerances and rates required weighing, observa-
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tion, or similar manipulations of limpets without disturbing them and causing
adventitious water loss from the mantle cavity. These operations were carried

out with the animals attached to discs of transparent 0.004 inch Mylar plastic film.

Attachment was effected by immobilizing the limpets, shell downward, on lumps
of modelling clay on a water table and presenting the disc to the foot. Healthy

limpets attached securely to the disc and became quiescent after several hours or

overnight on the water table.

Desiccation rates were always determined with moving air, since still air is not

a natural situation. Furthermore, air movement is of such crucial importance to

evaporation rates that the difference between truly still air and slight convection cur-

rents of unknown magnitude would introduce unacceptable uncertainty into mea-

surements of desiccation rates. The use of moving air of constant velocity un-

fortunately precludes comparison with data of other workers who have used

nominally still air (e.g., Davies, 1969).

Progress of desiccation was followed by periodic weighings. Dry, shell and

disc weights obtained after termination of the experiments allowed calculation of

water lost at any time as a percentage of the initial gross weight, or as a per-

centage of the total initial body water (wet gross weight dry gross weight).
Because of variation in the shell component of gross weight, the latter figure is con-

sidered to be the most meaningful biologically and is the one used for most com-

parisons ; the former allowed approximations where the animals could not be

sacrificed for dry weights.

Desiccation rate studies in the laboratory were carried out in a closed, re-

circulating wind tunnel within a constant-temperature enclosure, with humidity
controlled by pans of appropriate salt solutions (Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics, Chemical Rubber Co., 1958).

Drying of limpets prior to determination of desiccation tolerances took place

at 20 C and at 1.0-1.4 m/sec airflow. The humidity was that of the outside ait-

drawn into the ventilating system (usually 50-80% R.H.). These conditions

approximate those of a breezy, overcast day. Desiccation was begun after record-

ing of initial weights. Then, several times each day, those animals which appeared
near death were removed, weighed again, and checked for survival ; dry weights
were subsequently obtained. The lowest desiccation levels causing 50% or higher

mortality in samples of each species were designated the desiccation tolerance

limits.

Tolerance of A. t. sen tit in was also determined under less severe drying con-

ditions to check the effects of rate of desiccation on desiccation tolerance.

Survival at the conclusion of these experiments was assessed as described above.

Since initial hydrated weights of limpets in the field were not available, the

weighing method could not be used for field measurements of desiccation. There-

fore, a graph was prepared from laboratory data comparing water loss, measured

gravimetrically, with chloride concentration in mantle-cavity water/urine ("extra-

corporeal water") of 78 specimens of A. digitalis. The chloride determinations

were carried out on 1 microliter samples of fluid with a Buchler-Cotlove Chlorid-

ometer. The resulting curve (Fig. 1) was used to translate chloride concentrations

of extra-corporeal water obtained from animals in the field into per cent body
water lost at the time the sample was collected.
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FIGUKK 1. Evaporative concentration during desiccation in Acniticn diiiitalis. Line repre-

sents values calculated for evaporation of water from an ideal salt solution. To linearize data,

vertical scale is proportional to 1 ( 100/concentration).

Equilibration rates and tolerances to fresh water were determined by allow-

ing groups of limpets to attach to plastic film as described above, immersing them
in fresh water at 15 C, and sampling the population at intervals. Since flow

rates profoundly influence boundary layers and diffusion rates, still water was
used to provide identical, although somewhat unnatural, conditions for all limpets.
Animals removed from the fresh water were allowed about two hours in still air

to equilibrate body fluids with the mantle cavity water and urine ( "extra-corporeal
water" or E.C.W. ). The "extra-corporeal water" was sampled via a capillary

micropipette after removing the limpet from the substrate, and if necessary, gently

pressing the foot. No distinction was made between mantle-cavity fluid and urine

because there appears to be no osmoregulation between them ( \Yebber and Dehnel,

1968). Chloride concentration was determined with a Buchler-Cotlove chlorid-

ometer. The animals were subsequently assessed for survival.

Comparison of concentrations of blood and E.C.W. in freshwater stressed

animals was made both with the Chloridometer and with a nanoliter freezing-point
osmometer ( Clifton Technical Physics ) . Blood samples were obtained after all

extra-corporeal water had been expressed and blotted away. The foot was slit and
the blood that seeped into the cut was then drawn up in a capillary micropipette.
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Pressure ohvjhe ^btj^imally .&ided this process. Samples for osmometry were

kept deep-frozenljirt^er oil until processed. For ease of comparison, all concentra-

tions are expressed as per cent sea water, where 100% sea water has a salinity

of 35%c .

Tolerance to acute immersion in solutions hyperosmotic to sea water was
tested by immersing limpets for 5 hours in aerated solutions, followed by return

to running sea water for subsequent assessment of survival. Test solutions were

made up from sea water and stock 500%-700% sea water prepared by boiling

under vacuum, or with "Seven Seas Marine Mix" (Utility Chemical Company).
The effects of a gradual rise of salinity were examined by gradually adding con-

centrated sea water to a small quantity of normal sea water containing the experi-

mental animals. Aeration and mixing were effected by bubbling from airstones.

Periodically the salinity of the bath was determined with a Goldberg refractometer

(American Optical), and samples of the limpet population were removed and

placed in running sea water to check for recovery.
Rate of equilibration of limpets to 500% sea water was determined by suspend-

ing four specimens of A. digitalis by a fine wire from the pan hook of an analytic

balance. A beaker of the hyperosmotic solution was raised to cover the limpets,

and their weight while immersed was recorded at intervals for 24 hours. Weight
while immersed is equal to limpet volume multiplied by (limpet density solution

density), where solution density may be considered constant. Either osmotic

loss of water from the limpets, which decreases limpet volume and increases limpet

density, or osmotic uptake of salts by the limpets, which increases limpet density,

will cause an increase in weight while immersed. Thus this technique permits
measurement of osmotic equilibration occurring through either salt or water

movements, or both.

The degree of volume regulation, or of osmotic dehydration, was checked by

immersing Acuiaea digitalis on plastic sheets overnight in 400% sea water and

comparing loss in wet blotted weight with initial total water (initial wet blotted

weight minus dry weight with shell ) .

Fresh water dilution or evaporative concentration of limpets in the field was

measured by drawing 1 microliter samples of E.C.W. into capillary micropipettes
from limpets freshly removed from the rock surface. The samples were stored in

the capillaries under oil until their concentration was determined with the Chlorid-

ometer.

RESULTS

Air, rock surface, and limpet temperatures fluctuated similarly in both Zones I

and II. Nighttime temperatures reached a minimum between 03:00 and 06:00.

On a few occasions, mild frosts (2 C) occurred during the winter, but limpet

temperatures never dropped below freezing. In the morning, temperatures rose

until the sun was past its zenith, then fell gradually until the returning tide caused

an abrupt drop to sea surface temperature. The highest temperatures of rock

surfaces and individual limpets were recorded on clear, calm, sunny days (Table I)

when the lower low tide occurred during the late morning and left much of the

intertidal exposed during the hottest part of the day.
The temperatures of limpets and the rock surfaces adjacent to their roosting
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TABLE I

Climatic conditions and maximum temperatures of air, rock surfaces, and limpets on Bodega head

397

Date
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TABLE III

Thermal tolerances while immersed. Boldface denotes thermal lethal limits; sample n = 6

Test
temperature

C
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FIGURE 2. Desiccation of permeable bodies under constant conditions : typical time course.

merits taken on "typical" days, while extremes are maximum measurements ob-

tained during several periods of hot weather occurring in 1968-1971. These data

were used to determine realistic conditions for desiccation rate and tolerance ex-

periments in the laboratory, and in interpretation of the results.

Desiccation rates of all five species of limpets, living or dead, or limpet shells

filled with lS c
/c gelatin, or even small glass vials filled with l$ c

/f gelatin, showed

a pattern similar to Figure 2 under constant conditions. A high initial rate of

\vater loss, which after a time declines to a lower, fairly constant rate, is char-

acteristic of water-containing permeable bodies exposed to constant drying condi-

tions. The initial rapid loss occurs during the period when evaporation of free

water from the surface is the rate-limiting factor ; for a given surface this rate is

a function of environmental conditions. The subsequent lower rate of water loss

represents that portion of desiccation in which free water has disappeared and the

rate-limiting factor is the supply of water to the evaporating surface from the

underlying matrix. This rate depends on internal diffusion coefficients, which are

characteristic of the permeable body. The initial rapid loss rates were highly vari-

able within species of limpets ; hence, the diffusion limited portion of the curve,

being considered more characteristic of the animals, was used for all comparisons.
All of the species showed a lifting of the shell at high temperatures, cited by

Segal and Dehnel (1962) as a mechanism for evaporative cooling. However, this

occurred only in water or near-saturated air and was abolished by application of

even mild drying conditions. Under desiccating conditions the limpets tend to

conserve water rather than using it to regulate body temperature ; the shell-lifting

response is probably evidence of impending heat coma.

Average desiccation rates under conditions approximating a cool windy day
at Bodega Head, using 25-30 individuals of each species, were markedly lower in

the Zone I limpets than in the Zone TT species (Table Y). Acinaca scabra was
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TABLE V

Desiccation rates under constant conditions; % total -water lost/hr; mean S.E. (n = 25-30);
at 18C: Zone I rates < Zone II rates, P < 0.05 ; differences within zones not significant

(P > 0.05); at 30C: A. pelta rate < A. t. scutum rate, P < 0.05; all other

differences, P < 0.001
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TABLE VI

Chloride concentration in extra-corporeal -water and survival of field-desiccated Acniaea scabra

Si/e group
mm
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FIGURE 4. Desiccation rates : effect of shell fit to substrate. "Smooth" shells fit

substrate closely ; ''rough" shells fit substrate poorly.

area of the mantle, and subsequent withdrawal of the mantle. The mucus remains

in place and gradually dries as the animal within desiccates. Individuals of A.

digitalis and A. persona regularly spanned gaps of up to 15% of the shell diameter ;

A. scabra apparently has a much more limited ability to produce the muctis sheet

and usually could not span gaps of this magnitude without leaving perforations in

the sheet.

To assess the importance of this mucus sheet in slowing desiccation, desiccation

rates of A. digitalis with the normal smooth shell margins, A. digitalis with chipped
shell margins, A. scabra with smooth shell margins from the artificial tide system,
and A. scabra with the normal rough shell margins were compared. All of these

animals were desiccated on smooth mylar discs ; those with smooth margins fitted

the substrate well, while those with chipped or rough margins had gaps between

shell and substrate. The smooth-margin A. dif/italis, rough-margin A. digitalis,

and smooth-margin A. scabra all exhibited about the same rate of water-loss, while

the rough-margin A. scabra had an average desiccation rate approximately five

times higher (Fig. 4). An exception to this was the individual noted by an

asterisk, which was the only rough-margin A. scabra observed to form a com-

plete mucus sheet. This individual showed a desiccation rate similar to those

of the other groups. These results indicate that the normal desiccation rate of

A. scabra on its homesite is about the same as that of A. digitalis which does not

home.

The effect of removing the mucus sheet was investigated with four groups of

A. digitalis. Two of these had the normal smooth shell margins and fitted the

Mylar discs well ; the other two groups had the shell margins chipped and con-

sequently fitted the discs poorly. Progress of desiccation was followed by periodic
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weighings, and the mucus sheets of one smooth and one rough group were de-

stroyed after every other weighing. Acinaca digitalis regularly repaired the mucus

sheet until over 35% of their total water had been lost. Permanently obliterating

TABLE VII

Desiccation tolerances (number .vn'/;'/ number in interval); 20C; windspeed 1.0-1.4 in /sec.

Boldface denotes interval of 50% mortality (desiccation lethal limit)

% water
lost
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FIGURE 7. Concentration of blood and extra-corporeal water in

fresh water stressed Acinaca digitalis.

two species. Precise determinations of dilution tolerances were not made since

it is impossible to estimate visually when the animals are near death, and exces-

sive numbers of animals would have to be sacrificed to accumulate sufficient data

to define the lethal limit. Extra-corporeal water concentrations at which limpets
died (Fig. 6) indicate that the limit for all five species is around 30% sea water.

Dilution of E.C.W. caused a decline in blood chloride concentrations to values

below those of the E.C.W. However, total osmotic pressure of E.C.W. and

blood was found to be the same (Fig. 7), indicating that much of the remaining
blood osmotic pressure is due to non-ionic solutes, which osmotically balance the

excess salts in the E.C.W.

Fresh-water seepage following rainstorms does leach salts out of limpets in

the field. A single tidal exposure in a seep of 1.7% sea water depressed E.C.W.
chloride in 5 individuals of A. digitalis to 38-40% sea water near the lethal limit.

Presumably extending exposure by another day would have caused death.

The osmotic effects of evaporative water loss were investigated by comparing
weight loss and chloride concentration of E.C.W. in laboratory-desiccated animals

(Fig. 1). The line represents data calculated for evaporation from an ideal salt

solution ; the fit of experimental limpet data to this line indicates that salts are being
neither voided into the mantle cavity water and urine compartments, nor sequest-
ered in the body during the progress of desiccation. Internal osmotic concentra-
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TABLE VIII

Water content oj five species of Acmaea, including two size classes of A. scabra

Specie-

'

, Water in total hydrated
weight of soft parts

(mean S.E.)

A
.1

.1

.1

,1
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FIGURE 9. Survival in 400% sea water. Concentration raised from 100% to

400% sea water during first 5 hours (stippled area).

All five species tolerated 5-hour immersion in concentrations up to 400% sea

water; at 500 and 600% sea water the majority of A. pelta and A. scutum perished
while the majority of the Zone I limpets survived. Equilibration of A. digitalis

to 500% sea water, as shown by changes in weight while immersed due to water

loss and salt uptake, was 90% complete in 4 hours (Fig. 8).
Under more natural conditions of gradual salinity rise, the Zone I limpets toler-

ated 400% sea water longer than the other species (Fig. 9). The osmotic stress

produced by immersion in 400% sea water is equivalent to that produced by

evaporative loss of 75% of the total water. However, since limpets perform
limited volume regulation, osmotic dehydration in 400% sea water removes only

28% 5% (mean S.E. ; n=: 10 A. digitalis) of the total water. Thus the

effect of the same osmotic stress produced by prolonged desiccation can be ex-

amined in the absence of excessive tissue dehydration.

Gradually raising salinity over 20 hours to 250% sea water simulated the

osmotic effect of evaporatively removing 60% of the total water, a level well below

the acute tolerances of even A. pclta and A. t. scittnin. Nevertheless, both A. pelta

and A. t. scutum began to die early in the second day of exposure and all were
dead within 33 hours.

DISCUSSION

Are range limits of animal populations determined by physiological tolerances

to abiotic environmental factors, or does some biotic factor e.g., behavior or com-

petition prevent occupation of the entire physiologically acceptable range? The
intertidal zone is an obvious habitat in which to explore this question, since it

represents one of the sharpest gradients in physical conditions to be found on

this planet. The marine grades into the terrestrial environment over the space
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of a few meters, and animals invading this zone from the sea encounter progres-

sively greater physiological challenges. Obviously, these animals cannot survive

above some critical level in the intertidal, determined by the extent of their de-

pendence on sea water. In this sense their ranges are potentially limited by the

intolerable conditions prevailing above that level. However, it remains to be

demonstrated that they do live everywhere that physical conditions are tolerable,

and that partitioning of the intertidal gradient is thus determined principally by

interspecific differences in physiological tolerances.

The acmaeid limpets present a convenient system in which to approach this

problem, because there are several abundant species which collectively occupy the

entire intertidal range. Like the barnacles, they are abundant and easily accessible,

but have the additional advantage of being removable, allowing manipulative and

laboratory experiments. Adult limpets live several years (Frank, 1965a; Suther-

land, 1970) and are thus exposed to the climatic extremes occurring in all seasons.

The response of all of these limpets to tidal exposure is immobility the "clamp-
down response" of McAlister and Fisher (1968). The animals are thus be-

haviorally trapped and must endure any stressful conditions until the tide returns.

The aquatic microenvironment of such "roosting" limpets is the small quantity of

water retained under the shell. Due to its minute volume, the thermal, evaporative,
and osmotic effects of exposure are far more rapid and dramatic than would be

the case in organisms protected by the larger water mass of tidepools.

The physical environmental factors representing potential stresses to limpets
differ according to season. During the winter, both rainwater runoff during
storms and seepage of freshwater from the cliffs present potential osmotic problems.

Limpets appear to have no defense, other than the "clamp-down response,"

against dilution by fresh water. Like most other gastropods, they are osmocon-

formers. Fluctuations in the osmotic concentration of mantle-cavity fluid from

23% to 150% sea water are closely paralleled by fluctuations in concentration of

the three major internal fluid compartments (urine, blood, and intracellular

fluid) in Acmaea limatula (Segal and Dehnel, 1962), from 50% to 125% sea

water in A. t. scutum, (Webber and Dehnel, 1968). Blood of A. digitalis is in

osmotic equilibrium with diluted extra-corporeal water (mantle-cavity water and

urine) ;
blood chloride levels are even lower than those of the extra-corporeal water,

presumably due to the presence of osmotically active organic compounds in the

blood (Fig. 7).

Despite their apparent vulnerability to dilution by fresh water trickling down
the rock surface, the various species of Acmaea show no pronounced differences

in either resistance to dilution or tolerance of depressed internal electrolyte concern-

trations (Fig. 6), suggesting that no strong differential selection for these traits

is taking place in the field. This seems to be true in the vast majority of the rocky
intertidal at Bodega Head. Rainfall usually comes during storms, which bring

high winds and rough seas. The effective tidal level is elevated by the resulting

splash and salt spray. Consequently, the actual maximum period of vulnerability

to rainwater runoff is shorter than the tidal exposure predicted on the basis of

calm sea conditions. It is therefore unlikely to exceed 24 hours in Zone I, and

must be less than 19 hours in Zone II (Sutherland, 1970). All of the species

tested, with the exception of A. scabra, are able to withstand immersion in fresh
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water for longer than the maximum expected exposure in their natural habitat

(Fig. 6). (A. scabra was prevented by its very irregular shell margin from

effectively clamping down on the flat plastic substratum during immersion in the

laboratory, and consequently lost salts at a disproportionately high rate. The
close fit of shell to rock would presumably abolish this effect in the field.) Fur-

thermore, since rain at Bodega Head generally falls in a series of brief showers,

it is improbable that rain would fall continuously for even 19 hours coinciding

with a period of tidal exposure. Thus lethal, or even stressful, dilution by winter

rainfall appears to be an extremely unlikely situation for even the highest of the

limpets.

An exception occurs in areas which form fresh-water seeps during the winter

and spring months. Many of these areas are located in embayments in the cliffs

and support a heavy film of algae, representing a rich food resource. Due to their

geometry they are kept wet with salt spray when storm surf is running. During
winter storms A. digitalis normally moves upward, then moves down in summer

(Frank, 1965a; Miller, 1968) ;
at Bodega it seems to move upward into the seep

areas under the protection of the storm-wave spray. When a storm brings a large

amount of rain and is followed by calm wreather and low seas, the result is both an

augmentation of the seepage rate and a drastic reduction or cessation of salt-spray

falling on seep areas. Limpets which have moved into the path of the seeping fresh

water risk becoming trapped by their clamp-down response and suffering fatal

dilution unless subsequent tides bring sufficient salt-spray to enable them to

move out of the area. There may be small interspecific differences in adaptation
to these conditions; the slightly longer survival of A. digitalis and A. persona in

fresh water (Fig. 6) is correlated with the observation that only these species

move into the seep areas. It is also possible that lethal dilution occurs, limiting

further exploitation of seep areas : in a seep area the day after a storm ( 19 January

1970), extra-corporeal water concentrations of A. digitalis were as low as 38%
sea water, and subsequently all limpets disappeared from the area. The data

are not conclusive but suggest that the penetration of seeps and the extent of their

utilization by Zone I limpets are limited by physical factors.

During the spring and summer, virtually no rain falls on Bodega Head, and the

potential limiting factors are solar heating and desiccation. Adaptive interspecific

differences in temperature tolerance do exist. Thermal lethal limits during im-

mersion are correlated with the microhabitats in which the various species are

normally found (Table III), as is the case in many groups of intertidal animals

(Gowanloch and Hayes, 1926; Evans, 1948; Gunter, 1957). The highest tolerance

is shown by A. scabra, which occupies primarily horizontal surfaces in Zone I,

often directly exposed to the full force of the sun's rays (Haven, 1970) and which

is limited in mobility by its homing habit. Actnaca digitalis has a somewhat lower

tolerance ; it generally occupies more vertical or overhanging surfaces in Zone I

(Haven, 1970) which are shaded during much of the day. Acniaea persona, the

third Zone I species, shows strong negative phototaxis, spending daylight hours

chiefly in dark crannies or under boulders
; it has a lower tolerance yet. The

Zone II limpets, A. pelta and A. t. scutum, are characteristically found on the walls

of shady surge channels or in the shelter of macroscopic algae (e.g., Porphyra,

Pelvetiopsis, Endocladia) and are seldom exposed long enough to experience
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extreme solar heating. They have the lowest temperature tolerances of the five

species tested.

These thermal tolerances show little or no seasonal acclimation. This, although
in contrast to the situation reported for lethal limits of some intertidal molluscs

on English shores (Newell, Pye, and Ahsanullah, 1971), is not suprising. Lim-

pets would be expected to show acclimation responses to regular, predictably

changing environmental variables, such as sea water temperatures, and not to

transient, unpredictable stimuli such as sudden periods of high temperatures

during tidal exposure. In England, rising sea water temperatures precede the

spring and summer, when thermal stress during exposure is likely ; thus they
serve as a cue for compensatory acclimation. On the other hand, spring and sum-
mer on the California coast are preceded by minium sea water temperatures

(Sutherland, 1970). Thus, although other functions in Acmaea have been shown
to acclimate seasonally (e.g., heart rate; Segal, 1956b), any compensatory acclima-

tion of thermal lethal limits in response to changes in sea water temperature would
be non-adaptive. In the absence of acclimation, the lack of intraspecific variation

in thermal tolerance among individuals collected from different zones or micro-

habitats is to be expected. The free spawning habits and pelagic larvae of limpets
ensure thorough mixing of gametes from all tidal levels, and preclude the local

formation of physiologically different races.

The existence of interspecific differences in thermal tolerance, correlated with

distributions, supports the hypothesis that high temperatures serve as a limiting
factor in limpet zonation. However, the second criterion necessary to establish

the hypothesis is not fulfilled. Rock surface temperatures never exceeded the lethal

limits (as determined under simulated natural conditions) of even A. pelta and
A. t. scutum, the most susceptible species tested. The observed differences in

physiological adaptations to high temperatures are probably concerned with ad-

justment of optimal temperature ranges and with coping with extended sublethal

thermal stresses, rather than with extension of lethal limits. On the basis of ther-

mal lethal limits alone, any of the species could theoretically live anywhere in

the Bodega Head intertidal.

In actuality, none of the species is found throughout the entire intertidal zone ;

each is found in a characteristic thermal microclimate. The highest limpet tempera-
tures were observed in A. scabra which had homesites on rock surfaces per-

pendicular to the sun's rays. Similar temperatures certainly occurred at similarly

exposed sites available to other limpets elsewhere in Zone I, and probably in

Zone II. However, diligent search revealed that A. digitalis, A. persona, A. pclta,

and A. t. scutum, invariably occupied microsites which were shaded most of the

day or received only oblique sunlight never those directly exposed to the sun.

These roosting sites were always several degrees cooler than the more horizontal,

sun-baked sites occupied by maximally exposed A. scabra (Table II). They were
never observed to approach lethal temperatures of the occupants, even assuming
lethal limits to have been depressed several degrees by desiccation. Although non-

homing limpets often shift their roosting sites (Frank, 1964), they are never

found in "hot spots." This suggests that the observed distribution is due to be-

havioral selection of "safe" microsites by these species, as in Zone I Littorina

(Bock and Johnson, 1967), rather than to elimination of less tolerant limpets
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which wander into exposed locations. A. scabra is unique among the species ex-

amined, in that many individuals are restricted to the potentially most stressful

areas of the intertidal by their homing habit and resultant low mobility.

No temperatures above the lethal limit of A. scabra have been observed at

Bodega Head, but such temperatures much occur toward Cape San Lucas, Baja
California, the southern limit of this species' range (Fritchman, 1961). The fact

that A. scabra prefers horizontal surfaces (Haven, 1970) and does not avoid sites

fully exposed to the sun, suggests that in the southern portion of the geographical

range mortality due to extreme environmental temperatures may set the upper inter-

tidal distribution limit of this species. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that

heat death will be found to limit intertidal distributions of the other species even at

the southern range limits, in view of their ability to select tolerable microhabitats.

It seems more likely that they would simply select increasingly protected roosting
sites at lower latitudes. Geographical range limits in these species may be the

result of reproductive failure, either in adult gametogenesis or larval survival, as

concluded by Fritchman (1961) on the basis of gonad index cycles. Testing of this

hypothesis must await the development of culturing techniques for adults, larvae,

and settling stages of Acinaca, which has only begun (Kessel, 1964).

From the foregoing it is clear that high temperatures do not of themselves

limit the intertidal distributions of Acinaca on Bodega Head. Nevertheless, sev-

eral data implicate high temperatures as an important contributing factor. Ex-

ceptionally warm weather was associated with all of the limpet "kills" previously

reported (Orton, 1933; Hodgkin. 1959; Frank, 1965a; Sutherland, 1970), and

with most of those observed during the course of this study. Although small

Acinaca do not have lower lethal limits than their larger brethren, Davies (1970)
has reported that the small individuals of Patella reach the highest temperatures
in the field. It is the small Acinaca that seems most susceptible during "kills"

( Table VI ) .

One of the physical effects of increasing temperature is an increase in the vapor

pressure of fluids, and hence in evaporation rates. Desiccation rate of Patella

under laboratory conditions increases with decreased body size, and the same

relationship seems to hold for Acinaca- in the field (Table VI). In all cases of

"kills," deaths were observed in the high intertidal after two or more days of

warm weather. A hypothesis consistent with all of these data is that cumulative,

eventually lethal desiccation is the "limiting factor" determining the partitioning

of the intertidal by these five species of Acinaca. If this hypothesis is correct,

again two criteria should be satisfied. First, the limpets should show interspecific

differences in adaptation to drying conditions, permitting them to exist in micro-

habitats exhibiting differing degrees of desiccation potential. Secondly, desiccation

should be found to at least occasionally cause mortality in the field, thus restricting

ranges at different levels depending on the physiological tolerances. The first

criterion is satisfied, since differences exist in both desiccation rates and desicca-

tion tolerances. However, the second criterion is satisfied in only some of the

species on Bodega Head.

Desiccation rates of A. pelta and A. t. scutum are significantly higher than

those of the Zone I species under mildly drying conditions (Table V). A similar

pattern was found among British limpets by Davies (1969) ; high-shore Patella
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vulgata show lower desiccation rates than low-shore P. vulgata or P. aspera. Un-

fortunately actual rates cannot be compared between the two studies because Davies

exposed his limpets to dry, still air in desiccators, whereas moving air was used in

the present study. Increasing the severity of drying conditions causes a pro-

portionately greater increase in the rates of the Zone II Acmaea; under conditions

common in Zone I on warm days, Zone II limpets may desiccate up to 11 times

faster than Zone I limpets (Table V, column 2).

Three characteristics of the limpets were examined as possible mechanisms of

the interspecific differences in desiccation rates : body size, shell shape, and the

production of a mucus sheet between shell margin and rock. Size does appear
to be an important factor in intraspecific variation in desiccation rate. Small speci-

mens of A. digitalis are less tolerant of prolonged drying than are larger individuals

(Frank, 1965a) and smaller individuals of Patella vulgata and P. aspera have

higher rates (integrated evaporation-limited and diffusion-limited) of water loss

(Davies, 1969). Desiccation of limpets under constant conditions on Mylar discs

showed no clear relationship between size and diffusion-limited desiccation rate,

although small animals apparently do desiccate faster in the field (Table VI).
These data suggest that the size effect is most pronounced during the early

evaporation-limited (Fig. 2) drying of the surface and immediately underlying
tissues. In smaller limpets this involves a larger proportion of the total water;

consequently, its more rapid loss gives desiccation a "head start" and leads to

earlier mortality under prolonged exposure.

However, size differences and the attendant surface-volume relationships do

not account for the observed interspecific differences in desiccation rates. Acmaea

pelta and A. persona fall into roughly the same size range, yet have widely dis-

parate desiccation rates. On the other hand, A. digitalis and A. scabra are

smaller and thus have higher surface-to-volume ratios than A. pelta or A. t.

scutum, yet have much lower rates.

Shell shape is not the determining factor either. Acmaea testudinalis scutum

is considerably flatter than the other species, thus having a greater relative cir-

cumference, hence a longer aperture through which water vapor may escape, and

shows the highest desiccation rates (Table V). However, Acmaea persona and

A. pelta have virtually identical relative circumferences, yet A. pelta loses water

much more rapidly. Furthermore, even the greatest differences in shell circum-

ference (about 25%) are insufficient to account for the differences in desiccation

rate observed between Zone I and Zone- II limpets.

The ability to form a mucus sheet between shell margin and substrate (Fig. 3),

which occurs in the species with low desiccation rates, is by far the most

important adaptation. Removal of an intact sheet increases the desiccation rate by

approximately seven fold (Fig. 5), causing A. digitalis without its mucus sheet

to lose water at approximately the same rate as would A. pelta under the same

conditions (Table V). It appears that this single mechanism accounts for almost

the entire difference between desiccation rates of Zone I and Zone II limpets. It

is further indirect evidence of the adaptive value of the mucus sheet that the limpets
will repair one that has been damaged or obliterated, despite the short-term sacrifice

of considerable water. Acmaea digitalis replaced completely destroyed mucus sheets

up to five times, becoming incapable of doing so when more than 35% of the total

water had been lost.
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The mucus sheet lowers the desiccation rate of A. digitalis, which does not fit

the rock, to the same level shown by A. scabra having an almost perfect fit of

shell to rock (Table V; Fig. 5). Thus the effect of "homing" is not to give A.

scabra a much lower desiccation rate than possessed by any other species, as has

been suggested by Haven (1970). Thus the function, as well as the mechanism,
of this complex behavioral phenomenon have yet to be adequately explained, in

spite of copious research (Russell, 1907; Pieron, 1909; Wells, 1917; Orton, 1929;

Abe, 1940; Hewatt, 1940; Villee and Groody, 1940; Edelstam and Palmer, 1950;

Thorpe, 1963 (review); Funke, 1964; Galbraith, 1965; Cook, Bamford, Freeman
and Teideman, 1969; Thome, 1969). The homing habit restricts A. scabra to

the area within which it can forage and return to its homesite during a single tidal

immersion. In contrast, A. digitalis and A. persona do not require a homesite for

minimal desiccation rates, and A. digitalis is known to lead a more opportunistic

existence, moving with seasonal changes in food and exposure (Frank, 1965a).

If the reduction in mobility required by homing is a disadvantage, as seems logical,

it presumably must be balanced by some unique advantage. Many A. digitalis

which by virtue of their mucus sheets already have low desiccation rates, and a

few A. pelta, which do not, have been observed to home on Bodega Head.

This suggests that the advantage of homing may be primarily related not to desic-

cation but to some other environmental factor, e.g., dislodgement by wave impact
or injury by water-borne sand swept under the shell margin.

Adaptive differences are also evident in the desiccation tolerances of the five

species. Under mild desiccating conditions the Zone I limpets will tolerate loss

of about 80% of their total water, while the Zone II limpets will tolerate loss

of about 70%. Evaporative loss of such a large proportion of the total water

must have profound osmotic implications, unless the limpets have some means of

maintaining their internal concentration below that of the extra-corporeal water as

it becomes concentrated by evaporation. Regulation of blood concentration does not

occur; equilibration with solutions of high salinity is rapid (Fig. 8). An ability

to displace some excess electrolytes from the cells, by accumulating amino acids

or other organic solutes during hyperosmotic stress, exists in some molluscs (e.g.,

Tegula fwiebralis; Peterson and Duerr, 1969). Although in this study no analyses
of the intracellular fluid compartment were made, the absence of excess chloride

in the urine (Fig. 1) over that predicted for evaporation from an ideal salt solution

suggests that in Acmaea no such mechanism exists. This implies that concentra-

tion of the extra-corporeal water must result in a similar increase in electrolyte

concentration of the blood and even of the intracellular fluid.

If it is the osmotic effects of desiccation which are crucial, then the apparently
minor differences in desiccation tolerances from about 70% total water lost in

the Zone II species to about 80% in the Zone I species are not so minor. The
osmotic concentration of body fluids resulting from desiccation is not proportional
to the per cent water lost, but to the inverse of the per cent water remaining.

Hence, the internal osmotic concentrations corresponding to the lethal desiccation

limits (Table VII ) range from about 280-380% sea water for Zone II limpets
to 450-550% sea water for the Zone I limpets a substantial difference indeed.

The osmotic concentrations corresponding to desiccation tolerances are closely

paralleled by the osmotic tolerances determined by 5-hour immersion in hyperos-
motic solutions : Zone II limpets tolerate up to 400% sea water ; a majority of Zone I
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limpets survive up to 600% sea water. The slightly higher tolerances during
immersion are presumably due to the shorter exposure to osmotic stress 5 hours

during immersion vs. 1-8 days during the course of desiccation.

All of these limpets are remarkably tolerant of both desiccation and osmotic

extremes. Their desiccation tolerances are comparable to those of some chitons

(75% total water lost; Boyle, 1969). and are higher than those reported by
Davies (1969) for Patella (30-65%). The desiccation tolerances of Acuiaea are

among the highest recorded for any animals, including desert amphibians (60
r
/r

total water lost in Scaphiopus; Thorson and Svihla. 1943) and desert insects

(55% total water lost in tsetse flies; Bursell, 1959). The ability of larval chirono-

mids (Polypcdihtm vanderplanki from African desert rockpools) to survive com-

plete desiccation (Hinton, 1950) of course represents the ultimate in adaptation

along this line, but renders the tolerances of the essentially marine limpets only

slightly less impressive. The range of external, and hence internal and intracellular

concentrations tolerated by all five species 30% to 400% sea water is also ex-

tremely wide when compared with published tolerances of other euryhaline molluscs.

Among the hardiest are the intertidal estuarine mussel Modiolus (8.5-137% sea

water; Pierce, 1970); the intertidal pulmonate Siphonaria (31-230% sea water;

Allanson, 1958) ;
the intertidal chiton Sypharochiton (50-150% sea water; Boyle,

1969); and the ventricle-strip preparation from the mussel Mytilus (10-200%
sea water; Pilgrim, 1953). It must be borne in mind, however, that most of these

studies of osmotic tolerances involve extended exposures (e.g., 60 days; Pierce,

1970) ; the administration of fresh water or 400-600% sea water for such lengthy

periods would represent a highly unnatural situation. The possibility of extreme

osmotic fluctuations occurring during relatively short periods, as might happen in

exposed animals during tidal emersion, appears to have been overlooked. Thus,

with the exception of data for Sypharochiton (tolerates 75% total water lost,

equivalent to 400% sea water; Boyle, 1969) and Siphonaria (tolerates 225% sea

water for short periods; Allanson, 1958), few strictly comparable measurements of

osmotic tolerances are available for other molluscs.

In addition to the differences in absolute tolerances of desiccation and its os-

motic effects, there are differences in the duration of stressful conditions that the

limpets will survive. Acmaca digitalis, A, scabra, and A. persona under mildlv

drying conditions (18 C, 68% R.H., 1.4 m/sec airflow) survived up to eight

days. On the other hand, A. scutum experienced 100% mortality by the second

day of exposure to even less severe conditions, before high levels of desiccation had

been reached. Apparently the Zone II species will not tolerate drying conditions

for periods much in excess of 24 hours. -

Similarly, Zone I limpets will tolerate

400% sea water for several days, whereas Zone II limpets succumb within 22 hours

(Fig. 9).

The ability of the Zone I limpets, especially those of small size, to tolerate desic-

cation and its osmotic effects for such extended periods has been attributed to stores

of extra water held under the shell. The relative water-holding capacity of the

shell is larger in smaller limpets (Abe, 1931 ; Segal, 1956a) ; and water-holding

capacity or "extra-visceral space" is larger in high intertidal species of Acinaca,

or high-intertidal subsamples within species (Shotwell, 1950a; Segal, 1956a).

Segal and Dehnel (1962) found that removing the "extra-visceral water" (mantle-
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cavity water and voided urine, more accurately "extra-corporeal water") from

.-I. liniatiila before subjecting tlie limpets to desiccation in tbe field sligbtly acceler-

ated concentration of body fluids. However, tbe maximum difference between

concentrations in the experimental animals and the controls was only about \$ r
/c ,

and had virtually disappeared after four hours, when the blood concentrations of

both groups had not risen beyond 120% sea water. Segal and Dehnel concluded

from these data that the extra-corporeal water performs a significant function in

retarding desiccation. However, the transient delay in concentration of body fluids

appears to be a small difference compared with the duration of desiccation and

the levels of osmotic concentration which are likely to be stressful. Segal and

Dehnel's data show that A. liinatulu easily tolerates l50</< sea water for 48 hours,

and all five species of Acinaca in this study would tolerate 400 f
/r sea water for

the entire duration of Segal and Dehnel's desiccation experiment.

Segal ( 1956a ) and Segal and Dehnel ( 1962) refer to the extra-corporeal water

as though the limpets could expend this store before they were obliged to sacrifice

body water ; in such a compartmentalized situation the augmentation of the extra-

corporeal water might serve an important function in delaying concentration of

body fluids. However, it has been shown that there is no osmotic barrier between

the extra-corporeal water and body fluids (Fig. 7; Segal and Dehnel, 1962;

Webber and Dehnel, 1
C)6S). Therefore, it is not the amount of water stored in

the "extra-visceral space," but the total amount of water stored under the shell,

including body \vater, that is the significant measure of osmotic buffering ability.

Increases in water-holding capacity are significant only if they result in increased

water-holding. This is not the case in the Zone I species of Acinaca, which

actually retain a few per cent less water than A. pelta and A. t. scutum (Table

VIII). Neither do the small limpets hold relatively more water than the large ones

(Table VIII ). Observations show that, shell capacity notwithstanding, limpets ex-

pel or resorb most of the extra-corporeal water within the first few hours of desic-

cation under laboratory conditions. It therefore seems that "adaptive differences" in

water-holding capacity are a laboratory artifact and are unimportant in delaying the

desiccation of small or high-intertidal limpets. The observed differences in desic-

cation tolerance must therefore involve not morphological differences, but dif-

ferences in physiological adaptation to some potentially lethal effect of desiccation.

There is a striking parallel between desiccation tolerances and osmotic tol-

erances. However, the question remains whether evaporative concentration of

body fluids is what leads to death during desiccation, or whether some other effect

of desiccation supervenes. Accumulation of toxic anaerobic metabolites during ex-

posure, as may occur in the barnacle Chtliainalns (Barnes and Barnes, 1964). is

unlikely in Acmaca since the limpet continues to take up oxygen via the mantle

fold during exposure (Baldwin, 1968; Kingston, 1968). Work on other inter-

tidal molluscs suggests that such aerial respiration is common ; it may be lower

(Helm and Trueman, 1967; Lent, 1968; Paine, 1971) or higher than respira-
tion while submerged (Micallef and Bannister, 1967, Sandison, 1968) but is re-

duced as desiccation progresses (Sandison, 1966). Irreversible damage to the

respiratory surfaces by drying does not appear to be the direct cause of death,

since limpets observed to have dried, stiff integuments often survived. Nor does

lack of water as a biological solvent appear to be the cause of mortality as is ini-
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plied by McAlister and Fisher (1968) for the false limpet Siphonaria pectinata.

Immersion of limpets in hyperosmotic solutions causes much less dehydration than

does desiccation to the same internal concentration. Nevertheless, A. t. scutum

and A. pelta die after less than 1.5 days exposure to a solution gradually concen-

trated to 250% sea water, just as they do if a similar rise in internal concentration

is produced by desiccation with all of its attendant effects. The only stress

common to the two experimental regimes is high osmotic concentration. No
effects of desiccation, other than evaporative concentration, appear to cause death

of limpets during drying; on the other hand, effects of osmotic stress associated

with desiccation are sufficient to account for all desiccation-induced mortality. It

therefore seems clear that the mechanism by which desiccation causes death in

Acmaea is through concentration of the body fluids to lethal levels. The ability

of the Zone I limpets to withstand severe, prolonged desiccation is a result of

physiological adaptation to high electrolyte concentrations at the cellular level.

From the foregoing it is evident that interspecific differences in adaptation to

drying conditions permit the observed partitioning of the intertidal zone by
Acmaea. It is by virtue of their high desiccation tolerances, low desiccation

rates, and ability to endure being in a desiccated state (or under hyperosmotic

stress) for extended periods, that the Zone I limpets are able to exploit the other-

wise inaccessible resources of the high intertidal. Their different mechanisms for

achieving low desiccation rates dictate different life-styles. Acmaea scabra re-

quires a close-fitting "homesite" to prevent rapid water loss
; its foraging range is

therefore limited to the area within which it can feed and return during a single

tidal submersion about 6 hours at best (Sutherland, 1970). A. digitalis, due to

its ability to form the mucous diffusion barrier, is not dependent on a close fit

to the rock, and is free to lead a more opportunistic existence. It seems to be able

to outcompete A. scabra in most of Zone I (Haven, 1973), except in the most ex-

posed, sun-baked sites. A. scabra, unlike A. digitalis, does not avoid these areas

and, in part due to its adaptation to high temperatures, is able to exclusively exploit
them. A. persona uses a third strategy, moving and feeding during the hours of

darkness and hiding in crevices during the day ; presumbably this reduces competi-
tion with the other Zone I species in addition to lowering desiccation rates.

The Zone II limpets, however, do not have the physiological adaptations neces-

sary for existence in Zone I. They lose water many times as fast as would Zone I

limpets in similar circumstances (Table V) ;
in addition, they have lower tolerances

to desiccation and the resultant high internal osmotic concentrations (Table VII).
The result is that, under conditions common in Zone I (Table V, column 2) they
will reach their lethal limits in 6-10 hours. Furthermore, they are incapable of

surviving in a desiccated state, or in a correspondingly concentrated salt solution,

for more than 20-24 hours (Fig. 9). Thus, although this degree of adaptation
allows A. pelta and A. t. scutum to survive in Zone II where exposure never ex-

ceeds 19 hours (Sutherland, 1970), they cannot survive in Zone I, where ex-

posure may last up to 8 days. The upper range limits of these species may there-

fore be considered potentially limited by desiccation. However, they do not seem

to ever attempt to migrate upward until stopped by their physiological limitations.

No kills, or even near-lethal degrees of desiccation, have ever been observed in

A. pelta or A. t. scutum in the field. Apparently the upper range limits of these
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two species are not functionally determined by physical factors causing desiccation,

but by behavioral adaptations leading- to selection of physiologically tolerable

microsites.

On the other hand, desiccation mortality does appear to have important effects

on limpet populations in Zone I. Numerous specimens of A. scabra and A.

digitalis have been found dead in the field on several occasions, usually after periods
of unusually warm weather. Such kills seems to take a greater toll of small limpets

(Table VI), presumably due to the greater surface-to-volume ratio and resultant

higher initial rate of water loss. Characteristically, size distributions of limpets
and other molluscs in the high intertidal are heavily skewed toward older indi-

viduals (Das and Seshappa, 1948; Frank, 1965a; Sutherland, 1970). This may
very well be the result of higher desiccation mortality in smaller size classes, as

suggested by North (1954) and Boyle (1970).
In each kill the dead limpets were found only at the upper limits of the

species' intertidal ranges. The most extensive kill observed during the course of

this study (11 August 1971) was preceded, not by heat, but by cool, foggy, almost

windless weather. The sea had been exceptionally calm, and areas which nor-

mally receive abundant spray had been left dry for at least a week. Hundreds
of limpets up to 11 years old (estimated from calculated growth curves in Frank,

1965b, and Sutherland, 1970) were eliminated from the upper reaches of these

areas. Similar kills have eliminated limpet populations from high Zone I areas

elsewhere on Bodega Head (Sutherland, 1970) as well as on Oregon (Frank,

1965a) and British coasts (Orton, 1933). Kills of A. persona have not been

observed, possibly due to the scarcity of this species in the study area. However,
desiccation-induced mortality obviously does set the upper range limits of A. digi-

talis and A. scabra on Bodega Head.

This brings us full circle to the question, "Do physical environmental conditions

limit the ranges of animal populations?" Clearly they do in some cases. The

physiological adaptations of A. digitalis and A. scabra to desiccating conditions

permit their exploitation of Zone I, and desiccation mortality sets the upper limit

of their ranges. However, it is equally clear that physical environmental conditions

do not limit ranges in some other cases. Upper range limits of two otherwise

very similar species, A. pelta and A. t. scutum, are determined by their be-

havior, not desiccation mortality.

As so often happens, one set of answers has led to another question : "Under
what circumstances are physical factors likely to limit the ranges of animal

populations?" It seems logical that animals which live in marginal habitats and
are frequently pressed to the limits of their physiological endurance must expend
a greater proportion of their energy coping with the environment, and in addition

will not be able to compete effectively with similar animals physiologically better

adapted to that habitat. The result is a decrease in the energy available for

reproduction. Animals which are pressed beyond their physiological limits die.

and of course lose all of their reproductive potential.

Natural selection, favoring traits increasing reproductive success, would be ex-

pected to exert pressures for both maximizing energy acquisition and minimizing

mortality (the latter especially in limpets, where reproductive output increases

markedly with increasing size and age). The result is a balance between selection
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for exploitation of new resources by range extension, and selection for decreased

risk of mortality by avoidance of marginally suitable range. Where the range

overlaps with those of competing organisms, there is little energy to be gained by
range expansion ; the competing organisms presumably have a physiological ad-

vantage in that portion of the habitat. Under these conditions the balance of

selection would be expected to favor behavioral adaptations resulting in occupa-
tion of physiologically more suitable portions of the range. However, where the

habitat at and beyond the range limit of the species contains a resource unexploitecl

by competing organisms, and opportunistic utilization of this resource increases

reproductive success sufficiently to offset the risk of death, the balance of selec-

tion pressure will be shifted, from favoring stress avoidance to favoring range

expansion.

This leads to the hypothesis that most species should be expected to be limited

behaviorally, or by competition, to a range narrower than that in which their

physiological tolerances would permit survival. Only those species whose range
borders on an exploited resource might be expected to have extended their ranges
to the limits of their physiological tolerances, and to be prevented from expanding
them further by catastrophic mortality caused by physical factors. This hypothesis
is supported by the data for Acmaea. The Zone II limpets Acmaea pelta and A. t.

scutum are flanked above and below by other herbivorous gastropods, and do

not appear to be limited by physical factors. On the other hand, the Zone I limpets
A. digitalis and A. persona are flanked above in seep areas by a thick algal carpet,

and appear to be exploiting this resource to the limit of their hypo-osmotic tol-

erances. In the remainder of the intertidal, A. digitalis and A. scabra are

flanked above by a visible algal film and virtually no competitors ; here they are

limited by physical environmental factors causing desiccation.
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Ruibal for awakening my interest in the problem. Dr. William Hamner III and
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assistance, and Mrs. Emily Reid prepared many of the figures. Finally, I must

give thanks for my wife. Dr. Donna Lee Wolcott, without whose help in scientific,
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SUMMARY

1. This study tests the hypothesis that physical factors limit the ranges of five

species of limpets (Acmaea} inhabiting the splash zone (Zone I) and upper mid-

tidal (Zone II) of the Central California rocky shore. Two criteria are considered

necessary to establish the hypothesis. First, interspecific differences in adapta-
tion to physical factors must permit exploitation of different portions of the inter-

tidal gradient. Secondly, physical conditions, by occasionally causing mortality,
must set the limits of ranges at different levels depending upon the interspecific

differences in physiological tolerances.
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2. Dilution by winter rainwater runoff probably presents no osmotic threat

to Acmaea. No pronounced differences are evident in either resistance to or

tolerance of dilution. All five species tolerate immersion in fresh water for

periods in excess of the maximum exposure expected in nature. Under exceptional
circumstances some Zone I limpets may experience entrapment and lethal dilution

in fresh water seeps.

3. Interspecific differences in tolerance to high temperatures are clearly cor-

related with solar heating occurring in the species' natural microhabitats. Thermal
tolerances show no pronounced seasonal acclimation or intraspecific variation in

limpets from different zones.

4. During three years, maximum field temperatures never exceeded the thermal

tolerance of any of the limpets. Furthermore, all of the species tested, with the

exception of J. scabra, seem to avoid maximally exposed microhabitats. It is

concluded that high temperatures do not of themselves limit distributions of these

limpets, but contribute to desiccation.

5. The Zone I limpets show higher desiccation tolerances and will tolerate

drying conditions much longer than Zone II limpets. The limpets have no

mechanism for avoiding the osmotic effects of desiccation
;
as expected, the Zone I

limpets also have higher tolerances to hyperosmotic solutions and will tolerate ele-

vated concentrations longer than will Zone II limpets.

6. Tolerances of desiccation and of hyperosmotic solutions in all 5 species are

extremely high, ranging from about 70 r
/c to about 82% total water lost, and from

400% to 600% sea water.

7. Mortality during desiccation can be attributed entirely to the concentration

of internal fluids resulting from evaporative water loss. Contrary to earlier

reports, there are no increased water reserves in Zone I limpets. Thus high desic-

cation tolerances depend on adaptation to high electrolyte concentrations at the

cellular level.

8. Desiccation rates of Zone I limpets are as low as YO those of Zone II

limpets. The reduction is due almost entirely to a mucous diffusion barrier pro-

duced between the shell margin of Zone I species and the substratum. Non-
"
homing" A. digitalis, by virtue of the mucus sheet, have the same desiccation

rate as "homing" A. scabra, suggesting that the principal advantage of homing

may not be desiccation resistance alone.

9. Environmental conditions in Zone I exceed tolerances of the Zone II limpet

species, and therefore potentially limit their ranges. However, behavioral adapta-
tions apparently prevent upward migration and occupation of potentially lethal

microhabitats. Hence, although differences in adaptation to drying conditions

exist, the second criterion is not satisfied, and desiccation is not considered limit-

ing for Zone II Acmaea.

10. The greater adaptation of Zone. I limpets to drying conditions permits their

exploitation of the high intertidal. Furthermore, desiccation does kill A. digitalis

and A. scabra high in Zone I, especially small individuals, during periods of

unusually warm weather or reduced splash. Thus, desiccation mortality does

limit upper ends of intertidal ranges and apparently influences age structure in

populations of these species.

1 1 . The hypothesis is advanced that in general, range limits of animal popula-
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tions should not be expected to be limited by physical factors, but by behavior,

competition, or some other biotic factor. Only where the range borders on an tin-

exploited resource would selection pressure favor range expansion to the limits of

physiological tolerances. The data presented for Acinaca support this hypothesis:
the Zone II species, with ranges overlapping those of the Zone I limpets above, are

limited by behavior
;
the Zone I species, bordered above by a visible algal film, are

limited by desiccation.
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Properties of flic </ating currents of sodium channels. CLAY M. ARMSTRONG AND
FRANCISCO BEZANILLA.

Charged gating structures of the sodium channels move after changes of the membrane po-

tential (Vm ), opening the sodium channels and in the process causing measurable "gating
currents." We have studied these currents (after eliminating ionic current) and we describe

here some of their properties and evidence linking them to the sodium channels. Preceding
and overlapping the turn-on of gx a there is an outward gating current that decays approximately

exponentially. The rate constant is about 3 msec"1
at Vm = mV, and 6 msec"1

at 60 mV
(2 C) ; i.e.. kinetics are faster at more positive Vm . At the end of the pulse there is an inward

current as the gating structures close. Gating current and sodium current have the same rate

constant at pulse-end. This forces us to conclude that gx a is not governed by several inde-

pendent gating particles as it is in the m3 formulation of Hodgkin and Huxley. (If gating
currents were due to the movement of charged m particles, gNn would decay three times faster

than the gating current.) Inactivation of gx does not affect the gating current at pulse-end:

amplitude is almost the same after a 1 msec or a 3 msec pulse. Tetrodotoxin does not alter

the gating currents, but they are reversibly inhibited by two procedures that block gN- a . These
are steady depolarization for a few minutes

;
and the addition of 10 tmr ZnCl 2 to the internal

perfusate (see the abstract by Begenisich and Lynch). For large depolarizations there is a

small and slow component of gating current that we tentatively identify with gating of the

K channels.

Dark adaptation of lobster. STEPHEN N. BARNES AND TIMOTHY H. GOLDSMITH.

Dark adaptation of the lobster (Hoinarns) was measured, using the electroretinogram

(ERG), which in decapod Crustacea is dominated by receptor potentials. Animals were im-

mobilized in an aerated sea water bath which could be maintained at any desired temperature
between 1 C and ambient. Temperature of the eye followed the bath to within 1-2 C and

could be regulated to within a fraction of a degree. The animal was kept at least 2 hours in

the dark at the experimental temperature before measurements began. Light adaptation was
effected with a single intense white strobe flash, which converts as much as 78% of the rhodopsin
to metarhodopsin. Migration of screening pigment could not be detected at 4 C nor during
the first 10 minutes after a flash at room temperature. Changes in threshold were calculated

from responses to test flashes during recovery, by referring to a response-energy function mea-
sured in the dark-adapted state.

To test whether photons absorbed by metarhodopsin have a physiological effect, test flashes

were alternately blue (473 nm) and green (540 nm), wavelengths that aiv absorbed to different

extents by metarhodopsin but about equally by rhodopsin. If, for example, rhodopsin and

metarhodopsin were equally effective in excitation, displacement of sensitivity by the adapting
flash should be 0.3 log units greater for the green test light than for the blue. The dark adapta-
tion curves generated by these test flashes were identical, however, indicating that the spectral

423
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sensitivity of the eye was not altered by the adapting flash and that light absorbed by meta-

rhodopsin does not excite or inhibit the receptor.

The course of dark adaptation was the same at 10, 15, and 20 C. Threshold was raised

more than 1.3 log units by the adapting flash; it returned to within 0.5 log units in 2 minutes.

At 5 C, on the other hand, dark adaption was much slower, returning to 0.5 log units in 12

minutes.

Supported by USPHS grant EY-00222 and a postdoctoral fellowship to S. N. B.

Reversible blockage of ionic currents by internal Zn. TED BEGENISICH AND CARL
LYNCH.

Squid giant axons were voltage-clamped and internally perfused with solutions containing
the divalent cation Zn. The peak early current (I,,) was reversibly reduced by 10 mM Zn to

10% of its original value with no increase in leakage current. The steady-state current (I ss )

at first appeared to be even further depressed but upon subsequent examination using 1 mM Zn,

it was found that I ss was much slower. That is, the half-time of rise of I ss (tj) was increased

by about a factor of five in 1 mM Zn. This effect was reversible.

Observations on current-clamped axons showed that internal Zn causes a reversible de-

polarization of the membrane potential. This may be due to an increase in the ratio of resting

sodium and potassium permeabilities, as indicated by changing the external sodium concentration

and by application of TTX.
The slowing effect on I ss seen in voltage-clamped axons could be observed with Zn con-

centrations as low as 50 /*M, and with either fluoride or glutamate as the internal anion.

Hyperpolarizing prepulses caused a decrease in t; in Zn treated axons in contrast to the usual

increase in tj in the absence of Zn.

Experiments by Francisco Bezanilla and Clay Armstrong have shown that Zn acts by

reversibly interfering with the gating currents of excitable channels.

Effects of algal extracellular products on marine bacteria. WAYNE BELL AND
RALPH MITCHELL.

During log phase growth in the presence of
14
C-bicarbonate, the diatom Skeletonema

costatum (SKEL) released 7-8% of its total photosynthate as extracellular C. When inoc-

ulated into a radioactive filtrate from a SKEL culture containing 620 MgC/1, two marine bac-

terial isolates showed a 40-fold difference in ability to take up labelled extracellular products :

0.4 jugC/1/hr for isolate 7697 fa spirillum) and 16 (itgC/1/hr for isolate HNY (a pseudomonad)
for populations of 10

s
cells/ml. These divergent uptake rates were then used in examining the

behavior of the bacteria in SKEL cultures. In algal batch culture, HNY grew throughout the

SKEL growth curve, while isolate 7697 showed a drop in population during algal log phase,

recovering only late in stationary phase where algal cell lysis was obvious. In algal continuous

culture, HNY rapidly increased to attain a steady state of 4000 X 10
4

cells/ml, but washed out

to a steady state of 50 X 10* cells/ml in the absence of SKEL. Under the same conditions,

viable cells of 7697 decreased from an inoculum of over 10T
cells/ml at a rate much greater than

the dilution rate, finally recovering to a steady state of only 20 X 10* cells/ml, the same as

attained by controls cultured in the absence of SKEL. Since the data suggest marine bacteria

differ in their ability to respond to the extracellular products, developing algal blooms may be

accompanied by a physiologically specific "phycosphere" bacteria flora, while broad-spectrum
stimulation of microbial activity should be restricted to periods of bloom decomposition when

organics are released by lysing algal cells.

This work was supported in part by a grant from the E.P.A. to Harvard University.

Directionality of assembly of chick brain titbnlin onto sea urchin flagella micro-

tubules. LESTER I. BINDER AND JOEL L. ROSENBAUM.

Earlier studies in our laboratory on flagellar regeneration in Chlamydomonas showed that

the flagella elongated by the addition of material to their distal (tip) ends. Here, studies are

reported on the directionality of microtubule assembly in vitro when pieces of sea urchin sperm
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axonemes were used as "seeds" for the assembly of chick brain tubulin. Chick brain tubulin

subunits were purified by assembly at 37 C and dis-assembly at 4 C using the methods de-

scribed by Weisenberg (1972, Science, 177: 1104) for the assembly of rat brain microtubules

in vitro. Sea urchin axonemes were isolated by modifications of methods published by Gibbons

(1972, J. Cell Biol., 54 : 75). When the tubulin subunits were incubated with pieces of axonemes
in the presence of EGTA, GTP and Mg, negative staining and electron microscopy showed that

neurotubules had assembled onto the A and central tubules and to a limited extent onto the

B tubules of the axonemes. Neurotubules assembled onto both ends of the axoneme, although

assembly onto the distal end was much faster than that onto the proximal end at any given
subunit concentration. Furthermore, we were able to show that the rate and amount of neuro-

tubule assembly onto each end were dependent on subunit concentration. Thus, the brain tubulin

concentration could be lowered to the point where assembly occurred only onto the distal end of

the axoneme; at higher subunit concentrations, assembly occurred onto both ends. The neuro-

tubules were differentiated from the flagellar tubules by their dissociability with cold or calcium

treatments, their differential staining with uranyl acetate, and because the neurotubules became
several times longer than the pieces of axonemes. The results show that the tubulin assembly
sites are conserved between organisms (sea urchin, chicken). Also, the uni-directionality of

assembly seen during flagellar regeneration in vivo (distal growth) is not adhered to during

assembly of this heterologous system in vitro where, at high subunit concentrations, assembly
was bi-directional.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Training Program
at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH grant 5-T01-HD-00026-12).

Conditions for attachment of single cells released from mechanically-disrupted
thalli of Prasiola stipitata Suhr. SCOTT E. BINGHAM AND JEROME A. SCHIFF.

Single cells released from thalli of Prasiola stipitata Suhr by hand homogenization attach

to substrates by secreting a mucilagenous material and, through successive divisions, eventually

develop into new plants. The proportion of cells which finally attach approaches 100% when
cell concentrations are below 6.0 X 10

5

cells/ml ; above this concentration the rate decreases

rapidly with increasing cell number due, at least in part, to cell clumping. At optimal concen-

trations in the dark, attachment is dependent on temperature ;
at 4 C the attachment rate is

virtually zero while at 23 the number attached approaches 100% within 24 hours. In the light

attachment is much less temperature dependent, good attachment being achieved at 4
C

. Treat-

ment with 10~
5 M DCMU, an inhibitor of photosynthesis, reduces the attachment rate at 4 in

the light to that found in the dark at the same temperature. Thus energy from either photo-

synthesis or respiration can be utilized for attachment. Treatment with cycloheximide or

chloramphenicol (0.5 g/1) added at the beginning of the attachment assay allows only 40-50%
attachment. Preincubation with cycloheximide for 12 hours at 4 in darkness inhibits attach-

ment nearly completely when such cells with antibiotic are placed in the light. The same ex-

periment with chloramphenicol results in a 40-75% inhibition of attachment. Thus protein

synthesis seems to be required for attachment to proceed and preincubation with cycloheximide
is necessary to avoid an escape from the antibiotic action during initial hours of attachment.

Cells obtained from plants collected from Manomet in June and Nobska and Penikese in late

July completed attachment within 15 hours while mid-July Manomet material began attachment

only after 20 hours and took 28-30 hours to complete it.

This work was supported by grants GB-37149X and GB-25920 from NSF and GM-14595
from NIH.

Some chemical and physical properties of Fundulus hemoglobins. THOMAS A.

BORGESE, JOSEPH M. DUVA AND DENNIS POWERS.

Preparative column and analytical disc-gel electrophoresis were used to investigate some of

the properties of hemoglobin from the killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus. The purity of column

separated hemoglobins, (I to IV, in order of increasing anodal mobility), concentrated by

passage through Sephadex G-25, was established by re-electrophoresis on acrylamide disc-gels.

Sedimentation velocity studies on fresh, unfractionated hemoglobin and hemoglobins II and III
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show a single peak with a sedimentation coefficient of 4.23 corresponding to a hemoglobin
tetramer with a molecular weight of approximately 65,000. Storage of hemoglobin III at

4 C results in the appearance of at least two peaks with sedimentation coefficients of 11.89 and
4.34 for the heavier and lighter components, respectively, and suggests varying degrees of

aggregation of the hemoglobin tetramer. Electrophoresis of stored, isolated hemoglobins shows
that a mixture of hemoglobins II and III can give rise to all four hemoglobins as judged from
their electrophoretic mobilities and provides evidence for dissociation and recombination of the

hemoglobin chains. Globin chain analysis of unfractionated hemoglobin indicates the presence
of three chains, A, B and C. Chain A is common to all hemoglobins, is the fastest moving
cathodal component at pH 2.5 and is usually present in the highest proportion. The dispropor-
tionate amount of chain A suggests a remote possibility that it may consist of two or more
similar chains unresolved by the present technique of gel electrophoresis. Hemoglobins I and

IV consist of chains AB and AC, respectively, while hemoglobins II and III contain chains A,
B and C with the proportion of B to C reversed in these two hemoglobins. The in vivo ad-

ministration of iron-59 to single killifish shows a differential rate of incorporation into hemo-

globin. The highest specific activity is associated with hemoglobin I after 22 hours or 8 days
at 22 C. This labelling pattern is not changed after 24 hours at 5 C for cold-adapted fish.

Supported by an NSF Institutional Grant to Lehman College-CUNY (T. A. B.), a grant
from the Lehman College Association (J. M. D.) and NSF Grant GB 37548 and Electric Power
Research Institute Grant #P407901 (D. P.) and NIH grants (GM00265-15) to the physiology
course at MBL.

Bioluminescent characteristics oj the ophiuroid, Ophiopsila californica. PAUL H
BREHM, JAMES G. MORIN AND GEORGE T. REYNOLDS.

The spatial distribution of luminescent effectors was determined in Ophiopsila californica,

a southern California ophiuroid, using image intensification techniques. The disc lacks lumines-

cent capability except for (1) the oral spines present in the ambulacra and (2) the radial shields

which are luminescent in some individuals. All arm segments show identical distribution of

luminescence. Specific arm parts were surgically isolated from the arm and then tested for

luminescence under image intensification by (1; electrical stimulation or (2) adding isotonic

potassium chloride. These techniques revealed that all spines are luminescent with the ventral-

most pair producing the most light. In all cases the entire spine is capable of light emission

but the base is considerably brighter than the tip. Both the large and small tentacular scales

luminesce. The smaller tentacular scale is almost entirely luminescent, while the larger scale

shows uniform luminescence only at the basal third with fine channels showing propagated
luminescence to about midway up the scale. The ventral and lateral plates are capable of

uniform luminescence over their entire surface. The dorsal plates are not luminescent. The
net result of this distribution of luminescence is a greater intensity of luminescence from the

oral side of the arm than the aboral side. The tube feet, arm musculature and vertebral ossicles

are not luminescent.

The luminescence is complexly controlled by neural propagation along the arms. Variable

conduction velocities, backing and filling of luminescent sites along the arm, and the distinct

capacity for sites within and between segments to fire independently makes physiological anal-

ysis difficult. Alternating pigmented bands along the arms are associated with different thresh-

olds of luminescence
;
tan bands having a lower threshold than brown bands. Luminescence

frequently occurs from the spines and plates along one side of the arm while the other side

remains dark. This observation suggests that distinct tracts innervate contralateral sides of the

arm separately from one another.

By spectroscopic techniques coupled to image intensification the luminescent emission spec-

trum was determined to be broad with (1) a range from about 460 nm to about 600 nm, (2) a

peak emission between 525 and 530 nm, and (3) a shoulder at about 485 nm.

Ecological aspects of photoheterotrophic and heterotrophic growth on amino acids.

LINDA BREWER AND JANE GIBSON.

The algal mat at Sippewisset Marsh near Woods Hole, composed of intensely colored layers

of photosynthetic bacteria underlying a dense mat of blue-greens, provides an ideal habitat for
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the investigation of possible nutritional relationships between marine strains of these two types
of procaryote. Since blue-greens are known to release both ainino acids and small peptides into

the medium, utilization of ainino acids as a sole source of carbon for anaerobic growth of bac-

teria was investigated by liquid enrichment culture and direct plating of dilutions on solid media.

Liquid enrichments gave rise to a succession of bacterial types, in which small motile bac-

teria preceded the development of pigmented photosynthetic organisms. In direct plating, no

pigmented colonies developed, but heterotrophic organisms were found in greater numbers near

the algal mat than in the lower layers. In a total of 7 isolates of photosynthetic bacteria only
one grew in amino acid medium. These results suggested that the action of heterotrophic bac-

teria was necessary in order to make the amino acids medium suitable for growth of photo-

synthetic types. This possibility was tested by inoculating these 7 photosynthetic isolates into

tubes of medium which had first been used for growth of the heterotrophic organisms and then

passed through a membrane filter. All photosynthetic organisms grew in this medium. In

addition, a mineral salts medium which did not permit growth of bacterial isolates when
freshly prepared, did support the development of the heterotrophic, but not the photosynthetic,

organisms after Oscillatoria had been growing in the medium and removed by filtration. These
results indicate that materials leaked during the growth of the blue-green algae can support the

growth of heterotrophic, but not photosynthetic, isolates from the marsh, and that the activity
of heterotrophic anaerobes can make an amino acid medium, in itself unsuitable for photosyn-
thetic isolates, acceptable for their growth. Photosynthetic bacteria in the mat may therefore

be indirectly stimulated by leakage products from the algae, but more complex growth experi-
ments are necessary to test this hypothesis.

Isolation of a dynein-like protein associated with brain microtubules. ROY G.

BURNS AND THOMAS D. POLLARD.

Dogfish brain contains a high molecular weight polypeptide which comigrates on SDS-
polyacrylamide gels with the larger of the two dyneins, the microtubule-associated ATPase of

sperm tail flagella. Extrapolation of plots of 8 reduced and alkylated protein standards (20,000-

200,000 dalton range) or plots of unreduced polymers of myosin, gamma globulin and BSA
indicate that the subunit molecular weight of the brain protein and the larger flagellar dynein
is 380,000, while that of the smaller flagellar dynein is 360,000. The brain component is <\%
of the total protein. On fractionation of a 100,000 g supernatant on a 4% agarose column there

are several peaks of Mg++ATPase activity in the high molecular weight range. One peak
(Kd = 0.3, Stokes radius about 12 nm, like a fraction of Spisitla sperm dynein) is enriched with
the 380,000 dalton protein (4%), but also contains 34% tubulin.

Intact microtubules isolated in hexylene glycol have a Mg++ATPase activity of about
1 jumole Pi-miir'-mg'

1
. A similar activity (2 /unoles Prmiir'-mg"

1

) is associated with micro-
tubules reassembled in vitro following warming to 25 C and pelleting the reassembled micro-
tubules. Less ATPase is pelleted if microtubule assembly is inhibited with calcium or colchicine.

About 50% of the ATPase activity is lost on dissociation of the microtubules with 0.5 M KC1
or cold treatment. This suggests that the microtubule-associated ATPase activity is partially

dependent upon the integrity of the microtubules. Gel filtration (4% agarose, 4 C) of the

dissociated microtubules separates the residual ATPase activity (Kd = 0) from tubulin. The
ATPase fraction is enriched in polypeptides with molecular weights of 80,000, 140,000 and

170,000. The fraction which elutes at Kd = 0.3 has little or no ATPase activity, but is en-

riched in the 380,000 dalton protein (36%, representing a 100 fold purification), contaminated
with an equal amount of tubulin and several other proteins.

Supported by NIH grants (GM 00265-15) to the Physiology Course and (GM 19o54) to

Dr. Pollard and a Royal Society Travel Fellowship to Dr. Burns.

Behavioral analysis of visual communication in the firefly Photinus greeni. JAMES
CASE AND JOHN BUCK.

In courtship the male of P. grccni emits flashes in pairs about 1400 msec apart at 22.
After the second flash of each pair the female gives a single flash of about 900 msec latency.
The critical element in this communication system is the timing of the flashes. We have taken

advantage of this simple code to measure the visual sensitivity of the female as \vell as other
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aspects of her behavior that influence the efficiency of communication. The threshold of dark-

adapted females to 250 msec flashes of light from a Sylvania glow modulator tube is 8 X 10"
u

/j.W cm~* for immobilized females forced to look directly at the signal vs. 8 X 10~
10

for females

free to assume random body orientations. Peak light emission by males was 9 X 10~
3
juW cm~-

(560 nm) and by females was 4 X 10"
4
. From these data and the dimensions of the female's

eye we estimate the effective visual communication range to be of the order of 5 m, which is

compatible with held observations. The female responds normally to a flash pair irrespective
of whether the two flashes are delivered exclusively to the same eye or to both eyes serially.

She senses the direction of the male's signal from the direction of the second flash of the pair
and reacts by turning her light organ in that direction about 200 msec before flashing. She is,

however, unable to discriminate directionally between signal pairs, as evidenced by the inhibitory
effect of a single out-of-phase flash to one eye while the other receives a normal signal pair.

This firefly is thus a useful object for behavioral analysis of the insect visual system since

it responds unequivocally to any properly timed signal pair, and at very low intensities.

J. F. C. was supported by an N.S.F. grant.

Electron microscopic study on membrane junctions oj Arbacia punctulata blas-

tomeres. DONALD C. CHANG AND BJORN A. AFZELIUS.

Membrane junctions in early embryos of American sea urchin, Arbacia punctulata, were
studied by electron microscopy. The cells were found to be connected by septate junctions
from the four-cell stage on. These junctions were located at the external end of the inter-

cellular boundaries and thus close to the hyaline layer. Unlike those found in some adult

epithelia, these septate junctions are narrow and composed of only two to five septa (60 A
thick and 200 A wide). Earlier studies have revealed similar kinds of septate junctions in other

species of sea urchins but only in later stages of development (late blastula or gastrula).

The physiological function of the septate junction can be one or more of the following:

(1) Adhesion: the cells of the normal sea urchin embryo are held together by the fertilization

membrane, the hyaline layer and possibly by cell junctions. As the blastomeres can be freed

of fertilization membrane and hyaline layer and still retain their mutual connections, the septate

junctions may function in cell adhesion. (2) Intercellular communication: it has been proposed
that cells communicate through the septate junctions. No electrical coupling has, however,
been found until at the 32-cell stage in the echinoderm embryo. The existence of septate junc-
tions may thus not correlate with the onset of electrical communication. (3) Sealing: it can be

inferred from the present data that septate junctions form a continuous band which covers the

external openings of the intercellular space. This leads us to speculate that the intercellular

fluid of the early embryo may be different from and sealed off from the external sea water.

The sealing by the septate junctions then enables the embryo to establish and regulate its own
environment and provides a pathway via which the cells can communicate by chemical means.

The most important function of the septate junction may be that of sealing.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Research Training

Program at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH 5-T01-HD00026-12).

Environmental adaptation oj Fundulus heteroclitus muscle and liver lactate de-

hydrogenase. VERNON CLARK AND DENNIS A. POWERS.

Recent experiments have raised the possibility of comparing allotype kinetics as a function

of environmental adaptation. However, one wonders how much molecular adaptation is the

result of quantitative substrate or enzyme changes. We have adapted fish to 5, 10, 20 and

30 and shown that the quantities of lactate, glycogen and lactate dehydrogenase do not change
with environmental temperature. However, pyruvate, glucose and ATP pools do change sig-

nificantly. The kinetics of the enzymes suggest that molecular adaptation as well as allelic

competition is a function of environmental temperature and influenced directly by the structural

and functional properties of the enzymes.

Support was provided by: NSF grant #GB37548 and an Electric Power Research Institute

grant #P407901 and NIH grant (GM00265-15) to the physiology course at MBL.
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Evidence of 1-methyladenine synthesis by isolated starfish ovarian follicle cells

in vitro. J. G. CLOUD AND A. W. SCHUETZ.

Previous studies have implicated ovarian follicular cells of the starfish as a source and site

of synthesis of a meiosis inducing substance (1-methyladenine). The capacity of isolated

follicle cells to synthesize 1-methyladenine in vitro was investigated with the use of radioactive

precursor (
3

H-methylmethionine). Detachment of follicle cells from oocytes was accomplished
after mincing ovaries in calcium free sea water. Follicle cells were separated from oocytes

and concentrated by differential centrifugation. Isolated follicle cells (0.5-1.0 g equivalents of

ovarian tissue) were incubated in 2 ml of artificial sea water containing isotope. A rapid and

concentration dependent uptake of radioactively labeled methionine by the follicle cells occurred

in vitro. The amount of radioactivity retained by the follicle cells was less when calcium ions

were present in the incubation mixture. Following incubation, follicle cells were removed and

the supernatant was fractionated by means of gel filtration (Sephadex G-25-150). A peak of

radioactivity, separate from methionine, was isolated from the supernatant which co-chromato-

graphed with authentic radioactive 1-methyladenine and non-radioactive carrier 1-methyladenine
as detected by bioassay. Increased amounts of the second component were observed when
follicle cells were also exposed to starfish radial nerve factor. Radioactivity was also localized

in the 1-methyladenine region when sH-adenine was incubated with follicle cells. The amount
of radioactivity incorporated into the region of 1-methyladenine appeared to decrease during the

course of the breeding season. The data suggest that ovarian follicle cells are viable and

capable of synthesizing 1-methyladenine from methionine under in vitro conditions.

Research supported by a grant from the Population Council.

Calcium electrogenesis in skate electroreceptors. W. T. CLUSIN AND M. V. L.

BENNETT.

Skate ampullary electroreceptors have two faces which are non-isopotential because they

are part of a high resistance epithelium. The lumenal membrane produces action potentials

which passively depolarize the basilar, secretory, membrane causing synaptic transmitter re-

lease. The secretory membrane is normally inexcitable. By electrically isolating the two

surfaces of the ampulla, it is possible to synchronize the receptor action potentials so that true

transmembrane potential changes can be recorded with extracellular electrodes. Using this

technique we have obtained evidence that the lumenal membrane action potential is calcium-

dependent. We have also demonstrated that the secretory membrane can be made to produce
calcium action potentials when its delayed rectification is abolished by pharmacological antag-

onists. The lumenal membrane action potential has a duration of 100 msec and is associated

with a conductance increase across the ampullary epithelium. It is insensitive to 10 /HM TTX,
but is abolished by Co**. The secretory membrane produces action potentials only when it is

exposed to high extracellular concentrations of Ca++
,
Ba++

,
or Sr'

1
"
1

'. When Ca++
is used, TEA

must be added, presumably to antagonize the potassium conductance. Like the physiological

response, the secretory action potential is associated with a conductance increase across the

epithelium. It may be evoked directly, by currents that depolarize the secretory membrane,
or indirectly, by exciting the lumenal membrane. The presynaptic action potential is strictly

analogous to calcium electrogenesis in squid giant synapse as described by Katz and Miledi.

It is associated with a prolonged PSP in the nerve and is abolished by concentrations of Mn++
,

Co4"1
"

or La+ *+
sufficient to block transmitter release. Applying these antagonists to the pre-

synaptic membrane does not affect the Ca++ action potential in the lumenal face. This experi-

ment supports the notion that only calcium channels near the synapse are involved in trans-

mission.

W. T. C. is an NIH pre-doctoral trainee.

Changes in fluorescence of a squid giant a.von during excitation, a demonstration.

L. B. COHEN, B. M. SALZBERG AND H. V. DAVILA.

Changes in the fluorescence of a merocyanine dye bound to the axon were demonstrated.

The fluorescence changes were potential dependent and provide a promising method for measur-

ing membrane potential in the absence of electrodes.
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Supported by grant number NS 08437 from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases
and Stroke.

Isolation of Arbacia sperm antigens important in fertilisation. CHRISTOPHER T.
CORDLE AND CHARLES B. MfcTZ.

Rabbit antisera inhibit the fertilizing capacity of Arbacia sperm. Such inhibition is not

exclusively dependent upon the antisera's sperm agglutinating activity since papain digested
non-aggluting antibody (Fab fragment) also inhibits the fertilizing capacity of the sperm. It

evidently results from blocking one or more essential antigens.
Extracts of whole washed Arbacia sperm prepared by repeated freeze-thawing were ex-

amined for such antigens. The extracts were centrifuged at 80,000 X g for 40 min. The super-
natant neutralized the fertilization inhibiting action of univalent antibody. This indicated one
or more soluble "fertilization antigens" in the extract. Immunoelectrophoresis indicated that

most of the antigenic material had a net negative charge.
The extract was fractionated using DEAE cellulose columns (DEAE in 0.01 M phosphate

pH 7.5 with NaCl gradient elution). The elution profile (O.D. 280) showed seven major peaks.
Seven pools were made from the column fractions, each pool was tested for neutralization of

fertilization inhibiting action of univalent antibody. Only pools V and VI showed such activity.
SDS gel electrophoresis under reducing conditions showed that pools V and VI contain

one prominent fast moving protein band not found in the other pools. This protein may be the

antigen involved in the inhibition process. None of the pools had antifertilizin activity as judged
by their inability to precipitate egg jelly and inability to neutralize the egg jelly precipitating
action of antifertilizin prepared by heating sperm.

It is concluded that: (1) Freeze-thaw extracts of Arbacia sperm contain soluble fertiliza-

tion antigen (s). (2) DEAE chromatography may be used to purify the fertilization anti-

gen (s). (3) SDS gel electrophoresis and immunodiffusion experiments indicate that only a

few antigens were involved. (4) The antigen (s) involved is not antifertilizin. (5) The results

do not exclude the possibility of additional "insoluble" fertilization antigens.
This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Research Training

Program at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH grant 5-T01-HD00026-12).

A reduction in water permeability in response to a dilute medium in the stenohaline

crab Libinia emarginata (Brachvitra. Majidae}. JOHN C. CORNELL.

An adaptive reduction in diffusive water permeability has been shown to occur in several

osmoregulating crustaceans (Rudy, 1967, Coinp. Biochcm. PhysioL, 22: 581; Smith, 1967, Biol.

Bull., 133: 643). The site of the reduction in water permeability has been shown to be the gills

(Capen, 1972, /. E.rp. Zoo]., 182: 307). It was decided to examine water permeability in

Libinia emarginata an osmoconforming crab.

Adult male animals between 150 and 250 g were obtained from the supply department at

the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole. All of the experiments described below
were carried out at 20-21 C. Large net movements of water were indicated when animals

were transferred from 100 to 80% SW. Maximum weight gains (0.5%, N = 20) and increases

in urine production rates (600%, N = 2) occurred one hour after transfer. The heart rate of

7 animals was observed to decrease from 55 to 35/min (P<0.05) during this time. Since

changes in circulation are known to effect diffusive water permeability, it was hypothesized that

(1) Libinia would show a decrease in water permeability and (2) this decrease could be ac-

counted for by the change in heart rate. The first part of this hypothesis was tested by measuring
water permeability with D 2O. The rate constant K (hr1

) for 16 animals in 100% SW+ 2.5%
DO was 8.49. After a one hour exposure to 80% SW the same animals were placed in 80%
SW + 2.5% D 2O and the value for K was found to be 5.96, indicating a 30% reduction

(P < 0.002) in permeability. It was not possible to directly test the second part of the hypoth-
esis. However, india ink was injected into the haemocoel and a rate of flow of 45 ml/hr was
observed in the fourth gill of a 200 g animal. The fourth gills of 6 animals were isolated and

perfused with a peristaltic pump which recirculated 2 ml of Ringer's through the gills. When
the gills were placed in 100% SW + 2.5% D 2O and perfused at the rates of 25, 47 and 90 ml/hr,
the Ringer's solution was found to be 6.3, 14.5 (P < 0.001) and 18.5% saturated with D,O,
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respectively. This is believed to be the first report of a change in permeability in an osmocon-

forming animal and the first indication that changes in circulation may be responsible for at

least part of the diffusive water permeability change in crustaceans.

I would like to acknowledge ihe Experimental Invertebrate Zoology Class for their support.

Glycosaminoglycans in lens capsules oj dogfish. G. CREMER AND Z. DISCHE.

Mammalian lens capsules, typical basement membranes, contain non-fibrillary collagen, a

polyhexuronide and two types of sialoglycoproteins. One solubilized with the collagen, the

other, 10% of the total, is extracted only by /3 mercaptoethanol (ME). The topical distribution

of this latter glycoprotein in the capsule suggests a correlation with the varying density of the

collagen matrix and possibly elasticity of the capsule, a factor in visual accommodation in

vertebrates except fishes. Here accommodation is obtained by changing the distance lens to

retina. A different glycoprotein pattern might therefore prevail in fish capsules. This sug-

gested to determine the presence and ratio in dogfish capsules of glycoprotein fractions corre-

sponding to those in mammalian capsules. Capsules (0.6-1 g) stripped off from fresh dogfish

lenses, washed with M/50 Tris buffer pH 7.4 were incubated twice at R.T. 16
h

in a Tris buffer

M/50 pH 7.4 containing 0.005 M CaCU, antibiotics and 400 units high purity collagenase (Worth-
ington) per 10 ml. Each digest was centrifuged and the residues were washed. The second

digestion residue was extracted 16
h

at R.T. with 0.1 M ME pH 7.4 and the extract dialyzed.

Hydroxyprolin, hexosamine and fucose were determined in the collagenase digests and the ME
extract. The level of hydroxyprolin was much smaller in the second collagenase digest than in

the first one. The solubilization of hexosamine paralleled that of hydroxyprolin. In the ME
extract the amount of hexosamine was about s of that extracted by collagenase. Only traces

of hydroxyprolin were in this extract. The ratio fucose to hexosamine in the extract was 0.18.

The situation is therefore similar to that in mammalian capsules.
This work was supported by the grants EY-00348 and CA 02075 of the National Institutes

of Health.

Tlie use of enrichment techniques to study marine bacterial viruses. PAUL CURTIS
AND KENNETH NEALSON.

Very little quantitative information is available concerning the distribution, numbers and

ecological significance of marine bacterial viruses. We report here the use of quantitative
enrichment techniques in the study of the occurrence and numbers of marine bacterial viruses

in Eel Pond Harbor, \Yoods Hole.

Using standard enrichment culture techniques we first isolated two bacteriophage active

against two different strains of marine luminous bacteria. Then, using these newly isolated

phage, as well as a well defined phage (hv-1 and its marine host MAY) we demonstrated that

a 16 tube dilution matrix valuable in determining, within a factor of 10, titers of phage ranging
from 0.1 per ml to 5 X 10

3

per ml.

This matrix technique was then used to examine both Eel Pond water and sediment samples
for the presence of phage active against twenty six different strains of luminous bacteria, both

symbiotic and saprophytic (free living) from diverse origins. Six phage were isolated in the

first attempt, all of them active against free living strains, and none against the symbionts. In

all cases, the naturally existing titer of phage was approximately 10 per ml or less in the sea

water, and 10-fold higher in the sediment samples.
Host range studies were performed on the six newly isolated phages, and indicated first,

that at least five of the six are very likely unique phages, and second, that they have a wide

variety of host ranges (from one to eight strains are sensitive), all confined to the free living
strains in our collection.

Optical recording oj neuronal impulses in the leech central nervous system. H. V.

DAVILA, B. M. SALZBERG, AND L. B. COHEN.

Previous experiments showed that the fluorescence of a squid giant axon stained with a

merocyanine dye increased by 0.1% during the action potential. Since the noise level was

approximately 0.01%, action potentials in the giant axon could be monitored by measuring
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fluorescence intensity, in the absence of electrodes. A similar result has now been achieved

in cell bodies of sensory neurons in segmental ganglia from the leech, Hirndo medicinalis.

The emitted light from a stained ganglion was collected by a 20X microscope objective.

A pinhole in the objective image plane allowed the light from one cell to reach the photo-

detector, and blocked the light from the remainder of the ganglion. The selected cell was

impaled with a potassium acetate filled microelectrode and was stimulated by passing current

through the electrode. The fluorescence intensity changes that occurred during the action

potential could be measured with a signal to noise ratio of about 5:1. When the pinhole was

moved by one diameter so that the image of the stimulated cell did not fall on the photodetector,

no signal could be measured.

We hope that it will be possible to expand the system to employ an array of detectors so

that many neurons can be studied simultaneously. The ability to record electrical activity in

a large number of cells at once would allow the construction of a detailed map of the functional

connections within a ganglion, and, with additional experiments, should enhance our under-

standing of the neuronal basis of behavior and behavior modification.

Supported by grant number NS08437 from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases

and Stroke.

Aldehyde analogs and the mechanism of bacterial bioluminescence. ANATOL EBER-

HARD, DOTTI BENTLEY AND ROBERT SOLSKV.

Bacterial bioluminescence requires a long-chain aldehyde in vitro. The reaction was studied

using analogs of aldehydes. In comparison to dodecanal, 1-deuterododecanal showed a kinetic

isotope effect of 1.6 for the first order in vitro decay of luminescence after mixing reduced

flavin mononucleotide, oxygen, luciferase and the aldehyde. As expected, however, the quantum

yield for deuterododecanal was the same as that for dodecanal. Decyl nitrite was also found to

yield light in the enzymic reaction, with a quantum yield of up to 30% of that for dodecanal.

Bacterial mutants that do not emit light unless aldehyde is added to the medium emitted light

in vivo when decyl nitrite was added, with a quantum yield greater than that for a similar

quantity of aldehyde. These results support a mechanism for bacterial bioluminescence pro-

posed earlier : reduced flavin and oxygen form a peroxy anion which attacks aldehyde. The

resulting peroxy hemiacetal undergoes a reaction similar to the Baeyer-Villiger reaction, giving

the corresponding carboxylic acid, hydroxide and excited oxidized flavin which subsequently

emits a photon. Our results support this mechanism because an identical mechanism can be

written with nitrite replacing aldehyde and because a deuterium isotope effect is expected if

the Baeyer-Villiger step is rate determining.

Local adaptation in the ventral photoreceptor of Limulus. ALAN FEIN.

The lateral olfactory nerves containing the ventral photoreceptors were dissected free,

desheathed, and placed in a small chamber containing sea water. The receptor potential was

recorded intracellularly using a glass micropipette. An adapting spot of light (10 /*m diam-

eter) was positioned on one region (position A) of an individual photoreceptor. A second spot

of the same size was positioned on the same photoreceptor either at the adapting spot (position

A) or at a position (position B) 80 fim removed from the adapting spot (ventral photoreceptors

typically have cross sections of 50 X 100 ju.m or larger).

Either flash illumination or continuous illumination with the adapting spot at position A
raised the threshold (criterion response of receptor potential) at position A by approximately

1.4 log units. Whereas the threshold at position B was raised by less than 0.3 log units.

Uniform illumination of the whole photoreceptor elevated the threshold at both A and B by

approximately 1.4 log units.

These results indicate that light adaptation in this receptor is a local process which does

not spread to unilluminated regions of the cell.

5-Hydroxytryptaminc: an uptake mechanism in synaptosoincs from the optic lobe

of squid (Loligo pealei). JACK L. FELDMAN AND MICHAEL J. DOWDALL.

Uptake of (l-2-
3H)(N) 5-hydroxytryptamine (

3H-5-HT) in squid optic lobe synap-

tosomes, incubated in Tris buffered artificial sea water (pH = 7.4), was studied with millipore
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filtration. Uptake of 0.79 /IM
3H-5-HT was time and temperature dependent, with a maximum

accumulation of radioactivity at about 30 minutes ; 96% of the radioactivity at this time was
present in an osmotically sensitive compartment. After 30 minute incubations, the minimum
concentration ratios ( inside: outside) were about 17:1, 150:1, and 340:1 at C, 23 C and
32 C, respectively; this suggests the existence of an active uptake process working against a
concentration gradient. Varying 5-HT concentrations (10"

s
M-10"' M) at 23 C showed the

uptake system to be saturable with a K,,, of 0.6-1.2 /*M and V,, lllx of 0.3 nmol/min/gram original
tissue. These values are similar to those for the high affinity S-HT uptake system in mam-
malian 5-HT rich striatum and hypothalamus. It is believed that this high affinity uptake is

a property of serotoninergic nerve terminals
; squid optic lobes are known to contain quantities

of 5-HT comparable to the mammalian CNS tissue; therefore the present results further sug-
gest that 5-HT is a neurotransmitter in the squid optic lobe.

Two structural analogues of 5-HT, d-lysergic acid diethylarnide (LSD) and 2-brom-d-

lysergic acid diethylamide (Br-LSD) had negligible effects on the uptake of 0.79 /AM "H-5-HT
in concentrations ranging from 10"

7
-5 X 10~ M, whereas 10~

7 M chlorpromazine was seen to

markedly inhibit uptake. Since LSD can effect serotoninergic transmission in molluscan heart
at concentrations as low as 10~

15
M, it seems unlikely that the nervous system dysfunction asso-

ciated with LSD is mediated via presynaptic blockade of the high affinity 5-HT uptake system.
We thank Michael Greenberg for supplying 5-HT and analogues. M. J. D. thanks the

Welcome Foundation for support. The Neurobiology course was supported in part by the Grass
Foundation.

Preliminary studies of the skate's semieirciilar canal. ARE FLOCK AND MOISE H.
GOLDSTEIN, JR-

Single unit recordings were obtained from nerve fibers innervating the crista ampularis of

the skate Raja crinacca and Raja occllata. A simple hydraulic system using a 1 /xl syringe
driven by hand or loudspeaker cone moved the cupula by volume displacement of the fluid in

the semicircular canal. The skate was chosen for the size and accessibility of the inner ear

and because the posterior ampulla can be dissected as an isolated preparation with long canal

projections. A window discriminator allowed isolation of single unit activity. Some neural

recordings were from the fibers innervating the horizontal canal crista in which case the inner

ear remained in cartilage. It was possible to study either preparation for six hours or more.

Response characteristics were obtained by plotting spikes during 10 sec volume displacements.
The curves increased monotonically reaching a plateau for displacements of about 0.1 til. In-

creases over spontaneous spike rate were easily apparent for displacements as small as 0.01 til.

Staining with Alcion blue made the cupula visible. Volume displacements of 0.1 til yielded
movements of about 75 tim for a midline midpoint on the cupula. The corresponding angular
deflection of the cupula is about 6. This movement is probably near maximum or surpasses
the physiological range. A variety of patterns of spike discharges were observed. Some units

showed tonic responses to excitatory displacements with elevated firing rates lasting several

minutes and strong phasic components lasting less than 5 sec. Other units showed only phasic

responses. Step displacements opposite the excitatory direction were always suppressive with
tonic units taking up to ten minutes to regain their full spontaneous rate and sensitivity to small

test excitations. The steady state firing pattern of some tonic units exhibited quite irregular
intervals while others had more regular intervals.

We gratefully acknowledge support of the Grass Foundation and the Johns Hopkins
University.

Tlie occurrence and sulfation of kappa- and lainbda-carragecnan in Chondrus

crispus. F. FONG, J. DERR AND F. LOEWUS.

Previous studies on the uptake and incorporation of "'"'S-labeled sulfate into carrageenan in

C. crispus showed the labeled sulfate appearing as half-ester groups in both kappa- and lambda-

carrageenan. In that study no attempt was made to select tissues of a specific nuclear phase
in the life cycle. Recently, several investigators have reported that kappa-carrageenan is

limited to gametophytic stages of the life cycle. The kappa/lambda ratio of whole fronds from
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female or male gametophytes that were gathered in the Woods Hole area was 1.3 while that of

tetrasporic plants was 0.01, values which confirm observations reported by others. This find-

ing prompted our present study, an investigation of sulfate incorporation into carrageenan frac-

tions at each nuclear phase in both vegetative and reproductive tissues. Sulfation was greatest
in marginal regions of the distal part of the plant. Plants lacking reproductive structures

incorporated twice as much sulfate per unit fresh weight into carrageenan as those bearing such

structures. An attempt was made to correlate the age of a plant as determined by number of

dichotomies with incorporation of sulfate into carrageenan. To determine the relative distribu-

tion of kappa- and lambda-carrageenan throughout a plant, a female gatnetophyte bearing

cystocarpic structures on its outer branches was divided at successive proximal branches into

six samples. The kappa/lambda ratio in a sample consisting of distal margins with cystocarps
was 0.2 while the region immediately proximal gave a value of 9.1. More proximal samples
had ratios of 2.6 to 3.1. It would appear that the female gametophyte has highly localized

depositions of kappa-carrageenan, especially in maturing regions of the stipe while the actively

enlarging region at the margin and in the vicinity of cystocarp formation has less kappa-

carrageenan relative to lambda-carrageenan.
This work was generously supported by grants GB-37149 from NSF and GM-12422

from NIH.

Acceleration, kinetic encri/v chaiu/es and (/aits of locomotion in swimming bhtefish.

RICHARD S. Fox, GIOVANNI A. CAVAGNA AND ARTHUR B. DuBois.

We measured forward and lateral accelerations in swimming bluefish, and calculated veloc-

ity and kinetic energy changes therefrom. Forward accelerations up to 3.2 g occurred in blue-

fish when startled while swimming freely in a 10 by 15 foot pool. Four primary patterns or

gaits of forward acceleration were seen. The fish swam in a one foot diameter tunnel inclined

at 33 and containing water flowing from the pool. The first pattern consisted of a short burst

of large forward accelerations sandwiched between several smaller but regular accelerations.

The second consisted of two equal forward accelerations with each complete tail cycle. The
third was two unequal forward accelerations with each cycle, indicating that the propulsion
obtained by the fish driving his tail was greater to one side than to the other. In the fourth

pattern, a single forward acceleration notched in one limb occurred with each tail cycle indi-

cating that most of the forward propulsion was gained by driving the tail to one side. These

patterns were recorded at speeds ranging from 0.4 to 3.5 mph. The fish swam with the second

and third patterns at the low speeds less than 1 m/sec and tail frequencies less than 2.2 Hz.

At higher speeds they preferred the fourth pattern. The kinetic energy change at 0.5 m/sec
was about 0.0035 kg m, and at 1.5 m/sec it was about 0.023 kg m. These large changes in

kinetic energy were associated with the single acceleration per tail cycle. This gait occurred

at tail frequencies greater than 2.2 Hz. One possible explanation is that such a gait allows an

optimum rate of muscle contraction, whereas another possibility is that the pattern of water

flow at this frequency may give the tail better propulsion. The maximal acceleration of the

fish when startled is approximately equal to that of a man jumping with maximal effort. Thus,
fish would have enough strength to support their weight on the earth's surface.

The relationship between cell division and the ontoyeny of the localisations which

specify comb plates and pliotocytes 'in the Cfenof>horc Mnemiopsis. GARY
FREEMAN.

The first differential division in Ctenophores during embryogenesis occurs at the 8-cell

stage. The E macromere lineage that is formed will differentiate comb plates when it is iso-

lated and the M macromere lineage will self differentiate to form photocytes, while the progen-
itor cell of these 2 blastomeres will form both cell types when it is isolated. The localizations

of developmental potential which segregate at the third cleavage begin to be set up following

the second cleavage.

Cytochalasin B (0.01 mg/ml) and 2-4 dinitrophenol (0.0005 M) reversibly block cleavage
in Mnemiopsis. If the first cleavage is blocked the second cleavage will occur in these embryos
at the same time that the third cleavage occurs in control embryos. The 4 blastomeres gen-
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crated by the first two cleavages after the block show a normal 4-cell stage configuration; the

subsequent pattern of cleavage is normal. Experiments with these blorked eggs in which
nucleated fragments are formed that correspond to the region of the 2- or 4-cell stage blas-

tomeres that would normally form the E and M macromeres show that the localizations of

developmental potential at the 2- and 4-cell stages correspond to that of normal embryos at

these stages.

If the second cleavage is blocked the next cleavage will occur at the time the third cleavage
is taking place in control embryos ; this cleavage is oblique ; in most cases a 4-cell stage con-

figuration of blastomeres results that corresponds to the 8-cell blastomere configuration with

2 end cells and 2 middle cells. Egg cutting experiments in which nucleated fragments of the

blocked egg that would normally form either the E or the M macromere were made at different

times showed that the localizations which specify comb plates and photocytes are set up at the

time the control embryos cleave to form the 4-cell stage.

This work is supported by N.I.H. grant GM -20024-0 1 .

The effeet oj thvro.vinc on the ijrou'th oj the ascidians Perophora viridis and

Amaroucium constellatuni. MAKOTO FUKUMOTO.

There are several reports which indicate that thyroid hormones are found in ascidians.

However, almost no attempt was made to establish the physiological significance of these hor-

mones for ascidians.

It has been established that in Perophnni uru-nhilis. thyroxine and triiodothyronine increase

the rate of vascular stolon growth and inhibit budding, while the goitrogen thiourea inhibits the

elongation of the stolon and promotes the process of asexual reproduction.
In Perophora viridis, thyroxine also increases the rate of elongation of the isolated vascular

stolon. This effect is observed at concentrations of 10~
B M and 10~

5
M, but not at those of 10~

7 M
and 10~

8 M. Asexual reproduction was only slightly inhibited. Triiodothyronine has a similar

effect on the rate of elongation of the isolated vascular stolon. Triiodothyronine was more
effective than thyroxine in that concentrations as low as 10~

s M had effect. The amount of

stolon growth is proportional to the concentration of hormone. In a typical case in which

10~
5 M thyroxine was used the stolon was 3 times the length of the control after 4 days of

treatment.

Experiments on the oozooid of Amaroucium constellation showed that thyroxine also had

a growth promoting effect in this species. This effect was observed down to a concentration

of 10~
9
M. Thyroxine did not increase the growth of all parts of the oozooid to the same extent.

The growth of the postabdomen was most accelerated compared with the thorax and abdomen.

. \utoradiographic studies indicated that
125

I was bound by the endostyle, the tunic cells, the

extracellular material of the tunic and the branchial basket of both species. Studies in which

the iodine-125 containing material was extracted and chromatographed indicated that some of

the iodine was found in thyroxine and triiodothyronine.

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Gary Freeman for his kind encourage-
ment and discussion throughout this work.

Effect oj calcium antagonism u)i the jree ainino acid regulation of cell volume in

Modiolus demissus. STEPHEN J. GIRSCH AND SIDNEY K. PIERCE, JR.

When marine bivalves are challenged by a decrease in salinity, cell volume and osmolarity

are regulated by the efflux of specific amino acids, chiefly taurine, glycine, alanine, and proline

with their obligated water. Permeability of the amino acid effluxing sites is apparently syner-

gistic, controlled by the external osmotic pressure and by the calcium ion concentration. The

role of calcium in efflux control was examined by the substitution of other divalent ions for

calcium, and by the application of calcium binding site antagonists.

Heart ventricles were suspended in aerated 1 ml organ baths with facility for rapid flushing

and medium substitution. The release of free amino acids was followed by withdrawal of

hematocrit tube aliquots from the bath, spotting on filter paper, spraying with ninhydrin solu-

tion, and drying at 70 C. Mechanical activity of the hearts was monitored by force transduc-

tion. Normally beating hearts in SW were flushed with isosmotic Ca+
"-Mg"" free SW, allowed
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to become quiescent, and the heavy efflux of free amino acids monitored. The baths were next
flooded with isosmotic SW's containing Ba++

,
Co++

,
Mn++ and Srt+

as the substitute divalent
ions. Sr++

initiated a normal heartbeat, but was only partially effective at controlling amino
acid efflux. Ba++ and Mn++

halted amino acid efflux, but were unable to initiate mechanical
activity. Co++ had no effect.

The following calcium antagonists were applied at the 1 niM level in both SW and 50%
SW : A23187(Eli Lilly), chlortetracycline, ruthenium red, terbium chloride, Verapamil( Knoll),
and X537A( Hoffman-La Roche). Chlortetracycline was found to affect mechanical activity,
but did not interfere with amino acid efflux. The latter three compounds caused mechanical
alterations and were partially effective in blocking free amino acid efflux.

This work was supported by NIH grant #1 F02 EY-S4829-01.

Dependence of absorption on f>H /;/ rhabdoms of cravfish ( Orconectes, Procam-

barus). TIMOTHY H. GOLDSMITH.

Absorption of individual rhabdoms (photoreceptor organelles) was measured with a lat-

erally-incident microbeam between 700 and 375 nm. The pH of the suspending medium was
adjusted over the range ~2.0-9.7 using phosphate, citrate, and borate buffer systems. Differ-

ence spectra for total bleaches were measured either directly or by using typical baselines from
other bleached rhabdoms.

The absorption maximum (Xmax) of freshly isolated rhabdoms at neutral or slightly

alkaline pH lies at about 535 nm. On the acid side of neutrality Xmax also shifts to shorter

wavelengths, but the effect is much larger. By pH 2-3 Xmax is near 460 nm. This shift is

completely reversible, even though the shape and (by inference) fine structure of the rhabdom
are irreversibly altered by exposure to very acid pH.

The morphological integrity of the rhabdom can be preserved by exposure to glutaraldehyde,

permitting more accurate absorption measurements. In the presence of 0.8-2.5% glutaraldehyde
at neutral pH, absorption is similar to unfixed material, and a normal-appearing metarhodopsin
with Xmax at 512 nm forms when the organelles are irradiated with bright orange light. At

pH >8.5 the metarhodopsin is readily photobleached, and absorption increases in the near ultra-

violet. On the acid side of the scale, the absorption spectrum is not as profoundly altered as

in unfixed material : exposure to pH 2 shifts the spectrum to 480-485 nm, rather than 462 nm.

Moreover, the displacement is not completely reversible. Throughout the entire pH range,

however, brief irradiation produces a metarhodopsin absorbing at shorter wavelengths than the

rhodopsin. At pH 2-3 the metarhodopsin has Xmax at 462 nm, and more prolonged irradiation

leads to a final photoproduct with Xmax at about 450 nm.
These observations are consistent with conformational changes in an opsin to which a

retinalclehyde chromophore is attached as an aldimine.

Supported by USPHS grant EY-00222.

Neuromuscular analysis of closing in the cutter and crusher claws of the lobster.

C. K. GOVIND AND FRED LANG.

The closer muscle in the dimorphic cutter and crusher claws of the lobster, Homarus
iiincricanns receives two excitatory and an inhibitory axon. The cutter has been shown to have

two distinct populations of short-sarcomere (fast) and long-sarcomere (slow) muscle fibers;

one of the excitatory axons has been characterized as a fast axon (eliciting twitch contractions)

while the second axon is assumed to be a slow one. The crusher has largely long sarcomere

(slow) fibers; both excitatory axons are assumed to be slow, resulting in the slow tonic con-

tractions of this claw.

We found that stimulation of the fast axon in intact, isolated cutter claws gave individual

twitches which fatigue in about 45 sec at 2 Hz. The slow axon only responds at higher fre-

quencies (10 Hz) with tonic contractions wh>h are fat ;gue resistant. Surprisingly, the axons

of the crusher a^o behaved as fast and slow, the former giving twitches and the latter only tonic

contractions. The twitches were especially large when paired stimuli with a 2 msec interval

between them were applied.

Intracellularly recorded excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP's) in response to fast
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axon stimulation in the cutter gave large (4-15 mV at 1 Hz) poorly facilitating responses which

fatigued after 90 sec at 10 Hz. Paired stimuli resulted in strongly facilitating EPSP's which
often gave an active membrane response. The response to slow axon stimulation varied: tin-

majority of impaled fibers gave EPSP's which were detected only at high frequencies of stim-

ulation (20-30 Hz), however, some fibers gave large EPSP's (6-8 niY" at 1 Hz). Most of the

slow EPSP's facilitated strongly and were fatigue resistant.

The crusher, with its nearly uniform population of slow fibers, also gave fast and slou

EPSP's similar to those in the cutter. One axon responded with large poorly facilitating

EPSP's and fatigued rapidly. The second axon gave small highly facilitating EPSP's which
were fatigue resistant. Thus the slowly contracting crusher rather enigmatically possesses a

"fast" excitatory axon.

Supported by grants from National Research Council of Canada (to C. K. G.) and Boston

University Graduate College (to F. L.) and by a Grass Foundation Special Fellowship
(to F. L.).

Radio-labelling proteins of the sea urchin egg surface. JAMES L. GRAINGER AND
DENNIS BARRETT.

Marchalonis and others have demonstrated that lactoperoxidase forms a complex with

peroxide which can covalently bind iodide to tyrosyl residues of exposed proteins. Lactoperox-
idase does not penetrate cell membranes, so that

125
I has been used selectively to label surface

proteins. We have used the technique to probe the exterior of the sea urchin egg.

Arhacia eggs were dejellied by HCl-sea water, pH 5, and some treated with pronase until

they could raise no fertilization envelopes. The 10
5

eggs were radioiodinated by exposure for 15

min at 25 C to 200 fid Na12r
'I, with lactoperoxidase and HzO* in 200 p.\ of sea water buffered

with 50 rnM phosphate at pH 7.3. About $% of the label was bound under these conditions,

without impairing fertilizability.

After thorough washing, eggs were fertilized, and independent of pronase treatment they

lost on the order of one quarter of the label to the supernatant.

Embryos were fixed in ethanol at 20 C, gently homogenized in cold sea water, and

fractionated on 2.5-4.0 M CsCl gradients. Fertilization envelopes and eggs were cleanly sepa-

rated from each other and were found labelled to roughly similar extents. As expected, no

counts were found in the region of the gradient characteristic of fertilization envelopes, if eggs
had been pronase treated.

Further effort will be directed to the basis for the apparent porosity of the vitelline envelope

to lactoperoxidase.

Supported by NIH grant GM 00265-15.

Environmental regulation of fish hemoglobin oxygen affinity: the role of ATP.
MICHAEL A. GRANET, MARTIN B. WEISS AND DENNIS A. POWERS.

During the past two years we have found that ATP is the allosteric modifier of boney fish

hemoglobins. Our study describes some of the effects of ATP on Fitndiilits hctcrochtus hemo-

globins. Oxygen equilibria curves were done at two pH values, both with and without ATP.
In both cases the ATP shifted the binding curves to the right (i.e., depressed binding). In

addition, both the Bohr effect and the subunit cooperativity were affected. When fish were

acclimated to various temperatures, it was found that ATP pools were reduced at warmer

temperatures (i.e., 30).
As the water temperature rises, the dissolved oxygen decreases. At higher temperatures,

the fish appears to be able to bind more oxygen by raising the oxygen affinity t'ia lowering ATP
concentration. The depressed release of oxygen at the cells is overcome by lowering blood

pH as the temperature rises, thereby enhancing the Bohr effect. This change in pH and ATP
is finely tuned to optimizing the subunit cooperativity.

This work was supported by NSF grant #GB 37548 and Electric Power Research Institute

grant #P 407901 and NIH grant (GM00265-15) to the physiology course at MBL.
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A duplex flicker fusion curve recorded from the skate retina. DANIEL G. GREEN
AND IRWIN M. SIEGEL.

Responses to flickering stimuli of equal light-dark duration were recorded from the skate

retina using ERG b-waves, aspartate isolated receptor potentials, and intracellular responses
from horizontal cells. Sufficient time was allowed at each level of intensity to ensure maximal
flicker following. The graphs of critical flicker fusion (c.f.f.) against log I are double branched

curves for the receptors, b-wave, and horizontal cells. The lower portion of the curve reaches

an asymptote at 8 cps while the upper portion may follow1 as high as 30 cps. A sharp inflection

point for the three kinds of electric activity is attained at a quantal absorption of 100Q-200U

quanta/rod/sec. While this sort of duplex function is usually ascribed to rods and cones, thr

skate, on the basis of present anatomical and physiological evidence, is believed to have an

all-rod retina. Since a small number of functioning cones might be responsible for the upper
branch of the flicker fusion curve, we measured b-wave light and dark adapted spectral sensi-

tivity and b-wave flicker intensity relationships using monochromatic stimuli. The results indi-

cated that both light and dark adapted sunctions fit a Dartnall nomogram peaking at 500 nm.

From the above, it seems reasonable to conclude that the duplex flicker curves derive from u

rod which alters its response characteristics.

Intracellular recordings from S-units showed that two experimental conditions must be

met before fast flicker responses can occur. The stimuli must be both intense enough to saturate

the S-potential and prolonged in duration. If measurements were taken too soon after the

onset of a moderately intense flickering stimulus, the retina failed to respond, resulting in a

peaked c.f.f. vs. log I curve with maximal following at 5 cps. Thus it seems that the capacity

to follow fast flicker is achieved by the photoreceptors in the process of recovering from illumi-

nation levels that usually produce rod saturation.

Supported by Grants EY 379, 213, and 824 from the National Eye Institute.

Electrophorctic studies <>j dogfish lens proteins. GARY GRIESS AND SEYMOUR
ZlGMAN.

Lens proteins have long been divided into water soluble and insoluble fractions. Micro-

scopic examination of the insoluble precipitate reveals it to be composed of lens fiber cell

"ghosts." The ghosts of dogfish (Mustelus canis) lenses are unusually high in protein and low

in lipid content as compared to other cell membranes. They become completely soluble in 8 M

urea solutions. Their protein composition was analyzed on 8 M urea acrylamide gels (Tris-

Glycine pH 8.4). More definitive characterization was made by using a series of gel concen-

trations to determine the free electrophoretic mobility and gel retardation coefficient for each

component. Eight major components of the water insoluble fraction were characterized while

fifteen components were found for the soluble fraction. Comparison of mobilities and retarda-

tion coefficients in urea was made with lens crystallin fractions obtained by stepwise elution

with phosphate buffer on DEAE-cellulose. Each of these fractions has several components

which match the insoluble protein pattern.

Sulfonation of the lens proteins with Bailey's reagent improves resolution and confirms

the identity of the insoluble fraction with lens crystallins. The subunit molecular weights cal-

culated from the retardation coefficients are mostly in the range of 23,000-24,000 daltons which

accounts for the single broad band obtained by SDS acrylamide gel electrophoresis.

The high concentration of protein associated with the fiber cell membranes imparts rigidity

to the structure. Since lens proteins have a very low turnover, the incorporation of proteins

from the lens plasma into the interface structure is a reasonable process.

Supported by USPHS-EY 00459 and Rochester Eye Bank.

Corneal epithelial cell surfaces in elasmobranchs and teleosts as seen with the

scanning electron microscope. C. V. HARDING, M. BAGCHT, A. WEINSIEDER

AND V. PETERS.

The external surface of the mammalian cornea has been shown to consist of numerous fine

ridges. These ridges are apparently responsible for holding the tear film, which provides an
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air-water interface that serves as the main refractive surface of the eye. Is the ridge structure
also present on the surface of fish corneas, which are normally exposed to an aquatic environ-
ment? In the present investigation, a comparative study of the surface structure of fish corneas
was made. Two species of elasmobranch were used (smooth dogfish, Mnstclits canis; and the

little skate, Raja erinacca) ; and 5 species of marine teleost (scup, Stenotomus chrysops;
northern sea robin, Prionotus carolinits; summer flounder, Paralichthys dentatus; bluefish,

Poiiiatoiiius saltatri.r; toadfish, Opsaiius tan). Freshly excised corneas were fixed in 2%
buffered glutaraldehyde, post-fixed in 1% osmic acid, dehydrated with an alcohol or acetone

series, dried in a critical point drying apparatus and coated with carbon and gold for examina-
tion with the scanning electron microscope. The results indicate that the two elasmobranchs

(dogfish and skate) have a ridge structure similar to that in mammals, but have their own
distinctive patterns. Preliminary observations indicate that the ridge pattern in a freshwater

teleost (goldfish) is similar to the elasmobranch pattern. The marine teleosts also have a

ridge structure ; however, they have a pattern distinctly different from that in the elasmobranchs.

Ridges, 0.2 micra in width, and many micra in length, form more intricate patterns than occur

in the dogfish and skate. In all cases, the patterns appear to have species specificity. There is

evidence that these ridge patterns are responsible in the marine teleosts for binding an external

coating material which constitutes the external surface of the eye. The amount of coating
material varies from cell to cell, and is sharply delineated at cell borders.

Supported by U.S.A.E.C. and N.I.H., N.E.I.

Transport of L-lcucinc b\ toadfish lii'cr in vivo. Ai DREY E. V. HASCHEMEYER
AND ALAN P. HUDSON.

A new method has been developed for the characterization of amino acid transport system-
in liver based upon the rapid uptake of pulse-injected

14C-amino acids supplied via the hepatic

portal vein relative to
3H-mannitol used as a marker for extracellular space. The uptake of

L-amino acids into intracellular space reaches equilibrium in 1 min at 20. At a tracer dose

of 2 nmole L-leucine in 0.1 ml (0.02 ITIM), fractional uptake Ai is 0.46 0.04 ( 17) or 0.9 nmole

actual uptake per average 7-g liver. Saturation of uptake begins to appear at injection con-

centrations of 1 mM. At 15 mM fractional uptake is greatly reduced: Ai = 0.17 0.06 (11).

Actual uptake is 250 nmole for the 0.1 ml injection; doubling the dose increases uptake to

350 nmole. Extrapolation of a double reciprocal plot of uptake vs. dose indicated a theoretical

maximal uptake of 670 nmole at infinite concentration in a 0.1 ml pulse. This amounts to about

half of the normal free leucine content of toadfish liver (1.4 /imole/7-g liver), and is adequate
relative to leucine utilization in protein synthesis (100 nmole/min/7-g liver) in 20-acclimated

fish at 20.
The apparent accumulation against a concentration gradient at low doses and the saturation

of uptake at high doses are indicative of an active transport process for L-leucine in liver.

Possible,transport of other L-amino acids by the leucine system was tested by measuring their

effect at 15 m.M concentration on 14
C-L-leucine uptake. Inhibition comparable to that found

for 15 mM L-leucine (about 60%) was obtained with isoleucine and phenylalanine. No effect

was observed with alanine, glycine, histidine, lysine and proline. Variable effects (15-40%)
were obtained with methionine, threonine, aspartic acid, cysteine, valine and tyrosine. The

transport system resembles the L system described by Oxender and Christensen in Ehrlich

ascites cells.

Supported by National Science Foundation Grant GB 14570.

Autoradiographic localization o\ sitlfated macromolecules ditriinj development oj

Arbacia punctulata ; normal and sitlfate deficient media. MARK N. HILL.

PAUL A. ROSENBERG AND ROBIN A. WALLACE.

It has been suggested that sulfation of acid mucopolysaccharides is involved in normal

morphogenetic movements during gastrulation in the sea urchin embryo, and that these macro-

molecules play a determinative role in selective contacts and adhesions of filopodial extension^

of mesenchymal cells. Unlike the European and Japanese sea urchins, Arbacia embryos proceed

through gastrulation in the absence of sulfate. They do not, however, form the oral contact

through the ventral shift of the archenteron to the stomadeum, mediated by mesenchyme.
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Rate of sulfate uptake was determined by incubating aliquots of 25,000 embryos through
development at 22.5 C for 0-40 min in

35SO4 (4 /xCi/ml MBL sea water containing half normal

sulfate). The embryos were quickly washed in 0.22 M sucrose in MBL sea water and assayed
for total label. Maximum rates of uptake occurred 2-3 hr post-hatching (11.5-12.5 hr post-

fertilization) and at 16-18 hr p.f. when the prism stage is emerging.
For autoradiographic studies, embryos at 11 hr p.f. (blastula) and 16 hr p.f. (mid-gastrula)

were treated with 5.0 /xCi ^SO* per ml sulfate deficient sea water for 60 min and quickly washed
in 0.22 M sucrose in MBL sea water. The former was transferred to sulfate deficient sea water

and the latter to MBL sea water for further development. The embryos were collected at 1.5 hr

intervals and fixed with Motomura's fixative No. 5 for 24 hr. Sections of 5-6 M were made by
paraffin method. Temperature was kept at 22 C throughout the experiment. Dipping method
was used for autoradiography with Kodak NTB2 emulsion, the exposure time being 5 days.
The autoradiographic slides were counterstained with alcian blue and neutral red.

Autoradiographic grains in normal embryos at 17 hr p.f. were localized at the archenteron

tip and on the inner ectodermal surface of the acron; at 23 hr p.f. the sites of maximum incorpo-
ration were the tip of the ventrally-shifted archenteron and the inner surface of the invaginating
ectoderm (stomadeum). In sulfate-deprived embryos at 16 hr p.f. grains covered the archen-

teron surface; at the stage of arrest (21 hr p.f., complete gastrula prior to ventral shift) grains
localized at the archenteron tip but not on the inner ectodermal surface. Alcian blue stain

coincided with grains when present.

These studies show that incorporated sulfate is involved in the interaction of the archen-

teron endomesoderm with the acronal ectoderm and subsequently with the ectoderm of the

stomadeum. The sulfate is most likely incorporated into mucopolysaccharides. Furthermore,

there appears to be a species difference in the utilization of endogenous sulfate for gastrulation.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Training Program
(NIH 5-T01-HD00026-12) and the Embryology Course (NICHD") at the Marine Biological

Laboratory.

Accessibility of the clii'oiiwf>lwric site of squid rctinochnnnc. RUTH HUBBARD AND
LINDA SPERLING.

Retinochrome is a photosensitive pigment that occurs in cytoplasmic membranes in the

visual cells of cephalopods. Like rhodopsin, retinochrome has X,,, :1X near 500 nm, but its chromo-

phore is all-trans retinal, w'hich light isomerizes to 11-m, the reverse of the situation in

rhodopsin. In both pigments the aldehyde group of retinal forms an aldimine (Schiff base)

with an amino group on the opsin. The rhodopsin chromophore is not accessible until it is

photoisoinerized or the rhodopsin is denatured. The chromophore of retinochrome is more

reactive. (1) Hydroxylamine converts retinochrome in the dark to all-trans retinal oxime

(X m:i x 367 nm) plus opsin. (2) Sodium borohydride reduces it to retinyl-N-opsin (Xmax 335

nm). (3) Xm ax of retinochrome shifts from 500 to 515 nm as the pH is raised from 6 to 10,

with a loss of absorption above pH 8; meanwhile above this pH a second band appears with

Xmax 375 nm. These changes are reversible. The equilibrium between the long and short

wavelength forms probably involves the titration of the aldimine bond: retinyl C=N +
(H)

opsin (Xmax 500-515)^ retinyl C=N-opsin (Xmax 375) + H +
. (4) If retinochrome is incu-

bated with all-trans 3-dehydroretinal (retinaU) in the dark, some 3-dehydroretinochrome

(retinochrome2, Xmax about 520 nm) is formed. Conversely, when retinochrome 2 ,
made by

adding all-trans retina! 2 to retinochrome opsin, is incubated with all-/ra^ retinal, some retino-

chrome is formed. Retinal and retinal? therefore can replace each other as chromophores in

the dark: retinochrome + all-trans retinal*^ retinochrome 2 + all-trans retinal.

Supported in part by grants from the National Eye Institute to Ruth Hubbard and from

the National Eye Institute and the National Science Foundation to George Wald.

1'iirthcr studies of particle release from activated sea -urchin eggs. SADAYUKI

INOUE, ERNEST COUCH, MARKHAM KIRSTEN AND ALBERT GROSSMAN.

Sea water, in which Arbacia pimctulata eggs are fertilized, has been found to contain struc-

tures about 300 A in diameter. Using the "platinum shadowing-replica film" technique for
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electron microscopic study, these particles were readily observed in the surrounding sea water
within 10 min after fertilization, but were relatively sparse in sea water containing equivalent
numbers of unfertilized eggs. It is unlikely that these particles originated from the jelly coat
of the egg since pre-treatment with pH 5 sea water (which removes the jelly coat) did not
prevent the appearance of these particles subsequent to fertilization. Parthenogenic activation
of eggs by hypertonic sea water also caused release of these particles into the surrounding
medium. Approximately 50% of the eggs so treated demonstrated fertilization membranes.
In all cases eggs were initially washed with about 20 volumes of Millipored sea water (pore
size 0.45 /u) and then fertilized or parthenogenically activated in similarly treated sea water.
Electron microscopic examination of such filtered sea water demonstrated little artifactual ma-
terial when examined by platinum shadowing or by negative staining with uranyl acetate

(0.3%). With the latter technique, some particulate matter was observed in sea water con-

taining unfertilized eggs. Although we are uncertain of the origin of these structures at present,
it is possible that such particles are released from sea urchin eggs in response to their contact
with sea water.

This work was supported hv USPHS Grant 13728.

Isolation and growth of a cold and calcium labile spindle from Chaetopterus oocytes
in solutions containing pig brain tubu'in. SHIXYA INOUK, GARY G. BORISY
AND DANIEL P. KIEHART.

Purified tubulin solutions stabilized and augmented the birefringence (BR) of isolated

Chaetopterus spindles. Tubulin was extracted from pig brain tissue in cold PEG buffer (0.1 M
PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 HIM GTP, pH 6.94 at 25 C) and purified by two cycles of a re-

versible, temperature-dependent assembly-disassembly procedure. Metaphase arrested oocytes
of Chaetopterus perfused with PEG buffer without tubulin lose their spindle BR at 1.5 nm/min.
In this hypotonic, calcium chelating solution the cell lysed within 1.5 minutes, and after a brief

transient rise, the BR disappeared in ca. 3.5 minutes from the time of buffer application. Cells

perfused with tubulin in PEG buffer also showed BR decay at the same rate until cell lysis.

Immediately upon cell lysis the spindle BR increased, initially at ca. 2.3 nm/min and then more
slowly until BR approached or exceeded intact cell values. Spindle and asters grew con-

siderably larger than those in intact cells. From the kinetics of the transient BR increase after

lysis, we infer that initially Chaetopterus cytoplasmic and added pig tubulin contribute to in-

creased BR ; further increase appears to arise from added pig brain tubulin alone. Isolated,

growing spindles were depolymerized rapidly at 6 C
; upon return to 23 C, spindle BR re-

turned slowly in tubulin-PEG. The BR of the isolates also decayed in solutions containing
calcium ions 1 to 2 mil in excess of EGTA. The isolates however did not respond, or re-

sponded very slowly, to 1 mM colchicine or Colcemid and to dilution of tubulin of PEG buffer.

Microinjection into Chaetopterus oocytes of tubulin-PEG, but not PEG alone, enhanced spindle

and aster BR which reversibly disappeared upon chilling the cell.

Supported by grants: NIH CA10171, NSF GB31739 (S. I.) ; and NSF 35765 (G. G. B.).

"Muscle" proteins in the electric organ of the Torpedo. BENJAMIN KAMINER AND
ESZTER SZONYI.

The electric organ of Torpedo develops from a myoblast, but contains no features resem-

bling muscle as do some weak electric organs. We nevertheless considered that this strong
electric organ might contain "muscle" proteins modified in their structural organization and
function. We reported previously on the isolation and characterization of tropomyosin from
this organ and now report on the isolation of actomyosin. We extracted actomyosin in Weber-
Edsall solution after blending and washing the tissue at low ionic strength. Parallel extrac-

tions were made from Torpedo muscle. On SDS gel electrophoresis myosin (heavy and light

chains), actin and tropomyosin were identified. The ATPase activity (in 2.5 mM MgCU,
25 mM Tris-buffer, pH 7.6) was about Pi, 0.15 yumoles/mg protein/min, was relatively unstable

and about 20-25 X less than that of the muscle actomyosin. The ATPase was activated by

MgCU and CaCU, a maximum being obtained at a cone, of about 2.5 mM. EGTA (1 mM)
reduced the ATPase by 24-36% thus showing some Ca dependence. ATP reduced the relative
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viscosity of the actomyosin (in 0.6 M KC1) by 10% as compared to 56%' in the case of the

muscle actomyosin. On dissociating the myosin from actin with ATP, the actin pellet was not

clear and in SDS gels, myosin and tropomyosin were present besides the major actin band.

Likewise, the myosin fraction contained impurities of actin and other unidentified proteins. The

yield of actomyosin was low. The ratio of actomyosin to tropomyosin from the electric organ
was 0.7:1 which is markedly less than the ratio of 15:1 from the muscle and 18:1 from rabbit

muscle. This relative abundance of tropomyosin suggests that the "muscle" proteins are assum-

ing modified functions in the electric organ.

This work is supported by a grant from N.S.F.

Limulus lateral eye: intraccllular recordings in situ and in organ culture. E. KAP-

LAN, D. S. BAYER AND R. B. BARLOW, JR.

Single ommatidia in the unexcised lateral eye of Liinnlnx lire impulses in response to very

few photons and encode light intensity over a range of approximately ten log units. In an

attempt to understand the mechanisms underlying these properties, we recorded intracellularly

from retinular and eccentric cells in situ. Our main findings are: (1) In the dark adapted eye,

the membrane potential of the visual cells undergoes small spontaneous fluctuations of about

eight mV in amplitude and large fluctuations of up to 80 mY in amplitude. The large potential

fluctuations (LPFs) appear to be regenerative. (2) Dim illumination increases the frequency

of the LPFs but not their amplitude. However, they are usually large enough to elicit impulses

in the optic nerve fibers, and may provide a mechanism for detecting weak stimuli. (3) The

intensity function of the receptor potential of the retinular cell is similar in shape and in range

to the intensity function of the impulse discharge from the eccentric cell. This suggests that

the large operating range of the unexcised eye originates in the retinular cells themselves.

To avoid the problem of animal movement, we recorded from slices of the lateral eye in

organ culture. For periods of at least three days the visual cells in organ culture retain the

properties stated above for the in situ preparation. Control experiments in sea water usually

produced results typical of the excised eye; however, on occasion intact-like responses were

recorded for a few hours after excision. Such responses could be recorded from receptors

located only on the cut edge of the retinal slice. Apparently, the retinal tissue restricts the

diffusion of substances to and from the receptors and thereby leads to a decrease in the sensi-

tivity of the eye.

E. Kaplan was a Fellow of the Grass Foundation during the summer of 1
Q73.

Observations of luminescent hacteria hi continuous culture. LYNDA A. KIEFER,

HOLGER JANNASCH AND KENNETH H. NEALSON.

Eberhard, in 1972, demonstrated the presence of a small molecule produced by marine

luminous bacteria which is responsible for the induction of the luminescent system. Auto-

induction, in batch culture, occurs only after the cell density has reached a characteristic con-

centration during mid-exponential growth and the luminescent activity subsequently ceases

during stationary phase.

Free-living luminescent bacteria have never been observed to luminesce in the open ocean

and Nealson has postulated that the absence of luminescent activity is a result of an insufficient

concentration of inducer substance in the environment to promote the activation of the lumines-

cent system.
In the present investigation, this model has been examined using the continuous culture

technique. Continuous culture, unlike batch culture, permits the maintenance of constant pop-

ulations in an externally controlled chemical environment over long periods of time.

Photobacterhnn fisheri, strain 121, was cultured in a chemostat apparatus in which the

population density was determined by limiting the substrate (glycerol) concentration and main-

taining a constant flow rate. Light production was shown to be sustainable over several days

when a cell density greater than the induction density (determined in batch culture studies)

was maintained, thus demonstrating a potential for continuous light emission for long periods.

After steady-state conditions were achieved at high cell density, dilutions of the limiting

substrate by factors of two resulted in proportional and predictable decreases in cell density.
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Light emission, on the other hand, was proportional to dilution only until the cell density of

induction was reached. Here, light emission was rapidly extinguished while the cell density
remained at the predicted value, thus supporting the critical concentration model for inducer

activity.

TAME hydrolase activitv and activation of sea urchin eggs. MARK HAM KIRSTEN,
ERNEST COUCH AND ALBERT GROSSMAN.

\Yithin minutes after fertilization of A rhada pitnctttlata eggs, there is release of tosyl-

arginine methylester (TAME) hydrolase activity into the surrounding sea water. Such activ-

ity is also found in sea water after parthenogenic activation of sea urchin eggs by hypertonic
sea water (6 g NaCl added per 100 nil sea water). Approximately 50% of the eggs exposed
to this treatment developed fertilization membranes. An equivalent number of eggs that were
fertilized by sperm (more than 90% developed fertilization membranes) released a propor-

tionately greater quantity of TAME hydrolase into the surrounding sea water. Passage of sea

water obtained from sperm or parthenogenically activated preparations through Millipore filters

caused loss of TAME hydrolase activity. A solution of trypsin made up in sea water to

contain activity equivalent to that found in the preparations cited above, about 0.1 /tg/ml, was

relatively unaffected by Millipore filtration. This observation tends to support our previously
held notion that TAME hydrolase is not released into sea water in a free form. In an accom-

panying report evidence is presented which indicates that the enzyme is particle-bound.

The TAME hydrolase released into sea water was found to be inhibited by 1 mM concen-

trations of Zn ++
,
Cu++

, and Fe + " +
ions, and relatively unaffected by 1 HIM Pb++

, Ca
+
*, Mg++

,
and

N-ethylmaleimide.
This work was supported by USPHS Grant 13728.

five i^'itJidraz^al rcfle.r evoked b\' dorsal root stimulation: electrotonic coupling and

somatic -impulse initiation in fish oculomotor neurons. H. KORN AND M. V. L.

BENNETT.

Mechanical stimulation of head and anterior trunk can induce withdrawal of both eyes in

the Puffer fish (Spheroides). Efferent nerve volleys or EMG's of medial and lateral rectus

muscles of both eyes indicate that stimulation of anterior dorsal roots or spinal cord evokes

simultaneous contraction of these muscles. Underlying synaptic events w:ere studied by intra-

cellular recordings from medial rectus motoneurons in both curarized and uncurarized fish.

Spikes evoked by dorsal root stimulation arise from large and prolonged EPSPs (latency:

7-10 msec) with voltage threshold close to that for direct stimulation. These spikes are blocked

by small hyperpolarizing currents, indicating that they are initiated in or near the cell soma,

presumably through activation of the dorsal column and reticular afferent pathways. After

spinal cord stimulation, this somatic EPSP is consistently preceded by one or two spikes

(latency: 1-2.5 msec) arising abruptly from the baseline. Large hyperpolarizing currents delay

these spikes, but little EPSP is seen to underly them. These impulses are initiated in dendrites

apparently by activation of ascending collaterals of antidromically activated vestibulo-spinal

neurons. Similar abruptly rising impulses are evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral horizontal

semicircular canal. Cell bodies of oculomotor neurons are electrotonically coupled to each

other and antidromic stimulation induces graded depolarizations due to spread of activity from

neighboring neurons. These depolarizations can summate with somatic EPSPs to excite the

cells. The synaptic interrelations are such that electrotonic coupling tends to synchronize

neuronal activity during the eye withdrawal reflex.

Acoustic telemetry of electrical activity from brain of free-swimming dogfish.

NAIPHINICH KOTCHABHAKDI, JOHN KANWISHER AND C. L. PROSSER.

Unit activity was recorded by metal mirroelectrodes from cerebellum and optic tectum of

.]fnstcliis amis. Amplified signals were telemetered as frequency modulation of a 80 Khz
acoustic transmitter attached to the fish. The original signals were recovered by a phase-

locked receiver. Acoustic difficulties due to standing waves, absorption by micro-bubbles and
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doppler effects during swimming were overcome by recording in a large pen and by appropriate

receiver circuitry. Rhythmical tonic spontaneous activity of cerebellar units was interrupted by

quiescent periods. Some units discharged in correlation with flexion of the tail during swim-

ming. Others responded to mechanical stimulation of tail and body. Units in optic tectum

were sensitive to moving objects, including other fish, in the visual field. Variability of neural

activity was noted which was not directly correlated with observed external stimuli. Simul-

taneous recordings of electrocardiograms and breathing electromyograms were also obtained.

The technique of acoustic telemetry may be useful for relating neural activity to behavior of

free-swimming fish.

This work was supported by NSF GA 3540X and Rockefeller Foundation.

Demonstration of lobster CNS tissue in inonolayer cell culture. E. A. KRAVIT/,

B. R. TALAMO, R. \\. GROSSFELD AND K. D. EPSTEIN.

Cells have been isolated from the ventral nerve cord of first through fifth stage lobster

larvae and placed in collagen coated dishes in monolayer cell culture. Conventional mam-
malian cell culture techniques are used throughout the experimental procedure. Standard cell

culture media are used for dissection, trypsinization and plating cells (L-15 medium, fetal calf

serum, glutamine and antibiotics) with salts added to bring the tonicity to that of lobster

hemolymph. Morphological observations and time-lapse cinephotography demonstrate that cells

of varying sizes (up to 50 /j.) extend processes at a rate of approximately 0.1 mm/day.

The specificity oj marine sponge aggregation jactor. WILLIAM J. KUHNS AND

MAX BURGER.

Rabbit antisera were prepared against purified aggregation factors (AF) derived from

three species of marine sponges (1) Microciona prolifcra, (2) Haliclona occulata, (3) Hali-

chondria panicea. Sera were characterized by (a) the presence of specific precipitins and (b)

biological effects as indicated by their ability to inhibit AF activity when preincubated with AF
prior to the addition of the corresponding chemically dissociated cells. Precipitating activity

and anti-AF activity appeared to parallel each other as judged by ( 1 ) the absence of precipita-

tion when supernatants from mechanically dissociated cells were mixed with anti-AF and (2)

the occurrence of precipitation when supernatants from chemically dissociated cells were mixed

with anti-AF. Species specificity of each of the three antisera against mechanically dissociated

cells of the homotypic species was demonstrated by exposure of the corresponding cells and of

heterotypic cells to antibody followed by immunofluorescent staining with fluorescent labelled

goat anti-rabbit serum. However, partial cross reactions between chemically dissociated

Microciona cells and anti-Haliclona serum could be shown. We found a similar partial reaction

between these two species when titrating the factor on heterotypic cells. Experiments were

carried out which indicated that univalent antibody (F a i.) fragments and whole antiserum from

which they were derived could specifically inhibit the re-aggregation of mechanically dissociated

cells. We conclude therefore that purified AF is directly involved in initiating specific aggre-

gation and that the specificity in two species investigated may be only quantitative rather than

qualitative.

Can the firefly see colors? ABNER B. LALL AND TOM JENSEN.

Electrical responses (ERGs) elicited by light flashes (0.4 sec) of various wavelengths

(320-700 nm) were recorded from the compound eyes in two species of fireflies, Phohiris

versicolor and Photimts pyralis, under conditions of dark- and chromatic light-adaptation.

Spectral mechanisms were studied by obtaining spectral sensitivity curves measured in terms

of log relative numbers of photons per flash at various wavelengths needed to evoke a constant

amplitude (300 <uV to 10 mV) of the electroretinogram. The spectral sensitivity curves from

the dorsal region of the compound eye of Photuris versicolor fell into two groups, one with a

single maximum at about 550 nm, and the second with two maxima, one at about 550 nm and

the other at about 360-380 nm. The spectral sensitivity curves obtained from both
the_

dorsal

and the ventral regions of the compound eyes in Ph(>tinu.\- pyralis possess two regions of
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maximal sensitivity. One group of curves had maxima in the near-uv (360-380 nm) and in

the yellow (565 nm) regions of the spectrum, while a second group were maximally sensitive

in the blue-violet (400-450 nm) and also in the yellow (565 nm). A very striking finding was
the presence of a deep depression of sensitivity in the region 500-525 nm followed by a sharp
increase in sensitivity, 1.5 to 2.5 log units in less than 50 nm. The dark-adapted spectral

sensitivity curves in the yellow region of the spectrum showed a close correspondence with the

bioluminescence emission spectrum of Pliotinus pyralis. By appropriate chromatic adaptation,

one of the two peaks, either the yellow or the near-uv (or the blue-violet), could be selectively

depressed in both species. The physiological evidence presented here for the presence of

(a) two spectral mechanisms, near-uv and yellow, in the dorsal region of the compound eye of

Photuris vcrsicolor, and (b) three spectral mechanisms, near-uv, blue-violet and yellow, in

Photinus pyralis compound eye, suggests that the fireflies probably have color vision.

This investigation was partially supported by NIH research grant #EY00490 from National

Eye Institute to Robert M. Chapman and by research grant #01794N from the Research
Foundation of the City University of New York to Abner B. Lall.

Thallium fluxes in the squid giant axon. DAVID LANDOWNE.

In many systems thallous ions are equivalent to potassium ions. The two ions have almost

the same crystal and hydrated radii. I have compared their movements across the membrane
of the squid giant axon by the use of radioactive tracers. The resting influx of Tl 204

is two to

three times larger than K J

". Ouabain reduces the resting influx of thallium by about one half,

thus thallium is pumped by the sodium pump. More Tl204
is pumped than K42

suggesting that

the pumping site has a higher affinity for thallium. As this has already been shown for the

activation site, this suggests that the two sites may be the same. The ratio of the influx re-

maining in ouabain to the efflux is about 20 which is consistent with a passive distribution across

a membrane with a 75 mV resting potential.

The fraction of Tl lost from the axon per nerve impulse is the same as for K. The extra

influx per impulse is also the same for the two ions when measured from sea water with

ouabain. From sea water without ouabain the extra K influx is about 30% higher and the

extra Tl influx, 100% higher than in ouabain. This suggests that the passage of nerve impulses

promotes enhanced pumping and, as at rest, the pump preferentially accumulates Tl. The ratio

of the ouabain sensitive portions of the extra influx is not significantly different from the ratio

of the ouabain sensitive portions of the resting influx.

This work was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (GB 36859).

In situ experimental manipulation of diatom assemblages from salt marsh Aufwuchs
cojumnnities. J. J. LEE, J. HAGEN, C. A. MASTROAOLO AND H. RUBIN.

An experimental apparatus for the incubation of isolated natural Aujivuchs communities

under close to ambient conditions has been developed. The apparatus retains all organisms

larger than 1 /nri, permits free exchange of culture fluids with the surrounding sea water, and

is rugged enough to withstand the stresses of prolonged incubation in the field and severe storms.

Experimental vessels constructed from polystyrene tissue culture flasks are perforated on the

bottom with 12 1.25 cm holes to which are bonded nylon filters (Millipore NRWP 142-50).

The experimental flasks are held in a Lucite rack designed to hold each flask horizontally 3 cm
from the substrate. The racks are designed so that a 1 cm high chamber is below each flask.

The floor of each chamber is perforated with many 0.6 cm holes. The apparatus is suspended
above the substrate and is anchored between poles driven into the marsh. The apparatus seems

ideal for use in in situ experiments on the effects of grazing by and competition among micro-

herbivores.

In 2 separate experiments the apparatus was used in Sippewissett Marsh, Massachusetts,

Jamaica Bay and Southampton, New York. In the first, populations from each field location

were transplanted to each of the other locations. A mixture of the inocula was also incubated.

In the second experiment the community at each location was incubated with reagent grade

lumps of Fe, Cu, Zn, Cr, Pb, and with crude oil. All experiments were in triplicate. Initial

results from the Sippewissett Marsh experiments show both quantitative and qualitative changes
in the diatom population structure. After the 2nd week, Fe depressed the total growth of the
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assemblage to 30-50%; Cu or Pb -5-45%; Zn -15-100%; Cr -15-70%; and crude oil

5-50% of controls. Population structure studies are proceeding slowly and should be com-

pleted in 2 years. Initial results are promising: i.e., in the first week of incubation at Sippe-

wissett the presence of crude oil completely inhibited the growth of Mclosira nuinnntloidcs but

enhanced the growth of M. sulcata; growth of Syncdra fasiculata was relatively enhanced by

the presence of Fe, Cu, Zn and Cr ; Opcphora inartyi was strongly depressed by Cu
;
Zn more

than doubled the proportion of A. hauckiana in the population, and all ions depressed the growth
of Nitzschia microcephala.

Supported by US AEC contract AT (11-1)3254; Ref. no. COO 3254-21.

Isolation and characterization of cell walls from developing Fticus embryos. A. C.

LEY AND R. S. QUATRANO.

Eggs of Fnciis vcsiciilvsis L. can be shown by electron microscopy to have no cell wall.

Fifteen minutes after fertilization a carbohydrate cell wall, observable by plasmolysis, staining,

and birefringence, surrounds the embryo. Cell wall ghosts (CWG) were prepared by homoge-

nizing zygotes in distilled water, collecting the walls by centrifugation and repeating the homog-
enization several times in distilled water, ethanol:0.1 N XaOH (3:1), and 0.5% Triton-X-100.

CWG so prepared retained the characteristic morphology of the zygote and the in situ staining

and birefringent properties. Addition of radioactive sugars and native polysaccharides to the

initial homogenate demonstrated less than 0.5% contamination of CWG by the cytoplasm. The

carbohydrate composition of CWG at different times after fertilization was determined by ex-

traction of the major polysaccharides and use of specific colorometric reactions to measure the

amount of each. At twenty minutes, CWG are 60% by weight uronic acid polymers (alginic

acid). The remaining 40% consists of a KOH insoluble glucan (cellulose) and trace amounts

of fucose containing polymers (fucoidan). However, CWG isolated at six hours were 20% by

weight fucoidan. Zygotes incubated from 0-6 hours after fertilization in a 50% sea water

solution (development was normal) containing
3H -fucose incorporated the sugar into the

fucoidan fraction of CWG isolated at six hours. This may indicate that, at least in part, the

fucoidan incorporated into cell walls of developing Fnciis zygotes is synthesized de novo. The

remainder of the cell wall at six hours is cellulose (20%) and alginic acid (60%). CWG
isolated at later times show no significant changes in these relative amounts. The incorporation

of these polysaccharides, which are either preformed during oogenesis or synthesized after

fertilization, into a completely new cell wall deposited synchronously in a single-cell population

may serve as a model system to study mechanisms and regulation of cell wall biogenesis.

We thank Dr. M. Gibbs for the suggestion to reduce the osmotic strength of sea water in

order to enhan-e the uptake of labeled sugars. This work was supported by grants from the

NSF (GB-37149) and PHS (GM-19247).

Effects of internal calcium on ionic currents in perfused sijnid i/iant a.vons. CARL

LYNCH AND TED BEGENISICII.

Squid giant axons were perfused and studied under voltage clamp in ASW. The isotonic

perfusion solutions were HEPES buffered (pH 7.3) 275 HIM K, 44 HIM Na, sucrose, and the

anions used were variously isethionate, glutamate or chloride. Control and test solutions con-

tained 2 HIM EGTA and Ca (1 HIM, 5 mM, 10 mM), respectively. The axons tolerated the

internal Ca as well as the isethionate, glutamate or chloride control solutions alone, and the

leak current did not increase substantially in the presence of Ca versus control. In these normal

ionic strength solutions, the sodium currents were only slightly if at all reduced. The curve of

peak sodium conductance versus membrane potential was shifted only slightly (4 mV) if at all

and in the direction of more positive internal potential. This shift is opposite the direction

expected if Ca ions are neutralizing the negative surface charge on the inside of the membrane.

There did appear to be some reduction (10%) of sodium currents; however, this was not a

consistent finding.

Experiments were also performed at low ionic strength using buffered 44 mM Na glutamate

and sucrose. Maximum sodium conductance was reduced by 46 and 48%, for 5 and 10 mM Ca,

respectively, the reduction in current being only slightly reversible.
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Experiments at normal ionic strength were performed with and without series resistance

compensation with no alteration in results. Ca activity was measured with a divalent cation

electrode, and it was found the glutamate complexed only 40% of the Ca and isethionate com-

plexed 10% of the Ca in the solutions used.

Rcspirator\ adaptability in relation to vertical Donation in littoral and sublittoral

snails. ROBERT F. MCMAHON AND W. D. RUSSELL-HUNTER.

Six species of subtidal and intertidal snails were collected from Nobska Point and Manomet

Point, Massachusetts. At Nobska and Manomet the subtidal snails, Lacuna vincta, Mitrclla

litnata and Acinaea tcstudinalis, and the intertidal snails Littorina obtusata, L. littorca and

L. sa.vatilis were collected. Oxygen uptake rates in sea water for selected size groups from

each collection were recorded at 5 C intervals from 5 to 45 C with Clark-type polarographic

oxygen electrodes. The three sublittoral species showed a similar respiratory pattern with

uptake increasing at a constant rate until 25 or 30 C followed by a steep decline to thermal

death at 35 C.

As often noted, the three temperate Atlantic species of Littorina demonstrate a clear vertical

zonation in their littoral distribution : L. obtusata near low water of neap tides
;
L. littorca as

the dominant snail of the midlittoral ; and L. sa.ratilis living around the high water level of

neap tides. Other physiological adaptations to level have been claimed for these three species

(c.if., in reproduction and desiccation resistance).

Oxygen consumption in L. obtusata rises to 25-30 C and then declines slowly thereafter

until thermal death at 41 C. /-. littorca shows an increase in uptake rate to 20 C followed by
either little or no further increase in rate until 30-35 C after which the rate decreases until

thermal death ensues at 43 C. L. sa.mtiiis (found in the high intertidal region) shows in-

crease in uptake rate of oxygen until 20-25 C and then a sharp decline until 30 to 35 C
followed by a low and apparently stable rate of uptake until thermal death at 45 C. Therefore,

the three congeneric intertidal species are different in their respiratory adaptations and these

are related to vertical position. L. obtusata shows a greater tolerance of high temperatures
than sublittoral species. Midlevel L. littorca has an ability to maintain a stable respiratory

rate over a wide range of environmental temperatures (20-35C). The highest intertidal

form, L. sa.ratilis, survives high environmental temperatures (35-45 C) by reduction of Oe

uptake in a form of a reversible torpor.

Supported by Research Grant #15-653 from the University of Texas to R. F. M., and

Grant GB 36757 from the National Science Foundation to W. D. R.-H.

Independence of maternal niRNA activation jront polyadenylation in Arbacia.

ANTHONY MESCHER AND TOM HUMPHREYS.

A sequence of polyadenylic acid occurs at the 3'-OH end of most messenger RNA molecules

in eukaryotes and is thought to play some role in the metabolism of such RNA. Following
fertilization of sea urchin eggs, when protein synthesis on maternal mRNA is increasing rapidly,

measurements of poly-A by hybridization of embryonic RNA with
3
H-polyuridylic acid show-

that the amount of poly-A doubles within 90 minutes. This increase involves the adenylation

of cytoplasmic RNA and is essentially complete by the two-cell stage in Lytechinus picttis

(Slater et al., 1972, Xaturc, 240: 333). Using the same basic assay procedure, we have deter-

mined the content of poly-A in eggs and early embryos of Arbacia punctulata and confirmed the

results obtained with Lytechinus. We have investigated the relationship between poly-A con-

tent and the activation of protein synthesis using 3'-deoxyadenosine to inhibit poly-A synthesis.

Polyadenylation is suppressed when eggs are preincubated in artificial sea water containing

3'-deoxyadenosine, inseminated and allowed to develop in the drug for two hours. At a con-

centration of 200 /xg/ml, 3'-deoxyadenosine blocks the increase in poly-A content by 67% and

at 750 /tig/ml it inhibits 96%. Su"h massive concentrations of nucleoside might be expected to

have a general toxic effect. However, adenosine at 1 mg/ml gives no inhibition of polyadenyla-

tion and embryos growing in high levels of 3'-deoxyadenosine, although delayed by about one

hour by late cleavage stages, do not arrest until blastula stage.

Protein synthesis, measured as the percentage of radioactive leucine entering the cell which
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is incorporated into protein during a 5 minute pulse, was not significantly altered by 3'-deoxy-

adenosine. Control embryos incorporated 31.3 2.9%, while those in 3'-deoxyadenosine at

200 /ag/ml and 750 Mg/ml showed 31.9 1.3% and 25.9 2.8% incorporation respectively. That

the adenosine analog had little or no effect on protein synthesis suggested that poly-A formation

was not necessary for activation of inRNA. This possibility was tested more directly by com-

paring the polysomes from normal and treated embryos. No diminution in size could be de-

tected in polysomes from those embryos in which polyadenylation had been inhibited. The

number of polysomes appeared to be approximately the same also, since incorporation of

"H-leucine into nascent protein on polysomes was 8.6% of the TCA-soluble pool in controls and

9.1% and 7.4% in embryos grown in 3'-deoxyadenosine at 200 /ug/ml and 750 Mg/ml respec-

tively. The percentage of the ribosomes in polysomes, another measurement of the number of

polysomes, was 28% for normal embryos and 19% for embryos in 750 /ug 3'-deoxyadenosine/ml.

These results suggest that the entry of maternal mRNA into polysomes is not dependent on

the poly-A formation which occurs at fertilization.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Training Program
at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH 5-T01-HD00026-12 ).

Afferent activity in the neural control of the heart of Busycon canaliculatum.

HAROLD NEAL AND KIYOAKI KUWASAWA.

Previous work on the heart of Busycon canaliculatum has shown that spontaneous activity

continues in the cardiac nerve following section between the pseudoganglion and the right

visceral ganglion. Furthermore, contractions of the heart induced bursts of activity in the

cardiac nerve. This activity has been interpreted as afferent. In the present study two series

of experiments have been performed to ascertain whether or not this activity is truly afferent

and to determine what control mechanisms may depend on this activity. Initially, branches of

the cardiac nerve within the heart were stimulated electrically. Such stimulation provided

correlated compound action potentials in both left and right parietal-visceral connectives as

\vell as in the cardiac nerve between the pseudoganglion and visceral ganglion. Activity was

also recorded in other branches of the cardiac nerve within the heart. This presumably efferent

activity was found in all branches of the nerve independent of which branch was stimulated,

indicating homogeneity of all branches. Section of the pseudoganglion to visceral ganglion

connective resulted in increased amplitude of some but not all compound action potentials,

possibly due to removal of an inhibitory effect arising from the visceral ganglion. Later ex-

periments examined nerve activity initiated by applying a quick stretch to the heart. Activity

was not recorded in the left parietal-visceral connective but otherwise could be traced to all

points previously determined. Release of the stretch also produced bursts of activity in the

pseudoganglion-visceral ganglion connective and in the cardiac nerve within the heart. Clearly,

afferent activity is involved in a complex control system with reflex pathways through the

pseudoganglion. Possible inhibitory mechanisms arise from the visceral ganglion. The re-

cording of activity distal to the visceral ganglion also suggests that control mechanisms may
exist in higher centers.

Sonic effects of compound I)-o()0 at the squid giant synapse. TERRENCE L.

PENCEK.
*

Compound D-600 was first shown to block excitation-contraction coupling in mammalian

cardiac muscle by blocking in inward Ca ++ current without affecting the inward Na++
current,

excitability, or the upstroke velocity of the cardiac muscle action potential. Recently two

phases of inward Ca++ current have been shown by the aequorin techniques in squid giant axon :

the early phase is Tetrodotoxin sensitive, the late phase is TTX-insensitive, unaffected also by

tetraethylammonium, but blocked by other divalent cations (i.e., Ni++
,
Co++

,
Mn+

+, Mg++
) and

D-600. D-600 also blocks the inward Na +
current but does not affect inward or outward K +

current. To test D-600 effectiveness in excitation-transmitter release coupling, the frog

sartorius muscle preparation was used. End plate potentials decreased by 50-70% in 30 minutes

with 10~
4 M D-600. Miniature end plate potential amplitude remained constant while frequency

decreased slightly. The reduction in EPP was probably therefore not due to some postsynaptic

effect.
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The squid giant synapse requires a greater U-600 concentration because of the increased

Ca++ concentration in ASW. Solvent problems were first encountered: greater than 5 mM
dimethyl sulfoxide or greater than 10 mM ethanol reduced the action potential and could not In

used. When D-600 was applied at 5 X 1(K' M the presynaptic spike decreased in amplitude
before postsynaptic alteration occurred. In ASW containing 2 X 10"

7 M TTX, the input-output

relationship (presynaptic peak depolarization rs. log postsynaptic potential) was shifted to the

right, an indication of less efficient synaptic transfer function. This same shift is seen when

reducing the extracellular Ca++ concentration. In a TEA injected preparation, 10~
3 M D-600

blocked the "on" and "off" PSP. We suggest that there is a parallel between the late Ca++

channel and excitation-transmitter release mechanism and that a selective Ca++
antagonist will

help to define the possible Ca++
ionophore involved.

Supported by NINDS grant (NS 09618) to Dr. K. Kusano.

Calcium binding siles in synoptic vesicles of the frotj neuromuscular junction. A. L.

POLITOFF, S. ROSE AND G. D. PAPPAS.

The electronmicroscopic visualization of insoluble materials that bind electron dense ions

can be accomplished by fixation in the presence of such ions. Oschman and Wall ( 1972, /. Cell

Biol., 55 : 58) have shown that fixation in the presence of Ca++
results in the appearance of

electron dense precipitates on some cell membranes. Electron probe analysis shows that they

contain high concentrations of Ca++
(Oschman and Wall; Hillman and Llinas, personal commu-

nications). Precipitates were observed when neuromuscular junctions were fixed in the pres-

ence of 5 or 90 mM of CaCU. In thin sections, between 50 and 80% of synaptic vesicle profiles

contained a dense particle of 50-70 A diameter, suggesting that there is one particle per vesicle.

About 42% of all particles seemed to be touching the vesicle membrane. A mathematical model

based on the assumption that the particle is touching the membrane predicts that the probability

of seeing a particle touching the membrane, given vesicles of 500 A diameter and an image
resolution of about 20 A, should be near 40%. If the particles were distributed randomly inside

the vesicle, the same probably would be less than 1%. It is concluded that the vesicles contain

Ca binding materials that are attached to or form part of the membrane, at least after fixation.

If the particles exist in i'ii'0, the vesicles are polarized and anisotropic. Ca deposits were

observed also in mitochondria, sarcoplasmic reticulum and postsynaptic membrane.

It may be postulated that the Ca that enters the presynaptic process before the release of

transmitter binds to a specific region of the synaptic vesicle membrane as a preliminary step

to transmitter release.

A chlorpromazine-sensitive, hhjh affinity uptake system for L-noradrenaline in

synaptosomes from the optic lobe of squid (Loligo pealei). H. B. POLLARD,
V. A. BOHR, M. J. DOWDALL AND V. P. WHITTAKER.

Transmission at adrenergic synapses is terminated by the reuptake of transmitter into the

presynaptic terminal. This process can be studied in synaptosomal preparations. Synaptosomes
from squid optic lobes have proved useful for the study of choline uptake ; an uptake system for

L-noradrenaline has now been found in the same preparation. Squid synaptosomes, at 4 and

25 C, were found to take up "H-L-noradrenaline in linear fashion for up to one hour. The

system has a Km of 0.4 /XM and a VMAX at 25 C of 40 picomol/mg protein per minute. Uptake
was studied between 4 and 25 C, and Arrhenius plots of the velocity were linear over this

range. The activation energy was found to be 10.2 kcal/mole. The system was found to be

stereospecific for the L-isomer of noradrenaline. Structural analogues such as serotonin, ad-

renaline, octopamine and tyrosine did not compete with L-noradrenaline for uptake by the

system. By contrast, uptake was markedly inhibited by DNP, KCN and ouabain in 10~
4 M

concentrations, suggesting a metabolic energy requirement. In addition, uptake was found to

be competitively inhibited by low concentrations of chlorpromazine with a Ki of 2.5 X 10'" M.

These results suggest that L-noradrenaline is a transmitter in the squid central nervous system.

Furthermore, the uptake system for L-noradrenaline has certain similarities to that found in

mammalian preparations. For example, the Km is similar to that for rat brain hypothalamus,
while the YMAX of the squid is somewhat higher. Chlorpromazine inhibition is also found in
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rats. We conclude that the squid synaptosome preparations are a useful system for the study
of adrenergic mechanisms in the central nervous system and because of its much higher rate of

uptake may present certain advantages over mammalian synapiosomes in such studies.

This work was carried out as a project in the 1973 Neurobiology Course; support from
the Grass Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. H. B. P. is a Senior Investigator from
NICHD (RRB)NIH, Bethesda, Maryland. M. J. D. is also grateful to the Wellcome Trust
for research support.

Predicting (/cue frequencies in natural populations. II. The genetic and physiologi-
cal basis of protein polyinorpJiisin. DENNIS A. POWERS.

The high proportion of protein polymorphisms in natural populations has created heated

literary debate concerning the theoretical foundations of molecular evolution. The major point
of contention is whether the majority of molecular evolution has taken place hy random genetic
drift or natural selection. Since present estimates of mutation rates, genetic load, effective

population size and evolutionary rates are inexact, we have addressed our research efforts

toward studying structural and functional properties of allelic products in relation to environ-

mental variables. Our approach has been to examine the enzyme kinetics of various phenotypes
for a number of polymorphic loci in Fuiuhilits Iictcroclitus as a function of temperature. On
the basis of the relative behavior of these allozymes, as a function of temperature, we predict
trends in gene frequencies for natural populations of killifish living under different thermal
environments (e.g., different latitudes). Afterward, we test our prediction by sampling natural

populations along the east coast of the United States. So far all of our predicted trends have
been confirmed. In addition, appropriate genetic crosses have been done for all the phenotypes
to establish the genetic inheritance of the phenotypes.

Support was provided by : NSF grant #GB 37548 and Electric Power Research Institute

grant #P407901 and NIH grant (GM00265-15) to the physiology course at MBL.

Heat production of Arbacia eggs revisited. E. J. PROSEN AND K. S. COLE.

Heat production is an important aspect of the thermodynamics and kinetics of the initiation

and subsequent metabolic and perhaps physical processes of growth. Tremendous advances
in speed, sensitivity, and accuracy of heat measurements have come about from the use of

modern techniques and semiconductor materials. Yet little, if anything, has been done on such

simple systems as marine eggs since the 1924 measurements of Rogers and Cole.

We have repeated that work with the advanced microcalorimeter of the National Bureau
of Standards ( Prosen, 1973) which has been developed and used in clinical studies of enzyme
reactions and bacterial growth. The instrument had been modified to accommodate a larger
3.4 ml reaction vessel to adapt it for biological work. This isothermal, heat-flow instrument

measures the heat production of two solutions (0.75 ml and 1.50 ml) before and after mixing
with an output signal of 0.2 volt/watt or 90 ,ucal/hr (corresponding to 0.1 /uk), and with a

response half-time of 2 minutes.

Since a constant-temperature roum was not available it wras necessary to place additional

insulation around the calorimeter to limit baseline drift to 3 /xW/hr or less. The original plan
was to measure the heat production of several thousand Arbacia eggs and corresponding sperm
in the separate compartments of the reaction vessel and to follow it after fertilization by mix-

ing for a few hours or several cell divisions. This has been accomplished but not as yet

satisfactorily since no greater than 90 per cent fertilization has been achieved in the vessel.

It was first found that no fertilization or development took place in the plastic reaction vessels

used, although controls in glass gave over 95 per cent. A glass vessel with ports sealed with

paraffin also proved unsatisfactory. Finally the original plastic vessels operated properly

(90% fertilization) after flushing them with sea water for several days. The vessel ports are

closed with o-ring seals.

Egg and sperm counts are incomplete, but our preliminary results are as follows : (all

measurements were made in natural sea water containing 0.0001 molar EDTA and pH 7.8).

Unfertilized eggs gave about 0.3 /xW/1000 eggs after 1 hour with a gradual drop with time.

Prefertilized eggs gave about 0.6 /xW/1000 eggs after 1 hour and with some small variations
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and a gradual drop with time. Sperm heat was also measured but results are not complete.

Fertilization runs in the calorimeter gavr similar heats for the unfertilized and the fertilized

separate runs above and showed no burst of heat upon fertilization. Fluctuations suggest a

possible correlation with stages of development.
There is no immediate explanation for the fact that these values are about twice as large

as those of Rogers and Cole. However, different conditions were used and in one experiment
with greater loading (50,000 eggs/ml in place of the usual 10,000 eggs/ml) we obtained their

value. They used 100,000 eggs/ml. We conclude that it should not be difficult to extend the

range of experiments to include measurements of fertilization and early development of a variety

of marine eggs.

Calcium associated with the plasma membrane In squid a.ron. ROBERT PRUSCH,
BETTY J. WALL AND JAMES L. OSCHMAN.

Previous electron microscope studies have demonstrated that fixation of squid axons in a

mixture of glutaraldehyde and calcium results in formation of opaque deposits about 500 Ang-
stroms in diameter on the inner surface of the axolemma. Microprobe analysis reveals that the

deposits contain calcium and phosphorous. The present study is the first in a series of inves-

tigations on the possible physiological significance of the apparent binding of calcium to the

axolemma. On the basis of the size of the deposits and their frequency (average 2.5/micron)

it can be estimated that the total amount of calcium associated with the membrane is on the

order of 0.1 niM/kg wet weight of axoplasm. The calcium content of extruded axoplasm is

about 1 mM/kg wet weight (flame photometry). This value for Loligo pcalei is somewhat

higher than that obtained by Baker and colleagues for Loligo forbcsi. It is generally thought

that only a small fraction of axoplasmic calcium is ionized (Baker and colleagues estimate

0.0003 mM/kg for Loligo forbcsi). The membrane thus appears to be able to bind much more

calcium than is present in ionized form, indicating that membrane sequestration could be sig-

nificant in buffering intracellular calcium concentration.

Research supported by National Institutes of Health Grants FR-7028 and AM-14993.

Restoration of the birefringence of the mitotie apparatus of Spisula eggs in vitro by

the addition of chick brain tnhulin. LIONEL REBHTN, PAUL LEFEBVRE AND

JOEL ROSEN BAUM.

Recently, methods have become available for the assembly of microtubules in vitro (1972,

Weisenberg, Science, 177: 1104). By use of these methods together with new procedures for

the isolation of the mitotie apparatus we were able to restore and augment the birefringence of

isolated Spisula mitotie apparatus (MA) which had been depleted of microtubules by cold treat-

ment. This was done by adding purified chick brain tubulin subunits to the tubule-depleted

MAs. Chick brain tubulin was purified by repetitive polymerizations at 37 and depolymeriza-

tions at 4 C. The MAs were isolated from KCl-activated Spisula eggs in a modified micro-

tubule polymerization medium ( PM ) containing low concentrations of Triton X-100 and the

proteolysis inhibitor TAME ( tosyl-arginine methyl ester). The MAs isolated by this procedure

were stable at room temperature and could be depleted of their microtubules by cold treatment

or by the addition of calcium. The isolated MAs were washed once in PM and then suspended

in P"M with chick brain tuhulin (9 mg/ml ) . Control MAs were suspended in PM without

tubulin or in tubulin plus 10"
:1 M colchicine. The birefringence of the experimental MAs (PM

+ tubulin) increased by at least 40% within 15 min at 25 C. Control and experimental MAs
were then placed in the cold to dissociate the microtubules. The cold treatment was always

begun within 10 min of MA isolation as the cold lability of the mitotie tubules decreased rapidly

with time. Within 30 min, most of the birefringence of the MAs had disappeared; the tempera-

ture was then raised to 30 C. Experimental MAs (PM + tubulin ) recovered 90% of their

normal birefringence within 15 min. Over the next hours many of the MAs increased in length

up to two times compared to normal MAs. The control MAs in PM alone and in PM + sub-

units + colchicine did not recover their birefringence. The experiments show that heterologous

microtubules can be reconstructed in vitro within a MA remnant depleted of its microtubules.

Similar experiments are in progress utilizing Spisula (homologous) tubulin. Other work is
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being directed toward determining if microtubule assembly on the isolated MAs is localized or

if it occurs throughout the MA.
Part of this study was performed in Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Training Program

at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH grant 5-T01-HP00026-12 ) .

The ontogeny of the localizations which specify the apical tnjt and the gut in

Cerebratulus lacteus. RICHARD REESE AND GARY FREEMAN.

The region of the Cerebratulus egg which forms the apical tuft is derived from the pole of

the egg where the polar bodies are formed (the animal pole) while the part of the egg which
forms the gut is derived from the opposite pole of the egg (the vegetal pole). During normal

development the differential division which separates these two regions occurs during the third

cleavage which is the first equatorial division.

N. Yatsu has argued that the localizations of developmental potential which are segregated

during the third cleavage are set up gradually over the 2 hour period between fertilization and
the first cleavage. Yatsu's argument was based on experiments in which equatorial cuts were
used to make nucleated egg fragments at different stages between fertilization and the first

cleavage. We have repeated Yatsu's experiments this summer.
The apical tuft can be easily identified cytologically. The gut was identified on the basis

of its tissue specific esterase activity. This enzyme was monitored histochemically by using

5-bromoindoxyl acetate as a substrate. This enzyme activity first appears at 24 hours of de-

velopment (18 C) ; the pH optimum is 8.

Eighty to one hundred per cent of the animal halves of the Cerebratulus egg which are

isolated at different times prior to the first cleavage produce guts. About 15 minutes prior to

the first cleavage there is a rapid decline in the percentage of cases that will form a gut ; by the

2-cell stage the animal half has lost its ability to form a gut. Ninety to one hundred per cent

of the vegetal halves of the Ccirhrutulns egg which are isolated at different times up to the

4-cell stage produce apical tufts. At the 8-cell stage the vegetal half loses its ability to support

apical tuft formation.

This work is supported by X.I.H. grant GM -20024-01.

Is mesosin another universal fibrous protein.' ROBERT V. RICE AND W. J. ADEL-

MAN, JR.

Mesosin is the name suggested for the protein or proteins from which three relatively high
molecular weight polypeptide chains are derived by SDS acrylamide gel electrophoresis. In

5.7% gels three bands of 150,000, 135,000, and 100,000 daltons are observed from the electro-

phoresis of purified intermediate ( 10.0 nm) filaments of mammalian smooth muscle. All smooth

muscles so far examined contain these intermediate filaments which are closely associated with

dense bodies. The intermediate filaments are hollow and the aniino acid compositions of the

purified filaments (obtained from sliced gels of each band) do not correspond with any known
fibrous protein. Other types of cells also show intermediate filaments which are morphologically
similar. These include axons, BHK21, and myotubes. SDS gel electrophoresis of extruded

axoplasm from Loligo pcalei, giant axons show 12 bands. The 130,000 dalton band has small

satellites on each side at approximately 150,000 daltons and 100,000 daltons. The highest con-

centration is at 130,000 daltons just as in smooth muscle. Until amino acid analyses and peptide

mapping are done on both smooth muscle mesosin and the axoplasm gel bands no conclusion

can be drawn as to the universality of mesosin.

Tivo-stcp arrest oj sea urchin morphogenesis by tosyl lysine chloromethyl ketonc.

PAUL ROSENBERG AND ROBIN WALLACE.

Tosyl lysine chloromethyl ketone (TLCK) is a synthetic, irreversible inhibitor of trypsin-

like proteases. Arbacia puiutulata embryos were treated for 2 hr at various times with TLCK
at a concentration of 0.27 nm in MBL formula sea water plus 25 mM Tris at pH 7.0. Embryos
pulsed in the first five hours post fertilization did not develop further. Embryos pulsed prior

to hatching' (5-7 hr p.f.) went on to hatch into swimming blastulae hut did not gastrulate.
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Embryos pulsed between hatching and the completion of gastrulation (16 hr p.f.) gastrulated

normally, but arrested at the onset of the prism stage. This latter effect was reversible, and

embryos so treated developed into prisms 10-20 hr behind controls, depending on the time of

the pulse : the later the pulse, the longer the lag. Embryos treated after the onset of the prism

stage (19 hr) developed no further for at least 40 hr.

In order to pursue the question of whether the effect of TLCK is due to a specific action on

a protease, embryos were exposed to TLCK in the presence of the reversible protease inhibitor

benzamidine, which blocks inactivation of trypsin by TLCK in vitro. Using a 3 hr pulse of

TLCK and benzamidine in concentrations up to 2 X 10~" M, no difference was observed between
the experimental group and TLCK controls. Embryos were radialized by exposure from

hatching to 5 X 10~
3 M benzamidine alone, but were essentially unaffected by a 3 hr pulse during

gastrulation. Soybean trypsin inhibitor at concentrations up to 1 mg/ml had no effect on

development.

In E. coli, glutathione has been shown to antagonize the effects of TLCK due not to TLCK
itself but to a ketoaldehyde breakdown product which would appear to be a good, non-specific
SH alkylating agent (T. Rossman, C. Norris, and W. Troll, in press, /. Biol. Client.). In our

studies, 5 X 10~
4 M reduced glutathione completely antagonized the effects of TLCK when ad-

ministered simultaneously, while glutathione supplied continuously following the TLCK pulse
had no effect. L-cysteine and dithiothreitol also antagonized the effect of TLCK when adminis-

tered simultaneously. Oxidized glutathione had no effect at any time.

It therefore seems that the TLCK effect is mediated by the action of a breakdown product
on SH groups in the embryo, since it is antagonized by several SH reagents. This does not

exclude the possibility that an SH-dependent protease is involved.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Research Training
Program at the Marine Biological Laboratory (XIH 5-T01-HD00026-12).

Life-habits of Cumingia tellinoides : an c.niin[>lc o\ convergent adaptation. W. D.

RUSSELL-HUNTER AND JAY SHIRO TASHIRO.

The bivalve order or superfamily Tellinacea encompasses four families, made up of deposit-

feeding genera with separate long extensible siphons, a pallial cruciform muscle, a blade-like

foot for rapid burrowing, and rather large labial palps. Two of the families within the group :

the TELLINIDAE, to whi~h the genera Tcllina and Macoma belong, and the SEMELIDAE, to which

Scmclc, Abra and Cumingia belong, can be separated using phyletically conservative features.

The tellinids have an elongate external ligament with rather weak hinge-teeth, while the

semelids have an internal functional ligament on a chondrophore and strong cardinal and lateral

hinge-teeth.

Wi hin the tellinids, several species of the genus Macoma have long been known to live on

their sides in sediments, and show characteristic posterior twists to the shell valves and asym-
metric pallial sinuses.

The local semelid, Cumingia tellinoides, lives in muds associated with eel-grass. Using
artificial deposits of the pure mineral cryolite (which has a refractive index close to that of

sea water, see Josephson and Flessa, 1971, Biol. Bull. 141: 392; 1972, Limnol. Occanogr., 17:

134), it proved possible to photograph specimens of Cumingia both in the initial stages of

burrowing, and also buried in the sediment extending their siphons in their normal feeding
movements. Behavior varies in Cumingia, but burrowing experiments using natural sediments

resulted in 14% vertical, 10% at about 45 on their sides and 76% nearly horizontal on their

sides. Obvious asymmetry of the pallial sinus occurs in at least 49% of shell-valve pairs, and
a clear directional twist of the posterior end in about 23%, some deformation being obvious

in more than 73%.

Obviously this habit of lying on one side in the sediment, as done by both Macoma and

Cumingia, is associated with a much less active way of life than that of Tcllina on the one hand
or of Scmclc on the other. The habit, and its associated structural asymmetries, must have

been evolved independently in the tellinid, Macoma, and in the semelid, Cinninc/'a. It is there-

fore another example from bivalve lineages of apparently convergent adaptation, comparable
to the polyphylogeny of the limpet-form in gastropods or of tracheae in arthropods.

Supported by Grant GB 36757 from the National Science Foundation.
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Premature cleavage following prefertilization exposure oj Arbacia eggs to NHOH.
RONALD C. RUSTAD AND ROSALIND GOLDMAN.

Exposure of unfertilized Lytechinits eggs to NH 4OH in sea water is known to gradually

change the membrane potential from 10 mV to 60 mV. This treatment leads to DNA syn-

thesis, chromosome condensation and nuclear membrane breakdown.

In the present experiments Arbacia eggs were exposed to NH 4OH and washed either before

or after fertilization. Brief treatments sometimes delayed cell division, optimal ones induced

premature cleavage and long exposures often delayed or blocked mitosis. The treatments gen-

erally led to a reduction in the amount of mitotic delay induced by 7-irradiating the sperm,

eggs or zygotes. The percentage of reduction in radiation-induced mitotic delay was con-

sistently greater when the sperm rather than the egg or zygote was irradiated. In fact, eggs

treated with NH 4OH and fertilized with irradiated sperm frequently divided before control cells.

/;; vivo observations on unfertilized Arbacia eggs indicated that NH 4OH induced the forma-

tion of astral material and the disappearance of the nucleus. There was usually no elevation of

a fertilization membrane or formation of a hyaline layer. Nonetheless, two types of pseudo-

furrows were found. Some eggs exhibited a radially symmetrical cleavage, while other eggs

elongated into a crescent shaped figure in which a unilateral furrow cleaved the cytoplasm.

Cleavage could be blocked by cytochalasin B, an observation suggesting that 50 A microfila-

ments may be involved in these types of cleavage as well as in normal cytokinesis. After the

nuclei reappeared they swelled and developed large refractile nucleosomes.

These observations indicate that prefertilization exposure of sea urchin eggs to NH 4OH
can shorten the postfertilization mitotic cycle. In addition, treatment with NH 4OH can cause

unfertilized eggs to exhibit unusual forms of karyokinesis and cytokinesis.

This research was supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

A study oj the innervation oj the radular protractor muscle of Busycon canalicula-

tum. J. W. SANGER AND R. B. HILL.

Each radular protractor muscle is innervated by a nerve arising from the cerebro-buccal

connective. The nerve trunk enters the proximal end of the muscle and runs parallel to the

long axis of the muscle and to the central artery. A layer of connective tissue and epineural

muscle cells surrounds the nerve trunk. Subdivisions of the main nerve trunk branch laterally

into the radular protractor muscle losing their epineural muscle coat. Further subdivisions of

the branches produce single axons which can be observed among the muscle cells, but no

specialized motor endings were observed. Within the nerve endings are two types of synaptic

vesicles: agranular (clear) and granular (dense). The granular vesicles are larger, ranging

in diameter from 800 to 1350 A (mean 970 A). The clear vesicles vary in diameter from 500

to 1000 A (mean 630 A). The ratio of agranular to granular vesicles within a single nerve

ending varies widely. The mixing of different types of synaptic vesicles within a nerve ending

is similar to what has been reported in the anterior byssus retractor muscle of Mytilus edulis.

If the different types of vesicles contain different neurotransmitter chemicals then perhaps a

single nerve ending releases more than one neurotransmitter. This is suggested by previous

observations on the radula protractor muscle indicating that both low concentrations of acetyl-

choline and low concentrations of serotonin can potentiate the excitatory effects of nervous

stimulation.

Protein polymorphism of the seastars Asterias forbesi and Asterias vulgaris : an

evolutionary paradigm for the Cape Cod marine microcosm. THOMAS J. M.
SCHOPF AND LYNDA S. MURPHY.

The warm-water, southern Cape Cod seastar Asterias forbesi and its "twin" the cold-water,

northern Cape Cod A. vulgaris are normally characterized by 7 prominent phenotypic differ-

ences. However hybrids occur in localities where the range of the two species overlap, such

as bays north of Cape Cod, and offshore regions south of Cape Cod. Analysis of 9 enzyme
and protein systems revealed 27 loci in A. forbesi and 26 loci in A. rittc/aris, with 19-72 indi-

viduals used to characterize each band system. Using the method of Nei (1972, Amer. Natur..

106: 283), 67% of the gene loci are held in common by both species.
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How did this situation originate? We propose that A. forbcsi and A. rulyaris are derived

from a late Tertiary wide-spread species that was subjected to geographic partitioning during
the Pleistocene. At least 70 m of the present relief on Georges Bank is due to glacial deposits,

and, in addition, pre-glacial sea level was about 60 m higher than present sea level. With
formation of glaciers causing lowering of sea level, and the coincident emergence of a land

barrier (Cape Cod-Georges Bank), the geographic range of a widespread species would have

been divided. We contend that northern local populations evolved into the cold-water A. vul-

yaris whereas southern populations led to the present, shallow-water temperate species A. for-

hcsi. According to this evolutionary model, the present distribution, ecology, genetic similarity

and hybrid formation of these scastars is understandable. This also provides a marine counter-

part to the similar cases of terrestrial speciation. Finally, review of literature on other marine

species has revealed pairs of species with contrasting ecology in the amphipods, crabs, clams,

hydroids, mysids, ostracods and ectoprocts. To a significant extent, Cape Cod may have

"caused" its own species diversity.

/''unction of cortical grannie protease: re-fertilization of Arbacia eggs fertilised in

soybean trvpsin inhibitor. H. SCIIUEL, F. J. LONGO AND W. L. WILSON.

Cortical granules of unfertilized sea urchin eggs contain a tryptic protease (Schuel ct al..

1973, Develop. Biol., 34: in press). This enzyme is involved in the establishment of the block

to polyspenny at fertilization. Arbacia eggs fertilized in the presence of soybean trypsin inhib-

itor (SBTI) become heavily polyspermic. SBTI retards the following processes in treated

eggs at fertilization : discharge of the cortical granules, dispersal of the secretory product
released from the cortical granules into the perivitelline space, and separation of the vitelline

membrane from the egg surface to form the fertilization membrane. Numerous small loci at

the egg surface (cortical projections), from which the fertilization membrane fails to elevate,

remain until about 10 to 15 min after the initiation of the cortical reaction. Sperm continue to

penetrate treated eggs through the cortical projections until the elevation of the fertilization

membrane has been completed. Eggs re-inseminated in SBTI show a progressive decrease in

polyspermy during this period. Thus the cortical projections are the sites at the egg surface

for sperm penetration during re-fertilization in the presence of SBTI.
The sea urchin egg, the classical system for studying embryonic development, is also an

ideal model system for studying secretion per se. On the basis of our work on the cortical

granule protease, we propose that tryptic proteases function in the discharge of secretory

granules in all cells.

Supported by grants from the American Cancer Society (P-616) and N.I.H. (HD-05846;

HD-36162).

The sitlfttr requirement jor the completion oj the lije cycle oj Chlorella pyrenoidosa
chick (Emerson strain). STUART G. STDDELL, ROBERTO GONZALES, ROBERT C.

HODSON AND JEROME A. SCIIIFF.

Autospores of Chlorella deprived of a sulfur source fail to complete enlargement and do

not divide. A utilizable sulfur source supplied to sulfur-starved cells induces synchronous

enlargement and division after 20-30 hours. Sulfur-starved cells of wild-type, which are capable

of sulfate reduction, and mutants Satr and Sat2

"
which are blocked for sulfate reduction, re-

quire a minimum of 10~
5 M sulfur to undergo cell division. The increase in cell number due to

daughters is dependent on the concentration of sulfur added. Thiosulfate, sulfate or methionine

will serve as a utilizable sulfur source for wild-type cells. The mutants will not complete the

life cycle on sulfate but will do so on thiosulfate or methionine. This indicates that the limita-

tion imposed by sulfur starvation is not solely in the formation of sulfate esters but must also

involve a block in protein synthesis. Consistent with this, cycloheximide (50 /xg/ml) inhibits

completion of the life cycle in the presence of a completely utilizable sulfur source.

Incorporation studies employing
35SO/~ are also consistent with this interpretation. Wild-

type cells take up almost all the supplied radiosulfate, which appears in the soluble pools, the

lipids, the polysaccharides and the proteins. Sat-T incorporates comparable amounts of label

into all fractions except protein. Thus Sat?' is synthesizing sulfolipid and polysaccharide, like
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wild-type, but is not making protein. In Satr, which takes up less label than the other two

types of cells, label appears only in the soluble pools ; negligible incorporation into the lipid,

polysaccharide and protein fractions is observed. Protein synthesis seems therefore, to be the

major limitation on completion of the life cycle during sulfur starvation.

This work was supported by grants GB-37149X, and GB-25920 from NSF and GM-14595
from NIH.

Light-evoked responses from the -central parolfactory vesicles of Loligo pealei.

LINDA SPERLING, J. E. LISMAN AND ANTHONY GODFREY.

Light micrographs of this preparation show ellipsoidal (ca. 30 micron) cells packed into

200 micron clusters. The cells can be impaled with 30 megohm micropipettes, give resting

potentials of about 40 mV, and can be maintained for 5 hours in oxygenated seawater (10 imi

dextrose, 10-15 C). When two cells of the same cluster were impaled simultaneously, partial

electrical coupling was recorded in 1 out of 4 pairs. Cells dark-adapted to absolute threshold

within an hour after exposure to bright stimuli. Receptor potentials were depolarizing, with

a maximum amplitude of 50 mV. Depolarization of the cell by current injection decreased

the amplitude of the receptor potential ; hyperpolarization increased it. The response to 1 sec

stimuli intense enough to isomerize at least 1% of the rhodopsin were followed by an afier-

depolarization which could last as long as 7 minutes. Flashes delivered during the after-de-

polarization evoked biphasic responses consisting of an initial depolarization (100 msec) fol-

lowed by a hyperpolarization (100 msec). The peak voltage of the hyperpolarizing component
of this response could be more negative than resting potential. A bridge circuit was used to

inject current and thereby to measure membrane resistance in the dark (20 megohms) and the

pseudo-time constant (10 msec). Even a few mV depolarization resulted in repetitive firing

of 2 msec spikes, 1 to 2 mV in amplitude. Dim illumination (4 X 10
7

photons/sec/cm
2

at

530 nm) evoked, on the average, one quantum bump (2 mV, 100 msec) per second. The bump
frequency increased linearly with light intensity, and bumps could be transiently abolished by
a bright adapting stimulus. Assuming a driving force of 50 mV, the peak conductance-change

during a quantum bump is 2000 pmho.

Supported in part by a Grass Fellowship and an NIH postdoctoral fellowship to J. E. L.,

and grants to Ruth Hubbard from NIH, and to George Wald from XIH and NSF.

Gasterostome trematodes of the Woods Hole region. HORACE W. STUNKARD.

Linton [1898, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 20: 507; 1900, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm., 19(1899) :

267; 1901, Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm., 19(1899) : 405] described adult gasterostomes from various

marine fishes taken in Woods Hole, Massachusetts area, and (1905, Bull. Bur. Fish., 24: 323)

reported and figured encysted juvenile specimens from Menidia nienidia at Beaufort, North
Carolina. He (1940, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., 88: 1) summarized his findings, allocated the

worms to the genera Gastcrostomnm, Prosorhynchus, and Nannocntcntm, but the determina-

tions and dispositions have been questioned repeatedly. In the description of Prosorhynchus
gracilescens (Rudolphi, 1819), he included adult specimens from gars, Strongylura marina, and

encysted juveniles from iM. mciiidia, that according to Hopkins (1954, Parasitul., 44: 333)
should be assigned to Rhipidocotyle transi'crsalc Chandler, 1935 and to Rhipidocotyle lintoni

Hopkins, 1954. Hopkins found adults of both R. transversale and R. lintoni in Strongylura
marina collected at Gloucester Point, Virginia, Grand Isle, Louisiana, and Port Aransas, Texas.

Encysted juveniles of R. transz'crsalc were found in Menidia spp. from Louisiana and Texas.

Encysted juveniles of both R. transversale and R. lintoni are common in 717. mcnidia at

Woods Hole. The incidence of infection varies from 10 to 40 per cent in different collections.

Both species may occur in the same individual fish and in general the two species appear to be

present in about equal numbers. They are about the same size. The intensity of infection

varies from one to 38 worms in a fish, usually only two or three. They are encysted in muscles,

under the skin at the bases of the fins, and in the midventral region posterior to the anus. The

cysts are oval to elongate, 0.50 to 1.20 mm in length, about twice as long as broad, and the

worm occupies about three-fourths of the cavity of the cyst. In the cysts the worms are

cylindrical, tapering toward the ends, but broader anteriorly. Released from the cysts, they
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are flattened by pressure of a cover-glass and appear larger. They grow to full size in the

cysts and differ from adults only in the absence of eggs.

Supported by NSF GB-30662.

Difference in fluorescence behavior between positional isoiners of aminonaphthalene
derivatives applied internally to squid (jiant a.rons. I. TASAKI, K. Sisco AND
A. WARASHINA.

Various positional isoiners of aminonaphthalene derivatives were found to behave very

differently in the membrane of squid giant axons. The first example investigated is 8-amino-

1-naphthalene sulfonate (1,8 AmNS) and 2,6 AmNS. The 1,8 AmNS applied to axons by intra-

cellular injection gave rise to transient changes in fluorescence (i.e., fluorescence signal) during

action potentials, while 2,6 AmNS administered internally produced no fluorescence signals.

This difference is interpreted in terms of the difference in sensitivity of the two isomers to

solvent polarity. The fluorescence intensity of 1,8 AmNS is strongly affected by the dielectric

constant of the solvent, while that of 2,6 AmNS is not.

8-^4m7mo-l -naphthalene sulfonate (1,8 ANS) has been used extensively as a fluorescence

probe. Its isomer, 2,6 ANS, was also found to be a useful probe for the axonal membrane.

The fluorescence signals obtained with 1,8 ANS represented a decrease in intensity of poorly

polarized emission and had a broad spectrum extending from 400 nm to well beyond 550 nm.

The signals derived from 2,6 ANS in squid axons were found to be highly polarized, indicating

that both the absorption and emission oscillators are almost perfectly oriented along the long

axis of the axon. The spectrum of 2,6 ANS signal was sharp and narrow, terminating abruptly

at about 485 nm. This difference in behavior between 1,8 ANS and 2,6 ANS is attributed to

the following two physical factors: (1) The lowest-energy absorption band of 1,8 ANS rep-

resents two different types of electronic transitions while the absorption band of 2,6 ANS at

365 nm involves only one type of electronic transition, and (2) the transition moment of 2,6

ANS is oriented along the long axis of the molecule while 1,8 ANS does not have a well-

defined long axis. The importance of a longitudinally oriented macromolecular structure at or

near the axon membrane which brings about nearly perfect alignment of 2,6 ANS molecules

is emphasized.

Activation of ribosoinal RNA accumulation in sea urchin plutei by insulin.

ANDREA J. TENNER AND TOM HUMPHREYS.

Sea urchin embryos advance to pluteus stage without net increase in mass. When the gut

is developed and an exogeneous food source is utilized, growth of the pluteus is initiated.

Recent studies have shown that growth of cells in culture is stimulated by insulin. One pro-

posed model suggests that insulin interacts with acceptors for an insulin-like protein which

stimulates multiplication (Dulak and Temin, 1972, /. Cell. Physiol., 81: 153). An early event

in the initiation of growth of cells in culture is the activation of ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
accumulation ( C. Emerson, 1971, Nature Neiv Biology, 232: 101). Therefore, measurement of

newly synthesized rRNA was used to monitor the growth stimulating effects of feeding and

of insulin on sea urchin plutei.

Embryos of Arbacia punctulata and Lytcchinits pictns were allowed to develop to the pluteus

stage at a concentration of 100 embryos per ml. Embryos were then concentrated to 1000

embryos/ml MBL sea water and given algae, Ditnaliclla tcrtiolccta (1000 algae/embryo) or

insulin (100 /j.g/m\). After several hours of incubation the cultures were labeled with 3H-
adenosine. Dnnaliella was always removed from the medium prior to the addition of the

isotope. RNA was extracted with phenol-sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), layered on 15-305^

sucrose density gradient buffered with Tris-SDS buffer, centrifuged at 200,000</ for 7 hours at

25 C, and the optical density and radioactivity of the resulting fractions were measured and

recorded. The specific activity of the ATP pool was determined and used in calculating the

rate of rRNA formation.

The results show that when L. pictits plutei are fed for five hours followed by a four-hour

labeling period, the rate of accumulation of newly synthesized rRNA increases to over 5-fold

(30.95 X 10-
12

g rRNA/embryo/hr) that of unfed embryos (5.95 X 10'
12

rRNA/embryo/hr).
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Plutei incubated in the presence of insulin ( bovine pancreatic ) show a 2.4-fold increase in t lu-

nate of rRNA formation ( 14.96 X 10~
12

g rRNA/embryo/hr ), whereas embryos incubated in

the presence of the same concentration of bovine serum albumin (100 ^g/ml) showed no in-

crease in the rate of rRNA formation when compared to untreated, unfed embryos. Mesen-

chyme blastula, incubated in insulin under identical conditions as plutei, showed no increase in

the rate of accumulation of newly synthesized rRNA. Arbacia punctnlatu plutei did not respond
to feeding by five hours, but did increase their rate of rRNA formation 4-fold after fifteen hours
of feeding. Stimulation by insulin was not detected during similar incubation periods.

These observations suggest that an endogeneous insulin-like growth factor may participate
in mediating the initiation of growth when plutei feed.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Research Training
Program at the Marine Biological Laboratory (XIII 5-Tol-HT)00026-12) ."

Fluorescamine as a reagent \or quantitating precipitates produced l>\< proteolysis.
WALTER TROLL AND MILTON LEVY.

Proteolytic enzymes are generally quantitated by measuring the amino groups liberated by
hydrolysis of peptide bonds. Sometimes a precipitate forms in the reaction mixture. Examples
of precipitate formation are thrombin acting on fibrinogen and chymotrypsin or rennin acting
on casein. Trypsin acting on histones (except F-l) produces precipitates promptly. Such

precipitates result from the removal of limited hydrophilic regions of the protein leaving a

hydrophobia "core." We have been concerned with developing a sensitive method for trypsin

(and for trypsin-like proteases) which depends on the isolation of the precipitates produced by
trypsin acting on histone. solution of the precipitates and quantitation of their amount by re-

action with fluorescamine ( F ) . F reacts with aliphatic amines to yield intensity fluorescent

compounds. The half time of the reaction is 0.1-0.5 seconds. Excess reagent hydrolyses with

a half time of 10 seconds and no fluorescent products are formed. A commercial mixture of

histones in 0.1 cc containing 5-10 mg/cc is incubated with nanogram amounts of trypsin at

pH 7.5 and after a time the reaction is stopped by acid. The precipitate is collected by centri-

fugation, washed and dissolved in 0.1 cc of 6 M urea. An aliquot is brought into reaction with
F and the fluorescence measured in a Farrand fluorometer. Precipitate formation is zero order

and proportional to enzyme concentration from 10-100 ng. With this method the trypsin like

protease liberated on fertilization of sea urchin eggs can be determined. It is accompanied by
material capable of inhibiting trypsin action. The method has advantages over other methods
in sensitivity and specificity, i.e.. chymotrypsin produces no precipitate with histones. Soluble

amino groups in the sample of enzyme do not interfere because the product measured is a

precipitate formed from the specific substrate.

Alkaline phosphatase activity in unfertilized cyys of Lytechinus variegatus after

removal of endogenous inorganic phosphate. ROBIN A. WALLACE, MARK N.
HILL AND RONALD J. PFOHL.

Previous studies have shown that the specific activity of alkaline phosphatase increases

concomitant with the decrease in endogenous inorganic phosphate during development from the

unfertilized egg to the pluteus stage, the correlation coefficient between the variables being
0.91. Addition of various concentrations of exogenous inorganic phosphate repressed alkaline

phosphatase activity in a pattern qualitatively similar to the in i'h-0 relationship. Pfohl has

suggested that this increase in alkaline phosphatase activity may be due either to the release

from inhibition or activation of a pre-existing enzyme which, on the basis of electrophoretic

evidence, is different from that which is active in the unfertilized egg (1965, Exf>. Cell Res., 39:

496). DEAE-cellulose column chromatography of alkaline phosphatase from different de-

velopmental stages indicated that the enzyme elutes in different fractions, suggesting that it

may appear in different forms (isozymes) during development.
Unfertilized eggs had their jelly coats removed in pH 5 sea water and were homogenized

by sonication for 20 sec in 0.01 M Tris, pH 7.4. The homogenate was dialyzed from 0-8 hr in

8/32 dialysis tubing against the homogenate buffer at 2 C. Each dialysis fraction was then

assayed biochemically for ( 1 ) alkaline phosphatase activity, by measuring the rate of hydrolysis
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of p-nitrophenylphosphate, and (2) endogenous inorganic phosphate. Each fraction was also

treated with 0.25-16.0 mg/ml of exogenous inorganic phosphate and assayed for alkaline phos-

phatase activity.

Decreasing levels of endogenous inorganic phosphate had no effect on alkaline phosphatase

activity, the activity of the enzyme remaining constant in each dialysis fraction. The addition

of various concentrations of exogenous inorganic phosphate to each dialysis fraction resulted

in quantitatively similar curves which showed a proportionality between the amount of exog-
enous inorganic phosphate added and the repression of alkaline phosphatase activity.

The inducibility of alkaline phosphatase may thus involve a more complex mechanism than

its repression. This might be germane to considerations of different systems of alkaline phos-

phatase activity regulation in the unfertilized egg as compared with later stages, since at least

t\vo distinct isozymes of alkaline phosphatase are found in the developing embryo. Investiga-
tions are under way to more clearly elucidate the factors involved in the complex series of

changes taking place in the activity of this enzyme.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Training Program
at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH 5-T01-HD00026-12).

Studies of microsporidan disease transmission in winter flounder and smelt. EARL
WEIDNER.

Two species of food fish, winter flounder (Pseudoplewronectes nincricanns) and smelt

(Osincnis opcrlans} suffer devastating annual epidemics of microsporidosis. The infections,

which are localized particularly as large colonies within the intestinal submucosa, mesenteries

or peritoneal lining, are believed to have considerable effect on population size, especially in

the young-of-the-year flounder and smelt.

In microsporidosis in general, resistant spores are the means by which an infection begins.

However, feeding Glugea stephani spores to uninfected flounder does not initiate the disease.

All spores fed to flounder appeared unaltered after passage through the alimentary tract. To
follow this, washed spores, placed in short lengths of millipore tube-chambers (0.45 /j. porosity)

were fed to 4-6 yr-old flounder. After passage, the spores were recovered and viewed by

phase microscopy to determine whether the spores were empty, changed or unaltered. Since

G. stephani spores remained visably unaltered during and after passage through flounder, we
began testing Stunkard and Lux's idea that small Crustacea, which are part of the young-of-

the-year fish's food chain, may serve to transfer the infection from fish to fish. Our results

indicated that gammaridean amphipods caused up to 40% of the passaged G. stephani spores to

become either altered or empty. On the other hand, there were no observable effects on spores
after passage through the alimentary tracts of animals such as isopods (Lic/ia sp., Cyathura

pcifita), polychaetes, and decapods (Homants aincricanus, Carcinus madias').

Our results further indicate that G. stephani (from winter flounder) and G. liertivigi (from
smelt) grow in gammaridean amphipods. No spores were detected in amphipod tissues 5 days
after feeding with G. stephani or G. hcrticigi; however, two weeks after feeding, all the animals

examined had vegetative and spore-forming phases of microsporidan development localized in

muscle tissue. We believe that these Crustacea are likely the normal hosts for these parasites :

if this is the case, their abundance ranks them as potentially large parasite reservoirs for

food fishes.

Supported by National Science Foundation Research Grant GA-36198.

Evidence for the localization of an RNA template for endodennal alkaline phos-

phatasc in an ascidian r</(/. J. R. WHITTAKER.

Histochemically detectable alkaline phosphatase (EC 3.1.3.1) activity (method of Gomori
and von Kossa) develops in tissues of the presumptive digestive system in dona intcstinalis

embryos: it first occurs between hours 5 and 6 of development (late gastrula) at 18 C.

Puromycin, an inhibitor of protein synthesis, prevents the development of the enzyme if it is

administered at 5 hours or earlier, but not if administered at 6 hours.

The behavior of cleavage-arrested embryos strongly suggests that a morphogenetic ma-
terial for alkaline phosphatase development is being segregated differentially during cleavage
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into particular blastomeres of the embryos. Embryos were arrested at various cleavage stages

in 2 /j.g/m\ cytochalasin B and examined histochemically for alkaline phosphatase at 12-14 hours

of development. Half or more of the embryos at each stage usually developed alkaline phos-

phatase in some of the blastomeres. The maximum number of blastomeres developing enzyme
in these cleavage-arrested embryos followed the cell lineage pattern for larval endoderm cells

established by Conklin (1905) : 1 blastomere at the 1-cell stage, 2 at 2-cell, 2 at 4-cell, 4 at

8-cell, 6 at 16-cell, 6 at 32-cell, and 10 at 64-cell.

Actinomycin D (20-120 //g/ml), which inhibits the development of acetylcholinesterase and

tyrosinase enzymes in dona embryos, did not prevent the development of alkaline phosphatase

even when the drug was administered from fertilization onwards. Daunomycin, chromomycin

As, and cordycepin, which like actinomycin D are inhibitors of RNA synthesis, likewise in-

hibited the other enzyme synthesis but not that of alkaline phosphatase. Apparently an RNA
template for larval alkaline phosphatase synthesis is localized in the unfertilized Ciona egg and

subsequent to fertilization is segregated during cleavage into the endoderm cells of the embryo,

where it is translated for alkaline phosphatase at the appropriate time (hours 5-6).

Supported by NIH grants EY-00776 and RR-05540, and The Seeing Eye, Inc.

Filamentous components of isolated squid a.roplasm. G. WITMAN AND J. ROSEN-

BAUM.

Investigations were made on the in vitro assembly of the microtubules (MTs) of isolated

axoplasm from the giant axon of the squid, Loligo pcalci. When the isolated axoplasm was

suspended at C in two to five volumes of the solution used by Weisenberg for the poly-

merization of brain MTs (Science, 177: 1104), no MTs were observed. However, when the

suspension was warmed to 20 C, MTs rapidly assembled. These observations show that

squid neurotubules can be assembled in ritro under the same conditions as vertebrate neuro-

tubules. Moreover, the axoplasm by itself contains all of the components required for in ritro

assembly of MTs.
The neurofilaments (NFs) of the isolated axoplasm were also studied. When negatively

stained, the NFs usually appeared as long, straight tubes, 60-80 A in diameter, having a stain-

filled lumen 15-20 A in diameter and walls 25-30 A thick. NFs often appeared to flatten out

along portions of their lengths ;
in these regions three or four 30 A strands were observed. Less

frequently the NFs frayed apart into their component strands ;
in these cases four strands were

observed. These observations indicate that the NFs are composed of four 30 A strands.

The NFs were partially purified by a modification of the method of Huneeus and Davison

(/. Mol. Biol, 52: 415) in which the NFs are depolymerized in 2 M guanidine hydrochloride

and then repolymerized by dialysis against 0.1 M KG. Analysis of preparations of reassembled

NFs by SDS acrylamide gel electrophoresis showed an enrichment for two proteins having

molecular weights of ca. 78,000 and 170,000 daltons.

Heavy meromyosin (HMM) binding studies showed that the NFs do not bind HMM.
However, the isolated axoplasm did contain a few short filaments which reacted specifically

with HMM to form typical arrowhead complexes. Furthermore, a protein which comigrated

with rabbit actin was observed in SDS acrylamide gels of isolated axoplasm. These results

suggest that actin is present in the squid axon.

This study was performed in the Fertilization and Gamete Physiology Research Training

Program at the Marine Biological Laboratory (NIH grant 50T01-HD00026-12). One of us

(G. W.) was supported by NIH Postdoctoral Fellowship HD 52732.

Some abiotic properties oj near UV-irradiated tryptoplian. S. ZIGMAN AND

T. YULO.

The ability of preformed near UV photoproducts of tryptoplian (trp) to reduce the incor-

poration of amino a-nds into isolated dogfish (Hhistclns canis) eye lens and fertilized sea urchin

(Arbacia pitnctulata) egg proteins was investigated.

Fresh lenses were presoaked for 24 hr in near-UV light exposed (3W/cnr; 365 nm) or

unexposed elasmobranch Ringer's medium containing 5 X 10"
3 M trp.

14C-amino acid (AA)
mixture was added (1.25 ^Ci/5 ml), incubation continued 24 hr, and AA incorporation into
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total protein of epithelium and cortex was estimated. Incorporation of
3H-uridine into RNA

and 3
H-thymidine into DNA was also measured.

Millipore-filtered sea water containing 2.5 X 10~* M trp was UV-irradiated or kept dark for

20 hr. 50 fj.g/m\ of each was added to separate samples of freshly fertilized eggs in sea water

at 3 min postfertilization. Incorporation of
14C-AA into protein,

3H-uridine into RNA, and
:<

H-thymidine into DNA was measured up to 60 min postfertilization.

Lenses incubated with UV-trp were stained yellow. In media UV-irradiated with trp,

24 hr incorporation of AA into corticol protein was depressed by about 50% over controls,

while 75% inhibition occurred in epithelium. Uridine incorporation into cortical RNA was

reduced by 32%, while 71% inhibition occurred in epithelium. Thymidine incorporation into

cortical and epithelial DNA was lower by 24% and 81%. Uptake of precursors into acid

soluble phase was inhibited less than 20% by this exposure to UV-trp.

UV-trp markedly delayed or prevented mitosis in fertilized Arbacia eggs and led to ab-

normal development. Permeability to AA's was inhibited less than 20% by UV-trp. Incorpo-

ration of
14C-AA into egg protein was 58%, 17% and 27% lower at 15, 30 and 60 min post-

fertilization respectively; of
aH-uridine into RNA, was 26%, 62%, and 60% lower; and of

s
H-thymidine into DNA, was 40%, 48% and 64% lower, respectively, at the same times.

Near UV-trp thus inhibits several phases of protein synthesis in slowly (lens) and rapidly

(egg) growing cells. This suggests either a defect in the ability of precursors to reach sites of

incorporation or in enzymes involved in the process. Since uptake appears not to be involved,

effects on specific enzymes are now being investigated.

Supported by USPHS-EY 00459 and Rochester Eye Bank.
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It was demonstrated first by Moscona and Moscona (1952) that monodispersed
cells of amniote embryos can reaggregate and then build histotypic structures.

With a more refined technique, Moscona showed that these capacities are efficient

in cells of 7-10 day old chick embryos but decline with the age of the embryo.
In his experimental system retinal cells from 7-day chick embryos formed aggregates

of 0.3-1 mm in diameter but cells from 19-day-old fetal chicks failed to aggregate

altogether (Moscona, 1961, 1962). Lung cells from 16-18 day old embryos aggre-

gated, but showed poor or abnormal histogenesis (Grover, 1961). Even when im-

planted on chorioallantoic membrane, late fetal or postnatal mouse cells showed

limited aggregation and in only a few cases a trace of histogenesis (Ansevin and

Buchsbaum, 1962). These results suggested that the capacity to reaggregate and

to reconstruct the tissue of origin might be limited to less advanced embryonic

stages. This assumption gained support from Kuroda's work (1968) in which

the aggregation of cells from older embryos was enhanced by medium that had

been conditioned by cells of the same organ from younger developmental stages.

Previous experiments with cell aggregation in other laboratories resulted in rapid

histotypic reconstruction ; however, the aggregates were not maintained in cul-

ture for more than 4-6 days.

This report reinvestigates the dependence of aggregation and histogenesis on

the age of the cells by means of a new technique, the tissue plate culture (Ansevin
and Lipps, 1973). The technique promotes formation of gigantic aggregates

(tissue plates) from cells of more advanced developmental stages and sustains their

organotypic organization for a longer time than usually is feasible with conventional

methods of organ culture.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Suspensions were prepared from cells of 14- or IS-day-old chick embryos, and,

also, from newly hatched, 2-day-old and 4-day-old chicks. Kidneys or lungs from
several animals were pooled in Tyrode salt solution, minced with fine knives and
transferred to test tubes. After several rinses and a 10-minute incubation in

Calcium-and-Magnesium-free Tyrode (CMF) the tissue preparations were washed
with a 1-3% solution of trypsin (Nutritional Biochemicals) in CMF and incubated

in a fresh change of trypsin solution for 20 minutes at 38 degrees Centigrade.
After that, the tissues were transferred to the culture medium and dispersed by
in and out pipeting with a capillary pipet. The preparation was left for several

minutes for large undispersed tissue fragments to settle by gravity. The super-
natant was transferred to another tube and further dispersed by repeated pipeting.
This was followed by brief centrifugation at 20 g to remove undispersed tissue

fragments. After this treatment it was found that the supernatant suspension con-

sisted predominantly of single cells among which cell clumps of varying sizes and

varying degrees of compactness were present. More culture medium was then

added to the sedimented cells and the process of dispersion and centrifugation was

repeated several times. Finally, all the supernatants were pooled and a sample drop
again was examined under the microscope. This preparation was then centrifuged
at 300 g for 15 minutes. After removing the supernatant, the compacted cells

were resuspended in several drops of fresh culture medium and placed on top of

a porous matrix in plastic Falcon petri dishes 50 mm in diameter. A piece of

phenolic sponge available from many florists ("Oasis," Smithers Co., P.O. Box
118, Kent, Ohio) was used as a matrix for the cells because of its hydrophilicity and

the facility with which it could be sectioned on the microtome. The sponge was

washed, cut into circles roughly 10 X 3 mm. autoclaved, and presoaked in culture

medium. The culture medium consisted of 44% NCTC 135, GIBCO, 44%
Tyrode solution, 10% fetal calf serum, 2%' chick embryo extract (prepared in

this laboratory), 50 units of penicillin, and 50 micrograms of streptomycin per
milliliter of the final medium. After the cultures had stood undisturbed for 1-2

hours, 1.5 ml culture medium was added. After the next 48 hours the petri

dishes were placed on a Bellco tissue culture rocker operating at the speed of

4 tips per minute throughout the period of cultivation. The cultures were incu-

bated at 38 C in an atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO 2 . The culture medium
was changed three times a week. The period of cultivation varied from time

(control for aggregation and histogenesis) to 4 weeks. It was followed by fixation

of the culture-substrate complex in Zenker fluid, embedding in paraffin, and section-

ing at 5 microns either parallel or perpendicular to the surface of the substrate.

For staining, the Rapid One-Step methods of Mallory-Heidenhein (according to

Humason, 1967) were used.

Although our dispersion procedure yielded cell suspensions in which the integrity

of the organ-specific structures (nephric or bronchial tubules) was destroyed, one

might suspect that the presence of cell clumps in addition to single cells could

have aided reconstructive histogenesis. In order to test whether completely mono-

dispersed cells of the same stages are also capable of undergoing histogenesis,

suspensions of exclusively single cells and 2-cell clumps were prepared. This was
done by filtering trypsinized suspensions through a Swinny filter assembly with
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two layers of paper: one layer of "Kimwipe" (Kimberly-Clark Co., Neenah,
Wisconsin ) and one layer of Japanese "Mullberry drawing paper" (obtained through

Andrews/Nelson, Whitehead, Xew York). These brands of paper gave the most

satisfactory results in extensive series of tests of various kinds of paper. Imme-

diately following filtration, only single cells and 2-cell "clumps" could be detected,

and decrease in cell population was relatively insignificant. The cells from these

suspensions were sedimented by centrifugation and otherwise prepared into cul-

tures as described above for less complete cell dispersions.
Two different types of controls were used in this investigation. One type of

controls involved cultures fixed immediately after preparation. This was used for

determining the condition of dispersed cells in each experiment before aggregation
and histogenesis occurred.

In controls of a second type, dispersed cells were cultured on discs of Millipore
filter (assumed to be a two-dimensional, porous substrate) floating on top of the

culture medium in Falcon dishes. Only embryonic cells from lung and kidney
were used in this type of experiment.

RESULTS

In embryonic and post-embryonic tissues, the cells coalesced extensively in the

form of plate-like aggregates that frequently reached about 1 cm in diameter. How-
ever, the thickness of the plates never seemed to exceed 0.5 mm.

Kidney on the sponge inatri.v

When single cell and cell clump suspensions were used, there was no appreciable

difference between the extent of aggregation of kidney cells of the following ages :

14-. 18-. 21-days. Histogenesis in plates of cells from 18-day-old chick embryos
was as good as that from 14-day-old embryos. The epithelial structures formed

ranged from cysts to long cylinders randomly arranged (Figs. 2, 3). Histogenesis
in kidney cells from hatched chicks was more limited

; nevertheless, tubular struc-

tures occurred as shown in Figure 4. These structures were not present in cul-

tures fixed immediately after preparation. The cultures persisted in unchanged
condition for 2-3 weeks ; afterwards, there was a gradual increase in the amount
of connective tissue (Fig. 5), followed by a slow disorganization of epithelial

structures. Nevertheless, some tubules persisted in the cell plates for a month or

longer. Fully monodispersed cells from 14- and 18-day embryos and from newly
hatched chicks aggregated as large tissue plates in which kidney tubules were

abundant. For reasons not understood at present, mortality among cells from 2-

to 4-day-old chicks was very high. This factor and the existence of an exceedingly

high contamination of post-embryonic cells with erythrocytes were very likely

responsible for a decline in the formation of large tissue plates by kidney cells

of these post-embryonic stages. Small aggregates still formed. Some of them were

built of completely solid tissues and were of sufficient size that a tendency to re-

store histological organization could still be revealed in them by the presence of

occasional cystic or tubular structures which showed more or less distinct morphol-

ogy. Because of this result, we felt that the technique, rather than intrinsic cellular

limitations influenced aggregation and histogenesis in postembryonic cells in an
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FIGURE 1. Cuntrol culture fixed immediately after preparation: Since the cells had been

compacted by centrifugation and a certain time had elapsed until the culture was set up, cell

aggregation is already under way. Scale bar equals 150 M.
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adverse manner. We are presently attempting to adapt the tissue plate technique
so that post-embryonic cell viability would be increased, thus offering better op-

portunities for aggregation.

Lung on the sponge matrix

With single cells and cell-clump suspensions, extensive aggregation occurred

with cells of 14-, 18-day embryos and, also, of newly hatched chicks. Histogenesis
was excellent in plates of 14-day-old lung cells: bronchial tubules (Fig. 6) and

cartilaginous rods were abundant. There was a quantitative decrease in recon-

struction of tubules in plates of 18-day-old cells (Fig. 7), but no evident decrease in

differentiation of cartilage. In plates from lung cells of hatched chicks, bronchial

epithelium reconstructed tubules very rarely (Fig. 8) ;
in several cases, capillaries

with differentiated erythrocytes were found in these cultures (Fig. 10) and carti-

lagious rods or blocks were still occasionally present (Fig. 9).
The appearance of cells in the lung cultures suggested an insufficiency of a

factor that would sustain the differentiated condition of the bronchial cells. After

about a week of cultivation, epithelial cells in the tubules flattened, thus losing
their typical morphology ; after several more days bronchial epithelium degenerated
and disintegrated while other types of cells still looked healthy and could survive

much longer.
A single experiment with fully monodispersed cell suspensions of either 14-

or 18-day embryos, confirmed the results described for the single cell, cell-clump

suspensions. Extensive tissue plates formed which showed abundant bronchial

tubules and nodules of cartilage. However, at the post-embryonic stages (imme-
diately after hatching, 2-day and 4-day chicks) the proportion of erythrocytes in

the sedimented material was very high and mortality of cells was considerable.

As a result, solid tissue formed only as small aggregates, which in most cases

were much too small to contain any tubular structure. Nevertheless, in a few
instances a segment of a tubule lined with a healthy, bronchial epithelium was
observed in cells from 2-day-old chicks.

Kidney and lung cells on Millipore filters

Cells of both organs reaggregated to some extent but did not show reorganization
into tissue-specific structures (Fig. 11).

DISCUSSION

The present study is providing new information concerning age dependence of

cell aggregation and reconstructive histogenesis ; this has been possible because
the problem has been reinvestigated with the help of the tissue plate technique

FIGURE 2. Tubules reconstructed in the tissue-plate prepared from 14-day-old embryonic
kidney after 6 days of cutivation. Scale bar equals 300 /u.

FIGURE 3. A small fragment (about 2 mm long) of a tissue-plate prepared from 18-day-old
embryonic kidney after 6 days in vitro. Scale bar equals 70 /j..

FIGURE 4. Nephric tubules in the tissue plate reconstructed by dispersed kidney cells < i

the hatched chick. Six days of cultivation. Scale bar equals 300 /j..

FIGURE 5. A culture similar to (3) but cultivated for 3 weeks. Scale bar equals 70 ,u.
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FIGURE 6. Bronchial tubules in the tissue-plate-culture prepared from 14-day-old embryonic

lung. Six days of cultivation. Scale bar equals ISO M-
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(Ansevin and Lipps, 1973). This culture technique was developed by combining
several older methods, such as cell aggregation and organ culture, with more recent

techniques that utilize three-dimensional porous matrices as substrates for cells.

By this means, the tissue plate culture technique overcomes several limitations

inherent in each of the separate techniques. The application of a three-dimensional,

porous matrix for the cells appears to promote their aggregation and subsequent

histogenesis considerably more than do culture conditions which encourage forma-
tion of spherical aggregates. With the three-dimensional matrix, plate aggregates
of relatively gigantic size are formed: about 10 mm in diameter and 0.3-0.5 mm
in thickness. Spherical aggregates of embryonic cells obtained with previous
methods, attained an average diameter close to 0.5 mm (Moscona, 1962) or 0.3 mm
( Kuroda, 1968). Because considerably more cells are involved in formation of

plate aggregates, their reconstructive histogenesis is superior to that of small

spherical aggregates, a result consistent with the rinding of Jones and Elsdale

( 1963) who determined that small size of aggregates was a limiting factor in their

differentiation. In the present experiments, histogenesis occurred only in plate

aggregates cultivated on three-dimensional porous substrates
;

cells cultured on

Millipore filters aggregated but remained unorganized. We tentatively interpret
this difference by assuming that convective circulation of medium is much less in

three-dimensional substrates than around a thin Millipore filter and thus the prod-
ucts of cell interactions may remain at sufficient concentrations in the proximity of

plate aggregates to promote their histogenesis.

The decline of aggregation and histogenesis with the age of the cell donor is

much slower for plate aggregates cultivated on porous matrices than for spherical

aggregates suspended in culture medium. In the experiments of Moscona (1962)
and Kuroda (1968), cells from 18-day chick embryos essentially failed to aggregate ;

histogenesis was no longer present in aggregates formed by cells from 16-day

embryos. In the conditions of the tissue plate culture, aggregation and histogenesis
are excellent in cells of 18-day embryos ; even at the immediately post-hatching

stage, decline in aggregative capacities (of kidney cells) is not apparent and vary-

ing degrees of histogenesis (dependent on the type of tissue) are still accomplished.
It was observed in the present experiments that cells of more advanced stages need

longer time for reconstruction of tissue structures
;
this work is currently under

progress.
To our knowledge, no comparable degree of aggregation or histogenesis was

previously reported for cells of pre-hatching and post-embryonic chick stages or for

similar developmental stages of mammals, although adult frog liver cells were shown
to aggregate and exhibit histogenesis (Ansevin, 1964). The fact that fully mono-

FIGURE 7. Similar tubules in the plate-aggregate of 18-day-old embryonic chick. Four

days of cultivation. Scale bar equals 150 /j..

FIGURE 8. A tubule in the tissue plate prepared from lung cells of hatched chick of culti-

vation. Six days of cultivation. Scale bar equals 300 /j..

FIGURE 9. Cartilage nodule differentiated in a week-old tissue plate prepared from lung
cells of hatched chick. Twenty-one days of cultivation. Scale bar equals 150 /j..

FIGURE 10. A capillary-like structure with erythrocytes that is sometimes encountered
in tissue-plate prepared from hatched chick lung cells. Seven days of cultivation. Scale bar

equals 150 fj..

FIGURE 11. Lung-cells of 18-day-old chick embryo cultivated on Millipore filter for 4 days.
Scale bar squals 300 p.
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dispersed cells from 4-day chicks can still occasionally form compact aggregates
and, that these aggregates of post-embryonic cells, which are only semi-solid, appear
to be highly contaminated with erythrocytes suggest that an intrinsic cell capacity
for aggregation is not yet lost at young post-embryonic stages. Thus, it is possible
that improved culture techniques would eliminate erythrocytes from cell suspen-
sions and could decrease mortality of post-embryonic cells during preparation of the

cultures, to permit further progress in the area of aggregation of post-embryonic
cells. Since small size of aggregates in itself would be a factor hindering histo-

genesis (Elsdale and Jones, 1963), and, furthermore, since more solid and

slightly larger aggregates of post-embryonic cells did show traces of histogenesis, it

is likely that the low degree of histogenesis in the postembryonic cell cultures

(following complete monodispersion) was again more of an expression of inade-

quate culture conditions than of inherent limitations in the post-embryonic cells.

One may hope that this process could be evoked also in "older" cells by proper
culture conditions.

This study also casts some light on the relationship between monodispersion
of cells and their capacities to undergo subsequent aggregation and histogenesis.

With cells of younger embryos (14 days) and even of those at 18 days of incubation

differences between partly dispersed (including histologically structureless cell

clumps besides single cells) and completely monodispersed cell suspensions were not

obvious since both types of suspensions formed extensive tissue plates which were

abundant in tubular and cystic structures. However, high mortality of fully mono-

dispersed cells from newly hatched chicks was not evident in cultures which had

been prepared with incompletely monodispersed suspensions; also, the former

formed only small aggregates and showed only traces of histogenesis, while the

latter were still able to aggregate into large tissue plates in which histological

structures, although infrequent, were much better differentiated. This difference

might be interpreted in general terms as a loss of a histogenetic factor from the

cell surface during dispersion; a factor which would occur in larger quantities in

embryonic than in post-embryonic cells. The presence of such factors has been

determined in sponges (Humphreys, 1965) and strongly implied by Moscona's

(1962) experiments with warm-blooded vertebrate cells.

We thank Mrs. Elga M. Lewis for assistance in histology. This work has

been supported by grant No. PO1 HE 0925 of the National Institutes of Health.

SUMMARY

Tissue plate cultures on a sponge matrix were prepared from kidney or lung
cells of 14- or 18-day chick embryos, of newly hatched chicks, and of chicks 2 or

4 days old. Two types of suspension were prepared from these cells and used

for the cultures : suspension 1 contained single cells and cell clumps of varying
size and degree of compactness, but free from organized histological structures ;

suspension 2 contained single cells and 2-cell clumps exclusively. In the tissue

plate cultures on the three-dimensional substrate both kidney and lung cells at both

embryonic stages formed giant, plate-like aggregates from either type of suspension ;

histogenesis in these aggregates was excellent. Kidney cells of newly hatched
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chicks were also able to reaggregate into extensive tissue plates from either type
of suspension ; reconstructed tubules were still present in these cultures although

considerably less abundant. Lung' cells from newly hatched chicks formed large

tissue plates only from snspeusicni 1; occasionally a bronchial tubule, a cartilage

nodule or a capillary-like structure was found in the plates. Suspension 2 of

lung cells from newly hatched chicks resulted in formation of small aggregates with

rare indications of a histogenetic process. The same result was true for both

kidney and lung cells in suspension 2 from 2- and 4-day-old chicks. The possi-

bility is discussed that in these experiments technical reasons involved in prepara-
tion of the cultures were largely responsible for the apparent decline in aggrega-
tion and histogenesis of post-embryonic cells. In control experiments embryonic
cells cultivated on Millipore filters ("two-dimensional," porous matrices) did not

form extensive tissue plates or develop histological organization.
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KINETIC STUDIES ON AMINO ACID UPTAKE AND PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN LIVER OF TEMPERATURE
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Department of /biological Sciences, Hunter Colleue of the City University of New York,
695 Park Avenue, Neu* York, New York 10021 and Marine Hioloaical Laboratory,
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Previous studies on the compensation of liver protein synthesis that occurs

with temperature acclimation of toadfish have indicated that protein synthetic rate

is controlled at the steps of polypeptide chain elongation and release (Haschemeyer,
1969a). Rate increases in cold-acclimated fish have been correlated with elevated

levels of elongation factor I, the enzyme that promotes binding of aminoacyl-transfer
RNA at the codon recognition site (Haschemeyer, 1969b). Chain elongation rate

in liver is determined from the distribution of radioactivity between soluble com-

pleted proteins and total protein (including ribosome-bound growing chains) at

short times (< 5 minutes) after injection of labelled amino acids. Use of the

method, however, requires that uptake of the precursor and activation to aminoacyl
tRNA be rapid compared with polypeptide chain assembly. We present here a new
method for simultaneous measurement of L-amino acid uptake, activation, and in-

corporation into growing polypeptide chains by liver in vivo. Preliminary results

have been reported (Haschemeyer and Persell, 1971).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Adult toadfish, body weight 250 30 g, about 90% male, were collected by the

Supply Department at the Marine Biological Laboratory in June (1971 and 1972)

and utilized in the following months of July and August. Fish were maintained

in running sea water aquaria at 22 (normal laboratory sea water supply) or at

11 1 using a Neslab seawater heat exchanger. The toadfish were fed killifish

(Fundnhts heteroclitus} to appetite until two days before experiment. When
acclimation and experimental temperatures differed, 1 hour was allowed for adjust-

ment to the new temperature before experiment.

Measurement of uptake and protein synthetic rates

The procedures for anesthesia and hepatic portal vein injection were described

previously (Haschemeyer, 1969a). The injection solution contained 2 /tCi of

L-[U-
14
C] amino acid' mixture (0.01 /zmole total) with 4 ^Ci of D-[1-

3H(N)|
mannitol or [G-

3
H]inulin in \% NaCl, pH 7.2. Another series utilized 3 /^Ci of

L-[U-
3
H]leucine with 1-2

^Ci
of D-[ l-

14
C]leucine or [Carboxyl-

14
C]-l-amino-

cyclopentane-1-carboxylic acid (cycloleucine). All isotopes were obtained from

New England Nuclear Corp. In most experiments the air bladder of the fish was

472
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deflated by puncturing in order to relieve pressure against the hepatic portal vein

that interfered with blood flow. The labelled compounds were injected into the

portal vein in 0.1 ml saline carrier over a 3-second period. After an additional

elapsed time of 3 seconds to 8 minutes the liver was rapidly excised and trans-

ferred to a Sorval Omnimixer can for homogenization as previously described

(Haschemeyer, 1969a). Excision time (about 5 seconds) and time to homogeniza-
tion (about 20 seconds) were noted for each animal. Immediately after liver

excision, blood wras collected in a heparinized syringe from the cut end of the

hepatic veins leading to the heart. External pressure was applied to the heart

region to facilitate drainage. After centrifugation the plasma was treated with

cold 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA). An aliquot of the supernatant fluid was

analyzed to obtain the plasma free 14
C/

3H ratio. Radioactivity in the 6" (soluble

protein) and T (total protein) fractions of the liver homogenate was determined

on filter paper discs after fractionation according to Mathews, Oronsky and

Haschemeyer (1973) ; washing of the discs included hot TCA for elimination of

aminoacyl-tRNA (Haschemeyer 1969a). Assay of the combined incorporation
into protein and aminoacyl-tRNA in these fractions was made by omitting the hot

acid step, and the latter was obtained by difference. No radioactivity associated

with the labelled marker substances (mannitol, inulin, D-leucine, cycloleucine) was
found in the acid-precipitable fractions. The cold TCA supernatant fluid of an

homogenate aliquot was analyzed to determine total recovery of 14C and 3H as

free radioactivity in the liver. Counting was done in Aquasol (New England
Nuclear) with a Packard scintillation spectrometer. Efficiency and overlap deter-

mination for the double label system was made with toluene internal standards.

Results were normalized to an injection dose of 1 /xCi for each component.

Determination of liver spaces

\Yater content was determined by drying either whole livers or blotted tips of

lobes to constant weight in an oven at 90. Determination of the time dependence
of distribution of various substances in plasma and liver was done by injecting

through a gill artery a saline solution containing 13 /xCi of two of the substances

listed in the previous section in 14C- 3H pairs. After a given time for equilibration

at 22 (5 minutes to 5 hours) blood samples were taken from the gills and from

an internal vessel in heparinized syringes and the liver was rapidly excised and

homogenized. Free radioactivities were determined for the cold TCA supernatant
solution of plasma and liver homogenate aliquots in Aquasol. After correction for

dilutions the recovery of each substance in liver (per g) was divided by its con-

centration in plasma (per ml) to obtain the volume in ml/g occupied by that

substance in liver at the time of sampling.

RESULTS

At any time t after portal injection of a radioactive L-amino acid (A) the

recovery in the excised liver will be the sum of amounts present in intracellular (i)

and extracellular (e) spaces:

~ Aj + Ae ( 1 )
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The intracellular contribution may be further subdivided as :

Ai == Ai
Frt 'e + Aj

1
'
1
' * 1 '1 + Ai

aa -tRXA
(2)

The quantities Aj
1>rotein

, Aj
aa -tRXA and the sum [Ai

Free + Ae ]
which represents total

free radioactivity in liver are determinable by use of the hot and cold acid extrac-

tion procedures described in materials and methods. Aj
aa~1I!XA refers to amino

acid residues in aminoacyl transfer ribonucleic acid. These quantities thus yield

ALIVOI- The value of A,, must be determined by use of the marker data in order

to obtain the desired AI.

The recovery of the marker substance (B) in the liver will represent that amount

present in extracellular space (B e ) plus any of the marker that has reached

intracellular space by diffusion or other non-specific uptake processes (e.g.,

endocytosis) :

B Llver == B e + B,
dl" = B e (3)

In the present study markers were used which showed negligible accumulation in

liver during the short time course of the experiments. The term Bj
dlff thus may

be neglected without significantly affecting the final equations for the active trans-

port of A.

Comparing equations (1) and (3) it is apparent that under circumstances of

active accumulation of A by liver the total recovery A Liver will exceed BLiVcr by an

amount proportional to the extent of specific or active transport (above that asso-

ciated with non-specific processes). In order to eliminate the unknown Ae from

equation (1) we use the measured value (A/B)piasma obtained for plasma draining
from the liver to approximate the ratio Ae/B e in the extracellular space of liver. In

this way A e may be calculated directly from the experimental data, as follows :

A e
=; (B Liver ) (A/Bj riasimi (4)

Ai for each experimental time is then obtained from the measured total recovery
of A in liver (ALlver ) by means of equation (1).

The time course for intracellular accumulation of radioactivity of the L-amino

acid mixture at two experimental temperatures is presented in Figure 1. Fish of

different acclimation groups were not distinguishable by this measurement, and data

normalized to the average maximum uptake achieved for each experimental group
are averaged together. The results clearly reveal a mechanism in liver for rapid

intracellular uptake of L-amino acids injected into the hepatic portal vein. The

system is essentially equilibrated within 1 minute at 24 and in about 2 minutes

at 11. After this time isotope ratios in plasma [ (A/B) PlaSnia] were in the range
0.2 to 0.5 compared with an injected ratio "of 1.0, whereas uncorrected distribution

ratios for liver [ALlver/BLiver] were as high as 6. At t > 1 minute (24) the

extracellular component Ae in liver calculated from equation (4) averaged 4 2%
of the injected dose. The distribution ratio for the free intracellular and extra-

cellular pools [Ai
Free/A e ]

reached values of about 15.

Recovery of D-mannitol (B e ) in liver showed an approximately exponential de-

cline with time (tj
<> 20 seconds at 24 and 35 seconds at 11). By extrapolation

of B e to the level of the injected dose, a measure of flow time between the portal vein

and the hepatic veins draining the liver (for the supine anesthetized fish) was
obtained: 5-10 seconds at 24; 10-15 seconds at 11. Average recoverv of
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FIGURE 1. Kinetics of uptake of L-amino acids into intracellular space of toadfish liver

following intraportal injection. Averaged data with standard error bars [based on Ai()]
are shown for the ratio of uptake A t at short incubation times to the maximum or equilibrium
value Ai

M: ' x obtained at t > 1 minute at 24 and t>2 minutes at 11.

D-mannitol (normalized to a 1 juCi injection) in liver in the time range of

1-2 minutes after injection at 24 was 0.18 .06. Other markers tested were

not significantly different : D-leucine, 0.24 0.04 ; inulin, 0.24 ; cycloleucine, 0.26

0.04. None of these substances showed evidence of accumulation in liver during
the short experimental periods used.

The accumulation process for A; may be described by the simple differential

equation :

= = ka Ae
- kb Aj

Free
( 5 )

where the rate constant ka for uptake into intracellular space will depend upon
transport characteristics and, in this experimental system, on flow rate as well.

The second term refers to efflux processes that remove A from the intracellular

space. If protein turnover is neglected, efflux may be approximated by a first-order

term in A ;

Free
,
the free radioactive pool. The rate constant kb is dependent upon

characteristics of the efflux system (e.g., diffusion) that leads to loss of A { from

the intracellular space of liver as well as on flow rate.

Figure 2 presents a numerical solution of equation (5), i.e.. (AAj/At)/Ae vs.

A;
FmyA , based upon the 24 data of Figure 1 and the corresponding averaged

data for A e and Ai
Frce obtained in the same experimental series. The intercept and

slope of this plot yield the following values for the parameters of equation (5) :

ka = 2.7 minutes" 1
; kb = 0.5 minutes" 1

(based on the earlier time points). From
the value of ka the half-time for uptake is found to be 15 seconds. At 11 an

uptake half-time of 30 seconds may be calculated from the maximum rate of

accumulation (Fig. 1) and the corresponding levels of Ae in this time range. The

shape of the experimental curve at 11 (Fig. 1) clearly deviates from that pre-
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FIGURE 2. Graphical differentiation of the experimental data at 24 (Fig. 1) combined
with A, Max

(Table I) and A e (0- Points at higher values of Ai Frec/A e are not included in

evaluation of the constants of equation (5) on account of the large effect of experimental
variation in this region. The linear portion yields uptake and efflux half-times of 15 seconds

and 80 seconds, respectively.

dieted by equation (5). This is likely to be due to flow rate dependency and to

the inadequacy of equation (5) for describing the system with the experimental
data obtainable at short times after injection.

Ammo acid uptake at equilibrium and protein synthetic parameters

At t > 1 minute at 24 and t > 2 minutes at 11 intracellular recovery of the

L-amino acid radioactivity [A} of equation (2)] appeared to have reached equili-

brium within experimental error. Averaged results for Ai
Max

, normalized to an

injection dose of 1 juCi, are presented in Table I for fish of two temperature accli-

mation groups matched for body weight and nutrition. Total uptake was slightly

higher for the 22 -acclimated group measured at 24, but this may have been

associated with differences in endogenous ammo acid pools. Although both groups
were starved for two days before experiment, the effect of starvation is likely to

differ for fish at the two acclimation temperatures. In an earlier series 22-accli-

TABLE I

Ainino acid uptake levels and protein synthetic parameters for liver of toadfish in vivc at 24 and 11.
Results are normalized to 1 \j.Ci injection of the 15 L-amino acid mixture and presented with standard

error and number of animals; body weight = 250 30 g; liver weight = 6.8 1.5 g

Experimental
temperature
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FIGURE 3. Time course in the distribution of radioactive L-amino acids among various

liver pools following hepatic portal vein injection in vivo at 24 in toadfish acclimated for two
weeks at 11, Ai Fr

intracellular free (cold trichloroacetic acid soluble) amino acid pool;
Ai pr

protein (hot acid insoluble) fraction; A e free amino acid pool attributed to extra-

cellular space [from equation (4)]; Ai aa~ tRN
" A

aminoacyl transfer RNA.

mated fish that had been fed continuously showed a reduced average AiMax of

0.52 0.08 at 24.

Average polypeptide chain assembly time tc (or the average time for one

round of protein synthesis on all active ribosomes) was determined for each group
from the distribution of radioactivity between growing (ribosome-bound) and

completed chains as a function of incubation time up to tc (Haschemeyer, 1969a).
Values of tc obtained from incorporation of the L-amino acid mixture and of

L-leucine alone are given in the last column of Table I. The results at 24

indicate a slightly higher synthetic rate than previously reported at 22. Part of

the difference is due to temperature ; other contributing factors are a shorter period
of starvation before experiment and a change in methodology that reduced loss

during centrifugation of membrane-bound protein. Cold acclimated fish showed
more rapid protein synthesis (smaller tc ) at both experimental temperatures.
Within each acclimation group Q10 for the process measured by tc (polypeptide
chain elongation and release) was about 3. Net incorporation into protein

, though subject to more individual variation, roughly paralleled the
Protein
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TABLE II

Determination of tissue spaces accessible to various substances in toadfish liver

Substance Time after injection Space* ml/g wet weight

Water 0.78 0.02 (8)

D-mannitol, 1 lo 3 hr 0.72 0.03 (4)

D-leucine,

cycloleucine
D-mannitol Zero (extrapolated) 0.31

Inulin 10 to 30 min 0.30 0.03 (5)

*
Including standard error and number of observations.

elongation rates as measured by tc . This is in accord with results obtained at 22

( Haschemeyer, 1969a ) .

The distribution of labelling of the various liver pools that were measured di-

rectly (Ai
Protein and Ai

aa -tl{NA
) or were calculated from the marker distribution

(Ai
Free and Ae ) is shown in Figure 3 by smoothed curves based on averaged data

for the most active protein synthetic group. After the initial uptake period (0 to

1 minute) the principal measured change in the system is the transfer of labelled

amino acid from the free pool to protein-bound form. Levels in the hot acid

soluble fraction (aminoacyl-tRNA) amounted to about 0.5% of the injected dose,

and remained essentially constant over experimental times of 0.25 to 5 minutes.

The final level of incorporation into protein amounted to about 25% of the in-

jected amino acid, and the average normalized incorporation rate was approximately
0.05 //.Ci/minute.

Space determinations in liver

Table II presents data for liver volume occupied by various substances, in

relation to plasma concentration, at various times after arterial injection. Water
content amounted to 78% of wet weight. After equilibration times of 1 to 3 hours

diffusible substances such as mannitol occupied a liver space of 0.72 ml/g
wet weight. A time series in the range of 10 to 60 minutes for mannitol dis-

tribution between plasma and liver was plotted in the form: log [1-mannitol

space/H2O space] rs. time to yield an extrapolated value at zero time of 0.31 ml/g,

representing extracellular space occupied before permeation into intracellular spaces
occurred. The half-time for equilibration obtained from the slope of the line was
20 minutes. The recovery of mannitol in liver, extrapolated to zero time, was

8.2% of the injected amount. Recovery after 30-60 minutes was 5%. Inulin

space at equilibrium (10 to 30 minutes) was 0.30 ml/g; recovery, extrapolated
to zero time, was 5.4% of the original dose. In contrast, recovery of 3H-L-leucine

injected by the same route averaged 19% at times from 5 to 60 minutes after

injection.

DISCUSSION

A method is introduced here for determination of the time course and

equilibrium level of uptake by liver of radioactively labeled L-amino acids sup-

plied as a pulse via the hepatic portal vein. Analysis of the distribution of amino
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acids between intracellular and extracellular spaces in the time period of 5 seconds

to 8 minutes after injection is based on concomitant measurements in liver and

plasma of a marker substance of similar diffusivity that is not concentrated by
liver. The time course of labelling of the liver aminoacyl transfer RNA and protein

pools was also followed and average polypeptide chain assembly time determined.

The time course of uptake of a mixture of 15 L-amino acids supplied by the

portal vein (Fig. 1) is shown to be rapid at both experimental temperatures (24
and 11) in comparison with the time required for one round of protein synthesis

(/,.) at these temperatures (4 minutes and 17 minutes, respectively, for 22-accli-

mated fish). Equilibration times for the uptake process depended on experimental

temperature but not on the acclimation temperature of the fish. Because the mea-

surements are influenced by the rate of blood flow from the portal to hepatic

veins, uptake half-times (15 seconds at 24 and 30 seconds at 11) determined

from equation (5) may principally reflect flow rate rather than transport param-
eters. Minimal values for flow time between injection site and drainage site were

about 5-10 seconds at 24 and 10-15 seconds at 11. The latter corresponds to a

flow rate of 20 ml/mm/kg body weight assuming the volume swept out is about

half the liver inulin space. [Hepatic blood flow in dog is 30-35 ml/mm/kg (Spurr
and Dwyer, 1972)].

It is likely that most uptake occurs in the first pass of the injection fluid through
the liver. Thereafter the system equilibrates by elimination of the extracellular

components (Ae and the marker B e ) due to the influx of fresh blood from the

portal vein and hepatic artery. The half-time for efflux of Ai from the liver is

found to be 80 seconds at 24 [from kb in equation (5)], compared with about 20

seconds for efflux of the marker B e . This is not unexpected, since A 4 is subject to

continuous influx-efflux processes along the portal to hepatic vein pathway and to

possible recycling of isotope re-entering the liver through the hepatic artery.

For the mixture of 15 L-amino acids injected at a total concentration of 0.1 mM
(in 0.1 ml), intracellular uptake amounted to 60-70% of the injected quantity

(Table I) at t > 1 minute at 24 or t > 2 minutes at 11. Accumulation for L-

leucine alone injected at 0.05 HIM was about one-half as much. Following the

initial uptake period, transfer of radioactivity from the free amino acid pool

to protein-bound form is observed (Fig. 3). The distribution ratio between intra-

cellular and extracellular spaces [Ai
Free/A e ] averaged about 15, based on recoveries

in whole livers. When corrected for relative volumes of the two spaces [v^
= 0.41

ml/g, ve 0.31 ml/g (Table II)], the intracellular to extracellular concentration

ratio is about 11.

These results are consistent with the operation of an active transport system
in toadfish liver serving to accumulate L-amino acids against a concentration

gradient. Comparison of the concentrations of the injection solutions with tissue

amino acid levels [about 20 //.mole/g for the amino acid mixture (Haschemeyer,
1968) and 0.2 /u,mole/g for leucine in similarly fed fish (Haschemeyer, unpub-

lished)] indicates that transport probably was uphill throughout the measure-

ment period. Selective accumulation of amino acids in liver relative to plasma has

previously been observed (in mammals) after long periods of equilibration (see,

e.g., Harrison and Christensen, 1971). Data indicating active transport for several

amino acids have been obtained in rat liver slices (Tews and Harper, 1969; Craw-

hall and Davis, 1971). The uptake of nonmetabolizable amino acids has been
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studied in perfused livers (Chambers, Georg and Bass, 1965; Mallette, Exton and

Park, 1969).
The distribution ratios reported above do not include that portion of accumulated

amino acid that has been transferred to aminoacyl-tRNA or protein at the time

of measurement. Inclusion of this component would lead to higher uptake ratios.

Also, no account has been taken of protein turnover in liver in the present study.

Because of the short experimental times used it is doubtful that degradation

processes would contribute significant radioactivity to the measured free amino

acid pool. This factor complicates the interpretation of longer time experiments.
The quantitative results for total A

5
and the transfer of radioactivity from the free

amino acid pool into protein (Fig. 3) indicate negligible loss of amino acids through
chemical conversion. Such processes, e.g., amino acid oxidation, may affect uptake
results in long-term experiments (Fisher and Kerly, 1964).

Recovery of radioactivity in the aminoacyl tRNA pool amounted to about 0.5%
of the injected amount for the amino acid mixture. The rapidity of equilibration

of the pool (within 15-30 seconds at 24) indicates that precursor activation kine-

tics will not cause serious error in the determination of polypeptide chain assembly
times from incorporation data at t > 1 minute. Quantitative evaluation of the amino-

acyl tRNA pool is possible from the data of Figure 3 and Table I for cold-acclimated

fish measured at 24. For this group the normalized incorporation rate into protein

(0.05 /zCi/min/liver) may be combined with the polypeptide chain synthesis rate

1

5. 7 nmole/min/liver based on ^. 2.5 min and ribosome concentration of 2.1

nmole/g (Haschemeyer, 1969a)] to obtain the average specific activity of the

intracellular precursor pool. If the average polypeptide chain synthesized has 435

amino acid residues, this result turns out to be 0.020 /iCi/^mole aminoacyl-tRNA.
The normalized recovery of radioactivity in aminoacyl-tRNA then corresponds to

an active pool of 37 nmole/g liver, representing an average of 18 molecules of

aminoacyl tRNA per ribosome.

Overall protein synthesis in this system based on tc for cold-acclimated fish at

24 is 2.5 mg/g liver/hour, the highest value obtained in toadfish liver to date. The

synthesis rate for 22 "-acclimated fish measured at 24 (tc
- 4.0 min) is 1.6 mg/g

liver/hour, about i of the mammalian rate calculated from tc (1.16 min) and liver

ribosome concentration in rat (Mathews, Oronsky and Haschemeyer, 1973).

\Yhen temperature and ribosome concentration differences are taken into account,

it would appear that the protein synthetic system of toadfish liver is comparable to

the mammalian liver with respect to levels of substances involved in control of

elongation rate.

The results herein provide further evidence of the value of poiklothermic verte-

brates for the study of rate processes involved in liver protein metabolism in vivo.

Body temperature may be varied both for examination of acute temperature effects

and for study of adaptive changes associated with acclimation. Extension of the

new methodology to determine transport parameters and hormonal influences on

these kinetic systems is in progress.
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SUMMARY

1. A new method is described for measurement of intracellular uptake of

amino acids by liver in toadfish (O^sanns tan) in vivo with simultaneous deter-

mination of incorporation into aminoacyl transfer RNA and of polypeptide chain

assembly time, a kinetic parameter for protein synthesis.

2. Mixed L-amino acids or L-leucine supplied by a pulse injection into the

hepatic portal vein are strongly concentrated by liver (up to 75% of dose) com-

pared with D-amino acid or mannitol markers. Uptake occurs against an apparent
concentration gradient with halftimes of 15 seconds at 24 and 30 seconds at 11.

3. The uptake of pulse-injected L-amino acids into intracellular space of liver

and the equilibration of the aminoacyl-tRNA pool are rapid compared with the

kinetics of polypeptide chain assembly and thus do not interfere with assembly
time determination.

4. Polypeptide chain assembly times were 4.0 and 2.5 minutes for warm- and

cold-acclimated fish, respectively, at 24 and were 17 and 11.5 minutes for the

same groups measured at 11 The O]o (for acute temperature change) was about

3 for both acclimation groups.
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DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF PINNOTHERES MACU-
LATUS SAY IN BOGUE SOUND, NORTH CAROLINA

W. L. KRUCZYNSKI '

University of North Carolina, Institute of Marine Seienees,

Morehead City, Nnrth Carolina 28557

The pea crab, Pinnotheres macitlatiis Say, is a symbiont found in the mantle

cavity of many bivalve molluscs. The bay scallop, Argopecten irradlans conccntricus

(Say), is its most common host in the inland waters of North Carolina.

Observations on the biology of P. inaculatus are limited to a list of hosts in

which the crab are found (Williams, 1965), a description of its larval stages (Cost-
low and Bookhout, 1966), post-larval life cycle (Pearce, 1964), studies concern-

ing attraction of adult crabs to hosts (Sastry and Menzel, 1962; Yeater, 1965),
and effect of light intensity and temperature on swimming velocity of zoeae (Welsh,

1932). Kruczynski (1972) demonstrated that adult female crabs cause a decrease

in growth and dry weight of bay scallops in Bogue Sound, North Carolina.

The object of this study was to determine how the crabs are distributed in

scallops in Bogue Sound, and to investigate factors which may control their dis-

tribution and abundance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area

Bogue Sound is a shallow lagoon approximately 37 km long and 3.7 km wide

at its widest point, averaging about 1 in in depth at low tide (Fig. 1). The Inter-

coastal Waterway closely parallels its north shore and is 6 m deep. Ocean water

is supplied through two inlets, one at each end. Fresh water is received from

creeks and runoff along its north shore as well as from a river at each end.

Benthic grass (Zostera and Halodulc} is contagiously distributed throughout
the sound except in the inland waterway. Scallops are found throughout the sound

where grass occurs or was recently abundant.

Zoeae distribution and abundance

Monthly plankton tows were made at eight areas along the length of Bogue
Sound from June 1969 to June 1970 (Fig. 1, Sites 1. 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13). No
plankton samples were taken in October, February and May. Tows were made
at night, pulling a plankton net behind a boat moving at "trolling speed" for ten

minutes, thus semi-quantifying samples. Surface salinity and temperature were

measured while towing. Plankton samples were preserved in formalin and

approximate volume of plankton for each tow measured in a graduated cylinder
after the manner of Wickstead (1965). An aliquot was examined under a dis-

secting microscope and zoeae of P. maculatus removed and counted. An estimate

1 Present address : Department of Biology, Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York 13820.
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101 BOGUE SOUND

MIDDLE I
EAST

3735 scallops 3275 scallops

WEST

1 1 10 scallops

10 Kilometers

FIGURE 1. Collection sites in Bogue Sound, North Carolina. Sites of plankton collections

and salinity measurements are: 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13. Sites of quadrat sampling are: 2, 3,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12. Sites of gridded scallop beds are: 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13.

of total number of zoeae per tow was made from the ratio picked volume to total

volume of sample.

Distribution and abundance <>j post-lar-cal P. uiacnlatiis

Post-larval crabs occur in scallops, so seasonal abundance and distribution of

these stages was studied by collecting scallops from various areas in the sound

from 1968 to 1970. Scallops were collected by hand or with a small dredge from

shallow-water grass beds. Scallops were taken to the laboratory, measured, opened
and inspected for crabs. Crabs were measured and life-cycle stage determined.

Seminal receptacles of all females were dissected and smear mounts examined for

presence of sperm.

Scallop distribution and abundance

The possibility that crab distribution may be controlled by the abundance of

scallops arose early in this study and two methods were used to test this theory.

Transects. Eight locations (Fig. 1, Sites 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12) where scallops

were known to occur were chosen and a series of transects made at each site. All

transects ran from low tide mark on the north shore to waist deep water. One-

square-meter quadrats were cleared every 5 m and scallops counted. Some scallops

were taken back to the laboratory for further examination and crabs were noted.

Presence or absence of a grass bottom was recorded for each quadrat.

Grids. To further assess scallop density and total numbers, eight scallop beds

were gridded and compared (Fig. 1. Sites 3, 4, 7, 8. 9, 10, 12, 13). These beds
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FIGURE 2. Abundance of zoeae of Pinnotheres maculatus in Bogue Sound
in selected months of 1969 and 1970.

were chosen because scallops were found to occur in good numbers at each site.

A portion of each bed was divided into a grid by driving stakes every 25 m along

a square. Each staked area enclosed 2500 m 2
. At time of sampling, total grass

cover of the gridded area was sketched. A random numbers table was used to fix

the center of each sample arc. Samples were made only when this center fell on

a grassy area. A circle with a 5 m radius (78 m 2

), or a half circle (39 m 2

) was

cleared with a scallop rake or by hand around the randomly chosen grassy center.

Scallops collected were taken to the laboratory, counted, measured and opened.

Crabs were noted. An estimate of the total number of scallops for each gridded

area was made by multiplying mean density of scallops by the area covered by grass.

RESULTS

Zocac distribution and abundance

Zoeae were found from April through September and were most abundant in

the east and west ends of the sound in August (Fig. 2). Zoeae were not found

from November to March when surface temperature was below 12 C but began
to appear in April when surface temperature was above 12 C. Zoeae were scarce

in the middle areas of the sound except for one sample collected on 16 June 1969

(Fig. 2, Area 8). No adult crabs were naturally found in this area, however,
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two days prior to the tow a wire box which contained 10 scallops, each with an

ovigerous female crab, was placed on the grass bed where the plankton tow was
made. This was done to determine whether adult female crabs could survive in

this area. They did survive and it is probably their zoeae which were captured
in the sample since few zoeae were later found after removing this box of infected

scallops.

Surface salinity was generally higher near the inlets of Bogue Sound and de-

creased toward the center (Fig. 3).

Post-larval P. maculatus

Inspection of 8120 scallops collected during all months from 1968 to 1971 re-

vealed the post-larval life cycle of P. maculatus in Bogue Sound. All stages were

more abundant near inlets and absent from center areas of the sound.

Pre-swarniing crabs. The first crab instars were found in scallops abundantly

in October and November near the inlets (Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13) and

multiple infections were common. These crabs remained in scallops for several

molts and ranged in carapace width from 1 to 6 mm. One hundred fifty-one pre-

swarming crabs (60 female, 85 male) were collected. No females in this stage

contained sperm in the seminal receptacles.
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FIGURE 3. Surface salinity at plankton stations.
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FIGURE 4. Abundance of scallops in quadrats along transect lines.

Swarming crabs. Swarming crabs are specialized for existence in open water

and possess swimming hairs on the third, fourth and fifth legs, and are flattened

to facilitate entrance into scallops. Swarmers were found in scallops near inlets

(Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13) in the fall and copulation took place in the open
water at this time (this was not observed).' Three hundred forty-five (145 female,

200 male) swarmers were collected and they varied in carapace width from 3 to

10 mm. Seminal receptacles of 65% of the swarming females collected in Novem-

ber were found to contain sperm.

Overwintering occurred in either pre-swarming or swarming stage and both

stages were found in scallops in March and April. Since some swarmers were

found in spring which were not inseminated, it is possible that copulatory swarming

may continue in early spring.

Post-swarming crabs. After swarming, males enter scallops and end their life

cycle in the swarming stage. They usually accompanied a female crab in scallops
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throughout the summer. Females molted into an intermediate stage(s) in which

the abdomen was not yet fully developed to carry eggs. Thirty-two intermediates

were collected from June through November which ranged in size from 5 to 8 mm
in carapace width

;
all contained sperm. One hundred and sixty-seven ovigerous

females were collected from scallops in June through December and ranged
from 7 to 14 mm carapace width ; all contained sperm. During the summer months

only post-swarming crabs were found and only at stations very close to the inlets

of the sound (Sites 1, 2. 3, 4, 13). No scallops were found which contained more

than one post-swarming female crab.

Seasonal abundance. Seasonal abundance of post-larval stages was followed

for various scallop beds. Monthly observations for two years at one area (Site 3),

where crabs were most abundant, are summarized below. Ten per cent of 420 scal-

lops collected in June through August contained ovigerous female crabs. Only 6

males were collected and all occurred in a scallop containing an adult female crab.

Four hundred and six scallops were collected from September through November
and 4% contained ovigerous females, 57% pre-swarming and 42% swarming crabs.

In December through February most scallops (about 60 mm shell height) are

removed by commercial harvesting, so only 109 scallops were collected during this

quarter. No adult females were found, 10% contained pre-swarming crabs, and

6% contained swarming crabs. Scallops collected in March, April and May (210)
were predominantly young scallops (25 mm shell height) and contained few

pre-swarmers (3%) and swarmers (9%). By June, ovigerous females were found

in 9% of scallops (40 mm shell height) .

Scallop distribution and abundance

Three hundred thirty-three quadrats were sampled along transects at the eight

areas. Frequency of scallops per quadrat fits the negative binomial distribution

(P < 0.05) which describes positive contagion (Fie. 4). There is a positive

correlation (Chi Square P < 0.05) of quadrats containing scallops and presence

of grass (Table I). Mean scallop density per m 2 was: 2.6, 2.9, 4.3, 3.6, 4.4, 2.5,

1.7, and 2.3; the largest densities found in middle sound, Sites 5, 6 and 7.

Table II summarizes data from gridded areas. Mean density and estimated

total numbers were higher for middle sound sites.

DISCUSSION

On the basis of crab distribution in all scallops collected, Bogue Sound can be

divided into three areas: East, Middle and West (Fig. 1"). Mature female crabs

were found only in scallops from east and west sound. All other crab stages were

more abundant in these areas, but occurred in marginal middle collections in re-

duced numbers. Why the crabs are not found in scallops in the middle sound

remains an enigma. Scallop density was highest in the mid-sound beds studied

by transecting and gridding. Mature female crabs were never found to be really

abundant even near the inlets (10%), the most favored areas, so it is unlikely that

abundance of hosts controls numbers or distribution of crabs.

Few other studies mention abundance of P. maculatus in hosts. Sastry and

Menzel (1962) found bay scallops infected with adult females to vary from 13 to
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TABLE I

Two-bv-two contingency table of quadrat samples along transects at eight sites in Bogue Sound
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Per cent infection was observed to be greatest below low tide line, and Beach

theorized that the longer the submergence of hosts, the more opportunity for

invasion.

Goodbody (1960) suggested that abbreviated development of zoeal stages in

I'hiiiotJicrcs moscrl Rathbun may be an adaptation preventing larvae from dis-

persing too far away from concentrations of its host population. Xo abbreviated

development is known to occur in P. macnlatns. Assuming that tidal currents

sweep P. macnlatns larvae into the middle of Bogue Sound, the fact that adults

are not found there suggests that the area does not satisfy the species requirements.
Hosts are plentiful, no competition with other animals is known, and there is no

evidence of increased predation ;
therefore some physical or chemical requirements

may be lacking. That adults can survive in this area, at least for a short time,
has been established, so the limiting factor probably acts on a preadult stage. Sur-

face salinity was the only environmental variable measured in this study. It is

possible that pronounced salinity gradients could be produced during times of

heavy rains and land runoff.

The effect of salinity on the distribution of the closely allied Pinnotheres ostrcnm

is well understood. Beach (1969) found that salinity may exert a marked effect

on larval stages of P. ostrcnm because embryonic development is not possible
below 15 %o, although adults could survive lower salinities. Nagabhushanam
(1965) found salinity from 6 to 7%c lethal for adult P. ostreum within 24 hours.

Stauber (1945) observed death of "hard stage" P. ostreum during periods of low

salinities whereas female crabs in later stages of development were able to survive

these salinities. Flower and McDermott (1952) found a graduated percentage of

oysters with crabs along the length of Delaware Bay. Oysters from the lower,

more saline waters were infected more than oysters from the upper reaches of the

bay. Pinschmidt (1963) described a decrease of P. ostrcnm larvae in upper
reaches of the Newport River North Carolina estuary. His findings indicate a

net downstream displacement of crab larve because of tides. First stage (invasive)
crabs were more numerous in higher salinity waters of the lower estuary.

Read (1968) studied salinity as a potential limiting factor in the distribution

of both P. ostrcnm and P. macnlatns, and determined that P. macnlatns exhibits

good survival at 25 C in only 20 and 30% water, and concluded that higher
salinities were conducive to its survival. Read also found that P. macnlatns

was a weak osmotic regulator and its body cells were intolerant of low osmotic

concentrations ; however, because the bay scallop is found in 20 to 3S% ,
he con-

cluded that P. macnlatns will be found in all areas inhabited by the scallop. This

is clearly not so in Bogue Sound. Walker (1969) showed that Halicarcinns lacns-

trls (Chilton), a brackish water crab, can tolerate a wide range of salinity in the

laboratory, yet normally occur in a narrow range in Australian inland waters.

Other factors, such as tidal current, could possibly control distribution of the

crab in Bogue Sound scallops. The position of certain species can be maintained

by selectively using certain stages of tidal current (Verwey, 1960; Stieve, 1961;

Hughes, 1969). Such behavior could keep larval or swarming P. macnlatns

near east and west Bogue Sound. I visualize the control of distribution of P.

macnlatns in Bogue Sound as follows : larvae are swept to all reaches of the sound

by tidal currents but survive best near inlets. Scallops are invaded in great numbers
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in fall and early winter. Heavy rains at this time reinforce the salinity gradient in

Bogue Sound. Many pre-swarmers and swarmers are lost because of scallop

harvesting. Swarmers receive an external cue and begin a migration on ebb tides

becoming concentrated near inlets, or use tides to maintain near-inlet position.

Copulation takes place and inseminated females seek a definitive host in the area

where copulation occurs.

Studies of the distribution of P. iiiacnlatns in M. editlis in a more northern

estuary with a salinity gradient paralleling that in Bogue Sound would be interest-

ing because the mussel has a wide salinity tolerance (10 to 30%c).

This study was supported by an NDEA-IV Fellowship and a Duke University
Predoctoral Trainee Award in Biological Oceanography. I wish to thank Austin B.

Williams, William J. Woods and the entire staff of the University of North

Carolina Institute of Marine Sciences for their help during this study.

SUMMARY

1. All stages of Pinnotheres inacttlafus were more abundant near the inlets

of Bogue Sound, North Carolina.

2. Distribution and abundance of adult crabs did not conform to distribution

of scallops, since scallops were numerous throughout the sound.

3. It is possible that crab distribution is controlled by a physical or chemical

gradient such as salinity.
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RESPIRATORY VARIATION AND ACCLIMATION IN THE
FRESHWATER LIMPET, LAEVAPEX FUSCUS 1

ROBERT F. McMAHON 2

Department of Biohniy, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210

The North American "pond" limpet, Laevapex fusciis (C. B. Adams), is a

member of the family Ancylidae ;
and the order Basommatophora (Basch, 1959,

1963 and Hubendick, 1964). It is one of the most highly evolved of the fresh-

water pulmonates in that the mantle-cavity is reduced and the main respiratory

structure is a secondary gill formed from a double evagination of the left mantle-

wall in the region of the rectum. General cutaneous exchange along with this

"pseudobranch" allows Lacvapcx to be entirely aquatic in its respiration. It does

not have to return to the surface periodically to renew air as in the majority of

freshwater pulmonates. Lacvapex is distributed throughout North America east

of the Rocky Mountains in swamps, ponds, rivers, and lakes. It lives on rocks

and other hard surfaces (Basch, 1959, 1963 and Hubendick, 1964).

The present work is concerned with the respiratory behavior of Laevapex and

the correlation of this with both natural history and environmental variation.

Earlier investigations involve the annual repiratory variation of three ancylid

species: the European species, Aucylus fluviatilis and Acroloxus lacnstris (Berg,

1951, 1952, 1953, and Berg, Lunibye and Okelman, 1958) ; and the North American

stream limpet, Ferrissia rivularis (Burky, 1969, 1970, 1971). Like Laevapex, these

ancylids all show reverse respiratory acclimation in winter-conditioned populations.

The phenomenon of reverse acclimation appears to be paradoxically non-adaptive

(Prosser, 1955). A major result of this study is a re-interpretation of the func-

tion of reverse acclimation in Laevapex within an appropriate ecological and en-

vironmental framework.

Specimens of Laevapex fiiscus were collected bimonthly from three freshwater

environments in upstate New York through the years 1970-1971. Concurrent

studies of life-cycles, reproduction rates and bioenergetics (McMahon, 1972; see

also McMahon, Hunter and Russell-Hunter, 1974) were made along with the

assessments of respiration described in this report. Oxygen consumption rates

were determined at both ambient and two standard temperatures for 100% oxygen
tension on subsamples from each collection. For every 9 out of 10 of the seasonal

samples, the effects of decreasing oxygen tensions at 20 C on rates of oxygen con-

sumption were determined. In addition experiments were carried out on respira-

tion rates before and after exposure to oxygen depleted water.

1 This investigation was supported initially by National Institutes of Health grant number

GM 11693, and then by National Science Foundation grant number GB 36757, both to Dr. W. D.

Russell-Hunter.
2 Present address : Department of Biology, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington,

Texas 76010.
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METHODS

Three populations of LaiTape.v jitscus were investigated in this study. They
occurred in Canandaigua Outlet (CAN) Canandaigua, New York (USGS map
quadrangle. Canandaigua Lake, New York: 4252'28"N, 7716'OS"W) ; Sterling
Pond (FH) in Fair Haven, New York (USGS map quadrangle Fair Haven, New
York: 4320'30"N, 7642'00"W) ;

and the Erie Canal (ECF) just outside Fayette-
ville, New York (USGS map quadrangle, Syracuse East, New York: 4302'50"N,
7600'26"W). Large regular collections of Laevapex juscus were taken at the

CAN and FH sites from mid-August 1969 until late-December 1971. Erie Canal

at Fayetteville was sampled regularly from June 1970 until late-November 1971.

Fair Haven and Erie Canal collections consisted entirely of specimens taken

from rocks. Canandaigua Outlet samples came from rocks, bottles, metal cans and

pieces of wood littering the bottom. At all three sites water temperatures varied

between summer highs of 25-28 C and winter lows of 0-4 C (Fig. 1). During
the warmer periods specimens of Laevapex were found on rock surfaces just within

the oxidized surface layer of mud and organic debris. In the winter when water

temperature is low, Laevapex migrates well down the rocks into very poorly

oxygenated reducing mud and remains inactive until temperatures rise in the

spring. Once ice forms in the winter oxygen tensions drop at all three sites due
to diminished diffusion of oxygen from the surface (McMahon, 1972).

All respiration rates were monitored with Clark-type polarographic oxygen
electrodes (Clark, 1956). The oxygen electrodes, respiration chambers and con-

stant temperature apparatus was purchased from the Yellow Springs Instrument

Company (Model-53). Respiration chambers were modified for snails according
to the method of Burky (1969, 1971). Oxygen tension in the chambers was con-

tinuously recorded on a Honeywell Electronik-16 Strip Chart Recorder.

Specimens of Laevapex fitsens were returned to the laboratory in vacuum
flasks and maintained at field temperature in an incubator. Respiration experi-
ments were normally started within 24 hours of the collection. Rates were deter-

mined for one to four age-groups (premeasured as shell size-classes) intended as

representative of the frequency distribution of the population sampled. The
standard measurement for all samples was aperture length (AL), the greatest di-

mension anterior-posterior across the opening of the limpet shell. The class interval

for each age group was 2.5 mm about a chosen aperature length within the range,
one to eight millimeters (Snails were measured according to the method of Russell

Hunter, 1953, 1961). Replicate experiments of the same size-classes were run

occasionally as an indication of respiratory variance. After respiration measure-

ments, experimental groups were taken to a constant dry weight in a 90 C oven

fusully more than 12 hours). To assess shell biomass thirty or more snails were

randomly selected from a summer sample at each site plus a winter sample at

FH, and placed in 90 C pond water for one minute to separate each shell from

its mantle tissue. For these separated shells, length and shell constant dry weight

(90 C for three hours) were determined. Regressions were then computed for

shell dry weights against aperture length (the longest dimension across the opening
of the shell) for the ECF and CAN populations and both generations at FH.

Water used in the chambers was taken from the field at the time of collection,

held at field temperature, and filtered twice before being used in any experiment.
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Chamber water volume was always four milliliters. The oxygen probe was equili-

brated at least twenty-five minutes in a blank chamber (i.e., without limpets)
before any experimental determinations were made.

The limpets were added to the experimental chamber once the water had
stabilized at the experimental temperature and they remained nearly stationary after

attachment for the course of the experiment. All sets of respiratory experiments
consisted of runs at three temperatures (at field ambient temperature and at 10 C
and 20 C). Although the first respiration run in each experimental sequence was
done at field ambient temperature the temperature for the second run was chosen

with reference to the recent environmental experience of the population.
Each experiment began at a saturation level of oxygen concentration assumed

to be equal to that for distilled water at the experimental temperature and pressure.
In the majority of runs, all rates were determined from the records of a con-

tinuously monitored change in oxygen concentration, either from 100% to 90%,
if that 10% reduction was accomplished in less than 30 minutes, or from the

reduction from 100% that actually occurs in 30 minutes.

Other experiments involved continuous monitoring at 20 C from 100% oxygen
down to a tension at which respiration apparently stopped. For these more ex-

tensive runs, respiratory rates were normally calculated for every 10% change in

concentration down to 30%, but, where rapid changes in rate occurred, the rates

were determined at every five per cent decrease in concentration. In addition,

another four series respiratory experiments were conducted. First, temperature
acclimation was assessed in the laboratory by holding animals in an incubator at

20 C, after appropriate long runs, and then measuring their respiration every seven

days until a major change in respiratory behavior could be detected. Secondly,

respiratory change following long-term starvation was demonstrated by monitor-

ing respiration up to three times every 24 hours at field ambient water tem-

perature at the time of collection for a four to five day period following collection.

Thirdly, response to low oxygen levels was followed by comparing normal respira-

tory behavior both to initial respirator}- rates and to rates with decreasing oxygen
tension of post-anaerobic snails. Finally the mortality due to sustained low oxygen
stress was determined for each population (FH, CAN, ECF) by placing 20 snails

in glass stoppered bottles containing deoxygenated field water maintained at field

temperatures. Periodically, the number of snails still alive was recorded, and the

time at which 50% of the snails died from low oxygen stress (LD-50) is presented
below.

All respiratory rate values were computed as a rate per milligram "shell-free"

dry tissue weight per hour ( fj\ Oo/mg/hr). In this case, "shell-free" dry tissue

weight equals the dry weight of the appropriate size-class minus the dry weight
of its shells. Shell dry weights had been determined from a regression of dry

weight against aperture length for each population.

RESULTS

Respiration experiments fall into three general classes: seasonal measurements

of short-term respiration, temperature acclimation studies, and more specific investi-

gations of low oxygen stress. Within each experimental set of size groups there

was no consistent change in respiratory rate with change in mean dry tissue
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weight per animal. A similar lack of correlation between size and respiration rate

has been reported for Physa Jiawnii (Daniels and Armitage, 1969). Therefore,

oxygen uptake rates of all size groups in each experiment were averaged for each

experimental temperature.
The experiments in which respiration rates were recorded over long periods of

starvation showed that the variation in oxygen consumption rates resulting from

starvation falls within the normal range of variation found in any single experi-

ment. The consistent long-term effect of starvation on respiration rate reported for

the European stream limpet Ancyhts flnvlatilus by Berg et al. (1958) does not

occur in Laevape.r.

Respiration rate in Laci'apex is closely correlated to field water temperatures.

During the winter when water temperatures drop to between 0-2 C at all three

sites, the respiration at ambient temperature and 100 per cent oxygen tension of

overwintering specimens of Lacvapex is correspondingly low (Fig. 1). For the

months of January through March the average respiratory rate for CAN limpets

was 0.223 /llOo/mg/hr in 1970 and 0.161 ^lOo/mg/hr in 1971 (Fig. 1). The aver-

age winter rates for FH-L snails (FH-L is the overwintering generation of the

bivoltine Sterling Pond population; see McMahon, 1972 and McMahon ct a!.,

1974) were 0.191 /*102/mg/hr in 1970 and 0.183 ^102/mg/hr in 1971 (Fig. 1).

The ECF population had an average winter rate of 0.291 /xlOo/mg/hr during the

months of March and November in 1971 (Fig. 1).

As temperature rises with the onset of spring, the respiration rate of the

limpets shows a corresponding increase. Peak rates of respiration at 100 per cent

oxygen tension and ambient temperature occur in July and August when field water

temperatures are the greatest (25 C-30 C). At ECF, average summer respira-

tion rates during July and August in 1971 were 2.010 /xlO^/mg/hr (Fig. 1). The

CAN limpets had similar average rates of 1.818 ^10o/mg/hr in 1970 and 1.759 /x!02/

mg/hr in 1971 (Fig. 1). The FH-E Laevapc.r population (FH-E is the spring

generation of the bivoltine Sterling Pond population) had a very high average

summer respiratory rate in 1970 of 7.312 julOo/mg/hr and a lower rate of 1.939

^102/mg/hr in 1971 (Fig. 1). The lower summer rate in 1971 at FH may have

resulted from the unusually low over night temperatures occurring that summer.

Since Sterling Pond water temperature is normally within a few centigrade degrees

of air temperature the 1971-E Laevapcx population my have received a series of

cold shocks which kept respiration rates at ambient temperature lower than usual.

Taken from each population in mid-summer, three groups of twenty specimens

were held in pond water depleted of all oxygen at ambient temperature. The

mean 50% mortality times (corresponding to LD-50's) for each set of sixty

animals are: ECF. 27 C, LD-50 = 6 hours and 35 minutes; CAN, 23 C, LD-
50 =: 16 hours and 50 minutes; and FH, 24 C, LD-50 =: 16 hours and 50 minutes.

The overall mean LD-50 time for summer limpets in all three populations is 14

hours and 5 minutes. Similar values have been reported for other freshwater snails

(Von Brand, Baernstein, and Mehlman, 1950).

After treatment with low oxygen stress in water depleted of alt oxygen (zero

oxygen tension) all limpets showed increased resipratory rates which were main-

tained for long periods. ECF limpets collected April 20, 1971 and held in water

completely depleted of oxygen (zero O2 tension) at 20 C for 48 hours showed
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FIGURE 1. Respiration rates at ambient temperature. Oxygen consumption rates are in

microliters oxygen per milligram shell-free dry tissue weight per hour at ambient field tem-

perature. Open triangles, connected by solid lines, represent respiration rate and solid circles,

connected by dotted lines, represent ambient field temperature (A, CAN; and B, FH, from

late 1969 through 1971; C, ECF, in 1971). The points represent mean values of oxygen con-

sumption rates for one to five separate groups of snails. The average s.d. indicates an average
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FIGURE 2. Respiration rate in microliters 'oxygen per milligram shell-free dry tissue

weight per hour is plotted against oxygen tension in parts per million oxygen decreasing from

right to left: (A) rate of oxygen consumption after low oxygen stress at 20 C. Limpets which

have not been stressed with low oxygen conditions are shown as open circles. The solid

circles represent respiration for the same limpets three hours after return to fully oxygen-
saturated water from 48 hours of low oxygen stress

;
the triangles, 16 hours after return to

fully saturated water from 48 hours of low oxygen stress; and the squares, 135 hours after

return to fully saturated water from 48 hours of low oxygen stress; and (B) the effect of

long-term low oxygen stress on oxygen consumption at 20 C. Limpets which have not

been stressed with low oxygen conditions are indicated by circles. The triangles represent

respiration rates for the same limpets after 37 hours in oxygen depleted water and the

squares represent their respiration after 80 hours in oxygen depleted water. (Note that

at 20 C and standard pressure, full saturation equals 9.17 ppm 0?.)
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FIGURE 4. Respiratory acclimation. Oxygen consumption rate in microliters oxygen per

milligram shell-free dry tissue weight per hour is plotted for decreasing oxygen tension at

20 C from right to left, for winter-conditioned (triangles) and summer-conditioned (circles)

specimens of Lacrupc.r from CAN (A) and FH (B). Note that at 20 C and standard pres-

sure, full saturation equals 9.17 ppm O?.

When respiratory rates are measured "at any intermediate temperature, many

poikilotherms which have been maintained at a lower temperature show a higher

respiration rate than similar animals previously maintained at a higher temperature.

This respiratory response to temperature conditioning over periods of about 7-20

days is called "Respiratory Acclimation." \Yhen the respiration rate of specimens

of Laevape.r from all three populations is followed at 10 C and 20 C at 100 per

cent oxygen tension, limpets from a summer population accustomed to high ambient

water temperatures have a greater respiratory rate than limpets from winter-con-

ditioned populations accustomed to low ambient water temperatures when oxygen

consumption is measured at the same temperatures (10 C and 20 C). This type of
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FIGURE 5. Respiratory acclimation with change in seasons. Respiration rate in micro-

liters oxygen per milligram shell-free dry tissue weight per hour is shown with decreasing

oxygen tension at 20 C from right to left, for limpets from the CAN population taken in

midwinter (open triangles), spring (solid triangles), midsummer (open circles), and fall (solid

circles). Note that at 20 C and standard pressure, full saturation equals 9.17 ppm O 2 . The

most obvious shifts from summer to fall and from winter to spring concern the left hand parts

of the curves, that is, they are shifts in the limpets' responses to low oxygen tensions.

acclimation has previously been called "reverse acclimation." Similar respiratory

acclimation has been reported for seven other invertebrates and one fish, and these

instances will be listed and discussed below.

Long-run respiration experiments on Lacrapc.r from these three populations

show seasonal variation in respiratiory rate at low oxygen tensions. Summer-con-

ditioned snails have higher initial respiratory rates at 100 per cent oxygen satura-

tion at 20 C than (otherwise similar) winter-conditioned snails. However, sum-

mer-conditioned specimens of Laci'apc.r are oxygen dependent in their respiration ;

as oxygen tension decreases in the respiration chamber, respiration rate also de-

creases (Fig. 4). Winter-conditioned limpets have lower initial oxygen uptake

rates at 100 per cent oxygen saturation at 20 C, but these rates are maintained

from 100 per cent to 10 per cent oxygen saturation and only after oxygen tension

falls below 10 per cent is there any appreciable decrease in respiratory rates (oxygen

independent respiration) (Fig. 4). Therefore, at lower oxygen tensions (below

40-50% O->} specimens of Laci'ape.r show a normal acclimatory response to tem-

perature. The respiration rate of winter-conditioned animals is higher than that of

summer-conditioned animals at these low tensions below 40-50% O? when mea-
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FIGURE 6. Respiratory acclimation in the laboratory. The vertical axes show respiration

rate in microliters oxygen per snail per hour with decreasing oxygen tensions at 20 C from

right to left, for winter-conditioned limpets from CAN and FH (triangles), and for the same

limpets after being maintained in the laboratory at 20 C and 100% oxygen tension for 12

(CAN) and 20 (FH) days. Note that at 20\C and standard pressure, full saturation equals
9.17 ppm Oi.

sured at 20 C. Berg and Ockelmann (1959) investigated respiration rate with

decreasing oxygen tension in nine freshwater snails. The respiration rates of the

eight species were significantly diminished with decreasing oxygen tensions. Only

Bithynia leachi showed an oxygen independent respiratory pattern similar to that

of winter-conditioned Lacvapex.
The snails shift from the summer to winter respiration pattern in the fall

gradually as water temperature begins to drop and they gradually return to the
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summer respiration pattern in the late spring- when water temperatures begin to

rise. Figure 5 shows intermediate spring and fall respiration rate curves against

oxygen tension at 20 C for the CAN population. These curves demonstrate the

slow shifts which occur in these respiratory patterns.

Figure 6 shows respiration rate at 20 C plotted against oxygen tension for

limpets collected from Canandaigua Outlet on March 21, 1971 (ambient water

temperature 1.5 C) and from Fair Haven on April 6, 1971 (ambient water tem-

perature 2.0 C). Both groups were kept at ambient temperature until the experi-

ments were started. They both had typical winter curves with respiration rate

decreasing only slightly as oxygen tensions decreased. After the initial long-run

experiment the limpets were kept in an incubator at 20 C and at 100 per cent

oxygen saturation (about 9.17 ingOu/l). The respiration rate with decreasing

oxygen tension was checked every three to four days thereafter until the limpets

shifted to the summer respiratory pattern (Fig. 6). At 20 C and 100 per cent

oxygen saturation, acclimation to the summer pattern took the CAN limpets 12

days and FH limpets 20 days to complete. The possible adaptational significance

of these acclimation patterns will be discussed later.

DISCUSSION

Annual variation of respiration rate at ambient temperatures have not been

reported in detail for any mollusc populations. One Norwegian population of the

oyster, Ostrca cdulls, was shown to have a midsummer respiratory rate at 25 C
19 times greater than its mid-winter value at 0.0 C (Pederson, 1947). In two

Danish populations, the European stream limpet, Ancylus fliivlatllls, increases its

repiratory rate during the summer temperature maxima by five to six times in one

population (maximum at 13 C and minimum at 3 C) and in the other by 2.8

times (19 C and 7 C) their winter minimum rates (Berg, ct a!., 1958). Burky

(1969 and 1971) reported that maximum summer respiration of Fcrrissia rivularls

at 17 C was 10.5 times greater than the minimum winter value at 0.0 C. In

the three populations of Lacvapcx of the present study FH-L had a 1971 maximum
summer rate 36.0 times (0 C and 25 C) greater than the minimum winter rate

(in 1970 this value was abnormally high at 127.1) (0 C and 28 C) while the value

was 9.4 (4.5 C and 27 C ) for ECF in 1971 and 26.6 (0 C and 26 C) and 26.2

(0 C and 25 C) in the CAN-70 and CAN-71 populations (Fig. 1 ). These dif-

ferences in winter and summer respiration are considerably greater than those for

Ancylus fluvlatllls or Ferrissia rhndarls. Since the change in respiration rate in

specimens of Laevapex corresponds in part to change in ambient temperature, the

large annual variation in ambient water temperature as recorded at the three sites

may account for the large annual variation in respiration rates (Fig. 1). Except
for the high respiration of the FH summer limpets in 1970 no significant differences

were found between any of the three populations in respiration rate at correspond-

ing ambient temperature.
Prosser (1955, 1967) and Bullock (1955) have reviewed acclimation in

poikilothermic animals, and Segal (1961) has described some cases of acclimation

in molluscs in great detail. Although the majority of poikilotherms including

molluscs which have been investigated show normal acclimation (Bullock, 1955 ;

Segal, 1961) reverse acclimation at 100^ oxygen tension has been reported for
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natural overwintering populations in the goldfish (Roherts, 1960, 1966), in two

species of barnacle (Barnes, Barnes and Finlayson, 1963) and in a freshwater

gammarid (Krog, 1954). Among molluscan populations, reverse acclimation has

been described for: a high intertidal limpet, Patella vitlgata (Davies, 1965); a

terrestrial pulmonate, Helix poinatia (Blazka, 1954) ;
two European ancylid pul-

monates, Ancylus fluviatilis and Acroloxus lacnstris (Berg, 1951, 1952, 1953;
and Berg et al., 1958) ; and in the North American stream limpet Fcrrissia rivularis

(Burky, 1969, 1970, 1971). TWTO different interpretations of the adaptive signif-

icance of reverse acclimation to a particular species have appeared in the literature.

The first hypothesis is that the reduction of respiration rate during the winter is

an adaptation to the depletion of oxygen resulting from ice cover and subsequently
reduced surface diffusion of oxygen (Roberts, 1960, 1966; Krog, 1954). These
animals are said to be lowering their metabolic demand for oxygen as a response
to its reduced availability in the environment. The other interpretation of the

function of reverse acclimation is that in the winter when primary productivity is

at a minimum and the animal is not actively feeding, then lower winter metabolic

rates (reflected in decreased respiration rates) act to conserve energy stores during
the overwintering period (Burky, 1969, 1971). Both of these interpretations in-

volve paradoxes for the overwintering populations of Lacvapex studied. Laevapcx,
like Ferrissia (Burky, 1971) shows an increase in total carbon and in C:N ratio

just prior to overwintering (McMahon, 1972). As the majority of gastropods
have been demonstrated to store carbohydrates (von Brand ct al., 1950; Goddard
and Martin, 1966 ; Russell-Hunter, Meadows, Apley and Burky, 1968 ; and refer-

ences within), this carbon increase in fall populations is assumed to be the result

of a buildup of carbohydrate storage products before overwintering. But, just prior
to winter, specimens of Laevapcx crawl down rocks, into reducing mud where

oxygen tensions are extremely low.

In poikilothermic animals which remain inactive during the winter, reverse

acclimation to temperature is a paradoxical phenomenon (Prosser, 1955). To
remain active at low temperatures, poikilotherms normally have to increase their

metabolic rate over that of warm-acclimated animals of the same species (Prosser,

1955, 1967 ; Bullock, 1955).
Conservation of energy stores by reverse acclimation also presents a paradox.

All previous reports of reverse acclimation, and my own results for initial respira-

tory rates, are based on respiration rates determined at 100% oxygen tension at the

different experimental temperatures. In nature, Lacvapex and other organisms
can live in waters of very low oxygen tension. As is well known, anaerobic metab-

olism is highly inefficient and requires a much greater energy flow than does aerobic

metabolism to provide an equal amount of energy output (von Brand et al.,

1950; Goddard and Martin, 1966, and references within). Under conditions of

low oxygen tension in these inactive winter populations reverse acclimation of

already low winter respiratory rates could make the animals partially anaerobic

and highly inefficient in the metabolism of their energy stores. As is the case

with Laevapex, in at least three previously reported cases of reverse acclimation :

Gammarus (Krog, 1954) ; Acroloxus laustris (Berg, 1952) ;
and goldfish (Rob-

erts, 1960, 1966) the animals overwinter in oxygen depleted waters. Therefore,

reverse respiratory acclimation as has been described at full oxygen saturation
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appears certainly no adaptation to temperature alone. Rather, reverse acclimation

is merely a manifestation of a more general acclimatory change in the respiratory
behavior of these animals from oxygen-dependent respiration at high temperatures
to oxygen-independent respiration at low temperatures. This shift allows winter-

conditioned animals to have a higher rate of respiration than summer-conditioned

animals would have in such low oxygen winter environments. Such a respiratory
shift is triggered by the decrease in water temperature in the fall and the shift con-

ditions the animals to oxygen-independent respiration for their winter environ-

ment. Thus, temperature change is merely the signal for the acclimatory
shift and is not the adaptationally significant factor. This new hypothesis is largely
confirmed by the results of the respiration experiments with decreasing oxygen
tension which show that in the summer when the limpets are active and in areas

of high O L> concentration they have higher initial respiratory rates at 100% oxygen
saturation at 20 C than do winter-conditioned limpets. However, the respiration
rate of summer-conditioned specimens of Lacvapcx is oxygen-dependent and de-

creases proportionately with decreasing oxygen tension (Fig. 4). Winter-condi-

tioned limpets have lower initial oxygen uptake rates at full oxygen saturation at

20 C, but their respiration rate is independent of oxygen concentration and nearly
the same oxygen uptake rate is maintained from lOO^o to 10% oxygen tension at

20 C. Only after oxygen tension falls below 10% (less than 1.0 mg6 2/l at 20 C)
is there any appreciable rate decrease (Fig. 4). Therefore, given the lower oxygen
tensions of reducing mud, the acclimatory processes of overwintering specimens
of Lacrapcx could be described as positive rather than negative or reverse. The

respiration rate of winter-conditioned animals is higher than that of summer-con-
ditioned animals when both are measured at these low oxygen tensions (below
4.0 mgOo/1) and at 20 C. This increase in respiratory rate at low oxygen ten-

sions would seem to be an adaptation which allows Laevapex to metabolize aero-

bically and make efficient use of its carbohydrate energy stores during the period
of winter inactivity.

Anaerobic metabolism in freshwater snails has been reviewed by von Brand

(1946), and more recently by Goddard and Martin (1966). Most of the fresh-

water snails studied have been reported to repay an oxygen debt after experiencing

periods of anaerobiosis (von Brand and Mehlman, 1953
; Goddard and Martin,

1966; and references within). In contrast, the present work on Lacvapc.i' shows
no overt repayment of an oxygen debt as it is normally described, even after long-

exposure to waters of very low oxygen concentration. Instead, exposure to oxygen
depleted water in Laevapex seems to cause a general increase in respiratory rate

at all Oo tensions. This increased rate is maintained for at least 135 hours after

return of the limpets to fully saturated conditions, and appears in part to be short-

term acclimation of respiratory rate to low Oo tensions. Prosser (1955) points
out that some acclimatory shifts are accomplished in only 17-24 hours. In 18

species of freshwater snails von Brand, ct a!., (1950) found that anaerobic me-

tabolism resulted in temporally increased levels of lactic acid. But, while lactic

acid was retained in the tissues of all physids and lymnaeids tested, it was the

major end-product of anaerobiosis in only two species. In contrast, in the plan-

orbids and operculates tested, lactic acid was continuously excreted and there was

no build-up (von Brand et al., 1950). Specimens of Lacvapc.i- increase their total
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carbon content and C:N ratio prior to overwintering (McMahon, 1972). Such

stores are probably carbohydrates (Russell-Hunter et al, 1968; Goddard and

Martin, 1966; and references within) and may be utilized to survive periods of

extremely low oxygen tension encountered by overwintering snails. Such snails

migrate into reducing mud. In this respect Laevape.v is much like the goldfish

which also shows reverse acclimation (Roberts, 1960, 1966). Specimens of the

crucian carp taken from winter habitats of low oxygen tension were shown to

pay no normal oxygen debt after long periods of anaerobiosis. Instead of lactic

acid, fat and higher fatty acids appeared to be the end-products of an anaerobic

metabolism (Blazka, 1958). Similarly, of 11 freshwater snails, those with low

resistance to anaerobiosis were shown to accumulate lactic acid in the blood during

low oxygen stress, while those more resistant to low oxygen stress appear to accum-

ulate less toxic higher fatty acids (Mehlman and von Brand, 1951). Freshwater

snails under anaerobic stress will excrete lactic acids and the other end-products
of metabolism (von Brand ct al., 1950; von Brand and Mehlman, 1953). Because

of the small tissue volume of Laevape.v most possible end-products of anaerobic

metabolism could be readily diffused to the environment or actively excreted.

Without metabolite accumulation during anaterobiosis, there need be no overt pay-

ment of an oxygen debt on return to oxygen saturated water.

I wish to express my gratitude to Dr. W. D. Russell-Hunter for his assistance

and guidance in all phases of this work.

SUMMARY

1. From three populations of Laevape.v fitscus samples were collected bi-weekly

through 1970 to 1972. Oxygen consumption rates at ambient temperature and at

10 C and at 20 C were determined. Other respiration experiments involved

decreasing O 2 tension at 20 C and the consequences of low oxygen stress.

2. At ambient temperatures, respiration during the summer is normally 26 to

36 times the winter respiratory rate.

3. After treatment with low oxygen stress there is no overt payment of an

oxygen debt in Laevape.v, instead there is a general increase in respiratory rate

at all oxygen tensions. These rates are maintained for up to 135 hours after return

to fully saturated conditions and appear to be in part a short-term acclimation of

respiratory rates to low oxygen tensions.

4. Measured at 100% oxygen tension -at 10 and 20 C, respiration rates are

higher in the summer than in the winter for all three populations. Such a respira-

tory response to temperature has been called reverse acclimation. Laevape.v lives

in conditions of low oxygen tension during the winter. The respiration experiments
with decreasing oxygen tension show that at low oxygen tensions winter-conditioned

specimens have a higher respiratory rate than summer-conditioned individuals.

Such a response to low oxygen tensions may be interpreted as a positive rather than

reverse acclimation.

5. A hypothesis is advanced regarding "reverse" acclimation in this species.

Reverse acclimation appears to be merely one manifestation of a more general accli-
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niatory change in winter-conditioned Laevapc.v. These limpets, when winter-

conditioned, have a higher respiratory rate at low oxygen tension than do summer-
conditioned limpets. Although this acclimatory process appears to he triggered by

decreasing temperature, its aclaptational significance involves the survival of the

inactive overwintering limpet in contact with reducing mud.
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The subdivision of the class Bivalvia has been and still is, a source of contro-

versy. Most systematists agree that the Protobranchia are distinct from the Lamelli-

branchia (Ridewood, 1903; Pelseneer, 1911; Owen. 1959; Purchon, 1959; Yonge,
1959; J. E. Morton, 1967). On the other hand the scavenging Septibranchia

(Yonge, 1928) are considered by some authorities, e.g., Purchon (1962) to be

derivable directly from a protobranch ancestor. Alternatively some early workers

(Ridewood, 1903; Douville, 1912) and the majority of present day authorities,

e.g., Newell (1965) ; J. E. Morton (1967) and Taylor, Kennedy and Hall (1972)

regard the septibranchs as being highly specialized members of the Lamellibranchia.

In such classification schemes they have usually been ordered with a group of highly

specialized lamellibranchs, the so-called Anatinacea, in the sub-order (Thiele, 1935)
or sub-class (Newell, 1965) Anomalodesmata. J. E. Morton (1967) puts the

Septibranchia (Poromyacea) in the same class as, but in a different order from,
the remaining "Anatinacea," the Pandoracea and Clavagellacea.

Most modern authorities agree on the classification scheme proposed by Newell

( 1965), e.g.. Taylor, ct al. (1972) in which the sub-class Anomalodesmata is divided

into four Super-families, the rare Pholadomyacea, the Pandoracea (including
Latcnutla). the Poromyacea (the septibranchs) and the Clavagellacea. This scheme
of classification has been adopted in this paper.

The Poromyacea are not well known, the most adequate account of two of them,

i.e., Citspidaria and Poroinya being by Yonge (1928). Little is known about the

Pholadomyacea ( Runnegar, 1972) and only Brechites penis in the Clavagellacea

having been studied in any great detail by Purchon (1956, 1960), although Soliman

(1971) has recently reported upon a species of Clavagella.
The Pandoracea are the best known, such genera as Pandora and Cochlodesnia

having been studied by Allen (1945, 1958) and Entodesma and Mytiliuieria by
Yonge (1952). In relative terms, however, this assemblage too is poorly known.
For this reason a detailed study has been undertaken of Laternnla truitcata

(Lamarck 1818).

M.\TKKI.\I.S AND METHODS

Specimens of Laternula truncata were collected from various sites in Hong Kong
at irregular intervals. One of the better collecting sites was Tai Po marshes in

Tolo Harbour.

Specimens for routine serial sectioning were fixed in alcoholic Bouin Duboscq
and stained in either Heidenhain's haematoxylin, Masson's trichrome or Mallorv's

triple stain.
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Portions of the ctenidial filaments and the style sac, were treated in the same

way and sectioned transversely.

Portions of the digestive diverticula and of the kidney were also fixed in

Zenker's fixative and subsequently stained in Heidenhain's hematoxylin.

Five optic tentacles were fixed in Zenker's fixative and stained in Heidenhain's

hematoxylin while a further five were fixed in 5% formal saline and stained for

nervous tissue by Holme's silver method (Carleton and Drury, 1957). Half of

the eyes were sectioned transversely, the remainder longitudinally.

The ciliary currents elucidated in this work were demonstrated by the appli-

cation of suspended carmine particles in sea water.

RESULTS

Ecology

The Anomalodesmata comprise a diverse assemblage of bivalves which are gen-

erally adapted to infaunal life. They occur sublittorally, e.g., Thracia (Yonge,

1937), at low tide on muddy shores, e.g., Pandora (Allen, 1954), Brechites (Pur-

chon, 1956, 1960) and under stones on the shore, e.g., Entodesma (Yonge, 1952).

Mytilimeria is adapted to a highly specialized mode of life embedded in the tests of

ascidians (Yonge, 1952). Lyonsia (Ansell, 1967), Mytilimeria and Entodesma

(Yonge, 1952) possess a byssus. Cuspidaria and Poromya are members of the

infanual benthos (Yonge, 1928). Some clavagellids are found in soft rocks and

corals (Soliman, 1971).

In the Periplomatidae, Cochlodesma (Allen, 1958) occurs in fine gravels from

extreme low water mark to a depth of 60 fathoms. Vohra (1971) has recently

shown that Laternula anatina occurs on sandy shores at all levels except the upper-

most ones. I have found Latermtla tasmanica over a wide range of tidal levels on

the sandy shores of New South Wales, Australia although the animal is particularly

prevalent in estuarine sands and is most commonly found burrowing in Zostera

beds. Purchon (1958) reported Laternula rostrata (=Laternula tnmcata} as

occurring on the seaward side of mangrove formations in Singapore. This is also

the habitat occupied by this species in Hong Kong, although it has only been found

on shores of coarse sand, e.g., Tai Po marshes in Tolo Harbour. In Deep Bay,

where there is a muddy shore on the seaward side of the mangroves, L. tnmcata is

only found in localized patches of coarse sand or gravel. As far as is known from

the available records L. tnmcata is distributed from Japan in the North (Kira,

1962) to Singapore in the South (Purchon, 1958).

Unlike Thracia. (Yonge, 1937) and Cochlodesma (Allen, 1958), the species of

Laternula upon which we have information do not build true burrows. They are

always found lying vertically in the sand with the siphons pointing upwards.
Cochlodesma lies horizontally (Allen, 1958). A large specimen of L. tnmcata,

i.e., of shell length of 6 cm, would be found at a depth of 9 cm, the siphons extending

to the surface. When dug up, the animal showed no escape reactions, indeed in

nearly all cases the siphons were not withdrawn. Once disturbed, the adult animal

is incapable of reburrowing ; the foot being small and of no use in this respect. This

observation was subsequently verified in the laboratory. L. truncata can be re-

garded as a "passive burrower" as Pholadomya is assumed to be (Runnegar,

1972) . Siphonal retraction is always very slow.
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Young specimens of L. tnincata (and L. tasmanica) possess a relatively large,

mobile foot and the animal can hurrmv when disturbed.

Functional morphology

The shell and ligament. The shell of Laternula tnincata is inequivalve, the

left valve being somewhat deeper than the right and overlapping it slightly. The
shell valves are markedly inequilateral. The anterior region of the shell is enlarged,

whilst the posterior region is narrower and elongated, housing the long siphons
when they contract (Fig. 1). There is a deep and broad pallial sinus (PS) to the

pallial line (PL). The pallial line is wide.

The shell is pearly white in color both internally and externally, particularly in

the dorsal region of the shell where much of the calcareous material has been

eroded away perhaps due to the acid mangal soil (Macnae, 1968). Marginally a

wide band of thinly distributed calcareous material is present. Taylor, ct al.

(1972) have shown that all of the Pandoracea (except the Thracidae) have a char-

es CS L LI

PR

1 cm

AR

FIGURE 1. Laternula tnincata, interior view of the left shell valve. Abbreviations are:

AA, Anterior adductor muscle scar; AR, Anterior pedal retractor muscle scar; CL, Clavicle;

CS, Crack in shell; L, Ligament; LI, Lithodesma; PA, Posterior adductor muscle scar; PE,
Pedal gape; PL, Pallial line; PR, Posterior pedal retractor muscle scar; PS, Pallial sinus.

acteristic shell microstructure of inner and middle nacreous layers and a thinly
distributed outer prismatic layer. Conditions in L. tnincata are similar.

The periostracal layer is brown in color and rough in texture. Marginally it

is thick, although over the rest of the shell it is thin. Dorsally, on either side of

the primary ligament the periostracum of the left and right sides fuses uniting
the shell valves in these regions (Fig. 2, FP). A similar situation has been reported
for Pandora and Cochlodesnia (Allen 1954; 1958) and Entodesma and Mytilimeria

(Yonge, 1952).
When closed the shell valves only meet mid-ventrally and mid-dorsally at the

ligament. There is a small anterior pedal gape (PE) and an extensive posterior

siphonal gape.
The overall dimensions of the shell of L. tnincata are comparatively regular as

can be seen from the estimate of the ratio of width: height: length which is
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FIGURE 2. Lutcniula tntiicuhi, the ligament and lithodesma viewed from (A) the ventral

and (B) from the anterior aspect. Abbreviations are: CL, Clavicle; CS, Crack in shell; FP,
Fused periostracum ; L, Ligament; LI, Lithodesma; LIL, Lithodesmal ligament; LIP, Litho-

desmal plate; RS, Resilifer; S, Shell.

1:1.31 0.19:3.18 0.56. These figures suggest that shell length is one of the

most variable factors in the growth of the shell. The shell is thin. The largest

specimen of L. truncata examined had dimensions of: width 1.90 cm, height 2.60 cm,

length 6.0 cm, and a shell thickness of, mid anteriorly, only 0.2 mm. This is due

to the reduction of the prismatic layer of the shell.

A crack in each shell valve (Figs. 1 and 2, CS) extends ventrally from the

umho to approximately half the height of the shell. The anterior edge of the
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crack overlies the posterior edge, thereby preventing entry of terrigenous material,

but at the same time allowing the bending of the dorsal border of the shell, when
the adductor muscles contract.

The ligament (Fig. 2, L) of L. tnincala is small and is located on a resilifer

(RS) from which also radiate laterally the posterior major shell supporting struts

or clavicles (CL) which serve to strengthen the thin shell. Anterior to, and fused

to, the ligament is a boomerang shaped calcareous ossicle, or lithodesma (LI),
which is also attached by ligamental pads (LIL) to the lithodesmal plates (LIP) of

the resilifer. The lithodesma effectively prevents expansion of the ligament when
the adductor muscles relax. A lithodesma, though of different shapes, is also

found in Myodora, Myochama and Chamostrea (Thiele, 1935) and in Mytilimeria
and Entodesina (Yonge, 1952). The ligament of the periplomatid Cochlodesina

praetcmie has been described by Allen (1958, 1960) as being unusual in form but

basically opisthodetic. Surprisingly Allen did not notice that a large lithodesma

IL

OR

PRM
PG OM OL

FIGURE 3. Lateniula tntncata, a transverse section through the ventral mantle margin.
Abbreviations are : IL, Inner periostracal layer ; IO, Inner layer of outer mantle fold

; OL,
Outer periostracal layer ; OM, Fused outer layers of middle mantle fold

; OO, Outer layer of

outer mantle fold; OR, Orbital muscle; PG, Periostracal groove; PRM, Pallial retractor

muscle; S, Shell.

is present in this species. The ligament of L. tnincula is very similar to that of

Cochlodcsiua.

The mantle. Fusion of the marginal folds of the mantle occurs dorsally above

the exhalant siphon and also anterior to the pedal gape. In these regions the

fusion is by way of the inner and middle folds and the inner surfaces of the outer

folds and is thus of type C (Yonge, 1957). Such an arrangement accounts for the

fusion of the periostracum already alluded to in this region and which forms a

secondary "external" ligament. Such a situation was originally regarded by Owen
Trueman and Yonge (1953) as primitive, but subsequently Yonge (1957), at least,

changed his mind, and considered this feature to be secondary.
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Ventrally, that is between the inhalant siphon and the pedal gape, mantle fusion

involves only the inner folds and the inner surfaces of the middle mantle folds and

is thus of type B (Yonge, 1957) (Fig. 3). Such a condition is not, apparently,

characteristic of the Anatinacea studied earlier by Yonge (1952, 1957) in which all

mantle fusion is apparently of type C. In Latcrnnla truncata anterior and posterior

to the mid point of the ventral border the fusion gradually involves the outer sur-

faces of the middle mantle folds and the inner surfaces of the outer mantle folds

to give the type C condition, described above.

There is a small pedal aperture located antero-ventrally, but there is no fourth

pallial aperture in L. truncata as there is in Entodesma and Mytilimeria (Yonge,

1952).

OT

0.2mm

FIGURE 4. Latcnmla truncata, a posterior view of the siphons with the animal actively

filtering fresh sea water. Abbreviations are : E, Exhalant siphon ; I, Inhalant siphon ; OT,
Optic tentacle

; SE, Siphonal edge ; SG, Sand grains ; T, tentacle.

The periostracum is composed of two layers. The outer layer (OL) is thin

(2.5-5.0 /A) and stains bright red with Masson's trichrome and Mallory's triple

stain. The inner layer (IL) stains bright blue with both of these stains and as

noted earlier is very thick marginally (50-100 //.).
In other regions of the

shell, however, this layer is thin (10 f*,}. It is secreted by the inner surface of

the outer mantle fold (IO). A similar two layered periostracum is also found in

Dreissena polymorpha (B. S. Morton, 1969) and Galeomma takii (B. S. Morton,
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1973b) though the situation is more complicated in various mytilid genera (Beed-
hain, 15S; 1. S. Morton, 1973a") where the periostracum is composed of three

layers.

The mantle is exceptionally thin over the general surface, except ventrally where
it contains muscles which unite the valves and which can be referred to as orbital

muscles (OR). Pallial retractors (PRM) serve to withdraw the mantle margins
into the shell, presumably when the animal is disturbed. The occurrence of such

large muscles uniting the two valves accounts for the wide pallial line and suggests
that these muscles may be important in movement of the shell valves. Orbital

muscles are also well developed in the Saxicavacea (Russell Hunter, 1949;

Yonge, 1971).

The siphons. The combined siphons of Latcnutla tntncata when fully extended

are almost half as long as the shell nd are formed by fusion of all three folds of

the mantle margin including the periostracal groove and are thus of type C (Yonge,
1957). The thick periostracum that surrounds them is covered by sand grains

FIGURE 5. Latcniulu tntiicata, sequential stages in the flicking action

of a single siphonal tactile tentacle.

(Fig. 4, SG) which, as suggested by Yonge (1952) for Entodesma saxicola, indi-

cates that the periostracum was sticky when secreted and subsequently hardened

after the sand grains had adhered. The siphons are capable of total, though slow,

retraction. The extensive posterior emargination of the shell valves prevents them

from enclosing the siphons. As noted earlier the pallial sinus is deep and broad.

The tips of both inhalant (I) and exhalant (E) siphons bear a crown of (a)

tactile tentacles (Fig. 4, T) and also possess eyes mounted on special (b) optic

tentacles (OT). The exhalant siphon possesses five such eyes whilst the inhalant

siphon possesses four. These numbers were constant for all specimens examined.

No regular number or order in the arrangement of the tactile tentacles could be

recognized, but as a general rule the larger tentacles occupied an outer position.

The exhalant aperture closes by contraction at two lines of folding, while the inhalant

siphon closes by contraction at five lines of folding. The tentacles are delicately

patterned by brown, yellow and white bands, which may be a form of disruptive
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coloration, the siphons being difficult to discern against a background of sand

grains. The siphons themselves are also camouflaged by the covering of sand

grains.

The tactile tentacles of the siphons and to a lesser extent the optic tentacles

undergo, at certain times, a curious flicking motion. The resting tentacle (Fig. 5,

1) bends initially outwards (2) and then rapidly flicks inwards towards the siphonal

aperture (2-7), flexing as it does so. This process is repeated regularly. It has

been established that they perform these flicking motions: (a) just before the

siphonal apertures open; (b) immediately after the siphonal apertures closed subse-

quent to the animal being disturbed
;
and (c ) when the light falling upon the siphons

was temporarily obstructed, i.e., a "shadow" reflex
; the siphonal apertures also

close.

3.500-1

CO
LU

1.750-

LL

LJ
I

O
110

10 20 30 50

TIME (SECONDS)

FIGURE 6. Latcrnula tnincata, a graph showing the time of onset and the time of cessation

at different light intensities, of flicking of the siphonal tentacles after a two second dark phase
(the black column). Each point represents the mean of six separate observations.

Iii the latter case a lag period was observed between the onset of the dark phase
and the onset of beating by the tentacles. This was tested experimentally by sub-

jecting individual animals to varying light intensities, measured by means of a

Gossen "Lunasix" light meter, and by interfering with the beam of light by cutting

off the source for two seconds. The time of (a) the onset of activity and (b) the

duration of the period of activity was noted. Figure 6 shows the results of these

experiments and demonstrates that with decreasing light intensity the time of

onset of the period of activity after a period in the dark was increased, but that the

length of the period of activity remained the same whatever the light intensity

(approximately thirty seconds). It was further noted that at high light intensities
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many more tentacles took part in the. healing activity whilst at low intensities the

number of participating tentacles decreased. At light intensities below 110 foot

candles, no recognizable response was noted. It was finally demonstrated that

extension of the dark phase had no effect upon the tentacles ; they commenced

beating at the same point in time relative to the start of the dark phase as they
did after experiencing the dark for only two seconds. It was apparently the onset

of darkness, not the termination of darkness, that initiated this activity.

It is possible that the eyes located on the optic tentacles were responsible for

detecting the changes in light intensity. A number of bivalves possess pallial eyes.

TA

s-cs^mvsxtffr
MF

SC

RE(2) RE(1)

0.2mm

FIGURE 7. Latcrnula truncata, a longitudinal section through an eye located on the tip

of an optic tentacle. Abbreviations are: AE, Appendage of the eye; CO, Cornea; LE, Lens;

MF, Muscle fibers; ON, Optic nerve; PI, Pigment granules; RE(1), Proximal retina;

RE(2), Distal retina; RT, Retinal threads; SC, Sclerotic; TA, Tapetum.

They are perhaps the most well developed in the Pectinacea, e.g.. Pecten (Dakin,

1910) Chlainys and Anntsshtin and Spondylus (Dakin, 1928). Yonge (1967) has

shown that Peditin spondyloideum also possesses pallial eyes. In the Cardiacea, the

cockle Cardinal ediile possesses numerous simple pallial eyes (Barber and Wright,

1969) while Tridacna possesses eye-like structures which Yonge (1936) termed
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hyaline organs and which were thought to he used for concentrating light upon

symbiotic zooxanthellae. Stasek (1966) showed, however, that these structures

also possess a sensory function.

Examination of the eyes of Laternula truncata in stained section suggests that

they are well developed true photoreceptors (Fig. 7). They possess a large lens

(LE), lying under a cornea (CO) composed of somewhat flattened cells of the

tentacle epithelium. The cup of the eye is composed of three layers which have

been named by analogy: (1) An outer sclerotic coat (SC) composed of fibrous ma-

terial and some muscle fibers. (2) A tapetum (TA) or choroid layer composed of

cells containing numerous brown pigment granules (PI). The nuclei of these cells

occupy a central or inner peripheral position in the cell. (3) A double retinal layer,

in which the proximal layer [Re(l)] is somewhat smaller and darker staining

than the distal layer [RE(2)]. The nuclei of these two cell layers are small and

PR
PA

AN

M

BG

PE SM

1 cm

FIGURE 8. Latcrnnla tnincutu, the anatomy and ciliary currents of the organs of the

mantle cavity after removal of the left mantle lobe and shell valve. Abbreviations are : AA,
Anterior adductor muscle; AN, Anus; AR, Anterior pedal retractor muscle; BG, Byssal

groove ; CAL, Point of cuticular fusion between the ascending lamella of the outer demi-

branch and the visceral mass ; CA2, Ctenidial axis ; CS, Crack in shell ; DD, Digestive di-

verticula
; E, Exhalant siphon ; F, Foot

; FG, Ventral marginal groove ; I, Inhalant siphon ;

ID, Inner demibranch
; IP, Inner labial palp; M, Mouth; OD, Outer demibranch

; OP, Outer

labial palp; PA Posterior adductor muscle; PE, Pedal gape; PR, Pedal retractor muscle;

R, Rectum; SG, Sand grains; SM, Siphonal musculature.

basally situated. The nuclei are thus arranged in two distinct lines. From the

innermost layer are directed towards the lens a large number of threads (RT)
some of which may represent cell boundaries while others may be fine neurofibrils.

No positive result was obtained, however, with Holme's stain for nervous tissue

except to identify the optic nerve (ON). From the outer border of the optic

tentacle arises a fleshy projection of the epithelium, here termed the eye appendage

(AE). No function is as yet attributable to this structure.
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The musculature. The anterior and posterior adductor muscles are small (Figs.
1 and 9, AA, PA), the latter somewhat the larger. A similar condition exists in

Clavagella (Soliman, 1967) and in Cnspidaria and Poromya (Yonge, 1928). In

Brechites, the posterior adductor is absent and the anterior adductor is very much
reduced (Purchon, 1956). Internally to these two muscles are inserted the anterior

(AR) and the posterior (PR) pedal retractors. The latter are very small. These

muscles serve to move the foot (F), which in the adult is very small and ineffectual

as a digging tool. In Clavagella, the foot is very reduced and the pedal retractor

muscles absent (Soliman, 1967). The foot of Latcrnnla truncata possesses strong

ciliary currents and the tip of the foot was often observed between the lips of the

mouth, where it may act as an accessory organ for the removal of sediment. A
similar habit has been observed in Dreissena polymorpha (B. S. Morton, 1969)
and Adula jalcata (Fankboner, 1971).

The foot of L. tntncata possesses a small byssal groove (Figs. 8 and 9, BG)
but there is no functional byssal gland in the adult as there is in Lyonsia norvegica

AR

AA AN

PE

SS

TE
SG

ID CM
SM

1 cm

FIGURE 9. Latcrnnla truncata, the general anatomy and the ciliary currents of the mantle

cavity after removal of the left shell valve, mantle lobe, labial palps and ctenidium. Abbrevia-

tions are : AU, Auricle ; CA3, Point of cuticular fusion between the ascending lamella of the

inner demibranch and the visceral mass; CM, Cut edge of mantle; FA, Free ctenidial axis; K,

Kidney; MG, Mid gut; O, Ovary; OV, Oviduct; P, Pericardium; RP, Reno-pericardial

aperture; SB, Supra-branchial chambers; SS, Style sac; TE, Testis, U, Urino-genital aperture;

V, Ventricle; VD, Vas deferens. (Other abbreviations as in Figure 8.)

(Ansell, 1967) and Mytilimeria and Entodesma (Yonge, 1952). Cnspidaria and

Poromya (Yonge, 1928) possess a nonfunctional byssal groove.
The ctenidia and labial palps. The ctenidia of Laternula truncata comprise two

sub-equal demibranchs of which the inner (Fig. 8, ID) is the longer the outer

(OD) being considerably reduced.

The upper margin of the ascending lamella of the outer demibranch (CA1)
is attached by cuticular fusion to the visceral mass anteriorly and to the dorsal

edge of the mantle posteriorly. Cuticular fusions of this type have already been

noted by Atkins (1937b) for Ensis. The membranous upper margins of the ascend-
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ing lamella of the inner demibranchs (Fig. 9, CA3) are attached to the visceral

mass by cuticular fusions anteriorly, but posteriorly behind the visceral mass the

two demibranchs are united by tissue fusion as in many Leptonacea (Oldfield,

1961; B. S. Morton, 1972). It was noted in some dissected specimens that the

marginal membrane of the ascending lamella of the inner demibranch was often

separated from the posterior region of the visceral mass. At first it was thought
that this separation represented a true aperture on each side of the body, but care-

ful ventral emargination of the shell valves of further specimens and gentle dis-

placement of the ctenidi showed that under natural conditions no aperture exists.

Nakazima (1967, 3 pages 149-150) noted a similar condition in Halicardia and

wrote : "The inner margin of the inner demibranchs is attached to the viscero-pedal
mass by means of a membrane with a rather thick edge. . . . The above described

attachment of the inner demibranch is assumed to be so delicate as to be separated
with a slight strain. It is, therefore, doubtful whether the junction all along the

line (of attachment) is entire or not." This appears true for L. tntncata although
in this species it is thought that the ctenidial Visceral mass junction is not usually

separated even though artificial separation only occurs at one place.

Posteriorly an aperture (Fig. 12, 1A) is present in the ctenidal axis (CA2) of

both left and right sides. Further posteriorly, behind the visceral mass these

apertures unite to form a large Y-shaped cavity.

The ctenidia are flat, heterohabdic, eulamellabranchiate and plicate ;
the frontal

ciliary currents all beat towards the ventral marginal groove (FG) of the inner

demibranch and the ctenidia can thus be ascribed to type E (Atkins, 1937a
s

). a

condition which is also present in many of the Tellinidae and Semelidae (Atkins,

1937a; Yonge, 1949) as well as other Anatinacea, e.g., Brechltcs penis (Purchon,

1956) and Entodcsma and Mytilimeria (Yonge, 1952). There is no oralward current

in the upper margin of the ascending lamella of either the inner or the outer

demibranch.

The number of filaments per plica varied from specimen to specimen. The
minimum recorded number from a small animal was 21, while the maximum num-
ber recorded was 27. In these two cases there were, respectively, 10 and 13 small

filaments on each side of the plica and a single primary filament at the apex.

Occassionally two large filaments shared the apex. Inter-filamenter and inter-

lamellar junctions are present in both demibranchs.

These particles arriving at the ventral margin of the inner demibranch within

the plical trough pass into the ventral groove. Larger particles arriving at this

point on the crests of the plicae do not enter the groove. A similar condition has

been reported for Pandora (Allen, 1954) and Brechites (Purchon, 1956). Large,

unacceptable particles are removed either by the rejectory currents of the mantle or

visceral mass before reaching the labial palps or are removed by the labial palps
themselves and subjected to the resorting mechanism of the inner palp surface.

The ctenidial/labial palp junction is of Category 3 (Stasek, 1963) and is thus

similar to a wide variety of bivalves with differing habits and with diverse phylo-

genetic affinities.

The labial palps (Fig. 8, RP, LP) are very long and fulfill the typical sorting

function of most lamellibranchs. Material passing over the crests of the palp

ridges to the mouth (M) is accepted while material passing to the tips of the palps
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CI

MG

FIGURE 10. Latcnnila tnnicata, a transverse section through the style sac showing the

distribution of the different epithelia. Abbreviations are : A, A cell layer ; B, B cell layer ;

CI, Cilia; EP, Epithelium of mid gut; MG, Mid gut; MT, Minor typhlosole; SS, Style sac.

is rejected and is eventually removed by the rejectory currents of the mantle. Re-

sorting mechanisms for particles of intermediate size also exist on the folds of the

labial palps.

The ciliarv currents of the mantle and visceral mass. The ciliary currents on

the mantle surface serve two major funtcions. They transport particles from the

postero-dorsal regions of the mantle cavity toward the labial palps, thereby acting

as acceptor tracts (Figs. 8 and 9). Mid ventrally, however, the cilia of the mantle

beat in a posterior direction towards the inhalant siphon. Unwanted material so

collected is periodically ejected as pseudofeces.
The ciliary currents of the visceral mass are rather more complicated, but their

ultimate effect is to pass material to a mid ventral point. Particles arrive at this

point from dorsal and anterior directions, those from the latter coming largely from

the foot and from recirculatory currents located antero-dorsally on the visceral mass.

Participate material, upon arrival at the mid-ventral terminus either falls onto

the rejectory currents of the mantle or is removed by the ctenidial currents to be

ultimately rejected by the mantle. Very similar ciliary currents of both the visceral

mass and the mantle have been reported for Cochlodesma praetenue (Allen, 1958).

The alimentary canal. The stomach of Latcnnila tntncata has been studied

by Purchon (1958) and designated as belonging to his Type 4. The present investi-

gation has not revealed any new features of stomach morphology which warrant

redescription.
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The conjoined style sac and mid gut leaves the stomach at the postero-ventral
border and passes ventrally into the visceral mass (Fig. 9, SS). The mid gut

(MG) then turns upon itself and travels dorsally to pass through the ventricle

(V) and the kidney (Fig. 12, R) terminating in the anus (Fig. 9, AN) behind the

posterior adductor muscle. In Cochlodcsnia the rectum passes above the kidney

(Allen, 1958).
In transverse section (Fig. 10) the style sac can be seen to comprise a number

of distinct epithelial regions. Th style sac (SS) itself is bordered by the A and

B cell layers. The cells comprising the A cell layer are approximately 18 ^ tall

with a dense border of cilia 12
/JL long. The nuclei of these cells occupy a basal

position. The cells of the B cell layer (the major typhosole) are approximately
60 p. tall, with nuclei centrally placed. The sparsely distributed cilia they possess
are 15

/j. long. The epithelia bordering the gutter connecting the style sac and

mid gut (MG) are of two types. The minor typhlosole (MT) is made up of cells

15
/j.

tall with basal nuclei and short cilia, 10 ^ long. The remaining layer com-

prises the cells of the mid gut which are 6 /* tall with sparsely distributed cilia

FIGURE 11. Latcrnuta truncata, transverse sections through a digestive tubule at (A)
the time of absorption and (B) at the time of breakdown. Abbreviations are: CC, Crypt cell;

DA, Darkly staining crypt cell
; DC, Digestive cell

; DH, Digested food material in the

haemocoel
; FL, Flagella ; FS, Fragmentation spherules ; IF, Ingested food material.

10
fj. long. The epithelial zones thus recognized in L. truncata comply, in general

terms with the zones recognized in other lamellibranchs with a conjoined style sac

and mid gut, e.g., Cardiuui cdnle (B. S. Morton, 1970) and J
7

cnenipis pliilip-

pinarus (Kato and Kubomura, 1954).
The digestive diverticula (Fig. 9, DD), surround the stomach and open into

the stomach via the left pouch, and via ducts opening directly into the left and

right sides of the stomach. The primary and secondary ducts of the diverticula are

short and ultimately open into the digestive tubules which bear a very close re-

semblance to those of tubules which bear a very close resemblance to those of

Cochlodesma (Allen, 1958) and Ciispidaria (Yonge, 1928). The digestive divertic-

ula of different specimens showed a variety of structural conditions. Mature diges-

tive tubules, when seen in transverse section (Fig. 11A) showed that the digestive

cells (DC) had ingested very many comparatively large food particles (IF),
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(usually) 2-3 /A in diameter, but sometimes as large as 5 /x. The crypt cells (CC)

possess flagella (FL) 25 /x long. Small pyramid shaped darkly staining cells

(DA) in the crypts resemble those thought by Owen (1970) to be secretory in

Cardinal. Similar cells have been observed in Halicardia by Nakazima (1927).

Another condition encountered in L. tmncata was of breakdown (Fig. 11B) both

of the digestive cells, to produce large fragmentation spherules (FS), and of the

flagellated crypt cells. The small darkly-staining cells in the crypts (DA) alone

remained apparently intact. Allen (1958) noted the characteristic large distended

5mm

CA1

CA2

1A
N

FIGURE 12. Latcrnula tmncata, a transverse section through the kidney in the region of

the rectum. Abbreviations are: DK, Distal limb of the kidney; IA, Aperture in ctenidial

axis
; K, Kidney ; MA, Mantle

; N, Nerve
; PK, Proximal limb of the kidney. ( Other abbre-

viations as in Figure 8.)

digestive cells in Cochlodcsma, but did not appreciate that these cells were probably
in the process of breakdown.

The epithelium of the secondary duct which, as in Cochlodcsma (Allen, 1958),

characteristically possesses a brush border also breaks down. During this process

large numbers of spherical droplets are budded off within fragmentation spherules

from the distal surfaces of the cells. Other droplets are released into the hemocoel
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from the bases of the ecoudary ducts and the digestive tubules (DII). These bear

a very close resemblance to the droplets observed within the cells of the kidney.
The pericardium and kidney. The pericardium (Fig. 9, P) lies anterior to the

umbo and contains the ventricle (V). which is penetrated by the rectum (R), and

two auricles. From the posterior wall of the pericardium a single renopericardial

aperture (RP) opens into the kidney (K). The duct leading into the kidney
from this aperture is, for a short distance, single, but soon divides into two proximal
limbs (Fig. 12, PK). These proximal limbs are extensively ciliated at their origin,

but subsequently the cilia are lost and the lumina of the tube increases in size

(Fig. 12, PK). The proximal limbs are surrounded by, and posteriorly communi-
cate with the fused lumina of the distal limbs (Fig. 12, DK) of the kidney. The
distal limbs communicate with the suprabranchial chamber on each side of the body
via a renal aperture which opens into the urino-genital papilla (Fig. 9, U).

The walls of the distal limbs only of the kidney comprise a system of tubules

which open into the distal limbs. The cells comprising the tubules possess in dif-

ferent specimens differing amounts of spherical concretions in the free end of the

cell. In some specimens the amount was small while in others it was very large.

It has been shown that the pericardial gland of Dreissena polyniorpha (B. S.

Morton, 1969) possesses varying amounts of solid material at different times in

relation to the time of feeding. Similar observations have been made by Ko-

walewsky (1889).
The reproductive system. As in all Anomalodesmata that have been studied,

e.g., Brechitcs (Purchon, 1956; I960), Latcrniila truncata is an hermaphrodite.
The testis occupies a ventral position in the visceral mass (Fig. 9, TE) and from

each side of the body arises a vas deferens (YD) which passes postero-dorsally.

Just before opening into the urino-genital aperture a constriction of the duct occurs,

and thereafter the border of the duct is heavily ciliated.

The ovary occupies a dorsal position in the visceral mass (()) and from each

side of the body a short oviduct (OY) arises which quickly fuses with the vas

deferens. The product of this fusion is a short hermaphrodite duct which opens via

a slit-like urino-genital aperture (U) into the supra-branchial chamber. Strong
cilia surround the lips of the urino-genital aperture and beat outwards setting up a

strong current of water. In all of the Anomalodesmata hitherto studied, e.g.,

Cochlodesnia (Allen, 1958) and Entodcsiua and Mytilimeria (Yonge, 1952) the

gonads open by separate ducts, which also open separately from the renal aperture.
The condition existing in L. truncata is therefore unusual.

DISCUSSION

The Anomalodesmata comprise a diverse assemblage of little known bivalves.

The most well known superfamily, the Pandoracea of which the Laternulidae are a

family, are all adapted to a sedentary mode of life living intertidally or sublittorally

in sandy deposits. Some of them, e.g., Lyonsia (Ansell, 1967) and Entodesma

(Yonge, 1952) possess a functional byssal gland. This organ, in adult, Laternula

is reduced to a non-functional byssal groove. In the Poromyacea, Cuspidaria and

Poromya also possess non-functional byssal grooves (Yonge, 1928). In the adult

Laternula truncata the reduced foot is probably used as an accessory mantle

cleansing organ, although in the young animal it is used for burrowing.
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FIGURE 13. Latcnnilu tntncafa, a horizontal section through the shell to demonstrate the

method of movement of the shell valves. Abbreviations are : AA, Anterior adductor muscle
;

CL, Clavicle
; CS, Crack in shell

; FU, Fulcrum
; PA, Posterior adductor muscle.

The microstructure of the shell of the Pandoracea is most similar to that of the

Poromyacea (Taylor et al., 1972). The thinness of the shell in L. trnncata in par-
ticular and in the Pandoracea in general (Taylor, et al., 1972) possibly represents
another step in the trend of this group towards a sedentary mode of life. The
thinness of the shell in L. trim-cata has necessitated the development of a clavicle

or strengthening strut for each shell valve. Such a system is not designed to pro-
tect the animal from external damage, but from the internal compression forces

created by the adductor muscles. A further modification has been the development
of a lithodesma which effectively fixes the ligament, thereby preventing the shell

valves from opening under the pressure exerted principally by the primary ligament
and by the secondary ligament of fused periostracum. The secondary ligament
is also found in other genera of the Pandoracea, e.g., Pandora and Cochlodcsina

(Allen, 1954; 1958) and Entodcsma and Mytilimeria (Yonge, 1952) although

only in the latter two genera is there a lithodesma. A lithodesma occurs in

M \dora, Mvochatna and Chamostrea (Thiele, 1935), and in Thracia (Tebble.

1966). The trend in the Pandoracea towards the relative immobilization of the

ligament by means of a lithodesma has resulted in L. tnmcata in the adductor

muscles being relatively small and ineffectual. This is especially true of the posterior
adductor. The pedal retractors of the adult are similarly very small.

It would thus seem that shell movements in Latermila (Fig. 13) are small and

are brought about by the contraction of (1) the anterior and posterior adductor

muscles (AA, PA) and (2) the orbital muscles acting against the fulcrum (FU)
formed by the meeting of the shell valves dorsally and ventrally in the mid line

only. The muscles act in opposition, not as in the typical bivalve to the ligament
but to the flexibility of the shell itself. The flexibility of the shell is enhanced by
the median crack (CS) in each of the shell valves which allows this action to occur,

without putting excessive strain upon the fragile shell. The clavicles (CL) give
added strength to the shell. Significantly, Cochlodcsina practcniic also possesses
a crack in the shell (Tebble, 1966).

It is envisaged that this trend towards the fixation of the shell in the Laternulidae

has proceeded further in the Clavagellacea (Soliman, 1967; Purchon, 1956) and
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has resulted in the total fixation of the shell by the development of an adventitious

shell and the adoption of muscular pumping as a means of burrowing and possibly

of collecting food material. Significantly the muscles which perform this action

are greatly enlarged orbital muscles (Purchon, 1960). There is only a small

anterior adductor muscle remaining in Brechitcs (Purchon, 1958) and significantly

the shell valves are free when young (Taylor ct a!., 1972). In the Saxicavacea

(Yonge, 1971) also, the greatly enlarged orbital muscles are used in the move-

ment of the shell valves.

The siphons of L. tnincata possess numerous tactile tentacles and nine optic

tentacles. The optic tentacles have been shown to possess true eyes. Such true

eyes are unusual, especially since well developed eyes are usually only found

[exceptions being Peditin spondyloideum (Yonge, 1967) and Spondylus (Dakin,

1928)] in free living bivalves, e.g., the Pectinacea (Dakin, 1910, 1928). Charles

(1966) has stated that the eyes of the Bivalvia cannot be related to any develop-

ment from a basic plan, as can most of the gastropod eyes. The eyes of Cardium

(Barber and Wright, 1969) are very simple and do not even possess a lens.

The eyes of L. tnincata on the other hand, are possibly as advanced as those of

the Pectinacea, especially since there is a double retina, as in Pecten (Schlicher,

1926). In other respects also the eyes of the two animals are very similar and the

sheet-like layers of the lens of L. tnincata may suggest an even greater refinement

in this species.

In L. tnincata, the eyes detect subtle changes in light intensity and it is thought
that they constitute the receptive portion of a reflex arc the efferent response of

which is the curious flicking motions of the tactile tentacles. The shadow reflex

recorded for L. tnincata can be equated with the primary "off" reponse demon-

strated for Cardinal cdnlc (Barber and Land, 1967), Pecten (Land, 1966) and

Onchidhnn (Fujimoto, Yanase, Okumo and Iwata, 1966) and coincidental with a

fall in light intensity. Such a response would strongly suggest therefore that

the distal retina of the eye of L. tnincata, at least, is a ciliary photoreceptive struc-

ture since an "off" response is not associated with a rhabdomal receptor cell.

This "shadow" reflex noted for example by Sharp (1883) in Solen has sub-

sequently been observed in other bivalves, e.g., Spisitla (Kennedy, 1960) and

Tridacna (Stasek, 1965) and in most cases resulted in withdrawal of the siphon.

It must therefore be regarded as constituting a defensive reflex in most bivalves.

It is thought that the flicking of the tactile tentacles of L. tnincata may serve

a number of functions. The tentacles flick just prior to siphonal withdrawal, an

action which perhaps consitutes a defensive response, concealing the outline of the

sand covered siphons by bringing other particles over them. A comparable be-

havior pattern occurs in certain flatfish when they settle on the surface of the sand,

by flicking sand particles over them to break up their outline. The flicking

action of the tentacles in L. tnincata just before the siphons reopen in all

probability clears the sand away prior to the emergence of the siphons and the

resumption of feeding. The "shadow" reflex is unusual, however, since it is

accompanied by closure of the siphonal aperture but not by siphonal withdrawal

and cannot thus be regarded as a defensive reflex. To the contrary such an action

would only serve to attract the attention of predators. The resting tentacles are

cryptically covered and the siphonal covering of adhered sand grains make the
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animal impossible to see, at least to the human eye, in its natural environment.

Mangroves are characteristically the feeding grounds of a large number of permanent
and migratory wading birds. Such animals wade along the shoreline seeking food.

A quiescent and camouflaged L. tntncata would possibly escape detection, but would

cleanse itself of the disturbed sediments kicked up by the bird once this (and its

shadow) had passed. Perhaps too it capitalizes on the detritus kicked up by the

bird. Such a feeding mechanism, though unproven, is a distinct possibility. L.

tntncata may thus be regarded as a specilized detritus/suspension feeder, collecting

material raised into suspension as a result of extraneous disturbance. Within the

mantle cavity the organs concerned with the collection, sorting and either acceptance
or rejection of this material are well developed. The ctenidia are plicate, passing

food material into the ventral marginal food groove of the inner demibranch only.

The labial palps of many of the deposit feeding Tellinacea, e.g., Abra alba (Yonge,

1949) and the rejectory tracts of the mantle and visceral mass are efficient. The
foot probably acts as an accessory cleansing organ. The organs of the mantle cavity

are thus typical of deposit feeding bivalves.

The digestive tubules of Latcniula are similar to those of Cochlodesma (Allen,

1958) and Ciispldaria (Yonge, 1928). It has been demonstrated for Latermila

kamakurana by Nakazima (1955) and in this study of L. tntncata that the digestive

cells are capable of ingesting comparatively large particles, e.g., (2-5 p.), as in

Cuspidaria (Yonge, 1928). Characteristically small particles only are ingested by
the majority of bivalves; Teredo (Yonge, 1926) and Nuculana (Yonge, 1939)

being exceptions in the possession of "specialized" diverticula for the ingestion

of comparatively large particles. According to Owen (1956) the digestive divertic-

ula of the Nuculidae are not absorptive but are secretory in function.

L. truncata is a simultaneous hermaphrodite, as apparently are all other mem-
bers of the Pandoracea and Clavagellacea. Unlike the other Pandoracea, however,

the testis, ovary and the excretory aperture of L. tntncata open into a common

urinogenital papilla. Such a modification, if one accepts that the hermaphroditic
condition is characteristic of specialized bivalves as suggested by Purchon (1968),
must represent an even greater specialization in this species.

Taylor, et al. (1972) suggest that the Clavagellacea and Poromyacea have a

close affinity with the Pandoracea, and further suggest that all of these lineages arise

from a Pholadomyacean stock in the Trias or lower Jurassic. Runnegar (1972)
has attempted to elucidate the morphology of Pholadomya Candida based upon an

examination of the shell. There can be little doubt that it would be highly profitable

to examine a living Pholadomya and perhaps so to shed some light on the evolu-

tion of the Anomalodesmata. The morphological eccentricities of L. tntncata,

though largely of a specialized nature and highlighting the success of the Pandoracea

in general also seem to foreshadow the extreme morphological specialization of the

Clavagellacea.
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SUMMARY

Latcrnnla tnincata (Lamarck) is a highly specialized member of a somewhat

diverse assemblage of bivalves, the Anomalodesmata. It is found buried in coarse

sand on the seaward side of mangrove formations in South Last Asia. (1 )
The

shell is thin and possesses a lithodesma, which effectively prevents the opening of

the shell in the typical bivalve manner. Movement of the shell is achieved by the

bending of the dorsal margin of the shell at a dorso-ventral crack in each shell valve

and by the flexibility of the shell itself. Ventral orbital muscles are probably as

important in valve movements as are the reduced adductors. A strengthening strut

or clavicale is present on each valve. (2) Mantle fusions are of type R ventrally,

and type C dorsally. There is a small pedal gape, but no fourth pallial aperture.

(3) The siphons which are of type C, are covered in sand grains. At their tips

they possess tactile tentacles and optic tentacles; the structure of the complex eyes

which the latter possess are de>cribed. The tactile tentacles undergo unusual flick-

ing motions when a shadow falls over the siphons. This may be a defensive and

a cleansing response and also play a role in feeding. (4 ) The ctenidia are plicate

and heterorhabdic and have ciliary currents of type V. (Atkins. 1937a). The outer

demibranch is reduced, and the ctenidial axis possesses an aperture on each side of

the body which unite posteriorly to form a Y-shaped cavity. (5) The ctenidial/

labial junction is of type 3 (Stasek. 1^)3 ), and the labial palps are large. (6) The

stomach is of type 4 (Purchon. 1958). The structure of the style sac and the

digestive diverticula are described. (7) The structure of the kidney is described.

(8) The reproductive system is described. L. tnincata is hermaphrodite and the

oviduct, vas deferens and urinary duct open, unusually, via a common urinogenital

aperture. Many of the morphological adaptations of L. tnincata foreshadow the

highly specialized condition in the Clavagellacea.
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ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES OF THE ANTHOMEDUSAN,
SPIROCODON SALTATRIX (TILESIUS)

KOHZOH OHTSU AND M. YOSHIDA

Tamano Marine Laboratory, 2-3-3, Shibukawa, Taniano, Okayania, 706 Japan

The functional organization of the nervous system in cnidarians has been studied

mainly from the behavioral aspect (for review, see Bullock, 1965). The electro-

physiological approach within the past decade has revealed a variety of types of

pulses originating in nerves, muscles and non-nervous epithelia which function in

a coordinated way for locomotory (Passano and McCullough, 1964; Mackie and

Passano, 1968), feeding (Passano and McCullough, 1964, 1965; Mackie, 1968;
Rushforth and Burke, 1971) and luminescent behavior (Morin and Cooke, 1971).
The potentials recorded from hydrozoans typically show a long time course and are

recordable over a wide area with little regional localization.

Some hydroids respond to light or shadow by reflex movements (Kikuchi, 1947 ;

Passano, Mackie and Pavans de Ceccatty, 1967), by changing rhythmic activities

(Passano and McCullough, 1962, 1964), by spawning (Yoshida, 1959). These

responses are induced by dermal photoreception (Passano and McCullough, 1964)
or mediated through the ocelli (Hisada, 1956; Passano, ct al, 1967), whose sen-

sory cells conform electron microscopically with the photoreceptive structures of the

ciliary type (Eakin and Westfall, 1962) and have neural connections with the outer

nerve ring (Jha and Mackie, 1967; Mackie, 1971). Electrical activities associated

with photic responses have been recorded in the dermal receptive system of Hydra
(Passano and McCullough, 1964). Ocelli have been studied biochemically by

techniques for pigment analysis (Yoshida, Ohtsuki and Suguri, 1967; Yoshida,

1969) but there have been no published investigations on the electrical activities of

hydromedusae evoked by light-off.

The work reported below will deal with electrical activities, especially with those

around the nerve ring of the hydromedusan Spirocodon saltatri.r, a genus which

is closely related to Pol\orcliis. As shown in Figure 1, the ocelli of Splrocodon
are situated on the abaxial surface of each tentacular base and according to

Uchida (1927), the first tentacles are formed in each perradius (Fig. 1A, center)

and the next in each interradius (Fig. 1A, left and right ends). The number

increases by the formation of subsequent tentacles on either side and slightly

below those already formed. Thus, in fully grown medusa, the ocelli come to

form an arch with the oldest one at its apex. At the same time the tissue of the

radial streaks (Fig. 1, Rd S) extends, connecting the ocelli with the marginal

ring structures. It is quite possible therefore that conduction pathways between

the ocelli and the tentacles on the one hand and the nerve rings on the other are

established across the intervening expanse of tentacular tissue (the subtentacular

region), over a distance of 3-5 mm in most specimens, up to 8 mm in the largest

one. This preparation is uniquely suitable for analysis of events occurring between

the periphery (tentacles and ocelli) and the center (nerve ring).

532
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FIGURE 1. Semi-diagrammatic sketches of Spirocodon saltatrix. A is a part of the umbrella
obtained by cutting along the broken line in B. In A, the velum is shown lying across the

subumbrellar surface. The two nerve rings, the inner and the outer, which run circularly along
the velar base, are omitted in order to avoid undue complexity. In B, the tentacles of the

middle part are cut out. C shows a longitudinal section through the radial streak. Abbrevia-
tions used are: Ect, ectoderm; End, endoderm ; Mes, mesogloea; NR, nerve ring; Oc, ocellus;
Rd C, radial canal

;
Rd S, radial streak

;
Rn C, ring canal

; Sph M, sphincter muscle ; Te,
tentacle

; Ve, velum. For explanation, see text.

We have found various types of pulses, some possibly neural (narrower in

pulse duration than any reported for hydroids) and some myonal, which occur both

spontaneously and in response to electrical and photic stimulation. For reader's

convenience, abbreviations and characteristics of the pulses recorded are tabulated

in Table I.

METHODS

Specimens of the anthomedusa Spirocodon saltatri.v, 5-7 cm in bell diameter,
were collected from the Seto Inland Sea and kept in running sea water in a
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laboratory tank. Figure 1A shows a portion of the umbrella which was removed
from the area indicated by the broken line in Figure IB. The tentacles were cut

off distal to the ocelli, which are carried on the upper sides of the tentacles near

their points of attachment to the exumbrella. Such a preparation contains on the

subumbrellar side one radial canal (Rd C) at the center, a part of the ring canal

(Rn C), sphincter muscle (Sph M) and velum (Ve), and on the exumbrellar

surface one ocellar arch at the center with two halves of it on either side. The type
of preparation was modified according to the experimental need and in some

cases, smaller preparations having a half of the ocellar arch were employed.
The preparation was placed subumbrellar side up on a silver plate which

served as the indifferent electrode and wetted from time to time by dropping sea

water. A recording electrode was lowered vertically on to the preparation by
means of micro-manipulator. For inspection, polarized light was admitted from
below through a hole made in the center of the silver plate. The nerve ring is

hard to see without staining, but its position can be estimated fairly accurately with

the help of the strong birefringence of the adjacent sphincter muscle.

For photo-stimulation, light from a tungsten lamp (6V, 30W) was directed

obliquely on to the preparation through a camera shutter.

Electrical stimuli were delivered through a pair of silver wires led from an
isolator (Nihon Kohden, MSE-JM). Square pulses whose durations and ampli-
tudes were in the range of 0.5-5 msec and 3-30V, respectively, were delivered to

appropriate sites according to the experimental requirements.

Electrolytically polished stainless steel insect pins were used as recording elec-

trodes. In some cases, the electrodes were connected to a coiled piece of 100
//,

silver wire. Floating electrodes of this type were not dislodged by movements
caused by vigorous muscle contractions.

Electrical response was recorded by series of electrical instruments manufac-
tured by Nihon Kohden. Amplification was achieved by means of a direct coupled

pre-amplifier (MZ-3B) and a main amplifier (AVH-2) with a long time constant.

A condenser of 0.01 //,F was connected in parallel with the input of the amplifier
as an eraser of high frequency noise due to the pre-amplifier. The use of the

condenser caused little change in the waveform of recorded potentials. For simul-

taneous recordings from two sites, another set of input box (AVB-JA) and a con-

denser coupled amplifier (AVB-2) with time constant of 0.3 sec were used. All

the responses were displayed on a dual-beam cathode ray oscilloscope (VC-7A)
and photographed by means of a continuous recording camera (PC-IB) from
another oscilloscope (VC-MA-7).

RESULTS

Pulses recorded from around the nerve ring

When the recording electrode was placed at points around the nerve ring, two

types of quick pulse were recorded spontaneously or in response to electrical

stimuli. One of them showed some of the characteristics of the events which
Mackie and Passano (1968) termed "marginal pulses (MP's)" and for the reason

to be described below we assumed that the pulses represent a predominantly
nervous component of the MP's (nMP's). The other type of pulse was biphasic
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FIGURE 2. Pulses recorded from the outer nerve ring. A and B are nMP's shown by
fast sweep speeds. Note a notch in A and a slow positive deflection after the nMP in P>.

C and D are records obtained from the isolated velum with the nerve ring. E and F are

simultaneous recordings of nMP's evoked by electrical stimulation (arrows) on the outer nerve

ring. Vertical bar shows 1 mV. Horizontal bar shows : 23 msec in A
; 46 msec in B

;

100 msec in C-F. Upward deflection is positive in this figure and also in the following figures.

events with amplitudes smaller than nMP's and they always preceded swimming
contractions of the velum and the suhumbrellar muscle. The term

u
pre-swim pulse

(PSP)" therefore appears to be appropriate.
nMP's were generally triphasic with a small rebound and often had a notch

on the recovering phase (Fig. 2A) and sometimes followed by a slow positive de-

flection (Fig. 2B). The waveforms of this type of pulse were quite variable and

on rare occasions biphasic pulses or almost only a negative phase, were observed.

Durations ranged from 5 to 10 msec. Amplitudes were usually 0.3 to 1.5 mV but

became greatly reduced as the recording electrode was shifted away from the region

immediately adjacent to the nerve ring towards the velum or the subumbrellar

region. The same reduction in amplitude also occurred when the electrode was

positioned on the inner nerve ring.

An attempt was made to isolate the nerve ring together with the velum from the

margin of the umbrella, leaving the ring canal and the sphincter muscle on the bell

side. Though clear-cut separation was practically impossible, large spontaneous

pulses of the nMP type could be recorded along the base of the isolated velum.

probably the outer nerve ring (Fig. 2C). The responses, however, became con-

siderably smaller when the electrode was shifted away about 0.5 mm towards the

velum (Fig. 2D). It appears likely, therefore, that nMP's are restricted to the

velar edge, possibly to the outer nerve ring.

The nMP's appeared in sequence with a short time lag when they were recorded

simultaneously at two sites on the nerve ring (Fig. 2E). When an incision was
made through the nerve ring between the two electrodes using a fine razor tip,

the coordination of events on the two sides of the cut either persisted or was only

temporarily abolished. In either case, the time lag between the response peaks
at the two points became markedly longer (Fig. 2F), indicating that coordination

can be achieved by some kind of alternative route which exists in surrounding
tissues. A further cut across the subtentacular region up to the level of the ocelli

resulted in complete abolition of coordinated events even though the velum and the

subumbrellar muscle sheet are almost intact. The alternative conduction pathway
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must therefore lie in the subtentacular region and not in the subumbrellar or velar

regions. However, since the nerve rings cannot he cut without damaging adjacent
tissues to some extent, the possibility cannot be excluded that some conduction

occurs through portions of the subumbrellar and velum lying immediately beside

the nerve ring.

Conduction velocities at temperatures of 16-20 C were measured by estimating

the delay between the response peaks recorded on the two electrodes following

electrical stimulation on the nerve ring. In each preparation they were measured

3-7 times and the values were averaged. The mean value of averages obtained from

6 animals was 70.8 cm/sec (variation, 59.481.4 cm/sec).

PSP's were small biphasic events with amplitudes of less than 0.5 mV and

durations of 3-5 msec (Fig. 3A). When recordings were done on the outer nerve

ring, these pulses were always followed by a slow negative deflection (Fig. 3B).

Additionally, the negative deflections were frequently followed by a complex pat-

tern of pulses (Fig. 3C) associated with muscle contraction. Thus it appears that

the small biphasic events trigger the swimming muscular movements indirectly

through the slow negative deflection. Here, it must be noted that the waveform and

the polarity of both the negative deflection and the muscle contraction pulse were

greatly changed when recordings were made on the inner nerve ring (Fig. 3D).
These points will be described later.

PSP's were not restricted to the outer nerve ring as was the case for nMP's

but were recordable on the inner nerve ring without appreciable change in ampli-

tude. However, shifting the electrode away from the nerve ring resulted in an

abrupt decrease in amplitude, suggesting that PSP's were generated in the two

nerve rings, the inner and the outer.

B

D
FIGURE 3. Pulses (PSP's) related to trigger muscle contractions. PSP's are indicated by

dots and the nMP, by "n." A and B are PSP's shown by fast sweep speeds and C and D
show contraction pulses after the PSP's. Note that in B the PSP is followed by a slow nega-
tive deflection. C is a record obtained on the outer nerve ring and D, on the inner nerve

ring. Vertical bar shows : 0.8 mV in A and 2 mV in B-D. Horizontal bar shows : 23 msec
in A; 50 msec in B; 100 msec in C and D. Artifacts by electrical stimulation are indicated

by arrows.
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FIGURE 4. Pulses recorded from the subtentacular region and tentacles. A-E are records

obtained from the subtentacular region and F. from the tentacle. A and F are records ob-

tained by fast sweep speeds to show waveforms of QSCP's. G shows simultaneous recordings

obtained from two radial streaks separated by several radial streaks (s, SMP's ; q, QSCP's).
In H, the upper trace is a record obtained from the tentacle and the lower trace, from the

subtentacular region. I shows simultaneous recordings obtained from two tentacles separated

by several radial streaks. J shows simultaneous recordings obtained at two sites along the

same radial streak. Vertical bar shows: 2 mV in B, D, H and the upper traces of G and J;

0.8 mV in A, C, E, F, I and the lower trace of G; 1.6 mV in the lower trace of J. Hori-

zontal bar shows : 46 msec in A and F
;
100 msec in the others.

Conduction velocities along the nerve ring were measured under the same

condition as nMP's. The mean value obtained from 5 animals was 125 cm/sec

(variation, 115-142 cm/sec).

Pulses from the subtentacular region and tentacles

Two kinds of pulses were recorded in the subtentacular region. One of them

was a compound event consisting of a quick pulse followed by a slower component

usually negative (Fig. 4A, B) but occasionally became positive (C). The second

type of pulse was a slow negative monophasic pulse (D). Both of these also

occurred spontaneously on the nerve ring-free preparations. For convenience sake,

the former will be called a quick and slow compound pulse (OSCP) and the latter,

a slow monophasic pulse (SMP). In QSCP's, the ratio of the amplitudes of the

quick and slow phases was variable, as in Figure 4A and B, and on rare occasions

the slow phase was hardly detectable (E ) .

Since the tentacles are continuous with the radial streaks (Fig. 1C), pulses

recorded from tentacles would be expected to show similarities to those recorded

from the subtentacular region. Indeed, not only QSCP's (F) but also the SMP's
were recordable from the tentacles.
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QSCP's appear to be conductive events because simultaneous recordings at two
sites in the subtentacular region showed the synchronous or nearly synchronous
appearance (Fig. 4G, q). The same was true in preparations of the subtentacular

region separated from the nerve ring. Similarly, coordinated QSCP's were obtained

in recordings from a radial streak of one tentacle and the tentacle associated with

another radial streak several millimeters away (Fig. 4H). Further, coordinated

firings were also recorded from two tentacles separated by several radial streaks

in the nerve ring-free preparation ( Fig. 41 ) .

On the other hand, SMP's seem to be conducted for a short distance only.

As shown in Figure 4G three SMP's (s) occurred independently when the record-

ing sites were separated by several radial streaks. This tendency for independent

firings was also detected between adjacent radial streaks. On the same radial

streak, coordination, though weak, could be achieved with a slight time lag

(Fig. 4J). Conduction velocities could not be measured owing to the short distance

involved and the irregular pulse form. Thus SMP's appear to be conducted locally

within each radial streak but not across the radial streaks.

The interrelationship between nMP's and QSCP's is important. Though the

former usually preceded the latter (Fig. 5A), this does not mean that QSCP's are

exclusively efferent events. Indeed as shown in Figure 5B, spontaneous QSCP's
preceding nMP's were sometimes observed. The reciprocal elicitation of nMP's
and QSCP's implies that the nerve ring, the subtentacular region and the tentacles

form one through conducting system connected mutually all over the area and that

the relay circuit whose existence is required to explain the continued coordination

of nMP's following incision of the nerve rings between two recording sites (see
above ) is probably achieved by the QSCP's in the subtentacular region.

The non-polarized conduction of the QSCP's can be unequivocally demonstrated

bv recordings made from animals with intact tentacles. TWTO recording electrodes

were placed about 1 cm apart on the same tentacle and electrical stimuli were de-

livered either to a place more distal to the recording sites on the same tentacle

( Fig. 5C) or to a tentacle separated by 6 radial streaks from the recording sites

(Fig. 3D). In Figure 5C, the sequence of events was from distal (lower record)

to proximal (upper), whereas in Figure 5D, the sequence was reversed, i.e., from

B

FIGURE 5. Non-polarized conduction of QSCP's and their relation to nMP's. In A and

B, the upper traces show spontaneous pulses obtained from the subtentacular region showing

QSCP's and the lower traces, from the outer nerve ring showing nMP's. C and D are

records obtained by electrical stimulation (arrows) from the tentacles showing QSCP's. Ver-

tical bar shows : 1 mV in C, D and the upper traces of A and B ; 2 mV in the lower traces

of A and B. Horizontal bar shows 100 msec.
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proximal (upper) to distal (lower). The conduction of QSCP's must therefore

be non-polarized. In both cases, the time lag between the two pulses was 16 msec
so that a rough estimation of the conduction velocity of the QSCP's along the

tentacle would be 63 cm/sec. It follows from these observations that excitation

can travel up a tentacle proximally in the form of QSCP's, reach the radial streak,

and then propagate circularly towards other tentacles via the subtentacular region
and pass distally to the tentacle. The latencies after stimulus in Figure 5D being

larger than in Figure 5C can be explained by the longer distance for the pulses
to travel.

Contraction pulses of the I'dnin and the subumbrellar muscle sheet

When the recording electrode was placed on the subumbrellar side of the

velum, two successive slow potential changes separated by a steady phase were

recorded (Fig. 6A, B). Their amplitudes ranged from 1-4 mV and the durations

measured from the beginning of the first phase to the end of the second one were

250-500 msec. The coupled occurrence of the two potential changes was also ob-

served on the subumbrellar muscle sheet (Fig. 6C, D; amplitudes, 0.5-2 mV;

B

D

FIGURE 6. The contraction pulses of the velar and the subumbrellar muscles. A and B
are records obtained on the subumbrellar-side surface of the velum and C and D, on the

subumbrellar muscle sheet. Arrows indicate artifacts by electrical stimulation. All recordings

were done with the floating electrode. Vertical bar shows 2 mV. Horizontal bar shows

100 msec.

durations, 200-500 msec) but here the waveforms were somewhat variable, the

first phases sometimes taking a multiple form. The two types of pulses from the

velum and the subumbrella resembled each other closely in waveform (Fig. 6,

A to C and B to D). They always occurred in association with swimming move-

ments of the respective muscle tissues. We therefore call them the velar swim

pulse (VSP) and the subumbrellar swim pulse (SSP's). The complicated wave-

form following the PSP shown in Figure 3D probably represents a composite event

of the two types of swim pulses.

It is interesting that conduction over the surface of the subumbrella was much
faster circularly than radially. Conduction velocities of SSP's were estimated

from time differences using the peaks of the first phases as recorded at t\vo elec-

trodes following stimulation. The values as obtained from 5 animals at 16-21 C
were found to vary from 13.4-24.5 cm/sec (18.2 cm/sec on average) for cir-
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cular conduction and from 4.8-8.8 cm/sec (6.6 cm/sec on average) for radial

conduction.

The polarity of the first phase depends on the site of the active electrode with

respect to the indifferent one (Fig. 7). Here, the velum was dissected away from
the nerve ring and the active electrode was placed either on the subumbrellar (A,

left) or the exumbrellar (A, right) side of the same isolated velum, placed on the

indifferent electrode. The first phase always appeared in opposite polarities in such

recordings while the polarity of the second phase was usually unaltered.

Electrical activities over the subumbrellar surface were studied in more detail.

According to Mackie and Passano (1968) the umbrellas of Enphysa and Sarsia

consist of 5 layers, i.e., the subumbrellar ectoderm, mesogloea, endoclermal lamella,

again mesogloea and exumbrellar ectoderm. In Spirocodon, the umbrellar tissues

could also be separated into five layers under the polarized dissecting microscope.
The first, consisting of thin regular and fibrous components, could be torn off by

B

FIGURE 7. Polarity reversal of VSP's and SSP's. A shows VSP's recorded on the sub-

umbrellar side (left) and on the exumbrellar side (right) of the velum. B-D show SSP's
obtained by successive electrical stimuli from the subumbrellar muscle sheet (left) and from
the mesogloeal side (right). Stimulus artifacts are shown by arrows. Vertical bar shows:
2 mV in A and 0.8 mV in B-D. Horizontal bar shows 100 msec.

means of a fine forceps in the circular direction, which is the direction in which
the muscle is orientated. This layer is probably the subumbrellar ectoderm. The
second, probably the mesogloea, was also thin but not directional. Beneath it

there was a slightly opaque and very thin layer, presumably the endoderm. The

presumed endoderm could not be exposed uninjured. On peeling this layer off, the

transparent and thick mesogloea again appeared. The mesogloea was covered

by the exumbrellar ectoderm which was vulnerable to and difficult to isolate.

In the following experiments, a part of the subumbrellar muscle sheet and the

thin mesogloea supporting it were isolated from the umbrella by means of a fine
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razor. The responses in Figure 7B, C and D were evoked by three successive

stimuli (B to D) delivered at intervals of 0.9-1.3 sec. The left column shows

records with the subumbrellar muscle side up, the mesogloea side being applied to

the indifferent electrode. The SSP's showed waveforms similar to those of intact

tissues. The increased positivity of the first phase both in amplitude and in the

falling phase which appeared in response to the 3rd stimulus (D, left ) was often

observed after several repetitive stimuli. The recordings of the right column

were done after the same preparation was turned over, and the electode was re-

positioned in the site corresponding to that in the previous recordings. It is note-

worthy that the first phase, being positive on the left, became negative on the

right and that in D, the increased positivity of the first phase on the left reflected

as the increase in negativity on the right. On the other hand, the polarity of the

second phase, being only positive in this case, did not alter in spite of the changes
in the waveforms.

Pulses on the e.Yinubrellar ectoderm and the endodcnnal lamella

It has been described in some hydromedusae that the exumbrellar ectoderm and

the subumbrellar endoderm are completely nerve free, but that conductive pulses

are recordable from them ( Mackie and Passano, 1968). Figure 8A and B shows

pulses evoked on the exumbrella by electrical stimuli. They were usually diphasic

with amplitudes of 0.4-1.0 mV (A), and sometimes showed a notch in the course

of the deflection (B), suggesting the existence of multiple components. Con-

duction velocities were measured at 16-21 C, using 6 animals and 2 measure-

B

D
fp

FIGURE 8. Epithelial pulses (EP's) and endodermal pulses (EDP's). A and B show

EP's recorded on the exumhrella. C and D are records obtained by successive stimuli on the

intact subumbrellar muscle sheet, showing SSP's whose first and second phases are indicated

by fp's and sp's. The EDP in between the two phases in C disappeared in D. E shows the

EDP recorded on the mesogloea after the subumbrellar muscle sheet was peeled off. Vertical

bar shows : 0.8 mV in A and B
;
2 mV in C-E. Horizontal bar shows 100 msec.
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meals on each. The mean value was 12.2 cm 'see (variation, 7.8 14.o em sec).

Their waveforms were like those of nMP's to some extent but it was easy to dis-

tinguish them from nMP's by virtue of the much longer durations (15-30 msec)
and the slower conduction velocities. They are possibly the epithelial pulses widely
observed in hydromedusae and will be abbreviated as "EP". The relation between

the EP's and all the other pulses still remains uncertain.

Slow deflections, monophasic or with multiple peaks, could be recorded on the

subumbrellar muscle sheet. They were often accompanied by SSP's (Fig. SC),
but when repetitive stimuli at 1 cycle /sec were delivered to the subumbrella, this

new type of pulses disappeared after one or two responses, leaving only the SSP's

(Fig. 8D). On the other hand, removal of the subumbrellar muscle sheet re-

sulted in complete abolition of the SSP as expected but the slow monophasic
deflections still remained (Fig. SE). Stripping off the mesogloea on the sub-

umbrellar side, which was destructive for the endodermal cells, caused disappear-
ance of this pulse. It follows then that the present type of pulse is not originated
in the subumbrellar muscle but in the endodermal lamella. It will be called an

endodermal pulse (EDP).

Electrical activities induced by shading

As described above, Spirocodon responds to shading by initiating swimming
pulsations. The shadow reflex must involve a central coordinating pathway sucb

as the nerve ring. Indeed, in response to light-off the pulses except for EP's and

EDP's appeared singly or in combination. An example is shown in Figure 9A in

which the PSP. the VSP and the nMP appeared in sequence on the outer nerve

ring. The latencies measured from the light-off to the first pulse ranged between

0.2 and 1.1 sec irrespective of the pulse types. Responses were never observed at

"on" of a strong light after a period of dark adaptation, however long.

When a cut was made in parallel with a line of the ocelli across the radial

streaks, responses were completely abolished on the other side of the ocelli. On
the ocellar side, however, both OSCP's and SMP's were induced in response to

light-off (Fig. 9B). Further, as shown in Figure 9C the QSCP recorded on a

tentacle was undoubtedly conducted from the proximal side (lower trace) to the

distal end (upper trace). It appears as if the QSCP was information carrier of

light-off generated in the ocelli. However, though OSCP's and SMP's are evoked

by light-off without the nerve ring, they cannot be assumed to be the information

carrier because upon shading QSCP's usually appeared after nMP's and appearance
of SMP's does not coordinate with pulses in the nerve ring (Fig. 9D, E). There

must be an event or events which carry information of shading from ocelli through
the subtentacular region towards the nerve ring and trigger nMP's, PSP's and

indirectly muscle contraction pulses (SSP's, VSP's). At present, we have not

observed such an electrical correlate to carry information of shading.

DISCUSSION

Nervous activities in hydrozoa have been studied mainly from the behavioral

point of view (for review, see Bullock, 1965 ) and it is ironic that an important
outcome of the recent work is the finding of non-nervous, or neuroicl conduction.
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FIGURE 9. Light-off responses of various types of pulses. The upper trace of A is a

record from the outer nerve ring. In B, the upper trace is a record from the tentacular base

and the lower trace, from the subtentacular region. In C, the upper trace is a record from the

distal side of the tentacle and lower trace, from the proximal side of the same tentacle.

Experiments in B and C were done on nerve ring-free preparations. In D and E, the upper

traces are records on the outer nerve ring and the lower ones, from the subtentacular region.

The downward shift of the lower trace of A shows light-off. Arrows indicate stimulus arti-

facts by light-off. The time mark in the lower trace of A shows 100 msec. B-E were swept

at the same rate as A. PSP's are indicated by dots. nMP's by "n," QSCP's by "q" and

SMP's by "s." Vertical bar shows: 2 mV in A, D and E; 0.8 mV in B and C.

Ill his review, Mackie (1970) is of opinion that pacemaker function is restricted

to the nervous system in hydromedusae. Since Romanes (1876), rhythmic swim-

ming pulsations in hydromedusae have been known to he under the control of

pacemakers around the hell margin, but direct evidence of nerve impulses is lacking.

As mentioned above, we have recorded in Spirocodon two types of pulses

(nMP's and PSP's) from around the nerve ring. One should be very cautious

in assuming pulses taken from hydrozoans to be nervous in origin, for there is

ample evidence that non-nervous epithelial pulses do occur (Mackie, 1965; Mackie

and Passano, 1968; Josephson and Macklin, 1967). They are characterized by

their long time course, slow conduction velocity and extensive distribution, while

nervous events seem to be recorded only in the region of the nerve ring. Con-

sidering the restricted occurrence to the nerve ring and also the shorter duration and
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the faster conduction velocity, nMP's and PSP's are best interpreted as reflections

of nervous activities. The quick conduction of those pulses would be understand-

able if giant fibers, as demonstrated in the inner and the outer nerve rings of

Sarsia (Mackie, 1971), are also present in Spirocodon.

As mentioned earlier, nMP's are considered to originate in the outer nerve

ring, because of the reduction in amplitude when they are recorded from the inner

nerve ring. The PSP's, on the other hand, trigger muscle activities (VSP's and

SSP's), suggesting that they reflect activities of motoneurones. If the inner nerve

ring consists, as suggested by Bullock ( 1965 ) , mainly of motoneurones and inter-

neurones, PSP's may be assumed to originate in the inner ring. Indeed, in contrast

to nMP's, PSP's can be recorded without reduction in size on the inner nerve ring.

The fact that PSP's occur on the outer nerve ring might be explained by reference

to the observation that in several hydromedusae nerve fibers run from the inner

nerve ring into the outer one across the mesogloea.

The durations of those pulses which have hitherto been assumed to be of ner-

vous origin in hydrozoans are longer than 10 msec. In this respect, PSP's (3-5)

msec) and nMP's (5-10 msec) are unusually short but not out of the range of

those obtained from other classes of Cnidaria. Indeed, the pulse duration of the

single nerve fiber of Aurclia aitrita has been reported to be less than 0.6 msec

(Bergstrom, 1971). However, it appears unlikely that nMP's picked up by metal

electrodes reflect activities of single nerve fibers, because it is difficult to conceive

that in the nerve ring which consists of a large number of nerve fibers, only one is

active. Instead, we assume that the pulses picked up are mass potentials.

OSCP's are composed of two phases, the first quick one seemingly triggering the

second slow one in its passage. The quick phase not only follows upon but also pre-

cedes nMP's. The conduction velocities of the two are roughly the same and

therefore it may be inferred that the first phase is of nervous origin. The ex-

tensive distribution of the QSCP's as well as the direction of conduction, which

can be either efferent or afferent, is not surprising, since diffuse nerve nets are

widely known to occur within various epithelia in hydromedusae (Mackie and

Passano, 1968). This type of pulse is most likely responsible for transmitting in-

formation between the periphery and the center, or between two remote sites in

periphery. In this respect, it is rather difficult to understand why the OSCP's can-

not play an afferent role for shadow signals.

It is significant that the polarity of the first phase of VSP's becomes reversed

by turning over the preparation. This observation can be well explained by adopt-

ing the idea of an electrogenic layer which was first proposed for interpreting the

polarity reversal of ERG by Tomita (1950). The electrogenic layer must lie in

parallel with the surface of the velum, the subumbrellar side becoming more positive

with respect to the exumbrellar side when excited. The recording from the sub-

umbrellar side of the velum with the indifferent electrode along the exumbrellar

side will result in the positive first phase and when reversed, the negative. When

myoepithelial cells are excited a current flow might occur from the epithelial sur-

face to the muscular bases of the myoepithelial cells, or alternatively a steady

current which flows towards the epithelial surface in the resting state might de-

crease. What might make such a current flow is not clear, but it may be sug-

gested that the structural inhomogeneity of myoepithelial cells could help to develop
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a sink and source relationship in the cross-sectional direction. On the other hand,

it is considered that the second phase whose polarity remains unaltered is evoked in

a way common to the usual action potentials. The bundles of basal muscular

processes might be responsible for generating the second component. The above

arguments would also apply in the case of SSP's.

Spirocodon responded to light-off by firing various types of pulses and from

the experiments shown in Figure 9, it is considered that the information of light-off

originates first in the ocelli and is conducted to the nerve ring. Though the pulses

which carry the original signal from the ocelli have not been recorded as yet, many
pulses recorded in response to light-off give a clue to study information pathways
from the photoreceptive sites to the center and hence to effectors such as the tentacles

and locomotory apparatus.

We should like to thank Professor G. O. Mackie of Victoria University, Canada

for his invaluable help in preparing manuscript and also Professor M. Tamasige of

Hokkaido University, Japan for his suggestion to use the polarized light for in-

spection.

SUMMARY

1. Electrical activities occurring spontaneously and in response to electrical or

photic stimulation were recorded from nervous, muscular and non-nervous tissues

of Spirocodon saltatri.r.

2. Two types of quick pulses. nMP's and PSP's, were recorded from the

nerve ring. nMP's originated in the outer nerve ring and PSP's, in both the

outer and the inner nerve rings. The PSP's appeared to trigger swimming con-

tractions because they always preceded the muscle contraction pulses of the bell

(SSP's) and the velum (VSP's).
3. Composite pulses with quick and slow phases (QSCP's) and slow mono-

phasic pulses (SMP's) were recorded on the subtentacular region and the tentacles,

respectively. The QSCP's had an intimate relationship with nMP's and their quick

components appeared to be of nervous origin as were nMP's and PSP's. The

SMP's seemed to be myonal or epithelial events and their conduction was restricted

to each radial streak.

4. Contraction pulses of the velum (VSP's) and the subumbrellar muscle

(SSP's) consisted of two phases and a steady phase between the two. The electro-

genie site of the first phase was discussed from the results of polarity reversal

when the positions of the recording and the indifferent electrodes were reversed.

5. Pulses (EDP's and EP's) also occurred in response to electrical stimulation

on the exumbrellar surface and the subumbrellar endodermal lamella, respectively.

6. All types of pulses except the EDP's and EP's occurred upon light-off but

none of them responded to light-on. Though the information of light-off w-as con-

sidered to originate in each ocellus, no electrical correlate as regards the informa-

tion carrier has been observed.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE HYDROCORAL ALLOPORA
CALIFORNICA VERRILL (1866)

*

GEORGIANDRA LITTLE OSTARELLO -

Department of Zoology, University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

The hydrocoral Allopom californica Verrill (1866) is one of many spectacular,
but little known organisms living subtidally off the central California coast. Until

recently its habitat frustrated attempts at scientific investigations for dense kelp
beds and the rocky reefs in the area made dredging difficult. Even when specimens
were dredged, it was hard to envision the environment from which they had come.

Of course there was no way to revisit the same coral colonies repeatedly, so long-
term investigations were not possible. Not until SCUBA (Self Contained Under-
water Breathing Apparatus) was developed could this rich environment be opened
to direct scientific investigation. Using this research tool, this study of Allopora

californica was undertaken, the first attempt to observe the living hydrocoral in its

normal undisturbed situation underwater. The life history, settlement and mortal-

ity of new colonies, and regeneration were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
SCUBA procedures

All dives were made with a "buddy," thanks to the willing help of many Uni-

versity of California certified divers, and all diving procedures were in accordance

with the U. C. Berkeley Diving Safety Manual. The dives were "no-decompres-
sion" dives conforming to the U. S. Navy Air Decompression Tables (U. S.

Navy Diving Manual, 1963). The study extended from November 1968 through

May 1971 except for the period from October 1969 through December 1969 when
the Carmel beaches were closed as a result of serious pollution from sewer outfalls.

Research sites

The two research sites were 15-20 meters deep, one off Carmel River Beach,
Carmel, California, and the other in Bluefish Cove at Point Lobos State Reserve,

Carmel, California (Fig. 1). Each site was marked with a surface float to facilitate

relocation. The underwater areas were mapped making it possible to swim to

any part of the site, even when underwater visibility was limited to a few meters

(Little, 1971).
At each site large, irregularly shaped rocky reefs rise 3 to 5 meters above a

sand or rubble bottom. The tops of the reefs are about 15 meters deep, while the

sandy bottoms are about 20 meters deep. Macrocystis integrifolia is the dominant

1 Based on a thesis submitted by Georgiandra Little in partial fulfillment of requirements
for the degree of Ph.D. in Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, California, September
1971.

2 Present address : College of Notre Dame, Belmont, California 94002.
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FIGURE 1. Map of Carmel Bay, Carmel, California, showing the location of the two research

sites; (a) Carmel River Beach research site, (b) Bluefish Cove research site.

alga. Various small red, brown and coralline algae cover the tops of the reefs

during certain seasons of the year. The research areas are rich in invertebrate life

with many species present. Some of the more delicate sponges, bryozoans, tube

worms, etc. are common here. Several open-water rock fish, Sebastcs spp., are

seen, as well as many of the bottom-dwelling territorial species.
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Life history stiulv

For the study of the reproductive cycle, specimens of coral were collected ap-

proximately monthly from both sites. A small branch was collected from each of

20 tagged colonies and from a few randomly selected colonies. As soon as possible
after returning to the beach, the samples were relaxed for 1-2 hours in sea water

with a few menthol crystals sprinkled on the surface, killed with 1-2% formalin,
in sea water (10 minutes), then fixed in Benin's picroformalin fixative or Susa's

mercuric-chloride fixative. The coral was decalicified using daily changes of the

fixative. A week to 10 days was usually required.
When the skeleton had been decalcified, a gross examination was made with the

aid of a Wild dissecting microscope. The size of the piece \vas determined, the

number of cyclosystems counted, and then, if the sample were female, the tissue

was teased apart to pick out the eggs. These were counted and measured to obtain

an average size. If it were a male colony, the general condition of the sperm sacs

was recorded. A second piece of the same branch was then processed for paraffin

sectioning using cedarwood oil as a clearing agent to help soften the yolky tissue.

Sections were cut at 8
^,, stained with Heidenhain's iron hematoxylin, and occa-

sionally counter-stained with eosin Y or fast green. From these slides the state

of the development of the reproductive products was determined.

Settlement and mortality of neu' colonies

In order to study larval settlement and subsequent survival a recruitment-

mortality study was made. A definable rock- surface was chosen and a reference

piton driven in. A measuring line with distances marked was used to measure
the distance from the piton to each colony on the rock. A plastic protractor, fitted

with a clip which slipped over the piton. was used to measure direction. For each

colony two coordinates were recorded : a distance and a direction in degrees rela-

tive to the reference piton. An underwater slate was used to record the data (Little,

1971 ). When checking the study areas, previously existing colonies were located

and the positions of new colonies were added to the slate. An underwater light

was indispensible for spotting the tiny new colonies. Eight study plots, four at

each research site, were studied for almost two years with counts made every
1-2 months.

The size of these irregular plots was determined by measuring the distance and
direction from the reference piton to the edge of the rock at several points. This

information was transferred to graph paper and, when the outline was drawn, the

area could be estimated.

Regeneration

For the regeneration study, large colonies of Allopora were tagged and 5-10

separate branches were snapped off. Close-up photographs of the cut ends (1:1

subject: image ratio) were taken periodically to assess the extent of regeneration.
All underwater photographs in the study were taken with a Nikonos 35 mm under-

water camera with a Nikonos flash attachment, on Kodachrome X film (ASA 64),

using Sylvania 26B or General Electric GB flashbulbs. For a 1:1 subject: image
ratio a commercially available extension tube was used with the 35 mm lens.
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In addition to the photographic record made in the field, regeneration was

studied histologically. At various intervals cut branches were recut. These were

fixed, decalcified, and sectioned in paraffin for light microscopy as described pre-

viously. By examining these sections it was possible to trace the healing of the

cut surfaces and the development of new cyclosystems as the branches regenerated

RESULTS

(Jcncral structure

AUopora californica is abundant in parts of Carmel Bay at depths of 10-30

meters. Living colonies may be pink, ranging from a very light pink to a light

red, or they may be various shades of purple. The largest are 30 cm high and

may be 30 cm in diameter. The growth form is variable, sometimes as regular

as a hemisphere in shape, but usually displaying an irregular branching pattern.

The rows of branches tend to grow perpendicular to the prevailing currents (Roth,

1969).
On the colony surface the openings, or cyclosystems, are visible. These pores

each contain a single gastrozooid, or feeding polyp, plus 4-8 dactylozooids, which

I mm

FIGURE 2. Diagram illustrating a typical longitudinal section through a cyclosystem of

A. californica. Abbreviations used are : a, ampulla ; c, calcareous skeleton
; en, canal opening

to the surface of the colony; d, dactylozooid ; e, egg; g, gastrozooid; gc, gastrodermal canals;

gs, gastrostyle ; s, surface of the colony.

are protective and food-capturing polyps. In a longitudinal section through the

gastrozooid and dactylozooids, the cyclosystem appears as indicated in Figures 2

and 3.

The gastrozooids are 0.5-1 mm deep in the cyclosystems, each located on a

calcareous spine, the gastrostyle. The gastrozooids have four tiny, seemingly use-

less tentacles around the mouth. The surrounding dactylozooids are also located

atop calcareous structures, the dactylostyles. The mouthless dactylozooids can ex-

tend and reach 1-2 mm above the surface of the colony to capture food. Connecting
the different zooids and cyclosystems within a colony there is a series of tortuous

canals composed of gastrodermis with a thin epidermal covering. The mesolamella

between the two layers is acellular and extremely thin. Presumably nutrients and

waste products can be moved via the gastrodermal canals. The living tissues, the
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zooids and canals, are found primarily in the outer 2-4 mm of the colony. Calcified

material fills the spaces not occupied by the living tissue. The inner core of the

colony is calcified material \vith only a few strands of living tissue running

through it.

A second type of dactylozooid is also present. These are not part of a cyclo-

system; rather, they are found singly in chambers scattered at random throughout

the colony between cyclosystems. The function of these zooids is not known for

certain, but they are the first to expand after the colony has been disturbed, suggest-

ing either a sensory or a protective role.

The male and female reproductive structures or gonophores develop in epi-

dermally-lined cavities, the ampullae. These are generally smaller and more nu-

merous in male colonies.

Three obligate commensals have been reported on Allopora, a barnacle, a

polychaete worm, and a snail. The barnacle, Balanus nefrens Zullo (1963),

settles on the surface of the colony. The coral grows over the barnacle leaving

only the opening at the top exposed. Most colonies have several barnacles on them,

forming pyramid-shaped growths along the sides of the branches.

A second commensal is the spionid worm, Polydora alloporis Light (1970).

The worms burrow longitudinally through the central calcareous core of the

branches, secreting tubes lined with calcareous material. Paired openings to the

tubes are found scattered over the surface of the coral colony. Almost every colony

found was infested with worms, sometimes so many that the skeleton was weakened

and more susceptible to breakage.

On rare occasions, a third commensal, the ovulid snail Pedicularia californica

Newcomb (1868), was found on Allopora. The snail's shell always matched the

color of the host colony. On repeated visits to the same colony, the snail was

always found in exactly the same place, a slight depression on the surface of a

branch exactly the right size and shape to accommodate the margin of the snail's

shell. No living cyclosystems were found in this area. Either Pedicularia does

not move or it always returns to the same position on the branch of coral.

Reproductive cycles

Each colony of Allopora californica is either male or female. This cannot be

determined in the field
;
the colony must be dissected or sectioned to determine its

sex.

From the histological data the development of the female gonophore, the egg,

and the planula was observed. The eggs grow, are fertilized, and develop in the

ampullae. These cavities originally form at the lateral margins of the colony.

Epidermis and gastrodermis meet, and the cell layers thicken. The branch continues

to increase in diameter while the area around the thickening remains fixed, giving

the impression that the young ampulla is sinking into the calcareous skeleton. At

the stage shown in Figure 4 the tiny ampulla, still open to the outside, is an

epidermally lined cavity. The structure in the center is composed of gastrodermal
cells with a thin covering of epidermis.

The oogonia arise in the gastrodermal canals. Their precise site of origin is

not known, but the distinctive cells can be seen inside the canals (Fig. 5). Meiotic

divisions were not observed, so it was not possible to distinguish oogonia from
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primary and secondary oocytes. The eggs migrate along the gastrodermal canals

to the developing ampullae, and one egg settles between the epidermis and gastro-

dermis (Fig. 5). Often other eggs are seen close to the ampullae or even at the

base of the gastrodermal supporting structure, but only one settles at the position

shown. The others probably degenerate. This stage of development, with the tiny

egg between the gastrodermis and epidermis, is seen at all times of the year. Ap-

parently more than a year can elapse before the egg begins to grow.
In late December and January the gastrodermal supporting structure, called the

trophodisc, begins to increase in size and a distinct lumen becomes visible. Tiny

yolk granules appear in the cytoplasm of the egg. The ampulla must increase in

size to accommodate the growing egg and trophodisc. This is probably accom-

plished by dissolution of the surrounding calcareous skeleton. The nucleus of the

egg is very distinct, measuring some 30 ^ in diameter, and the tiny pore to the

outside of the ampulla, diameter 16 /x, is still open.

Through February, March and April the trophodisc further increases in size

(Fig. 6). The gastrodermal structure repeatedly outpockets, giving the appearance
of numerous blind tunnels. More yolk is deposited, seeming to coalesce to form

much larger granules. The largest granules are proximal, while the smaller ones

are found at the distal side of the egg. The nucleus is still visible in a position near

the distal edge of the egg, always very near the pore leading to the outside. The

sperm probably enter the ampulla via this opening, the fertilization canal.

The egg remains at this stage until fertilization, which occurs some time in

late May, June, or early July. Actual fertilization was never observed, but after

an egg has been fertilized the nucleus is no longer visible, and the fertilization canal

closes. The trophodisc begins to diminsh in size and completely degenerates within

a few weeks.

The first visible sign of cleavage is a layer of cells at the distal edge and

along the sides of the yolk. The yolk does not divide. In later stages these undif-

ferentiated cells surround the yolk completely. As development proceeds, these

cells differentiate into columnar epithelial cells with clear cytoplasm at the top and

dense granules at the base (Fig. 7). These columnar cells appear first at the

distal margin of the embryo, then at the sides, and finally along the proximal margin.

Numerous small cells, presumably gastrodermal cells, are seen in the yolky area.

Their origin and time of migration is not certain. The epidermal cells continue to

increase in size for about two months. The mature, oval-shaped planula larva is

0.5-1 mm in length. Sometimes it must bend back on itself to fit in the tiny

ampulla. The escape route for the planula develops after the fertilization canal

closes. This is a new opening from the ampulla which opens into a nearby cyclo-

system between two dactylozooids. In two favorable instances serial sections

were obtained of planulae escaping through this canal. Release of the planulae

occurs in late October, November, and early December.

The ampulla left by the escaped planula does not go to waste. Even while the

planula is developing, a tiny new trophodisc is forming at the bottom of the ampulla

as gastrodermis pushes into a thickened epidermal cell layer. The developing

planula grows around this structure (Fig. 7). A new egg migrates to the area

and is in position before the planula escapes. In this way the ampullae are used

repeatedly.
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FIGURE 3. Photomicrograph of an actual longitudinal section through a cyclosystein.

Zooids are only partially expanded.
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The male gonophores also develop in ampullae. New male ampullae arise in

the same way as do female ampullae (Fig. 4). The chamher is usually closed by
a lirl of tissue in the male ampulla. Spermatogonia arise in the gastrodermal
canals and migrate to the developing ampulla, settling between the gastrodermis
and epidermis. The cytological events of meiosis were never seen, so spermato-

gonia, and primary and secondary spermatocytes could not he identified.

Small ampullae with male germ cells are present at all times of the year, indicat-

ing, as in the females, that gonophores need not form and mature in a single year.
In November and December the male gonophores begin to develop, with the gastro-

dermis forming a supporting structure, called a spadix, with a large lumen. The
cells destined to become sperm cells increase in number, possibly by cell division

or by further migration from the gastrodermal canals (Fig. 8). The ampulla is

still closed to the outside at this stage.

The gonophores increase in size to about 500
p.. Starting in late February and

continuing through April, the cells undergo a change in which the nuclei stain very
darkly and are very tightly packed. They remain this way for 4-6 weeks.

Starting in late April the darkly staining cells change into spermatozoa (Fig. 9).

In favorable sections sperm sacs containing both darkly staining cells and sperma-
tozoa were seen. The opening to the outside is still barred by a plug formed by

layers of epidermal cells at the distal end of the sperm sac. The gastrodermal

spadix degenerates, leaving a sac full of sperm.

Spermatozoa are released in June and July. Actual release was seen only once

in the histological sections with many sperm free in the ampulla and the sac

apparently in the process of decreasing in size. The epidermal plug had opened,

allowing the sperm to be released from the sac. Presumably the sperm are carried

by currents to nearby female colonies where they enter the ampullae via the

fertilization canals to reach the eggs.

Once the sperm are released, the gonophore for the following year begins to

form. A new gastrodermal spadix is visible in late summer, usually with only a

few germ cells present. No further development is visible until November or

December.

The graph in Figure 10 shows the results of gross examination of the colonies.

The mean, range, and standard deviation for ee'g and planula sizes are indicated.

FIGURE 4. Section through the edge of a colony showing a developing ampulla prior to

the migration of gametes to the gonophore. Similar development is seen in both male and
female colonies.

FIGURE 5. Photomicrograph of an undeveloped egg in the gonophore. Eggs at this stage
of development are present throughout the year. Note the egg in the gastrodermal canals.

FIGURE 6. Fully developed female gonophore as typically seen in April and May. The
egg nucleus is still visible, close to the proximal end of the fertilization canal.

FIGURE 7. Section through a developing planula showing the distinctive columnar epithelial

cells surrounding the yolk. A new gonophore is developing under the planula.

FIGURE 8. Developing male gonophore typical of those seen in January with many future

sperm cells in the sac.

FIGURE 9. Photomicrograph of a sperm sac containing spermatozoa. This is typical of

male gonophores in May. Abbreviations used in Figures 3 to 9 are: a, ampulla; c, calcare<>u>

skeleton; en, canal opening to the surface of the colony; d, dactylozooid ; e, egg; ep. epidermis:

g, gastrozooid; gc, gastrodermal canals; gd, gastrodermis; gs, gastrostyle; s, surface of the

colony; sp, spadix, sz, spermatozoa; t, trophodisc; y, yolk. Scale equals 50 microns.
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FIGURE 10. This figure shows the average egg or embryo si/e at different limes of

the year in . llli>[>t>nt culifornicd. See text for further explanation.

There were always eggs present without yolk as indicated earlier (see Fig. 5).

These ranged from 40-60 ^ in size and could not be seen with the dissecting micro-

scope. Figure 10 represents only those eggs in which yolk deposition had begun,

those eggs which would be fertilized and would develop within that year. The

double arrow indicates the period of sperm release and, presumably, of fertilization.

From this point on, the size measured was that of a developing planula. The
break in the graph, October through December 1969, was the period when collec-

tions were impossible as the Carmel beaches were closed because of pollution.

The probable course of events during late 1969 has been indicated by a broken line.

Within the Allopora californica. population at the two research sites there was

variation in the size of the eggs or planulae at any given time, but there was very
little variation in the stage of development. All the eggs began to deposit yolk at

about the same time. Essentiallv all the eggs were fertilized within a 3-4 week
f oo

period, and development of planulae progressed at a similar rate in all the colonies

examined. Most of the planulae escaped in late October and November. A few

(3) eggs showed yolk deposition in December 1970, but most showed no sign of

growth until January 1971.

Settlement and mortality of new colonies

Eight separate plots totaling almost 4.5 square meters of surface area were

studied. \Yhen planulae are released, they crawl or are carried by currents away
from the parent colony and settle where space permits. A newly settled colony
is flat, but even at this early stage the beginning of a depression where the first
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cyclosystem will form is visible. In four colonies known to be less than three

weeks old, the first cyclosystem had already formed.

The maximum possible ages of newly settled colonies were used in construct-

ing a survivorship curve. If an area was examined, say, October 1, November 1,

and December 1, and if a new colony was first seen on November 1 but was gone
December 1, then the maximum life span was recorded as from October 2 to

November 30, or 60 days. Survivorship curves fur those colonies which settled

during the two years, 1969-1970 and 1970-1971 are shown in Figure 11.

In the curve representing the data for 1969-1970, the solid line indicates actual

observations. The dashed portion of the curve, covering the period when direct

observations were impossible because of the closing of the beaches, is an estimate

assuming that the rate of disappearance was the same for both years of the study.

The settlement date was estimated from details of the reproductive cycle and larval

development observed through mid-September of that year. Heaviest mortality
occurred in the first few months after settlement. At the end of the study, 14

years later, six colonies were still alive.

The data for 1970-1971 include observations on 128 new colonies. At the end

of the study, 180 days later, there were 25 colonies left.

Several factors are responsible for the demise of small colonies of A. californica.

In many cases they attach to unstable substrates or to short-lived organisms, such

as algae or brittle bryozoans. The settling of participate matter is extremely harm-

ful to the young colonies, and many on horizontal surfaces are buried in this way.
Those on vertical surfaces or in areas of heavy surge tend to fare better. Young
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FIGURE 11. This figure shows survivorship curves for A. californica colonies settling in 1969

and settling in 1970. Dashed line indicates estimate. See text for further explanation.
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FIGKKK 12. Iii \vatt-r photograph of a one year old A. culijornicn colcjny with several of

its cyclosystems visibile. Note the newly settled barnacles crowding the coral.
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colonies must compete with other benthic organisms for settling space. When algae

begin to grow rapidly in the early spring, numerous colonies are overgrown.
Barnacles and other organisms settling out of the plankton compete with the slow-

growing A. California. Figure 12 shows a typical one year old colony, only 5 mm
across, with eight cyclosystems.

Regeneration

A newly cut branch of Allopora appears as seen in Figure 13. The broken

edges are sharp, and the damaged cyclosystems stand out distinctly. The center

of the branch is calcareous material. Within 7-14 days a change is evident (Fig.

14). The sharp edges are rounded, and the calcareous core is covered with tissue

resembling very fine granulated sugar. This tissue covering continues to grow
until it resembles fine sand grains on the tip of the branch. Within 4-6 weeks this

granular appearance gives way to a series of ridges and furrows along the broken

surface (Fig. 15). The cyclosystems broken in the original cut begin regenerating

almost immediately and new cyclosystems are visible as early as 50 days after

the cut is made. Broken cyclosystems reorient, if necessary, to resume growth
in a direction compatible with the new orientation of the branch. Some reorient

in an upward direction toward the new tip of the regenerating branch, while others

resume growth outward toward the sides of the branch (Fig. 15). By comparing

photographs of the same branch taken over a period of time, the new cyclosystems

could be distinguished from those which existed prior to the cut. When new

cyclosystems cover most of the available area, upward growth resumes (Fig. 16).

This is usually 4-5 months after the branch is broken. The whole tip may grow,
or the regenerating area may send up one or more branches with diameters less than

that of the original branch.

Periodically the regenerating branches were broken off, fixed, and prepared
for histological examination. Within a few clays after the original break, the

surface is invaded by numerous gastrodermal canals and an epidermal covering

layer. The easily-visible granular appearance and ridges result from different

FIGURE 13. In water photograph of a newly cut branch of Allopora cat ifarnica showing
several broken cyclosystems. The central portion of the cut branch is calcareous material.

FIGURE 14. The same branch as seen in Figure 13 photographed 14 days after the

branch was cut. The central calcareous core has been covered by living tissue.

FIGURE 15. Regenerating branch photographed on Day 56. The tissue covering the cen-

tral core appears as ridges and furrows. A regenerating cyclosystem on the right has re-

oriented to grow upward toward the new surface of the branch.

FIGURE 16. Regenerating branch on Day 235 covered with new cyclosystems. Note the

extended dactylozooid tentacles.

FIGURE 17. Photomicrograph of a regenerating branch showing the initial appearance of

a new gastrozooid marked by a meeting of epidermis and gastrodermis at the surface of the

colony.

FIGURE 18. Section through a new gastrozooid showing further development, including

the appearance of one of the minute tentacles on the side of the gastrozooid.

FIGURE 19. Longitudinal section through a complete, tiny, new cyclosystem found on a

regenerating branch tip. Abbreviations used in Figures 12 to 19 are: be, broken cyclosystem;

c, calcareous skeleton; d, dactylozooid; ep, epidermis; g, gastrozooid; gd, gastrodermis; gs,

gastrostyle ; re, regenerating cyclosystem ; s, surface of the colony ; tn, tentacle. Scale for

Figures 12 to 16 equals 1 millimeter. Scale for Figures 17 to 19 equals 50 microns.
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growth rates of the tissue and skeleton resulting in the pitted surface seen in

Figure 17. A thickened mass of gastrodermis and epidermis signals the beginning
of a new cyclosystem (Fig. 17). The regenerating branch tip continues to grow,

leaving this tissue behind in an ever-deepening depression. At a later stage, the

future gastrozooid is quite recognizable, complete with a tiny gastrostyle and minute

tentacles (Fig. 18). Shortly thereafter, on the walls of the future cyclosystem, the

dactylozooids appear. These also start as a meeting of gastrodermal and epidermal
tissue layers. The tiny cyclosystem, about ^ full size, is shown in Figure 19.

DISCUSSION

The first work on reproduction in a hydrocoral was by Hickson (1888) on

Millcpora plicata. He described the origin of both male and female gametes in the

epidermis lining the gastrodermal canals, including a detailed account of the

cytological events of maturation. The male germ cells induce the formation of a

male gonophore, usually in the dactylozooids. The fertilized eggs develop in the

gastrodermal canals and later at the base of the gastrozooids without any forma-

tion of a gonophore. The ciliated larvae without any yolk are released at an

early stage. In another species, Millcpora mnrrayi, a male gonophore develops,

but the eggs develop solely in the gastrodermal canals.

In studying the stylasterine corals, Hickson (1890, 1891) suggested that the

gametes cause local irritation in the gastrodermal canals, resulting in the out-

pocketing of tissue to form gonophores. Gametes in the ampullae are covered by a

double sheath of epidermis and gastrodermis and are supported by a trophodisc in

the female and a spadix in the male. Sperm enter the female colony via the mouth

of the gastrozooids and migrate along the canals to fertilize the egg. Hickson de-

scribed early planula development, and mentioned the re-use of the female ampullae

year after year.

Reproduction in three species of stylasterine corals was described by England

(1926). She found that the ampullae form at the surface of the colony where

epidermis and gastrodermis meet and form a thickened tissue layer. In contrast

to Hickson (1890, 1891), England did not find a double sheath covering the

gametes in the gonophore ;
there was only an epidermal covering and a gastrodermal

supporting structure with the egg or sperm between the two layers.

Goedbloed (1962) discussed the origin and development of gonophores in

Allopora blattea and Stylaster rose us. She, too, concluded that the ampullae form

at the surface of the colony, and she suggested that the germ cells induce their

formation.

The work discussed above was limited to specimens from isolated collections,

not allowing repeated observations to determine seasonal changes. The present

investigation has been done on material collected monthly over a period of two

years, giving a dimension of time to the study.

The ampullae of Allopora calijornica do form at the surface of the colon}-. With

the available histological sequence, the course of events is quite clear; without it,

Hickson's suggestion of ampulla formation from the inside out would look quite

plausible. No evidence was found to support the assertion that gametes induce

the formation of new ampullae. The new ampullae begin without any trace of

gametes in the vicinity.
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None of the previous workers suggested the dormancy of gonophores such as

has been found in this study. Small ampullae with undeveloped future sperm and

eggs were found throughout the year (see Fig. 5). All the maturing gonophores
in each colony were at about the same stage of development at any one time.

There was no indication that a second brood was produced later in the year, hence

these immature gonophores must remain in this condition through a whole breeding
season. What triggers the beginning or delay of maturation of a gonophore is

not known.

Fertilization of the eggs in A. califoniica must be a complex process, since the

sperm, released en masse, must travel to the ampullae of distant female colonies.

Miller ('1966) found evidence of chemotaxis during fertilization of the thecate

hydrozoan, Cainpanitlaria. If a similar mechanism were present in A. calijornica,

it would explain how tiny sperm can find the minute fertilization pore. Essentially
all eggs examined after the period of sperm release were fertilized

; only a very few
seemed to be degenerating rather than developing.

The re-use of ampullae year after year is obviously a useful adaptation. Build-

ing an ampulla within a calcareous skeleton is a metabolically demanding task.

The ampulllae are probably used for several years. As the colony increases in

diameter, some are filled in with calcium carbonate and left behind.

A regular yearly cycle of sperm and egg production, fertilization, development,
and release of the planulae is clearly demonstrated in Allopora calijornlca (see

Fig. 10). It is difficult to say what might trigger the cycle. Water temperature
is very constant at Carmel, varying haphazardly between 8 C and 12 C at the

depth of the study sites. There is rarely any thermocline in Carmel Bay at the

depths investigated. Water turbidity is variable, with visibility varying radically
even on the same day. Algal growth has a regular cycle with the short algae

appearing in March, only to be cut off from the light by the giant kelp, Macrocystis

integrifolia in June. Which, if any, of these environmental factors influence Allo-

pora has not yet been determined. Grigg (1970) found that the reproductive cycle
in the gorgonian Mnrlcca was different in populations at different depths, possibly
correlated with temperature differences. In a very few samples of Allopora call-

fornica taken from various depths there did not appear to be any difference in de-

velopment of gonophores or larvae, but a more rigorous study is needed to demon-
strate this conclusively.

Dr. Harry K. Fritchman of Boise State College, Boise, Idaho (personal com-

munication) is working on release and settlement of Allopora pctrograpta larvae

in the laboratory, including a histological study of the newly settled planulae. He
has found that these larvae are heavily ciliated and capable of considerable muscular
contraction. After pushing out of the ampullae, the larvae actively seek the bottom
of the dish in the laboratory. If the same behavior obtains in the field, then the

larval life of Allopora would be very brief. Since the appearance of the first

newly settled colonies which were observed in the present study correlated very
closely with the first histological observations of empty ampullae in the females,
there is probably, at most, a very short planktonic stage. As Thorson (1950)

points out, prolonging larval life allows greater mortality from predation and in-

creases the risk of being swept away from suitable areas. Since Allopora planulae
are lecithotrophic, the motile stages need not feed, but are available for dispersal.
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Living in areas where currents and surge are fairly strong, many of the larvae would
be swept away from suitable settling sites if the planktonic stage were very long.
This suggests that the planulae settle quite soon after release, rather than enter

the plankton.
From consideration of the survivorship curves (Fig. 11), it is obvious that

any which settled and disappeared between the monthly observation dates could not

be counted. Sometimes the initial level of a survivorship curve can be estimated

by knowing the fecundity of the females in the population. Unfortunately, Allo-

pora californica does not lend itself to determining this. The number of females

cannot be determined since the sexes cannot be identified in the field. Further,
the distribution of eggs within the female colony is haphazard. Measures of eggs/
unit area and eggs/cyclosystem give such widely variable results as to be useless

as an estimate of fecundity. From gross examination, however, the numbers of

eggs per female colony are on the order of a few hundred.

The curves in Figure 11 show an initial steep drop in the number of surviving

colonies, leveling off at 15-18 months. Those that live this long appear to have

a good chance of surviving. The principle mortality, then, occurs during the settling

stage and in the first year.

Survivorship curves for Klitricca were calculated by Grigg (1970). If larval

life is included, mortality is greater than 99 <

/. If larval life is excluded, a con-

stant mortality rate is observed. The gorgonians, in contrast to Allopora californica,

have a long larval planktonic stage, where most of the mortality takes place. In

the study on Mnricca, early settling stages were not so easily observed as they were

in A. californica, so Grigg's settlement data may be a conservative estimate of the

number which actually settled.

Mortality in young colonies of A. californica is often the result of competition
for space and of the inability of the colonies to withstand sedimentation. The re-

lease of larvae coincides with the time of year when the algal cover is at a mini-

mum and is prior to the settling of many attached benthic organisms, allowing a

few weeks in which the incipient colonies may obtain a secure foothold. Sedi-

mentation is a year-round problem. Horizontal surfaces are particularly vulner-

able to this smothering by sediment. It is apparent that A. californica is best suited

for surviving on vertical surfaces or in rocky crevices, away from algae, and where

the currents and surge keep the rocks free of debris.

In large colonies of A. californica, mortality seems to be limited to mechanical

abrasion and breakage. X<> evidence of predation was ever seen. On rare occasions

a colony was seen which had died and which was being overgrown by encrusting

organisms, but the reason for death was not apparent.
Other workers (Yonge, 1940; Stephenson and Stephenson, 1933; Grigg, 1970)

have suggested that damaged Scleractinian and other corals do regenerate. Only

Stephenson and Stephenson (1933), who stated that in branching forms regenera-

tion occurs rapidly to fill in the gap and restore symmetry to the colony, elaborate

on any mechanism of regrow
rth. Since the study of regeneration involves repeated

visits to the same colony in situ, it is not surprising that information on other

species is lacking.

It has generally been accepted that new cyclosystems arise by budding in Allo-

pora (Mosley, 1876, 1879). But in the present study no evidence has been found
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to suggest that budding is involved in asexual reproduction. De novo origin of

new gastrozooids and dactylozooids occurs at the surface of the colony both in

normal and regenerating branch tips. The gastrozooid develops quite fully before

new dactylozooids begin to form, possibly induced by the presence of the new

gastrozooid.

Cyclosystems must constantly redirect their growth to stay at the edge of the

colony. As the branch grows, one would expect to find much wider spaces between

cyclosystems at the base than at the tips of the branches. Such is the case in

Pocillopora daiuicornis (Wainwright, 1963). Although this is true to some extent

in Allopora, it is evident that new cyclosystems can arise along the sides of a

branch. Usually the cyclosystems in any given area are about the same size. From
time to time a much smaller cyclosystem is found, suggesting that it is much younger
than the rest in the area.

The data obtained in this study provide basic information on the biology of

Allopora californica. Future work, both in the field and the laboratory, may be

aimed at answering such questions as how far the sperm can travel to a female

gonophore, how the sperm locate the gonophore aperture, whether the larvae swim
or creep to a settling site, and what induces the formation of new cyclosystems.
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SUMMARY

1. The life history of the hydrocoral Allopora californica has been studied over

a two-year period. The formation of male and female gonophores is described and

the maturation of sperm and eggs within these is illustrated.

2. Eggs are fertilized within the ampullae in the female colony. Subsequent
larval development is described. The yearly cycle of sperm and egg maturation

begins in January and culminates with release of planula larvae in November.

3. Field observations to study settlement and mortality of young colonies

showed that only a very small percentage of them survive a full year. Competition

for space and smothering by sediment are two main factors accounting for the

high mortality.

4. The process of regeneration in the hydrocoral was studied using photography

in the field combined with histological study in the laboratory. After a branch is
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cut the broken end has sharp edges and many damaged cyclosystems. Within a

week new tissue has covered the wound, and new cyclosystems are visible after 7-8

weeks. Upward growth resumes 45 months after a branch has been cut.
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RECOGNITION OF SYMBIOTIC ALGAE BY HYDRA VIRIDIS.

A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF THE UPTAKE OF LIVING
ALGAE BY APOSYMBIOTIC H. VIRIDIS

ROSEVELT L. PARDY^ AND LEONARD MUSCATINE

Department of Zoology, University of California,

Los Angeles, California 90024

Many invertebrates form stable hereditary associations with unicellular algae.

Experimental studies of these associations have dealt generally with the nutritional

relationship between algae and host, and specifically with the translocation of

carbohydrate from algae to animal (Smith, Muscatine, and Lewis, 1969). There

have been very few experimental studies which describe how such associations are

established and how the host recognizes potential symbiotic algae. Previous studies

have been concerned mainly with specificity, i.e., whether or not a given alga and

host can form a stable hereditary symbiosis rather than with actual mechanisms of

reinfection. (Whitney, 1907 ; Goetsch, 1924 ; Park, Greenblatt, Mattern and Mer-

rill, 1967; Karakashian and Karakashian, 1964; 1965; Bomford, 1965; Hirshon,

1969; Provasoli, Yamasu, and Manton, 1968).

Specimens of Hydra viridis have Chlorella-\\ke green algae which are hereditary

endosymbionts. This symbiotic association offers several advantages for the study

of host-symbiont recognition. The hydra can be reared in a defined medium.

Asexual budding gives rise to large numbers of animals of similar genetic, nutri-

tional and developmental histories. The algae, which are found in the hydra's

endoderm and exclusively in the digestive cells, may be readily separated from the

host cells and aposymbiotic hydra may be easily acquired, cultured, and experi-

mentally recombined with algae.

In this paper we describe uptake of symbiotic algae by Hydra viridis, the rejec-

tion of free-living algae by these hydra, and the events leading to reestablishment

of a stable association.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Maintenance and culture of organisms

Green specimens of Hydra viridis (Florida strain 61) were cultured in *'M"

solution (Muscatine and Lenhoff, 1965a) under ambient laboratory conditions

22 C, 30 foot candles, 14 hours light and 10 hours dark, and fed daily on freshly

hatched Artcmia nauplii. H. viridis occasionally produces algae free eggs. From

these eggs we developed a class of aposymbiotic hydra, which we cultured and main-

tained as above. Algae strains and their sources are listed in Table I. All algal

stocks with the exception of H. viridis symbionts, were maintained in 1.5% agar

slants of Loefer medium (LMM) as modified by Karakashian (1963). Sub-cul-

1 Present address : Department of Developmental and Cell Biology, University of California,

Irvine, California 92664.
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TABLE I

Summary of algae used in this study

Strain Host Remarks

3H Paramecium bursariu Isolated and cultured by
Karakashian (1963)*

34 Paramecium bursaria Isolated and cultured by
Karakashian (1963)*

130C Paramecium bursariu Isolated and cultured by
Loefer (1936)**

42A Paramecium bursariu Isolated and cultured by
Karakashian (1963)*

NC64A /'iintiuci'iuin bursaria Isolated and cultured by
Karakashian (1963)*

838 Sfxmgilla sp. Isolated and cultured by
R. A. Lewin**

397 Free-living
**

ChloreUa vulgar is

Algae from Isolated en masse from

Hydra viridis cultures of the host

* Obtained from Dr. Stephen J. Karakashian, State University of New York, College of Old

\\~estbury.
** Obtained from the Indiana University Culture Collection of Algae.

tures of algae were prepared aseptically as needed in 5 nil liquid LMM in 15 ml

test tubes at 22 C under the continuous illumination of two 40-watt fluorescent

lights situated 15 cm below the bottom of the culture tubes. Five days after inocula-

tion these subcultures yielded approximately 0.15 ml wet packed algae (ca. 10s

cells per ml). Symbionts from H. viridis were isolated from about 400 one-day
starved hydra as described by Muscatine (1967). This procedure yielded about

6 >: 10 7

algae which were used immediately in experiments.

Preparation of C-labeled algae

Algae harvested from hydra or obtained from cultures were incubated for 45 min,

in 1 ml of "M" solution containing 5 ju.Ci NaH14CO 3 . Labeled algae were then

washed 3 times in "M" solution and an aliquot of cells was withdrawn for assay of

radioactivity. Such incubation yielded algae with a relative specific activity of

7 X 105
disintegrations min"1

mg"
1
protein nitrogen. Protein nitrogen was measured

by the method of Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr and Randall (1951).

Injection of algae into hydra

The injection apparatus consisted of 0.1 ml capacity Hamilton glass syringe fitted

with heavy-walled, 2 mm inside diameter Tygon tubing. The syringe and tubing
were filled with mineral oil. The injection pipette was prepared from glass capillary

tubing drawn out to approximately 0.15 mm outside diameter at the tip. Cell sus-
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pensions (10
T-10S cells per ml) were introduced into the pipette and the cells were

allowed to settle in the tip. The filled pipette was then inserted into the Tygon

tubing, taking care to avoid introduction of air bubhles. At the same time, slight

suction was applied with the syringe to prevent algae from being prematurely ex-

pelled from the pipette. Before injection, the base of each relaxed, attached hydra
was touched with the tip of the pipette causing the hydra to retract into a spherical

shape. The tip of the pipette could then be easily inserted into the mouth of the

hydra. Once the tip was introduced into the mouth it was held in place for a few^

seconds to allow the hydra's mouth to close tightly around it. The thick algal

suspension was then delivered by slight pressure on the syringe plunger. With

practice the injection volume was adjusted so that it inflated the hydra to roughly

twice its original size. While it was not always possible to control or even measure

the volume of algae injected, more cells were injected than could be taken up by
the hydra. Over-inflation was avoided since it caused immediate collapse of the

hydra and regurgitation of the algae, regardless of the type of algae injected.

Further, when the pipette was removed, the mouth invariably gaped and algae

tended to leak out into the medium. To prevent gaping, hydra to be injected were

each fed a single Artemia nauplius and then injected within a few minutes after the

shrimp was swallowed.

Assay of radioactivity in hydra and algae

To measure the quantity of labeled algae taken up by hydra digestive cells, indi-

vidual injected animals were placed in a drop of "M" solution and slit down one

side with a scalpel. Algae not taken up by the digestive cells were flushed from

the interior with a fine pipette. The washed hydra and the solution with unin-

corporated algae were each applied to separate half-inch squares of Whatman 3 mm
filter paper, treated with two drops of 0.1 N HC1 to remove unused 14CO 2 and

dried under a heat lamp. The dried filter paper squares were assayed for radio-

activity in 5 ml scintillation fluid (50 g 2,5-diphenyloxazole, 0.625 g 1,4-bis, 2-5

phenyloxazolyl benzene in 500 ml toluene) using a Nuclear Chicago liquid scintilla-

tion counter (Model Mark I). Uptake of algae into hydra digestive cells was

expressed as a percentage of the total radioactivity in algal cells administered by

injection. The possibility existed that soluble 14C-labeled material might move

from the algae in the coelenteron to the hydra cells even though the algae themselves

might not be taken up. To check this possibility an injection was performed using

algae labeled with Na2
35SO4 . The uptake pattern of these algae did not differ

significantly from those labeled with NaH 14C 3 which was used in all other deter-

minations. In some experiments, whole green hydra and aposymbiotic hydra were

incubated in 1 ml "M" solution containing 5 pCi NaH 14CO3 for one hour under

the continuous illumination of "Gro-Lux" fluorescent lamps delivering about

260 footcandles to the surface of the hydra. Following incubation, the hydra were

rinsed, dried on Whatman 3 mm squares, treated with 0.1 N HC1, and counted as

described above.

Maceration of hydra

To examine individual hydra digestive cells for the presence of algae and to

count their numbers, hydra tissue was macerated on a microscope slide in either
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FIGURE 1. Photomicrograph of a typical green hydra digestive cell obtained by macera-
tion and showing the basal lower location of the symbiotic green algae which number 25 in

this cell (A, algal cells; N, nucleus of the digestive cell), 936 X, Nomarski interference

microscopy.

0.2% acetic acid and then fixed with a drop of 0.004% osmium tetroxide or a solu-

tion consisting of acetic acid, glycerol, and water (1:1:13 v/v) and observed

immediately, under a compound microscope at 400 X. Counts were recorded with

a hand tally counter.

RESULTS

To describe the uptake of algae by aposymbiotic hydra, it was necessary first to

characterize quantitatively the normal population of algae in green hydra. Three
criteria were used: (a) total number of algae per hydra, (b) mean number of

algae per digestive cell, and (c) amount of 14C fixed by whole green hydra, shown

previously to be proportional to the number of algae present (Muscatine and Len-

hoff, 1965b).

Total number uj alyae in yrccn hydra

Each of ten individual hydra, one-day starved and having one bud, were homog-
enized with a small tissue grinder in 0.5 ml "M" solution. Aliquots of this
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TABLE II

Effect of maintenance i mid il inns mi the minther of algae per digestive tell in II. viridis. Animals

were maintained at room temperature. Illumination (200 ft-c) was provided by Sylvania

ix lamps. Diurnal room illumination was 10 hrs light (3D ft-c) and 14 hrs dark.

Data expressed as <iverage niimhtr of algae/digestive cell s.d.;

X -- 100 cells from Zone 2 of five hydra

Number of algae

Condition Day 2 Day 4

Constant li-ht. 2 1.0 5. 7 21.8 4.6

starvation

Constant li-ht, 20.0 4.7 20.8 4.1

fed every 24 lir

Diurnal li.^ht, 20.4 1.0 20.0 1.7

starvation

Diurnal light, 18.0 2.6 18.3 db 1.9

fed every 24 lir

C>nstant dark, 17.0 1.4 1 1 .0 3.0

starvation

Constant dark, 12.3 3.8 6.8 2.3

fed every 24 hr

homogenate were transferred to a hemacytometer and from the algal count the

number of algae per hydra was obtained. Such hydra were found to contain

1.47 X 105 4 ): 10' algal cells.

Number of algae per d'ujcstive cell

Gross examination of whole green hydra revealed that the densest population

occurred in the mid-zone of the polyp rather than in the tentacles or stalk. To

quantify this distribution, individual hydra were cut transversely into three pieces ;

hypostome and tentacles (Zone 1) ; gastric column including the budding region

(Zone 2) ; and the stalk and pedal disc (Zone 3). Pieces from each zone were

macerated separately on a microscope slide and the intracellular algae in individual

digestive cells were counted. The greatest mean number of algae per digestive

cell was observed in cells fnun Zone 2. In this zone about 18 2.6 algae were

encountered in each cell most frequently. Significantly fewer algae per cell (ap-

proximately 12) were encountered in Zones 1 and 3. These data show that the

algae are distributed throughout the body but the central region contains the highest

number of algae per cell.

Figure 1 shows a Hydra I'lrldls digestive cell prepared by maceration. The

zoochlorellae are located in the proximal portion of the cell. In normal green

hydra the algae were always found in this position in digestive cells and never

in any other cell types.

It is important to note here that in experiments to be described elsewhere, we

found that maintenance of hydra under different light and feeding regimes re-
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FIGURE 2. Per cent of radioactivity in hydra tissue following time after injection of
14C-

labeled algae (open circle, aposymbiotic hydra injected with hydra algae; open square, green

hydra injected with hydra algae; open triangle, aposymbiotic hydra injected with NC64A
algae; curves fitted by eye).

suited in different mean numbers of algae per digestive cell, ranging from 7 to 22

as shown in Table II. For example, animals fed daily but kept in darkness had

far fewer algae per cell than a hydra fed daily but kept in constant light. Pre-

sumably, a hydra fed in darkness grows well enough but its algae do not. We
chose to use animals which came from populations fed daily and maintained under

ambient diurnal light conditions (30 footcandles, 14 hours light, 10 hours dark).

However, data in this paper apply only to animals maintained as described in

Methods.

Uptake of algae by aposymbiotic H. viridis

Algae were isolated from normal H. viridis and then injected into aposymbiotic
H. viridis. At various times after injection the hydra were assayed for radioactivity
to determine the extent of uptake of algae. Figure 2 shows that the uptake of the

radioactively labeled algae is very rapid. Half of the total
14C incorporated by the

hydra is taken up in the first two minutes following injection. Uptake of algae

by digestive cells continues more slowly thereafter for about one hour and then

ceases even though excess algae are still abundant in the coelenteron.

To observe the location and fate of algae after phagocytosis by digestive cells,

aposymbiotic hydra were macerated at 30 seconds, 10 minutes, 30 minutes, and

finally after 5 hours after injection. Figure 3a shows initial contact of algae and
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digestive cell. Figure 3b shows that algae are taken up at the distal portion of the

cell. About 30 minutes after injection, algae can be found throughout the digestive
cell interior, as shown in Figure 3c. Finally after 5 hours, the algae are generally
located at the base of the cell, as in normal green hydra digestive cells (3d).

About 5 hours after feeding, H. viridis normally regurgitates participate ma-
lt-rial not taken up by digestive cells. After regurgitation, the number of algae
taken up by aposymbiotic H. vlridis was determined by maceration and cell counts.

Digestive cells of Zone 2 had taken up about S2(n=:100) algae per digestive
cell. Since we had previously observed that normal green hydra have 18 2.6

algae per digestive cell (Zone 2), we reasoned that the normal complement of 18

must be obtained by algal cell division. This possibility was investigated by follow-

ing the course of repopulation.

Repopulation of aposymbiotic H. viridis

Aposymbiotic hydra were injected with unlabeled hydra algae. Five hours

later, following regurgitation, and at various times thereafter, the hydra were
incubated in NaH 14CO3 for one hour and then assayed for fixed 14C. The data

in Table III show that the amount of 14C fixed increases most rapidly during the

first 168 hours after uptake of algae, and then more slowly until after about 18 days,
the amount of 14C fixed is similar to that fixed by green controls. Digestive cells

observed at that time had 19 3 algae per cell indicating that repopulation was

complete. During the time that repopulation was taking place, the injected hydra
fed and produced buds normally. We conclude that following injection and uptake
of algae by H. viridis the algae undergo relatively rapid cell division until the full

complement of algae is obtained.

Uptake of algae by normal green H. viridis

The foregoing data demonstrate that, even if given excess algae, the digestive
cells of aposymbiotic H. viridis take up only about half of their normal comple-
ment of algae, the remainder being acquired by cell division. The data suggest,

therefore, that the limitation on uptake of algae is not lack of physical space since

ultimately the hydra cells can accommodate 19 algae and in some cases (Fig. 1)

as many as 25 per digestive cell. This conclusion was further tested by injecting
H. viridis algae into normal green hydra. Since the algae injected into hydra were
labeled with 14

C, they were distinguishable from algae already present in the diges-
tive cells. The curve in Figure 2 shows that green hydra possess the capacity to

take up additional algae. Uptake was slower than that of aposymbiotic hydra; half

the labeled algae being taken up in about 7 minutes. Digestive cells obtained 5 hours

after injection possessed approximately 27 4.9 algae per cell (Zone 2) (\\ -- 100 ) .

Since normal green hydra have approximately 18-19 algae per cell, it is evident

that roughly 9 extra algae were taken up by digestive cells following injection of

algae. This is the approximate number which were taken up by aposymbiotic hydra.
The subsequent fate of these extra algae has not yet been determined.

Injection of foreign algae into aposymbiotic H. viridis and other Hydra spp.

We attempted to infect H. viridis aposymbionts and other Hydra species with

various species of foreign algae, both symbiotic and free-living. Six strains of
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FIGURE 3. Phase- contrast photomicrographs showing digestive cells macerated from

aposymbiotic hydra at various times after injection of hydra algae. Phase optics employed to

distinguish algae (+ birefringence) from other cell organelles and inclusions. Cells oriented

with distal absorptive ends up (N, nucleus of animal cell; A, algal cells) ; starting at upper left,

(a) 30 sec after injection, showing algae in contact with distal portion of digestive cell (note
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TABLE III

Radioactivity (disintegrations min ') in whole hydra due to ^CO > fixation by intracellular algae at

various times after injection with normal hydra algae. Counts are the average of three hydra.
(!rcrn control shows the level of

11CO2 incorporated by algae in standard green hydra.

Non-injected aposymbiotic control indicates the level of

heterotrophic fixation of
u CO-> by hydra

i

Time after injection-

0.2 (days) <>1

1 I 10

2 145

.-! 147

164

7 17')

18 210

M 20.<

//. ,'iridis (control) 218

Aposymbiotic hydra 15

symbiotic algae, five from P. bursar ia and one from Spongilla sp. and one species
of free-living Chlorclla were tested. Injection of H. viridis algae into aposymbiotic

hydra served as a control. Success of infection was determined from observations

on macerated cells and ability to fix 14COo. The results in Table IV indicate that

of the algae injected, only algae from H. viridis and one strain of algae from
P. biirsaria were taken up by aposymbiotic H. viridis. All other strains of algae
were regurgitated almost immediately (5-10 minutes) by some individuals, and in

all cases within 5 hours after injection. Those algal strains taken up by H. viridis

aposymbionts were also injected in nonsymbiotic hydra. There was no evidence of

uptake of these algae by cells from these animals (H. littoralis or H. pscndoligac-

tis). Figure 2 shows that the rate of uptake of NC64A algae by H. viridis is

slower than that of H. viridis algae, with half of the total
14C incorporated being

taken up in 10 minutes.

We have found that those aposymbiotic hydra injected with NC64A algae
have slightly fewer algae per cell (approximately 15) 60 days after injection than

aposymbiotic hydra controls 30 days after injection (approximately 20). Figure 4

shows that the growth rate of hydra infected with NC64A is virtually identical

with that of normal green hydra under identical conditions of feeding. We con-

cluded from these data that NC64A algae can establish a successful symbiosis with

H. viridis although the rate of uptake of the algae, the rate of algal cell repopula-
tion, and the final population density is less than those of normal hydra algae.

DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments show that aposymbiotic Hydra viridis can be

reinfected after receiving an injection of its normal symbiotic algae or one strain of

rlagdlum) ; ( b ) 10 min, algae arc now within the digestive cell as a result of phagocytosis; (c)

30 min, location of algae shifting from distal to proximal (basal) region; (d) 5 hr, Algae no\v

in normal basal location (cj. Fig. 2). Scale bar represents 10 microns.
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TABLE IV

Comparison of various algae in their ability to be taken up by specimens of

aposymbiotic H. viridis; ( ) not taken up, (+ ) taken up

Algal strain
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FIGURE 4. Growth rate of green hydra (open triangle with normal algal flora and

aposymbiotic hydra artificially infected with NC64A algae (open circle).

completed in less than an hour. These uptake rates compare favorably with those

reported for the uptake of Chlorclla by P. bursaria (Hirshon, 1969). It is evi-

dent that uptake of algae is accomplished by phagocytosis and results in the forma-

tion of intracellular vacuoles but the exact mechanism has not yet been determined.

Symbiont vacuoles are described in studies on the fine structure of green hydra

by \Yood (1959), Oschman ( 1967), and Park ct al. (1967). In Paraiiieciiini bnr-

saria the route of infection is uncertain but algae are believed to be ingested into

large vacuoles resembling food vacuoles. At this point foreign algae are sorted out

and expelled and symbiotic algae are retained in inidividual vacuoles ( Karaka-

shian and Karakashian, 1965; Karakashian, Karakashian and Rudzinska, 1968).

When symbiotic algae undergo cell division, their vacuole may temporarily con-

tain several autospores, but these are ultimately disposed into new individual

vacuoles (Oschman, 1967; Karakashian ct al.. 1968).
Of the several factors which may limit the uptake of algae by H. viridis to

8 2 cells, the supply of algae and the space available for them can be ruled out

on the basis of our observations. Rather, the limiting factor is probably the

phagocytosis process itself. The metabolic basis of phagocytosis is fairly well

understood. It is temperature and pH dependent and requires energy. Lipid and

protein synthesis are required for the formation of vacuolar membranes. (Rowley,

1962; Karnovsky, 1962; Jacques, 1969). \Ye speculate therefore that uptake of

algae is limited by the ability of the cells to synthesize vacuolar membranes. The
extent to which the presence of food in the coelenteron influences the recognition

and uptake of algae has not yet been investigated in detail. Our unpublished observa-

tions suggest that the presence of food is not required for uptake of algae but food

may compete for phagocytic vacuole membranes which might otherwise be used to
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take up algae. Neither the stimulus for intracellular transport of algae, its mech-

anism, nor its selective advantage is yet known.

Little is known of the population dynamics of symbiotic algae. It is generally
conceded that the growth rates of algae and host are somehow linked to keep the

symbiont population at an optimum level. Experiments in our laboratory suggest
that algal growth rates and standing crops may be modified temporarily by environ-

mental factors such as light and nutrients (see also Oschman, 1967; Weis, 1969).
For example, green hydra fed in darkness outgrow their algae to the extent that

there are only a few algae per digestive cell (Table II). When these hydra are

returned to the light the algae immediately undergo rapid growth and within a few

days the population is established at an optimum level. Similarly, after injection

of algae, aposymbiotic hydra have relatively few algae per cell. Table III shows

that within a few days the algae undergo relatively rapid growth until the full com-

plement of algae is attained. These data show that the ability of the symbionts to

grow at high maximum intrinsic rates is important in maintaining the population
at an optimum level. The factors which contribute to the onset and cessation of

these rapid algal growth rates are still unknown.

Associated with the problem of growth is the problem of distribution of algae
within a given host. We assume that because we supply excess algae to aposym-
biotic hydra, that all digestive cells obtain at least a few symbionts. This is not

necessarily true. In fact, small numbers of algae injected into an aposymbiotic

hydra would satisfy only a few digestive cells. How do the rest of the digestive
cells acquire symbionts from this initial small inoculation ? There are at least

three possibilities. (1) The algae move from cell to cell. This appears unlikely

especially in view of the observation of Burnett and Garofalo (1960) of the fate

of bits of green hydra tissue grafted onto albino hydra. (2) The algae are ex-

pelled into the coelenteron and then immediately recaptured by other digestive

cells. This possibility has not yet been experimentally tested. (3) The remaining

aposymbiotic cells do not become infected, rather the rate of cell division of green

(algae-laden) digestive cells is faster than aposymbiotic cells and the green cell

line becomes dominant as all cells undergo their normal turnover in the hydra. This

alternative is consistent with the fact that green hydra grow faster than aposym-
biotic hydra particularly when food is limiting (Muscatine and Lenhoff, 1965b).

The rejection of foreign algae by H. viridis is also intriguing. Unlike P. bitr-

saria where the rejection of foreign algae is perhaps decided after the algae are

within a vacuole, rejection by algae by H. viridis is apparently decided at the cell

surface and leads to a coordinated response involving the whole hydra. Not only
is mucus secreted locally to bind the foreign algae together but increased flagellar

and muscular activity is elicited and in some cases the algae are gathered up and

pushed toward the hypostome by movements of the body in preparation for expul-
sion only minutes after they are injected into the coelenteron. The ecological im-

portance of rejection should not be underestimated. It is highly likely that in nature

Hydra feeds on herbivorous crustaceans which themselves have recently ingested
unicellular algae. The result is that foreign algae are introduced into their

enterons when the crustaceans are digested. The fate of such algae is unknown but

the fact that foreign algae are rejected argues against the likelihood that hydra

routinely digests algae. Karkashian et a!. (1968) argue that part of the success-
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ful maintenance of algae inside cells prone to autophagy may be their ability to re-

sist lysosomal digestive activity. The algal vacuoles in Paraiiicciinn bnrsaria were

not observed in. association with lysosomes. In contrast, Oschman (1966) has

observed "Phagolysosomes" fusing with algae vacuoles. He interprets this to

mean that Hydra probably digests its algae either wholly or in part under appropriate
circumstances. Despite inferences from electron microscopy, conclusive evidence for

digestion of algae (i.e., enzymatic hydrolysis of algal consituents) is still lacking.

Infection of aposymbiotic hydra with foreign algae has been reported by Goetsch

(1924) and Park ct al. (1967). In each case the free-living alga Oocystis was

taken up by the aposymbiotic H. viridis. However, in both instances the infection

was transitory and the algal population did not reach the level normally found

in green hydra. We did not attempt to reinfect H. viridis with Oocystis and tested

only one species of free-living algae which was rejected, and so we regard any con-

clusions about specificity of infection of H. viridis as tentative. However, the in-

fection of H. viridis by strain NC64A from P. bursaria showed no tendency to

decline even though the population densities were slightly less than those in normal

green hydra. It thus appears that a persistent symbiosis between Hydra viridis

(Florida strain 61) and NC64A can be attained. Since NC64A is not a natural

symbiont of Hydra, it is not unexpected that its kinetics of uptake and growth rate

are different from those of normal symbionts.
The re-establishment of a symbiosis with algae is not unique to Hydra. Trench

(1969) has shown that aposymbiotic Anthopleura elegantissima, a sea anemone,

may be re-infected by repeated injection of their normal dinoflagellate symbionts.
Provasoli et al. (1968) has brought about the re-synthesis of algal symbiosis in

Convoluta roscoffensis, an acoel flatworm. Paramecium bnrsaria can acquire
and maintain other algal strains as well as its native symbionts (Bomford, 1965;
Karakashian and Karakashian, 1965 ; Hirshon, 1969) but in most cases the native

symbionts exhibit greater persistence and survival in the host.
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Karakashian for a gift of several strains of symbiotic algae, Dr. A. Lebouton for

loan of equipment, Dr. Hans Bode for the maceration fluid, and Mr. Robert Pool
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SUMMARY

1. An individual Hydra viridis (Florida Strain) harbors approximately 1.5 X
105 unicellular green algae. These algae are normally found in the basal portion
of gastrodermal digestive cells. An average of approximately 18 algae per diges-
tive cell is encountered in the central region (stomach and budding zone) of the

hydra under a given set of maintenance conditions.

2. The average number of algae per digestive cell may range from 7 to 22 de-

pending on feeding schedules and photoperiod under which hydra cultures are main-

tained.
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3. The symbiosis can be synthesized artifically by injecting symbiotic algae

from H. viridis into the coelenteron of aposymbiotic H. viridis. Within 15 minutes

after injection the algae are taken up by the digestive cells, apparently by phago-

cytosis. During the next hour, the algae move from the site of uptake to the basal

part of the digestive cell.

4. Both green and aposymbiotic //. viridis can take up only about 8 2 algae

from an injected suspension of cells. Uptake may be limited by the extent to which

the cell can sustain phagocytosis, rather than by availability of intracellular space.

In aposymbiotic //. viridis, the full complement of 18 algae is attained by algal cell

division and requires about 18 days.

5. An assortment of free-living and symbiotic algae were injected into H. viridis

aposymbionts. All were rejected immediately with the exception of hydra algae

and a symbiotic alga from Paraincciiiin ( XC64A ) which formed a stable hereditary

endosymbiosis with H. viridis. Growth rates of these hydra were virtually identical

with those of normal green hydra.
6. The acquisition of algae by hydra digestive cells appears to involve several

''phases" including contact, recognition, phagocytosis, and intracellular transport.
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THE ECOLOGY OF CHONDRUS CRISPUS AT PLYMOUTH,
MASSACHUSETTS. III. EFFECT OF ELEVATED
TEMPERATURE ON GROWTH AND SURVIVAL 1

JEFFREY S. PRINCE 2 AND JOHN M. KINGSBURY

Division of Biological Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NCTV York 14850

The specific relationship between temperature and the responses of attached

marine algae has had limited attention. Of particular current interest is the effect

of elevated temperatures on growth, reproduction, and survival of populations of

algae at locations where additions of heat are proposed in the coastal environment.

Ignatiades and Smayda (1970), Ott (1966) and Provasoli (1963) found that

temperatures of 25-30 C were frequently above optimum for growth of cold

water marine algae in culture. Adey (1970) showed that growth of boreal sub-

arctic Lithothaumiae declined with temperatures above 10-15 C. Studies by
Ehrke (1931) of respiration and photosynthetic rates with Fucus, Enteromorpha,
and Delesseria, and by Kanwisher (1966), Mathieson and Burns (1971), and

Newell and Pye (1968) with Chondrus demonstrate that thermal injury to the

metabolism of these species occurs at temperatures above 26 C. Ring (1970)
noted that holdfasts of Chondrus died in culture within two days at 29 C, but the

erect shoots survived for two months at this temperature. Growth of the erect

shoots was better, however at 10 than at 15 C. Burns and Mathieson (1972)
found that sporeling growth increased with an increase in temperature up to 19 C.

In comparison, Newton, Devonald, and Jones (1957) failed to find a respiratory
maximum for Chondrus even at 35 C.

These data do not allow for confident predictions, even approximate, on the effect

of thermal additions on populations of attached marine algae. A nuclear thermo-

electric generating plant is under development at Rocky Point, Plymouth, Massa-

chusetts (Prince and Kingsbury, 1973b). Its thermal discharge is located in the

midst of one of the principal commercial beds of Chondrus crispus on the western

Atlantic coast. The purpose of this study was to culture Chondrus under controlled

conditions at a growth rate approximating that in nature and to determine the

effects of elevated and depressed temperatures on growth and survival. We have

reported the growth and reproductive responses of the natural population at Ply-
mouth in the other papers of this study (Prince and Kingsbury, 1973a, 1973b).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three series of culture experiments were conducted between January and De-

cember, 1970, to establish normal growth curves, to identify optimum conditions,

1 This work was supported in part under contract with the Raytheon Researcli Laboratory,
New London, Connecticut.

2 Present address : Department of Biology, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia
22030. The data in this paper are from part of a Ph.D. dissertation submitted to Cornell

University in 1971.
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and to perfect techniques of culture, experimentation, and examination. These

experiments also yielded information on growth of sporelings at temperatures and

light conditions above and below optimum. In this work it became necessary to

move culture facilities from Ithaca, New York, to New London, Connecticut. Sea-

water for culture media was obtained from several locations and handled in dif-

ferent ways. Lighting conditions and measurements of light intensity also varied

as techniques were refined. For these reasons, results of the three series are not

exactly comparable. We describe here methods and results for the third series of

experiments, the most refined, with comments on the preceding two series only
where results amplify those of the third series. Following this work, we did addi-

tional sets of experiments to look more closely at specific lethal or deleterious char-

acteristics of elevated temperatures.

Culture chambers were illuminated with dual 40 watt cool white fluorescent

tubes (Westinghouse F40CW). Intensity was regulated by varying the distance

of the cultures from the tubes, covering one of the tubes, or interposing a plastic

screen filter. Intensity was determined in m watts/cm
2
(Yellow Springs Radiom-

eter, No. 65, probe 6551 set on a large heat sink, the whole covered by a petri dish

to give readings equivalent to those inside a culture flask). Several readings were
taken on each shelf and averaged.

Temperature in the culture cubicles was monitored by bimetallic, Fahrenheit

recorders (Bachrach Tempscribe) checked by a centrigrade mercury thermometer.

Temperatures were held to within 0.6 C of desired, with a diurnal fluctuation of

1.0 C as the lights went on and off. Most experiments were conducted under a

light regimen of 16 hours light, 8 hours dark (16:8} ; some at 10:14.

Culture medium was constructed with natural seawater, filtered (Whatman
No. 1), and enriched with nitrate, phosphate, soil extract, and a vitamin and
trace metal solution based upon Guillard's medium "f" (Guillard and Ryther,
1962) at half strength. The composition of the culture medium was as follows:

KNO 3 72.2 mg, KH 2PO 4 8.0 mg, (the latter two based upon Iwasaki, 1961),

CuSCVSHoO 0.01 mg, ZnSO 4 -7H 2O 0.022 mg, CoCl 2 -6H 2O 0.01 mg. MnCl 2
-

4H 2O 0.18 mg, NaMoO 4 2H2O 0.006 mg, Fe (as Ferric sequestrine, U% iron;

Geigy Indust. Chemicals, New York) 5 mg, Thiamine 0.2 mg, B 12 1 ^g, Folic

Acid 1 p.g, Biotin 1 ^g, Riboflavin 0.25 p.g (based upon Provasoli, 1964), soil ex-

tract 50 ml, seawater (aged at least 2 months) to one liter. The seawater used in

the third series of experiments was collected at the University of Connecticut's

Marine Station at Noank in March, 1970, and was aged seven months before use.

Its salinity varied between 29 and 31% ; that of the medium made from it was

\%o less. The pH of the medium varied between 8.1-8.3. All media were sterilized

before use by autoclaving. Precipitation problems were minimized by using aged
seawater, and very slow cooling.

Reproductive plants were collected at Rocky Point and Manomet Point (Prince
and Kingsbury, 1973b) in seawater, iced during transport to Connecticut, and re-

frigerated (0.5-3.0 C) overnight. The following morning, tips with apparently

ripe carposporic or tetrasporic sori were excised from the cleanest and least epiphy-
tized plants, washed with jets of sterile seawater at 12 C or scraped with a coarse

artist's brush and forceps, and placed in petri dishes of sterile seawater at 11.7 C.

Spore release sometimes occurred on the same day as preparation of the tips, pos-
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siblv in response to temperature' variations in handling, but \vas more usual on

tbe second to fourth days. Tips not discharging by the fourth day were discarded.

The discharged spores form a pink-red spot under the tip and must be gathered
within 2-4 hours after release or they become attached too firmly to each other

and the substrate for removal. Fresh spore masses were picked up with a Pasteur

pipette, sprayed over a glass side in a petri dish of sterile seawater, and allowed to

settle for 0.5 hours after which the spores were firmly attached to the slide. These

manipulations were carried out in a room at 21 C. The temperature of the sea-

water medium rose during the period of manipulation from 12 to approximately
18 C before the cultures were placed in the cubicles.

Growth of sporelings was recorded as a function of the diameter of the holdfast.

Three slides were examined per spore type (tetraspore or carpospore), experimental

condition, and age, and 15-40 holdfasts were measured per slide. Growth curves

were fitted by inspection to a semi-log plot of sporeling area vs. time. Doubling of

area per day (
K ) was calculated :

K = In 1- 1
TO In 2Js- TO In

where A L. and A,, the areas of the sporelings at times T L. and Tj respectively, were

selected within the interval of the logarithmic phase of growth.

For examination, aqueous mounts were made of the experimental slides directly,

using seawater at the same temperature as the experimental conditions (except that

water at 11.7 C was used for cultures maintained at 4.4 C to avoid coverglass

fogging). Measurements, at 100 or 430 magnification as necessary, were accom-

plished within 15-30 minutes per slide in a 20 C room. Slides were restored to

culture conditions immediately after examination.

By experimental series III techniques had evolved to the point where con-

tamination of cultures was a minor problem. Diatoms were the most frequent

contaminants. Slides containing large numbers of sporelings (ca. 200) were occa-

sionally washed with a jet of sterile water to remove any percipitated medium or

diatoms. Others were handled only if necessary. In those few cultures which de-

veloped persistent contamination with diatoms, it could be kept under control by

weekly washing with sterile water and an artist's brush. This treatment may
have removed dead or poorly attached spores of Chotidnts, but had no apparent
effect on established germlings. In the initial series of experiments, germanium
dioxide (10 mg H was used to eliminate diatom contamination (Lewin, 1966),
without apparent effect on the morphology or growth rate of young Chondms

plants.

The exact time at which an organized, multicellular holdfast or erect shoot dies

is difficult or impossible to determine. Mortality of spores is easier to recognize

as an event in time. Experiments on lethal or injurious effects of elevated tempera-
tures therefore were conducted with freshly released, apparently healthy spores.

We have described the morphology and cytology of normal spores and spore

germination elsewhere (Prince and Kingsbury. 1973a). Death of spores is char-

acterized most conspicuously by loss of color and rhodoplast organization.

In the first set of mortality experiments, cultures were initiated in the same

manner as described above. After a half hour in the 20 C preparation room to
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allow settling and attachment, cultures were transferred to culture rooms and

grown at 0.35 m water/cm
2

, 16:6" photoperiod, at 11.7. 21.1, and 23.9 C. After

four days, 10-15 separate fields were counted for each culture, and at least 3 cul-

tures were counted per spore type and temperature. Proportion of dead to living

spores was recorded and analyzed statistically. In the second set of these experi-

ments, intended to simulate the effects of sudden exposure to a thermal plume,

handling was the same except that the spores were given a brief period of thermal

elevation while held in pipettes before being sprayed on the culture slides. Thermal

"shock" periods of 0.5, 1.0, or 6.0 minutes were administered by immersion of the

sealed pipette tip in a water bath. After the shock period, spores were sprayed over

a slide in media at 21 C, held for 0.5 hours at this temperature, then cultured at

11.7 C. 0.35 in watts cm-, and 16:8 light. The interposition of 0.5 hours at

21 C was intended to reproduce the effect of thermal effluents in which subsequent

cooling would not be instantaneous. Controls were subjected to the same inter-

mediate warm period. Condition of spores was determined four days after the

"shock" treatment, recorded and analyzed as above. A third set of experiments

was conducted with fully developed plants held at 26.7 C for an extended period,

other conditions similar to the above.

RESULTS

Chondrus spores germinate and grow well in culture at temperatures similar

to those found in the field. An initial lag phase (Fig. 1A and B ) is followed by a

logarithmic phase of growth. Initiation of the erect shoot from the original sporeling

holdfast (Prince and Kingsbury, 1973a) is accompanied by diminution in the

growth rate.

During the lag phase, single-celled and few-celled sporelings predominated.

Little increase in diameter of the sporeling accompanied the first divisions ; subse-

quent increase was marked and regular. The presence and extent of the lag phase

appears to be related to spore type, light intensity, and particularly temperature.

We do not have enough points to establish the duration of a lag phase under the

most rapid development characteristic of optimum conditions.

The termination of the logarithmic phase of growth of the sporeling holdfast

coincided with organization and appearance of the erect shoot from it (arrows,

Fig. 1A and B). In this reorganization of growth pattern, major meristematic

activity is transferred from the rim of the holdfast to the tip of the newly forming-

shoot. In experiments of the earlier series carried to day 51, 92-100% of the

carpospore-derived sporelings produced erect shoots, but only 72-87% of the tetra-

spore-clerived holdfasts had done so under the same cultural conditions. Initiation

of erect shoots by sporelings under equivalent conditions appeared to be pri-

marily a function of size of the holdfast. Sporelings grown under optimal con-

ditions produced erect shoots significantly earlier than did sporelings grown under

suboptimal conditions. For example, in one experiment, tetraspore-derived hold-

fasts grown at 11.7 C required an average 26 days before erect shoot formation;

those at 21.1 C formed erect shoots on the 18th day. The threshold size of hold-

fasts in these experiments appeared to be about 10 >'. 103
/u,-.

Under suboptimal

photoperiod (10:14 instead of 16:<?), however, tetraspore- and carpospore-derived
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FIGURE 2. (A) Effect of temperature on growth rate of germlings. Curves are for

light regimen 16:5; t\vo additional points for 10 :14 also shown; in all figures: x, tetraspores or

tetraspore-derived germlings; o, carpospores or carpospore-derived germlings; (B) effect of

light intensity on growth rate of germlings at two temperatures; (C) mortality of spores

after 4 days at elevated temperatures; (D) mortality of spores after brief shock treatment with

elevated temperatures ;
curves by inspection.

sporelings which exceeded this size had not formed erect shoots by the end of

the experiment.
Under our experimental conditions, temperature presented the greatest effect

on growth during the logarithmic phase (Fig. 1A and B). Some experiments
in the earlier series (not graphed) were conducted at 4.4 C. At that tempera-

ture, germination and growth of tetraspore- and carpospore-derived sporelings

were severely inhibited. After 19 days the cultures still consisted mainly of

undivided spores ; only a few 2-4 celled sporelings were present. After 25 days

a few small holdfasts had developed, but undivided spores were still in the ma-

jority. At the other extreme (also not graphed), cultures maintained at 26.7 C

displayed signs of injury and death, and did not grow. All carpospores were dead

within 4 days; all tetraspores within 4-10 days in experimental series III. In

experimental series II a few carpospores survived or developed into few-celled

sporelings at this temperature. These sporelings were characterized by thick

walled cells and were poorly attached to the culture slide.

The relationship of growth rate to temperatures between these high and low

extremes is presented in Figure 2A. The curve ascends to an optimum value

FIGURE 1. Growth curves for germlings of Chondrus crispus at specified conditions of

light and temperature. Germlings initiated from carpospores (A) or tetraspores (B). Arrows

indicate points at which erect shoots were initiated for those cultures which produced them.
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(of those employed) at 21.1 C, then drops off sharply. It is similar for sporelings
derived from tetraspores and carpospores, although carpospore-sporelings regularly
exhibited more rapid growth. For both types of sporelings the increase in growth
rate per degree centigrade was greater between 4.4 and 11.7 C than between

11.7 and 21.1 C. Burns and Mathieson (1972) present results to the contrary;

however, their experiments did not take into consideration the effect of a lag phase
on growth.

At 23.9 C the growth rate was slightly less than that at 11.7 C. Furthermore,

the sporelings grown at 23.9 C displayed morphological and cytological abnormal-

ities. In these cultures some spores (whether tetraspore or carpospore) remained

undivided, became highly vacuolated, and increased in size. This type of cell was
also frequently observed in cultures at 2f>.7 C; it appeared incapable of cell divi-

sion. Holdfasts that developed in cultures at 23.9 C were often irregular in

outline and displayed an astral pattern of coloration. Color was confined to

sectors extending from the center of the holdfast to the periphery. In contrast,

holdfasts grown at 21.1 C were usually circular in outline, and only the cells of

the rim, the location of active cell division, were colorless (Prince and Kingsbury,

1973a). Number of plants measured (1401 at 21.1 C and 429 at 23.9 C) and

constancy of results in experimental series III support the reality of a sharp break-

in the growth curve between these two temperatures.

Comparison of the effect of light intensity on growth was made with tetraspore

sporelings at two temperatures and with carpospore sporelings at a single tempera-
ture (Fig. 2B). The two types of sporelings responded similarly. Three inten-

sities were employed. In all cases, greater intensity produced greater growth, but

the effect was nearly level at intensities of 0.35 m watts/cm
2 and above. Photo-

period displayed a definite effect where temperature and intensity were held con-

stant (Fig. 1A and B). At optimum conditions of 21.1 C and 0.35 m watts/cm
2

,

the growth rate of tetraspore and carpospore sporelings declined 31% and 19%
respectively, with a 38% reduction in light duration (10:14 vs. 16:5"). Photoperiod
of 16 :8 is approximately equivalent to that of the summer solstice at the latitude

of Plymouth.
At optimum temperatures, the death of a spore is readily discernible and takes

place over a brief period of time. Appreciable mortality occurred in all cultures at

all temperatures, and has been found by others (Burns and Mathieson, 1972).
Above this background level, however, effect of elevated temperature on spore

mortality was marked (Fig. 2C). Spore mortality was assessed in this representa-
tion as a function of total spores and sporelings in cultures grown at the three inter-

mediate temperatures after four days. For each spore type and temperature con-

dition, 600-1200 spores were evaluated. Mortality increased with increase in

temperature from 17-26% at 11.7 C, to 84-94% at 23.9 C., (to 100% at 26.7 C
from earlier results). Carpospores showed a lower mortality at all temperatures
than did tetraspores. We hypothesized that incipient mortality might not become

apparent at 11.7 C within four days because of the "refrigeration effect" of this

low temperature. Therefore, carpospores were reexamined after 8 days in the

cultures at 11.7 C. Carpospore mortality had increased from approximately

15% to 45% in the intervening 4 day period. Carpospores tend to remain intact

longer after death than do tetraspores which apparently have thinner and more
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fragile cell walls. Although spore mortality may IK- considerable (to 60%, de-

pending on circumstances) at temperatures up to and including 21.1 C, mortal-

ity is closely related to increasing temperatures above that point, and rapidly

approaches 100%.
Brief shock treatments at elevated temperatures present similar results. Ex-

posure of 30 seconds at 35 C yielded only 3.5% mortality. At 45 C the same

treatment yielded 100%) mortality. Results of shock treatments at other tempera-

tures and durations are presented in Figure 2D. In each case, a range of appreci-

able mortality with large standard deviations (including controls) occurs up to a

certain temperature, and then increases rapidly with temperature. The tempera-

ture at which "entrainment" of mortality occurs is distinctly higher for the briefer

period of exposure.
Cultures from tetraspores and carpospores, 187 days old and bearing erect

shoots averaging 7.0 mm and 9.1 mm, respectively, were transferred from 11.7

to 26.7 C and held at the elevated temperature with periodic renewal of media

for 35 days. After 16 days erect shoots of the tetraspore culture had assumed a

yellowish-red color while the carpospore culture had turned from maroon to brick-

red. After 35 days, 41 tetraspore-derived individuals were -i-f dead (white).

Several others were entirely dead (erect shoot and holdfast). The population

macroscopically was light red. In the parallel cultures of carpospore-derived indi-

viduals, none were entirely or mostly dead, and the color remained a brick red.

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that Clioncinis crispns will benefit in increased growth from

increased temperatures through 21.1 C at Plymouth. At temperatures above that,

growth drops sharply, and abnormalities increase. Temperatures above 21.1 C
also have a profoundly deleterious effect on reproduction by causing death of spores

if prolonged. Above 30 C even brief exposures will result in spore mortality.

Nuclear thermal electric generators are generally designed to spread a heated

effluent onto the surface of the receiving waters to maximize the release of heat

to the atmosphere. The zone of maximum heat from a generating station can be

expected to lie primarily above populations of Chondrus. Any warming of the

waters, particularly in the summer, brought about by operation of a power plant

should result in increased growth of Chondrus, epiphytic algal species (Prince and

Kingsbury, 1973b), as well as other eurythermal species. Increased competition

for available substrate, nutrients, and light energy should result. Excessive epi-

phytism of Chondrus decreases the commercial value of the crop. If climatological

or operational excursions result in impaction of maximally heated effluent against

the Chondrus beds, however, a disaster may result.

SUMMARY

Chondrus crispns was cultured under conditions of light intensity, photoperiod.

mineral nutrition, and temperature approaching or slightly exceeding those to be

expected for a subtidal population at Plymouth. Of these, only temperature be-

yond a certain point brought reduced growth or mortality. The growth curve

breaks sharply between 21.1 and 23.9 C, and morphological abnormalities appear.
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Cultures do not grow at all at 26. C. As temperatures are elevated above 21.1 C,

healthy spores die in culture in increasing numbers. Healthy spores exhibit mor-

tality approching 100% when exposed to temperatures above 35-40 C, even for

periods as brief as one minute, as might be encountered during entrainment in a

thermal plume.
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PROTEIN POLYMORPHISM OF THE HYBRIDIZING SEASTARS
ASTERIAS FORBESI AND ASTERIAS VULGARIS AND

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEIR EVOLUTION

THOMAS J. M. SCHOPF AND LYNDA S. MURPHY

Department of the Geophysical Sciences, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

itnd Marine Biological Laboratory, IVoods Hole, Massachusetts 02543 ; and
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, U'oods Hole, Massachusetts 02543

and Department nf Zoology, Duke University,

Durliam, North Carolina 27706

\Ye wish to present an initial comparison of biochemical and morphological data

for the naturally hybridizing seastars Astcrias forbcsi (Desor) and A. vulgaris
Verrill. The similarity in morphology between these two extremely abundant New
England seastars has been noted repeatedly in the past hundred years (Verrill,

1866; Coe, 1912 and Aldrich, 1956). Nonetheless, they cannot be regarded as

typical "sibling species" since 7 prominent characters of the external phenotype are

characteristic of each form (Table I). In sampling local populations, no single

characteristic appears to be completely reliable. However, a comparison of the

complete list of characteristics usually allows definite assignment of a specimen to

one taxon or the other.

Occasionally specimens are encountered which are clear morphological inter-

mediates between the two species. Anecdotal information on the existence of hy-
brids has been reported (Clark, 1904; Sanchez, in Edmondson, 1966, page 41).
In laboratory cultures, eggs of each species are able to be fertilized by sperm of

the other species (Ernst, 1967). Hybrid formation evidently does not lead to

massive introgression since hybrids have been found only at localities where typical

"good" representatives also occur. That there is some introgression is evidenced

by the lack of complete reliability of any one morphological characteristic. The spe-
cific mechanism evidently blocking introgression is unknown. The claim has been

made that "introgressed individuals are normally eliminated by natural selection"

(Mayr, 1963, page 132), although limited experimental evidence suggests the oppo-
site (Lewontin and Birch, 1966).

Although Asterias forbesi ranges from the Gulf of Mexico to Maine, (Fig. 1),

from intertidal to 100 m depths, north of Cape Cod it chiefly occurs in warmer
waters of inshore bays, and is increasingly rarer. Its place is taken by A. vulgaris
which is found from Cape Hatteras to Labrador, and south of Cape Cod it is limited

to the deeper, colder offshore waters, to 650 m depths. The two species are sym-
patric in offshore areas south of Cape Cod and in a few harbors north of the Cape.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens of Asterias forbcsi were collected from Woods Hole, Massachusetts,
on the rocks in front of the Marine Biological Laboratory. Specimens of A. vul-

garis were obtained at the east end of the Cape Cod Canal at Cape Cod Bay ( Fig. 1 ) .

After starving individuals for three to ten days after collection, the hepatopancreas

589
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Morphological characteristics used to distinguish Asterias forbesi and A. vulgaris

(from Verrill, 1866; Coe, 1921; and Aldrich, 1956)

Character Asterias forbesi Aslerias vulgaris

Shape of ray Slender base, blunt tip Thick base, tapered tip

Endoskeleton Firm, formed of Flaccid, formed of narrow,

interlocking plati-s bar-like plates with large

i nter-spaces
Abactinal surface- Arched Flattened

of the ray
Abactinal s])ines Scattered Concentrated into a single

median row on each ray-

Major pedicellaria of Broad, with rounded tip Elongate with pointed tip

adambulacral spines-

Color o! madreporite Pale orange to Cream

red-orange

Optical peduncle Eye unstalked Eye born on a fleshy stalk

was removed from one or more of the starfish arms of a single individual and placed
in a 1 ml centrifuge tube for grinding with a plastic rod rotated in an electric

eraser. After centrifugation at about 21,000 rpm for three minutes, 10-20 ^1 of

supernatant was placed in one of 24 slots of a vertical acrylamide electrophoresis

unit (Aardvark Industries; Lombard, Illinois). Electrophoresis (7.5% gel) was

usually performed for 24 hours at 400 V (30-140 mAmp). In addition to analyzing
several individuals of each species of Asterias on a single gel, at least one individual

of the sea stars Leptasterias ten era and Henricia sanguinolenta was analyzed for

comparison in the same way on each gel for each enzyme system.

Thirty-three protein systems were tested for suitability of which 9 yielded dis-

tinct band patterns (Fig. 2). Data from 19 to 72 individuals (usually 24-36)
were used to characterize each band pattern. Procedures for staining gels were

those reported by Shaw and Prasad ( 1970) for sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH),
phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI), and hexokinase (HK) ; by Hubby and Lewontin

(1966) for leucine amino peptidase (LAP, with the minor change that Last Black

K is added at the same time as the substrate), general protein (GP, using amino

black and coomassie blue), and malate dehydrogenase (MDH, at pH 7.6, 50 mg
NAD, 50 mg XBT, 150 mg sodium salt of malic acid) ; by Brewer (1970) for

fructokinase (FK) ; by Gooch and Schopf (1970) for esterase (E), and tetrazolium

oxidase (TO) ; and by Yang as cited in Selander, Smith, Yang, Johnson and Gentry

(1971) for glutamate oxalate transaminase (GOT). "Nothing" kinase (NK) and

"Nothing" dehydrogenase (ND) develop using tetrazolium in the absence of added

substrate.

RESULTS

Data are given only for individuals whose external morphology appeared typical

of Asterias forbesi or A. vulgaris. Protein bands in the 9 protein systems are

attributable to 27 band systems in A. forbesi and 26 in A. vulgaris, tentatively
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FIGURE 1. Chart of Atlantic coast to show the distribution and probable overlap in range

of the seastars Asterias forbcsi and A. rnlf/aris (from Clark, 1904; Gray, Downey and Cerame-

Vivas, 1968; and collections of L. S. Murphy) ; A. forbesi from station 1, and A. riilgaris

from station 2.

equated with 27 and 26 gene loci. As is customarily done, we assume that the

presumptive gene loci are a representative sample of structural loci in the genome
of each species of Asterias. The biochemical data of this paper are restricted to a

comparison of enzymes and other proteins of these two closely related species,

although we note that in general the electrophoresis patterns of Asterias spp. were

quite distinct from those recorded for Hcnrlcia and Leptasterias.

Allele frequencies for each locus (Table II) were considered according to the

procedure of Nei (1972) to obtain an estimate of the degree of genetic similarity be-
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FIGURE 2. Diagram indicating band patterns and mobility relationships of protein zones

of the seastars Asterias forbesi and A. vulgaris. For each protein the origin is at the top and

the direction of mobility toward the bottom. Mobilities are given for typical runs of 2\ hours

at 400 V and about 80 mAmp. Abbreviations stand for sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH), malate

dehydrogenase (MDH), tetrazolium oxidase (TO), general protein (GP), phosphoglucose
isomerase (PGI), leucine amino peptidase (LAP), fructokinase (FK), hexokinase (HK),
glutamate oxalate transaminase (GOT), Esterase (E), "nothing" dehydrogenase (NDH),
and "nothing" kinase (NK). In addition to the systems indicated, future studies may re-

veal polymorphic systems between the origin and GP-1, and between GP-3 and GP-4. In PGI,
a definite pink band develops just below PG-1. In SDH a narrow pink band occurs in a

pinkish zone between SDH-1 and SDH-2. In MDH an uninterpretable but darkly staining

band system exists below the TO-1 zone. MDH-1 is inhibited on gels to which has been

added 50 mg HCN per 100 ml staining solution.

tween Asterias forbesi and A. vulgaris. On the average, each species shares 67%
of its genes in common with the other species, for this sampling of gene loci. The

genetic distance (D) is 0.397 which is the accumulated number of allelic differences

per locus.
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as another example of "semispecies" (Mayr, 1963, page 118), that is, closely related

species lacking complete reproductive isolation and sharing a significant proportion
of their genes. This is the first case of semispecies in marine invertebrates for

which this measure of genetic similarity is presented.

Of the many mechanisms which could result in reproductive isolation, the two

which appear most likely are temperature tolerance and temporal isolation of

spawning time. As charted 60 years ago, temperature now appears to be the

limiting factor in the distribution of these species (Sumner, Osburn and Cole,

1913, page 113, charts 48, and 49). However, we are not aware of colaborative

physiological studies of temperature tolerance on the reproduction or survival of

these two species. Data exist on spawning time, but are inconsistent. Coe (1912)

reported A. forbesi spawning in Long Island Sound in June. Loosanoff (1961)
stated that spawning occurs in these same waters in July, but with local variation.

A. vulgaris spawns in June and early July in Woods Hole (Field, 1892), and in

late May and early June in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Smith, 1940). All reports
indicate a wide range of spawning times, with ripe inviduals found in the autumn.

How did Astcrias forbesi and A. vulgaris originate? If glacial ice were to

melt completely, sea level would rise about 70 m, submerging eastern Massachusetts

(Emery, 1967a; 1967b). In addition, prior to the glaciations, glacial sediments,

about 70 m on Georges Bank (Uchupi, 1968, 1970), would not have been de-

posited. Thus, at least in the early Pleistocene, species of Astcrias and other

shallow marine invertebrates would have freely ranged north and south of the

present Cape. With subsequent sea level lowering, species ranges would have been

split. At 15,000 years ago, sea level was approximately 130 m below its present
level (Milliman and Emery, 1968; Emery, Niino and Sullivan, 1971). As sea

level rose, arctic waters advanced into the Gulf of Maine, just as the sea today
advances into fiords of Norway. Southern areas were receiving warm water from

the Gulf Stream circulation. Perhaps 6000 to 7000 years ago some interbreeding
would have been possible as the sill depth between the Gulf of Maine and the region
to the south may have been breached. Presumably sufficient ecologic differentia-

tion had occurred by then so that subsequent evolution has been largely inde-

pendent. The alternative explanation that A forbesi and A. vulgaris developed

sympatrically is of course possible. However, because of the reasonable presumed
influence of glaciation in altering sea level and dividing species ranges, a sympatric

origin seems to be less plausible, or at least to demand more stringent assumptions.

If the evolution of the northern Asterias vulgaris and the southern A. forbesi

progressed as outlined above, then other pairs of species with similar origins are to

be expected. E. L. Bousfield has recently (1973) published a detailed monograph
of the amphipods of New England to depths of 30 m. According to our analysis

of the distributional records in his monograph, 96 species have one boundary of

their distribution associated with Cape Cod. We found 9 pairs of gemminate species,

or approximately 20% of the amphipods of shallow waters. For other groups,

Sumner, Osburn and Cole (1913) have a section entitled "Comparative Distribu-

tions of Closely Related Species" in which are cited records of possible equivalent

types of species for hydroids, crabs, and clams. More recently documented examples

may include mysids (Wigley and Burns, 1971), ostracods (Hazel, 1970), and

ectoprocts (Osburn. 1933; Mature, 1968; collections of T. J. M. Schopf).
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These species pairs appear to be marine examples of the phenomenon well known
on land of the influence of glaciation leading to geographic speciation, for which

even the occurrence of hybrids is well established (Rand, 1948; Mayr, 1963, pages

369-372; Blair, 1951; Deevey, 1949, pages 1335-1338). Mayr (1963, page 372)
states that "Most hybrid zones in the temperate region are the result of the fusion

of populations expanding into the areas vacated by the retreating ice."

In support of this work, we gratefully acknowledge the research support of NSF
grants GB 30870 (to Schopf). and GA 31235 and GD 3183 (to the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution). For discussions and manuscript improvement we

greatly appreciated the comments of G. Rowe, J. Hubby, J. Schlee, and E. Uchupi ;

\Yoods Hole Oceanographic Institution Contribution No. 3074.

SUMMARY

The seastars Asterias forbcsi and A. I'tth/aris share 67% of their genes in

common (based on 27 loci). These species are normally easily characterized by
7 prominent phenotypic differences but naturally occurring hybrids are found in

localities with typical adults of the two species.

A. forebesi and A. vulgaris are thought to have evolved during the mid to late

Pleistocene as a result of a restriction in the range of a more widely distributed

Miocene or early Pleistocene form due to lowering of sea level and the coincident

emergence of a disrupting land barrier (Cape Cod-Georges Bank). At least one

local population of the ancestral species evolved into the present cold water form

(A. vulgaris} during selection in an arctic-fed Gulf of Maine. Coincidently, at

least one other local population of the ancestral species evolved with selection in

warmer, southern waters into the present shallow water, temperate form (A.

forbesi).

If A. forbesi and A. vnhjaris have been derived from a late Tertiary wide-

ranging species which underwent geographic partitioning during the late Pleistocene,

then both their present distribution and their lack of total reproductive isolation are

understandable.
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A NEW DESCRIPTION OF SYNDESMIS DENDRASTRORUM
(PLATYHELMINTHES, TURBELLARIA), AN IN-

TESTINAL RHABDOCOEL INHABITING THE
SAND DOLLAR DENDRASTER

EXCENTRICUS

NOEL S. SMITH

Department of Developmental and Cell liiuloi/y, I'nirerxiiy of California, Irrine,

Irvine. California 9JV)7/

The genus Svndesmis was erected by Silliman (1881) for a rhabdocoel inhabit-

ing the sea urchin Echinus sphaera. Describing a rhabdocoel in the urchin Stron-

gylocentrotus franciscainis, Lehman (1946) denned yet another genus, naming
the particular species Svndisyrin.r franciscanus. Marcus ( 1949 ) suggested that

Syndisyrinx was synonymous with the Syndesmis of Silliman (1881) and Stunkard

and Corliss (1951) concurred with this view in their revision of the family Umagil-
lidae \Yahl. In this revision three species of Syndesmis were recognized: S.

echinorum inhabitng several European sea urchins; 5". franciscana (Lehman, 1946) ;

and 6". antillarum inhabiting Diadema antillarum (which was originally reported
but not named by Powers in 1936). Also presented was a description of a fourth

species, 5". dendrastrorum, a newly discovered rhabdocoel inhabiting the sand dollar

Dendraster c.vcentricits at La Jolla, California.

Knowledge of the genus Syndesmis Silliman, 1881, was extended by Jennings
and Mettrick (1968) who undertook nutritional and chemical studies on Syndesmis

franciscana occurring in the Jamaican echinoid, Lytechinus variegatus. From
similar studies on S. franciscana occurring in Strongylocentrotus franciscanus, Met-

trick (1969) concluded that the Caribbean syndesmid was probably S. antillarum.

Failing to cite Mettrick (1969), Jones and Canton (1970) reported additional

studies undertaken on the distribution of S. franciscuna in L. variegatus in the

Caribbean.

In the original description of Syndesmis dendrastrorum Stunkard and Corliss,

1951, many of the internal organs were not observed or described. In addition,

it was not determined whether the worms were found in the intestine or the coelomic

cavity. The illustration presented in their description is probably not representa-

tive, as it was based on but two specimens, one of which was contorted. The pur-

pose of my work was to determine the location and occurrence of the worm in the

host echinoid and to clarify the internal relationships of the reproductive organs.

Also contained in this report is the first record and description of juvenile stages

of Syndesmis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection and maintenance of hosts

Specimens of Dendraster e.vcentricus were collected off Shaw's Cove at Laguna
Beach, California, during the months of November, December, January, February,

598
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and March of W71-7J. Specimens were obtained in twenty to thirty feet of water

with the aid of scuba equipment. The sand dollars were immediately placed in a

sea water aquarium after which they were maintained in a tank equipped with

running sea water. Xo attempt was made to feed the organisms, however speci-

mens were observed to feed on algae growing on the walls of the holding tank.

Examination of Iwsts for presence of worms

The location of the rhabdocoel in the host echinoid was determined by examining
both fixed and live specimens of Dendrastcr. Sand dollars were fixed by placing
them in 80 per cent alcohol for 24 hours. Sand dollars were dissected by care-

fully cutting out a disc of the aboral surface of the test, approximately 4.5 cm in

diameter. This disc was carefully lifted up to reveal the internal organs.
The coelomic cavity was examined under a dissecting microscope for the pres-

ence of worms. Samples of coelomic fluid were also examined by flushing out the

test with sea water b\- means of a pipette. These washings were collected and ob-

served under both a dissecting and compound microscope. Examination of the

intestine was accomplished by removing it from the organism and placing it in a

petri dish of sea water. In the petri dish the lumen of the intestine was sys-

tematically examined with the aid of dissecting needles under a dissecting micro-

scope. The location, number of worms found, and the diameter of the test

(measured across the widest part on the oral surface) were recorded for each

host examined. Live hosts were examined for the presence of worms within a

week after collection.

Microtechnique

Following fixation in formal-alcohol (Humason. 1967). worms were prepared
either as whole mounts (60 specimens) or for sectioning (25 specimens). Whole
mounts were stained with Grenadier's Borax Carmine or Harris' Hematoxylin
(Humason, 1967). For sectioning, specimens were embedded in Paraplast (Sher-
wood Medical Industries, Inc.) at 65 C, sectioned serially at 8 and 10 microns,
and stained with Mallory's triple stain (Humason, 1967). Both whole mounts
and sections were mounted with Histoclad (Clay-Adams, Inc.).

The slides were examined using brightfield or phase contrast illumination with a

Zeiss photo-microscope. Live worms were examined using phase contrast, bright-

field, and Nomarski interference contrast microscopy. Composite drawings were

prepared from living material, whole mounts, sections, and enlarged photographs of

representative preparations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Previous work (Stunkard and Corliss, 1951) left unanswered whether S.

dendrastrorum occurs in the intestine or the coelomic cavity. The dissection

of both the fixed and live hosts in this study, however, revealed that Syndesmis
dendrastrorum occurs in the intestine. Worms were found to occur from the level

of the esophagus throughout the intestine to the rectum. From the examination

of 23 sand dollars, ranging from 5.8 cm to 7.5 cm in diameter, a range of from
to 24 worms per host was observed.
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FIGURE 1. Dorsal view of Syndesinis dendrastrorum Stunkard and Corliss, 1951, with

intestine omitted. Scale bar equals 200 microns; 1, brain; 2, buccal cavity; 3 pharynx; 4, testes
;

5, sperm duct; 6 intestine; 7, vitellaria; 8, vitelline ducts; 9, egg capsule; 10, seminal receptacle;

11, ovary; 12, ova; 13, seminal bursa; 14, whip of egg capsule; 15, ovovitelline duct; 16, uterus;

17, cement glands; 18, penis; 19, female antrum ; 20, male antrum; 21, bursal canal; 22, genital

antrum
; 23, genital pore.

As the earlier description (Stunkard and Corliss, 1951) was based on only
two specimens, an incomplete account of the morphology was presented. A more
detailed account follows, based on material collected at this new location. Living
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specimens of Syndesmis are opaque white, almost colorless, with extensive vitellaria

and a large egg capsule. The worms are oval, slightly pointed at the anterior and

posterior ends, widest laterally at the middle of the body ; they are flattened dorso-

ventrally, with the dorsal side slightly convex (Figs. 1 and 2). Measurements of

25 mature specimens ranged from 0.52 mm to 1.23 mm in length; the width varied

from 0.26 mm to 0.66 mm. Thickness measured about 30 microns at the edges to

90 microns at the thickest point.

The entire surface of the worm is covered with a ciliated epithelium. The

cilia average 6 microns in length, compared to 3 microns as reported earlier

(Stunkard and Corliss, 1
( >51 ). The epithelial cells are about 6 microns in thickness

and are irregular in shape.

The musculature and parenchyma is essentially the same as reported by Stunkard

and Corliss (1951), and as reported for Syndesmis franciscana (Lehman, 1946).

The epithelial cells are bounded inside by a basement membrane, under which lies

a layer of circular, epithelial muscles. Under the circular muscles lie separated longi-

tudinal fibers which occasionally transverse the parenchyma and are attached to the

internal organs. The parenchyma, as in most Platyhelminthes, fills the spaces be-

tween the internal organs and the subepithelial muscles. It consists of large,

irregularly shaped, vacuolated cells.

The brain is typical of previously described species. It is located approximately

one-third of the way between the pharynx and the anterior end (Figs. 1 and 2). It

consists of a nerve commissure connecting two ganglia.

An opening in the ventral epithelium approximately one-sixth of the distance

from the anterior end of the worm forms the mouth. Immediately dorsal to the

mouth is a buccal cavity surrounded by cells continuous with the epithelium. Con-

nected dorsally to the buccal cavity is a doliiform pharynx, characteristic of the

family Umagillidae, which averages approximately 54 microns dorsoventrally and

56 microns at its widest point (Figs. 1 and 2). The musculature of the pharynx
follows that of S. jranciscana (Lehman, 1946). The lumen of the pharynx is en-

circled by layers of distinctly staining vertical and circular muscle fibers. Radial

fibers, extending from the lumen to the periphery of the pharynx, are also present

with darkly staining cells filling the spaces between them (Figs. 1 and 2).

The esophagus opens into the intestine and extends dorsally from the lumen of

the pharynx. As reported by Stunkard and Corliss (1951), the intestine lies

directly under the dorsal epidermis, is medial in its position and extends from the

pharynx to the level of the egg capsule (Fig. 2). The intestine is narrow and

tubular, and is approximately 30 microns at its widest point. It consists of large,

irregularly shaped, lightly staining cells. Food vacuoles or ingested material were

not observed.

Paired, dendritic vitellaria fill most of the ventrolateral spaces in the middle

one-half of the body. These structures extend anteriorly to the level of the testes

and posteriorly to the level of the cement glands (Fig. 1 ). In the distal ends of

the branches are primordial cells. These primordia give rise to amber colored yolk

cells which travel toward the midline and the collecting ducts. The yolk cells

pass from each side into 2-5 collecting ducts which unite at the midline imme-

diately dorsal to the egg capsule at the month of the ovovitelline duct.
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FIGURE 2. Sagittal section of S. dciiilnistrorinn. Semidiagrammatic composite drawing.
Scale bar equals 200 microns. Legend the same as in Figure 1.

The ovaries are single branches that arise at the mouth of the ovovitelline duct

and extend posterolateral to the region of the cement glands (Fig. 1). The distal

ends of the ovaries are sometimes lobed. Ovaries occur singly and were only seen

to occur laterally in a cis relationship to a single testes. Stunkard and Corliss

(1951) reported the occurrence of paired ovaries from the two specimens they
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examined. From my work it is clear that the existence of paired ovaries is not

the usual case, as only 3 out of 25 specimens examined exhibited this condition.

An ovary branch consists of a chain of ova, which are proliferated from primordial

germ cells at the distal end. Mature ova are approximately 16 microns in diameter.

The nuclei of these cells measure approximately 2 microns in diameter.

For inclusion in the genus Syndesmis Silliman, 1881, a specimen must possess

paired ovaries (Stunkard and Corliss, 1951). Based on my findings, 6\ den-

drastrorum must be considered an exception. While 5\ dcndrastrorum has been

seen to occasionally possess paired ovaries, these clearly represent minority cases.

When paired ovaries have been observed, the animals also possess paired testes.

The presence of the large egg capsule in mature worms obscures and distorts

the reproductive organs in many of the preparations thus making accurate observa-

tion of these structures difficult. Such a difficulty was encountered by Stunkard

and Corliss (1951), which resulted in their omission of any detailed study of the

reproductive organs. In addition to encountering distortion from the egg capsule
in this study, I found that the ducts of the genital antrum were crowded together in

such a way that they were difficult to resolve. The density of the stain that ac-

cumulated in the cement glands also hampered observation. Fortunately, several

of the sections prepared in this study were exceptionally fine, enabling accurate

observations upon which is based the following account.

The seminal receptacle is oval, about 22 microns at its widest point, and arises

at the mouth of the ovovitteline duct (Figs. 1 and 2). Its presence is obscured in

whole mounts by the position of the large egg capsule. Immediately posterior and
confluent to the seminal receptacle is the seminal bursa. which measures approxi-

mately 20 microns across (Figs. 1 and 2). Arising out of the posterior end of the

seminal bursa is the bursal canal, a tubular structure about 26 microns long and
10 microns in diameter. It proceeds posteriorly to the posterior limit of the cement

glands, where it becomes widened and possesses cilia-like projections about 6 microns

long extending from the walls into the lumen (Figs. 1 and 2). The posterior
end of the bursal canal then narrows again, opening dorsally into the anterior end
of the common genital antrum.

The common genital antrum is an oval structure which measures about 26

microns in diameter and possesses cilia about 10 microns long that extend into its

lumen. While possessing the bursal canal as a dorsal-anterior extension, the com-

mon genital antrum is also joined laterally at its anterior end by the male

antrum, and medially by the female antrum (Figs. 1 and 2). The common genital

pore opens ventrally at the posterior end of the worm.

The female antrum is ovoid, and measures about 12 microns in diameter. Like

the bursal canal, it also possesses cilia that extend posteriori}' into its lumen. The
female antrum extends anteriorly and gives rise to the uterus. In the region of the

cement glands the uterus receives the ovovitelline duct as a dorsal diverticulum (Figs.

1 and 2). From this junction the ovovitelline duct extends anteriorly along the

midline to the union of the vitellaria, ovaries, and seminal receptacle. The ovo-

vitelline duct is approximately 6 microns wide and is capable of expansion to allow

yolk cells from the vitellaria and ova to pass into the uterus. This arrangement
is typical of the family Umagillidae.
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A criterion for inclusion in the subfamily Umagillinae is that the "ovovitelline

duct enters common genital antrum ventral or anterior to the common sperm duct"

(Stunkard and Corliss, 1951, page 331). I have found that Syndesmis dendra-

stronim does not exhibit this characteristic. On the contrary, in v$\ dendrastrorum

the ovovitelline duct enters the uterus anterior to the female antrum. Syndesmis

jranciscana, another member of the subfamily, also does not meet these requirements.
Lehman (1946) reports that the ovovitelline duct enters the anterior end of the

female antrum.

The uterus extends anteriorly along the ventral surface to the middle of the

body. At this point the anterior end of the uterus is enlarged and encloses the

oval, amber-colored egg capsule (Figs. 1 and 2). The circularized egg capsule
encloses a mass of yolk cells and one to four ova. In mature worms this egg

capsule averages 98 by 55 microns. The posterior end of the capsule is elongated
and narrowed, forming a whip. This structure is approximately 10 microns in

diameter, and is coiled in the region of the uterus just posterior to the egg capsule

(Figs. 1 and 2). The cuticularized egg capsule and whip stain red with Mallorv's

triple stain and Harris' hematoxylin.
The lobed structures which lie in the ventrolateral spaces of the body on each

side of the uterus consitute the cement glands ( Fig. 1 ) . Small ducts from these

glands enter the uterus and extend from the enlarged portion which contains the

whip, posteriorly to the junction of the female antrum. It is probable that secre-

tions from these glands are used in fastening the egg capsule to the substrate when
it is expelled (Lehman, 1946).

Lying in the anterior region of the body between the pharynx and the vitellaria

are the testes (Figs. 1 and 2). In mature worms these male structures measure

on the average 195 microns long and 93 microns wide. The testes consist of closely

packed lobes which communicate with the sperm duct through many smaller ducts

as in S. jranciscana (Lehman, 1946). These small ducts unite in an enlarged por-
tion of the sperm duct. The sperm duct continues anteriorly towards the pharynx

doubling back on itself about two-thirds of the way between the egg capsule and

the pharynx. Continuing posteriorly, the sperm duct coils around the egg capsule

through the parenchyma uniting with the base of the penis in the posterior region
of the cement glands (Figs. 1 and 2). The sperm duct is approximately 24 microns

in diameter and contains many longitudinal and circular muscle fibers. The testes

occur singly and in a lateral cis relationship to the single ovary. Although pos-
session of paired testes is a criteria for inclusion in the subfamily Umagillinae as set

forth by Stunkard and Corliss (1951), exclusion from the subfamily is unnecessary,
as a number of S. dendrastrorum have been observed to possess two of these organs.

The penis is a cuticular tube approximately 74 microns long and 2 microns

thick. The base of the penis is a cuticularized collar which unites the sperm duct

with the male antrum (Figs. 1 and 2). These cuticularized structures, like the egg

capsule, also stain red with Mallory's triple stain and Harris' hematoxylin. The

penis is sheathed by a large male antrum, measuring 30 microns in diameter at

its widest point. The male antrum extends from the cuticular collar of the penis

past the tip of the copulatory organ, entering the common genital antrum slightly

laterally (Figs. 1 and 2). The walls of the lumen of the male antrum are heavily

ciliated. Individual cilia measure about 20 microns long. Longitudinal muscle
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libers iu the walls of the male ant nun and the sperm duct unite with the cuticular-

ized collar of the penis. These fibers function as protractors and retractors of the

penis as reported for S, fmnciscana (Lehman, 1946).

When my description and illustrations are compared with those originally pre-
sented by Stunkard and Corliss (1951), it might be inferred that different species
are being described. However, the organisms described inhabit the same host,

and the location and form of the vitellaria, the egg capsule and some of the other

distinguishing characteristics presented in the two descriptions are similar. In

addition. 1 have examined the type specimen deposited by Stunkard and Corliss, and
have concluded that the differences are attributable to their contorted specimen.

During the dissection and examination of the hosts, I occasionally encountered

small ciliated organisms. Closer examination of these forms revealed them to be

juvenile stages of ^. dcndrastroriiin. This is the first known account of juvenile

stages in the entire family Umagillidae. The juveniles of S. dendrastrornwi are

opaque white, possessing the same shape as the adults. They vary from 0.28 mm
to 0.77 mm in length and from 0.17 mm to 0.28 mm in width, depending on the

stage of development. The youngest specimens, as judged by their small size,

possess only a digestive system. In these young organisms a doliiform pharynx is

present which occurs posteriorly, one-fourth of the distance from the anterior end.

Unlike the adults, the intestine of the juvenile stages is clearly visible and quite

large, filling most of the body posterior to the pharynx. As growth continues, the

intestine of the worms becomes less prominent, probably as a result of differential

growth, and occupies a smaller portion of the body. The vitellaria develops from
a group of cells in the middle of the body. These structures, the first visible sex

organs, branch laterally both in an anterior and posterior direction. By the time

they have reached one-half their full size, ducts of the reproductive system appear in

the posterior portion of the body. Following the development of the vitellaria, the

testes, ovaries, and cement glands appear and the organism grows to become a

mature adult. A preparation of several of these juvenile stages along with specimens
of several representative adults has been deposited in the National Parasite Collec-

tion, United States Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland (Collection
No. 72536).

From my work many exceptions to the criteria proposed by Stunkard and Corliss

(1951) for the subfamily Umagillinae have become apparent. On this basis, I feel

that further revision of the subfamily is warranted. In addition, there is no pub-
lished evidence that members of the Umagillidae are parasitic sensu stricto ; my
observations on S. dcndrastrorum indicate that these organisms are probably innocu-

ous endocommensals.

I should like to thank Dr. Rosevelt L. Pardy, who guided me throughout this

si udy.

SUMMARY

1. Syndesmis dendrastrorwn occurs in the intestine of the sand dollar Dendraster
exceniricus.
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2. A detailed redescription of 6\ dendrastrorum is presented, clarifying the inter-

nal relationships of the reproductive organs.
3. The most distinguishing characteristics of this species include single ovaries

and testes occurring in a cis relationship, and a large male antrum.

4. Juvenile stages of vS\ dendrastrorum possess only a digestive system and

lack reproductive organs.
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OBSERVATIONS ON TUBULOVESICULA PINGUIS (LINTON, 1910)

MANTER, 1947 AND ON SYSTEMATICS OF THE
HEMIUROID TREMATODES 1

HORACE W. STUNKARD

. \nicrican Museum of Xatitral History. Central Park ll'cst at 79th Street, New York.

New York 10024

Linton (1940) described Dinurus pinguis n. sp. from a large number of marine

fishes. The specific description and figures were based on material from Menidia

no fata, with additions from specimens taken from other fishes. Menidia mcnldla

no tata (Mitchill) was recognized formerly as a northern subspecies, but the sub-

species is no longer recognized by leading authorities. Linton admitted that in

earlier publications he had assigned these parasites to other, different species, e.g..

specimens from AnguiUa rostrata were identified as Distoninm grandiporum (1898,

page 520), and others from Roccus lincatus were referred to Distomum rufoi'iridc

Rudolphi (1898, page 512). Linton (1901) identified as Distomum tornatum

Rudolphi specimens from Fitndulits hctcroclitus (page 442), from Menidia notata

(page 444), and from Roccits lincatus (page 455). To Distomum tornatum he

(1905) assigned specimens from Svnodus foctcns (page 355), Tyhsitnis marinus

(page 356) and Menticirrhiis amcricanus (page 399), all taken at Beaufort, North

Carolina. It is questionable whether or not all of these determinations pertain to the

same species. Furthermore, it must be recognized that fishes feed on smaller fishes

and parasites of ingested fishes may be found in the digestive tract of predators.

In his (1940) paper, Linton listed the following species as hosts of Dinurus

pinguis: the American eel, AnguiUa rostrata; silver hake, Merlucciits bilincaris;

silversides, Menidia notata; kingfish, Menticirrhiis sa.ratilis; toadfish, Opsanus

tau; summer flounder, Paralichthys dentatus; common gurnard, Merullmis caroli-

nus; northern barracuda, Sphyracna borcalis; and the lizardfish, Synodus foetens.

The material on which the species D. pinguis was based consisted of an assemblage

of small trematodes, collected over a period of forty years, and obviously included

representatives of more than one species and probably of more than one genus.

The specific description was general, indefinite, equivocal and could comprise mem-

bers of different species or even genera.

Two new genera, Stomachicola and Tubulovesicula, were erected by Yamaguti

(1934) and assigned to the subfamily Dinurinae Looss, 1907. Stomachicola was

based on S. muraenescocls Yamaguti, 1934 from the stomach of Muraenesox

cincrcus, taken in the Inland Sea of Japan and the South China Sea. Tubulovesicula

was based 011 T. span Yamaguti, 1934, described on a single specimen from the

stomach of Spams macrocephalus taken in the Inland Sea. Included in the genus
were two new species; T. anguillac from the stomach of AnguiUa japonica and

T. muraenesocis from M. cinereus taken in the Inland Sea ; T. angusticauda (Nicoll,

1915) from M. cinereus taken in North Queensland and assigned originally to

1 Supported by NSF GB-30662.
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Ectcnnnis Looss, 1907; and T. Hndbcrt/i (Layman, 1950) from various fishes taken

in Peter the Great Bay and assigned orginally to the genns Lccithostcr Lube, 1901.

Manter (1947) discussed the genera of the family Hemiuridae Liihe, 1901 and page
348 compared Diniirus Looss, 1907 with other closely related genera: Ectcnnnis

Looss, 1907; Lecithocladium Liihe, 1901 ; Magnacetabulum Yamaguti, 1934; Tubu-

lovesicula Yamaguti, 1934; Stomachicola Yamaguti, 1934; and Erilepturus Wool-
cock, 1935. Manter (1947 ) listed the generic features of Tubulovesicula and stated,

page 350 "Type species: T. spuri Yamaguti, 1934. Other species: T. anguillae

Yamaguti, 1934; T. muraenesocis Yamaguti, 1934; T. californica Park, 1936;

T. pseudorhombi Yamaguti, 1938; T. Ihidbcrt/i (Layman, 1930) Yamaguti, 1934;
T. nanaimoensis (McFarlane, 1935) n. comb, (synonym: Diniirus nanaimoensis

McFarlane, 1935) T. pint/itis (Linton, 1940) n. comb, (synonym: Dhutnis pinguls
Linton, 1940) ; T. angusticauda (Nicoll, 1915) Yamaguti, 1934." Manter (1954)
discussed the status of species in the genus Tubulovesicula. He observed extensive

variations in morphology and size of eggs and suppressed T. californica Park, 1936;
T. pseudorhombi Yamaguti, 1938 ; and T. muraenesocis as synonyms of T. spari. He
gave a key to six recognized species of Tubulovesicula. Sogandares-Bernal (1959)
redescribed Tubulovesicula lindbergi (Layman, 1930) from specimens from the

stomach of an unidentified eel and Sytwdns sp. taken near the mouth of Chiman
River, Pelado Island, Panama Bay, Panama. ITe declared that T. sparl is indis-

tinguishable from T. lindbergi and the latter species becomes type of the genus.

Sogandares-Bernal recognized only four species, T. lindbergi (Layman, 1930) ;

T. angusticauda (Nicoll, 1915); T. magnacetabulum Yamaguti, 1939; and T.

(Linton, 1940). Although various authors have mentioned Tnbnlovesicnla

iSj there is no existing description of the species other than the confused and

inadequate accounts of Linton.

MATERIAL AND OBSERVATIONS

During the summer of 1972. examination of a large number of Mcnidia incnld'm

has provided information on the development and adult morphology of T. pmgnis
and permits a redescription of the species. The study was carried on from June 1 to

September 15 at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

The worms were found, not in the stomach but in the body cavity, with the oral

suckers attached to the liver or to one of the large intestinal blood vessels. They
are blood-suckers and their digestive ceca were filled with blood of the host. This

fact accounts for the reddish color of living worms. Occasionally, juvenile specimens
were found in the tissues, but always free and never encysted. The incidence of

infection varied from ten to forty per cent. The intensity was low, usually one

or two worms in a host ; the largest number found in a fish was eighteen.

The worms are appendiculate hemiurids. with the ecsoma (retractile tail-like

portion of the body) smaller and typically shorter than the trunk or body proper.
When the ecsoma is retracted, the posterior end of the body and excretory pore are

withdrawn and appear deep within the body. When fully extended, the ecsoma may
be as long as the rest of the body and in living worms may measure 3.00 mm in

length. In fixed and stained specimens, it is shorter and more retracted.

In general morphology, the worms agree with the generic diagnosis of Ttibnlovc-

sicula as given by Yamaguti (1934, 1958, 1971) but the esophagus bifurcates posteri-
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orly to form two lateral pouches, all lined with cuticula and provided with powerful

muscular walls. In living worms these structures are conspicuous and in constant

movement, churning the contents hack and forth in all three pockets. These lateral

pouches are similar to the "stomachs" or "crops" of other hemiurid trematodes. In

the generic diagnosis of Hintdinclla, Yamaguti (1958, page 252) stated, "esophagus
of moderate length ;

ceca forming "stomach" portion at commencement, often dilated

posteriorly with dark ingesta probably due to blood of the host." In the diagnosis

of Tubnlovcsicnla Yamaguti (1934) did not mention the existence of "stomachs."

In his Figure 117, of T. inuraencsocis, the anterior ends of the ceca are somewhat

distended, but the figures of other species included in the genus do not show en-

largements. In the diagnosis of Tnbitlovesicitla, Yamaguti (1934) reported the

specimens from the stomachs of their hosts, but the worms in M. incnidia are in the

body cavity, not in the stomach. Also, Yamaguti did not mention the existence of

"stomachs" in the digestive tract. Such lack of agreement, if indeed it exists be-

tween the specimens described by Yamaguti and those from M. incnidia, might

suggest generic difference, but since it is not correlated with other disagreements,

the species, pin</uis. is retained in Tubulovesicula. To provide a more complete

description of the species, figures of developmental stages are presented. Measure-

ments of any specimen depend on the degree of sexual maturity, the particular

region and extent of muscular contraction, and the amount of pressure during fixa-

tion. The sizes of the suckers and pharynx are less variable than the soft parts and

yield the most reliable data.

Specific diagnosis of T. pinguis

Gravid specimens are 3.80 to 6.50 mm long; 0.80 to 1.30 mm wide. The

acetabulum, situated in the anterior third of the body, measures 0.38 to 0.48 mm in

diameter. In fixed specimens the ecsoma is about one-fourth as long as the trunk.

Digestive system

The oral sucker is subterminal, 0.18 to 0.25 mm in diameter; the pharynx,

adjacent to the oral sucker, is 0.13 to 0.16 mm in diameter. The esophagus is about

as long as the pharynx ; cervical glands discharge into its anterior portion and

posteriorly it communicates with two lateral pouches, termed "stomachs," as re-

ported earlier. The worms are hematophagus and the cervical glands presumably
secrete an anticoagulant. The stomachs are slightly larger than the esophagus and

measure about 0.16 mm in diameter. On either side, the stomach communicates

by a short constricted portion with the cecum of that side. The ceca are lined with

tall epithelium and extend the length of the body, terminating blindly near the

posterior end.

Male reproductive system

The testes are spherical to oval to triangular, usually longer in the anteroposterior

axis, 0.35 to 0.57 mm in diameter, situated immediately or a short distance posterior

to the acetabulum. They may be opposite or either one may be slightly in advance.

Sperm-ducts arise at their median faces and unite as they enter the posterior end of

the seminal vesicle. The vesicle may be tubular, sinuous, or bent at an angle, or
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KM.IHK 1. A dnr>al vic\\ <-i a Miiall, much flattened specimen. I.I 10 nun in length. In it

the ecsnina is retracted, the diy,<-Mi\e and reproductive -y-ti-iiis arc clearly portrayed but the

reproductive organs arc rudimentary. Tl lUilum i- | i.l
:

. tin- oral Mu-kcr. o.lo, and tlic

pharynx O.Od nun in diameter.

|-'II,CKK 2. Ventral vieu <if a >M onnm. 2.00 nun in length. In it the ma!' i i> jn^t

maturing. There are spermatozoa in the seminal vehicle hut the female >y>tt-m i- nut yet

functional. There are n "\a and the cell- in the vitelline tuliule- are small, without vitelline

droplets in the cytoplasm. Tin a.-< ' ihuluin i- 0.22. the oral ucker i> 0.14. and the pharynx
i> 0.09 mm in diameter.

if tilled with spermatozoa it ma\ be >accatc. 0.5J by 0.14 mm. The vesicle is

anterodorsal to the testes ; it is fo!l'>wed by a short, narrow duct that, jxisterinr

to the acetabulum, opens into a loni;-, almnst straight tube, encased in ]>rostatic cells

from its origin to about three-fourths i the distance from the acetabulum to the

bifurcation of the digestive tract. 1 lere it loses its covering of glandular cells,

mils about for a short distance ami joins the metratermal end of the uterus. The

hermaphroditic duct enters a tubular to <>val muscular sac that open- into the genital

atrium. The positions and relation-, oi the genital dttcts vary with contractions of
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FIGURE 3. Ventral view of a specimen 4.00 mm long. The ecsoma i^ O.'M mm long.
The worm is fully mature, with eggs in the initial portion of the uterus. In it, the uterine

coils are not congested with eggs and other structures are visible. The acetabulum is 0.31, the

oral sucker, 0.16, and the pharynx is 0.11 mm in diameter.

FIGURE 4. Dorsal view of a gravid specimen in which the anterior end is well extended
and the reproductive ducts are conspicuous. In it the trunk is 3.30 mm long, 1.00 mm wide;
the distance between the suckers is 0.65 mm. The ecsoma is 1.30 mm long, the acetabulum is

0.44, the oral sucker, 0.22, and the pharynx is 0.14 mm in diameter. The stomachs are 0.15 mm
in diameter. The left testis is 0.50 by 0.47 mm

;
the right 0.50 by 0.38 mm

;
the ovary is 0.30

by 0.34 mm; the seminal vesicle is 0.50 by 0.14 mm; and the hermaphroditic muscular sac

is 0.10 by 0.04 mm.

the body musculature and are seen best when the anterior region is extended.

The genital atrium is narrow and is situated ventral to the pharynx.
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reproductive syste

The o\ar\ is median to siibmedian, spherical l<> o\al to reniform. often 1m -IT

in tin- traiis\erse axis, ami O.3O to 0.50 inin in diameter. Tlu- o\i'lurt arises from

tin- posterior face. receixcs a duel from tin- >uninal receptacle. anotluT from the

\itellinc reser\oir, and enters Mehlis' -land, where it becomes tin- cmupe. and from

which the uterus takes origin. The .-eminal receptacle. which \aries in si/ r with

the amount of sperm. is located posterior to the ovary. and the initial portion of

the uterus mav he filled with spermato/oa. The \itellaria consist of ]on- tubular

lohes, three on one side and four on the other, which discharge into the common
reservoir. A short duct from tin- iv-er\"ir joins the o\ iduct immcdiateK after tin-

duct from the seminal receptacle. The arran-einent of (he \ilelline lohes is not

constant ; the .set of three ma\ he mi either side ,,f tl K - hod\. The uterus pa

posh-Had in close miN often into the ecsoma. and then foruard. I iet \\een the tCStCS,

above or In-side the acetahuluin. and in the preacetahular area it is \eiitral to the

male duct until their junction. Youn^ t ---^ are thin shelled, n.njo 1,\ n.Ol.S mm
in a\i-ra-e measurement ; e--s in the terminal portion ( .f th t

- ntenis an- thick-shelled.

ope rcu late. einhr\ onated. and mi a sure O.OlS h\ i n\\2 mm. I- --s are slijhtl\ smaller

in fixed and stained sfrii

Excretory system

The pore is almost terminal and the vesicle consists ( .f a median stem which
extends forward to the testii-uhir level \\here it hifnrcates and the arms ].a--

anteriad and laterad in front of the te.sti-s and \eiitral to the di-esii\ r ceca. The\

continue a forward course to the le\el of the junction of the oral sucker and pharynx
where ihe\ turn dorsad and mcdiad. At this jM.int. each .^i\es , ,\\ a rec-urreiit tuhulc

and then the\ join aho\e the posterinr end of the oral sucker. This \esinilar portion
of the excretOF) s\ .u-m is tilled with exi-eedin-ly fine -lohnles. The fluid in the

recurrent tuhules is dear. These tnhules pass pM-irriad. lateral or ventral to the

di-esti\e cera. and receive hranches formed hy the union of capillaries that drain

the flame-cells dispersed throughout the tissues. The hody is thick, the parenchyma
is dense, the pattern is complex, and details of the s\si,-m ha\e not heen wor

out. The only report of the tlame-cell pattern in a mature heminrid was made
h\ l.oos> i IS" I i who found _'

|

( 1 1 .^J '

1

or 7'ii cells in . /.:y.</M litcii. The same

jiattern and cell iiumher \va> found in the hody of the cercaria of .L.yiiiu sebago

hy Stunkard (l"5ni. \Yoi>tten (l"57i found the same ]>attern and nnmher of

ilame-cells in the hody of ./.;y<//(7 ueiimimitu and 2 [(5 X 32 )
|

or 320 name-cells

in the tail of that species.

These treinatodes from J/. mcnidia are strikin-ly similar to nn-mhers of the

.^enus Hinidinclla Garcin, 1730. studied hy Xi.^relli and Stunkard (1 ( >47). Thev

a-ree in the sanguivorous habit, and the details of the digestive, excretorv and re-

productive systems. This morphological similarity implies close phylo-em-tic and

systematic affinity. Yamaguti (1971) included Dinurinae Looss, 1906 as a sub-

family in the Hemiuridae Lube, 1901. P.aer and Joyeux (1961) recognized
1 )inuridae Skrjabin and ("iusbanskaya, l

t(54 and Ilirudinellidae Dollfus, 1932 as

families in the superfamily I lemiuroidea.
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DISCUSSION

Tubulovesicula and Stomachicola

In a paper entitled, "The Stomachicola rubea: Tubulovesicula pingnis enigma."
Sinclair, Smith and Sullivan (1972) reported 5. ntbea from twenty-eight species
of marine fishes collected near Sapelo Island. Georgia, between 1 October, 1969 and
the autumn of 1971. The species had been described by Linton (1910) as Dinunts
nibcus n. sp. Planter (1931) had described Dinunts magnns as a new species
from Synodus joctens taken at Beaufort, Xorth Carolina and noted that it differed

from D. nibcits in extent of the pars prostatica and seminal vesicle. Both species
were transferred by Manter (1947) to the genus Stomachicola Yamaguti. 1

( >34.

The specific names, nibcus and maymts were incorrectly emended to ntbea and

magna respectively, apparently on the mistaken belief that Stomachicola is a

feminine name. Yamaguti (1971) listed the species as S. nibcus and .V. iuai/)ius.

Sinclair ct al. (1972) suppressed S. nun/ua (Manter. l
e)31) Planter. 1^47 as a

synonym of .V. rubea (Linton, 1910) Manter. 1
( >47. Furthermore, they predicated.

( page 253) "an additional synonymy with S. ntbea is the designation Distonniin tor-

natum (in part) of Linton (1901, 1905, 1940), later referred to as Dinunts phu/nis

by Linton (1940) and Dawes (1940) and as TuJuibn-esieitla f>inc/uis by Manter

(1947, 1954). Skrjabin and Guschanskaia (1954"). Yamaguti (1958), Sogandares
(1959) and Overstreet (1968)."

Although the life-history of the species is unknown, Sinclair et al. (1972) re-

ported that S. ntbeits uses a large number of small fishes as "transfer hosts."

According to the report, these small fishes become infected in late spring or earlv

summer
; growth of the worms is continuous. ; and they wander freely in the body

cavity or tissues, often invading the liver, spleen, heart, kidney, swim bladder and

somatic musculature. Such worms are able to attain full maturity, often leaving

trails of eggs in tissues during passage. Response by their hosts eventually kills

the worms which become enclosed in melanated cysts and "mummified" in late winter

or early spring. Larger fishes become infected by eating "transfer hosts." The

only fishes recognized as "true" definitive hosts were the eel. .Itujuilla roslrala:

tarpon, Mct/alops atlantlca ; lixardfish. Sviitnfus i<>etcns; and the kingfish. Mcnti-

cirrJuts americanus. Tn these fishes, the worms, acquired by ingestion of transfer

hosts, remain in the stomach. Accordingly, the authors regarded T. f>hi</uis as

merely a young form of S. nibeiis. They noted that .!/. americanus, when small.

was one of the more common transfer hosts, but carried S. ntbeits in the stomach

when it reached a larger size (about 30 cm). This dual site of infection in tin-

same host species, depending on the size of the host, suggested that residence in a

transfer host is a necessary part of the life-cycle of .V. nibeiis, since it is unlikely

that the definitive hosts acquire the infection from the host (probably a small crusta-

cean) that harbors the metacercaria. Tracing the growth of the parasite in Syno-
chis joetens, they reported that in June. 32 worms had a total length of 0.96-4.96

mm (av. 2.52) with the ecsoma contributing 0-62 (av. 42%) of this length. By

early September, 128 worms ranged in size from 1.28-9.55 mm (av. 5.99) with the

ecsoma contributing 0-77 (av. 61%). By early October, 16 specimens had the

following lengths: 3.0-9.7 (av. 8.24 mm) ; ecsoma 33-79 (av. 64%) of the total

length. In M. americanus and Cynoscion spp., the worms attained a length of
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9.4414.40 mm by mid-winter and from the pattern of growth it would appear
that the larger worms (22-25 mm) of this species could be more than one year
of age. However there was no statement concerning the sites from which these

specimens were taken, and since the same host species may serve as both transfer

and definitive host, the data are of doubtful value.

Dinurus rubcus was described by Linton (1910) from Lycodontis moringa and

Lycodontis funebris taken at Dry Tortugas, Florida. Specimens measured 22 mm
in maximum length and 1.5 to 2.00 mm in greatest width. In a large specimen the

oral sucker was 0.98, the acetabulum was 1.92, and the pharynx 0.42 mm in diameter.

In Figure 151, of a total mount, the acetabulum is less than its diameter posterior

to the oral sucker and the gonads are in the anterior one-fifth of the body length.

Dinurus magnns Manter, 1931 was Distoma tornatum Linton, 1905 renamed. The

specimens were from Synodns foetus and Cynoscion nebulosus taken at Beaufort,

North Carolina. The sizes agreed with the measurements of D. rubcus, with the

ecsoma about two-thirds of the total length. Manter (1931) distinguished D.

magnns by a short pars prostatica and the extent of the seminal vesicle. As noted,

Yamaguti (1934) erected the genera Tubulovesicula and Stomachicola. Stomachi-

cola was based on S. wuraenescocis, the type species. The worms are very long

and slender, with the ecsoma some ten times as long as the trunk. The type speci-

men (Yamaguti, 1934, figures 105, 106) is 40.8 mm long and 1.89 mm wide. The

largest immature specimen was 10.2 mm long and the largest mature one was 55

mm long. Tubulovesicula and Stomachicola were included in the subfamily Di-

nurinae Looss, 1907 but Yamaguti (1958) named Stomachicola type of a new sub-

family Stomachicolinae in the family Hemiuridae. Yamaguti (1934) distinguished

between Stomachicola and Tubulovesicula on the shape of the body, relative length

of the ecsoma, and details in the shape of the seminal vesicle and extent of the pars

prostatica. Manter (1947) transferred D. rubcus and D. inagnus to Stomachicola.

In Tubulovesicula the body is fusiform and the ecsoma, although variable in length,

ordinarily is not more than one-half the total length.

The enigma posed by Sinclair et al. (1972) results from lack of information

concerning the species under consideration. Unfortunately, the life-cycles of marine

hemiurid trematodes are virtually unknown and evaluation of morphological data

is dependent on knowledge of comparable features in other groups. The argument

by Sinclair et al. that 5\ inagnus is identical with 5". rubcus is plausible but it is

difficult to accept the identity of T. pinguis and S. rubcus. The idea that fully ma-

ture and gravid specimens of T. pinguis, four mm in length, if ingested by a larger

host, can grow to a length of 20 mm or more and become stomachicolid in form, is

contrary to accepted tenets of trematode development. It seems more probable that

two closely related species may live simultaneously in the same host and that

distinguishing features are not readily apparent. It is true that T. pinguis is pri-

marily a parasite of the coelom and tissues but the worms must penetrate the wall

of the digestive tract to enter the body cavity, and since only a few are present at

any one time, they may be able to return. One distressing problem is to explain the

fate of eggs shed by the worms in the closed coelom of M. wienidia. If T. pinguis is

merely a developmental stage of S. rubeus, the integrity of the genera is disrupted

and the status of the several species assigned to the two genera becomes equivocal.
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considerations

The trematodes from the stomachs of fishes constitute a large and diverse col-

lection of genera, assigned by different authors to some twenty families in the super-

family Hemiuroidea Faust, 1929, the equivalent of the suborder Hemiurata Skrjabin
and Gushanskaya, 1954. They have been known since ancient times and the name
of the giant trematode from scombriform fishes, Hirudinella marina Garcin, 1730,

is pre-Linnean. These worms are unique; they differ from other trematodes in

structure and especially in the larval and developmental stages. In general, the body
is strongly muscular, only slightly flattened, although in different groups, different

regions of the body may be modified as adaptive responses to locations in their

hosts and to subjective pressures. In certain species, the oral sucker may be

retracted within the body and in one group, which includes Tubulovesicula and

Stomachicola, designated as appendiculate, the posterior portion of the body may
be retracted within the anterior portion. Looss (1907) discussed the morphology of

these flukes and pointed out that the retracticle region is not a tail. He designated
the anterior region as the soma and the retractile region as the abdomen. It was

described as the ecsoma (appendix) by Nicoll (1915). Looss described the effect of

contraction on the topography of the organs. The first comprehensive treatise on

the systematics of the group was predicted by Odhner ( 191 1 ) in the statement, page
528. "Mit der Erkenntnis dass alle Magendistomen bei Fischen in verwandschaft-

lichen Beziehungen auseinander stehen, sincl wir wieder um ein gutes Stuck nach

vorwarts gegen das natiirliche Digenensystem gekommen, uncl die eigentiimlichen
Hemiuriden haben durch ihre Ableitung von den Azygiiden einen morphologischen

Hintergrund bekommen. Friiher (1907) have ich schon die Didymozoiden von den

Hemiuriden abgeleitet, eine Auffassung die sich seither bei mir nur erhartet hat,

und ich fuhre also in naturlichen System der Digenea die familien Azygiidae Odhn.,

Hemiuridae Liihe, und Didymozoidae Montic. in dieser Ordnung nacheinander auf."

The same taxonomic concept was espoused by Fuhrmann (1928). He observed,

page 98, "Naher oder entfernter verwandt sind alle Maycn-Distomeen der Fische,

die eine grosse Entwicklungsreihe zu bilden scheinen, welche mit den Azygiidae

beginnt und in der formenreichen (30 Genera), reich verzweigten Gruppe der

Hemiuridae gipfelt." He noted that certain members of the group have migrated
from the stomach, some to the intestine, some to the gall-bladder, some to the swim-

bladder, while others have moved forward into the mouth and gills. From these

considerations he concluded, "Aus solchen Formen sind dann wohl die eigen-
tiimlichen Zystenparasiten der Familie der Didymozoonidae hervorgegangen."

With increase in number of described species and genera, the families listed

by Odhner have been elevated to higher taxonomic categories. They have been

dismembered and new taxonomic units have been proposed. The classification of

these trematodes has sustained numerous revisions and no system is universally

accepted. The worms are chiefly parasitic in marine fishes but are encountered,

though much more rarely, in migratory and freshwater fishes, and members of the

family Halipegidae Poche, 1925 occur in amphibians. They have been reported

from lizards and snakes but it is possible that these records are concerned with pre-

dation. The earlier arangements were based almost entirely on the morphology of

adult worms, since data on life-cycles and larvae are meager and relatively recent.
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Dollfus (1923) erected a superfamily Hemiurida, to contain the Hemiuridae

Lube, 1901, Accacoeliidae Looss, 1912, and Syncoeliidae Dollfus, 1923. Poche

(1926) recognized the superfamily, in which he included five families: Hemiuridae

Luhe, 1901; Azygiidae Odhner, 1911, and three new families Halipegidae, Iso-

parorchiidae, and Xenoperidae. Faust (1929) included the same families in a

superfamily which he named Hemiuroidea. Markevich (1951 ) proposed the order,

Hemiurata, but did not list the constituent families. Skrjnbin and Gushanskaya

(1954) demoted the Hemiurata to the rank of a suborder with a single super-

family, Hemiuroidea Faust. They accepted the five families of Poche and in the

suborder included the following families: Accacoeliidae Looss, 1912; Hirudinelliclae

Dollfus, 1932; Syncoeliidae Dollfus, 1923; Haplosplanchnidae Poche, 1925; Coito-

caecidae Ozaki, 1929; Bathycotylidae Dollfus, 1932; Sclerodistomatidae Dollfus,

1932, Ptychogonimidae Dollfus, 1936; and Derogenetidae Dollfus, 1950. In a re-

vision, Skrjabin and Gushanskaya (1956) divided the Hemiurata into two super-
families: the Hemiuroidea Faust, 1929 in which the hermaphroditic duct is free in

the parenchyma, and the Azygioidea which have a true genital bursa. The latter

superfamily contained the families Azygiidae Odhner, 1911
;
Hirudinellidae Dollfus,

1932; Xeroperidae Poche, 1925; and Liocercidae Skrjabin and Gushanskaya,
1956. In a further revision, Skrjabin and Gushanskaya (1960), the Hemiuroidea

was reconstituted with fifteen families, including six new ones : Dinuridae Skrjabin
and Gushanskaya, 1954; Lecithasteridae Skrjabin and Gushanskaya, 1954; Lampri-
trematidae Skrjabin and Gushanskaya, 1954; Elytrophallidae Skrjabin and Gush-

anskaya, 1954; and Aerobiotrematidae Yamaguti, 1958. Skrjabin and Gushanskaya

(1960) did not recognize the Didymozoidae Poche, 1907 ( Didymozoonidae Monti-

celli, 1888, renamed) as members of the Hemiurata.

LaRue (1957) proposed a new system of classification based primarily on life-

history data and particularly on the development of the excretory bladder and

associated structures. Two distinct superorders were recognized ;
The Anepithelio-

cystidia, in which the bladder remains membranous, and the Epitheliocystidia, in

which the bladder is enclosed in mesodermal cells and its wall becomes epithelial. In

his system, LaRue accepted the superfamily Azygoidea Skrjabin and Gushanskaya,
1956, which was elevated to the Azygiata, one of four suborders in the order Strigea-
toidea (Anepitheliocystidia). The Azygiata contained two superfamilies : Azygioidea
with two families, Azygiidae Odhner, 1911 and Bivesiculidae Yamaguti, 1939, and a

new superfamily Transversotrematoidea with the lone family Transversotrematidae,

Yamaguti, 1953. The Hemiurata Skrjabin and Gushanskaya, 1954 was included

as one of two suborders in the order Opisthorchiida (Epitheliocystidia). It con-

tained nine families : Hemiuridae, Halipegidae, Dinuridae, Lecithasteridae, Lecitho-

chiridae, Bathycotylidae, Isoparochiidae, Ptychogonomidae, and Didymozoidae.
The relegation of the families Azygiidae and Didymozoidae to different superorders
was a striking departure from previous arrangements. Moreover, recent electron

microscope studies by Krupa, Cousineau and Bal (1969) have confirmed the ob-

servations of Stunkard (1930), that the wall of the excretory bladder in Crypto-

cotyle lingua is syncytial and similar findings were reported for other species by
Powell (1972).

Adopting a proposal advanced by Marie Lebour (1912) and supported in part

by Sewell (1922), Dubois (1929) and Dollfus (1949), Odening (1960) erected

a new system of classification. The Digenea were divided into two subclasses,
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Sporocystoinei and Redioinei, based on the type of larva produced in the primary
host. In the former category, the cercariae develop in sporocysts ;

in the latter, they

develop in rediae. In the scheme of Odening, the Hemiurata, Didymozoata Skrjabin
and Sul'c. 1933, and Azygiata were included in the Redioinei.

Baer and Joyeux ( l
c^l ) divided the class Trematoda into three subclasses:

Aspidogastrea, Digenea, and a new subclass, Didymozoidea. In their treatment of

the Digenea, they adopted the arrangement of LaRue (1957) for the Azygiata and

the Hemiurata ; twenty three families were included in the superfamily Hemiuroidea.

The subclass Didymozoidea contained only the family Didymozoonidae Monticelli,

188S, with twenty-two genera. The removal of the Didymozoidae from the Digenea
was based on their peculiar and aberrant morphology, on the development of

gonochorism. and on a postulated direct development resulting from observations

of Ishii (1935) and of Grabda (1947). The arrangement by Baer and Joyeux \vas

analyzed and rejected by Stunkard ( 1963).

In a monograph on the trematodes of Brazil, Travassos, de Freitas, and Kohn

(1969) revised the classification of the Digenea, changed the names of the orders

by the use of a new ending, -formes, and described the species reported from Brazil.

The Digenea contained thirteen orders and eighty-nine families. In the Hemiuri-

formes. they included nine families : Didymozoidae, Hemiuridae, Lecithochiriidae,

Elytrophallidae, Isoparorchiidae, Dinuridae, and Mabiaramidae Freitas and Kohn,
1967. In the Didymozoidae, they listed only one species, Unitubulotestis sardac

( MacCallum and MacCallum, 1916) Yamaguti, 1952 from the gills of Sarda sarda.

The family Mabiaramidae contained a single species, Mabiarama provesiculata
Freitas and Kohn, 1967, from the stomach of Rachycentron canadus.

The most recent contribution to systematics of the hemiurid trematodes, is in

the monumental, Synopsis of Diycnetic Trematodes of Vertebrates, by Yamaguti
(1971). This is a revision and amplification of his volume I (1958) in the series,

Systetna Helmintliuni. As formerly, the parasites are arranged under primary
divisions based on their hosts, but new information when available has been em-

ployed in the disposition of families. The classifications of the Digenea above the

family level proposed by LaRue (1957), Odening (1960), and Travassos ct al.

(1969) were not accepted. Because information on life-histories of these flukes

is so fragmentary, and for many groups entirely absent, Yamaguti accepted only a

few superfamilies and in the majority of instances, no attempt was made to refer

families to higher taxonomic categories. The Azygiidae, for example, are unplaced

although three subfamilies are recognized. The superfamily Hemiuroidea is re-

stricted to eight families : Hemiuridae, Mabiaramidae, Ptychogonimidae, Prosogono-
trematidae, Bathycotylidae, Hirudinellidae, Lampritrematidae. and Sclerodistomiclae.

The Hemiuridae contains twenty-five subfamilies, many of them demoted from

family status of other authors. The superfamily Didymozoidea (Monticelli. 1888)

emend., is accepted with the single family Didymozoidae and twenty-four subfamilies.

A new superfamily. Isoparochioidea was erected to contain seven families, whose

species occur in the swimbladder rather than the stomach of fishes. The Acca-

coeliidae were removed from the Hemiuroidea, since their cercariae are not

cystophorous, and assigned to a superfamily, Accacoelioidea, as suggested by
Dollfus (1960a).

In the course of the past hundred years, a large number of trematodes have

been described, many on inadequate and erroneous information and based often on
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a single specimen. New genera and higher taxonomic categories have been erected

to receive these dubious species. Among the hemiurid species, lack of information

on life-cycles and larval stages has limited descriptions to features of sexually mature

specimens. Consequently, specific and generic diagnoses are often indefinite and

uncertain. Indeed, Nasir and Diaz (1971) have suppressed Synaptobothrlum v.

Linstow, 1904; Plerunts Looss, 1907; StcrrJntnis Looss, 1907; Separogermiductus

Skrjabin and Gushanskaya, 1955; and Magniscyphus Reid, Coil and Kuntz, 1965

as synonyms of Lecithochirium Liihe, 1901.

Discussing phylogeny of the divers groups of Trematodes, Baer and Joyeux

(1961), observed, page 657, "On a decrit jusqu' a aujourd 'hui plus de mille

genres de Trematodes groupes en quelque cent families don plusiers monotypiques.
On pent cependant affimer que cette plethore de genres ne correspond nullement a

la realite et que leur nombre sera certainement recluit dans une proportion notable

lorsque les auteurs entreprendront une revision serialise. On constate trop souvent

que des caracteres specifiques sont pretextes a creer des genres nouveaux, sans

meme que la limite morphologique de ceux-ci ait fait 1'objet d'une investigation

serieuse. L'emploi abusif de cles dichotomiques trop simples, c'est a dire qui sont

fondees principalement sur des caracteres superficiels ou variables, conduit, inevi-

tablement vers une situation inextricable dont la consequence est de surcharger la

litterature scientifique d'une nomenclature aussi encombrante qu'inutile. L'exis-

tence de pres de trente families monotypiques accentue le malaise taxonomique que
Ton ressent en face due systeme actual dont le nombre des sous-families mono-

typiques est egalement trop eleve, laissant l'impression que le choix des bases de la

classification des trematodes est arbitraire."

The genetic and taxonomic relations of the hemiuroid trematodes are yet ob-

scure. They comprise a homogeneous, monophyletic group of digenetic forms.

Primarily parasitic in the stomachs of marine fishes, some of them have migrated
to other organs, some have invaded freshwater hosts, and members of one family,
the Halipegidae, infect amphibians. Classification is based almost entirely on the

adult generation since knowledge of life-cycles and developmental stages is meager.

Life-cycles have been elucidated for several halipegid species, but this is a peripheral
area in which events are probably greatly modified. For marine species a few life-

cycles have been pieced together, but only one, that of Lecithaster conjnsiis Odhner,
1905, has been experimentally demonstrated (Hunninen and Cable, 1943). As
their hosts evolved and occupied new environments, there have been corresponding

changes in the morphology, physiology and development of their parasites. Differ-

ences of opinion on the significance of particular features have led to the formation

of diverse taxonomic arrangements as noted above. Minor variations have been

overemphasized with the unjustified multiplication of taxonomic units, as observed

by Baer and Joyeux (1961). When adequate information on life-cycles and devel-

opmental stages becomes available, existing differences may be explicable, differ-

ences of opinion may be resolved, and an acceptable system of classification may be

formulated.

Life-cycles and classification

The wide divergence of opinion concerning the systematics and classification of

the hemiurid trematodes is the result, in large measure, of lack of knowledge of
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their life-cycles and developmental stages. Data are meager, fragmentary, often

faulty, and sometimes erroneous. Observations extend back for more than a

century, (q.v. Dollfus, 1923, 1950a, 1954, 1960b) and unencysted metacercariae

have been found in tow-nettings, and in a variety of planktonic organisms, chiefly

crustaceans, ctenophores and chaetognaths. Dollfus (1923) noted that it is difficult

if not impossible to recognize the adult stages and identify the larvae. He listed

references to twenty-four species that occur in marine invertebrates. In addition,

he noted that encysted progenetic metacercariae had been reported from various

teleost fishes. Since the worms were gravid, they had been identified and referred

to Lccit/iocliiriitui rnfoviride (Rudolphi, 1819) Liihe, 1901, to Lecithochirhun

(jraridum Looss, 1907, and to Synaptobothrium caudiporum (Rudolphi, 1819) v.

Linstow, 1904. The three species wrere included in the subfamily Sterrhurinae.

Dollfus (1950a) enumerated the five essential characters of the cystophorous cer-

cariae and listed the hosts and geographic distribution of the designated species.

Thirty-nine species were described from gastropod hosts and one, Cercaria prenanti

Arvy, 1940, from the scaphopod, Dentalium dalli taken off the northwest coast of

France. This species was reported by Ching (1960) from the Pacific coast of the

United States, at Friday Harbor, Washington. Contrary to earlier statements,

Dollfus (1950a) predicated that all cystophorous cercariae belong in the superfamily

Hemiuroidea; that the group is homogeneous and contains only those species in

which the cercariae are cystophorous.
In a supplemental report, Dollfus (1960b) published a list of the distomes of

chaetognaths, including those assigned to the Hemiuroidea. He predicated that

the chaetognaths ingest the worms with food, either directly or in copepods or other

small planktonic invertebrates which harbor the larvae. Thus, they may be either

secondary intermediate hosts or merely facultative and supplementary associates

intercalated in the life-cycle.

Szidat, Angelescu and Siccardi (1950) identified mature worms from the ab-

dominal cavity of Clnpea melanostoma taken in the Rio de la Plata, Argentina, as

Dinurus brcvidiictus Looss, 1907. Some were alive, others dead, and the dis-

integrated remains of others were centers of melanistic capsules containing eggs.

Other small immature specimens were in caseous nodules on the wall of the stomach

of Raphiodon (-- Cynodon} vitlphius from the same locality. The normal host of

Dinurus brevidnctus is Coryphaena sp., and Szidat et al. (1950) considered Clupea

melanostoma, a freshwater species, to be an ancillary intermediate host, a "segundo

huesped auxilliar." Commenting on this report, Dollfus (1954) declared that the

worms encysted in teleost fishes, that earlier he had regarded as progenetic meta-

cercariae, were actually adults which had perished in an aberrant host and outside

their normal habitat in the intestine. He observed that the "cysts" were not

secreted by the parasite but were connective tissue capsules produced by the hosts

as a reaction to invasion. He cited other examples of hemiurid worms that had be-

come mature in abnormal situations. The account by Sinclair ct al. (1972) recalls

the earlier one by Szidat ct al. and in both instances the parasites had been assigned

to the genus Dinurus.

The position of the Didymozoidae is equivocal. They are tissue parasites of

marine and rarely, of freshwater fishes. They occur in the mouth, gills, skin, body

cavity, muscles and connective tissue. In part they are cyst-dwelling, often in
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pairs, with partial or complete separation of sexes. Some are monostomes, others

are distomes, and the peculiarities of morphology are clearly adaptations to the

tensions imposed by their locations in their hosts. Ishii (1935) reported direct

development of Didymocystis katsuwonicola. The embryonated eggs measured

0.017 to 0.019 mm in length and 0.010 to 0.012 mm in width. Each contained a

larva whose anterior end bore a sucker and a double crown of alternating large and

small spines. The penetration of the larva into the branchial epithelium was not

observed, but similar larvae, about 1.0 mm in length, were found under the epi-

thelium and it was presumed that the miracidium had transformed into the juvenile.

Grabda (1947) made similar observations on the life-cycle of Nematobothrium
sardae at the Varna Laboratory on the Black Sea. He found the worms in pairs
on the gills of fishes, and reported penetration of young worms into the tissue.

However, he stated, page 175, "L'auteur est parvenu a examiner a quatre reprises,

la penetration des individus du parasite dans la branchie du poisson. Malheureuse-

ment ces observations n'ont etc faites que la preparations fixees." The accounts

of Ishii and Grabda present no evidence that the miracidium penetrates the epi-

thelium of the gills of fishes and Yamaguti (1958) questioned the account of Ishii.

Developmental stages that appear to he didymozoid cercariae have been discovered

in marine snails and unencysted metacercariae in crustaceans and juveniles in the

intestine of small fishes portend a digenetic life-cycle. The statement of Yamaguti
(1971, page 334) apparently establishes a digenetic cycle, with developmental stages
from those found in crustaceans to those developing in the final hosts.

Skrjabin and Gushanskaya (1954) observed that complete life-cycles of mem-
bers of the Hemiurata, for the most part, are known only for species in freshwater

hosts. They noted that this is not surprising since freshwater conditions facilitate

experimentation. These freshwater species are members of the family Halipegidae.
The group is unique since it occurs in both marine and freshwater fishes and in

both caudate and anuran amphibian hosts. Life-cycles are known for members of

three genera, Halipegus, . /,::y//m, and Protcroinctra. In the genus Halipegus, life-

cycles are known for four species. The type, H. ovocaudatus (Vulpian, 1858)

Looss, 1899 occurs in the oral cavity and esophagus of European frogs. Leuckart

(1886) obtained experimental infections of Planorbis planorbis by feeding eggs of

the parasite. In collaboration with a student, Creutzburg, Leuckart (1889) ob-

served the emergence of the miracidium from the egg, the development of the

generations in the snail and the formation of the cercaria, identified as Ccrcaria

cystophora Wagener, 1886. The descriptions of the experiments and results were
included in the dissertation of Creutzburg (1890). Sinitzin (1905) reported that

Ccrcaria cysiophora from Planorbis marginatus is eaten by nymphs of the dragonfly,

Calopteryx i-injo, develops in the hemocoele, and is the larva of H. oi'ocandatus.

The life-cycles of American species have been worked out for Halipegus
occidualis Stafford, 1905 by Krull (1935) ;

for Halipegus ecccntricus Thomas, 1937

by Thomas (1939) ; and for Halipegus anibcrstcnsis Rankin, 1944 by Rankin

(1944). Thomas reported that the young worms remain in the stomach of tadpoles
until metamorphosis, when they migrate to the oral cavity and Eustachian tubes.

In all of these studies, the cystophorous cercariae were ingested by copepods and

developed as unencysted metacercariae in the hemocoele of the crustaceans. Metacer-

cariae were found as natural infections in both dragonflies and damselflies but ex-

perimental infections of nymphs were not obtained. Macy, Cook and DeMott
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( I960) found that in Oregon, the cercariae of H. occidualis are ingested by ostracods,

Capridopsis vidua (O. F. Miiller), which serve as second intermediate hosts in

that area. They proposed the term, Cercariocyst, for the cercaria of halipegid

species. They found natural infections in dragonflies but stated, (1960, page 15)

"Clearly, dragonfly nymphs are unnecessary for the completion of the cycle and
become infected simply because they happen to eat ostracods along with other food."

Adult worms were recovered from Tarlcha granulosa that had been fed infected

ostracods.

Knowledge of azygiid life-cycles date from the report of Szidat (1932) that

Cercaria inirabilis Braun, 1891, from Lyuinaea palustris develops in Esox Indus

and is the larva of Asygia litcii (Miiller, 1776) Liihe, 1909, a common parasite in

the stomach of salmonid fishes, especially species of Eso.r, in Europe. Life-cycles
of North American species have been worked out for Azygia sebago Ward, 1910

by Stunkard (1956) ;
for A. acnminata Goldberger, 1911 by Wootton (1957) ;

and
for A. longa Leidy, 1851 by Sillman (1962).

Members of the azygiid genus Proteromefra Horsfall, 1933 also occur in North
American freshwater fishes. Life-cycles have been elucidated for seven species :

Protcromctra macrostoma (Faust, 1919) Horsfall, 1933 by Horsfall (1934) and

by Dickerman (1934); Proterometra catcnarla Smith, 1934 by Smith (1934);
Proterometra hogesiana Smith, 1936, by Smith (1936) ; P. sagittaria Dickerman,
1946 by Dickerman (1946) ;

Proterometra dickcnnani Anderson, 1962 by Anderson
and Anderson (1963) ; Proterometra albacattda and Proterometra septimae, both

described by Anderson and Anderson (1967) with life-cycles recorded in the same

publication. Anderson and Anderson (1963) reported that P. dickermani from
Goniobasis Ihescens completes the life-cycle in the snail host. IMetacercariae be-

come gravid in the mollusk
; eggs were embryonated and miracidia were obtained.

They may produce new infections in the same snail or, if eggs are ingested, other

snails may become infected. No naturally infected fishes were found but experi-
mental infections were produced in sunfishes, Lepoinis spp. and bass, Micropteroides
salmoides.

Stages in the life-history of other halipegid species are known at least in part.
Dollfus (1950b) described Halipegus africanns n. sp. from Rana mascarieiisis

taken in the Belgian Congo and mature cystophorous cercariae in rediae from

Biomphalaria katongac. The life-cycle was based on morphological agreement, not

on experimental infection. Tang (1951) described Gcnarchopsis cliiuensis n.sp.,

from freshwater fishes in China with an account of the life-cycle. The cystophorous
cercariae developed in Melania joretiana. The species was named type of a new

genus, Tangiopsis, by Skrjabin and Gushanskaya (1955). Yamaguti (1954) re-

ported cystophorous cercariae from Setnisulcospira libertina which, when fed to

Cyclops spp., developed into metacercariae with the characteristic features of the

genus Genarchopsis Osaki, 1925 (syn. Progonus Looss, 1899; Gcnarches Looss,

1902, both names preoccupied). The genus has species in marine and freshwater

fishes in Japan, Russia and India.

Genarchclla genarchella Travassos, Artigas and Pereira, 1928 was described

from the esophagus and stomach of Acestrorhamphus sp. in Brazil. Szidat (1956)
found the larval generations in Littoridina australis. According to his account, the

cercariae do not leave the rediae but become sexually mature and produce eggs.
\Yhen. infected snails are eaten, the eggs are liberated and the metacercariae grow
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and again become gravid, lie predicated that the old snails perish in late fall and

winter and the rediae they contain, together with the gravid metacercariae, emerge
into the water. Young specimens of L. oustrails become infected by eating the eggs
with food. The miracidia emerge, develop into SP<>VCK-\MS in tin- liver and begin
the formation of rediae.

A remarkable and anomalous situation obtains in the related genus Bunocotyle

Odhner, 1928, which contains unusual parasites of freshwater fishes. The type spe-

cies, B. cinyulata Odhner, 1928 was described from Perca fluviatilis taken on the east

coast of Greenland, from Accrina cemits of the Baltic, and from Silurus giants of

the Volga delta. The genus was designated type of the subfamily, Bunocotylinae

Dollfus, 1950, which was included in the family Halipegidae by Skrjabin and

Gushanskaya (1954) and in the family Hemiuridae by Yamaguti (1971). Chabaud
and Biguet (1955) described cystophorous cercariae from Hydrobia stagnalis taken

from a canal near the fitang-du-Canet (Pyrenees Orientales) and their development
in copepods, Poppella guernei, to progenetic metacercariae that were identified as

Bunocot\lc cingulata Odhner, 1928. Markowski (1936) had described progenetic

metacercariae from Hydrobia vcntricosa, taken in the Baltic, as Metorchis pro-

(jcnctlca. As many as fifty gravid worms were found in a single snail. Chabaud

and Buttner (1959) showed that the larva described by Markowski (1936) is a

species of Bunocotyle for which they proposed the name Bunocotyle proycnetica

(Markowski, 1936). They found heavy infections (environ 80%) of H. stagnalis

at Canet, but were unable to find infected fishes in the area. The species, assigned
to B. cingulata by Chabaud and Biguet (1955) was recognized on biological grounds
as a new species, Bunocotyle ineridionalis. They observed that life-cycles in the

hemiurid trematodes may be extraordinarily varied, with one, two, three or four

hosts. In the genus Bunocotyle, B. progenetica becomes mature in the mollusk ;
B.

ineridionalis becomes mature in the second intermediate host, the copepod ;
while

B. cingulata matures in the piscine host. There is the possibility of a four-host-cycle

when the copepod host is eaten by small fishes that serve as transport or paratenic
hosts. Rebecq (1964) found B. uieridionalis in Hydrobia ventrosa and Hydrobia
acitta taken in the Camargue, a part of the Rhone delta near Marseille. The gravid

metacercariae were found in Calanlpcda aquac-dulcls (= Popclla guernei').

The postulate by Sinclair ct al. (1972) recalls the report by Dollfus (1950b) in

which he noted that Looss, Xicoll, Szidat, and other authors had observed young
sterrhurine worms encysted in the peritoneum and other organs of various teleost

fishes. The significance of these findings is yet obscure and the tendency for larval

stages of hemiurid trematodes to become sexually mature, renders interpretation of

life-cycles very tenuous. The cystophorous cercariae are regularly eaten by cope-

pods, and these in turn by small fishes where they may become mature in the

stomach. Whether or not the mature worms, encysted in small fishes, constitute a

stage in a normal life-cycle is questionable. It appears more likely that they are

stray individuals in abnormal hosts, which have abandoned the stomach and are

destined to perish and become encapsulated in connective tissue.

In the hemiurid trematodes the eggs are small, very numerous, embryonated
when passed, and the miracidia emerge only after ingestion by a suitable molluscan

host. These features suggest a high larval mortality and great hazards in the com-

pletion of the life-cycle. The miracidia of the hemiurid, azygiid and didymozoid

species are unique and very similar. All are aciliate, provided with an anterior
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circle of spines, and the surface of the hody hears bristles, often disposed in radial

plates at the anterior and sometimes also at the posterior end of the larva. The
cercariae develop in rediae

; they lack penetration and cystogenous glands and develop

into the cystophorous stage which is characteristic for hemiurid trematodes. Typi-

cally they are eaten by copepods and the metacercariae occur as unencysted larvae

in the hemocoele of the crustacean or other planktonic invertebrates that feed on

copepods. Sexually mature worms occur in the stomach or in the body cavities of

fishes or they may be encysted in the tissues, often in a dead or disintegrating con-

dition. The striking similarity of the larval stages, and the fact that they are

peculiar to the hemiurid trematodes, portends genetic homogeneity and despite

adult adaptations to different situations, the thesis of Odhner and Fuhrmann that

the Azygiidae, Hemiuridae and Didymozoidae are closely related is probably correct.

SUMMARY

Dinunis f>ingitis Linton, 1940 was described from a large collection of small

trematodes, assembled during the previous forty years. Many of them had been

assigned to other, different, species in earlier publications. There was no type-

specimen but the account was based primarily on material from Menidia mcnidia.

The specific diagnosis was indefinite, imprecise, and so general that it might include

members of more than one genus. Dinunis piuguis was transferred by Manter

(1947) to the genus Tnbnlovesicula Yamaguti, 1934. The species, as restricted,

is common in Menidia uicnida at Woods Hole, Massachusetts and is redescribed

from juvenile and adult specimens.

Sinclair, Smith and Sullivan (1972) suppressed Stoinachicola ma-gnus (Manter,

1931) Manter, 1947 as a synonym of Stomachicola nibcus (Linton, 1910) Manter,

1947 and predicated that Tubulovesicula pingitis is merely a stage in the life-cycle

of S. rubens. The identity of S. nibcus and 6". iiiagnits may be accepted, but the

proposal that T. pingitis may develop into 6". nibcus is rejected.

The collection, organization and integration of information on the genetic rela-

tions and systematics of the hemiurid trematodes discloses different interpretations

and evaluations of taxonomic features. The present status is reviewed. The diver-

gence of opinion results in large measure from lack of knowledge of life-cycles and

developmental stages of marine species. Information from freshwater species, al-

though limited, is significant and helpful. Homologous features, common to all

hemiurid species, include the nature of the eggs, the peculiar bristle-bearing mira-

cidia, the presence of rediae in the life-cycle, the characteristic cystophorous cer-

cariae that are eaten by small crustaceans, and the unencysted metacercariae in

various planktonic invertebrates. These striking features, shared by all members, por-

tray a common genetic constitution and support the postulate of Odhner (1905),

Fuhrmann (1928) and others that the Azygiidae, Hemiuridae and Didymozoidae
are members of a common superfamily.
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POLYMORPHIC TERMINATION OF D1APATSE in' CECROPIA:
GENETIC AND GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS

G. P. WALDBAUER AND J. G. STERNBURG

Department of Entomohniy, University of Illinois, Urhana. Illinois 61801

The Cecropia moth, Hyalophora cccropla (L.) (Lepidoptera: Saturniidae),

occurs over most of the United States and southern Canada east of the Rocky
A fountains. It is apparently entirely univoltine, although Grote (1878) claimed

that it is double-brooded in the south. The winter is spent as a diapausing pupa in

a cocoon firmly attached to the food plant or a nearby shrub. The adults, which

emerge in spring or early summer, do not feed and have an average life span of

only about ten days (Rau and Ran, 1914). The larvae, which are polyphagous and

feed on a variety of woody plant species, spin and pupate in late summer or early

fall (Waldbauer and Sternburg, 1967; Scarbrough. 1970 and Ferguson, 1972).

Diapause in Cecropia has been thought to be obligatory (Williams, 1956), but

Mansingh and Smallman ( 1966, 1967) reported that it can be prevented by exposing
the larvae to a long photophase. They did not report the temperature at which the

larvae were reared, unfortunate in view of the modifying effect of temperature on

critical daylength which has been reported for other species (Danilevskii, 1965).

Williams (1956) found that diapause could be terminated by prolonged exposure
to low temperatures for example, 10 weeks at 6 C. Mansingh and Smallman

(1966, 1967) reported that diapause could also be terminated in unchilled pupae by

long photophase, but thought that a long photophase had no effect on chilled pupae.
In an earlier paper (Sternburg and Waldbauer, 1969) we established that from

1966 to 1968 the emergence of adult Cecropia was bimodal under natural conditions

in the vicinity of Urbana, Illinois. Data for three more years confirm our earlier

findings and are presented below. Thus, from 1966 to 1971 from 4.7% to 15.6%
of the adults emerged from over-wintering pupae during late May and the first

few days of June (Group I) while the remainder emerged during the second half

of June and the first few days of July (Group II). It seems safe to conclude that

the emergence of adult Cecropia is consistently bimodal at least in the vicinity of

Urbana.

We do not know how widely it occurs over the range of the species, but the

bimodal emergence of Cecropia is clearly not just a local phenomenon. Data pre-
sented by Marsh (1941) indicate a bimodal emergence in Chicago, Illinois in 1933.

Dr. A. M. Young (Department of Biology, Lawrence University, personal com-

munication) found the emergence to be bimodal in Chicago in 1968, and we (see

below) found it to be bimodal there in 1970. Rau and Rau (1912, 1914) presented
data which showr

clearly that the emergence of Cecropia was bimodal in St. Louis,

Missouri in 1910, 1911 and 1913. Data from other parts of the range would be

of great interest but are not available.

A comparable bimodality has not been demonstrated by investigators who
worked extensively with Cecropia under laboratory conditions ( Williams, 1956 ;

Mansingh and Smallman, 1966 and 1967). The reason is unknown. Perhaps they

627
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used populations which are not polymorphic for diapause termination if such

populations exist or perhaps the polymorphism was not expressed under the con-

ditions they used in the laboratory. Williams (1956, Fig. 3) did report a bimodal

emergence which extended over a twenty-four week period and was obviously the

result of insufficient chilling. We have made similar observations. If wild local

pupae are brought into the laboratory at the beginning of December some adults

emerge from them two to three months later while most of the remaining surviving
adults emerge nine to twelve months later. This appears to be a different phenom-
enon than the bimodal emergence which under natural conditions extends over a

period of only about eight weeks. Williams (1956, Table III) noted two instances

of bimodality which might be comparable to our observations, but whether or not

they actually are comparable cannot be determined because he presented only the

data derived from the primary mode.

Bimodality is not brought about just by an intrinsic difference in the rates at

which adult development proceeds in the two groups. Observations made at regular
intervals in an outdoor insectary at Urbana in 1968 showed that the median date on

which development was initiated (as signalled by the retraction of the epidermis
in the area of the legs) was April 1 for Group I but June 3 for Group II. The
median emergence dates were May 31 for Group I and June 26 for Group II

(Willis, Waldbauer and Sternburg, 1974). Thus, Group II began to develop 63

days later than Group I although the interval between the median emergence dates

was only 26 days. The discrepancy is due to the fact that Group I initiated develop-
ment while the weather was still cool and, therefore, required a mean of about 59

days to complete development, while Group II, which initiated development when
the weather was much warmer, required a mean of only about 25 days to complete

development.
The extent to which one may validly extrapolate what happens under natural

conditions from the results of the published laboratory studies of diapause termina-

tion in Cecropia is by no means obvious. Nevertheless, the results obtained by
Williams (1956) have often led to the supposition that under natural conditions

winter chilling breaks diapause in all pupae, and that all pupae begin to develop as

soon as it becomes warm enough, synchronization of individuals with each other

occurring because all develop at more or less the same temperature and, therefore,

at more or less the same rate. Something like this does seem to be true of Group
I, but it is definitely not true of Group II. Group II pupae are capable of deferring
the initiation of development for over two months under conditions which permit
the initiation and completion of development in Group I pupae. Obviously there

are unexpected complexities involved in the resumption of development by Cecropia

pupae, and, as will be discussed below, these complexities permit a precise and

subtle adjustment to climatic and ecological conditions.

We have not made an exhaustive search of the literature for cases of polymorphic
termination, but a careful scrutiny of several of the more recent reviews (deWilde,

1962; Danilevskii, 1965 ; Beck, 1968; Danilevskii, Goryshin and Tyshchenko, 1970)

suggests that the polymorphic termination of diapause is either an infrequent

phenomenon or that it tends to go unrecognized. Danilevskii (1965, page 203)
cites a report that the emergence of the cotton bollworm (Chloridea obsoleta) from

overwintering pupae is bimodal in the Caucasus. The emergence of tobacco horn-

worms (Manduca sc.rtct) from overwintering pupae is bimodal in North Carolina
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(Rabb, 1966). It has long been known that the emergence of the zebra swallowtail

(Eurytides marcellus) from overwintering pupae is bimodal, and that in this case

the dimorphism involves color and form as well as physiology (Scudder, 1889,

pages 1273-1278).
We have used the phrases "resumption of development" and "termination of

diapause" as if they are interchangeable. This is the common usage and is con-

sistent with the terminology proposed by Mansingh (1971). However, it should

be recognized that this usage tends to obscure the complexity of diapause termina-

tion. For example, Mansingh (1971) recognized that insects which are "in dia-

pause" may be in either the "refractory phase" or the "activated phase." Thus,

insects which have received insufficient chilling are not competent to resume de-

velopment, and would be considered refractory, while insects which have received

sufficient chilling begin to develop soon after they are warmed up and would be

considered activated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collecting cocoons

The cocoons which will henceforth be referred to simply as the "Urbana cocoons"

were collected by the authors from the native wild population in the vicinity of

Urbana, Illinois (approximately 406' north latitude). Approximately 95% were

collected from trees and shrubs in the twin cities of Champaign and Urbana ;
the

remainder were taken in similar situations in the surrounding countryside or nearby
small towns. Further details were given by Waldbauer and Sternburg (1967) and

by Sternburg and Waldbauer ( 1969) .

In 1967 wild cocoons were collected by Dr. Allen M. Young in Chicago, about

120 miles to the north of Urbana. About one-third were taken from willows along

the Illinois Central Railroad tracks about one mile south of the intersection of

Michigan and Madison Avenues (approximately 4151' north latitude) ;
about one-

half were taken along the same tracks about ten miles to the south ; the remainder

came from various localities within the Chicago city limits. These cocoons were

moved to Urbana on December 19, 1967. On December 15, 1969 the authors, Dr.

Aubrey Scarbrough and Dr. Young made another collection of cocoons from the

sites along the railroad tracks mentioned above. The cocoons were taken to Urbana
that day, but the next day one-half of them plus a number of cocoons collected in

Urbana were transferred to the Morton Arboretum at Lisle, Illinois (approximately
4147' north latitude) about twenty-five miles west of the intersection of Michigan
and Madison.

Rearing

Females were mated either by placing them in a cage with a male or by

placing them outdoors in a flight trap (Sternburg and Waldbauer, 1969) where

they mated with a wild male. The latter technique was used when Group I males

were on the wing, and only in the selection of early emerging strains from the

local population. Inseminated females, confined in large brown paper bags in the

laboratory, fastened about 300 eggs to the sides of the bag in five or six days.

When the eggs were nearly ready to hatch the bags were ripped open and placed
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\V ,

1970 97%

1969 73%

1968 47%

1967 9.0%

1966 100%

FIGI 'UK 1. The descent of the eight groups of Cccropia sihlings, line selected from the

Urbana population for emergence with Group I, which emerged as adults in 107(1. On the

left are the year ot emergence and the percentage ot the wild population which emerged with

(iroup I in each year. A circle indicates a wild parent, a box the progeny resulting from a

controlled mating. The upper figure in each box shows total progeny reared; the lower shows
the percentage uhich emerged with ( Imup I. Arrows show parentage; sex is indicated only
where necessary.

under large nylon mesh sleeves ( Telfer. 1
(
)(>7) which covered entire apple trees

( Mains pnuiila ) and were securely tied shut at the base of the trunk. The trees

were usually almost defoliated by the time the larvae became third instars ; the

larvae were then moved to fresh trees about thirty to a net where they usually

managed to complete their growth without running short of food. In late summer
or early fall the nets were removed and the cocoons were harvested.

Maintenance of pupae

Cocoons were kept in screened cages in a screened outdoor insectary at either

Urbana or the Morton Arboretum, and were exposed only to natural photoperiods
and temperatures. From late April to mid-July the cages were examined daily
for newly emerged adults. The date of emergence and sex were noted except at

the Morton Arboretum where sex was not noted. Reared animals were indoors only
when mating and, or ovipositing. \Yild or reared cocoons were sometimes brought
into the laboratory for a few hours for counting and sorting.

The daily mean temperatures indicated on Figures 21 for Urbana were pro-
vided by the Illinois State Water Survey. Daily means for the Morton Arboretum

(Fig. 3 ) were calculated from daily maximum and minimum temperatures provided

by the Environmental Data Service of the U. S. Department of Commerce.

Selection of early-emerging strains

Beginning in 1966 we made line selections for early emergence (Group I ) from

the population native to the Urbana area. In every instance the group affiliation of
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individuals was determined by reference to the seasonal pattern of emergence from
a group of locally collected wild pupae held for the winter in the same insectary.
From 1966 to 1968 the emergence pattern was further confirmed by using traps
baited with virgin females to catch males from the remaining local wild population

(Sternburg and \Yaldbauer, 1969). We made frequent outcrosses because in-

breeding led to a disastrous reduction in viability. Five females which were the

FI progeny of a wild pair and had been mated with their sibs laid a mean of 238

eggs, but only 54.4% of them hatched. Three females, including two from the

same group of siblings, mated with wild males laid a mean of 297 eggs, 96.8%
of which hatched. Figure 1 shows the pedigrees of all of the groups selected for

emergence with Group I which emerged in 19/0. All of our line selections were

similarly made. We made several matings of Group II adults, but did not make
a serious effort to select for emergence with Group II. It might be possible to

mate Group I adults with Group II adults if the lives of Group I adults could be

prolonged by holding them in a refrigerator. However, we did not attempt this.

Mating and rearing were handled as described above. It was usually not possible
to rear all of the progeny resulting from a mating. Therefore, when most of the

larvae in a group were third instars we discarded the excess, retaining a group

approximately typical of the whole with respect to distribution by instar and size.

RESULTS

Selection for emergence with (ironf> I

Table I summarizes the results of all of the controlled matings which we made
from 1966 to 1970. An examination of either this table or of Figure 1 leaves no

doubt that the bimodal emergence of adult cecropia has a genetic basis. In three

years or less we were able to select from the local population strains which averaged
over 75 Vr emergence with Group 1 as compared with the average of about &%
which was typical of the local wild population (Table II) .

\Ye made several controlled matings of wild Group II moths in 1966 (Table I ).

but made no real effort to select for emergence with this group. Our only attempts
in this direction (Table I, 1968) led to an apparent decrease in the proportion of

adults which emerged with Group II. However, the number of moths involved

is small and this result may not be typical.

Even after several years of selection both Groups I and II remained essentially
in phase with the corresponding groups of the wild population as indicated by the

median emergence dates in Table I. Median dates do not, of course, tell the whole

story. However, a closer comparison shows that with either Group I or II the

individual emergence dates of the progeny of the various controlled matings listed

in Table I generally fell within the range of dates over which the corresponding
wild adults emerged. In only 10 out of 32 cases did a few individuals emerge
before or after the corresponding group of the wild population, and then the dis-

crepancy was only from one to four days. There was clearly no tendency to pro-
duce intermediates. In fact, our data suggest the opposite tendency. From 1967

to 1971 the number of days from the emergence of the last individual of Group I

to the emergence of the first individual of Group II of the wild population ranged
from 6 to 16 and averaged 10.4. On the other hand, the corresponding figures for
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TABLE II

Summary of distribution between the two emergence groups of Cecropia adults from
wild pupae collected in Urbana or pupae which resulted from

controlled matings of Urbana moths, 1967-197 1

633
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Urtono 1969

Urbona 1971

293012345678910

May June July

FIGURE 4. Emergence of adult cecropia in 1969 and 1971 from cocoons moved into a

screened outdoor insectary at Urbana by late fall. The origin of the cocoons is as follows :

(A) wild, collected in Urbana, (B) Fi progeny reared in Urbana from wild parents collected

in Chicago in 1967-68, (C) wild, collected in Urbana, and (D) Fi progeny reared in Urbana

from wild parents collected in Chicago in 1969-70. Mean daily temperatures are plotted above

the histograms.

with the local population when the adults emerged the following spring. The

reciprocal transfer made in the fall of 1969 revealed that Urbana moths were also

partially out of phase with the local population after transfer to the Chicago area

early in the pupal stage. In either case the transferred Group I moths were more

or less in phase, while the transferred Group II moths were strikingly out of phase
with the corresponding groups of the local population (Figs. 2 and 3).

Rearing Cecropia from the Chicago population in Urbana demonstrated that

the difference in emergence time between the twro populations has a genetic basis.

The Group II descendants of Chicago Cecropia remained out of phase with the local

Group II population for two generations in one instance (Fig. 3. E ) and one genera-
tion in two instances (Fig. 4, B and D). Furthermore, after two generations in

Urbana the descendants of Chicago Cecropia still emerged in phase with the adults

from wild pupae which had been transferred from Chicago to Urbana the previous
autumn (Fig. 3, D and E). We did not rear Urbana Cecropia in Chicago.

As pointed out above, Group I Cecropia transferred from Chicago to Urbana

or vice versa continued to emerge more or less in phase with the local populations
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TABLE 1 1 1

Emergence of adult Cecropia from local cocoons and from cocoons transported between Chicago and

Urbana. Unless otherwise indicated cocoons were collected from the wild population in the area

of origin and transported no later than December 19. F\ and F-> indicate the first and
second filial generations reared in Urbana from wild parents collected in Chicago

Origin and ultimate
location of pupae
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II while being" moved to the south accelerates the emergence of both Groups I and

II (Fig. 3, A to D, Table III). This is, of course, the expected result. From

Urbana pupae in Chicago, Group I and II moths emerged respectively 10 and 14

days later than their counterparts in Urbana. From Chicago pupae in Urbana,

Group I and II moths emerged respectively 16 rind 14 days earlier than their

counterparts in Chicago.

DISCUSSION

The polymorphic termination of diapause by Cecropia, considered either from

the ecological or the physiological point of view, appears to be of considerable im-

portance to the species. The difference in the emergence times of the two groups,

consistently almost a month in the Urbana area, is equal to at least one-fifth of

the growing season available to Cecropia at this latitude. It is almost inconceivable

that such a large difference does not have profound ecological implications for the

species. From a physiological point of view, the consistent difference of over two

months in the onset of development by the two groups cannot be considered to be

trivial.

We believe that Cecropia's dimorphic termination of diapause is adaptive. The

strategy involved is perhaps best expressed by the metaphor which warns against

putting all of the eggs in one basket. Cecropia's dimorphism avoids the placing of

all of the progeny of a pair in one "temporal basket" in the following growing
season at the critical period encompassing adult development, emergence and re-

production. Partitioning the progeny between an early and a late emergence group

might allow at least some of the progeny of a pair to escape various detrimental

factors which may occur at different times in the growing season, but do not occur

in every year or vary in severity from year to year, such as some variations of the

TABLE IV

Days between median emergence dates of adult Cecropia from local cocoons and cocoons transferred

bet-ween Chicago and Urbana. See Table III for further information

Origin, ultimate location
of pupae and year Days

Chicago in Chicago 1970 17

Chicago in Urbana 1968 23

Chicago in Urbana 1970 19

Chicago (Fi) in Urbana 1969 18

Chicago (Fi) in Urbana 1970 20

Chicago (F2 ) in Urbana 1970 18

Mean 19.2

Urbana in Urbana- -1966 26

Urbana in Urbana 1967 26

Urbana in Urbana 1968 27

Urbana in Urbana 1969 31

Urbana in Urbana 1970 27

Urbana in Urbana 1971 27

Urbana in Chicago 1970 31

Mean 27.9
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weather. Such detrimental factors might affect the developing pharate adults, the

emerged adults or their progeny. For example, Group II and their progeny might

escape the effects of unseasonably cold weather early in the season which might be

disastrous for Group I, killing either the Group I adults themselves or their progeny.
On the other hand, in another year the progeny of Group I moths might complete
their larval development early enough to avoid a late summer drought which might
be disastrous for the progeny of Group II. This strategy could also be selected for

by other factors
;
for example, pressure from a parasitoid whose population fluctuates

greatly from year to year and which attacks the progeny of only one of the

emergence groups. The strategy of dimorphic diapause termination still allows

exploitation of the entire growing season in a year in which the detrimental factors

do not occur. The relevant factors may be difficult to identify if they are of rela-

tively infrequent occurrence.

The proportion of individuals which emerge with the two groups varies from

year to year. In Urbana from 1967 to 1971 Group I varied from 4.7% to 15.6 r/
of the total (Table I ). In St. Louis, Missouri Group I varied between 18 r

/ and

58% of the total from 1910 to 1913 (Ran and Ran, 1912 and 1914). The large

differences in St. Louis suggest differential mortality, and are probably evidence

of major shifts in the balance of factors which determine the relative survival of

members of the two emergence groups. Smaller changes, such as those encountered

at Urbana, suggest that selection for the polymorphic termination of diapause

operates at at least a low level in every year. On the other hand, factors other than

differential survival may in part account for these variations. Although polymorphic
termination has a genetic basis, environmental factors might affect its phenotypic

expression. In other words, the proportion of the population which could potentially

emerge with Group I might be greater than the proportion which actually does

emerge with Group I the difference varying with environmental influences. This

might explain what happened in 1968 when in Chicago almost 50% of a group of

locally collected pupae produced Group I moths (A. M. Young, personal com-

munication) while the other half of the same collection, moved to Urbana before

winter, produced only 17.6% Group I moths (Fig. 2, Table III). The total

mortality in this collection was far from sufficient to account for this difference.

It would be interesting to know how the mean proportions of the two emergence

groups vary geographically. There might, for example, be a systematic variation

from north to south.

The establishment of a genetic basis for bimodality is in agreement with our

earlier suggestion (Sternburg and AYaklbauer, 1969) that emergence with Group
I or Group II is an expression of an inherent property of the individual. In the

earlier paper we arrived at this conclusion by comparing curves obtained in two

ways. The first were curves of adult emergence from cocoons collected locally

early in the fall and kept during the winter and spring in an insectary under con-

ditions common to all. The second were flight curves obtained by trapping males

which emerged from that portion of the local population of pupae which remained

in the field in a variety of microenvironments. The fact that the two sets of curves

were in phase and included similar proportions of Group I and Group II emergers

indicated that bimodality could not be ascribed simply to differences in the micro-

environments in which the cocoons spent the winter and spring.
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It has been suggested that the emergence groups of Cecropia might constitute

two sibling species which are morphologically indistinguishable (Ferguson, 1972,

page 251). This is obviously impossible. Although the two groups are well

.separated in time they are clearly not reproductively isolated from each other since

the adults of both groups produce a mixed lot of pogeny, some of which emerge
with Group I and some of which emerge with Group II.

We originally proposed (Sternburg and Waldbauer, 1969) that the bimodal

emergence of Cecropia is actually the expression of overlapping latitudinal adapta-

tions of the diapause terminating mechanism. This explanation now seems alto-

gether improbable in light of the results given above (Fig. 3, Table III ).

There have been many reports of intraspecific geographical adaptations of the

diapause-controlling mechanisms of various species, but most of these have been

of changes in the critical day-length required for the induction of diapause

(Danilevskii, 1965 ; Danilevskii ct a!., 1970). There are few reports of intraspecific

geographical adaptations of the mechanisms which terminate diapause. Indeed,

Danilevskii ct al. ( 1970) offered the generalization that when diapausing stages are

moved to the north of the range they resume development in the spring simultane-

ously with the native population. The implication is, of course, that the environmental

prerequisites for the resumption of development are identical for the two groups,

and that there has, therefore, been no geographical adaptation.

Cecropia's response is thus unexpectedly complex. "When diapausing Group I

pupae were moved from Urbana north to Chicago or vice versa the adults did

emerge more or less synchronously with the native adults. Obviously, Group I

exhibits little or no geographic adaptation in diapause termination. Group II pupae,

on the other hand, are able to delay the onset of development for a long period of

time under conditions which permit Group I pupae to complete their development.

Furthermore, the duration of the delay is susceptible to geographic adaptation ; as

pointed out above, the emergence of Group II follows more quickly after the emer-

gence of Group I in the Chicago population than it does in the Urbana population

(Figs. 2, 3, 4, Table IV). It is this difference in the duration of the delay which

is largely responsible for the asynchronous emergence of native and transported

adults.

As pointed out above, Group I pupae begin to develop in Urbana very early in

the spring at the end of March or the beginning of April. It is likely that in

these pupae diapause is terminated simply by chilling, as suggested by Williams

(1956), and that adult development begins just as soon as it becomes warm enough.

Group II pupae obviously need something more to terminate their diapause. \\ c

assume that the latitudinal differences reflect quantitative modifications of the same

mechanism which permits Group II pupae to delay the onset of development. "We

do not believe that qualitatively different mechanisms are involved. It is logically

possible that the responsible factor is simply the passage of time. However, it

seems more likely that the mechanism requires a response to some environmental

factor. This might be a cumulative response or a trigger-like response to a "cue."

Photoperiod alone is probably not responsible. If it were, Group II pupae would

presumably respond to the lengthening days of spring by initiating development

when the photophase becomes sufficiently long. Thus a transfer to the north should

result in earlier emergence rather than later emergence as is the case.
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SUMMARY

Hyalophora cecropia (L.) is dimorphic for the termination of diapause at

Urbana and Chicago, Illinois, about 406' and 4151' north latitude respectively.

Under natural conditions the emergence of the adults is clearly bimodal in both

places. At Urbana the early emergers (Group I ) initiate development at the end

of March and emerge during the second half of May ; the late emergers (Group II)

initiate development at the beginning of June and emerge during the second half

of June and the first week of July. Members of either group produce some progeny
which emerge with Group I and a majority which emerge with Group IT.

The bimodality has a genetic basis. In either two or three generations we were

able to line select from the Urbana population strains which averaged over 75%
emergence with Group I as compared with the average of about 8^- which was

typical of the wild population.

Reciprocal transfers in the fall of wild-collected cocoons between Urbana and

the Chicago area revealed that Group II exhibits geographic adaptation but that

Group I does not. Pupae transferred in either direction produced Group I adults

which emerged more or less synchronously with the local wild Group I. On the

other hand, in Chicago the median emergence date of Group II Urbana moths was
two weeks later than the median emergence date of the local Group II

;
in Urbana

the median emergence date of Group II Chicago moths was twelve to fourteen days
earlier than the median emergence date of the local Group II.

Rearing the progeny of Chicago moths in Urbana established that there is a

genetic basis for the difference in emergence time between the Urbana and Chicago

populations. Group II of the Urbana-reared Fj and F2 descendants of Chicago

cecropia continued to emerge earlier than the local Group II. Furthermore, Group
II of the F 2 generation emerged synchronously with wild Group II individuals

collected in Chicago and transferred to Urbana the previous fall.

Whether a transfer was involved or not, the interval between the emergence of

Groups I and II was shorter for the Chicago population than for the Urbana popula-

tion, the time' between median emergence dates averaging nineteen and twenty-

eight days, respectivly. for the Chicago and I 'rbana populations.
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